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The committee met at 10 o'clock a. m., pursuant to adjournment
of yesterday.
Present: Senators Couzens (presiding), Jones of New Mexico,
and King.
Present also: Mr. L. C. Manson, counsel for the committee.
Present on behalf of Bureau of Internal Revenue: Hon. McKenzie
Moss, Assistant Secretary of the Treasury; Mr. C. R. Nash, Assistant
to the Commissioner of Internal Revenue; Mr. A. W. Gregg, Solicitor Bureau of Internal Revenue; Mr. J. G. Bright, Deputy Commissioner'of Internal Revenue; Mr. J. B. Milliken, attorney office
of the solictor; and Mr. F. D. Strader, attorney, office of the so.
licitor.
Mr. GREG.o. I would like to make a short statement in connection
with the case of the Pure Oil Co., one of the companies as to which
reference was made by Mr. Fay in his last report, you will remember ?
Mr. MANSON. Yes.

Mr. GREGG. He questioned the valuation as of November 30, 1916,
when he said the actual discovery had been made in 1914.
Mr. MANSON. Yes.
Mr. GREGG. The facts are that in 1916 the property was acquired
by a new corporation,' and they valued it as of the date of acquisi.
tion. There was no question of discovery in it. That was the reason the valuation was as of November 30, 1916, instead as of 1914.
That, I think, answers his whole objection to the settlement.
Mr. MANSON. If the property changed hands in 1916, after discovery, it would seem to me that the purchase price would govern
the depletion.
Mr. GREGG. That is true. There was no discovery value allowed
in the case, but you see, the property had to be valued because it was
acquired for stock.
Mr. MansoN. Oh I
Mr. GREzO. And it was valued as of November 30, 1916.
Mr. MANSON. I see.

Mr. GREGG. Instead as of 1914, the date the discovery was made,
because of the fact that it was acquired for stock on November 80,
1916.
,ses6
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The CHAIRMAN. I think we would like to look into that, because,

as I remember the case, Mr. Fay made the statement that there was
a discovery.
Mr. MANsON. Yes; I will look into that.
The CHAIRMAN. And discovery value allowed, and also that the

value was excessive.
Mr. MANSON. Yes.

Mr. GREoG. It was excessive, based on the fact that a higher price
of oil was used in 1916 than the posted price in 1914, when he said
that discovery was made. Well, he is right, the price of oil was
higher, but there was no discovery value allowed in the case, and
it was valued as of 1916, because it was acquired on November 30,
1916, by the corporation.
Mr. MANSON. I will look into it, and I might say at this time
that I will be prepared to discuss Mr. Gregg's reply in the Gulf Oil
case to-morrow.
I asked the unit to have some one here this morning to discuss the
application of what is known as A. R. R. No. 34. A. R. R. 34 was
a recommendation of the committee on appeals and review as to the
method to be used in determining the value of the intangible assets
of a corporation or of an individual-the good will and the going
values, values of patents, trade-marks, and intangible values of that
character, where there were no sales at or about the date as of which
valuation was to be determined; and this committee's recommendation lays down a general method to be followed, which, as I understand it, is considered at least by the unit as a starting point in
the proper method of ascertaining these values.
In order that we may have this before us I will read that portion
of it.
Senator JONEs of New Mexico. Was that prepared by the unit?
Mr. MANSON. This was prepared by the committee on appeals and
review as a recommendation to the unit of a method to be followed
in ascertaining these values.
The CHAIRMAN. What date was that?
Mr. GREmG. The values of intangibles.
Mr. MANSON. It is published in cumulative bulletin of June, 1920.
None of these rulings appear to be dated. I have often wondered
why it was; that is, I mean the published rulings do not appear to
have any dates.
Mr. GREGG. The rulings themselves ae dated, but the date is not
published.
Mr. MANSON. I know; but when you get back to the original

ruling it is 4ated, but the dates are not published.
The CHAIMAN. Why are the dates not published?

Is there any

reason for it?
Mr. GREGG. No reason at all.
The CHAIRMAN. I find that by not having the dates, it is difficult

for me to follow the sequence of these hearings.
Mr. GREGG. This was not a hearing on this specific case at all.
The CHnIMAN. I am talking about the hearings we are holding

here.

Mr. GREGG. Oh I
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Mr. MANoN. For instance, you can tell when a ruling is published, but it is necessary to go back to the case in which the ruling
was made and get the original ruling before the facts are deleted,
in order to ascertain the exact date on which the ruling was made.
The first two methods set up in this recommendation--Senator JoNes of New Mexico. Do you not think it would be
better, and that it would correct the situation, if in future publications you gave the dates?
Mr. GREOG. I do not see the necessity of publishing the date
Senator Jones, when we publish a ruling. I see no necessity of
giving the date of its issuance, although I see no objection to it.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Well, I can see a very important
reason that a person reading it should know whether it is a recent
ruling or an old ruling, or whether it should apply to a thing. I do
not see how you can really get the force of any of those rulings
unless you know the dates when they are promulgated.
Mr. GREGG. Of course, all of them are issued in the bulletin
shortly after they are promulgated, except in the situation that I
referred to yesterday, where about two years ago we dug up a lot
of old ones.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Well, a person would want to
know whether it was one of those cases or not.
The CHAIRMAN. The absence of the date seems absurd to me. For
instance, even though they are published three weeks after they are
issued, during those three weeks a case may have been dealt with and
a taxpayer not know that the rule was in existence nor the date
when it was promulgated.
Mr. GREGO. I do not see that that is any hardship on the taxpayer. It is binding on the department when it is issued and when
it is published, but not before.
The CHAIRMAN. But the taxpayer does not know that it is binding on the bureau. That is the difficulty in the whole thing, that
the taxpayer does not know that anything is binding on the bureau
half the time, nor what the bureau's rulings are.
Mr. MANSON. This ruling is known as A. R. R. or A. R. M., as I
have it. Which is it--A. R. M. or A. R. R.?
Mr. NASH. A. R. M.

The CHAIRMAN. In that connection, Mr. Manson, when you first
started out you said it was a recommendation' to the bureau. Do
we understand that that is the rule, then, because it was a recommendation?
Mr. MANSON. Well, I am coming to that. That is one of the
things I wanted to find out this morning.
The CHARMAN. All right.
Mr. MANSON. I do not know; it has been followed in a good many
cases; but I have not, by such investigation as we have been able
to make in the bureau, come to any satisfactory conclusions as to
the methods used in arriving at these values, and for that reason I
asked the bureau to have men here this morning who could speak
with authority on the subject in order that we may get at the facts.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Now, let me understand that.
That ruling was promulgated when?
Mr. MANSON. It was prpmulgated some time prior to June, 1920,
because it was published in the cumulative bulletin of June, 1920.
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Mr. GnEoo. It was handed down under date of February 6, 1920.
The CHAIRMAN. It was not published until June, 1920.
Mr. MANRON. I do not believe that. I think it was published in
one of the weekly bulletins.
Mr. GREO4. In the weekly bulletin?
Mr. MANSON. In the weekly bulletin; yes; but I find it in the
cumulative bulletin, which is published once in six months.
The CHAIRMAN. There are always a cumulative bulletin and a
weekly bulletin?
Mr. MANHON. Yes; there is a weekly bulletin, and at the end of six
months those publications, which come out weekly, are consolidated
into a cumulative bulletin.
This recommendation is as follows:
The committee has considered the question of providing some practical
formula for determining value as of March 1, 1913, or of any other date, which
might be considered as applying to intangible assets, but finds itself unable
to lay down any specific rule of guidance for determining the value of intangibles which would be applicable in all cases and under all circumstances.
Where there is no established market to serve as a guide the question of value,
even of tangible assets, is one largely of judgment and opinion, and the same
thing is. even more true of intangible assets such as good will, trade-marks,
trade brands, etc. However, there are several methods of reaching a conclusion as to the value of intangibles which the committee suggests may be
utilized broadly in passing upon questions of valuation, not to be regarded as
controlling, however, If better evidence is presented in any specific case.
Where deduction is claimed for obsolescence or loss of good will or trademarks, the burden of proof is primarily upon the taxpayer to show the value
of such good will or trade-marks on March 1, 1913. Of course, if good will
or trade-marks have been acquired for cash or other valuable considerations
subsequent to March 1, 1913, the measure of loss will be determined by the
amount of cash or value of other considerations paid therefor-

The CHAIRMAN. The measure of loss, you say?
Mr. MANSON. Yes; in the case of a patent or the good will of a
concern, or the trade-mark, which was acquired subsequent to March
1, 1913, and we will say it is lost, as would be the case with a trademark on whiskey by the prohibition men.
Mr. Moss. You mean acquired for cash or some value that was ascertainable?
Mr. MANSON. Yes. Their loss would be measured by what was
paid for it.
The CHAIRMAN. Apd also, I suppose, the depletion in the case of
the term of a patent
Mr. MANSON..Yes. I will go back there. [Reading:]
Of course, if good will or trade-marks have been acquired for cash or other
valuable considerations subsequent to March 1, 1913, the measure of loss will
be determined by the amount of cash or value or other considerations paid
therefor, and no deduction will be allowed for the value of good will, or trademarks built up by the taxpayer since March 1, 1913. The following suggestions are made, therefore, merely as suggestions for checks upon the soundness and validity of the taxpayers' claims. No obsolescence or loss with respect to good will should be allowed except in case of actual disposition of the
asset or abandonment of the business.
In the first place, it is recognized that in numerous instances it has been
the practice of distillers and wholesale liquor dealers to put out under wellknown and popular brands only so much goods as could be marketed without
affecting the established market price therefor and to sell other goods of the
same identical manufacture, age, and character under other brands, or under
no brad ,at all, at. figures very much bejow those which the well-known brands
commanded. In such cases the difference between the price at which whisky
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was sold under a given brand and also under another brand name, or under no
brand, multiplied by the number of units sold during a given year gives an
accurate determination of the amount of profit attributable to that brand during
that year; and where this practice is continued for a long enough period to
show that this amount was fairly constant and regular and might be expected
to yield annually that average profit, by capitalizing this earning at the rate,
say, of 20 per cent, the value of the brand is fairly well established.
Another method is to compare the volume of business done under the trademark or brand under consideration and profits made, or by the business whost
good will is under consideration, with the similar volume of business and profit
made in other cases where good will or trade-mark have been actually sold
for cash, recognizing as the value of the first the amne proportion of the
selling price of the second as the profits of the first attributable to brands or
good will in of the similar profits of the second.

I now invite the committee's particular attention to what follows:
The third method, anci possibly the one which will most frequently have to
be applied as a check in the absence of data necessary for the application of
the preceding ones, is to allow out of average earnings over a period of years
prior to March 1, 1913, preferably not less than five years, a return of 10 per
cent upon the average tangible assets for the period. The surplus earngs will
then be the average amount available for return upon the value of the intangible assets, and it is the opinion of the committee that this return should be
capitalized upon the basis of not more than five years' purchase-that is to
say, five times the amount available as return from intangibles should be the
value of the intangibles.
In view of the hazards of the business, the changes in popular tastes, and
the difficulties in preventing imitation or counterfeiting of popular brands
affecting the sales of the genuine goods, the committee is of the opinion that
the figure given of 20 per cent return on intangibles is not unreasonable, and
it recommends that no higher figure than that be attached in any case to
intangibles without a very clear and adequate showing that the value of the
intangibles was in fact greater than would be reached by applying this
formula.
The foregoing is intended to apply particularly to businesses put out of
existence by the prohibition law, but will be equally applicable, so far as the
third formula is concerned, to other businesses of a more or less hazardous
nature. In the case, however, of valuation of good will of a business which
consists of the manufacture or sale of standard articles of everyday necessity
Snot subject to violent fluctuations and where the hazard is not so great the
committee is of the opinion that the figure for determination of the return on
tangible assets might be reduced from 10 to 8 or 9 per cent, and that the
percentage for capitalization of the return upon intangibles might be reduced
from 20 to 15 per cent.
In any or all of the cases the effort should be to determine what net earnings a purchaser of a business on March 1, 1913, might reasonably have
expected to receive from it, and therefore a representative period should be
used for averaging actual earnings, eliminating any year in which there were
extraordinary factors affecting earnings either way. Also in the case of the
sale of good will of a going business the percentage rate of capitalization of
earnings applicable to good will shown by the amount actually paid for the
business should be used as a check against the determination of good will
value as of March 1. 1913, and if the good will is sold upon the basis of
capitalization of earnings less than the figures above indicated as the ones
ordinarily to be adopted the same percentage should be used in figuring values
as of March 1, 1913.

I would like to know who is present that the bureau deems qualified to discuss this rule.
Mr. GREGG. We have with us this morning Mr. Milliken and Mr.
Strader, who are both familiar with it.
Mr. MANsoN. In the case of an , 'dinary manufacturing concern,
when the average earnings for the period to be used as the basis for
determining value have been arrived at, and the amount attributable
to good will has been determined; in other words, after you have
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eliminated the amount that you set aside upon the tangibles, what
percentage is ordinarily used for capitalizing the earnings attributable to intangibles for the purpose of arriving at the value
of the intangibles?
Mr. MILIJKEN. Well, the first theory to apply would be to apply
an average rate for intangibles, as is laid down in the memorandum.
If it is a particularly hazardous business, we would allocate 10 per
cent as a fair return on tangibles. If it be a nonhazardous business-for example, if a person is manufacturing a device that is of
universal use, where a person may have a patent that amounts to
practically a monopoly, the business would not be considered as
hazardous--Mr. MANSON. That ik, some article of everyday use?
Mr. MILLIKEN. Yes.

Mr. MANSON. And there is a practical monopoly of the manufacture of it?
Mr. MLLIKEN. For instance, I would illustrate it by a case that
came up yesterday. It is a case of a concern in Pennsylvania that
manufactures ingot molds. They have a monopoly on a certain
process by which they have been able to manufacture, as well as
reduce the cost and increase the efficiency of the article. They
have a practical monopoly on the patented process for the period
of the life of the patent. They have also had extensions of that
patent protecting its use. They have a trade name for that particular mold, so that the company is not in a particularly hazardous
business. There is no one else in the United States that has been
able to successfully compete with them. Its output is 80 per cent
of all the ingot molds used in the United States; so for that company their capitalization for tangibles should be at the very lowest,
namely, 8 per cent, as outlined here.
Mr. MANSON. That is the lowest factor that is used for the capi-

talization of tangibles, is it?

Mr. MILLIKEN. "Tnder this A. R. M.; yes.

Mr. MANSON. T

, is, where you follow the methods--

Mr. MILLIKEN. 1us; this A. R. .
Mr. MANSON. Yes.

provides for 10, 9, and 8.

Mr. MILLIKEN. For tangibles.
Mr. MANsoN. And 8 per cent is the lowest that you use for tangibles?
Mr. MILIKEN. Yes; under this A. R. M. here.

Mr. MANSON. What percentage did you apply to the intangibles
in this case?
Mr. MILLIKEN. In this case this company had all of these patents,
of course, before 1913. They had not purchased them. There was
no sale price and no purchase price-no upset price that you could
definitely show. If there had been a purchase or sale price, as this
A. R. M. states it, its provisions would not be applied, because there
was a more acceptable basis to use. In the absence of that, we had
to resort to some other basis for computation of value of tangibles
and intangibles; so we allowed an 8 per cent return on tangibles,
and this being a nonhazardous business, and the other factors that
I have mentioned not being present. Now, it being a nonhazardous
business, there likewise should not be a capitalization of 20 per cent
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for the intangibles, because that is applied when you have a particularly hazardous business. So we applied the lowest rate of
return for intangibles.
Mr. MANHO. What is that rate?
Mr. MILsMTEN. That is 15 per cent.
Senator JONE of New Mexico. Pardon me just a moment; 15 per
cent of what?

Mr. M~iuwN. Well, we will take, for example--I am not an account at, but I will try to give you a specific case to illustrate it.
Mr. MANSON. I will give you a specific case and this will answer
it, and the Senator will see what it is.
Assume a case where your net earnings, we will say, will average
$500,000 over a five-year period and the tangibles are of such
amount that 8 per cent of the value of the tangibles will consume
$125,000 of the net earnings, or, we will say, $225,000. That will
leave you $275,000 of the net earnings over and above 8 per cent of
the tangibles.
Mr. MnILIKEN. That is as I understand it; yes.
Mr. MANSON. In other words, your average net earnings over a

5-year period are $275,000 in excess of 8 per cent of the value of
t he t angibles?
Mr. MILLIKEN. Yes.
Mr. MANSON. Of the tangible assets?

Mr. MmlKEN. Yes.
Mr. MANSON. I understand that to arrive at the value of the intongibles you divide $275,000 by 15 per cent, or fifteen one-hundredths. In other words, you find the amount that $275,000 is 15
per cent of?
Mr. STRADER. You divide by fifteen one-hundredths, or multiply
by 6%, the same thing.
Mr. MANsoN. Do you understand, Senator Jones, what the method
is now
Senator JONES of New Mexico. No. I want to know, do you take
the net income of the business for the year and get your 15 per cent
on that as a basis for determining valuation
Mr. MILIKE. What you do is this Senator: As the recommendation there sets forth, you take a 5-year period prior to March
1, 1913. That is the value on basic date we are trying to arrive at
the value of March 1, 1913; so you take five years. You take all
of those earnings as the five years' earnings together and divide the
total earnings by five, so as to get the average earnings applicable
over that period. Now, if it so happens that at any time in that
period there has been an unusual situation developed, it may throw
out this computation entirely. For example, you might have had
during this period-this company got an unusual contract and had
forced out all other contractors by, we will say, false competitive
bidding or underselling or unfair practices; so that if you take any
one of those things in the five years, you would have an income that
would be enormous, which is not the ordinary income. This recommendation makes provision for such a contingency as that; but let
us assume that it fairly averaged in all of the years and there was
nothing unusual in the business.
Mt. MANsoN. That is, that you have a constant condition?
92919-25--r 18--2
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Mr. MIIJaKVN. Yes.

Mr. MANSON. A more or less constant condition ?
Mr. MILLIKEN. Yes. The theory back of it, as I understand it, is
this: Suppose, coming up to March 1, 1913, you have a business, and
you have large earnings from that business. This business is built
ip by a certain good will.
For example, I will take the case of the Yle-Towne Lock Co.
They manufacture practically all the locks in the United States, and
yet the patent on the Yale door lock expired years ago, and every
concern in the United States can manufacture an identical lock, the
identical patented device, as can the Yale & Towne Manufacturing
Co. The patent has expired. It is public property; but yet the
Yale & Towne Manufacturing Co., by the high efficiency of their
workmen and by the good will of their product, and by the quality of
the goods which they have produced, are able to actually get about 15
per cent more for the same article than a competitor can, or any
other lock company in the United States. Is there not a value there
that the Yale & Towne Manufacturing Co. has built up aside from
their tangible investment?
Senator JONES of New Mexico. You are just touching on what I
have in mind. You say that they are able to get 15 per cent more.
Do you mean 15 per cent for the individual lock or the individual
article which they turn out
Mr. MuILIKEN. I say that for the lock that is manufactured by
this company there is an identical lock manufactured by competitors,
and yet the Yale & Towne Manufacturing Co. gets 15 per cent more
money for their lock than do any of their competitors.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. For the purpose of estimating the
value of that good will or trade-mark, or whatever you may call
it-Mr. MILLnKEN. Yes.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Do you take 15 per cent of the total
output of the factory?
Mr. MILUKEN. Their earnings over a period of five years; not

the total output of the factory but their total earnings during those
years, after they have deducted such expenses as cost of material,
labor, etc. It is actual net earnings over that period of five years.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. You take 15 per cent, you say, of
the price, and attribute that to earnings of good will?
Mr. MILLIKEN. No; it just happened in this case that that is so.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Well, we will take that case as an
illustration.
Mr. MILtIKEN. All right.

Senator JONES of New Mexico. That is what I am trying to get at.

Mr. MILLIKEN. All right.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. That 15 per cent amounts to a

definite sum of money as an annual return.

.Mr. MILUKEN. Yes.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Then, what rate do you expect to
earn on your capitalization-15 per cent?

Mr. MILLKEN. No. You earn 8 per cent on your capital investment, on your tangible assets-- .
Senator JONES of New Mexico. I am talking about intangibles.
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Mr. MIIAKEN. All right. We have a specified thing, the tangibles.

The company has to have a fair return on their tangible assets, then.
The company should have a fair return on the actual value of its
business. Now, we are trying to determine that value. Suppose
their earnings were $500,000 over that period?
Senator JONES of New Mexico. You mean the net profits?
Mr. MIuIJKEN. The net profits; just take the situation that Mr.

Manson spoke of.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. A hundred thousand dollars a
year.
Mr. MILAIar

N. All right, sir. Well, it would be more than that.

It is $500,000, but suppose you take a five-year period and it averaged
for all of those years $500,000 earnings.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. For each year?
Mr. MILLIKEN. For each year. Now, still taking that-and, of

course, this would be a nonhazardous business, but we will say it is
hazardous, just to get round figures-we will assume that 10 per cent
of the earnings relates to tangibles--Senator JONES of New Mexico. No; take 15 per cent.
Mr. MILLIKEN. All right; say $275,000 is the average earnings
attributable to intangibles, which we will capitalize at 15 per cent-Senator JONES of New Mexico. All right.
Senator KING. That is $275,000 of profit
Mr. MILLIKEN. Yes.

Senator KING. Out of the $500,000 that you attribute to intangibles?
Mr. MIa KEN. Yes.
Mr. MANSON. My question was this--

Senator JONES of New Mexico. Hold on. Let me clear this up
first. Go ahead.
Mr. MILLIKEN. All right. Take $275,000, which we will say is
attributable to intangibles--

Senator JONES of New Mexico. All right; take $300,000; that will
be easier.
Mr. MANsoN. All right. Take $300,000, and we will say it is 15

per cent. We have reduced it down to that. It would be $108,000.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. For what?
Mr. MILLIKEN. The value of the intangibles. We would not allow

them the whole sum.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Now, do you mean to say that you
put a value of only $108,000 on intangibles when they bring in a
return of $300,000 a year?
Mr. MILrKEN. Yes, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. I think that is wrong. It should be $2,000,000.
Mr. MILLIKEN. Oh, yes; $2,000,000.
The CHAIRMAN. They multiply it by 6%.
Mr. MIIIKEN. Yes; my computation was in error.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes. In other words, they fix the intangible value
at $2,000,000, Senator, because they earned $800,000.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Then, you fix it at that because it
will earn 15 per cent of that amount during the year?
Mr. MIlIK.
I

Yes.
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Mr. MANSON. I do not know that you can answer this question, but
I hope that some one here can.
The case you mentioned of the Yale & Towne Manufacturing Co.
is a very conservative business, is it not?
Mr. MILLIKEN. Yes; it is.

Mr. MANsON. Their good will does not depend upon their patents;
it depends upon the established business, their name for making good
locks, does it not?
Mr. MILLIKEN. And their trade-marked article.

Mr. MANSON. And the trade-mark article; yes. In other words,
people want the Yale locks because they know what a Yale lock is?
Mr. MILLIKEN. If somebody else could put the trade-mairk " Yale "

on a lock and produce as good a lock in other respects they would
get the same business.
Mr. MANSON. But it is a conservative business, the profits of which
from year to year can almost be anticipated?
Mr. MILLIKEN. Yes.
Mr. MANsON. Now, do you know upon what theory 8 per cent

upon tangibles and 15 per cent upon intangibles is used for the purpose of valuing a conservative manufacturing business when 5 per
cent is used for the purpose of valuing an oil well?
Mr. GREGO. May I answer that?
Mr. MANson. Yes.
Mr. GREGo. Five per cent is not now used in valuing oil wells. The
memorandum of instructions to the oil and gas section, which I one
day read into the record, provides for a discount factor of 10 per
cent, and, again, the hazard there is taken care of through other factors than the discount. This 15 per cent for the capitalization of the
earnings of intangibles includes both discount and the hazard factor.
Mr. MANSON. In the case of all businesses that come before you for
valuation there is some irregularity in net earnings from year to year
during any five-year period that you select, is there not?
Mr. MILLT
r
N. I should say it would be very rarely that it would
be constant.
Mr. MANSON. Yes. In some of them there is a decided trend up-

ward, is there not?
Mr. MILLIKEN. Yes.

Mr. MANsoN. And in some of them more or less of a trend downward?
Mr. MILLIKEN. Yes.

Mr. MANSON. What consideration do you give to those trends,
if any?
Mr. MILLIKEN. Well, we try to develop what is the cause of the
trend, why has that trend been downward? For instance, a company might show decreased earnings. We will say they were very
high at the beginning of the five-year period, before 1913, and we
will say, when we get up to 1912, they might be less than at the
beginning of the period. We try to determine those factors to see
what abnormality might be present. For example, it may be dishonest employees; there might have been embezzlement; there might
have been unfortunate investments in businesses without the scope
of the corporation; or it may be that the corporation for 1912 was
going through an unusual experimental stage, we will say, on the
perfection of a device that they are now working on.
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The CHAIRMAN. Or it might be that they bought a lot of material at an excessively high price.
Mr. MujLIKEN. Yes; or conversely, they might show a large earning factor in the beginning of the period, which would represent a
lot of material purchased at a low price, and a high price for the
finished product. There might be any number of those things that
would affect the constancy of the earnings. We try to determine
those things.
Mr. MAsNON. After you have determined those things, what effect do you give to the trends upward or downward ?
The CHAIMAN. It would depend upon the facts, would it not?
Mr. MILLIKEN Yes; altogether, I should say.
Mr. (hiEO. 1 can give you an example of a specific case.
Mr. MANsoN. Take a case where you determine the trend to be
one that you can expect will continue in the future.
Mr. MILLUKEN. Well, if that is something that is so apparent at
the end of the period as to show that that company, we will say,
for example-I can give you more of an illustrationMr. MANSON. Well, take the case of the manufacture of wagons
and carriages.
Mr. MILLIKEN. All right. Let us take carriages in 1913. I assume that in the automobile industry no one could foresee in 1913
what it was going to be in 1925, and yet I would assume, without
knowing-let us say that there is a gradual decline in the demand
for carriages-but suppose this company during that time is making an average return on its carriage business-take the Studebakers.
Mr. MANSON. Yes.

Mr. MILLIKEN. Without knowing, we will say that in 1912 they
were beginning to be interested in the automobile industry; say they
were trying to rearrange their factory, their output, their employees,
their directing heads, to work out some improvement; that this carriage business may be going down-if that be true-and tll ir earnings fairly constant, no abnormality results necessitating a change
in the computation. We simply take those average periods.
SThe CHAmMAN. Let us take up the Studebaker business again for
a minute. I think the capitalization of the good will and the name
of Studebaker would be just as valuable in the automobile business
as in the carriage business.
Mr. MILLIKEN. It would probably be more so.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes; so that might be considered as an individual
fact in determining the good will in a case like that.
Mr. MILIKEN.

Yes.

Mr. MANSON. Take the case of a carriage manufacturing business,
which in 1913 made no plans---Mr. MILLIKEN. All right.
Mr. MAN)SO. To go into the automobile business, and there had
been a consistent dropping off. Just to illustrate, suppose we start
off with $500,000 in 1908 as the net income attributable to good will.
Mr. MiulzKEN. Yes.
Mr. MANSON. And that goes down to $350,000 in 1909, to $400,000
in 1910, and on down to $50,000 a year at the end of 1912.
Mr. MILLIKEN. Yes.
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Mr. MANsI That wuild bring it down to $3.00,00 i)i 192. Now,
for the purpose of awscertaining the value of good will of that company, would you take a average of those preceding five yea8s?
Mr. MaI JEN. It would be necessary to analyze the cause and
nature of the decline and give the same proper consideration in
working out the computation.
Mr. MANsoN. On the other hand, assume that you had a company
that inr 1908 had net earnings attributable to good will-that is, after
taking care of its tangibles--tf $50,000, and its business was consistently increasing, so that its net earnings attributable to good
will were increasing $15,000 a year.
Mr. MIuAIKEN,

1es.

Mr. MANrON. Down to and including 1912?
Mr. MIAKEN. Yes.
Would you al1o take a flat average of

Mr. MANo.N,

he~net earn-

ings attributable to good will during that five-year perixl as the
basis t
answer the same should hbe don? as in
Mr. MILLIKEN. I wou
the case of declining earnings just referred to.
Mr. MANSON. In such a case as that it might be an automobile
plant that was just getting started.
Mr. MIILIKEN.

Yes.

Mr. MANSON. We will say that they had gone on for a couple of
years and had gotten to the point where they had a net, an actual
w.t n ''eir tangibles, aid i 1908 tiey
f - ver
irnnq o0
net e
tgibies of $P"t +,a in 1909 of
.r1iga' attri'utar .
had net e$1000000, an so on up to the en4 of five years, at which time it
would be $250,000. Would you apply the same percentage to the
capitalizat ion of the good wil in both of those instances under
such ircu mstances?
. I wNuli ana yze all factors as heretofore answered
Mr. MiwL.E
as in c A of -lownward orl upward trend of earnings.
Mr. MANesN, Theii the result woldhe that you would capitalize
the good wdi: of .Acomnany that wat oni the dechnei at the rate of
$50,000 a year in 19i at a higher figiur than Ifou would capitalize
the good will of a company whose business.was ascending at a
regular consistent rate of $50,000 a year?
Mr. MILLKEN. Well, of course, that would go )ack to another
factor. Suppose you had $500,000 earnings at 1912. That has
what
butVar,
occurred for one period. Now, it is going up each y
reason i . there to assume that it is going to continue for the rest o!
the time and to take the high earmniugs
Mr. MANsON. I am not arguing the proposition. I am trying to
get at the facts.
.N. Mr. Strader is here. He was probably with the
Mr, MILUE
bureau at the time, in 1920, when A. IL M. 34 was promulgated. He
knows mnore abut it than I do. If he can give you anything on it
would be very glad to have him speak.
ence, Ter
out of his e:
Wha would your answer to that situation bet
iWK.
Mr. MA

Mr. STanr.

I think if there was a gradual trend of earning

upward d over a five-year p &iod,

we would try to reasonably antie1 -

pas whethe or not tho e earnimtgs were going to continue, and :f
the -.rTounding ad atteudart circumstances indicated thit
all

I
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there was going to be a gradual increase, that any reasonable business man would buy stock in that company on the basis of such an
increase, we would then capitalize the excess earnings at a lower
figure, or make a theoretical increase in the average earnings.
Mr. MANmsN. Can you cite us to any case where you actually have
anticipated an average increase in the earnings attributable to good
will, and have capitalized your anticipated increase, or, on the other
hand, where you have anticipated a future decrease, and have taken
that into consideration
Mr. ST ADEa. I can not give you the name of any concern. Such
a computation would appear reasonable to me.
Mr. GaO m. I think I can give you a specific caae on that. It is
the John B. Semple case, the valuation of a process of 1913. This
inventor had perfected his patent, as I remember it, in 1906. It
was on some type of device on high-explosive shells, and the earnings from the patent had increased steadily each year up to 1918,
as the patent was adopted anrd accepted by other governments.
He came in with affidavits on valuations of $5,000,000-from everyone who ever heard of the patent, including Admirals Sims and the
officials of the War Department and of the Navy Department-we
gave it a value of $400,000, but because of the fact that their earnings
were increasing year by year, we used not the five-year period prior
to 1913 but we used the 3-year period, and then took the two years
subsequent, and took an average from that.
Mr M~UnaRN. That was the John B. Simple case.
Mr. (Xr;a:l. Yes.
Mr. MILIuKEN. I handled that, I remember.
Mr. MANsoN. That was a patent case, and a patent, of course, is
liable to expire. You cited the case of the Yale lock, where during
the life of the patent they had built up a good will that was as valuable, and perhaps more so, than tL patent; but in a case where you
have good will solely, as you would have in the Yale Lock Co. case
to-day, and where the future expiration of patents is not liable to
interfere at all- .ake this situation, the case of a company that
Asari,:; to manufacture some(-.inag of niv-,rsal use--that is, of everyday 'ise-that there is a grei demand for, and their ability to manufacture is limited by a lack of capital; but every year they are turning their earnings back into the Dmsiness and increasing their ability
to manufacture, and thereby increasing their net earnings, and they
are- doing that as rapidly as the capital becomes available. How do
you treat such a case as that?
Mr. MISiKEN. I would try to take just the representative years in
that c ase. As I said, in these cases, in the absence of any great abnormality-suppose the earnings should jump from $50,000 to
$500,000, there is a very big abnormality, and I think it would be
unfair to the tp-payer to take the $50,000 and penalize him by that;
so I would take ihe median, if I could.
Mr. MANso. Tako a case where you have $50,000 one year,
$100,0( the next, $150,000 the next, $200,000 the next, and $250,000
the next. Of course, you have a wide variance?
Mr. Mrm n. . Yes.
Mr. 4ANso . Between the first year and the fifth year.
M
ilALIKEN. YeS,
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Mr. MANsoN. But you have a consistent increase?

Mr. MILREN. Yes.
Mr. MANSON. Under such circumstances to what extent do you take
into consideration the possibility of that increase continuing after
19183
Mr. MILIKEN. Well, there would be questions of fact, of course,

to determine. We are eliminating now the question of the patents
where you know your monopoly is going to play out ?
Mr. MANSON. Yes.
Mr.

MILLIKIN.

We will say it is a household necessity that any-

one could manufacture who has the capital with which to engage
in it.
Mr. MANsoN. Yes.
Mr. MuLKEN. I would simply say in that case it would be unfair
to take the first year of that company and only apply that, but
would take a median there, probably a year after 1913, as has been
done in some cases.
The CHAIRMAN. At this point I would like to suggest that Senator

King has to leave town, and Mr. Bright-Senator KNo. No; I am not going.

The CHAIRMAN. You do not want to interrupt us now, so as to in-

terrogate Mr. Bright?
Senator KixN. No.
Mr. MANSON. In most instances, you would take, under such circumstances, one or two years, then, subsequent to 1913, and you
would not go back five years prior to 1913?
Mr. MIILIKEN. If there was such a great abnormality as a differ-

ence between $50,000 and $500,000 a year I would not; no.
Mr. MANSON. Do you call a decided trend upward or downward,
which is consistent, an abnormality?
Mr, MIILIKEN. It would seem to me in the nature of an abnormality.
Senator KINo. Take a copper company whose earnings are con-

sistently going upward, but sometimes steps are much greater, because of a foreign demand or because of a local demand having been
increased ?
Mr: MIIJIKEN. Yes.

Senator KINo. You call that an abnormality, do you, because it is
a departure from the rule which you have enunciated?
Mr. MILUKEN. I do not think simply a fortunate circumstance.

but suppose you were going through a war, that you had a ear of
war, where there was an unprecedented demand for copper.
would
not say that that would be an unusual situation, but would be simply
a circumstance-in the business, which would probably be unusual in
its character and not recurring; but where you have a copper company that started out in 1913, and they buy a smelter, which they use
in connection with a copper mine, or they have other fortunate circumstances, or if they are having a different grade of copper--Senator Kiwo. There are no different grades of copper. Copper is
copper.
Mr. MILIKEN. I thought so, too, Senator, until I went to Arizona
to practice law. I got into a little case out there which showed me
that copper was not copper.
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Senator KINo. Maybe you are speaking about ores.
Mr. MILAJKEN. Yes.

Senator KINo. But I am talking about copper itself.
Mr. MILUKEN, Well, when you get copper in its last analysis, copper is copper, I guess.
Senator KINO. It is an element.
Mr. MILLIKEN. Yes.

Senator KING. You can not transmute it into gold or anything
else as yet.
Mr. MIIJKEN. NO.

Mr. MANSON. To get back to this matter of an abnormality which
would justify a departure from the ruling of taking the five-year
average, would you consider a consistent growth from year to year,
we will say, of a company that starts out with earnings attributable
to good will of $50,000, and which increased regularly every year
$50,000; would you consider that abnormal
Mr. MILIKEN. It would seem to me so, if it is going up to $500,000 from $50,000.
Mr. MANSON. At the end of the first year?
Mr. MIIKN. That would depend on the facts.
Mr. MANSON. And you would consider, on the other hand, a situa-

tion where the company had earnings of $500,000 in 1908, which
decreased almost constantly; in other words, if you were to chart it,
you would have almost a straight line of decrease.
Mr. MILAIKEN. That would be an appreciable decrease, and that
works both ways. It is a two-edged sword, 1 think.
Mr. MANSON. Yes.

Mr. MILMKEN. For instance, it is unfair to the Government to
value good will on March 1, 1913, by taking in these enormous years
back here and getting a larger value, when a fact may be present,
and allow the taxpayer that; and, conversely, it is unfair to the
taxpayer if lie has an unusually bad year back here, we will say, in
1918, and his earnings had advanced from $50,000 to half a million
dollars, he has more value there represented in his good will than
he has been given.
Senator KING. How can you ascribe any pecuniary value to good
will, because some corporation by a windfall on account of a war,
as you said, increases its output a hundred per cent in a yearhow could you ascribe that to good will? It would not be good will
if it had been a company just starting up, which would have made
the same jump from nothing to a hundred per cent or a thousand
per cent.
Mr. MILUKEN. I think you are quite right, if you take a thing
like war; but suppose you take a company-and this is true in 90
per cent of the cases-a company starting with a certain cmmodity
that it manufactures. There are other commodities that are probably just as good, but they do not have the sale for them; they do
not earn the money on them. For instarice, the Yale & Towne Co.;
they only have a small per cent of their locks turned back on them
as being defective, and other companies have turned back a larger
per cent of the locks which are defective in some respect. The finished product that they have turned out has made this good will
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which they have developed. People will buy a Yale lock simply
because they have known them for years.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Let me ask you this question:
Where a going concern, whether a new one or an old one, offers
beyond the 8 or 10 per cent on the tangible assets, do you attribute
any additional earnings to good will; I mean do you attribute to
good will all of the additional earnings?
Mr. MILMKEN. Yes, we do, Senator; as I understand it, unless
there be some evidence to show other values, such as patents. That
is done only in cases where there is no other evidence on which you
can determine that value. Suppose they started out with this patent,
and they paid $10),000--Senator JONES of New Mexico. But suppose there is not any patent? Suppose I start in to manufacture needles and pins.
Mr. MILUKEN. And suppose the company had not bought out
any other company?
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Yes; and I start into that business,
and from the beginning ' earn more than 8 or 10 per cent on the
tangible assets. Do you attribute to the other earnings to good will
for capitalization purposes?
Mr. MILLIKEN. Yes; if there be no other factors that should be

taken into consideration.
Senator KINo. I think such a policy as that is an outrage, if I
understand it, and is a robbing of the Government.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. In other words, if a concern is
prosperous, you simply, for the purposes of this law here, capitalize
any excess earnings into good will?
Mr. MILLIKEN. Now, we will go back as to why that is done. I do
not want to let that statement stand. We will go back as to why I
understand that is so. We will suppose that a company is-Senator KIN;. It is done, of course, for the purpose of saving the
taxpayer from paying a tax to the Government.
Mr. MILLIKEN. Let us see what Congress has provided for it first,
Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. 1 want to disagree with my colleague on that,
because I think there is a good will in a case such as Senator Jones
has suggested.
Senator KINO. Then, everybody who makes a profit has good will.
The CHAIRMAN. He certainly has, but it again depends somewhat
upon the facts; but if he has more efficient machinery, men of better
ability, and he knows how to route his material through the plant
better than somebody else, and he gets a better energy out of his
employees, that certainly is good will, and it certainly shculd be
capitalized differently, and he is entitled to more consideration than
a moribund company, that has no initiative or ability to manufacture.
Senator KING. I do not agree with you at all, Senator. I think
that would be productive of the grossest sorts of fraud.
Let me put a case like this: Two persons are engaged in mining.
The deposits of one of them are more easily removed; he has better
methods of treatment, he is better equipped, he has better experts; he
makes a profit on his copper or lead of 50 per cent more than the
other fellow; would you attribute that to good will and capitalize
those additional profits upon the ground of intangible assets?
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Mr. MILLIKEN. Well, of course, if there is an unusual circumstance
in any business, but I am talking now about just taking the average
run of business.
Senator KINo. That is not unusual. That is the situation that
occurs in every-day life.

One farmer will be a little more efficient

than the other.

Mr. MILIUKEN. Yes.
Senator KINo. One farmer will live a little nearer the market; one
farmer's land has not quite as much clay in it as the other farmer's
has: one farmer plows deeper or has better methods. Are you going
to capitalize the earnings of the more careful or more prudent
farmer, or a farmer who has a little better land or employs more
men and more modern methods; are you going to capitalize his surplus earnings above a certain line, and then allow deductions by
reason of that?
Mr. MILIJKEN. Would you say in connection with that copper
mine that it was worth any more than the other one?
Senator KINx. It might or might not be.
Mr. MANSON. In the case of the copper mine that the Senator has
mentioned, that has all been brought out time and again before this
committee, that the values which the Senator mentions are capitalized
in the shape of the giving of additional value to the mine. That has
been brought out here time and time again.
Senator KINo. It is absurd, though, to give additional value to a
mine because you have a little better method of treatment, because
you have a cave-in system instead of a glory-hole system of mining,
or some more impoved methods.
Mr. MANSON. It has been established here that that is treated by
the bureau not as an intangible value due to good will but that the
value of the mine is determined by capitalizing the expected profits.
Senator KIwo. I think we ought to discover, if necessary-Mr. MANSON. And it becomes a tangible asset in that case.
Senator KING. I think we ought to discover--because most of the
States are now levying taxes upon intangibles-how many of these
companies that are claiming reductions in Federal taxation, or escape
Federal taxation, on account of deductions for intangibles,,are pay.
ing an ad valorem tax upon their property, their intangible assets, to
the States. I venture the assertion that 90 per cent of these corpora-

tions to which you are allowing these intangible benefits are making
no claims for intangible profits, but, upon the contrary, they are
resisting them when made by the States; and before we get through
with these hearings I want to find out the amount that you are allowing for intangibles in the bureau.
Mr. STRADER. Senator, this question comes up in the case of the
sale of a business, or where a concern quits business, where we have
to determine the profit that they made on the disposition of their
assets, where this good will developed without cost to the taxpayer;
except through advertising or something of that kind. He gets r.
deduction in the way of a reduction of income because of good will;
but if he sells his business, and the good will is sold along with it
we will have to determine what that good will was worth on March 1
1913, and this A. R. M. 34 was simply intended to lay down method
by which good will could be valued, if there was no other way. L
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there is any other possible reasonable way to determine the value
of good will, this memorandum would not be used. We might be able
to resort to the sale of stock or cash sales of good will in a similar
business, of something of that kind.
Senator KINo. Let me interrupt you there. In reply to the hypothetical suggestion made by Senator Jones, where he starts in in the
manufacture of needles and pins. He invests $500,000 for machinery,
and he makes 8 or 10 or 12 or 15 per cent. Would you capitalize
that additional profit above the 8 per cent and attribute those earnings to intangible assets and give him credit for it in his tax?
Mr. STRADER. Oh, no.
Mr. MILLIKEN. I did not have in mind a taxpayer being allowed
a value for intangibles as concerns his current tax return, but a
value solely in accordance with the conditions imposed by A. R. M. 34.
Senator Kixo. Do you, in figuring the tax due, allow anything
for intangibles?
Mr. MIILIKEN. No, sir.

Senator JONES of New Mexico. In settling these excess-profits
taxes under the old law, what did you do with this factor of intangible assets?
Mr. MUIJIKEN. Of course, the law provides for the computation
of invested capital and the limitations are provided for in the
statute.
Senator JorNE of New Mexico. We have a current provision in the
law whereby a value must be ascertained, and that is your capitalstock tax of a corporation. Do you. in figuring the value of the
capital for the purpose of capital-stock tax, include any intangibles
ascertained on this basis?
Mr. MILLIKEN. Of course, the capital-stock tax is an entirely different thing. I have never worked on anything except income taxes.
Senator JONE of New Mexico. The capital stock isimposed upon
the actual value of the stock, and in ascertaining the capital-stock
tax, do you ascertain the value of the stock on the basis of including
this factor of capitalization of the intangibles
Mr. MILLIKEN. It is my understanding, without knowing it. Senator, to answer frankly that they do capitalize the earnings.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. We ought not to use this question
of intangible assets for one purpose and not use it for another.
Mr. STRADER. In the capital-stock tax, if there are no sales of
stock in sufficient volume to establish a value, and, of course, in
many cases there are not, we do determine the value of stock by
capitalizing earnings, which take into consideration, of course, any
intangible value that it may have.
Senator JONES. Do you use this basis--' Mr. STRADLE. Well, all of the net earnings are capitalized at an
average figure anywhere from 6 per cent, I think, for banks east
of the Mississippi, up to 10 or 12 or 15 per cent. It will dependThe CHAIRMAN. That is in a case where there is no segregation
between the tangible assets and intangible assets?
Mr. STRADER. Yes, sir.
Senator KING. Let me see if I understand that question of Senator Jones's. I may not have understood it.
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Take, for instance, one of these oil companies producing oil in
Mexico. Some of those stocks, as I am told--I have never dealt in
them, and do not know much about them-rose in value tremendously, nearly a hundred per cent, or perhaps more. In levying this
tax on capital stock do you take the par value, or do you take that
swollen value that was justified by virtue of the tremendous
increase ?
Senator JONEs of New Mexico. May I interrupt? The law says
that you shall take the actual value.
Mr. NASH. Senator Jones, the law says the fair average value of
the capital stock.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Well, that is the actual value.
Mr. STRAD:R. If there were sales in sufficient volume, that would
establish the value.
The CHAIRMAN. Is not the actual value and the average value the
same?
Senator JONES of New Mexico. The fair average value there
means the fair actual value of the stock, or the average of the actual
value. That is what it means.
The CHAIRMAN. The average over what period of time?

Mr. STRADEl., This excise tax refers to a year. We may take the
stock on the stock exchange at 50 at the beginning of a year, and
at the end of the year at 250. What we are after there is the
average.
The CH4AIRMAN. So the average in that case would he 150.
Mr. STRADEB. We would probably weight the average and consider the volume of sales to roughly establish it.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Would it not be a fair application
of the tax provision, both with respect to sales of these properties
and as to your capital-stock tax, that you should adopt the same
system?
Mr. STRADER. We do where we can.

Where there are sales of

stock, we do not apply this A. R. M. 34, because we can value the
assets by measuring the value of the stock.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. But there are thousands and
thousands of stocks that are not on the stock exchange at all.
Mr. STRADER. That is where we have to use this memorandum,
where there is no other basis that we can use. We resort to this
theoretical formula when there is absolutely nothing else to rely on.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Is that theoretical formula applied to the capital-stock tax ?
Mr. STRADER. To some extent; yes.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. "To some extent"; that is not a
definite answer.
Mr. STRADEn. It is to the extent that earnings are capitalized
where there is no other basis for the determination of the value.
Mr. MANsON. Do you use the same rates of capitalization in arriving at the value of stock for capital-stock purposes as you use for
the purpose of arriving at the value of the stock for income-tax
purposes?
Mr. STRADER. No; because in the capital-stock returns there is no
segregation of value of tangibles and intangibles. You simply have
the net earnings. From the returns you know that the net earnings
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are a hundred thousand dollars, and that the business is earning
around 10 per cent. You capitalize those earnings to 10 or 15 per
cent, or whatever it might be.
Mr. MANSON. Is it not a fact that in the case of a conservative
manufacturing business, in valuing for capital-stock purposes, you
-use not to exceed the 10 per cent factor, while for income-tax purposes you use not less than 15 per cent
Mr. SIRADER. Well, I would not say that we do not use less than
15 per cent in commercial concerns. There are cases where the evidence justifies a lower rate for good will.
Mr. MANsoN. Then, I understand that in a case where this same
business is subsequently sold after 1913, you ascertain the rate that
the purchaser fixed by purchasing the property, and you apply that
rate back to ascertain the 1913 value?
Mr. STRADFAR. Yes; that is one method.
Mr. MANSON. But in case you have no such evidence as that, is it

not true that in valuing the intangible assets of a conservative manufacturer 15 per cent is almost universally used?
Mr. STRADER, No, sir; that is not true.

Mr. MANSON. Then what basis for determining the percentage is
actually used I
Mr. STRADER. Well, we have to make a study of the statistics to
see what the average concern having no abnormalities makes.
Mr. MANSON. Have you collected such statistics with reference
to different industries in the United States?
Mr. STRADER. There is what is known as the median, which showed
the average percentage of the different concerns made prior to
the war.
Mr: MANsoN. Do you have those statistics compiled in your section for use in making these valuations?
Mr. STRADER. We certainly have them available.

Mr. MANSON, I would like to have those statistics examined by
one of our representatives. I have been unable to locate them.
Mr. GREO. It is a published bulletin by the department.
The CHAIRMAN. Let me suggest this point, that Mr. Bright wants

to get away, and if there is no objection we might let him make
his statement now.
Mr. GREac. May I put in just a word about the capital-stock
feature?
The rate used, as I understand it--I may be wrong in this, but
I can look it up-now is 15 per cent on the sapital-stock tax.
Mr. NAsr. In any number of capital-stock returns 15 per cent
is used.
Mr. MANSON. And 15 per cent is your standard rate on income tax;

is it not?
Mr. GsEG. I think it is probably the most usual rate.
Mr. MANSON. Yes. Here you have two concerns engaged in iden-tically the same business. In a case of one concern there is an actual
sale subsequent to 1913, and by reason of that actual sale you find
that the purchaser paid an amount which would net 7 per cent on
the intangibles. Do you, in the case of a similar business, then
apply that 7 per cent, or do you apply 15 per cent for the purpose
of capitalizing intangibles?
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Mr. GREGs. I do not know. I should say that if it could be shown
that the sales were made of similar businesses on a 7 per cent basis-I am not sure that we would go that low, but we would certainly
go under 15 per cent.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. I am very much interested in this
question of the capital-stock tax.
Here you have a cattle business; a man owns a lot of land and a
lot of cattle. For the purpose of his capital-stock tax, do I understand that you take the net earnings there, allow a 15 per cent profit,
and capitalize those earnings on the basis of 15 per cent, and arrive
at the capital-stock tax in that way
Mr. NASH. Not necessarily.

Mr. GREGO. No, sir. The capital stock is based on what the statute
says-the fair average value of the capital stock-and I do not
think anyone knows quite what that means, but we consider in the
capital-stock tax three elements. If the stock is dealt in, we consider
that.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. If it is what?

Mr. GREAx. If it is dealt in; if we have sales of it.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Well, we may assume that there are
no sales.
Mr. GRoo. Otherwise, we consider both book values of the assets
back of the stock and the earnings of the corporation. We do not
base it on either one entirely. Both are considered.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Suppose you had a concern such
as I have spoken of, where, if you would have the land and cattle
figured at what you might term the market value of that land and
cattle, but yet it is earning only 4 or 5 per cent upon that valuation,
what would you do regarding the capital-stock tax there?
Mr. NASH. We would compute the tax on the book value of the
stock.
Mr. GRoGG. On the value of the assets back of the stock.
Senator JONEs of New Mexico. Is that fair? You would not
allow any element of good will there?
Mr. GREGo. We have a court decision on that in a timber case.
We have a decision of the circuit court of appeals in that case,
wherein they claimed a high value as of March 1, 1913, for depletion
of the timber, higher than was indicated by the earnings of the
corporation.
. Senator JONES of New Mexico. Yes; but that was for a wholly
different purpose than the capital-stock purpose.
The CHAIRMAN. Is it agreeable that we let Mr. Bright make his

statement now regarding the Anaconda Copper Co. case?

STATEMENT OF MR. J. G. BRIGHT, DEPUTY COMMISSIONER OF
INTERNAL REVENUE
Mr. BRIGHT. Mr. Chairman, in the hearings before this committee
on May 16 Mr. Nash, assistant to the commissioner, was asked that
I be present at the next meeting of this committee in order to furnish it with a statement as to my reasons for ordering the case of the
Anaconda Copper Mining Co. for the year 1917 to remain closed.
At the time this case was closed in 1920 there existed a great many
confused ideas as to what constituted invested capital, paid-in sur-
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plus, reorganization, etc., and when this case was brought to me on
the question of reopening I was informed that this case had been
closed after a conference in the office of the assistant to the commissioner, Mr. J. H. Callan7 wherein the taxpayer had waived certain
claims with reference to its case, in consideration of the Government
waiving the question of sustained depletion. However, the reason
I decided that this case should remain closed was the stress that was
being placed at that time on not reopening cases on which the taxpayer had previously been advised were closed and settled, as that
appeared to be the only way the unit ever was to become current in
the audit of its income-tax cases. Prior to the date that this case was
brought to my attention the tax simplification board had recommended to the commissioner that cases once closed should be allowed
to remain closed in order to expedite the audit. As a result of that
recommendation the commissioner, under date of January 20, 1923,
issued the following order to the Income Tax Unit:
Numerous complaints from various sources have reached me that taxpayers
are being subjected to examinations and requests for information concerning
cases in which the audits have been completed and the cases closed. Such examinations are not advisable and are clearly contrary to the spirit of the act

and the regulations of the department. The reopening of closed cases should
be the rare exception and not the rule. In the absence of evidence of fraud
or gross error, cases once closed are not to be reopened.

During the summer of 1922 the question was raised as to reopening the valuation of copper deposits, which valuations were considered to have been made upon an erroneous basis. For the purpose of disposing of this valuation--of this quest ion -the unit granted
the copper interests a full hearing, which was held in June of 1922.
After numerous conferences in the unit, especially with engineers
of the metals valuation section, the Secretary of the Treasury, under
date of December 16, 1922, addressed a letter to the president of the
Anaconda Copper Mining Co., which letter I believe has.been made
a matter of record before this committee at a previous hearing.
However, I will quote part of that letter which has a bearing on this
case:
After fall consideration of the question it is believed that the matter should
be settled upon a compromise basis. In accordance with this view the valuation of the copper mines for invested capital and depletion purposes for the
years 1917 and 1918 will be allowed to stand upon the basis heretofore fixed
by the department, but for 1919 and subsequent years the valuation will be
corrected to conform to what the department regards as a more proper method
of valuing the copper mines.

Senator KINO. What is the date of that letter?
Mr. BRIGHT: December 16, 1922.
I have approved an order to the Income Tax Unit directing that the taxes
of copper companies be settled in accordance with the above conclusions.

In view of the fact that this particular case had been definitely
closed with the approval of the assistant to the commissioner, Mr.
J. H. Callan, and the statement contained in the letter from the Secretary to this company, there appeared to mre to be only one answer
to the memorandum of Mr. Fay as to whether or not this case
should be reopened, and that was that the ease had been definitely
closed and should remain closed.
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Mr. MANsON. Mr. Bright, the commissioner's order with respect
to closed cases did except the cases in which there had been gross
errors, did it not?
Senator KIwn. Or fraud.
Mr. MANSON. Or fraud; yes. And those were excepted from the
operation of that order?
Mr. Bmour. Yes.
Senator KINO. And he further stated that in their exceptions
they should open them anyway.
Mrl. MANSON. In this particular case there had been allowed an
appreciation to the extent of $30,000,000 as against sustained depletion. In view of the decision of the Supreme Court of the United
States in La Belle Iron Works case, would you not consider that the
allowance of $30,000,000 appreciation constituted a gross error V
Mr. BRHIHT. Mr. Manson, I do not think the question of appreciation entered into that case. It was a question of the sustained
depletion that was involved there.
Mr. MANSON. In what case?
Mr. BRICHT. In the case of the Anaconda Copper Co.

Mr. MANSON. The record clearly shows in the case of the Anaconda Copper Co., to get back to Mr. Darnell's memorandum, that
he ordered appreciation to the extent of $30,000,000 to be offset
against $35,000,000 of sustained depletion. In other words, the
question was not how much depletion had been sustained, and the
question was not what was the value of the mine, but the memorandum of Mr. Darnell specifically stated that $30,000,000 appreciation on the value of the assets in the Anaconda Mining Co. should
be considered as offset against $35,000,000 approximately, sustained
depletion, and that was not only set forth in the memorandum of
Mr. Darnell, but that fact was contained in every memorandum
written upon the subject, and particularly in the memorandum prepared by Mr. Tungate, I believe it was, or a subordinate of Mr.
Tungate's, which was forwarded through Mr. Fay to you. If that
clean-cut question of law, which had been decided by the Supreme
Court of the United States prior to the time that you wanted that
case closed was a fact in the case, would you not consider that a
gross error ?
Mr. BRIGHT. If it was a gross error; but, Mr. Manson, at the time
this case was under consideration and these matters were up, when
I had Mr. Tungate and Mr. Donahue in the office talking to them
about that case, they were not decided or sure about the question of
reorganization, or whether or not that consolidation which took
place in 1910 could be construed at that time as a reorganization. It
was not definite with them. That was a general discussion, of which
there was no record made.
Mr. MANssN. Yes.
Mr. BRIGHT. I only have my recollections as to what occurred at
that conference.
Mr. MANSON. Yes; but there is no question from the record but
that when Mr. Darnell settled this case in 1920, his memorandum
at that time showed that he actually did allow $30,000,000 of appreciation as an offset against sustained depletion, and the Supreme
Court of the United States subsequently held that that could not be
done. There is no doubt about that, is there, in the record?
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Mr. BRIHnT. So far as the decision of the Supreme Court is concerned, but the last statement of the Supreme Court's decision was
with reference to depletion and not to the question of appreciation, to
the extent that the matter of depreciation or the like is not before it
for consideration, and therefore it does not answer it.
Mr. MANSON. Well, the Supreme Court did hold this in the La

Belle Iron Works case, that for purposes of determining invested
capital, a mining company could not consider the appreciation in
the value of its mining property from the date of acquisition to the
date as of which invested capital had to be determined, did it not?
Mr. BirIHT. That is true.
Mr. MANSON. Yes.
Mr. BIraHT. But that was in the case of a single corporation.

Mr. MANSON. Yes. Then, in this particular case, the offset here
of this $30,000,000 is clearly stated to be due to the appreciation of
the value of the assets of the Anaconda Copper Mining Co.; is not
that true?
Mr. BanroI . No; it does not state that. This is the statement made
by Mr. Darnell:
In the computation of invested capital for the consolidated companies there
shall be deducted as impairment through depletion the difference between the
actual depletion from fair market value suffered, $3,,676,623.55, and the $30,000,000 of paid-in surplus of the Anaconda Copper Co. in 1910; that is, invested capital is to be considered as Impaired by $5,676,623.55 through de-

pletion.

Mr. MANSON. That $30,000,000 was based entirely upon the ap-

preciation in the value of the invested capital, was it not?
Mr. BRIOHT. Mr. Manson, the memorandum here does not say anything about appreciation at the time. The memorandum of the
auditor goes into the question. At that time, there was a doubt as
to whether or not this merger or consolidation that took place in 1910
was a reorganization, wherein this company could have taken into
its invested capital its actual value of its property, which was admitted to be $30,000,000 in excess of the par value of its stock.
Mr. MANSON. As a matter of fact, what the Anaconda Co. did at

that time, in 1910, was to increase capital stock for the purpose of
acquiring other properties; is not that correct?
Mr. BRIGHT. That is so stated in the record there. I am not famil-

iar with all of the facts. I am only giving you the information, as I
recall it, at the time this case was discussed with me, and they stated
that there was a doubt as to the question of the reorganization.
Senator KINO. If it was a question of doubt, it could be easily
ascertained: that is, if that is the only point.
Mr. BuonrT. I might state that at that time we were under instructions to try to get the cases closed and settled. I have seen cases
coming through which after being worked on for over a year would
be finally settled without the original conclusion being materially
changed. The taxpayers of the country did not know when their
cases were settled, and the way this matter looked to me, with
the doubt expressed at that time, I considered that it having been
fairly considered by the assistant to the commissioner and by Mr.
Darnell, who was considered one of the best engineers that the department had, to. then go back and rehash it and to go over all these
things again when the case had been closed, should not be done. It
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was just a matter of conviction that I had at the time, not that there
had been any error amounting to the extent that is indicated here in
the memorandums shown in the testimony. I never had any thought
of that. If I had, the thing would have been handled the same as
any other case that I handle where errors are involved. It was an
honest opinion, honestly arrived at, so far as I was concerned, at the
meeting held in my office and at the time I issued this memorandum,
and I stand on the opinion that I reached at that time. It was
honestlv made, and that is all there is to it.
Mr. MANON. There were two other questions involved there, to
which your attention was called at that time.
One was the question as to whether the inventory at the beginning
of the year 1917 of the finished product had to be valued upon the
basis of cost, or whether it was to be valued upon the basis of selling
price. The regulations, the law, and your own rulings of the department are very clear that the value to be placed was whichever would
he the lower. That involves an item of some $3,000,000. Would you
not consider that a gross error?
Mr. BRIGHT. Mr. Manson, that question was raised in the case of
the Cerro de Pasco Co. There was an opinion written by the solicitor
with reference to that, where he had allowed that item to be taken
into inventory, or, in other words, to consider it as accounts receivable. This copper was sold under contract, to be delivered later.
The company had an actual responsibility for the delivery of that
copper. In some instances payments had been made on it to the
selling agencies, and it was considered in the light of accounts receivible and not as an invento y item, but through their method of bookkeeping it had been taken on to their books as an inventory item,
rather than as an accounts receivable, on the basis of the actual sale
made at. the time the contracts were entered into. That, as I understood it, was the basis upon which this question had been handled
and gone through with. There was one opinion one way, and one
opinion another way, and there was a statement that was handed to
me at the time, which I have here in the file:
The question at issue was the determination of what constituted sales at
December 31, 191. and December 31, 1917. The taxpayer had reported as sales
for 1910 all of his production to the end of the year 1916, both of refined
copper and of copper which had reached the stage of blister copper; and which
was refined in the early part of 1917.
After discussion by the interested parties, Mr. Talbert held that the blister
copper was not in a salable condition, since the facts showed conclutvily
that only refined copper had been sold and delivered. The taxpayer was required to report all blister copper at December 31, 1916, and December 31,
1917, as inventory on hand at the end of the year, 'and was required to show
as sales the amount of copper at those dates which had been refined.

This matter had been presented to the committee on appeals and
review, or to Mr. Talbert, who was chairman of the committee on
appeals and review, and there were present at the conference Mr.
Kelly, president of the Anaconda Copper Co.; Mr. Evans, general
counsel; and an accountant. This statement was handed to me as a
part of the files at that time. It was considered and passed on and
closed.
Mr. MANSON. Then there was another question involved in this
case after the depletion of the assets.
Mr. BRIGHT. Elimination of intercompany holdings?
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Mr. MANSON. Yes.

Mr. BRIomT. Amounting to $8,000000 more.
Mr. MANSON. So far as appears from the files of the case, the
auditor who wrote this memorandum, which was sent on to you,
found that there was such a duplication that we could not consider
that a gross error.
Mr. BRIoGT. Taking into consideration that this was a reorganization and this taxpayer was entitled to a paid-in surplus a& that
time under the conditions, that this company's property was twice
the value of its capital stock, that difference in paid-in surplus would
have offset the adjustment of invested capital as a result of the
duplication or the failure to eliminate certain intercompany holdings
of stock.
Mr. MANSON. Just a minute, now. The Anaconda Copper Co. in
1910 was capitalized at $30,000,000. They contended that they were
entitled to value their holdings as of that date at $60,000,000.
Senator KINo. Why?
Mr. MANsoN. Their claim is based upon the theory that the property had appreciated in value.
Mr. BRIoHT. Mr. Manson, had there not been a complete survey
made of all these properties incident to this reorganization, and
valuation fixed by competent engineers, before any dealings were
ever entered into in this case?
Mr. ML SON. The value claimed by the company-that is, by

the original Anaconda Co.-on its property was $60,000,000, accor-

ing to the record here. You had allowed them, or at least Mr.
Darnell had allowed them, $30,000,000 of paid-in surplus to offset
$350000,000 of sustained depletion. The original $30,000,000 was
capitalized in the first place. Now, having allowed that extra $30,
000,000, upon what theory would the appreciation in the value of
their property cover an additional duplication of assets of subsidiary companies inthe consolidated books? In other words, ou
had already taken care of $60,000,000,' which was all that they
claimed.
Mr. BmoHT. Mr. Manson, this matter was a question that if they
opened up the case on one point they opened it up on everything;
that is, open it up on revaluation against the Secretary's orders.
They would have opened up the entire case. It was a case of rethrashing and going over the entire case. As I told you before, it
was myhonest conviction at the time that the case was properly
closed. That was my belief, and I closed the case that way.
hat
is the onlyanswer that.I can give here.
Senator KING. Well, I think it is quite unsatisfactory, so far as I
am conco ned.
Mr. BRIGHT. All right, sir. I have honestly performed my duty
to my Government as I have seen it. I did the best that I could.
SMr. MANSON. You spoke of certain things having been waived;
in other words, that the fact that the company had waived certain
claims was a factor which influenced you in settling this case. What
claims had they waived?
: Mr. BaxoHT. The statement is contained in the file and the record
of the case that they had claimed them.
Mr. MANSON. What is it they claimed I
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Mr. BRIoHT. I do not know.
Mr. MANsoN. Well, did you know at the time you passed on itt
.
Mr. BIAGH. No, sir.
Mr. MANSON. In other words, you then took the position at the
time you passed on this matter and determined not to reopen it;
that you had been informed that they had made some claims, the
nature of which you did not know
Mr. BRIGHT. The statement is made in a memorandum of Mr,
Darnell, approved by Mr. Callan.
Mr. MANSON. Yes; that there were some claims that they waived,
and you did not inquire into them to find out what they were?
Mr. BRIoHT. No, sir.
Mr. MANSON. Now, to get back to this matter of appraising intangible values where good will has already been capitalized on the
books of the company, do you accept valuation thus placed upon good
will in lieu of this method of appraisal that. we have been discussing?
Mr. ML KEN. Do you have in mind where capital stock was sperm
cifically issued for good will? There the capitalization is increased
and the value back of the stock is the good will of the company.
Mr. MANSON. Yes.

Mr. MmILKEN. Of course, if you go back of that and show they
actually had good will you can work out a computation to show it
was actually there, and allow the value. If you can not show it
was there, we say that the stock is not bona fidely 'issued for good
will.
Mr. MANSON. I do not mean a case where there was good will to
sustain the stock, but where a company has carried it into its capital
stock, or has capitalized its good will. Value which it has placed
upon its good will for the purpose of issuing stock against it may be
accurate; it may be inaccurate; the good will may be worth more
or less than that. Do you accept that value as placed by the company?
Mr. MIuK.EN. I would not ay that we would accept it just abso,
lutely, hook, line, and sinker. We would go in
he question to
see whether or not such increased capitalization was warranted by

a fair computation of the value of that good will. If the stock

was actually issued for good will which was actually in existence,
and we could prove the good will was there they are entitled to it.
Mr. MaNsoN. How would you prove it other than by valuing the
good will as of date
Mr. MIJLKEN. I would say that we would have to prove it by our
computation here. You might have some factors that are not present
in this memorandum.
Mr. MANSON. Suppose you had a case where, upon making such
a computation as you have described, you find the: good will is less
than the book value of the stock, less than would be shown by taking
the book value of the stock which governs in such instance
Mr. Mnmun. I should say that the stock was not issued then
bona fidedly for good will, because good will was not there
Mr. Gamoo. In other words, we take the actual value of the good
will rather than the book value?
Mr. MIL KEN. Yes.
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Mr. GREGO. As determined by ourselves I
Mr. Mmu

Nax.
Yes.

Mr. MANsoN. I would like to call your attention to the case of
Mrs. Anne 0. Haight, of Canton, Ohio.
In this case Mrs. Haight, in July, 1917, was the owner of most
of the *preferred and common stock-that is, she was the owner of
1,300 shares of the preferred stock and 979 shares of the common
tock of the Western Spring Co. She exchanged 1,300 shares of
preferred stock and the common stock that 1 have mentioned for
1,300 shares of preferred stock and 1,666 shares of the common
stock of the Standard Parts Co., and the revenue agent determined
that she had made a gain in that transaction of $136,843.50.
There was an appraisal made of this stock for the purpose of ascertaining whether or not the gain was made under the provisions of
A. R. M. 84. Under this appraisal the profits attributable to
tangibles were capitalized at the rate of 8 per cent and the good will
at the rate of 8 per cent. Upon such determination she was found
to have a profit of $16,169.55.
I call attention to those rates because they seem to be considerably
below; at least the rate applicable to good will appears to be considerably below that which has been mentioned here.
The CHAIRMAN. This company was an automobile parts concern?
Mr. MANSON. An automobile parts concern.
Then, after that determination had been made, with those low discount factors or with those low capital stock rates, upon the finai
audit the book value of the stock was accepted, and her gain was
determined to be $3,078.55, involving a tax of $6.23 as against
$10,590.
I was wondering to what extent book values are accepted in lieu
of appraisals, even where the property is capitalized at such a low
rate as 8 per cent.
Mr. GREGo I have been running through your statement in this
case, Mr. Manson, and it looks as if they used the book value, which,
goodness knows, is not indicative of the true value of good will, in
place of accepting the value which the formula indicated.
-

Mr. MANSON. Our engineer finds that the value actually allowed

as a basis for the tax would represent a capitalization of tangibles
at the rate of 7 per cent and of intangibles at the rate of 6.03 per
cent.

Senator KING. As I understand it, here was a case where a person
had made a profit on the sale ofSMr. MANSON. There was an exchange of stock.
Senator KINo, Oh, there was an exchange of stock?
Mr. MANSONs In order to ascertain the profit, it was necessary to
appraise the stock, appraise the value of it.
The CHAIRMAN. Let me get that straight. The profit was eventually made on the sale oi the Standard Parts Co. stock, was it not?
Mr. MANSON. No; the profit was made on the exchange, In other
words, here they had an exchange of stock of one company for the
stock of another, and the question was how much profit was made
upon this stock. In other words, the question was, What is the
value of the Standard Parts Co. stock acquired in the transfer l
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The CHAIRMAN. Yes; but she did not get any cash in the transfer.
Mr. MANSON. She got no cash.
The CHAIRMAN. What was taxable?
Mr. MANSON. The taxable gain upon the exchange.

Mr. GREo. In other words, an exchange, even ilyou received no
cash, under the old law was taxable. That transaction would not
be taxable under the later laws.
The CHAIMaAN. That is what I am trying to get an understanding of.
Mr. Moss. That was arrived at by an appraisal of the acquired
stock.
Mr. MANSON. Yes.

Senator JONEs of New Mexico. Would you not have to appraise
the old stock, too
Mr. MANSON. I think the cost of the old stock was a settled
question.
.Mr. GREOa
. I think it had been purchased since March 1, 1913.
Mr. MANSON. Yes.

Mr. GREGo.

So the value of the old stock is not a factor.

Mr. MANSON. No.

Mr. GRazC. The question involved, then, was that growing out
of the sale of the acquired stock.
Mr. MANSON. Growing out of the value of the acquired stock.
The CHAIRMAN. No; I said the sale.

Mr. MANSON. That was not the question. There was no acquired
stock sold, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. As I remember it, in going over these cases, there
were other cases involving the same question.
Mr. MANSON. Not involving the same question. This is the only
case which involved the matter of the determination of the value
of the Standard Parts Co. I will present this report as an exhibit.
The exhibits submitted by Mr. Manson are on page 3704.
Mr MANSON. When you fix the value of the stock of a corporation
for the purpose of taxation, do you keep any record of the value so
fixed other than the record that is in the file in that case ?
Mr. MILLIKEN. There are 10 stockholders, if I understand your
question, in the corporation. There would be one whose value would
be fixed for him. Do we keep any records so that the same value
would be applied to the other nine?
Mr. MANSON. Yes; that is it.
Mr. MILIKEN. I will say that I do not know whether that is done
or not. I do know this to be a fact, that the Income Tax Unit, in
sending cases to the solicitor's office, would send all stockholders'
cases together, and there will be 10 Written up at the same time.
That is the way it is done now.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes; but suppose that when you send those
to the solicitor's office, there was a stockholder who had not come
under this classification, or had not sold his stock, but he sold it
later, and then the question of valuation came up at that particular
time, would you have any record to find out what valuation you had
fi d prior thereto?
,.
Mr. MILUKEN. Of course, I am not in the unit, and I do not
know how that is done administratively. I know in the solicitor's
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office, if we once establish the value of a share of stock, we try to
make a cross index.
The CHAIRMAN. I would like to ask Mr. Nash if that is done in
the Income Tax Unit.
( 'Mr. NAsH. I believe that is done, Senator. I am not absolutely
sure about it. We have an information section in the personal

audit division, where they have all sorts of information on stock
values.

I imagine in a case of this kind the information that was

arrived at would be sent in to that information section for future
use by the unit.

The CHAIRMAN. Would you look that up and advise the committee as to whether you have anything of that kind?
Mr. NASH. I would be glad to.

Mr. MANSON. Anything in the unit in the way of a card index
Mr. NASH. There are a great many card indexes in that information section.
Mr. MANSOIT. I have called attention to this case, and we undertook-Senator JONEs of New Mexico. You say "this case."
Mr. MANSON. That is, the Anne O. Haight case. We undertook
to follow that case into various ramifications for the purpose of

determining whether or not the bureau had any system whereby
they availed themselves of information they got in one case for use
in other related cases, and the report (Exhibit A) of Mr. Parker,
who made that investigation, is very short. I will read it:
The case of profit on sale of Western Wheel & Axle Co. stock by taxpayer,
Mrs. Anne 0. Halght, has already been reported on; your engineers, starting
from the information in this case, and this case only, have followed out some
of those lines of inquiry which should suggest themselves to any thinking person wishing to properly safeguard the interests of the Government. 'We deem
the results of a partial investigation very interesting, and trust the bureau can
complete and perfect same with the much greater facilities at its disposal.
From a preliminary investigation the following points appear important:
1. Although Mrs. Anne O. Haight was deemed to have made a profit on the
exchange of Western Wheel & Axle Co. stock for Standard Parts Co. stock, no
profit appears to have been assessed to E. J. Hess or J. B. Child, other
stockholders.
2. The Standard Parts Co. is allowed to include in invested capital a payntent of $1,010,000 to the Perlman Rim Corporation, purporting to be a cash
payment for license rights under the Perlman patent.
3. The Perlman Rim Corporation claims payment was made in stock of a
par value of $1,000,000 Qf Standard Parts Co. The Perlman Rim Co. did not
set this stock up on their books at any value.
4. The Standard Parts Co. claims payment of $1,010,000 was mae for patent
rights, while the Perlman Rim Corporation shows same to have been for past
claims and infringements.
5. The whole matter shows laxty on the part of the bureau in properly comparing related matters in different returns.
As shown in the case of Mrs. Anne O. Haight already submitted, the Standard Parts Co. absorbed the Western Spring & Axle Co. during 1917 by paying
the stockholders of the latter company for their stock in the stock of Standard
Parts Co. It was also shown that Mrs. Haight was judged to have made a
profit by the transaction. A list of the stockholders of the Western Spring &
Axle Co. is not available. We have looked at the returns of E. J. Hess and
J. B. Childe, who were other taxpayers in this company for the years 1916
and 1917, and find no mention made of the returns or on the papers filed there.
with, showing any profit on the sale of Western Spring & Axle Co. stock in
1917.
h. Standard Parts Co., in a brief dated September 19, 1922, made protest
against the elimination for invested capital of the Perlman Rim Corporation
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patent, paid for with cash and amounting to $1,010,000.
(See Exhlbit I.)
Conference was held on this matter on October 6, 1922. (See Exhibit C.)
The taxpayer, through his accountants, Ernst & Ernst, states:
"The IPerlman Rin (Corporation patent was proven to have been purchased
for $1.010,004) cash, as evidencedt
by plotostats of .the check Issued In payment.
While it was admitted that Mr. Perlman, immediately after the sale of the
patents, purchased $1,010,000 worth of the Standard Parts Co. stock, we have
no proof of an obligation or agreement on his part to do so, and his action
was apparently entirely voluntary and based solely on his confidence and faith
in the future prospects of the investment. It is recommended that the cash
value of the Perlman patent, $1,010,000, be restored to investetl capital."
Referring now to extract from travel auditor's report dated January 25,
1923, please note as follows in regard to the 10,000 shares of stock taken over
by the Perlman Rit (Corporation by thll million-dollar investment:
"Ilaskins and Sells (accountants) made the following statement in their
audit report dated September 29, 1917: *We are informed that 10.000 shares of
common stock of the Standard Parts Co. are being held in escrow by Perlman
Rim Coriporation pending outcome of litigation in connection with patent
rights.'"
In the conference with the Standard Parts Co. dated October 6, 19)22, and
previously referred to, it was claimed that the Perlman Rim Corporation patent
was purchased for $1,010,000 cash.
On the other hand, the agreement between the Standard Parts Co. and the
General Motors Corporation, which had absorbed the Perlman Rim Corlpration,
dated Novemnier 17, 1919, provides as follows [agreement shown in full in
Exhibit F]:
" Whereas under date of December, 1916. the Prlnman Rim Corporation ex.
ecuted a general relief to the Standard Welding Co., also a corporation of the
State of Ohio, of and from any and all claims arising out of or connected with
the pant infringement by said Welding Co. of any and all patents covering demountable rims, and in particular of the aforesaid letters by the number
1052270 in consideration of the sum of $1,010,000, proctired by the Standard
Welding Co. to be paid to the Perlman Rim Corporation."
Confirming the above statement that this payment was for damage caused
by infringement, note the following citation to court records:
"Two hundred and thirty-one Federal, 453. Judge Hunt in the District Court
of the United States for the Southern District of New York. Also 231 Federal
Reporter, 73-, appeal from above decision. Decree affirmed."
There is also included in this case as showing pertinent facts, Exhibit F,
which is a copy of the information contained on tile photostat of tihe cheek for
$1,010,000 drawn by the Standard Parts Co. to the order of the Perlnan Rin
Corporation. 1 exhibit D, a copy of a license agreement found in the files
between the Standard Parts Co. and the Perlman R m Corporation providing
for the licensing of tlte former on the payment of certain royalties to the latter.
It might be noted that this agreement does not appear to be authentic, for it.
is not dated closer than November, 1916, and it does not appear to have been
filed.
There should lie an agreement dated December 6, 1916, of the same nature
included in the papers in this case, but in spite of diligent search having been
made it can not ie located. Exhibit II, recommendation No. 617, committee
on appeals and review, covering the appeal of the United Motors Corporation,
but also touching on the value of the Perhlan patents, is also attached.
It appears from the history of this case and the exhibits herewith submitted
that very great laxity exists in the bureau in comparing related matters in the
returns of different taxpayers.
In the first place, it would appear that one stockholder at least in the
Western Spring & Axle Co. has been taxed on the transaction in exchanging
this stock for the Standard Parts Co., while certain other taxpayers have not
been so taxed. We believe that when transactions of this nature take place,
lists of all the stockholders should be secured, and it should be ascertained
what profit or loss has been made by each, so that we may have some equity
between the different taxpayers involved.
A careful analysis of the conflicting statements in this case leads us to the
following conclusions: The payment by the Standard Parts Co. to the Perlman
Rim Corporation of $1,010,000 was not a payment for patent rights in any
92919-25-PT 18---3
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sense, but was a payment for damage claims on ilfrilngeutmen,
having taken place prior to December 0, 1)16.

such (amaget,

We contend that this million

dollars can in no way be considered a part of the invested capital of the
Standard Parts Co.
We believe tile unit has erred also in the case of the Perlnan Rimt C)rorar
tion in allowing the statement to go unchallenged tltit it had re'ivelld 1(,(MNX
shares of stock in the Standard Parts Co. to be held in escrow, without making
a further examination of this statement.
While it is true tliat tlhe check
passed between the Standard Parts Co. and the Perlman Him Corporation
looks like a straw transaction, nevertheless we believe that the Perlman
imn

Corporation actually received income at this time 1nd that they should In
made to ltay tax on the same.

We have already shown in the case of Mrs.

Anne 0. Haight that the Standard Parts stock haid a very substantial value at
rhis tinle.

It should al!'o be noted that the Perlman Rim Corlpration was finally taken
over by the United Motors Corporation and the United Motors Corporation was
finally taken over by General Motors. This latter case is a very voluminous one,
and we have not been able to examine same through lack of trie. We believe,
however, from a very few questions asked about this case that General Motors
finally writes off a loss from their books on account of this limtent. In the
meantime nobody else seems to have paid any taxes on receipt .of the $1l,010,000
above referred to.
We believe that the matter above presented shows a necessity for setting
up some system of adequate check between taxpayers' returns which are
related. This is especially true on points where it is advantageous ifor the
different taxpayers to take opposite sides to the same question.

We found that the Standard Parts Co. had included in its invested
capital $1,010,000 as having been paid to the Perlman Rim Corporation for a license under the patents owned by the Perlman Rim
Corporation. That value was set up by the company and allowed by
the bureau as a part of the invested capital of the Standard Parts Co.
In connection with the proof of that item, as a part of invested
capital, the Standards Parts Co. exhibited a check. They claim it
was a cash transaction, that they paid cash for it, and they exhibited
a check, which is in the files, for $1,010,000. That check is made
payable to the Perlman Rim Corporation and was collected by them.
The Perlman Rim Corporation does not report that $1,010,000 as a
receipt of income, nor as the sale of property, but they claim that
$1,010,000 was paid to then under those conditions; that the Standard Parts Co. had been infringing upon their patent; that lawsuits
were pending between the Standard Parts Co. and others who had
infringed upon their patent--that is, between the Perlman Rim
Corporation and others, not the Standard Parts Co.: that the Standard Parts Co. had deposited with them $1,010,000, not all cash, but
on their capital stock, to hold in escrow pending the determination
of this litigation with other parties.
In other words, they had a claim against the Standard Parts Co.
for infringement of patent. There was no lawsuit between them,
but manifestly, to avoid a lawsuit, the Standard Parts Co. deposited
with the Perlian Rim Corporation-this is what the Perlman Rim
Corporation claimed-they deposited this $1,010.000 of their capital
stock with the Perlman Rim Corporation, to hold in escrow until
the determination of this litigation.
The bureau sustained the Perlman Rim Corporation contention in
this case; so here you have two cases involving the same transaction.
Senator KIN(. Regardless of the fact that the check passed and
was cashed?
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Mr. MANHON. Well, regardless of the fact that they allowed the
Standard Parts Co. to capitalize what they claimed to be the ownership of a patent purchased for $1,010,000, and at the same time they
permit the company from whom the Standard Parts Co. claims that
it purchased that patent to avoid the payment of tax upon the
$1.010,000 by the claim that the stock was held in escrow.
Subsequent to that time the Perlhan Rim Corporation is acquired
by the 1United Motors Corporation, and the United Motors Corporation is acquired then by the General Motors Co.
Subsequently we find a contract between the General Motors Co.
and the Standard Parts Co. in 1919, and this contract I will offer
as an exhibit here, but I will state the substance of it.
This contract recites that the General Motors Co. is the holder of
$1,010,000 of the capital stock of the Standard Parts Co., which was
given to the Perlman Rim Corporation in the payment of a claim
for damages for the infringement of a patent.
This contract further recites that at the time this money was paid
to liquidate these damages, a license was given under which the
Standard Parts Co. was to pay a royalty of 151/ cents, I believe,
upon each set of rims sold.
The Standard Parts Co. then buys back from the General Motors
Co. the very patent which it had been permitted to capitalize two
years before in 1917. It buys it back for something like $300,000,
the same patent, the same patent number. It is identified all through
these transactions, and when it buvs it back for some $300,000, and
gets its stock back from the General Motors Co., and in consideration of the payment of some three hundred thousand and odd dollars
and the continuance of a payment due to the inventor, it also agrees
to pay a royality of n;ome 5 cents on each set of rims, the General
Motors Co. reserving the right to manufacture all of these rims that
it needs for its own purposes.
Now, I call attention to this situation, that in the same year one
company is permitted to capitalize $1,010,000 as for the purchase of
a patent. Another company is not required to either pay a tax
upon that money as for its sale of a patent or for the receipt of
damages for the infringement of a patent.
In other words, the Perlman Rim Corporation never paid a nickel
on this transaction, although they received $1,010,000 of the stock
of the Standard Parts Co., which afterwards went to the United
Motors Co. and by them was sold to the General Motors Co., and
two years later bought back by the Standard Parts Co. from the
General Motors Co., and which, in the Anne 0. Haight case, the
bureau had determined the vaiue, because they taxed a profit on it.
Senator KING. What became of the $1,010,000 in cash represented
by that check?
Mr. MANSON. 1 believe the check was a purely straw transaction.
The check passed apparently for the purpose of permitting the
Standard Parts Co. to get away with this capitalizing of this patent, or it may have been to clear the transaction on the books.
What happened was that the Standard Parts Co. issued $1,010,000
of its stock to the Perlman Rim Corporation. This check may have
passed, and then as turned back to the Standard Parts Co. in payment of that stock; but there is no question about the stock having
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value, because the value was fixed in the Haight case. There is no
question but what it passed to the Perlman Rim Corporation, because
it was decided in this subsequent contract between the generall
Motors Co. and the Standard Parts Co. just exactly how the General Motors Co, got it. It got it from the United Motors Co., which,
in turn, got it from the Perlman Rim Corporation, and the stock
was actually delivered in the liquidation of the claim for damages
for infringement of a patent and not for the purchase of a license.
The CuiAmlrcIA. The point, then, really is that there is no cross
index or system in the bureau whereby these transactions may be
followed up to see that they harmonize with the statements of taxpayers?
Mr. MANSON. It was for the purpose of developing whether or
not that situation exists that we just took one case and followed it
through to see what happened to it.
Mr. NASH. I just want to say, Mr. Chairman, that the case looks
to me like poor work on the part of the field agent of the Income
Tax Unit, who made this original examination in the Haight
caseMr. MANSON. Well, it appears that there were two field agents,
and that these concerns were evidently not located in the same man's
jurisdiction, because one field agent reports that the Standard
Parts Co. was entitled to capitalize the purchase of this stock
and another field agent submits evidence that the Perlman Rim
Corporation is not chargeable with the receipt of this stock. that
it was only holding it in escrow, and you do not finally get all of
the facts until you get down to this contract between the General
Motors Co. and the Standard Parts Co. when they bought the stock
back, and in that contract it recites the whole history of the whole
business from start to finish.
Mr. NASH. Well, what I want to bring out is that the field agent
should not have closed his case on the Standard Parts Co. until he
had verified the other end of the transaction with the Perlman Rim
Co. That was a part of his job.
The CHAIRMAN. If it had been in a different district, would it
have been a part of his job?
Mr. NASH. Yes; he should have verified it by mail, then, through
the office of the agent in charge of the other district.
Senator KINo. Mr. Nash, have you any way now to cure this fraud
which has been perpetrated on the Government?
Mr. NASH. I will be glad to have this case gone into and see what
we can do with it. It looks to me as though it was faulty work on
the part of the examining agent in the field.
Mr. MANSON. While there is a tax here involved on the $1,010,000,
that was not really the most important angle of this case, to my
mind. It was not for the purpose of developing that that we made
this investigation. It was for the purpose of determining the very
points that are brought out in connection with oil wells-whether
or not there is some system in the bureau whereby the information
that you get in one case is made use of in-Senator KiNo. Related .cases.
Mr. MANSON (continuing). In related cases.
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Mr. NASH. The procedure would be, as I stated a moment ago, for
this agent to follow it up as soon as he had discovered it and check
it up with the other company.
The CHIAIrMA. If he failed to do that. then there is no check in
the bureau by which it could be caught?
Mr. NAHs. There is no further check.
The C(AIRMrAN. )o you not think that there ought to be some
further check ?
Mr. NAsH. We have to stop somewhere, Ser.ator. We can not
check and recheck indefinitely.
The CHAIRMAN. But the point that Mr. Manson is raising is
whether there should not le a system in the bureau which would
enable you to use information in one case in connection with related
cases and, generally speaking, that could not be passed back to the
field agent, because a later date may come up in which lie may not
be connected. It seems to me that there should be some clearing
house whereby the information could be used in future cases.
Mr. NASH. We do have an information section, where we accumulate and keep volumes of information on valuations.
The CHAIRMAN. Have you any other case this morning, Mr.
Manson ?
Mr. MANSON. That is all I have to present this morning.
I want to have somebody, whom I will designate, look into these
statistics that are kept for the purpose of fixing the capitalization
rates, and I would wish that you designate somebody to confer with
Mr. Parker, whom I will designate to look into it.
Mr. GREU(I. Those statistics were not prepared for that purpose.
They were prepared under the war-profits tax. There was some
provision there that called for them, and they were prepared for
that purpose. They were not prepared for the purpose of determining the rate of discount.
The CHAIRMAN. Could you tell us to what extent they are used,
Mr. Gregg?
Mr. GRE o. They were used, of course, for the purpose for which
they were prepared, but I assume that they are used just as a reference to see the average earnings in the different lines of business.
Mr. MAssox. Let me make this suggestion before we go any further. It may clear up what I really want to get at.
It is my opinion that when a man invests in a certain industry
we will say in the steel industry, if he buys stock in that kind of
an industry, with its history and its prospects, he expects to get
about a certain return on his money. In other words, he will pay
par for stock that will return him 6 or 7 or 8 per cent dividends
on its net earnings of a certain amount of money. When he goes
into another industry, which may be more speculative, he will expect a higher return. When lie goes into another industry, which is
less speculative, he will expect a lower return. If he goes into a
tremendously big concern, whose business is well settled, he may
expect a lower return than he will if he is going into a new concern,
even in the same industry, one that is starting out.
I can conceive of no just method of capitalizing profits for the
purpose of ascertaining the value of good will, except by the assembling of that kind of statistics, the exhaustive analysis of them,
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and a careful use of them. In other words, I can not conceive how
it can be just to take a corporation which has been actually sold,
we will say, in 1918 or 191). We find from the price paid for the
property of that corporation, or for its stock, that the purchasers
expected to get 6 or 7 per cent. Therefore, in determining the 1913
value we use 6 or 7 per cent as the basis for determining it.
Here we have an identical business, with all of the conditions exactly the same, about the same size, engaged in the same line of
industry, with about the same history and about the same prospects, and because there has been no actual sale of the stock in that
concern, arbitrarily taking 15 per cent, which is about the only figure
that I have heard'mentioned around this table; I will say tils, that
we submitted two or three hypothetical questions, and 15 per cent
was the figure used there, and except in some extraordinary situation 15 per cent appears to be the accepted basis of capitalization.
I believe that the only just method is by the assembling of extensive statistical data as to what investors expect to get in different
lines of industry, in large concerns and in small concerns. In other
words, what is the range? It seems to me that we not only have
the stock market as a basis for gathering that data but we have all
the data that is available to the bureau, because every sale of a corporation is coming into the bureau.
I do not know whether the information that thus becomes available is being gathered and tabulated and utilized, or whether it is
not; but it seems to me that it should be, and I can see no other
just way.
The CHAIRMAN. Let me get the point there. I understand that a
taxpayer whose stock is traded on in the market frequently gets
greater advantage. Assume that the stock is traded on on a 6 or 7
per cent basis. He gets a greater advantage than a concern whose
stock is not traded in and where it is capitalized on a 15 per cent
basis.
Mr. MANSON. There is no doubt about that.
Mr. GaRw,. Mr. Manson, have you found any case where we took
a sale in a subsequent year? I think very rarely did we take a sale
in later years and applied the same ratio, because conditions may be
so different at the time the sale was made. I know that in some
cases that has been done, but I irhagine they will be very rare.
Mr. MANSON. Then I will offer S . M. 2435, A. I. R. 2954, and
A. R. R. 252 as evidence of the fact that it has been done at least
in those cases, and if the settled policy of the bureau can be determined from its published rulings, the method that I have just described appears to be an accepted method.
(The bulletins submitted by Mr. Manson are as follows:)
[Internal Revenue Bulletin, Vol. III, September 22. 1024. No. :81

SEC. 202. Basis for determining gain or loss.
AI:T. 1561. Basis for determining gain or loss from sale.
2435.)

(III-3S-1788, S. M.

REVENUE ACTS OF 1918 AND 1921

Application of A. R. M. 34 (C. B. 2, 31) in
value of intangibles for determining gain or
publication.
In 1921 the 1 company, publishers, sold out
paid was 15x dollars, represented by an initial

computing the March 1, 1913,
loss from sale in 1921 of a
to the O company. The price
payment of x dollars in cash
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-, 1920, and maturing annually
and 11 promissory notes, each dated -, 1931. In determining
, 1921, to --over a period of 11 years, from --the gain from the sale the revenue agent found that the value of the tangible
assejus , the M company at the time of the sale was 1.10x dollars, and that
the value of such tangible asSets on March 1, 1913, was 1.9x dollars, the
reduction in value being dinu to depreition. It was therefore concluded that
the bulk of the consideration for the sale was paid for intangibles, and in
order to ascertain the value of the Intangibles on March 1, 1913, the revenue
agent applied the third method for ascertaninng such value outlined in A. R. M.
34, with the result that the value of intangibles reprteented by good will of
the business on March 1, 1913, was computed at 0.84x dollar and the amount
of profit derived front the sale after making certain adjustments and deductions
was determined to be 11.74x dollars. The net income of the taxpayer for
1921, including the profit from the sale, was fixed at 11.9x dollars.
The revenue agent in applying A. It. M. 34 allowed a rate of 19per cent on
the value of the tangible assets as of March 1, 1913, and capitalized the reiainder of the earnings at 20 per cent in determining the value of the intangibles on that date. This method Is objected to by taxpayer's representatives,
who contend that the taxpayer should he permitted to capitalize the excess
earnings prior to March 1, 1913, on the same basis upon which the intangibles
were actually sold, with the result that no gain or loss was derived from the
sale. The contention is based upon the last paragraph of A. R. M. 34. which
provides that in the case of the sale of good will of a going business the percentage of capitalization of earnings applicable to good will shown by the
amount actually paid for the business sh, uld be used as a check against
the determination o^ good will value as of March 1, 1913, and if the good will
is sold upon a basis of capitalization of earnings less than the figures Indicated as the values ordinarily to be adopted, the same percentage should be
used in figuring value as of March 1, 1913.
The taxpayer's total net earnings for the five years ending 1013 amounted to
1.59x dollars, while for the period 1913 up to the date of sale its total net
earnings amounted to 1.54x dollars. For 1913 its net earnings amounted to
0.51x dollars, while for 1919 its net earnings mounted to only 0.31x dollars,
and for 1920 it had a substantial loss. From 1912 to 1920 there was a steady
and substantial decline in the circulation of the publications. For each of the
years 1912 and 1913 the circulation amounted to 2.20y, while for 1920 it
amounted to only 1.8y. The revenue agent contends that the decrease in circulation was more than offset by the increase in receipts from advertisemnts, but
it is obvious that this is immaterial in view of the decrease in net earings.
A. R. M. 34 recognizes the impossibility of laying down any specifle rule for
"determining the value of intangibles which would lie applicable in all cases
and under all circumstances." Having prescribed certain methods for the
determination of the value of intangibles, it specifically states that " in imny or
all of the cases the effort should be to determine what net earnings a purchaser of a business on March 1, 1913, might reasonably have expected to
receive from it." The purchaser of this taxpayer's business would naturally
expect to receive a greater return on his money at a time when the tangible
assets were of greater value and the net earnings larger than at a time when
the net earnings were smaller and the value of the tangible assets less. As
shown above, the value of the tangible assets and the net earnings of the corporation for 1913 and the preceding five years were greater than the value of
its assets and its net ear: ".gs for 1920 and the preceding six years. Therefore the obvious conclusion is that no gain was realized from the sale.
It is true, as contended by the revenue agent, that subsequent events do not
affect the March 1, 1913, value, but in the opinion of this office subsequent
events should, under these circumstances, be taken into consideration, at least
for the purpose of checking the result of the formula, which at best appears to
be a mere guide. This is what the last sentence in A. R, M. 34 intended;
that isIn the case .of the sale of good will of a going business the percentage rate
of capitalization of earnings applicable to good will shown by the amount
actually paid for the business should be used as a chect against the determination of good will value as of March 1, 1913, and if the good will is sold
upon the basis of capitalization of earnings less than the figures above indicated as the ones ordinarily to be adopted, the same percentage should be used
in figuring value as of March 1, 1913.
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When this check is usNed it proves the value of the intangibles was greater
on March 1, 1913, than at the date of sale. In view of this, and the fact that
the value of the tangible assets was also less at the date of sale than at
March 1, 11)3, this office is of the opinion that no gain was realized from the
transaction.
NELSON T. IIAHlTSON,

Solicitor of Internal Rvenlnuc.
ICumulatilve Bulletin 11-2, July-Dec9ember, 1923, p. 2021

SEc. 233. Gross income of corporations defined.
ART. 540. Sale of capital assets. (Also sec. 2)02, art. 1561; sec. 213 (a),
(1--24-1100, A . I. 1,2954.)
art. 41.)
REVENUE ACT OF 1918

Where a corporation sells its assets and the consideration is paid to its
stockholders there is a sale by the corporation, and the corporation Is taxable
upon any profit realized on the transaction.
In determining the earnings of a corporation chargeable to good will in
accordance with A
. M. 34 (C. B. 2. p. 31), Federal income taxes may be
deducted. In arriving at the investment return of shares of stock the income
and profits taxes should be treated the same as other expenses.
The taxpayer appeals from the action of the Income Tax Unit in holding
that the appellant realized a taxable profit of 14.27x dollars upon the sale of
assets to the N company on July -, 1919.
, 1889. From the date of organizaThe M company was incorporated -tion down to July -, 191), the business was operated and controlled by A
and B. On July -, 1919, these two men owned all or substantially all of the
capital stock (9.2x dollars) of the company. All of the tangible assets of the
corporation were located in the city of S.
In 1919 A and B desired to convert a large part of their holdings and accordingly entered 'nto negotiations with C, Investment banker. of the city of T.
As a result of these negotiations the N company was formed, with an authorized capitalization of 60y shares, of preferred stock of a par value of 20z
dollars and 600y shares of common stock of no par value.
On August -, 1919, A, B, C, D, and E subscribed for the entire issue of the
stock of the N company as per the following:
Number of shares

Preferred

36.03y

A..............................................................................
..............................................................................

Common

360 3y

.13y
. 5y
237.055y
23.7
-------------------------------------------------.....................................
C
1.305y
.13y
....................
........
D........................................-------------

E.............................................................................
STotal.. ..................................-..- .........................-.

.

............

.005

60y

BO0y

This subscription was irrevocable for 15 days from its date and was conditioned upon the acceptance by the N company of all of the assets of the M
company in full payment for such stock,
Under a memorandum of agreement made between the stockholders of the
day of July, 1919,
M company and C (trading as P company) on the all of the preferred stock and 375y shares of the common stock of the N company were to be deposited in the city of T, bank of O, with a letter of instructions in words and figures as follows:
" Unless second party (the P company) pays into the bank under the terms
of said letter (a) the sum of 8.8x dollars within three months from this date,
(b) and such amount as may be required to release to him all of said stock
deposited with said letter within six months from this date, then, and in either
of said events, this contract will be at an end: second party shall thereafter
have no right to buy any stock for which he had not hertofore made deposits,
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and thereafter no rights or liabilities shall Ie claimed or assert.A under tiis
contract by any party thereto."
The following resolution was passed at a stockholders' meeting of the M
company held on August -, 1919:
"'kenolved, hereby, by the st('kholdern of the M company, That this corpora.
tion forthwith sell all of its property, real and personal, of every nature, including all its trade-marks, trade names, and the good will of its business a
going concern, to the N company, in consideration of 60y shares full-paid 7
per cent cumulative preferred stock and tM9)y share of the common stock
of no par value of said N company being issued by sald last-referred-to corporation to the stockholders of this corporation.
"Reolovd further, That the transfer hereby authorized be upon a condition
that the N company corporation shall assume and agree to pay all the liabilities
of the corporation, including liabilities for taxes on account of being in business heretofore.
"Resolved, rihat this corporation be, and is hereby, dissolved."
Thereafter, on August -- , 1919, at a joint meeting of the incorporators and
board of directors of the N company, the subscription was accepted and the corporation accepted in full payment of the stock so subscribed the property of
the M company.
In its brief the appellant states that all moot questions have been resolved
by she Income Tax Unit against it, namely:
(a) That the consideration paid by the N company passed to the M company and not to the individual stockholders, as provided in the resolution authorizing the sale.
(b) That in determining the relative values of good will in 1913 and 1919
the net income should be taken before the deductions of Federal income and
profits taxes and not after such deductions, as claimed by the company.
(c) That the consideration received had a market value of of 42x dollars
instead of 30x dollars as claimed by the company (assuming the transaction is
taxable and the stock had a market value when issued).
It then states that its appeal is based upon the following propositions:
(1) As a matter of law, the sale by the M company of Its assets and property
to the N company, July -, 1919, did not constitute a taxable transaction.
(2) No taxable profit was realized by M company in the sale of its assets,
business, and property to the N company, either in law or in fact.
(a) The stock of the N company had neither market nor market value at the
time of its issue and delivery.
(b) That if the commissioner is of the opinion and so decides that the stock
of the N company had both a market and a market value at the date of its
issue, the aggregate market value of such stock, properly determined, did not
then exceed the fair market value of the assets and property of the M company,
as at March 1, 1913, adjusted by changes in the value of tangible assets to
July -- , 1919.

(c) That the relative values of the good will of the M company as at March
1, 1913, and the date of sale, July -, 1919, must be determined after the payment of all taxes.
1. The committee is of the opinion that the sale of the M company of its
assets and property to the N company on July -, 1919, constituted a taxable
transaction. The decision of the United States District Court, Eastern District
of Wisconsin, in United States v. Cedarburg Milk Company, decided November
1, 1922 (288 Fed. Rep. 996), appears to he conclusive upon this point. In that
ease the curt held that where a corporation sold its assets and the consideration was paid to its stockholders, there was a sale by the corporation and that
the corporation was taxable upon any profit realized on the transaction and
that the fact that the consideration was paid directly to the stockholders was
immaterial.
2. In computing the amount of the profit made by the appellant upon the
sale of its assets in 1919, the Income Tax Unit has held that the price for
which the broker, C, sold the common and preferred stock to the public represents the fair market value of that stock to the stockholders of the M company. In other words, the unit held that the fair value of the stock received
was 42x dollars. Under the agreement which the stockholders made with C,
the stockholders were to and did receive 17z dollars per share for the 60y shares
of preferred stock and 0.8z dollars for 375 shares of the 600y shares of common stock. The amount of cash actually received by them from C was 26.4x
92919--2,5--PT 18-4

m
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dollars. C agreed to and did sell the preferred and common stock to the public
at the rate of 20z dollars per share for the preferred stock and 1.5z dollars
per share for the common stock. In order to do this he had to create a market
for the stock by extensive advertising. The committee does not think, in view
of this fact, that the fair market value of the preferred and common stock to
the stockholders of the M company was in excess of 17z dollars per share for
the preferred stock and 8z dollars per share for the common stock. Upon this
basis the M company sold its assets for the cash equivalent of 30x dollars.
In arriving at the value of the appellant's assets on March 1, 1013, the
Income Tax Unit has invoked the method which was employed in A. R. R.
252 (C. B. 3, p. 46); it has found the absolute amount paid by the purchaser
for the intangibles by deducting from the selling price the book value of the
tangibles plus 40x dollars, representing appreciation thereof to March 1, 1913,
and then has divided the portion of the average earnings for the preceding
five-year period properly allocable to the intangibles after first deducting
from those earnings an 8 per cent return upon the average amount of tangibles (pluj 0.49x dollars). In making this computation the unit has invoked
A. R. M. 145 (C. B. I-1, p. 24), which holds, in effect, that an Individual "in
determining the earnings chargeable to good will in accordance with A. R. M.
34" (C. B. 2, p. 31) may not deduct Federal income taxes. It has therefore
used as the earnings for the five-year period substantially the net income
shown upon the corporate returns.
The committee is of the opinion that A. R. M. 145 is not applicable to a
corporation. Corporation income and profits taxes were heavy during the war
period, and corporation income taxes were also in existence during the prewar period. In arriving.at the investment return of shares of stock the income
and profits taxes should be treated the same as other expenses.
The committee is of the opinion that the fair value of the appellant's assets
as of March 1, 1913, should be computed upon the basis of a 7 per cent return
upon tangibles and a 10 per cent return upon intangibles. This. basis is
arrived at after a careful study of the earnings of the corporation from the
date of its organization in 1880. The average earnings after taxes of the
appellant for the five-year period 1908 to 1912, inclusive, were 1.98x dollars.
After allowing a 7 per cent return upon the average tangibles of the period,
0.38x dollars, the amount of the earnings allocable to the intangibles is 1.33x
dollars, and the capitalization of these earnings upon a 10 per cent basis
shows that the value of the intangibles as of March 1, 1913, was 13.27x
dollars. The book value of the tangibles on July -, 1019, was -3.24x dollars and the appreciation to March 1, 1013, carried down to July -, 1010,
per A-2 letter dated September -, 1922, was 0.40x dollars. The depreciated
cost of the tangibles as of July -, 1019, was therefore 8.72x dollars, and
the total cost or fair market value of tangibles and intangibles as of March
2, 1913, on the date of sale, was 21.00x dollars. The profit, therefore,
realized by the appellant on the sale of its assets In 1010 is shown by the
following:
Dollars
30
--------------------------Sold 'for ------------------Book value of tangibles on July -,

1919 .---..

Dollars
8. 24x

---------------

Appreciation to Mar. 1, 1013 .--------------------------Good will Mar. 1, 1913---------------------------------

. 49x
13. 27x

22x

8
Net profit------------- ----------------------------this
in
Unit
The committee recommends that the action of the Income Tax
case be modified as above indicated and that it be held that the appellant
received a profit of 8x dollars upon the sale of its assets to the N company
in 1919.
K
(OMAN

BREWSTE,

Chairman Committee on Appeals and Review:
[Cumulative Bulletin No. 3, July-December, 1020, p. 481

SEc. 202, ART. 1561. Basis for determining gain or loss from sale. (34-2011-3, A. R. R. 252.)
Determining the value March 1, 1013, of shares of stock in the M company,
owned by A.
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The committee has had under consideration the appeal of A from the action
of the Income Tax Unit in determining the value of certain shares of stock in
the M comic,qny owned by himn March 1, 1913, and oldd in 1016.
The difference between the market value of property owned on March 1, 1018
(with, in some, cases, proper adjustments for depreciation, etc.), and its selling
price determines the profit or loss, as the case may be: In any case, therefore,
of the sale subsequent to March 1, 1913, of assets owned on that date, it is
necessary to determine the market value of those assets on that date.
The committee Is of the opinion that the market value of shares of stock was
what they would bring, and that the best evidence of what they would bring is
what such shares did in fact bring when offered for sale about tt t time in a
free and owpn market. However, in the present instance it is understood that
there were no sales, and it is necessary to apply other tests, the market value
in such case lWeng deemed to be what a willing buyer might reasonably have
blien expected to pay or a willing seller to accept for the stock.
At the outset the committee desires it to be understood that in using the term
"good will " it intends the term to be given not merely the narrow and technical meaning which has been attached to it in numerous court decisions, but
to include as well the intangible value which always attached to a more than
usually profitable enterprise by reason of its proven earning capacity. A
prudent investor contemplating an Investment usually takes Into consideration
primarily two factors---frst, the safety of his capital, and, second, the return
on it which he may reasonably expect. It is axiomatic that the greater the risk
the less the price. snd consequently he would IHn satisfied with a lower return
upon an investment which is amply secured by tangible salable assets behind
it than he would le from an investment made chiefly because of anticipated
profits.
Applying the above principles to the case under consideration, we find that
in 191) all of the stock of the corporation in question was sold for the sum of
1,200x dollars. At the thie of the sale the value of the tangible assets of the
corporation asIshown'by thie books was 610%) dollars. There was paid therefore
for the intangible asset referred to above as good will the sum of 590x dollars.
Accepting tlhe figures submitted by the taxpayer and the computation based
thereon as correct, it appears that the average tangible assets for the period of
three and one-third years prior to tlhe sale was 58(tx dollars, and that the
average annual net income for the same period was 112.r dollars. In A. R. M.
:34, approved by the commissioner, the rule has been laid down that in a
hazardous business the investor should have at least 10 per cent upon his
tangible assets, u6nd that in a stable line a less return would be satisfactory.
It could hardly bt contended that in 1913 to 1916 the business of manufacturing
automobiles, wlwre the company was putting out a ear of recognized merit,
with a wide demand, the business was particularly hazardous, and the committee is therefore of the opinion that 8 per cent on the average tangible assets
,vould tb a fair return. This would lbsorb 46x dollars of the average yearly
eatrnings of 112x dollars, leaving 66x dollars as the return upon the intangible
asse Is.
Sitce it is shown above that the intangibles brought 500x dollars, it is apparent that they were sold on the basis of a prospective return judged by
preovous experience of a fraction over 11.1 per cent. Since the intangibles
wer actually sold in 1916 on this basis, the committee is of the opinion that
it is only fair to apply the same percentage in ascertaining the value of the
same intangibles three years previously. The average earnings of the corporation, covering approximately the five-year period immediately previous to
March 1, 1913, w"re 30x dollars. During the same period the average tangible
assets employed were 25Sx dollars. An 8 per cent return cn the average
tangible assets of 258x dollars required 20x dollars of this amount, leaving 10x
dollars as the earning attributable to good will at that time, which, capitalized
upon lhe satde basis of 11.13 per t nt, gives a value of u2x dollars as the value
1
,if th1
good
wti on March 1,,113.
This, added to the book value of the tangible
is.ts. as of March 1, 1913, results in a total value of all of the assets of the
4,orprtiotnos, and therefore all of its stock as of March 1, 1913, of 324x dollars.
Deduct ng from this amount 50x dollars, the par value of its preferred stock
issued, would leave 274x dollars as the value of the shares of common stock
outM ending, or 1/10x dollars per share.
TN' taxpayg earnestly contends that the method indicated above should not
bu t that the amount received for the good will in 1916 should be
IM aidle(d
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treated as having ratably accrued over the entire period of existence of the
corporation from its organization in 1901 to the date of sale.
The committee can not concede the validity of this contention.. While the
Supreme Court has held in the case of Hays v. Gauley Mountain Coal Copany,
247 U. S. 189, T. D. 2724, that in the absence of any better evidence and In
the absence of objection, the prorating method might be resorted to in order to
determine the value, in another and later case it held definitely that the value
established as at March 1, 1913, must be accepted. While the argument of con.
sistent and steady increase in growth might with some reason be advanced with
respect to good will as defined by the courts. It has no hearing upon the determination of good will as broadly interpreted above by the committee, since it
includes the intangible value of proven earning capacity, which, of course, may
vary very widely. The bri f of counsel for the taxpayer in a measure illustrates that this is the case, because it is contended that the value of the good
will had been largely increased by the Iunccess of the company in 1910, 1011,
and 1912.
The committee accordingly recommends that the tax be recomputed on the
basis of the value as at March 1, 1913, 1/10x dollars provided that a verification
of the figures and computations submitted shows them to be correct; otherwise
upon a value computed along the line indicated herein, substituting corrected
figures for those used.

(Exhibits submitted by Mr. Manson in case of Anne 0. Haight
Perlman Rim Corporation, Standard Parts Co., and Western Wheel

& Axle Co., are as follows:)

ExHmIT A

(Read into record on page 3692.)
EXHIBIT B
THE STANDARD PARTS Co.,

Cleveland, September 19, 19.2.
The COMMISSIONER OF INTERNAL REVENUEa

Washington, D. C.
DEAR SIR: The purpose of this communication is to protest against the assess-

ment of additional taxes as set forth in your letter of September 6. 1922, addressed to the Standard Parts Co. and its affiliated corporations, and to request
an opportunity of conferring with officials of your office to facilitate immediate
settlement of the issues involved.
The Standard Parts Co. is now in receivership and in urgent need of the
tax which has been overpaid. Consequently we object at this time to only the
major adjustments made by your office in computing the additional tax for 1917.
The adjustments to which specific objection is made are the following:
First. Failure to include as invested capital the preferred stock of the Bock
Bearing Co.
Second. Elimination from invested capital of patents and good will paid for
with cash and capital stock, viz:
(a) Perlman Rim Corporation patent paid for with cash-.---... 1.010, 000.00
(b) Perfection Spring Co. assets paid for with stock--....--...
1,142.997.68
(c) Standard Welding Co. assets paid for with stock--------707, 614.90
(d) Perfection Spring Co. assets paid for with cash----------100, 777. 78
Total .,-------------. ---.- ,
.... _...
3, 021.30. 36
Third. Absence of adequate allowance for depreciation of patents.
FREFFERED STOCK-BOCK BEARING CO.-$450,000

It is obvious that the failure of your office to include as invested capital the
preferred stock of the Bock Bearing Co. was an oversight. This stock was
paid for with cash, and during the year 1917 was owned entirely by outside
interests. It is presumed, therefore, that further comment upon this item is
unnecessary.
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PERLMAN PATENT

This item, which you office tentatively excluded from invested capital, represents a cash expenditure in the acquisition of certain rights under United
States Patent No. 1052270, covering demountable rims. A copy of the license
agreement, as well as a photostatic copy of the check issued in connection therewith, Is attached. This expenditure, without question, constitutes a part of
the invested capital of the Standard Parts Co.
ASSETS

DESIGNATED

"GOOD WILL" ACQUIRED FROM THE PERFECTION
AND THE STANDARD WELDING CO.

SPRING CO.

The amounts which your office has tentatively excluded from invested capital,
although designated as " good will" upon the books of the Standard Parts Co.,
represented, as a matter of fact, tangible assets, principally the vaaue of
merchandise inventory acquired from the respective corporations.
During the period of negotiation for the purchase of these two corporations
Coats & Burchard, public appraisers and engineers, of Chicago, were employed to appraise the physical property, consisting of buildings, machinery
and equipment, inventories of materials, and purchase contracts.
The value of plant and equipment, as shown by the appraisal report, was
entered on the books of the Standard Parts Co. This was not true, however,
of the inventory valuation or the value of purchase contracts. The latter
items, as appraised at current market prices, were as follows:
The Perfection The Standard
Spring Co.
Welding Co.
$1,631,427.00
2,149, 300.00

$2,00,000.00
2,700,000. 00

3,780,727.00
...................... ..... ....... ...... ..-.......
.....

5,666,000.00

-------------...........---..
Merchandise inventory .--------------------------------Purchase contracts -

Total...

It was considered by the management of the Standard Parts Co. that it
would be detrimental to the interests of the company and Its stockholders to
enter the current value of these assets on the books, for the reason that it
would to a large extent minimize the first year's profits of the new company.
While this decision may have been Justified from a standpoint of conservative
business, it has caused the corporation to show eI, nings for the year 1917
which had, as a matter of fact, accrued to the pred,essor corporations in prior
years, and in this manner the Standard Parts Co. has paid income and excessprofits taxes which were nt properly due.
In opening its books the Standard Parts Co. substituted the following values
for those computed by Coats & Burchard:
The Perfection
Spring Co.
Inventory...................-----------...............--------...................
..................
Good will... .... ..- ...........

.----

.- .......-Appraised values............................... .. ....-Value of assets not entered on books...- .......... ..............

The Standard
Welding Co.

$1,029,500. 5
1,243,776.46

$1,695,534.71
767,614.00

2,27, 27. 31

2,463,149.61

3,780, 727. 00
1,507,450. 69

5,66, 00 00
3,202, 850 3

In other words, the Standard Parts Co. acquired assets which had an actual
in excess of the par value of the stock issued therefor.
value of $4,710,301'8
This excess was not entered upon its books and to this extent the profits of
the company were subsequently overstated.
It is very apparent from the evidence available at the date the assets were
acquired that not only is the invested capital of the Standard Parts Co.
grossly understated in its returns but that its profits as ;eported for the year
1917 were in excess of those earned and accrued in that year. Had the return for 1917 been prepared in conformity with the facts a paid-in surplus
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of tangible property in the amount of $4,710,301)08 would have been imluded
as illveMted capital ndl tihe opening haventory used in computinllg ntet 11colme
would have been decreased $1,872,391.43, thus reducing the earnings of the
year 1917 In this amount.
With this explanation, and the fact that the Government has as a result
of this procedure benefited by income and excess profits taxes on income
overstated for the year 1917, there should be inoquestion as to the inclus'n
of the " good will" Items as invested capital.
In acqliring the Perfection Spring Co. It was agreed as part of the consideration of the purchase that the Standard Parts Co. would pay the premium
necessary to retire the preferred stock. This premiumn was $10 a share, and
with accrued interest amounted to $1(00,77.78. This umiount was paid in
cash by the Standard Parts Co. and properly constitutes a portion of the
purchase price of the assets of the Perfection Spring Co. and is, without
doubt, a part of its invested capital.
PATENT DEPRECIATION

The Standard Parts Co. has never received the benefit of losses sustained
by reason of expiration of patents which is owned. The principal patents are
the Perlman rim patent and the automatic welding patent, the aggregate cost
of these being $1,413,243 in cash. These patents are of such character that
their value will lie totally lost when the period of protection expires, so that
a proportionate part of the value is allocable to each year. This los should
be deducted in computing taxable income and the right to make such tdeducihasbeen pretion should not he prejudiced by the fact that no deduction
viously made.
Respeetfully submitted.
TrF

STANIARIt

PAHrs C('o.

By P. A. CON NOLLY.
STATE or O()o,

County of C'ullhoga, sn:
P. A. Connolly, being first duly sworn, deposes and says that lie is secretary of the Standard Parts Co., now in receivership; that he has read the
foregoing statements and to the best of his knowledge and belief they are
true and correct.
P A. CON NOLLY.
LucY A. O'NEIL,
Notary Public.
EXHIBIT C
CONMOUDATED

RETURNS SUBDIVISION-

Taxpayer: Standard Parts Co.
Address: Cleveland, Ohio.
Represented by Ernst & Ernst, Mr.
Brunck, Mr. L. C. Weiss.

- T

AXPAYER'S CONFERENCE

J. 3. Miller, Mr. W. H. Armat, Mr. W. E.

MATTER PRKEENTED

The taxpayer filed a brief dated October 19, 1922, protesting against the proposed assessment of $81,148.16 for the years 1915 to 1919. inclusive.
It was contended tlat invested capital should be Increased by the amount of
from
$450,(0) preferred stock of the Rock Bearing Co. outstanding, prorated
1917.
31,
May
the date of acquisition and consolidation,
The matter was thoroughly discussed, reference being made to the adjustment shown on line 2 of Schedule 1) of the original return, for vtipital stock
of the Standard Parts Co. issued at date of acquisition of tile Bock Hearing
Co., and to the analysis of surplus under Schedule E of the revenue agent's
report.
It was shown that the adjustment on the return did not include the preferred
stock of the Bock Bearing Co., and the addition to invested capital is, tlhrefore, recommended.
Objection was made to the elimination from invested capital of patents
and good will acquired with cash and capital stock.
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The Perlman Rim Corporation patent was proven to have been purchased for
$1,010,00) cash, as e.ildenced by photstat of the check issued in payment.
While it was admitted that Mr. Perlmnan, immediately after the sale of the
patents, purchased $1,(M)0,000 worth of the Standard Parts Co. stock, we have
no proof of an obligation or agreement on his part to do so, and his action was
apparently entirely voluntary and based solely on ils confidence and faith in
the future prospects of the investment. It is recommended that the cash value
of the Perlman patent, $1,010,0tM), be restored to invested capital.
Assets designated as good will on the corporation's books representing the
excess of par value of stock issued by the Standard Parts Co. to tie Perfection
Spring Co. and to the Standard Welding Co. over the book value of assets
acquired were shown to be tangible property, being merchandise inventorie
and purchase contracts, as evidenced by tippraisals made by the Coats &
Burchard Co. at the thne of acquisition.
Thee values were improperly entered in the books as good will, due to the
company's conservative |pol' ' in valuing Its assets.
It was conceded, therefore, tat the amounts of $1,142,997.68 and $767.014.90
should be restored to invested capital.
In acquiring the Perfection S >ring Co. it was agreed as part of the consideration of the purchase price that the premium necessary to retire the preferred
stock should be paid in eash. The premium of $1K00,777.78 therefore constitutes
good will acquired for cash and should be restored to invested capital.
Request was made for the allowance of depreciation on the Perlman rim patm*nt and the automatic welding patent, having an aggregate cost of $1.413,243
in cash.
It is recommended that depreciation hle allowed on these patents ulKn evideuce being submitted in amtidavit form by the taxpayer as to the life of each
of the patents.
Proper credentials were submitted by the taxpayer's representatives.
Interviewed by:
W.

F.

MEaRLIlH,

Techical staff.
F .

S CHMEHL,

Audit Section A.
WM. P. BIRI.
Chief Conwolid ated Returns unbdivhl'ion.
OCTOBER 6, 1922.

EXHIaIT D
[Extract fro
PERLMAN

RIM

travel auditor's report, January 2., 10231

CORORRATION,

NEW YORK AND JACKSON, MICH.

HISTORY AND COMMENTS

The Perlman Rim (orporation was incorporated March 14, 1916, under the
laws of tle State of New York. The authorized capital stock consisted of
100.000 shares of no par value. Three thousand shares were designated as class
A stock and only holders thereof were entitled to voting power in said corporation. The remaining 97,000 shares were known as common stock, and holders
thereof had no voting power, but were entitled to all other rights and privileges
enjoyed by the holders of (class A stock.
On March 15, 1916, Louis II. Perlman offered thte corporation United States
Letters Patents No. 1052270, dated February 4. 1913. covering improvements
in wheels, and four lending applications based on original patent, together
with improvements and substitutes subsequently made, including right or
claim for profits or (datmges for past infringements, for $25.0Wt( cash a year
during life of patent No. 1052270 and the entire authorized issue of 100,000
ha.res of stock. The offer concluedes with the irt.,posal to donate back to the
corporation 2,(X) shares of class A and 62,000 shares of common stock.
The offer was accepted by the directors March 15, 1916. and the 100,000
shares were issued to Louis H. Perlman, and he immediately returned 2,000
shares of class A stock and 62,000 shares of common stock to the corporation.
This left the outstanding stock at 36.000 shares.
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On March 20, 1916, the directors accepted an offer from W. C. Durant and
Louis G. Kaufman to purchase 2,000 shares class A stock and 18,0(00 shares of
common stock for $1,thN,,(00 cash. with an option to purchase the balance of 44,000 common shares in treasury at $50 a share. On April 17, 1916, the records
show that Durant and Kaufman had purchased 2,000( shares of class A stock
and 58,000 shares of common stock for $3,000,000 in cash.
In October, 1916, Mr. Christian Girl and A. H. Goss were given an option to
purchase 2,000 shares each at $150 per share. However, this option was never
exercised by either of the two mentioned parties.
March 20, 1916, the directors passed a resolution to set up patent rights at
$1 and royalties receivable on account of patents owned at $1,099,999. This
action was rescinded at a later meeting. The patent was valued on basin
of the market value of shares sold to Durant and Kaufman, namely, $50 a share
plus cash payments to be made yearly to Perlman during the life of the patent.
Thus the patent was set up at $1,800,000, a sum equal to 36,000 shares of
stock valued at $50 a share at time of issue. Also $345,833.34 was set up as of
HPerlman for nearly cash payments accordJune 30, 1916, as liability to L H.
ing to agreement above. This $345,833.34 was charged off to capital surplus on
June 30, 1917. The reason for doing this is not clear, although the charge
was authorized by the directors. It seems apparent that the directors felt that
the patent was not worth $1,800,000 plus $345,833.34 at the time (September
25, 1917).
The United Motors Coriporation started acquiring Perlman Rim Corporation's
stock on or about Jun 2, 1916. By June 30, 1916, the United Motors Corporation had acquired 12,000 shares of Perlman Rim Corporation's capital stock,
being 3,000 shares of class A voting stock and 10,000 shares of common stock.,
The exchange appears to have been made on the basis of two shares of United
Motors Corporation's stock for one share of Perlman Rim Corporation's capital
stock. The United Motors Corporation as of June 30, 1916, reserved 166,000
shares of its stock to acquire the remaining 83,000 shar a of Perlman Rim
Corporation's stock not acquired to said date.
From October 20, 1916, to July 1, 1917, the United Motors Corporation appears to have acquire!l an additional 81,637 shares of Perlman common stock,
making its total holdings at close of June 30, 1917, 94,637 shares of the 96,000
then outstanding. An additional 60 shares of common stock were acquired by
the parent company by October 5, 1917, making its total holdings 94,697, which
amount was held by United Motors Corporation until dissolution of the Perlman Rim Corporation.
The Perlman Rim Corporation during fiscal year ended June 30, 1918, purchased 711 shares of its common stock, and 70 shares were purchased during
July, 1918, and charged to surplus by the Jaxon Steel Products Division.
April 17, 1916, this corporation purchased the entire $100,000 capital stock
of Jackson Rim Co. for $200,000 in cash. The latter company manufactured
rims for the Perlman Rim Corporation at its plant at Jackson, Mich. As of
February 8. 1917, the Jackson Rim Co. directors voted to transfer all assets
and liabilities, excepting $5,000 in cash, to the Perlman Rim Corporation. The
transaction was ratified by the Perlman Rim Corporation September 25, 1917,
although the actual transfer was made as of June 30, 1917. The capital stock
of the Jackson Rim Co. was reduced to $5,000 and the corporation became the
selling agency of the Perlnan Rim Corporation until June 30, 1918, when both
corporations were dissolved.
Oiving to difficulties with minority stockholders of the Perlman Rim Corporation, the United Motors Corporation on March 14, 1918, offered to purchase all
assets and assume all liabilities of the Perlman Rim Corporation for $5,500,000
cash (for patents $1,800,000 and all other property $3,700,000). This offer was
accepted by Perlman stockholders May 13, 1918, and steps for dissolution
ordered. The Jaxon Steel Products Division of United Motors Corporation
was organized as of July 1, 1918, taking over the net assets of Perlman Rim
Corporation as they stood at the close of business June 30, 1918. The cash
for purchase of Perlman net assets passed August 5, 1918, and was disbursed
to the Perlman stockholders, the United Motors receiving $5,469,848.45 for its
holdings of 94,697 shares, leaving $30,151.55 for the 522 shares held by minority.
Seven hundrel and eighty-one shares were in treasury of Perlman Rim Corporation, 70 sharese having been purchased during July, 1918.
The original return of the Perlman Rim Corporation for the fiscal year
ended June 30, 1917, includes the loss of the Jackson Rim Co. In this report
the income of Perlman Rim Corporation has been set up separately as required
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by the act of October 3, 1917. The loss sustained by the Perlman Rim
t
Corporation upon partial liquidation of the Jackson Rim Co. Is allowed for income.
tax purposes but is not allowable in stating income of Perlman Rim Corporation subject to exceas-proflts tax, being an intercompany loss.
ROYALTIES AND CLAIM FOR DAMAGES CONNECTED WITH INFRINOEMENTB OF PATENTS

The sale of patent No. 1052270 to Perlman Rim Corporation on March 1I,
1916, carried with it any claims Perlman may have had for damages arising
out of past infringements. Litigation was in process on March 15, 1916,
against the Standard Welding Co. for alleged infringement. A settlement
appears to have been made with the Standard Parts Co., the successor to the
Standard Welding Co., on December 6, 1910. The Perlman Rim Corporation
accepted 10,000 shares of a par value of $1,000,000 in full settlement of past
claims against the Standard Welding Co. However, these shares of Standard Parts Co. were never set up on the books of the Perlman Rim Corporation.
Other suits were in prosecution against alleged infringers and were decided
adversely against the Perlman Rim Corporation in 1917.
At any rate, it certainly can not be held that the Perlman Rim Corporation
received any income upon the receipt of this Standard Parts Co. stock in
1910, even If its right to receive the stock as damages for infringement were
unquestioned. It appears from the information which can now be gathered
that the Standard Parts Co. stock merely was held as security pending outcome of
the litigation now in process against other concerns involving the same question of infringement on patent No. 1052270.
The General Motors Corporation became the owner of this patent by purchase from United Motors Corporation on or about December 31, 1918. It
returned the 10,000 shares of stock to the Standard Parts Co. In a deal in.
1919. involving the sale of patent No. 1052270 to the Standard Parts Co. for a
consideration equal to a sum representing the cost payments due to L. H.
Pernlan for the remaining life of the patent.
Haskins & Sells made the following statement in their audit report dated
September 29, 1917:
"We are informed that 10,000 shares of common stock of the Standard
Parts Co. are being held in escrow by Perlman Rim Corporation pending outcome of litigation in connection with patent rights."
The following were interviewed in connection with the examination:
Mr. C. A. Souther, tax expert of General Motors Corporation.
Mr . . Pomhoff, treasurer of Jaxon Steel Products Co.
Mr. Rudesill, accountant of-Jaxon Steel Products Co.
Mr. Lloyd Blackmore, patent expert General Motors Corporation.
W. A. PRIEONITZ, Auditor.
NOVEMB:IRt 17, 1922.
EXHIBIT E

Agreement made this 17th of November, 1919, between General Motors Corporation, a corporation organized under the laws of the State of Delaware,
hereinafter called " General Motors " and the Standard Parts Co., a corporation of the State of Ohio, hereinafter referred to as the Standard Co.,
witnesseth:
Whereas under date of the 6th day of December, 1916, the Standard Co.
entered into an agreement with the Perlman Rim Corporation, also a New
York corporation, providing among other things for the granting of a license
to the Standard Co. under the terms of Letters Patent of the United States No.
1052270, granted February 4, 1913, to Louis H. Perlman for an improvement in
demountable wheels; and
Whereas under date of the 6th day of December, 1916, the Perlman Rim
Corporation executed a general release to the Standard Welding Co., also a
corporation of the State of Ohio, of and from any and all claims arising out of
or connected with the past infringement by said Welding compa,:y of any and
all patents covering demountable rims, and in particular of the aforcaid Letters
Patent No. 1052270 In consideration of the sum of $1,010,000 procured by the
Standard Welding Co. to be paid to the said Perlman Rim Corporation; and
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Whereas on said December i. 191l. aid as part cf the ibove considerations
the Perlman HIm Corporation subsribed for O1(,00 share's of the common
capital stock of the Standard Parts Co. aid paid therefore the said consideration
received by it aforesaid, viz, $1,Ol10,M), and there were subsequently issued to
it certincates represent ting siild 10,0)0 shares; and
Whereas Peruiman lln Corporation has beeii dissolved and its assets transfe'rred to and its lhibilitles assumed by the General Motors Corporation, also a
corporations of New York, including the said shares of stork and said license
agreement ; and
Whereas united States Motors Corporation was thereafter dissolved and its
property taken over anid liabilities assumed by General Motors CIpoporation,
Including the sHai 10.(0) shriires and the said license agreement ; and
Whereais General Motors Is now the owner of said 10,MN) share', of the
(onlilioii capital stock of the Standardl Parts Co. and is entitled to the henetits
and bound by the obligations of wsatiagreement dated the 6th day of lDecember,
1010I. made by the Perlini lim Corporation ami the Standard Parts Co.; and
Whereas under dte of the 15th day of March, 1916, said Perlmanlith
Corporation eiteri'td into an agreement with Lou.l 1H Perinan wherein and
whereby the said Perllua, aionig other things, agreed to sell to said Perlman
Rim Cor
irtion said Letters Patent No. 1052270, and the following applications for letters patent tiled by said Lo uis H. Perlmlan:
Serial No, 701214 for improvements.- in demountable rim wheels, filed on
June 7. 1912:
Serial No. 7461078 for improvements i i

roeesses of applying plneunlatic tires

to demoun table rims, filed on February 3. 1913;
Serial No. 483815 for improvements in wliee,. filed oin March 16, 190!); and
Serial No. 8237(4 for improvements in wheels tiled on March 10, 1914;
together with any claim or claims for damage or profits incurred for the
infringement of the aforesaid patent No. 1052270, in consideration of the payments to the said Perlman of 3,0tl
shares of the class A stock ol the said
Perlman Rinm Corporation and 97,0i shares of tlie conminon stock of said
corporation, together with tlhe yearly sum of $25.000 payable in monthly
installments on tile :301th day f each 'l d every month conmmencing on the
5th day of April, 1916, and continuing during the life of said patent No.
1052270: and
Whereas the said original agreement was modified by an agreement made on
tlie st day of Septemilt 'r. 1917, between Perlman Rlim Corporation and the
Standard Parts Co.. which agreement was thereafter and on or. about tle
1itth day of July, 1918, extended to cover the ipriod from July 1, 1018, to
January 1, 1919; and
Whereas under date of the 1st day of January, 1919, General Motors anl:
the Standard Parts Co. entered into lla a greemient, among other things fixing

the royalty to be paid by said licensee at 5 cents a set instead of 151/, per
t cent

of the actual sale price, as int said original license agreement provided, and
providing that e':cept as modified by said agreement the original license
agreement should reillin uniffectle, and oin Rnd after January 31. 1920,

should be li full force and affect, accord
to its original tenor; and
Whereas it is desired by the parties hereto to cancel said agreement of
license and to transfer said shares of stock to the Standard Parts Co. and said
patent and patent
at
applications uln the terms and conditions hereinafter
mentioned;
Now, therefore, in consideration of the premises, the covenants herein contained and other valuable considerations, it is agreed by and between the
parties hereto as follows;
AUTICLE 1. General Motors hereby sells and delivers and tlhe Standard
Parts hereby art.wes to purchase and pay tor the said United States patent
No. 1052270, 111nd thief aforesaid applications for patents, or patents that may
be slubsleuently issued thereon. and(l General Motors agrees to cause to be
executed, from time, such assignments of said patent or patents and applil-

cations as
imliylie necessary or prolper to transfer to tIt' Standard Parts
Co. all of its right, title, and interest therein without, however, making any
warranty in respect thereto, and reserving unto itself, and for thle lbeefit of
any corporation a majority of whose stock shall tbeowned by it, a Ilc'nse to
make. iiuse and vend articles embodying the said inventions or any of then,
the iname asI if the said patents and applications therefor had not been assigned
to the Standard Parts Co.
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ART. 2. General Motors Corporation agrees to sell and transfer and the
Standard Parts tCo. agrees to lurchasek
and pay for the aild 10,(M) shares of
coilnnllO capital stock of the Standard Parts Co.
ART. 3. The Standard Parts Co. further agrees to pay General Motors Corporation for the foregoing the sum of $256,250, in equal monthly Installments of
.2,083.33. comnnwncing on the 25th day of Novelber,'1919, and contmuling until
the said sum shfill be paid in full.
ART. 4. The parties hereto hereby agree to cancel, as of the date hereof, the
.-:aid license agreement duted the 6th day of December, 1916, entered into l.e
tween Perlman Rni
C'orporation and the Standard Parts :Co., and each party
hereto hereby mutually releases and discharges the other from any andl all
clallsi, causes of action, rights of action, or claims to or in respect of dihviends
on said 10.000 shares of stock or damages a' law or rights in equity in
nreslpect
of said agreement or shares, or any obligation arising out of or connected therewith, including any right or claim enduring to the parties hereto in their own
right or in the title of the said Perlman Rim Corporation or the United Motors
Corporation or the said Welding Co., as the successor or successors thereof, or
to the rights and liabilities formerly belonging to said corporations or anty of
them, except an in this agreement expressly provided.
ART. 5. This agreement shall lilnd and inure to the benefit of the parties
thereto and assigns.
In witness whereof the parties. hereto have caused these present. to be
executed and their cororrate seals to be hereunto affixed the day and year first
above written.
GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION,

By AraRED SLOAN, Vice President.

Attest:
WILLIAM M. SWEET,

Annitrtat 8ecretarl.
THE STANDARD PART6 (CO.,

By CHRISTIAN GIHL, President.
Attest:
P. A. CONNOLLY, Secretary.

EXHuIIT F
COPY OF PHOTOSTAT

No.-(Front) :
THE GUARDIAN SAVINGS & TRUST CO.,
GUARDIAN mUILDIN, 322 EUTCID AVENUE,

Pay t

Cle:veland, Clhio, December 6, 1916.
tthe order of Perlman Rin Corporation one million and ten thousand

and no one-hundredths dollars ($1l,010,(NL000

).
THE STANDARD PART Co.,

By BENJ. A. GAGE, President.
(Back) :
Pay to the order of the Guardian Savings Trust Co.
THE PERLMAN RIM CORPORATION.
By L. H. PERLMAN, Preident.

EXHIBIT G
LICEN3E AGREEMENT

This agreement made and entered into this day of November. 191i. hy
and between Perlman Rim Corporation, a corioration duly organized and
existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of New York, aind having
its principal place of business at New York, in the County of New York, and
State of New York, hereinafter referred to as the party of the tirst part. and
the Standard Parts Co., a corporation duly organized and existing under and
by virtue of the laws of the State of Ohio, and having its principal place of
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business at Cleveland, in the county of Cuyahoga, and State of Ohio, hereinafter referred to as the party of the second part; Witnesseth that
Whereas the party of the first part is the sole and exclusive owner of Letters
Patent of the United States No. 1052270, granted February 4, 1913, to Louis
H. Perlman, for improvement in automobile wheels; and
Whereas the party of the second part is desirous of manutactr Ing, using,
and selling articles falling within the scope of said letters patent;
Now, therefore, for and in consideration of the sum of $1 by each party to
the other party paid and of other good and valuable consideratlois from
each party to the other party moving (including the mutual agreements hereinafter contained) the receipt whereof is hereby acknowledged, the parties
hereto have agreed and do hereby agree as follows:
1. The party of the first part hereby grants unto the party of the second
part a license under said Letters Patent No. 1052270 to manufacture and use
throughout the United States and the territories thereof, and to sell to others
to use to the full end of thte terms of said letters patent, all articles covered
by said letters patent, it being however specifically understood and agreed
that this license and all rights and privileges thereunder are nonussignutble
except to the successors of substantially the entire demountable rim business
of the party of the second part.
2. This license is to be known as license No. 1 and the party of the first
part agrees to grant no another license bearing the same number, and also
agrees not to grant any license to anyone providing any more favorable terms
and conditions than granted to the party of the second part; and, if in the
case a license is granted to any other party more favorable than this license.
then the same privileges as exist in any such other license granted shall become
operative in this license.
3. The party of the first part also agrees to grant unto the party of the
second part a license to manufacture, Nell, and use any and all articles falling
within the scope of letters patent of the United States, relating to demountable rims or rim constructions now owned or subsequently acquired or controlled by the party of the first part; such license, in each instance, however,
being subject to the restriction that it shall be nonassignable, as also all rights
and privileges thereunder, except as above provided.
4. The party of the second part hereby grants to the party of the first part,
without additional consideration, the perpetual license to make, use, and sell,
all articles falling within the scope of ail patents relating to demountable rims
and rim constructions, which the second party may hereafter acquire or control, subject, however, to the restrictions that all such licenses shall he nonassignable, as also all rights and privileges thereunder, except as indicated in
article 1 hereof, i. e., to the successors of the busineHs, of the party of the first
part. Patents now owned or controlled by the party of the second part shall
not be included in this license agreement and tile party of the first part shall
have no rights under the patents now owned or controlled by the party of
the second part.
5. Tie party of the first part shall, from time to time, give to the party
of the second part notice in writing as to the prices at which it is selling
articles under said patent No. 1052270, and it is an expressed condition of
this license that articles sold hereunder by the party of the second part shall
not be sold at prices less than those at which the party of the first part, is,
at the time, selling similar articles. The party of the first party guarantees
that its prices shall be not less than 30 per cent above the cost to it of manufacturing and selling the same. Nothing herein shall be construed to prevent
the party of the second part from selling at prices higher than those of the
party of the first part.
6. The party of the first part agrees to promptly from time to time, on the
request of the party of the second part, specify prices with reference to types
or sizes of rims or parts, under this license which it, the party of the second
part, desires to make and sell.
The party of the second part, shall be entitled to 30 days written notice of
any and all changes in prices.
No action of the party of the first part in the matter of prices shall prevent the party of the second part from fulfilling without change contracts
which may be made for 18 months or less.
7. The party of the second part agrees to pay unto the party of the first
part, a sum equal to 15%/2 per cent of the actual sale price of all articles sold
by it covered by the license hereby granted under said Letters Patent No.
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105r2270, throughout the life of said patent, or of any other demountable rim
patenls owned by the party of the first part, which may be covered by this
license, Iut it is expressly understo(ni and agreed that the party of the s(ond
part shall not pay for any one article a Hum in excess of an amount equal to
15 per cent of the actual sale price thereof, and it is expressly understood and
agreed that the 15
per cent shall le calculated upon the amounts of invoices: and it is further understood and agreed that in the event that said
Letters Patent No. 1052270. shall he declared invalid by the Supreme Court of
the United States, the obligation of the party of the second part to any
royalties thereafter accuring shall cease and determine.
S. When the regular annual statement of the party of the second part is
prepared, it is mutually understood and agreed that a contraaccount shall
1h entered against the part of the first part for 15% per cent of the bad accounts of the preceding year, and also 15%t per cent of the discounts taken by
customers allowed for cash payments, which discounts shall not in any case
excel 2 per cent. The party of the second part agrees to pay to the party of
the first part 15%/ per cent of all collections from such had accounts whenever
received.
9. The license hereby granted by the party of the first part to the party
of the second part is, until January 1. 1920, exclusive for the serving by the
party of the second part of the following concerns; viz, Willys-Overland Co.,
lodge Bros.. and all manufacturers of automobiles and all other users of rims
and rim parts having their principal place of business in Cleveland, county of
Cuyahoga, and State of Ohio: but no license whatever is hereby granted to
the party of the second part to sell up to January 1, 1920, to the following
concerns; viz, makers of the Studebaker, Chalmers, Hudson, Monroe, Dort,
Briscoe, Chevrolet cars, and to such makes of cars as are now controlled by
The General Motors Co. Each party is free to accept business from the
makers of all other cars no matter where such makers are located excepting
those named in this paragraphl.
On and after January 1, 1920, the license
herein granted by the party of the first part to the party of the second part
shall extend to all territory but be nonexclusive.
10. The party of the second part agrees not to make any demountable rims
or demountable rim construction;, except such as fall within the scope of
United States Letters Patent No. 1052270, without the written consent of the
party of the first part, and shall give all moral support (but not financial)
to the protection of the patents owned or controlled by the party of the first
part. and the party of the second part shall do nothing to avoid the spirit of
this license agreement, which Is to make and sell rims under the patents of the
party of the first part and under the patents of the party of the second part.
11. Tihe party of the second part agrees to give all moral support (but not
financial) to the upholding of the patents of the party of the first part, under
which the party of the second part slhal be licensed.
12. Each of the parties hereto agrees to submit to the other for its information only, each new form of rim or rim construction which it may from time
to time propose to market.
13. The party of the first part agrees at its own expense to use all reasonable
and diligent endeavors to prevent and enjoin infringement by makers of rims
and rim constructions of United States Letters Patent No. 1072270, and of all
ther patents owned or controlled by the party of the first part, and upon request of the party of the second part, in writing, the party of the first part
agrees to bring legal action under said Letters Patent No. 1052270, against any
rihi manufacturers, or agent, or customer of his rim product, when said
manufacturer is producing more than 25,000 sets of demountable rims per
annum In infrngea ent of said Letters Patent No. 1052270.
14. The party of the second part agrees to apply to all tire rims and felly
bands licensed hereunder due notice of patent No. 1052270, by stamping thereon
these words: patented February 4. 1913. Perlman patent manufactured by
Standard Parts; and to display consplenously on the outer face of all wedges
tlie word Perlman.
15. The party of the second part agrees to render monthly statements to the
party of the first part. showing all licensed articles shipped or invoiced during
the preceding month, each statement running from the first of one month to the
first of the next succeeding month, and to be furnished not later than the last
day of the succeeding month, and paymert of all accrued royalty as indicated
bIy such statement to be made not later than the day of said succeeding month.
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Ekach of said statements shall include the Inmejs of lprchasers., the dates iof
ihiliping, and the amounts of invoices.
ItS. The party of the second part agrees to furnish to the party of the tir-t
part a statement on the 1st day of February and the 1st of August of each
year showing the quantity of all articles milnufuactured during the six months
preceding the first of the previous month, under the license of the party of
the lirst part.
17. The party of the second part also agrees floit the party iof the first part
tthe nlanuflacture and sale of
shall have access to its books. referring t
l'trillltni dellioultable rims, at all reasonable times fur purposes of inspection

'such
inspection to 1it
lid for heckiug back the item of statements rendered,
nade at the expense of the party of the first part.
.S. All license herein granted or provided for shall expire o l Februairy 3.
19130, uindess otherwise agreed between the parties hereto.
'UMLMAN IiSM OIlIPIohATION,
Per ----THE STANDAtI

'Per--

PARTS

O'0.,

--Prch'ident.

EXHIBIT H
RECOMNMFNDATION

NO. ClU7--cOMMITfTI.:

ON

.1lPI'l:T S .AND

EVII:\

III re iippeial of United Motors (orooratioi atild atlili ind cotmliiites. 33 We o
Forty-second Str46t (removed to 1764 lroadw ay) Newv Ytlk, N. Y., fisc:ll
year ended June 30, 1917.
Mr. COMJMISSIONE

(For deputy

:

'conmmi ssionerl

Headd, Incmtle T';I x

'llit.

Mr
otio
The committee has considered the appeal oft ll e I'lti dot

Corporathoti

from tie action of the Income Tax Unit in the proposed tiiseslsmeiit oif alidl-

tional taxes for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1917.
After careful consideration of the evidence of record. as well ais that pr'tinds:
seintedl at oral hearing on September 19, 1923. tlie onniitrei
1) That the value of the assets aclqiired with 94-,1'41 shiarve otf no'par stock
was lt late of acquisition $51,818.8l)0.
(2) That the value of organization services, an intaitgilile isset, was att diate
of acquisition $55.0h0.
(3)

That the 20 per cent limitation for intiangibtle assets should be l;based

lupon the market value of the no par value stock outstaniding March 3. 1917 us
at tile date or dates of Issue as claimed by the ailpellhint.
(4) That the tentative valuation of the good will of each of the corporations
involved in tlils appetil should he computed in accordance with A. It. M. 34.
4'. It, 2. page 31, based upon the earnings of each corporation for the three

years next preceding June 30, 1916.
(5) That in the tentative computation of the value of good will it was proper
for the unit to consider the average tangible assets for each of the three years.
(6) That in the tentative computation of the value of good will the unit
should accept the appellant's contention that 8 per cent represents a fair
return on the tangible property of each of the ctmputnles and that tie earnings
applicable to good will should he capitalized upon the basis of a 15 per cent
return.
(7) That In the computation of the tentative value of good will the Unit
should first deduct from the average earnings of each company the earnings
applicable to patents as determined by the appellant in its tentative valuation
of the patents. then deduct an amount equal to 8 per cent of the average tautglide assets and multiply the remaining earnings by (14ito arrive at the tentotive value of good will.
(8) That for the purpose of computing depreciation the Perlman Rim
patent should he valued at $2,330,000 (value at date acquired by the Perlman
Rim Corporation), and that for the purpose of computing the consolidated
invested capital the Perlman Rim patent should be valued at $7,792,653.86.

I
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()) That for the purpose of conmpting consolidated invested capital the
dllterence between til total vam1e of the assets, $51.518,8)0, acquired with
i42,1(0o shares of stock, and the sum of the valealt placed ulpon the tangible
assets and the value placed upon the intangible assets (including patents and
organllzation expense), as above set forth, should e .added to or subtracted
fronl the value of the good will and the patents (not including the l'erhlan
1iR patent), allocation to be based upon tithe percentage that the tentative
valuation of the patents (not including the Perlman patent), and the tentao thee total tentative valuation of lioth
tive valuation of the good will ears to
pteint.
the good will and the patents other thai. the Perlmanl
(10) That the (epreelation of both tang;ile assets and patents must be
coiiniuted upon the basis of (cot to the subsidiary companies without regard
to the amount paid by the parent company for stork in the subsidiary 'ollpanlies.
e last audit made
tht i
(11) That the rates of depreciation used by the unit
of the appellant' returns are fair to the taxpayers andI to the Government
and therefore should not le changed.
(12) That for the taxable year involved no delpreiatlon should be allowed
on patents other thn the Perannn Illin patent, ias the appellants exercised an
option in not claiming depreciation in their original returns and in not
charging same oft on their hooks.
(13) That that part of the distribution made during the taxable year by
the Hyatt Roller Bearing Co. and the'"lemy Electric Co. to the United Motors
Corporation out of earnings accrued since March 1, 1913. should for tax purposes te coiiidlered a dividend and taxed at either 2 ler cent or 1 per cent
(not 4 per cent), depending uponl the years in which the earnings distributed
were accumulated by the corporations.
(14) That the appellant admits that the result of the surplus reserve
computations arrived at and set forth in thle unit's memnorandulm is the same
as the results of Its ctomputations arrived at by a different method.
(15) That the contribution made by the Perlan limn Corporation in the
amount of $25 to the Switchman's Union is not deductible In the computation
taxable inlomle.

(16) That with reference to other minor adjustments referred to In the
unit's memorandum to the committee, the appellant states in last brief submitted " the committeeneed not he burdened."
KINOMAN BREWSTER,

chairmann ('ontmitt'ee on .Appeal and

e rlticcc.

Approved.
1)

.HB.AIR,

('omminnioner of Internal Rertvetc.

Mr. MANSOX. I wuld c'all1 the attention of the committee at this
time to what I believe to be true, and if it is not true I want to be
corrected.
I find nothing in any published ruling of the bureau which even indicates that where a corporation is on the upgrade-in other words,
we will take the case of a corporation that starts in in 1908 with a net
income attributable to good will of $50,000, and that net income
attributable to good will increases regularly every year at about
$50,000 a year until it reaches $500.000 in 1917--I can find nothing
in any published ruling of the bureau which even indicates that upward trend shall be considered, or will be considered, in determining
the value of good will as, we will say, in 1913, although there is a consistent history both before and after 1913 of an upward trend.
Senator JONEs of New Mexico. Let me ask this question, Mr.
Manson: Take an article that is newly discovered or newly manufactured. There may be no patent in connection with it at all, but
gradually there arises a greater demand for it. People through
some means find out that there is such an article. Take an ordinary
tool, for instance, and the demand for it increases. Of course, that
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increases the profit. According to that system is that increased profit
attributable to good will?
Mr. MANSON. According to the method of valuing that increased
profit is attributable to good will.
Senator KINo. And they capitalize that?
Mr. MANsox. And that is capitalized for the purpose of determining value. Here is one of the best illustrations I know of of that
very thing. In one case the use of automobiles is involved and in
another case the use of aluminum for kitchen utensils. There are any
number of concerns that are engaged in the manufacture of aluminum kitchen utensils. They have become very popular. The growth
of that business has developed tremendously in the last few years.
There it is due to an appreciation--a gradual growth of appreciation-upon the part of the public of the usefulness and advantage
of that sort of thing.
Senator KINo. Would they capitalize that, and would they capitalize the aluminum companies which have a monopoly upon the production of raw material; that is, the material which goes into the
finished product, because its sales are increasing every year owing
to the greater demand for aluminum utensils for household purposes
Mr. MANSON. Oh, yes. The point is this, that the purchaser of
any industry or any stock does not buy the past. He looks to the
past, it is true, for the purpose of getting such information as may
be useful to him in order to predict the future; but when any man
invests in an industry or invests in stock what he buys is the hope of
profit in the future, and he can only look to the past for the purpose
of judging what he may expect in the future.
In other words, there is no doubt in my mind but that any individual will pay more for the good will of a concern which shows a
consistent history of growth and a consistent history of increased
profit than he will for stock in a concern which may have exactly
the same average earnings over the past but whose average earnings
are decreasing.
It may be true that the bureau considers the trend of a business
in arriving at the valuation of its good will; but I can find nothing
in any publication of the bureau which bears out the theory that
they. do consider the trend of a business in determining the value
of its good will.
That is one thing.
Here is another criticism I have of what appears from the publications of the bureau to be a policy of accepting the rate of earnings, we will say, in 1919, as a standard for judging the 1913 value.
In other words the Dodge Co. was sold recently and its securities
were put on the market. We will assume that the public invested
in those securities on a basis that would give the purchaser a 6 per
cent return on his money.
SI do not know, of course, what the bureau will do with that case,
and I just use it as an illustration; but in arriving at the 1913
value, if that same basis is considered as is used for the purpose of
capitalizing the earnings prior to 1913, it will leave out of consideration entirely the fact that the value of money changes.
In other words, in 1918 or 1919, with all of the governments of the
world competing with each other in the market for money; with
bond rates high, and with other rates upon loans high, an investor
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ivs.md ni'" ura:3 expect a higher return in investing in stock than
expect, for instance, in 1913, when you had an entirely
O
srtct kind of condition in the money market. Anybody who has
ever followed the money market must necessarily know that when
interest rates are high for one purpose, it boosts interest rates for
all purposes, and it boosts investment rates as well: and I can find
not ing in any publication of the bureau which indicates that that
factor is considered.
I believe that the trend of a business, upw: 'rd or downward, and
the value of money a about the time of the sale of that business,
are the two most important factors that have to be considered in
arriving ait any just valuation; and, at least so far as the publicaare concerned, the r is n<ithing to imn';atte that
tions of the hIuarei
eillwri one (, those factors is considered, and there is nothing to
indicate that the rate of return which an investor woidd ordinarily
expect in a given line of industry has been arrived at by the preperation of any statistical data whatever.
Senator KIN. Before you go into that, I would like to ask one
question. I may not understand this; in fact, I do not, and I would
like to ask one of these gentlemen representing the department.
Take the case where a corporation was organized and was a going
concern in 1913. It had good will, and you capitalized that, say,
for $r500,000, and that bears a reasonable ratio to the invested capital.
and you allow a very high depreciation. Do you allow depreciation not only upon the tangible, out upon that intangible capital?
Mr. Moss. No, sir; good will does not depreciate.
Mr. MANSON. Unless. it is a patent?
Mr. MILLKEN. Well, if it is a patent, it will merge into good will;
but if you have a patent, you have a definite known value there and
we, of course, allow that.
Mr. MANsoN. Suppose you are valuing a patent ? In a case where
the profits of a business are used as a basis for valuing the physical
property; that is, if the property is depletable, it always enters into
the depletion allowance, does it not?
Mr. MILLIKEN. Yes. If you have a brick building, and that is
a tangible unit, of course, you usually have the cost somewhere, or
you have the reproduction value, or you have some basis of arriving
at what that building is worth at that time, and that age, and that
type of construction, and you know what the depreciation rate
should be.
Mr. MANSoN. Have you ever ascertained the value in case of a
brick building on thie )bsisof earnings?
Mr. MIuAKENr
. I do not know whether it has ever been done.
Mr. STrADnER. I do not know of a case where it has ever been done.
Mr. (GE(o. I think what Mr. Manson had in mind was a mining
property.
Mr. MANSON. Yes; that is it.
Mr. GI(:. Of course, we have always taken the posit,,:n that a
mining company has no good will.
Mr. MANSON. The reason for it is that all of the earnings are
capitalized as a part of the value of the physical property.
The CHAIaMAN. So they do get good will, if it is a profitable
i,,wNoL

property, through efficient management?
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Yes.

Mr. GR(EGu. I do not think that is properly good will.
The CHAIRUMAN. Weli, it has the same result.
Mr. MANSON. It is depleted by every ton of ore taken out.
Mr. GREG(.
Certainly.
Senator KINO. Then, as a matter of fact, you allow depreciation
in one form or the other, in depletion, or what not, upon good will
in tlhe case of mining companies.

Mr. GRGGo. Well, if you say a mining company has good will, yes.
I do not think a mining company has good will. In other words,
we value the property of a mining company on the basis (of an appraisal, which takes into consideration the earnings of the company.
Senator KIN,. Take a case like this; I want to get this clear in lmy
1men
hre.
own mind. It may he infantile to yVOl w ise
Suppose Senator Jones goes to Chicago and establishes a big

department store, something like Marshall Field. He has a lot of
capital, and his friends go with him. They established a corporation last year, and they do just as much business for the year 192)
as Marshall Field. They sell, say, $50,000,000 worth of goods, and
their net profits are $10,000,000. Their capital, just for illustration,
is $50,000,000 in cash, which they have put in. Marshall Field has
assets of just the same character and of the same quality and kind
as Senator Jones, but you have been allowing them, as I understand
it, for good will, prior to 1913, and right along since, a large sum,
because their earnings were very large, and you have capitalized
their good will. Marshall Field had a gool name and a good
reputation.
What do you allow them as deductions or as capital for good will
which would diminish their tax, so that they would have to pay less
than Senator Jones's company ?
Mr. GREao. You see, the Marshall Field Co. would not get any
depreciation of their good will.
Senator KING. But you would allow them something on their
capital?

Mr. GREoa. If they acquired a going business in 1916, assuming
that Marshall Field was reorganized in 1916, a new corporation was
organized to take over all of the properties, including all of the
intangibles, we would then allow them something.
Senator KING. But suppose they are just the same now as they
were in 1912 or 1913, and that they have just the same kind of assets
as Senator Jones's company, which was formed last year, has, and
the profits this year are just the same; that is, $10.000,000. What
are you going to allow them that you do not allow Senator Jones's
company, so that their tax would be less?
Mr. G(hoo. Nothing.
Senator KINo. I think there is som 1 misunderstanding here.
Mr. SrxERmn. This question comes up where stock is sold and we
have to determine a profit, and where a business is sold.
Mr. MANSON. It cones up in connection with invested capital
also?
Mr. STRADER. Yes. Now, if Marshall Field was selling it, and we
will assume that they were incorporated before 1913, we would have
to go back and determine the value at March 1, 1913, for the good
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will. We would know what they got for it, and the difference
would be their profit. So far as affecting their annual income for
intervening years is concerned, it does not affect it.
Mr. MANs N. For instance, the Dodge Co. has just sold out. The
holders of that stock would pay a tax on the increase in value since
1913. In that case you would know what they got for it, if it became necessary to take the value as of March 1, 1913.
Senator KHiN;. Do you not capitalize all intangibles for a busiw ss which is bein! cond)llucted now? Do you not do that ?
Mr. MII.UKEN. No, sir.

S

Snator lI
KU.

All right

Mr. N .IltuESiN. As to depreciation being allowed on intangibles,
Itfhre is no depreiation, as I un
ithstand it, that is allowed on inI :utiiih,

s us5 such.

Senator KINiO. My latter (question did not involve a question of

depreciation.
It involved a question of what you would permit as
dedultctions from taxation by virtue of intangibles being capitalized.
Mr. MIA11t1KEN. Well, of course, you have the only deduction that

I would say they would get. That would b? in the excess-profits
tax years, when you have the computation of invested capital.
You know, technically, invested capital is subject to several linitations provided in the act of 20 and 25 per cent, under requirements.
to show that that good will has actually been purchased for its
value, and the good will was worth the stock issued for it; but in
any income-tax situation, as I understand it, you never get a depreciation of good will as such. You may get a benefit through invested capital, but this y ar, when invested capital is out of the
picture, I do not see where it takes place, one way or the other.
Mr. OGEso. You see, we have only had to value intangibles for
two purposes. The first, take a patent--depreciable property-we
have to value then as of March 1, 1913, for purposes of depreciation. That is in the statute.
Senator Kins;. Yes.
Mr. GREo. Where there was a reorganization or acquisition of
property, we had to value the intangibles, when taken over for purposes of invested capital, but that is the only time that we ever had
to value good will. It had no effect whatever on current returns.
Mr. MALLIKEN. The only deduction that Marshall Field would get
from income through those years would be to take their fixed assets.
They have a building that is subject to a depreciation rate of 2
per cent. They have fixtures and furniture subject to a rate of 10 per
cent. They get their inventory, and their inventory then affects
their income, of course, and they have certain unmerchantable goods
on hand at the end of the year that affect income, and many other
factors affecting their income.
Mr. Gtwu(;. But they have no deduction for depreciation of good
will ?
MIr. Ml ii.,rex. No.
Senator ,JONESof New Mexico. Would it be of value in related
transactions, such as we were discussing awhile ago, about that rin
corporation, to require each field agent to report whether or not he
has examined the related transaction?
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Mr. NAHu. It should be a part of his report. That is already required, Senator.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. And should not some one he designated to follow up the examination where it appears that they have
not been examined?
Mr. NASH. There is a review of that report in the office of the
agent in charge, and another review in Washington after it was
received. This appears to lie a faulty examination.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. Yes; I was just going to remark
that in this case it does not appear from this report whether he did
follow up the related transaction or not.
Mr. NASH. Yes, sir.

Senator

orJONE
of New Mexico. And should they not he required.

in each instance, to report whether it hs been followed up. so t iat
if it is not then Smteone else may be designated to do that

Mr. NAsH. Yes, sir; that is part of the examination procedure.
An agent is required to follow up a transaction of that sort and
check it from the other end, and comment on it in his report.
The CHAIRMAN. There is another fact in there that 1 think neither
Senator Jones nor you, Mr. Nash, has referred to, and that is the
question of the other stockholders who sold out this concern and
received stock in return of the Standard Parts Co. They had made
no report, according to the records, and had paid on no profit, like
this woman was required to pay on a profit. It seems to me that
,nothing has been developed here to indicate that there is any method
in the bureau by which that may be caught.
Mr. NasH. I did not understand from Mr. Manson's reading of
the report that their had been other transactions, similar to the exchange of stock in the Haiglit case. He mentioned two names. and
I was trying to find out whether there were any similar transactions,
and I did not catch it.
Mr. MANSON. Well, you see, all the stockThe CHAIRMAN. Of the concern was sold.

Mr. MANSON. Yes; and these two concerns were consolidated.
Mr. NASH. Yes, sir.
Mr. MANSON. All of the stock of this original company was taken
over -by the stockholders of the new company. In other words,
the stock of the new company was exchanged for stock of the old
company.
Mr. NASH. It gets back to the fact that the agent, when he checked
up on the Haight case, ought to have reported on the other case.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Should not something appear in
the report as to whether or not he did follow it?
Mr. NAsu. Yes, indeed; Senator. He is required to do it.
Senator Jolxes of New Mexico. Why was not this report sent
back, then e
Mr. NASH. It appears to have been a faulty investigation, and apparently it was not properly reviewed.
Mr. MANsox. The fact of the matter is this. that the last transaction that took place in this case took place in 1919, when the.General Motors Co. had this contract with the Standard Parts Co. All
of the facts which I have presented to the committee here were
contained in the files of the Income Tax Uni)t here in Washington at
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the time that the audit of the Standard Parts Co. case was made in
1,22. Even if the tield agents had overlooked this it strikes me that
thl auditors. when they passed on the Standard Parts Co. case,
have called for the file in the Perlm4n Rim Co. case, and
-houd110
have determined what disposition had been made of this $1,010,000
in, the Perlman Rin C'o. case. In other words, we have not any
injformat ion here that is not in the files of the bureau, and which was
not in the files of the bureau.
Senator JONES of.New Mexico. As I understand it, Mr. Nash, this
i- a case where, in the reviewing division down here, or in the auditInu division, or what not, it was faultily handled?

Mr. MANMON. Yes.

Senator KINo;. It occurs to me to inquire whether there is any
rq ui lrenent of corporations, through your regulations or otherwise,
that when consolidations are effected and exchanges of stock result,

the secretaries of the merging companies are required to advise the

department of that fact?
Mr. (h;m,;. These transactions have not been taxable since 1921,
Senator.

Senator KIms.
solidated.

No: but take old corporations now, that are con-

Mr. (G;tEG. They are not taxable now.

Mr. MANSON. No; but if you sell that stock now-Senator KIN . Where there is an exchange of stock, which amounts
to a sale. they are not taxable now?

Mr. (ikcG. NO.
Mr. MANSON. No: but if you sell that stock now, it is necessary
to ascertain the value of the stock that was exchanged for the stock
that is now being sold.
Mr. (GREG. The cost of it, but not the value, the March 1, 1913,
value.
Mr. MANSON. The March 1. 1913, value. When that value has
been ascertained. we will say that John Jones sells some of that

stock this year. You go back and ascertain the March 1 value for
the purpose of determining John Jones's tax. Next year, or the
year thereafter, Phil Smith may sell some of the stock, which was
also obtained in that same transfer: that is, at the same time. It
strikes me that it is important that when you have determined the
value of the Stvidard Parts Co. stock of March 1, 1913, that determination caught to apply to all of the stockholders in that concern who acquired the stock in transfer, no matter when they may
sell their holdings. In other words, it is more important now than
it was before the tax was levied, when the exchange was made, and
all of the stockholders who made an exchange received their stock
within the same tax year. I may be assessed upon that stock this
year. and Senator King. who got some of it, may be assessed on it
next year, and so on. Therefore it strikes me as more important
to see that some sort of a proper record be kept of those determinations. Of course. I know that they are kept in the files of the
case, but that might as welle buried in the cemetery.
Mr. MILLIKEN..

There is one type of case that always comes to

the bureau's attention wv--re we find out all about it, and that is if we
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increase the value of the stock of one stockholder over that of another stockholder.
Thle CHAIRMAN. But they may not know that it has been decided
in the case of another stockholder.
Mr. MnILKEN. They always find it out if the par value is higher.
The CHAIRMAN. I would like to put this sort of a case up to the
officials here:
Assuming that one stockholder of a corporation buys out all of
the other stockholders, and there are, say, six stockholders, each
owning, say, 10 per cent of the stock. They all receive the same
price for their stock, and one of the individuals who sells out, in
making his returns, divides the receipt of that money received for
that 10 per cent of the stock among all of his family. and returiare made on that hasis, which, in eff'ee , brings it away down toward
the bottom instead of up to the top of the surtax braclket.
Is there any way in which the bureau would catch a thing of that
sort ?
Mr. G(RE:(G. Yes, sir; through a field examination.
The (IIAIItMAN. Has that always been brought out ?
Mr. GREO . It has been brought out in the case that the Senator
has in mind; yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. But it was not caught at the time ?
Mr. GiE O(. No; it was not.
The CmAIMAN. Why not?
Mr. GRERi.
I do not know. I can not understand why it was not
done.

The CHAIRMAN. It was an error in the bureau, was it not?
Mr. GREnG. Probably it was, that it was not caught originally.
Mr. MILLIKEN. It appears also in the case that I have in mind that
the person who sold that stock represented that his family had a prior
deed to this stock before its sale and that lie then in turn was not
acting for himself at the time of its sale, but was acting as an agent.
The CHAIRMAN. But the records of the corporation would show
the ownership of the stock.
Mr. GREOG. Of course that is not controlling.
The CHAIRMAN, No; but how would the field Sgent have caught
this, in the first place ?
Mr. NAsH. He would have to check the transfer from the records
of the corporation and follow it down through the individuals
involved.
The CHAIRMAN. You say the records of the corporation would control. This is an individual transaction, not a corporate transaction.
It is an individual stockholder who buys, and not a corporation.
How would you find out what that individual paid for that stock ?
How would you get anything from him to show that ? There is
nothing in the returns to show that.
Mr. (GEWo. I do not quite understand your question.
The CHAIRMAN. I say, supposing it was an individual who bought
the stock, there is nothing in the requirements of the bureau that
makes him report that purchase?
Mr. GREG . No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Nor to whom he paid the purchase price of the
stock?
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Mr. GREGO. We have to get that information from the one to whom
he sold and check it with his return. Of course, if on his return he
does not make any disclosure, it may be difficult for us to get it.
SThe CHAInlMAN. WVell, if the seller's report is divided as between
five or six, instead of receiving it all himself, how would you catch
that if lie fixes his record all right? How would you catch a case
like that?
Mr. NASH. We catch a great many of those cases from an examination of the stock ,ooks of the corporation and a checking up of the
documentary stamp tax. When we check those taxes on transfers
,of stock we discover many leads on such transactions as we are
discussing.

Mr M. am,(ENYou.
i might also get it from the corporation on a
distribution of dividends, showing to whom they distribute the
dividends.
Mr. Moss. May I inquire to see whether or not I understood Mr.
Manson's )purposeof introducing this case to-day I
Mr. Manson's idea, I believe, is that where a value has been placed
on certain stock there should be in the Income Tax Unit some other
record, not incidental to some particular record, where the value of
that particular stock can be kept and found, not depending on an
incidental inquiry for some other purpose, but that that stock shall
stand there with that value, and that when other taxpayers file
returns with a similar stock involved somebody down there must go
right at once and find out about that.
Mr. MANSON. Yes. That is it exactly. Suppose you had a card
indexMr. Moss. I wanted to make that clear, because it is very important. I do not know what exists now.
The CHAIRMA.tN. That also applies to oil wells. When there is a
sale of an oil well it appears that there is no check back to find out
that thing, and that has resulted in several valuations of the same
property.
Mr. Moss. Inequality of taxation.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. MANsON. Suppose you had a card index, and you had determined the value of the Standard Parts Co.The C nAI.MAN. That is just what Judge Moss spoke about. I
think we understood that. That is just a matter of the mechanics,
Mr. Manson. It is just a question of how to keep it.
Mr. Moss. I do not know what is actually kept, hut it seems to me
to be a very good suggestion.
The CHAIHMAN. Have you anything further, Mr. Manson'?
Mr. MAN.soN. Not this morning.
Senator JONES. If such an index were kept, it seems to me that it
would make for both efficiency and a saving in expense.
Mr. MANsON. Yes. You have to do this work all over again unless you do have some way of being informed that you have done it
once be fore.
Mr. GiiEso. The matter of keeping more records than we have kept
is a very important one, and one which we are always working on.
For example, in tie solicitor's office we are having difficulty right
now, by having the same point raised in the different divisions and
decided differently, occasionally, in the different divisions.
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Only once in a while does that occur, that a case is decided separately in the divisions, but it is not at all rare to find the case being
prepared on a question in one division, when the same case is being
worked o in another division. We are trying now to keep a running index of questions involved in cases pending in each division,
and that, of course, is a big job in an office of that size.
The CIAIRMAN. Will it be satisfactory to adjourn now until 10
o'clock to-morrow ?
Senator KING. I do not want to take it up now, but I am not satisfied with this question of capitalizing good will and these intangibles,
and the method adopted, and I want to make a little further inquiry
into that.
Senator JONES of New Mexico That was very important when we
had the excess-profits tay, bu t we do not have that now.
''The ('nCA Un

x. It is just as importantt now when it comes it' a

sale of stock.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. By the way, I am extremely interested, Mr. Gregg, in yur reference to having some digest of rates
of profit allowed i:. different sections of the country in various classes
of business, and so on. You say that is printed in pamphlet form?
Mr. G(nECo. I will say frankly that I do not know what there is in
that pamphlet.
Mr. MANSON. I would like to see it.
Mr. STRAUER. It is known as the Median, and was published under
the requirements of the act of 1917, as I remember it, which required
the comnnisisoner to compile statistics showing the rate of profits
earned by certain classes of business.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. That is, where normal earnings
were varied from 7 to 9 per cent ?
Mr. GRE(O. That is it.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. I would like to have a copy of that.
Mr. MILIKEN. We have another check in the' bureau of the
special assessments statistics. That is sometimes used.
Mr. GREGG. Of course, that is not public.
Mr. MILLIKEN. No; that is not public.
Mr. MANSON. I have looked into that, but I can see where the
data that you have gathered for the purpose of making special
adjustments is of almost untold value for many other purposes if it
is utilized. You have a mine of immensely valuable information on
those cards.
Mr. GREGO. That is very trie.
Senator K.rs. You mentioned just now the large salaries. I was
noticing in the 1922 returns that the salaries for a number of corporations amounted to, I think it was, $800),0,00()0 plus, which was
entirely disproportionate to the amount paid to all other employees.
It amounted to about one-third of the salaries and compensation
paid to other employees. Are you checking up on that now?
Mr. GREGo. Yes; we are checking them.
Mr. MILLEKEN. The act says "reasonable compensation."
Senator KINo. Do you cut them out?
Mr. MILLIKEN. Some of them, but almost every time we get into
the cou ts the courts say that the company is the best judge of the
reasonableness of compensation of their officers and not the bureau.
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Senator KINO. There were 171,000 corporations reporting no net
income for taxes, and yet they were allowed $800,00,000, as I recall
it, for salaries.
I think, on this matter, that if the bureau has not the power now to
reduce those amounts and to prevent this abuse, that Congress must
do it.
Mr. GRnEo, Congress gave us all the power it could. It said we
had a right to determine what was a reasonable allowance for
salaries. I think you can appreciate the difficulty of our sitting here
in Washington and deciding the reasonableness of salaries paid in
all industries.
The CHAIRMAN. We will adjourn here until 10 o'clock to-morrow
morning.
(Whereupo)n, at 12.45 o'clock p. m., the committee adjourned until
to-morrow, FJriday, May 2, 1925, at 10 o'clock a. m.)
9201 -- 25-P-ri1 .--
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INVESTIGATION OF THE BUREAU OF INTERNAL REVENUE
MONDAY, MAY 25, 1925
UNITED STATES SENATE,
SPECIAL COMMITTEE TO INVESTIGATE
TIlE BUREAU OF INTERNAL REVENUE,

IWahWington, D. C.
The committee met at 10 o'clock a. m., pursuant to adjournment
.f Friday, May 22, 1925.
Present: Senators Couzens (presiding), Jones of New Mexico,
and King.
Present also: Mr. L. C. Manson, counsel for the committee, and
Mr. Raleigh C. Thomas, investigator for the committee.
Present on behalf of Bureau of Internal Revenue: Hon. McKenzie
Moss, Assistant Secretary of the Treasury; Mr. C. R. Nash, assistant
to the Commissioner of Internal Revenue; and Mr. A. W. Gregg,
solicitor, Burau of Internal Revenue.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you want to introduce any statement now,
Mr. Nash?
Mr. NAms. I had a statement on the anthracite coal matter. I
was showing it to Mr. Gregg before starting up here this morning,
but I think I left it on my desk.
The CHAIRMAN. We can put that in at some other place, then.
SMr. NASH. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You may proceed, Mr. Manson.
Mr. MANsON. The first matter that I desire to call to the attention of the committee this morning is the matter of the compromise
of the tax of the Kerr Navigation Corporation.
The chief auditor of the committee, Mr. Box, has stated in his
report the history of this Kerr Navigation Co. and the facts leading up to the compromise. I am not going to state all the details,
but it appears that Messrs. Kerr and Clegg were citizens of Great
Britain. They conceived the idea of purchasing the interned steamships belonging to the Hamburg American Line. It was nec ssary
to secure the cooperation of an American citizen for this purpose,
and they took in with them a man by the name of Geer.
The steamships were purchased for something over $8,000,000
and at the time that they were refitted and ready for s rvice they
represented an investment of approximately ten million. About
$800,000 was paid in, and the remaining inv stment was represented by money borrowed on gold bonds from Scandinavian interests.
Subsequently, after the war was over, a deal was made to sell this
property to the Harriman inter sts.
.,
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At that time the taxes of the Kerr Navigation Co. and associated
companies were undetermined, and there is evidence also in this
record of considerable fraud and many attempts to defraud the
Government.
At the time the deal with the Harriman interests was about to
be closed, a proposition was made by Kerr & Clegg, who owned 76
per cent of the stock to have the money paid to them in 4ondon.
The Harriman people would not agree to that. Representatives
of the Income Tax Unit of the bureau were informed. I do not
recall just now how they got their information, but, at any rate,
they were informed that Kerr & Clegg were endeavoring to have
this money paid to them outside of the country, in order to escape
income tax, that the Harriman interests had refused to agree to this
sort of a proposition, and that the final arrangement was to pay
them in cash at the Chase National Bank in New York, and they had
made arrangements to sell on the basis the money was to Ie turned
over to them. The revenue agents took the matter up with the
Harriman interests, and the Harriman interests agreed to notify
the revenue agents whenever the money was to be paid. They did
notify them. The money was turned over in cash at the Chase
National Bank in New York, and the revenue agents immediately
served notice upon them; $5,000,000 was put in the safe deposit box
to cover any taxes that might be due from Kerr & Clegg. So that
there was no tax lost so far as these individuals are concerned.
I cite the circumstances which I have just related for the purpose
of showing the character of the people who owned and controlled
the taxpayer involved in this case.
At about this time, in September, 1920, this company was in a
state of dissolution, and it appears that the property of this company
was turned over to another company, and it was the second company
that the Harriman interests bought.
The CHAIRMAN. But it was the same property that was involved?
Mr. MANsON. The same property. At the time the deal with the
Harrimans was made, a part of that deal provided that the Kerr
Navigation Co. should deposit with a trustee between $1,300,000
and $1,400,000 to meet any taxes that might be found to become
due' from the Kerr Navigation Co. That money was impounded
with the trustee for that purpose.
The CAIRMAN. Who was the trustee?
Mr. MANSON. I do not recall who the trustee was.
The CHAIRMAN. Does the record show that?
Mr. MANsoN. I assume that the record does show it somewhere,
but I do not think the record that I have here shows it.
Mr. GREOo. I think it was the New York Trust Co.
Mr. MANSON. Yes; well, there is no dispute about the fact that
it was on deposit.
Following this attempt to get out of the country, a tax was
assessed for the years 1917, 1918, and 1919, of $$6,553,372.45 on the
company. That was more or less an arbitrary assessment, to protect the Government.
A claim in abatement was filed, and the matter was taken to the
committee on appeals and review. After the committee on appeals
and review had heard the taxpayer, they made a finding in the
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matter, and a reaudit of the case was completed in January, 1928, in
accordance with the determination of the committee on appeals
and review.
The result of this reaudit discovered that there had been an overassessment of $5,181,841.60, leaving due the' Government $1,381,580.85, together with a 5 per vent penalty and 1 per cent interest for
the failure to pay within the specified time after notice and demand.
The CHAIRMAN. What was the 5 per cent penalty for? Was that
according to the statute?
Mr. MANSON. Yes. That is the regular penalty. Under date of
March 20, 1923, it was proposed, on behalf of the taxpayer, to offer
the sum of $800,000 in compromise and settlement of the additional
income and profits taxes claimed to be due from the taxpayer, together with penalties and interests. This proposal was rejected by
Upon further consideration the commissioner
the commissioner.
authorize(l the solicitor to inform the representatives of the taxpayer
that he would Ih inclined to give favorable consideration to an offer
in the amount of $900,000. On May 15, 1923, the sum of $900,000
was deposited with the collector of internal revenue of the second
district of New York as an offer in compromise.
Under date of April 16, 1922, the Solicitor of Internal Revenue
wrote the commissioner (Exhibit D) in relation to an offer in compromise of $800,000 by this taxpayer, in which he reminded the cormmissioner that he had under distraint or other process a large amount
of cash impounded in New York to secure the payment of an alleged
tax liability against the individuals comprising the corporation, stating that " the above is mentioned merely to refresh your memory as
to some of the very high lights in the case and to put you on notice
that very great care should be exercised in passing on any offer in
compromise."
Under date of June 27, 1923, Dep'uty Commissioner Bright recommended the acceptance of the offer of $900,000 in a memorandum,
which I will read into the record.
The first part of this memorandum appears to be the form, merely
recommending the acceptance of $900,000.
The memorandum then proceeds as follows:
The Kerr Navigation Corporation was Incorporated under the laws of the
State of New York on the 14th of July, 1917, and was dissolved pursuant to
the laws of the State of New York on the 28th of October, 1919. Its capital
was $800.000, consisting of 160 shares without par value issued for $5 per
share. The corporation filed Income and profits tax returns for the taxable
years 1917, 1918, and 1919, and paid taxia thereon as follows:
For the year 1917 ---.--...------------------For the year 1918 ...---..--.---------------------..-.-- ------...-For the year 1919_-- -Total

..-------

.
------.

$214, 453. 57
3, 024,273. 16
8, 625. 90
4.039, 3r2. 63

------------------------------

Additional income and profits taxes were assessed against the taxpayer in September, 1920, as follows:
For the year 1917 ------------------------------For the year 1918-...-...-----------...----------------For the year 1919 --------

...----------

$65, 578. 24
$8
5,652,217.24
45, 576.97'

At the time the additional assessments were made taxpayer was
in dissolid ion. As it appeared that the former stockholders of the
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taxpayer, who were in possession of all if its assets, were about to
depart from the country, summary assessments of the additional
taxes which seemed to be due were made. liThese additional assessments were based largely upon estimates, and all doubtful questions
were resolved against the taxpayer and in favor of the Government. Within a few days after the additional assessments had been
filed, the taxpayer filed claims for abatement thereof. Thereafter
appeals were taken to the committee on appeals and review and
affidavits, certificates, and letters were submitted and oral argument
was presented and conferences were held between the representatives of the corporation, the committee on appeals and review, the
solicitor of internal revenue, and representatives of the Income Tax
Unit. The principal points in dispute before the committee on
appeals and review were the alleged realization of income from the
reorganization of the Kerr Navigation Corporation, amortization,
requisition charter hire in 1919, classification under section 209 of
the revenue act of 1917, special assessment under sections :427 and
329 of the revenue act of 1918, expenditures for reconditioning
ships, reorganization expenses disallowed as a deduction and charged
to capital account, deduction for salary paid to president, reallocation of certain items to 1.918 income, and the closed voyage adjustment account. The consideration of the appeal involved many
difficult questions and the examination of a mass of detailed and
complicated data. The committee on appeals and review in recommendation No. 497, under date of March 19, 1921, allowed the appeal in part and denied it in part. The case was thereupon returned to the Income Tax Unit for reaudit in accordance with the
recommendation of the committee on appeals nd review. Owing
to the extremely complicated nature of the case, the reaudit was not
completed until on or about the 1st of January, 1923. As a result
of the r:audit, certificates of overassessment have been listed as
follows:
For the year 1917 .-------.------

--------------

.------- $222,323.14

------....
For the year 918.....-------------------------.............--.--For the year 1919-....---------

4,

99, 452.49
20,005.97

Tlere are accordingly outstanding assessments for the taxable
years 1917, 1918, and 1919 in the total amount of $1,381,530.85, which
is claimed to be due from the taxpayer, together with 5 per cent
penalty and 1 per cent interest for failure to pay within 10 days
after notice and demand.
The taxpayer disputes the correctness of the recommendation by
the committee on appeals and review and the computation of tax
liability based thereon. The principal points on which the taxpayer
and the bureau are not in accord are as follows:
1. The taxpayer claims that it should be assessed under section
209 of the revenue act of 1917 at the 8 per cent rate, because it is
a corporation having a nominal capital, the term "nominal" being
a relative term; its capital stock, $800,000, is nominal relative to the
cost of the eight ships which it purchased, which was $9,847,650.
The. capital is also nominal in comparison with the net income as
stated above.
2. The bureau fixed the excess profits tax rate for 1918 at 66.8043
per cent. The corporation paid.taxes at the rate of 50 per cent and
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claims that the rate should not in any event exceed 58 per cent, and
this rate may be too high.
3. The bureau has allowed an amount of amortization which the
company believes to be correct, the ships having been written down
in the bureau's computation to $4,000,000. The bureau, however,
has spread this amortization between January 1, 1918, and September 3, 1919. This latter date is the date on which the formal transfer
of title to the ships was made pursuant to the reorganization of the
Kerr Navigation Corporation. The taxpayer submitted evidence to
the committee on appeals and review showing that the value of
the ships on January 1, 1918, was less than $4,000,000 and that the
value of the ships on September 3, 1919, was less than $4000,000.
The taxpayer has also submitted an affidavit and brief (in the
hands of the Solicitor of Internal Revenue) showing that the value
of the ships in terms of their income-producing capacity did not
decrease between December 31, 1918, and September 3, 1919, and
contending that if the value of the ships was $4,000,000 on September
3, 1919, it was ro greater on December 31, 1918, and that the full
amount of amortization allowed had been sustained during the taxable year 1918. In spreading this amortization, the bureau has allodated $808,133.73 to 1919. This amount the taxpayer contends
should be allocated to 1918.
4. The bureau has also disallowed as an expense the sum of
$51,006.24 paid to Messrs. Haight, Sandford & Smith, the attorneys
who incorporated the company and who rendered the legal services
in connection with its note issue and mortgages and in connection
with the acquisition of the steamers and the transfer of their flags.
These attorneys have apportioned their bill as follows:
$1,967.47
--.-------------- ---Organization of company --------.Services and disbursements in connection with note issue and mort24,788.77

gages...-----........--------.-------.---..--..

Services in connection with acquisition of steamers.......--..-._--.
Total ....------------------------------...........

-----

24,250. 00
51,006.24

This bill for legal services was paid in 1918 and the note issue and
mortgages were canceled in 1918. The taxpayer contends that the
charge for services and disbursements in connection with the note
issue and mortgages should be allowed as a deduction in 1918 and
that the charges for services in Connection with the acquisition of the
steamers should be added to the cost of the steamers and amortized
in 1918.
Trustees in dissolution of the taxpayer hold assets of the value of
$1,350,051.90. There are no secured liabilities so that the Government has a first claim on all the assets of the taxpayer for the payment of any taxes due. The liabilities other than the liability for
taxes amounts to the sum of $63,038.75.
Under date of March 20, 1923, it was proposed on behalf of the
taxpayer to offer the sum of $800,000 in compromise and settlement
of the additional income and profits taxes claimed to be due from
the taxpayer together with penalties and interest. This proposition
was rejected by the commissioner under date of April 19, 1923.
Upon further consideration the commissioner authorized the solicitor to inform the representatives of the taxpayer that he would be
inclined to give favorable consideration to an offer in the amount
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of $900,000. This information was communicated to the representatives of the taxpayer, and on May 15, 1923, the sum of $900,000 was
deposited with the Collector of Internal Revenue for the Second
District of New York as an offer in compromise.
It appears that the Government by resorting to distraint could
undoubtedly force the payment of a greater amount than has been
paid by the taxpayer as an offer in compromise. However, the indications are that if an attempt should be made to collect the otitsanding assessments in full, the assets would not be sufficient to entirely
satisfy the assessments, and such payments as would be made would
be made under protest and would be litigated.
The CHAIRMAN. The shortage would be some $30,000, would it not?
Mr. MANSON.

I have not considered that, but it would hardly be

much more than that. It is about $31,000.
If litigation should be resorted to it would undoubtedly be very
complicated and long drawn out, involving a very large expenditure
on the part of the Government. Moreover, some of the questions in
dispute are not entirely free from doubt and many of the employees
of the bureau who participated in the consideration of the case and
who were intimately acquainted with its details have since severed
their connection with the Government. It is, therefore, doubtful
whether the net result of attempting to collect the outstanding
assessments by distraint would in the end be more favorable to the
Government than the acceptance of the amount offered in compromise.
The collector of internal revenue for the second district of New
York recommends that the offer be accepted.
Pursuant to that memorandum the offer in compromise was
accepted.

I have this to say with respect to that compromise settlement, and
that my immediate point may be clearly brought out permit me to
recapitulate very briefly.
Here is a case where a tax of something over $6,000,000 was summarily assessed. There is no doubt but what that tax was assessed
because, the people who controlled this property were known by the
bureau to be attempting to defraud the Government, and the tax was
assessed to protect the Go.vernment.
A plea in abatement was filed. This taxpayer was heard by the
unit. The case was considered by the committee on appeals and
review. The whole matter was threshed out, and subsequent to the
action of the committee on appeals and review the case was reaudited. As Mr. Bright states in his memorandum, there were conferences between the taxpayer and the representatives of the unit,
between the taxpayer and the solicitor, and, as I have stated, ths
taxpayer had a full hearing before the committee on appeals and
review.
As a result of that action, it was announced that this taxpayer
owes the Government $1,381,000 in taxes. There is $1,350,000 in
taxes impounded with the trustee for the express purpose of paying
this tax. There are no secured liabilities. The only other liabilities
there are approximately $63,000. In other words, the officers of the
bureau have determined that there is a tax due, after full hearing,
amounting to $1,381,000; the money is there to pay $1,350,000, and
yet this case is compromised for $900,000.
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Upon what theory I Upon the theory that this taxpayer may go
to court.
Now, let us take that theory. I submit that if a taxpayer has
paid more or is assessed more than lie should legally pay, his assessment should be reduced. In other words, you have two functions
of the commissioner here. You have, on the one hand, the determination of how much tax the taxpayer should pay under the law.
You have certain machinery set up here for the purpose of ascertaining that. You have certain rules and regulations laid down
for the ascertainment of that fact. Congress itself, in the act, has
provided, at least to some extent, what the rights of the taxpayer
are.
It is my position that unless a tax assessment is based upon its
merits, unless the rights of the taxpayer are determined in accordance with the law and in accordance with the regulations of the
department, and unless each claim is determined upon its own
merits, you have no such thing as an assessment of taxes.
In this case, if you can assess a tax of $1,381,000, and then afterwards compromise that tax for $900,000, throwing off $480,000,
approximately one-third of the tax, wihout determining the merits
of the different claims of the taxpayer, there is absolutely no rule,
there is no precedent established in that case, there is no way whereby anybody can review it, there is no way whereby you can determine whether this taxpayer was entitled to what he claimed or not.
If the bureau had exercised its honest judgment, which judgment
I do not impeach, but if it had exercised its judgment in determining that this taxpayer owed $1,381,000, and the money was there
to pay it, there is no justification whatever for throwing off one
nickel of that tax, other than, perhaps, the $31,000 that waS not
impounded; but so far as reducing the amount which the bureau
was clearly able to collect is concerned, there is no justification for
doing it. If there was any merit in this taxpayer's claims, if the
responsible officers of the bureau, whether the committee on appeals
and review, the solicitor, or the commissioner himself, believed that
this taxpayer had been over-assessed, then that assessment should
have been reduced, and the ground upon which it was reduced
should have been made a matter of record. In other words, if this
taxpayer was entitled to consideration under the special assessment
statute, that matter should have been determined.
Senator KrNo. Were not all of the questions coming under the
head of meritr-and you used that word several times-involving
a determination in the final judgment which was rendered, considered by the highest appellate tribunal in the department?
Mr. MANSON. They were.
Senator KrNo. It is an impeachment, then, of the judgment of
the highest appellate tribunal in the department?
Mr. MANsoN. It is.
Senator KINO. May the commissioner, or any subordinate, in the
face of that final judgment, use his own whims-and caprice, and
make a settlement on any basis he pleases?
Mr. MANSON. I believe that, under the statute, the commissioner
can settle any tax upon any basis he pleases.
92919- 25--Pr 18---6
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What I do say is this: If you are ever going to have an orderly
procedure, if you are ever going to have taxes determined in a way
whereby that determination can be reviewed, you have got to have
an assessment stand on its own bottom. After that tax has been
assessed, if it is then impossible to collect that tax, the matter of
compromising the tax which has been assessed is entirely another
question; but if you are going to merge those two and compromise
assessments upon the theory that the assessment may be wrong, or
upon the theory that the courts may overturn the assessment, you
will wipe out every vestige of orderly procedure.
Suppose some court, some judge who has before him a case involving many arguments, should find that the plaintiff is entitled to
judgment upon item No. 1 in the sum of $10),000,( upon item No. 2
m the sum of $200,000, and upon item No. 3 in the sum of $300,000, a
total of $600,000, and he refuses to enter judgment for more than
$400,000, how long should such a judgment stand
Here you have identically the same situation.
Senator KINO. The judgment would be mandamused by an appellate court and he would be compelled to render judgment.
Mr. MANSON. Yes; of course.
Senator KINs. Or removed
Mr. MANSON. Probably both is what would happen to him. You
have identically the same situation here. Could any judge say,
would any judge be permitted to say, that he had found that the
plaintiff was entitled to recover on No. 1, No. 2, and No. 3, but he
was doubtful about all those items and therefore he would only
enter judgment for $400,000?
When you get to the merit of this proposition there is absolutely
no distinction between compromising an assessment amounting to
$1,381,000 for $900,000, upon the ground that it is doubtful whether
the assessment is valid; thre is no distinction between such a case
and the case of the court that I have mentioned.
I claim that if there was any doubt as to the validity of that
$1,381,000 in the minds of the bureau it should be reconsidered in
the bureau.
Senator KINN. Why, of course.
Mr. MANSON. And an examination should have been made which
the bureau was willing to stand upon. If the taxpayer was not willing to accept that determination, they should have let him go to
court. That is what the courts are for, and when he goes to court
you have a determination by a court which is an open public matter,
and you have at least got a contribution toward the permanent
settlement of income tax law.
The CIIAIMIAN. From the record of the case it would seem that
the more crooked and more dishonest a taxpayer is and the more
fight he puts up the less tax he pays.
Mr. MANsoN. I called attention to the fact-Senator King was
not here at the time, but I call his attention to this fact, that before
this original assessment was made it was found'that the men who controlled 76 per cent of the stock of this company, and who had sold it,
had endeavored to have the money paid to them in London in order
to escape income tax. Failing in that they had the money paid to
them in cash on the day that they were ready to sail for Europe.
They already had clearance on their income tax on their passports
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and were ready to sail for Europe on the very day that the money
was turned over to them, but the bureau's representatives were informed of this. The Harriman interests who bought the property
reported the facts and notified the bureau when the money was to be
turned over, and the bureau representatives were present when the
cash was delivered and got the money, as far as these individuals
were concerned, set aside.
I call attention to that for the purpose of showing the character
of the people that the bureau knew it was dealing with when they
made this compromise.
The CHAIRMAN. And still they gave then $481,000.
Mr. ANHON, Tlhe facts are all set forth in this report, which I
will offer. Mr. Bright made this statement, which showed on its
face what seems to be a characteristic ground of Mr. Bright, that
the taxpayer made claims which might have some merit, and in this
case he sets up what those claims are. I repeat, if they had any
merit they should have been decided in the taxpayer's favor; if
they had no merit, the taxpayer should have been relegated to his
remedy at law.
Mr. GREtc.
I want to say, in justice to Mr. Bright, that that statement was not Mr Bright's. That statement was prepared in the
solicitor's office.
Mr. MANHON. Mr. Bright signed it.
Mr. GREro. No, sir; Mr. Bright signed the recommendation for
acceptance, but that memorandum which you have read, containing
the reasons for the recommendation for acceptance, contains the
reasons which the solicitor gave, and was written in the solicitor's
office, stating his reasons.
The CHAIRMAN. But he incorporated that in his letter to the

commissioner.
Mr. iGREn. Yes; but that had nothing to do with Mr. Bright.
The CHAIRMAN. I understand he incorporated it.
Mr. GREGG, No, sir.
Mr. MANSON. I want to say frankly that I do not want to do any
injustice to anybody, but I have hern what is marked " Exhibit E."
and that is Mr. Bright's communication to the commissioner, recommending the acceptance of this settlement.
Mr. GREn. Yes; but if you--Mr. MANSON. Now, I have never seen the original document,
myself; I do not know.
Mr. (iGHEmo.
I should like to clear this up. The exhibit is signed
by the solicitor, in which he recommends the acceptance.
Mr. MANSON. Yes.

Mr. Gregg, do you say that this file has been put together wrong?
Mr. GRESG. Yes.
Mr. MANSON. I see. All right.
Senator KING. Who was solicitor then?
Mr. MANSON. Mr. Hartson.
Senator KING. Mr. Manson, the case had been fully reviewed,
counsel for the taxpayer being present?
Mr. MANSON. Oh, yes.
Senator KINo. And it was heard by the tribunal set up in the
department to hear these cases?
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Mr. MaNSON. Yes.
Senator KiNO. And the tax had by that tribunal been reduced

from six million to one million three hundred and some odd thousand ?
Mr. MANsoN. That tribunal reduced the tax something in the
neighborhood of $5,000,000.
Mr. GRiEG,. I might say, since that statement is going into the
record, that the original assessment was obviously, on its face. ex.
ctsEive.

Mr. MANSON. Yes; I stated that.
Mr. GnmEc.
Yes; I Rssume that you did have no objection to the

reduction of that original assessment.
Mr. MANSON. Oh, no I take no exception to that at all, I do not
even attempt to pass upon the merits of these different questions
raised. I say if they had merit, the tax should have been determined
in accordance with the regular routine of the bureau, so that the
grounds upon which the different allowances were made would be
set forth in the record. If they had no merit, they should have been
rejected; but that power to assess taxes should not be confused with
the power to compromise taxes after they are assessed, 'ecause it
reduces the whole thing to a matter of bargaining.
Senator KING. Yes; I understand.
The CHAIRMAN. I would like to ask Mr. Gregg is he has any idea

as to what extent this method has been followed in the bureau?
Mr. GhEGG. I do not know of other cases. The committee has had
presented to it several compromise cases. Compromise cases are the
most difficult class of cases that we have in the department. lhey
are the ones that cause us the most trouble.
The CHAIRMAN. Why should there be a compromi,-e in a case like

this, where the cash was available?
Mr. G(nEG. I do not know just why this case- was compromised;
I am not at all familiar with this case. The question of what cases
we can compromise is a very doubtful question. We have conflicting opinions of the Attorney General as to our power of compromise,
and we have held pretty strictly to the theory that we can compro-

mise legally only on the grounds of insolvency.
The CHAIRMAN. But in this case there was no question of insolvency involved, was there?
Mr. GRnEo. As I understand it, the tax exceeded the cash--the
cash that was on hand-which would have made the taxpayer insolvent and which justified the compromise.
Mr. MANSON. It exceeded it about $30,000?
Mr. GREGO. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. That is, it only exceeded the cash by $30,000.

It

did not exceed any other assets of the corporation.
Mr. GREGG. Well, the sole remaining assets were the cash that had
been placed in trust.
Mr. MANsoN. Yes; but here were two people who had impounded
to cover their individual taxes some $5,000,000. If in the process of
liquidation there were more of the assets of this concern distributed
than were then distributed, the individual stockholders who had
received the liquidating divided would not have been liable for it?
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Senator KINo. It was not a question so much of bankruptcy. It
w s a question of a corporation going out of business.
Mr. MANSON. Yes.

Senator KINo. Liquidating?
Mr. MANMON. Yes.
'The (CHAIRMAN. Who was it that put Mr. Blair on notice as to the

character of these men ? Was that Mr. Hartson?
Mr. MANSON. In the first place, the agent in New York got wind
of what was going on, and did a very skillful job of following it up.
Then, when the first offer of compromise was made of $800,000, Mr.
Hlartson called the commissioner'ss attention to the character of the
people that he was dealing with.
'I lie ('lC RMAN. Was that the same agent in New York who reconmend(ed the acceptance of $900,000 that first drew this matter to

the attention of the bureau?
Mr. MANOs.
The agent did not recommend it. The collector recommended it.
The CHIAIRMAN. Oh, the collector recommended it?
Mr. MANSON. Yes.
Mr. G(;Itr;. To clear up that, point, we were put on notice originally bv the Department of J'ustice.
Mr. MAN SON. I looked up the notice in the report, but it is a rather
lengthy report, ant I have read it.
Mr. G{,Eet.
The case is a quite interesting one. For that reason

I reImember it.
Mr. MANSON.

Yes.

Mr. ;GREw. The Department of Justice put us on notice and we
sent a man up to New York. The man who grabbed the $5,000,00Q
in cash was a man from the solicitor's office, Mr. McCawley, that we
sent up) to take care of it.
Senator KIN(. To what extent, may I ask, Mr. Gregg and Mr.
Nash, have some of these flitting taxpayers and capitalists escaped
from he country and escaped taxation t
Mr. NA~I. I do not know that they have done it to any extent,
Senator.

We have had many cases similar to this one, where we got

advance information that people were contemplating leaving the
country.
In those cases we usually take steps to stop them, and
every taxpayer nlder the law-that is, under the old 1918 lawm1Ust make a declaration of his taxes before he is permitted to board
tle boat. We have agents at the landing or at the docks in New
York who either examine the passenger or get a statement from him
showin that his tax liability has been settled.
Mr. MANMOX. I might say'that these men were aliens.
Senator KiN., The reason I ask that is that I have been told of a
good many aliens who have been returning to Europe during the
past few years, some of whom have been here for a number of years,
employed in various lines of industries, but not in big business, and
who have paid no income tax at all; that they went back to their
respective countries with their earnings and have not paid a tax.
Mr. NASH. We have agents at every point of embarkation. We
cooperate with the customs authorities and the steamship authorities,
and every alien boarding a boat must show a clearance certificate in
Iregard to his taxes. They do sometimes get out through Canada or
Mexico, because we are unable to effectively guard the border
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The CHAIRMAN. Does the collector, in the records, give any reason

for recommending a settlement of $900,000?
Mr. MANSON. In my report I do not find any. We have tried
recently to boil some of 'these things down to the most material
things. Even this report is so long that I have not read it into the
record.
Mr. OnEc. We will look that up and make a statement on the
case.

Mr. MANSON. I think it was the judgment ot, Mr. Box that the
reasons for this settlement are stated in the memorand i,. which
I read.
The CHAIRMAN. But the collector would not have that in the

same form?
Mr. MANSON. No.
The CHAIRMAN. That the bureau afterwards had it?
Mr. MANSON. No.
The CHAIRMAN. Have you any other cases this morning, Mr.
Manson ?
Mr. NASH. Senator, if I may interrupt, you just asked a moment
ago how many compromise cases had been passed on by the bureau.
You will recall that when the Atlantic, Gulf & West Indies case
was being considered, I was asked at that time to furnish the committee with a list of compromise cases, in which amounts of $100,000
or more had been accepted, and I furnished Mr. Box with such a
list.
There were 15 cases in which a compromise offer of $100,000 or
more had been accepted, during the period extending from 1916
up to March 1 of this year. That list included the Atlantic, Gulf
& West Indies Co., the Kerr Navigation Co., the American Blower
Co., the Slim Jim Oil Co., and the Arthur Lewis Co. I think the
committee has taken up about half of the cases-included in that list,
and this case was included in the list. I just wanted to point out
that there have been only 15 cases of this matter extending over a
period of about nine years.
Mr. MANSON. I do not know that we will have that completed
this week, but we will have a report, I think, on 11 out of the 15
cases.
The CHAIRMAN. You have another case to present now," Mr.

Manson?
Mr. MANSON. Yes.
(The report and exhibits relating to the case of the Kerr Navigation Co., are as follows:)
ExHunIT A

In re Kerr Navigation Corioration, New York, N. Y.

MAY 20, 1925.

The Kerr Navigation Corporation was incorporated July 14, 1917, under

the laws of the State of New York.

Its capital was $800,000, consisting of

160,000 shares without par value, Issued for $5 per share.
All of the stock of the Kerr Navigation Corporation was owned by the
Kerr Steamship Co. (Inc.), and 76 per cent of the stock of the latter corporation was owned by Messrs. H. F. Kerr and A. E. Clegg.
The Kerr Steamship Co. (Inc.) was organized under the laws of the State
of Delaware on June 17, 1917, and took over the business of the Kerr Steamship Lines, a copartnership.
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About the time of the organization of the Kerr Steamship Co. (Inc.), Messrs.
Kerr and Clegg became associated with one Edward F. Geer, an American
citizen who had connections with the Hamburg-American Line officials and
other Austrian or German shipowners. Opportunity presented Itself to purchase eight interned steamships formerly owned by the Hamburg-American
Line. Mr. Geer entered into a contract to purchase the same for an agreed
price of $8,933,875, of which 10 per cent was paid by him in cash. An agreement was entered into between Messrs. Kerr and Clegg and Mr. Geer whereby
the Kerr Navigation Corporation was to be organized and take over the
option of Mr. Geer for the purchase of the interned steamships. To finance
the purchase the Kerr Navigation Corporation issued $6,500,000 of its 6
per cent gold notes, which were taken by certain Scandinavian financiers after
having been i.dorsed by the Kerr Steamship Co. The total cost to the corpor-tion for these steamers, Including the cost of repairs and refitting prior
to tht-ir being placed lI commission, amounted to a sum slightly in excess
of $10,000,000.
Of the total of 14),000 shares of stock of the Kerr Navigation Corporation
held by the Kerr Steamship Co., as stated above, 24,021 shares were given by
the latter company as bonuses to purchasers of the 6 per cent gold bond
issued to provide funds to purchase the ships, The balance of shares amounting to 135,070 in number were apparently held by the Kerr Steamship Co.
until April 11, 1109, when Geer purchased from the steamship company 20,668
of these shares for his own account and the balance of 115,311 for the account
of Messrs. Kerr and Clegg.
Entry in the stock transfer books of the Kerr Navigation Corporation shows
that on November 14, 1910, Edward F. Geer transferred to H. F. Kerr 57,656
and to A. E. Clegg r57,655 shares of the stock of the Kerr Navigation Corporation. The eight ships were turned over by the Kerr Navigation Corporation
to the Kerr Steamship Co, (Inc.) for a period of five years, and the terms of
the agency contract provided for the payment of a 5 per cent commission
on all gross freight lists to the steamship company.
On or about August 1, 1919, the plan for the so-called reorganization of the
Kerr Navigation Co. was decided upon. Pursuant to this plan the American
Ship & Commerce Navigation Crpopration was organized under the laws of
the State of New York some time prior to September 3, 191), with a total
authorized capital stock of 190,000 shares without nominal or par value. Of
the total number of shares of stock, 40,/00 were denominated class A stock
and had preference as to dividends, but had no voting power, and the balance
of 150,000 shares was known as class B stock, the holders of which had the
right to vote. Seventy-six thousand abares of class B stock were subscribed
for at the time of the organization by the American Ship & Commerce Corporation, a Delaware corporation organized as a holding company, at $100 per
share, of which amount 20 per cent, or $1,520,000, was paid into the treasury
of the American Ship & Commerce Navigation Corporation in cash *at the
time of the organization, or shortly thereafter. The entire issue of class A
stock, vil, 40,000 shares, and 35,000 shares of class B stock were issued by
the American Ship & Commerce Navigation Corporation to the Kerr Navl nation
Corporation in return for all of the assets of the latter.
At a special meeting of the stockholders of the Kerr Navigation Co., held
on September 3, 1919, a resolution was adopted consenting to the sale by the
Kerr Navigation to the American Ship & Commerce Navigation Corporation
of all of the ocean steamships owned by the Kerr Navigation Corporation,
together with all the net earnings of the said eight ships from and after the
Ist of January, 1919, up to the time of the transfer of aaid ships to the
American Ship & Commerce Navigation Corporation, and also all of the good
will and franchises of the Kerr Navigation Corporation, together with the
right to use its corporate name.
Shortly after the above-mentioned sale and the transfer of all of the
assets of the Kerr Navigation Corporation that corporation was duly dissolved, The actual sale of the eight steamships appears to tave taken place
on August 1, 1919. In the agreement of sale made between the Kerr Navigation Corporation and the American Ship & Commerce Navigation Corporation it was pc'lfically agreed that the sale was made pursuant to the plan
of reorganization and the American Ship & Commerce Navigation Corporation
under that agreement obliated itself to enter into all of the agreements and
do all of the things provided in said plan of reorganization to be done by it.
It was provided that the American Ship & Commerce Navigation Corporation enter Into a contract with the Kerr Steamship Co. (Inc.), so that betwso
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these two companies the same business relations as then existed between the
Kerr Navigation Corporation and the Kerr Steamship Co. (Inc.) were established. It was stipulated that this agreement of agency should continue for
a period of five years with the right to the American Ship & Commerce Navigation Corporation to terminate such agency contract at any time upon 90
days' notice. Provision was also made that in case of the termination of the
agency contract with the Kerr Steamship Co. (Inc.) any stockholder of the
Kerr Navigation Co. who received stock of the American Ship & Commerce
Navigation Co. at the time of the reorganization should have the option to
sell such stock of the latter company at $100 per share, and that upon the
exercise of said option the American Ship & Commerce Corporation must purchase such stock.
The details of the dissolution of the Kerr Navigation Corporation do not
appear In the record, but such information ar;is at hand shows that the greater
part of the shares of stock of the American Ship & Commerce Navigation Co.
received from tire sale were distributed by the Kerr Navigation Corporation
to its stockholders upon surrender by them of their shares of' stock in the
shares of stock were retained
liquidating corporation. Approximately 8,(0M)
in the treasury of the Kerr Navigation Co., with some cash to satisfy any
claims which the Government might have for additional income ulnd excess
profits taxes against the corporation.
About July, 1920, the American Ship & Commerce Navigation Co. gave the
Kerr Steamship Co. (Inc.), the requisite 90 days' notice of its intention to

terminate the above-mentioned agency contract, and on August 28, 1920, Messrs.

Kerr and Clegg tendered to the American Ship & Commerce Corporation the
shares of stock held by them in the American Ship & Commerce Navigation
Corporation and demanded payment at the rtte of $100 per share as agreed.
Such payment was made on timt date, and Messrs. Kerr aind Clegg received the
sums of $2.456.959.80 each for their stock. The details in regard to these
payments, which were made in cash, will be referred to hereafter.
The transactions in connection with the purchase by the Kerr Navigation
Co. of the eight steamships had been under investigation by tire Department
of Justice and was fully covered by report of Judge C. 3. Waite, of that de
partment. The investigation developed the fact of apparent irregularities in
connection with income-tax returns of the corporation. As a result of the request of Judge Waite for an income-tax investigation, W. B. Wight and Leo J,
Stevens, employees of the bureau, proceeded to New York and reported on
May 24, 1920, to Mr. Hugh I. McQuillan, special agent, Speclal Intellitence
Unit, who took them to the office of JudgheWate in the ild post-offlce building.
The latter turned over to thdm all data and information that had been collected by the Department of Justice. They report that it was Judge Waite's
idea that they should first Investigate thoroughly the affairs of Mr. F. F. Gieer,
who had the original option to purchase thel shilps, it being Judge Waite's
opinion that German interests still had a string on the ships.
The report shows that they called on Mr. Gec.r on June 7. 1920. The latter
explained in detail the turning over by. him of the option to purcha.4e the eight
ships to the Kerr Navigation Co.; the reorganization plan wherhy tle assets
of the latter company were transferred on September 3, 1919, to the American
Ship & Commerce Navigation Co.; and the fact that lie was elected president
of the latter company at a yearly salary of $50.O00. Mr. Geer informed the
agent that in November, 1919, on account of a difference which he had with
Mr. Kerr he was requested to resign as president of tlhe American Ship &
Commerce Navigation Co., and that at the annual meeting held soon thereafter
he presented his resignation and that Mr. Clegg was elected president to succeed him. Mr. Geer informed Mr. Wight that as president of the Jason
Steamship Co. his salary was $50,000 per year, and as president of the Carib
Steamship Co. his salary was $25,000 per year. These salaries were voted each
year after the annual meeting.
Messrs. Kerr and Clegg were in control of the stock of these companies. He
resigned from both of the companies in November, 1919, but his resignation
was not acted upon until February. 1920. Reserves were set up on the books
of both companies for the respective amounts of his salaries, but he stated
that Kerr and Clegg refused to pay him the $75,000 salary due him, and that
he was telling this to Wight and Stevens to show them the character of Kerr
and Clegg, as he felt sure there was something wrong there and that they
were spiriting their money to Jamaica or else to Spain. He also informed
the Lnvestigators that Kerr and Clegg had sold the steamship Carib for a niomi-
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nil sum, much hle than she was worth, to a Spanish corporation which they
had forrmed, and that their sole purpose in this sale wus to avoid payment of
.
taxes to the United States Government.
Th report shows that in the examination of Geer the investigators questioned him In regard to an item of $105,853 commlhsions. In respect to this
matter the following appears in Mr. Wight's notes which appeared in the
record:
" I asked if this item was from amine source as shown il former years, 1918.
I asked him a
Mr. Geer helstated a few moments and then replied, 'No.'
w(,ond time in regard to this item. His reply was, God ! This is embarrass.
Ilg. It affects others than myself!' Hle Iecame very nervous and perturbed,
excrlingly so, and after thinking a few moments said, 'Well, I guess I will
have to tell it all. It's hell ! God! It will ruin me. I will be looked on in
Sith light of an Informer. That's what Imurts. It will look as though I have
told the Government these things on account of my pique with the other crowd.
You must protect me; for God's sake do '
' lie requested a few moments to collect himself and to decide how best
to go about it. In a few moments he leaned forward and said ' Well, I'll make
a clean breast of it.' lie hesitated a moment and I was afraid he would
change his mind, so I said, looking att him intently, ' Mr. Geer, it behooves
you totell me all and to tell it straight, for I have knowledge of many things
in connection with these affairs and I am giving you a chance to come clean.,
lie replied, 'All right, here goes!'
" lie said that one day he wa called aside by Kerr and Clegg and told
that they had secreted a fund and that his share, 20 per cent, amounted to
about $1t),(M), which they were ready to turn over to him.
" It \was in the shayp of sccurlties and no record would be found in the
hooks. He stated that he told them he would ancept the securities but that he
was going to include tem in his income-tax report, to which they demurred,
saying ' 11ll, no;. you are not. That's what we have this fund for, to avoid
tax.' Mr. G. stated that K. and C. told him that the fund was not intact,
that whenever they neteled money they had ' tappld it,' but that the amount of
alhout $1M),(X) was his share.
" I asked Mr. G. if he thought they were turning over to him his full 20 per
cent and he said, yes; he was contfdent of it (displaying a more intimate
knowledge of thie fund than he had formerly tried to impress ulrn me), as
in his first mention of the matter he had tried io give me the impression that
the whole thling was news to him. lHe says he told them he would take the
securities only 1pon the condition that he report the amount as income in
his tax returns. They said. ' Hell! if you report it we will have to, too.'
lHe said he told them he didn't give a damn what they had to do, he would
take the securities only with that understanding.
" He kept saying every few moments 'God!
T is hell. I'll be disgraced.
I'll be ruined! I'' he put down as ain Informer!'
" lie turned to 1. and ulnked if I had authority to question anyone I replied that I had, so as to see what lie hiad in mind. Hie repeated his question
in different form, asking just what powerH I had. etc, I felt he was trying in
a smooth way to find out if I had any connection with the Department of
Justice, so I told him that if I could not get such Informaton from anyone as
desired, I could turn the matter over to one of our other departments that
could get it. He then said this whole matter was handled through a third
party, a quiet, unimportant man, who would never he suspected, and after due
deliberation and in a very secretive manner told me that Melsome had handled
the fund, purchased all securities, and knew all about the matter, and said
'For God's sake, get the Information from him. He can easily be made to tell
it. I don't want the odium of it. It will ruin me!'
"He went on to tell me of Melsome, giving Melsome's history, which we
already know, and how Kerr and Clegg knew of Melsome's trouble in England,
and that they used it as a club and made him do as they wished and that
Melsome was scared to death and finally got out of their clutches on account
of his fears and finally forced them to purchase his (Melsome's) 1 per cent of
stock of Kerr Steamship Co. for $40,000 through Mr. Geer."
(The Melsome referred to in the last above paragraph was secretary and
treasurer of the Kerr Steamship Line, the copartnership referred to above.)
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Subsequently In relation to the examination of Mr. Geer, Mr. Wight's report
is as follows:
" Several days ago Mr. Geer told me that Mr. Kerr had previously told him
of the formation by him (Kerr) of a Spanish corporation (Kerr Steamship
Co.) in Spain. The taxes were cheap in Spain, and that he was going to
dump all profit possible into this Spanish corporation, including his personal
affairs, and told Mr. Geer that he could include his personal affairs in the
Spanish company also if he wished to. Mr. Geer told Mr. Kerr that he (Kerr)
had him down wrong, and that he would not care to get mixed up in any such
manner and cautioned Kerr he was likely to get into trouble, to which Kerr
replied, "The border is only a short distance away.'"
The report shows that Mr. Geer received as salaries in 191 the following
amounts:
President Kerr Navigation Corporation --.-....-.--..--.......-. $100,000. 00
President Jason Navigation Corporation ......-.
--..
_..
O----50,
000. W
President Carib Steamship Co....-------..
..----------------, (M). 0
President Shoshone Navigation Corporation----...--....
-... ---, (000.00
Vice president Kerr Steamship Co --..-------.......------------.....
74,543. 31
Total----.......---.
....
......
_-------------.._....
255, 543. 31
All of the above-named corporations, excepting the Shoshone Navigation
Corporation, were controlled by Messrs. Kerr and Clegg.
In the investigation of the return for 1918 of the Kerr Navigation Cpoporltion $50,000 of the above-mentioned salary paid to Mr. Geer was disallowed as
being excessive. In the Jason Navigation Corporation $44,000 was disallowed
as being excessive, and in the Carib Steamship Co. $19,000 was disallowed as
being excessive. In explanation of the disallowance the following details were
given:
"The Kerr Navigation Co., the Jason Navigation Corporation, the Carib
Steamship Co., and the Shoshone Navigation Cororration all owned steamships
belonging formerly to German and Austrian interests. The American attorneys
for the German interests were Halght, Sanford & Smith, Lords Court, New
York.
" Mr. Geer was a personal friend of Mr. Haight of long standing (about 30
years). He was also a friend of Mr. Sanford. The Hamburg-American Line,
former owners of the steamships all purchased during 1917, with the exception
of one ship owned by the Shoshone Navigation Corporation, were hard pre(.ed
for money to meet obligations in America and had to sell their ships. Mr.
Geer, through Haight, Sanford & Smith, secured options on the ships. Eight
of them were purchased through Mr. Geer by the Kerr Navigation Corporation,
3 by the Jason Corporation, 1 by Carib Steamship Co., and 1 by Sholshone
Navigation Corporation.
"Mr. Geer had a one-third interest in the corporation, owning the Shoshone,
and the remainder of the stock was held by some personal friends of his. including quite an interest purchased by Mr. Halght and Mr. Sanford personally.
The stock of all of the other companies was held by new connections formed
by Mr. Geer, viz, Mr. H. F. Geer Aind Mr. A. E. Clegg, and some Spanish interests, friends of Mr. Kerr and Mr. Clegg. Mr. Geer had no money invested
in any of the other companies, but owned small shareH of stock received as
bonus for certain investments in bonds, etc. Mr. Kerr and Mr. Clegg are both
Englishmen, and during the war with Germany It was essential that the ships
be owned by American citizens. Mr. Geer made a contract with Messrs. Kerr
and Clegg personally to receive as his share of the connection he made with
them in turning over his contract to purchase the Hamburg-American eight
ships bought by the Kerr Navigation Corporation 20 per cent of Kerr and
Clegg's earnings in the Kerr Steamship Co. (Inc.), which was an operating
company having a lease to operate the eight ships owned by the Kerr Navigation Corporation for 5 per cent of gross freight receipts as well as charters on
other ships. The Kerr Steamship Co. (Inc.) owned all of the stock of the Kerr
Navigation Corporation. Kerr and Clegg personally owned 76 per cent of the
Kerr Steamship Co. (Inc.), so that Mr. Geer's contract with Kerr and Clegg
was to be 20 per cent of the 76 per cent earnings of Kerr Steamship Co. (Inc.)
owned by Kerr and Clegg. A copy of this contract is attached.
" It is to be noted in the contract that the reference is made that ' inasmuch
as the agreement between us makes no provision for a salary for you, you may
find it convenient to have a drawing account.'
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"This contract was a personal contract between Mr. Geer and Mesars. Kerr
and Clegg for the reason that only 7 per cent of the earnings of the Kerr
Steamship Co. (Inc.), which is owned by Messrs. Kerr and Clegg, is con
sidered as a basis for making the contract, and the other 24 per cent of the
ownership of Kerr Steamship Co. (Inc.) are in no way affected."
Mr. Wight states that on Thursday morning, Augst 20, he learned that Mr.
H. F. Kerr had booked passage abroad; that he immediately went to see him
at his office, 44 Beaver Street, and Mr. Kern told him he was to sail Saturday
and asked if be. knew any reason for his not doing so, stating that he had
pers.
e states that he went to the office
ecured his income-tUx clearancee paper
of Mr. E. E. Geer, one of the trustees in dissolution of the Kerr Navigation Co.,
knowing that under certain contract agreements Mr. Kerr and Mr. Clegg were
to receive some time between July 24 and October 22, 1920, a sum amounting
to around $5,000,00(l, he having been told by Mr. Geer that Clegg and Kerr were
Planning to avoid payment of any income tax on account of thin transaction.
lHe a.,ked Mr. Geer if by any chance Mr. Kerr could secure payment of this
money before Saturday. Mr. Geer took Mr. Wight to the office of W. A. Iarrliran, at 120 Broadway. Mr. flarrimlan was the president of the American Ship
Commerce Cpoporation, which was to make payment of the money above
,\:
payment was to be made for the American Ship & Cornreferred to. (Thl
nid Clegg mentioned
irtrcee Navigation Corporation stock owned by Kerr
aabove )
Mr. Harrlman agreed to advise Mr. Wight when payment to Kerr and Clegg
was to take place. Upon being questioned by Mr. Wight as to what endeavors
had been made to provide for the payment of this stock abroad, Mr. Harriman
cctlled his attorney, Mr. George A. Ellis, who came to Mr. Harriman's office and
stated as follows:
had drawn up a trust agreement appwnting Mr. Goldman attorney
"Thevy
'
for Mr. Kerr and Mr. Clegg, and himself attorney for the lHarriman interests,
as trustees. In the agreement there was a clause setting side a certain
amount of money aboutt $1,)500,000, as I remember it), to be held for a period
of five years for settlement of any income taxes demanded from the Kerr
Navigation Corporation, of which Mr. Kerr and Mr. Clegg owned about 72 per
cent. An article agreed to turn over immediately to the Harriman interest
10 of the ships owned by Iarrlman interest and under lease to Kerr Steamship
C'o., owned by Kerr and Clegg. An article covered the agreement to nay over
tlo the trustees within five days after demand $100 ,er share for suc number
Of shares as tendered to them by another trustee for beneficiaries to be named
by Kerr and Cle;g, to whom they were going to give their stock (their wiven
and other relatives), and upon demand later within 20 days to pay over the
money to trustees for the beneficiaries when and where designated."
Mr. Ellis says he asked Mr. Goldman what this clause meant, and he said,
"Oh, you don't need to worry about that. Its all right." Mr. Ellis said lie
told Mr. Goldman that under this agreement the money might have to be
paid over in Clina. Mr. Goldman suggested London as a place of settlement,
or if objectionable, Montreal. Mr. Harriman refused positively to be a party
to any such transac t ion and the negotiations on this basis were caPled off.
Subsequently negotiations were entered into along the same lines, but
making payment due to be made In New York. Mr. Goldman then notified Mr.
Ellis that they would not accept a certified check, but demanded a cashier's
check. In the meantime, through Mr. McCawley, of the solicitor's department,
and Mr. B. A. Matthews, assistant district attorney, and Mr. McQuillan, special agent, the necessary papers were drawn to protect the Government and
prevent their getting away with the money if so intended. The matter of
settlement was delayed and finally put off until 10 a. m. Saturday morning.
Arrangements had been made whereby Mr. Harriman was to advise the
Government agents as to the exact hour and place of closing the transaction.
In the meantime the necessary subpoenas and notice of iien were prepared to
be served upon Messrs. Kerr and Clegg. About 11 a. m., Mr. Harriman telephoned that the deal was to be closed at the Chase National Bank by the
delivery of the purchase price in cash. Thereupon Mr. Wight, Mr. McCawley,
Deputy Collector Konstant, and Mr. Priest, special attorney, went to the
Chase National Bank and arrived there about the time Messrs. Kerr and Clegg
and Mr. Ellis, representing the Harriman interests, appeared. The money was
tftinted out and paid to Mr. Herbert Noble, attorney for Messrs. Kerr and
Clegg, and the shares of stock were delivered simultaneously. Deputy Collector Konstant then served notice of demand for taxes as assessed upon
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Messrs. Kerr anld (legg by pei'rs4oitlly handing said nolti(
to the genltUcmen
named li the presetice of tlhe otherlovernimeit employees, tdetindllin paYliiie
of income taxes for the year 1919.
After considerable discussion tilh
proposition was made that the siuns.
amounting to about $5,(MK),00), be taken to a safe-deposit vault, there deposited and made subject to a lin.
The money was taken to the Equitable
Safe Deposit Co.; deposited in tile safe-deposit )boxand the deputy collector
served the secretary of the said company with a notice of the tax lin
agalnst
A. E. Clegg and IH. F. Kerr in tile respective suIms of $1,f)1,288.20.
Mr. Wight states in his report that he was advised that Mr. Kerr canceled
his Hailing and that lie mibsequt utly was advised that Mr. Tom Clegg, a brother
of A. E. Clegg, who was present during the whole transaction of making the
payment referred to above, had also hooked passage abroad on a steamer other
than that on which Mr. Kerr intended to small. Both of these steamers
were
due to sail early in the afternoon of the day of payment.
In their examination of this taxpayer the revenue officers interrogated one

Charles Ilepjry Melsome, formerly secretary and treasurer of the Kerr Steamship Line, and secured from him two atldavits (Exhibits It and ('), in which

he sets forth the details of certain transactions, the propriety of which
was
questioned by himn.

Additional income and profits taxes were assessed against the taxpayer

in September, 1920, as follows:

For the year 117 ...---------------------..
For the year 1918---------.. ...------For the year 1919 ..
..
......--------------------------------Total

--

$... 578. 24
5,152, 27.24
45. 57. 97

-------------------------

--------563.37245
.
At the time the additional assessments were made the taxpayer
was in
dissolution, The taxpayer filed a clainl in abatement anld aplals were
taken
to the committee on appeals and review. A reaudit of thle case
was cpiiiijleted
about the 1st of January. 19)23, as a result of which certificates of
overassessment were stated as follows:
For the year 19)17-.
.-------.
-For the year 1918 .------..-------------------...
For the year 191.
-----------------------

Total ..-----------.-------....--....
s
This lef't outstandin"g
Sssmynts for

.....

.$222.
: . 14
4. 61 I), 452. 49
t260, 65. .7

.

. 5. '181.,8 11,60

hlie years in i qmustion taggregntting
.1l,381,530.85. which was chtimedi to be ldue. together with 5 p'r
cent IlM.lity
and I per cvi
e
nt ere t for filitire t i pay within 10) ialys it'ler i (tite. Ilind deUnder date of March 20, 1923, it was proposed, o l behllf
of ih I taXpayer.
to offer the sumi of $
AN,00 In compromise ind setllemient f tlihe additional
income and profits taxs clinted to b
from the taxpyer,.
together
tie
with
penalties and interests. This proposal wis rejected by the <oniiuissioner.
YUponfurther consieieration tli'
comnndtssioner
iathriized the solicitor to)
inform the representatives of the taxpayer that he would he
n iclintld to give
favorable consideration to an offer in the aimont of $!9WN,000.
(n May 15.
1923, the sum of $900,0t
was deposited with thet colhector of intertrll revenue of the second district of New York :is it ottffer in coimiprmilse.
Under date of April 16, 1923, the Solicitor of Intermti Revenue
wrote the
commissioner (Exhibit 24)) in relation to ni offer itn -anlprotmise
of $8)00,00tu
by this taxpayer; in which he reminded the conunissioner that
he had unvid-r
distraint or other process a large amount oft ctsh in
iHuoulded in New York to
secure the payment of fn alleged tax liability against the individuals
tomlprising this corporation, stating that " the above Is mentioned
merely to
refresh your memory as to some of the very high lights in the
case and to put
you on notice that very great care should ite exverclsed in passing
on any offer
in compromise,'
inder date of .June 27, 1923, Deputy 'onunissomner Bright reconinended
the
acceptance of the offer of $1l,tt.0
(Exhibit E.)
I. this memorandum the
deputy comlninssilouer states, among other things, that the trustees
in dissolution of the taxpayer hold assets in the vine of $1,350,051.0); thlt
the liabillties other than liability for taxes
ioutit tit the sm .f $4
:,03875:
that it
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appelr''s that the Govermuent by resort isg to dis ra int could undoubtedly force
the
iilymllelnt of a grelter IImoutitIiha

hias been pald by the taxpayer as an

oder ih compromise.
thought tlhe ludlatlions were tht If a demand should
i) uad tho
to
llc't
lt
ile otstlltding iiaseNssmInts ill full the asset would not
le sufitlchlnt to entirely NHtify the assessment, and such payments as would be
made wouldlih made under protest and would be litigated, and that if litlgation should be( resorted to it would undoubtedly b'6 very complicated and long
drawn out, Involving a very large expenditure on the part of the Government.
Under date of ,June 27, 11)2;, the solicitor advised the Commissioner of
Intermil Revenue that in his opinion it would be proper and for the best
interests of the I'nited States to accept the terms proposed by the Kerr Navlgathon (Co., unmely, the sumi of $lMM)),,
in compromise of Income and profits
htxes for the taxable years 1917, 1918, and 1919, including 5 per cent penalty
and I pier cent interest. (Exhibit F.) This action was approved June 30,
1923, by Assistant Secretary of the Treasury Wadsworth.
In view of the fact that the record shows that the trustees in dissolution of
this taxpliyer held assets of the value of $1,350,051.90 and there were no
secured llihilitles, so that the (overnment had the first claim on all the assets
of the taxpayer for the payment of tax due, it appears that the Government
lost $45tli.51o0 in acIcepting the compromise offer of this taxpayer, which
umigit have been collected.
GEo. G. Box, Chief Auditor.
ExliuiTr B
ST'Ie

O

NfEW YouK.

C'omuntl of Newi

York, ('ity of New York, sn:

Chlarles Henry Melsome, of Dunwoodie Country ('lub, Yonkers, N. Y., being

duly sworn says:
lDuring and prior to the month of May, 1917, I was secretary and treasurer
of the Korr Steamship Line, a copartnership having at that time its place of
business at No. 17 Battery P'liae, city of New York. About that time, to my
personal knowledge, the Kerr Steamship Line placed insurance through Frank
B. Hull & Co. (Inc.), covering prospective profits to he made by that partner-

ship through operating the steumnship nitoptp'in, a Scandinavian vessel. The
premium for this insuramnc was, to my personal knowledge, paid by the Kerr
Steamship Line , a copartnership.
There is some doubt in my suind, as a matter of recollection, as to whether
this premium was paid by tlie partnership or the corporation which was
formed about thit time, but I am certain that no part of this premium was
plSd by Kerr
'C'lehgg tnd(ivlvdully.
'TEi
1117.

stc

ushidp sM)ftopprCf

The' Kctrr Stoatusllsh

was taoriVtlad

4'(., Ilt

ctrqii)orj

or

s ik

tioin, W

on or lhout July 10 or 11,
orgauiSed o

or ailbut, June

Mt'ssers. Kerr awd C('lgg did not, however fell we at that time of the
hltiige in the form of business orgiunizittion and I recall that Sit late as June
19, 1917, I drew ia heck on tlch funds of the Kerr Steamship Line.
C(li k No. 4,(72, drawn by Frank B. Halli & Coi. (Inc.) on the National City
i!;, 19117.

iannhi, payable to thi(

order of the Kerr Ste~lshIip Co. (tinc.)

for $88,906.97,

check dlted )Ototber2(, 1917, which I have in my hands, was received in the
mail (n or bhout October 27, 1917. On or about that late I had a conversation with Mr. C'lgg, when he told me that the pr'evls of the rlcfoppen in.-urainc would not he iapnas
through the Kerr Steamship ('o. books, but the
pirtceedls of Ihe, check were to be invested in governmentt bonds o(r other securlties, which he would take charge of.
I then took the above-mentioned check to th e Equitable Trust Co. and
cashed the samit, receiving either a cashhlr's check or currency. I then took
the proceeds to hbold brokers, either Wardwell & Adams or Ronttright & Co.,
and requested them to purchase Government securities, I think rnlted Kingdom 1921 notes. I told the brokers to let me know when the bonds were
ready, and upon being advised that the bonds had been purchased, Mr. Clegg
and I went to the ofiee of the brokers and Mr. Clegg took the bonds. Hie took
them to the Equitable Safe Deposit Co., accompanied by me, and placed them
in a safe deposit box in that company. Tihe box in which these securities
were placed by Mr. Clegg was tile safe deposit box of the Kerr Steamship Co.
Some time later these ionds were removed from this particular box and put
in a personal box of Kerr andl

Clegg, In the same safe deposit company.
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At the time I bad the above- enltioind cotversathio with Mr.
hlegg it or
curred to ime that thistfund should hlatve IIseen depC)lited to ilticoullt of the
Kerr Steamship Co., nd
should have been divided eventually aimongr
mtockholderm, of whoml
I WHs Ollt.
Tlhe other
sHlmll lst(khooiders
ian
alit
of their stockholdllgs wits, at that tlme, approxinimtely ias f'olhws:

the
ouitl

It'r <t'itl

W . IL, Cow ley ....
J. J . S h arp- .. .....
It. A . K rug. .. ..
C.

IH .

M elsome. -

...

... .....
.
.
.... . . .
. ....
.. . .
..... ..

..
..
... ...... .
.. -.. . _
., .......

..

..

.

.

...
.. .... ......... ._ .
..... ...... . .. .. .
.
....
- ... .-- ...
.. - .

...

..

,. .

...

_......

to
i
1

.

1

The proceeds of the above check were to mny knowledge never taken up on
the books of the Kerr Steamship Co. (Inc.), or the Kerr Steamship Lile, while
1 was contested with the company; that is to say, November 18, 191), and were
not reflected in the income tax return of the corporation for the calendar ytnr,
1917, which return was filed on or about March 15, 1918.
(HARES

II. MrsHOME.

Sworn to before nme this 14th day of September. 1020.
WM. J.1. F(.xeTrv,

.\'otry iPublic.

ExlanIT C
STATE OF NEW YOuK,

VCmnty of New York, City of New York, us:
Charles Henry Melsome, of the Dunwoodie Country Cl ',, Yonkers, N. Y.,
being duly sworiI, says:
About June, 1910 I was secretary and treasurer of the Kerr Steamlship Line.
a copartnership having at that time its place of business at No. 17 Battery
Place, city of New York.
About that time C. Kenyon & Co., or Clarence Kenyon individually, being tile
owner of a dock kncwn as Pier 57, Brooklyn, leased that dock to the Kerr
Steamship Line for a period of ten (10) years at an annual rental of $90,0().
One of the terms of this lease was that the sum of $iO00,IX) be deposited by
the Kerr Steamship Line with Kenyon as a security for the payment of rental
and also as security for the building of the dock, which Kenyon undertook
to do.
There was considerable delay Ih completing the building of the dock, the
same not being turned over until about April 1, 1117.
About this time tile Northern 1)ock Co. was incorporated by it. I. Kerr and
A. E. Clegg. I iwa's Instructetd by Mr. Clegg to preptarr a letiist to the Northerln
Dock Co. of the, dock at an annual rentQlal of $15(0,(MX. I prepared sucb draft *,f
lease, using the Kenyon lease as i model, Ibut this Irast was nUVer actually
signed.

verbii

The Northern Dock Co. l)ecamen

a teumnt of the dock in question on a

agreement to pay $150,()0 per annum rental.

were that the rental be paid

ITlie terms of both leases

n equal quarterly istalnments.
date arrived I wolid go to the Northern DJ.ock Co., collect lit'

As each rental

suwi of :$37,54n,
which would be placed to the credit of the Fifty-seventh Street l'itr' Act'onut
in the Kerr Steamship Line books. Thereupon I would draw a chek upon the'
account of the Kerr Steamship Line, or later the Kerr Stenmship Co., to the
order of Kenyon for $22,5); at the sallme time
I would dtlrw two checks for
$7,500 each to 11. F. Kerr and A. E. Clegg individually and deliver the checks
to them.
The $100,(HN0.fund above mentioned, deposited with Kenyon as security, was
taken from the funds of the Kerr Steamship Line, and one of the terms of the
agreeenet was that Kentyoni would piiy iii'ret u
that
atamouint at -4 Ip'r cent
per aliuml to the Kerr Steamship Line. This interest when received was placed
in the account of that company aind duly entered on its books.
No part of the $60,(M0) profit, however, between the rental received from the
Northern Dock Co. and the rental paid to Kenyon was ever credited, to the
best of my knowledge, on the books of the stenwhllip Hlil or of the corporation

so

long as I remained in connection

November 18, 1918.

therewith; tht

is to say, until about

(HARLH 11. MELHOMr.
Sworn to before me this 14th day of Sptember, 1920.
WM. .. FItrnTY, Xotary Publi.
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lExiamtr I)
AvauitL tit, 1923.
Mr. Co MMIHIMNEI

:

llerewltt is transmitted for your sinatur'e a proimoed letter addressed to
Messrs. Noble, Morgan & 4;,eammell ln which they ure advised that the Inl'ormal
offer of the Kerr Navigation Corpomration of $Nh,(OM) to compromise a liability
of $1,381,530.85 is rejected.
Th' ce e ias
is e which a couple of years ago attracted very wide newspaper
publicity, due to which the Government charged to be fraudulent activities on
the part of the officers of the company and an attempt to get large sums of
money out of the country without settlement of the tax liability. You will
iprhaps rernemlber that you now have under distraint or other process a large
anlounlt of cash impounded In New York to secure the payment of an alleged
tax liability against the individuals comprising this corporation. The above is
mentioned merely to refresh your memory as to some of the very high lights
in the case and to put you on notice that very great care should be exerciled in
passing oni any (,fier in compromise.

The statement of assets furnished by the company indicates that there are
now in the hands of the trustees in liquidation liquid assets of an amount
approximately the same as the amount of the Government's claims. There are
accounts payable of $6t3,0)0 and probably some additional miscellaneous administrative expenses,
It appears to me that while it might be advisable to compromise in this case,
due to the company being out of business and dissolved and the ansets all
hbing inI plossesslon of trustees, nevertheless I personally am not satisfied with
the $800(,00 tendered, because it is not as much as they can pay nor is it as
much as they should pay, as I read their financial statement. I might add
that Capitain Rogers is rather of the opinion that it might be well to accept
the $8(K),0(X) without further controversy and thereby cloNe the case, which
has occupied so much time andlhaM been so troublesome of settlement over a
course of several years.
If you wish to talk with me further ahout this matter I should he glad to
discuss Itiwith you further at your convenience.
N ESON

T'.

IHARTSON,

olicitor of Internal Rcrenie.
Ex iamir E
TtEAN!'
OlFICe

or

C'O'.M

t (I
OF

IN(HtHN'l

V T)f, 'AILTM
IN'TI(N A. RI,

Wishi fyfo/tn
Comproslllt s

(C4Iai
No. 84):::

iI80N4, ,Secondl

ENT,
VFENI
A

:,

92,
', uie 27. lN.

Distrlct New York.

Not

in Suit

United St ates i' Kerr Navigation Corporation (itn )llssolution), 21 State Street,
New Y4)rk, N. Y.

Charge: Additional corporation inome and profits taxes for the taxable
year 1917. 1918. and 1919 in the amount of $1,381,530.85 plus 5 per cent
penalties . and 1 per cent interest thlrt)on for failure to pay within 10 days
after notice

nd deiuiiwd.

Otfer: The SmHnof $1H000M)0 inl coinprrmise of income and profits Itaxes for
the years 1917, 1918, and 1919.
(See following pages for detailed statement.)
I recotiiineiid acceptance.
J. G. IRtmivr, I)Dputy Conmmissioinr.

lDate: First offer, May 15, 1923.

Tax, $N,0IM).

Total specific penalty costs,

$900,000.

The Kerr Navigation Corporation was incorporated under the laws of the
State of New York on the 14th of July, 1917. and was dissolved pursuant to
the haws of the State of New York on the 28th of October, 1919. Its capital
was $800,000, conrsiting of 180 shares, without per value, issued for $5 per
shari,
The corporation filed income and profits tax ritturns for the taxable
years 1917, 1918, and 1919 and paid taxes thereon as follows:
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For the year 1917..- .$1..
For the year IIN8 ..
For Ihe year 19110 ... -

.....

..

.. .

...

57

..

....
...

.

...

3.......
, 024, 273,. 1w
84HM,0625. 90

Total
... --... ..
.. . . ...
........ .. . .-.. . ...
....
..........
4, 03, 352. ( 3
Additional income and profits taxes were asse(d i agalltst the taxpayer in
September, 1920, as follows:
.-..
$845, 578. 21
For the year 1917-. -For the year 1018
...
...
__._. .....-... _
5, 52, 217. 24
For the year 1911) ...-.
..- -..
----.
--....
.--....
4, 570,97
At the time the additional assessments were made taxpayer was in dissolution. As it appeared that the former stockholders of the taxpayer, who were in
possession of all of its assets, were about to depart from the country, summary
assessments of the additional taxes which seemed to be due were made. These
additional assessment were based largely upon estimates, and all doubtful ques-

tions were resolved against the taxpayer and in favor of the Government.
Within a few days after the additional assessments had been tiled the taxpayer
hereafter appeals were taken to the comn
filed claims for abatement thereofereo
mittee on appeals and review, and affidavits, certificates, and letters were submitted and oral argument was presented and conferences were held between the
representatives of the corporation, the comllittee on al)pals
mnd review, the
Solicitor of Internal Revenue, and representatives of the Income Tax Unit.
The principal points in dispute before the committee on appeals and review
tion of the Kerr
were the alleged realization of Income from the reorganizan
Navigation Corporation, amortization, requitllton charter hire in 1911, classifcation under section 20) of the revenue act of 1917, special assessment under

sections 327 and 329) of the revune act of 1918, expenditures for reconditioning

ships, reorganization expenses disallowed as a deduction and charged to capital

account, deduction for salary pld to president, reallocation of certain items
to 1918 income, and the closed voyage adjustment account. The consideration
of the appeal involved many difficult questions and the examination of a mass
of detailed and complicated data. The committee on apleals and review in
recommendation No. 497, under date of March 1), 1921. allowed the aplpeal In
part and denied it it part. The case was thereupon returned to the Income
Tax Unit for reaudit, in accordance witl the reomnmendatlon of the comnmttee
on apl)pals and review. Owing to the extremely complicated nature of the case.
r about the 1st of January, 1123. As
the reaudit w not completed until on o;
a result of the reaudit certificates of overassessment have been listed us follows :
$222, 323. 14
...
--..
..........
For the year 1)17
, 152. 41
.... 4,
. ..
.
For the year 19!S
204, 06(5. 97
- -..
... - . .
.
'ior
the year 11)11)9
There tare accordingly outstanding assessnints for the toxale years 1917,
191, and 1919 In the total ianount of $1,381,530,5, which i~ claimed tit be due
from t he taxpayer. together with 5 pr'r cent penal ty tnd I per cent Interest for
failure to pay within 10 days after note and demaundl,
The taxpayer disputes the correctness of the reconmmendation by the committee on appeals and review and the computation of tax liability based
thereon. The principal tints on which the taxpayer and the bureau are not
in accord are as follows:
1. The taxpayer claims that it should be assessed under section 209 of the
revenue act of. 1917 at the 8 Iper cent rate because It is a corporation having
a nominal capital, the te;rin "nominal" being a relative term : its capital stock,
$80(,000, is nominal relative to the cost of the eight ships which It pur hsed,
whlch was $9,847,650. The capital is also nominal in comparison with the
net income as stated above.
2. The bureau fixed the excess-profits tax rate for 1918 at 66.8043 per cent.
The corporation paid taxes at the rate of 50 per cent and claims that the rate
should not in any event exceed 58 per cent, and this rate may be too high,
3. The bureau has allowed an amount of amortization which the company
believes to to correct, the ships having beewrn written down inthe bureau's computation to $4,(.000,W . The bureau, however, has spread thls amortization
lxttween Januaryy 1. 1918, and Septemlnr 3. 1910. This latter date is the date
on which the formal transfer of title to the shIps was made pursuant to the
reorganization of the Kerr Navigation Corporation, The taxpayer submitted
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evidhh'in to the connittie on Jk'
ppIIl tia
8
I l'iw who'wing that the value of the
shlips on Januitry 1, 1918, wais less than $,NHM(MH(Nlad thait the value of the
ships on September 3, 1919, was less than $4,MN),(hMP. Tih taxpayer has also
submitted ian affidavit and brief (in the hands of the Solicltor of Internal Revexue) showing Itht the value of lthships in term of their income-prodluing
cuitcity did not decrease between December 31, 1918, and 8eptemlber 3, 1919,
a(nd contending that if the value of the ships was $4,(KM),(nM) on September 3,

1919, it was no greater onl Decenmber 31, 1918, and that tlh full amount of

amortization allowed i d twen sustained during the taxable year 1918. In
spreading this amortization the bureau has allocated $80O,133.73 to 1919.
This amount the taxpayer contends should slallocated to 1918.
4. The bureau has also disallowed as an expense the sum of $51,000.24 paid
to Messrs. Ilaight, Sandford & Smith, the attorneys who incorporated the
company, and who rendered the legal services In connection with its note issue
and mortgages and in connection with the acquisition of the steamers and the
transfer of their ftags. These attorneys have apportioned their bills as follows:
Organization of comny.-------........-------.... -.......... $1,967.47
Services and disbursements in connection with note Issue and inortgages ......-...--...... .-------.........------24,788.77
Services In connection with acquisition of steainers ... ........
.... 24,250. 00

T' tal

---.. -.. -------------..
----------...-

----------....
51,006.24

This bill for legal services was paid In 1918 and the vote issue and mortgages
were canceled in 1918. The taxpayer contends that the charge for services and
disbursements in connection with the note Issue and mortgages should be
allowed as a deduction in 1918 and that the charges for services in connection
with the acquisition of the steamers should be added to the cost of the steamers
and amortized in 1918.
Trustees in dissolution of the taxpayer hold assets of the value of $1,350,051.90. There are no secured liabilities, so that the Government has a first
claim on all the assets of the taxpayer for the payment of any taxes due.
The liabilities, other than the liability for taxes, amount to the sum of
$.N1038.75.
Under date of March 20, 1923, it was proposed on behalf of the taxpayer
to offer the sum of $800,000 in compromise and settlement of the additional
income and profits tax claimed to be due from the taxpayer, together with
penalties and interest. This proposition was rejected by the commissioner
under date of April 19. 1923. Upon further consideration the commissioner
authorized the solicitor to inform the representatives of the taxpayer that
he would be inclined to give favorable consideration to an offer in the amount
of $900!tK)0 ThPli
informathton was t(iniXunlcat(
toto the represent tive of
tlhe taxptiryer, titd on May 15, 192:3. (ihe slnm of $IMk),twH)
WHadeMs
tptst(' v"ith
the c(llhctor of internal revenue for the second district of New York as an
offer in compromise.
It appears tht
(lieGovernment by reorting to distraint could undoubtedly
force the payment of a greater amount than has been paid by the taxilyer
a4 an offer in compromise.
However, the indications are that if an attempt
shouldtl

lie made

to collet

hlie outHstinding

assessments

in full

the

aI.ssets

would not be sufflcient to entirely satisfy the assessments, and such payments
es would he made would be made under protest anl would be litigated. If
litlgatlon should Ie resorted to, it would undoubtedly be very complicated and
long drawn out, involving a very large exiienditur't on the part of t;e Government. Moreover, some of the questions in dispute are not entirely free
front doubt and many of the employees of the bureau who participated in
the consideration of the case and who were intimately acquainted with its
details lhave since severed their connection with the Government. It is therefore doubtful whether tlhe net result of attempting to collect the outstanding
assessments by distraint would in the end be more favorable to the Governient than the acceptance of the amount offered In comprondse.
The collector of internal revenue for the second district of New York
reeonmends that ithoffer be accepted.
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Itushington, D. V., Junec 27, 1923.
To thle COMMISIONKIA OF INTERN u.

Si : I have considered
-..........

.. .. _..

I Eal.N IE.

the proposition of Kerr Navigation C'orporation

to compromise Its litbillItes, as charged herein.

In view of the statement atnd recommendations
uontalied in this brief,
which are made a part here'f, and the papers on file herein, I mll of til
opinion and advise that it will I e proper and foir the best interests of the
in compromise
United States to accept tihe terms proposed, the sum of $904M,0()
of income and profits taxes for the taxable
Iyears
1917. 1918. and 1919, lcluding 5 per cent penalty and 1 per cent interest.
Respectfully,
NELSON T.

HARTHON,

Solicitor.

Mr. MANsoN. Several days ao,
1oI l'ireseted to the committee the
case of Anne 0. Haight,* and stated that at that time, for the
purpose of checking up on the system, Mr. Parker began a course
of investigation something along this order: From the Ilaight
case hle ran into the Stanard Parts ('o. case. In other words, he
would follow up any suggestion that appeared from an examination
of one case; that is, wherever, in the examination of one case, facts

were disclosed which suggested the running down of another case,
he ran it down. I have already presented to the committee the
various ramifications of that investigation.

I find here another ramification of that same investigation.
There appears in the record the following memorandum: This
memorandum is not signed, but at the bottom of it appears the
title, chief personal audit section, Mr. S. Alexander, head, special
audit division. It is dated August 11, 1922, and is addressed to
J. H. Akers, chief, special assignment section, attention J. W.
Carter, chief fraud subsection, through Mr. B. S. Kimbrell, head,
personal audit division:
Attached hefret Is the file lI the case of Louts (t Knufmnan, 149 Broadway,
New York, N. Y., for the year 191;.
It appears from an examinationl of the books of 1crotlnt and records of'
the (hevrolet Motor Co, of Delaware t at. Mr. iolltui, (. Ktui'mnlla
recoved
of the Uniteid
lMotors
during the year 1910 approximately 10t0,(0) shlar.

Corporation stock as payment for his

servIce in organizing tihe United Motors

It a1l(o appealtrs fronl the return filed by Mr. Ktufman that he
failed Pt report this stock, which had a1 market value Io from $4,Xf),(000 to
Corporation.

$6,000,000.
Inasmuch as the period during which assessments on 1916 returns are
permissible has elapsed, this return is being forwarded to you to determine
whether or not fraud exists.

I take it that the chief of the personal audit section was proceeding on the theory that iftthere was fraud in this case, the fact that
the statute would not run would not prevent the asse;sswmnt of the

tax.
Mr. GRE.an.

The statute does not run on a fraud case.

Mr. MANON. No. That is the theory, I take it, on which lhe was
proceeding.
Mr. Parker called my attention to this memorandum, and I asked
him to run it down and see what action had been taken on that
memorandum.
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um from Mr. Parker, under date

of May 25, 1925:
Atittched please ltlud ,copy of i memorandum from chief of iFer otil auitud
No. 2 it J. W. Carter, chIef fraud subsection (now special adjustment section).

From this memorandum it appears that Mr. Kaufnlin filled to report as
income In (hle yoPi r 1)14 the valued of $1'00,00I) shaltis of United Motr- orpoto l'e synD( ('tii'
te
ration stock which lhe rtec lveid il pIymiit for Mervhic
promoting this corporation. The market value of the stock at this t me was
$i,m),O00, at least.
section IIHt. told me over the telephone that they
'The spectIl adjustimenti
have only it card record of this case covering the receipt of tlie file and the
means nothing was done in the case, or if
r(turn of the ilt, to undit. This
there were, nothing is on record about it.

The penal division of the solltctor's

office' hits no rword of the ease.
This is the second time tilh writer has found no adequate records in the
fraud section olu

of only two li lu iries.

The returns and certain files of the taxpayer for the years 1110, 1917, 1918,

andl 1910 have been exatmleted. If Namne are complete, it is evident from them
tlhtt no additional tax or fraud penalty has been collected. We also find
inoevidence of i profit hieitg reported ly Mr. Kaufman when he turned in this
sto'k for sto-k of the General Motors Co.; on the contrary, tlere Is a record
dated Decmlw 10t. 1921, in which Mr. Kaufman claimed a
of i conference d,
deduction from income in the amount of $442,634.97 from his 1920 income.
The principal item of this deduction ws the loss on 80,00) shared of stock
in the United Motors Corporation, converted Into stock of the General Motors.
If this
This loss is based oil i value at acquisition of $45 per share in 191i.
is the same stock that Mr. Kaufman received for his services, it lroks '~esid-

cdly as though the investigators of the bureau are lax.
We do not wish to form judgment In thi cease without all the facts, but from
tehk bureau.
k of
the
f a tion
n
those at hand we are at a loss to acount for th
tCertainly if the bureau forgives tax on income received in the form of stock
in 1916 and then allows taxpayer to deduct a loss on the same stock in 1920 a
-erious condition exist., for the taxpayer gets out of tax " coining and going."
Thim niitter is oitne of those in the chain beginning with the Mrs. Anne 0.
light
case
ind continuing with the Western Wheel & Axle & Standard Parts
Co. cases.
Investigation of sucih related maltters :ipp iers to be up to the individual
initiailve of the auilitor handling the Clcse. More systematic effort in following up related matters should lie miide obhigatory.

That is resptectfuilly s lulmiitted Iy I. I1. Parker, chief engineer.
WN'a not WV. C. Du)iurnt involved in that matter?
TIMe ('IIAIIIMA.
Mr. M ANsON. I tbilnk we' called for the retsirns of W. C. Durant,
although I have received no report on them as yet.
The ('tInHA
t.N . I think the c'omnllaint that caine to my otftic orii.iailly included both Mr. Kaiifnian and Mr. I)irant, and I think the
ronmntitteet ought to know something about the D)lrtant case also.
Mr. MANSoN. I have calledd for' the )DurantrIeturns. Whether they
have I(en received or not I do not know, lut it may be that Mr.

P'lrker hli not had tan opportunity to report on it as yet.
Mr. N,\sl. Mr. chairman, I might say that the date of this imemorandlt
indilicttes that the caste was considered in 1922. At that time
the information section, which we now have in the audit divisions,
dlid not exist. The fraud section at that time was ia part of the old

spec'il aidit division, a section under ian audit division, responsible
to Mr. Alexander.

it did not function properly, and about ia year

and a half ago or so we abolished tihe old special audit division entirely. We took the various sections and added them to the other
audit divisions; but the fraud section, inasmuch as it related to the
entire \work of the Incomie Tax Unit, was placed directly under the
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deputy commissioner, and that is where it is now. This section
always functions closely with the solicitor's office.
The CiHAInM AN. D)o understand front that statement that a iause
like this can not occur again?
Mr. NAsw. I do not believe it would go through the fraud section
without an adequate record. The file here just indicates a card record
of the case, and I think if this case went to the fraud section to-day
we would find a record in the files as to what was considered and
what action was taken.
Mr. MANSON. I do not believe it is too late to collect that tax yet.
Mr. NASH. If there is fraud involved, its not.
The CHAIRMAN. Will you make an inquiry into that and advise us
as to whether there is fraud?
Mr. NAts. Yes, sir. I also want to say that we have a special intelligence unit that investigates fraud cases, and a ease of this kind
should go there first for an investigation of t he facts in the field.
The CihAIlJMAN. Mr. Manson, if I remember correctly, there was
a complaint made to us, containing a number of names in addition
to that of Mrs. Haight, involving the same transaction, and that
no report was made in the same manner as Mrs. Haight made her
report. Do you recall whether that is true or not?
Mr. MANSON. In the Haight report it is stated that those two
parties had not reported any income from that transaction.

That

was in connection with the Standard Parts Co. stock.
The CHAIRMAN. If that is the situation, that is a case of fraud
also, is it not?
Mr. NASH. W aree now going into the Haight case, Senator.
Senator KINa. May I say, Mr. Nash, that a number of statements have been made to me that in these reorganizations, where
people have turned in their stock- of an old company and have taken
stock in a new company, at greatly increased prices; that is, they
have made great profits and no returns have been made, and Ihat
the Government has lost a great deal of money in connection with
these consolidations, sales of stock, etc.
Mr. G(RTIEm I was just going to siay in tmit .onlnectiol, in answer
to Senator Couzens's question, that the omission from a return of
the gain from a reorganization does n:t necessarily involve fraud.
Many taxpayers thought, and thought with a great deal of reason,
that when they gave up a certificate of stock in corporation A and
received in exchange for it a certificate in the same corporation, in
fact, but now called corporation B, they realized no income from
that transaction. The later acts so provided. There were a good
many cases, particularly back under the 1916 and 1917 acts, where
the taxpayer made no return, and in some of those cases we did hold
that there was no fraud. For example, in the case of Stearn '.
Weiss, the Supreme Court held that there was no income from tihe
transaction.
Mr. MANsoN. In this case, however, this was not the case of an
exchange; but here we have a case where a man received these 100,0)00
shares of stock as payment for services.
Mr G;atE(. Yes; but I was going back to the Hlaight case, not the
Kaufman case.
Mr. MANsox. Yes.
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The (NICAIIMAN. I was wondering whether or not the facts in the

Slight case as reported put the bureau on notice to look into other

holders of stock.
Mr. Guic m. It should have, yes, sir; but it was held at that time
that it was a 1916 transaction, as I remember it, and at that time
the Iecordls were (u1 ite incomplete.

Mr. MANHON. Here is thie big point in this Kaufman case, to
niv mind: Kaufman receives 106,000) shares of stock in 1916 in payment of services, which were not reported as income. Later, there
is a memorandum passed in the bureau from one section to another,
calling attention to that fact. We are unable to find that up to
the present time any action has been taken on it.
Senator KINo. Yes; I understand.
Mr. MANSON. Then, in 1920, Kaufman reports a loss upon an ex.
change of 80,000) shares of the same stock. Of course, we are unable to say that those 80,000 shares upon which he was permitted
a deduction of over $400,000 were a part of the 106,000 shares he
received in this deal; but he did receive them in the same year in
which this deal took place. I do maintain that where a man claims
a loss of $400,000 on the disposition of stock, a proper investigation of that loss as a deduction would certainly disclose the fact
that le had received that stock, and had not reported it as income.
Mr. GRE(Oc,.Was the loss allowed, Mr. Manson ?
Mr. MANSON. I think the loss was allowed; yes.
The C(HAIRMAN. While we are on this point, before the committee
makes its report to Congress, will the bureau put in the disposition
of these controverted cases for the record?
Mr. NAsH. Yes, sir. Senator, I have before me now a statement on
the anthracite coal cases that you asked for the other day
Th is is a statement signed by Robert C. Davis, chief, coal valuation section, and it is dated May 25, 1925.
He says:
In reply to your verbal request made on the 23d lustant, the following
information Is submitted.

Then he shows closed cases-1917, 254; 1918, 320; 1919, 299; 1920,

287; 1921, 11 ; 1922, 55; 1923, 21; and 1924, 2; or a total of 1,354
case years.
In process in the division: One 1917 case, one 1918 case, four 1919
caise, one 1920 case, seven 1922 cases, three 1923 cases, and three 1924
cases.
On file in the division and not acted on: Two 1920 cases, two 1921
cases, eight 1922 cases, two 1923 cases, and one 1924 case; a total
of 15.
lie says these cases have come into the section recently; that is, the
ones that have not been acted on.
There have been 491 taxpayers' returns sent to the coal-valuation
section, of which 458 have been acted upon. Thirty-three cases are
now in process.
So. according to this statement, most of the anthracite coal cases
are closed up through 1920.
The CHAIRMAN. Where did we get our information, Mr. Manson?
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Mr. MANMON. We called for, I think, six or seven anthracite coal
<ca.s, and everyone that we called for was one that had not been
acted 'upon, and for that reason they made no report on it
The CHAIUMAN. I see Mr. Thomas is hIre. As stated before, I
would like to get more data for the committee on t he depletion which
has been allowed in the cases of anthracite coal.
Mr. MANSON. Mr. Thomas has nothing to do with ihat.
Senator KINo. That statement of Mr. Nash's would show that.
with respect to the anthracite coal cases, the business is nearly current.

I

Mr. NASH. Up through 1920, at least, it is in very good shape.
The CHAIRMAN. I may have been misinformed by some of our

own staff. They inform me that they had not been able to get the
depletion rates allowed for anthracite coal, so I must have been misinformed by our own staff.
Mr. MANSON. I think there was a general misunderstanding. My
information is that the particular cases that we had called for were
not closed. There is in process of preparation by Mr. Wright a
general report of the anthracite situation which will deal with the
question of depletion, but what I assume the chairman had reference
to are the cases that had been called to our attention and which
we have looked up and found were not closed.
Mr. NAsl. As I understand it, there are less than 500) anthracite
producing companies in the country, and, according to this statement, 458 of them had been closed up to 1920.
The CHAIRMAN. It may be a coincidence that those that we have

asked for were not among the ones which were closed, but it may be
that I have gotten the wrong information. However, we do want
to get before the committee some information on these anthracite
coal cases.
Mr. MANSON. I have just given Mr. Thomas the statement of Mr.
Nash, and I have asked him to telephone to Mr. Wright and get some
information on the subject. I know that Mr. Wright has in process
of preparation a general report on the anthracite cases, and I have
been informed right along that the particular cases that we have
called for have not been closed.
The CuIAIIMAN. Do you wish to present another case now ?
Mr. MANsoN. Yes; I have another matter to present now.
5 desire
to call the comuittet's .attention to a situation under which, under
the method of handling -'tlei;<t one case, a taxpayer who owns plru'-m
tically all of a corporation is permitted to reduce his individual
income by assuming corporate losses.
Before I go into that case, however, 1 would like to deal with the
general situation.
There are many businseses which are conducted in corporate form.
whose activities can be so subdivided that while the business generally is a profitable business, you can find some phase of it vhich is a
losing venture.
Take a hotel business. It is a matter of common knowledge, almost,
that the (lining room of a hotel ordinarily does not pay, but in order
to maintain a hotel and properly provide for guests, it is necessary
to maintain the dining room, even though that, as a separate part of
the business, may be running at a loss. I just cite that as an illustra-

tioin.

I.
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1 might cite other illustrations.
I may be a dealer in i tomobiles. My business generally is profitablei, but I take in old cars. I may make no profit on the old cars.
In other words, I make an allowaalc upon tihem, but when I corne to
add the cost of reconditioning, repainting, and the salesman's commission for selling, I have made an actual loss, but 1 have managed
to sell a new car and make a profit on the new car, which is enough
to more than overcome the loss. If I were to separate my used-car
business, from my new-car business, the used-car business would
show a loss.
I do not mean that that is generally true, but I mention it as a
possibility.
Now, assume that this hotel or this automobile business is incorporated. The owner has a large income. By making a contract
whereby he will receive in possible profits of the used-car end of the
business, or in possible profits of the dining room, he agrees to assume the loss, and lie is thus able to convert a corporate loss into an
individual loss, and if lie is paying a high tax rate, he is able to
convert a loss which would go into his corporate income and offset
a 121/2 per cent rate at a very much higher individual rate.
As an illustration of that weakness in the law, in my opinion, I call
attention to the case of William Randolph Hearst. That is a good
typical case of what I amn trying to bring out here. In my opinion,
if that is a weakness in the law, as it exists, it should be remedied,
because it has a great many ramifications.
The ('nHAIMAN. )o you consider it as a weakness in the law, or do
you think the bureau is compelled to accept such contracts as that ?
Mr. LMAsNON. I ami frank to say that I am in doubt.
'Thefacts in this case are thereThe CHAIRMAN. Just read the case, and then we will decide it after-

wards.
Mr. M.ANsoN. I do not intend to read this whole report.
The CHAItM.AN. Just give use the substance of it.
lMr. MANSON, The subistamce of it is this:
He made a contract with
Mr. Hlearst controls several newslpapler.
these newspapers that if they would aut in a rotogravure section and
would give hint the proceeds of the advertising from the rotogravure
s~iction, he would pay the cost of the rotogravure section.
Tie rotogravure section will carry about so much advertising. If
they put enough advertising in the rotogravure section to make that
section a paying proposition, without so loading it up with advertising that it loses its attractive qualities as one of the features of the
newspaper----

The CHAIMutaN. Newspaper ien tell me that generally that is a,
losing feature of the business.
Mr. MAN;soN. That has been found by the bureau in another department that the rotogravure is always a losing venture.

In other

words, he might just as well have made a contract to pay the cost
of the first page. It would not he quite as--The CHAIRMAN. Disastrous a loss.

Mr. M.ANHso (continuing). Disastrous a loss; but the rotogravure
section is one of the incidents of the newspaper. As long as news.
paperIs will carry that section, which is the section that contains all
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of the attractive pictures in the Sunday papers -as long as newspapers will carry that section, and offer that service to their suh.
scribers and purchasers, other newspapers must carry it. It is one
of the features of a newspaper; it is incidental to it, just exactly as
the front page is.
By charging off the loss incident to this rotograv re section, the
following results inlMr. Hearst's taxes are arrived at:
Under date of April 18, 1923, Revenue Agent Harry Herskowitz
made a report of his investigation of the income of this taxpayer and
recommended the assessment of an additional tax for the year 1918
of $204,615.68, 1919 of $47,964.66, ar., of 1920 of $21,009.55. (Exhibit B.)
Under date of August 15, 1923, the bureau forwarded an A-2 letter
(Exhibit C) to the taxpayer notifying him of a proposed assessment
of $272,978.38, representing additional taxes for the years in question, as follows: 1918, $204,004.17; 1919, $47,964.66, and for 1920,

$21,009.55.

The taxpayer filed a protest against the proposed assessment of the
bureau. As a result of this protest a reaudit of the taxpayer's income
was made and on February 9, 1924, a second A-2 letter was mailed
to the taxpayer notifying him of a proposed assessment on account
of additional taxes of $17,033.19, and $47,964.60 for the years 1918
and 1919 respectively, and an overassessment of $8,026.39 for the
year 1920. (Exhibit D.)
Senator KING. It shows that recoinnendation of the agent of approximately $28,000) was not followed.
Mr. MANSON. If the committee will bear with me for just a minute,
I will try to ascertain how much of that is due to the charging off
of these manifestly corporate losses against his individual income.
The taxpayer set up as a loss, due to this transaction, the sum of
$301,232.95 "or the year 1918. If this loss had been deducted from
the income of the corporation under which they were incurred, their
taxes would iave been reduced approximately $3,000, at the rate
of 12 per cent. However, by allowarg the loss from the individual
return of this taxpayer, a saving of $187,582.49 was made by him,
with a resultant loss to the (Government, by allowing the deduction
to be made from the individual return instead of the corporation
return, of approximately $151,(000 in income tax.
Mr. GREG . May I interrupt you there?
Mr. MANSON.

Yes

Mr. GRE(co. Is it possible that the newspaper companies with
which he had these contracts paid a tax of only 12 per cent in 1918?
Mr. MANsON. That is what the auditor reports.
Mr. GREOG. That seems hard for me to believe, in the highest
excess-profits tax year. Of course, they may have had a large
invested capital.
Mr. MANSON. I have made no personal investigation of it. He
reports that they were not subject to any excess-profits tax but only
to the normal tax based on the 12 per cent rate.
Mr. GREGG. Possibly they had such an enormous invested capital
that they were not subject to the excess-profits tax.
Mr. MANSON. The agent says:

"~

I
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The return of the Star Co., which Its the principal corporation of a group of
over 30 affiliated corporations, of which Mr. William Itualolph Hearst owned
icentof the capital stock, showed a net income for the year 1919 of
100 per
warproflts orv excess-piiofits
$1,171,332. 1. This itwom wts not subject t
taxes but only to a normal tax of 12 per cent.

I offer tihe full report as atn exhl,bit in thiis case.
(Exhibits submitted by Mr. Manson in case of William lianlldlph
asse follows:)

learst, a

Exuiir A
MAY 22, 1925.
In re William Randoliph Hearst. New York, N. .
Under dateo of April 18, 1923, Rtevenue Agent Harry Herskowitz made a
report of his investigation of the income of this taxpayer and recommended
ladditionlal tax for the year 1918 of $204,ti15.68, 1919 of
the assessment of ain
$47,904.60, and of 1920 of $21,009.55. (Exhibit B.)
1923, the bureau forwardted anl A--2 letter (Exhillit
Under date of Augusint
() to the taxpayer notifying him of a proposed astessmitcit of $272,978.3S,
additional taxes for the years iin luetionl as follows:
rt'eresenliti
1918 -..-S .............

..

...

.-.

.

........
..

1920 ----..--....--

-------.........

-----...

.....

.. .

$204, 00 . 17
47, 9lit. 56

21,

t.55

The taxayter tiled it protest against th!e proposed assessimentt of the bureau.
As ia result of this protest a reaudit of the taxpayers income wiH miadei and
on February 9. 1924, a second A-2 letter wals mailed to the taxpayer notifying
him of a proposed assessment on account of additional taxes of $17,033.19, iiand
$47.!I,1.(i6 for the years 1918 and 191l9. respectively, tind ltin overassesisment of
$8.i;241.31) for the year 1920. (Exhibit D.)
ThI bureau suistainld the revenue agent in his finding for additional ita xs
foir the year 1919 and allowed as a deduction from taxpayer's gross iicomeii
for 1920 the inheritance tax paid to the State of (alifornia on tle (.estate of
his mother. of which Ie was the chief beneficiary.
No eriticisi
is made of the action of the bureau on its treatment of tlite
\nlte
iient
1919 alnd 1920 income. The difference between the action of the 'i'reve
midt that of the burtea inl connection with the 1918 income of this taxpayer is
fin iteml of $301,232.95 which the taxpayer claims Ia it deduction andl which the
revenulille agent disallowed. This item was finally allowed by the bureau us a
deduction from taxpayer's gross income anld is subject to criticism by this
comiilttee.
In regard to this item the revenue agent reports as follows:
" M1r. tjiHerst lltde a contract in 1918 with tlie Boston. Chicago, al
N'ew
York mpei'rs to purchase aill materials and defray ill expenses ecessiry in
li of tie plitogr, vure section of the above pubtlhlcaions, liprovilded
tlile 'rodu
\
1~
received ll adver.tistlig receipts of these particular sections.
"'This ftealture 'Vis in its experimental state. It was quite evideit to any
nitml that the advertising recelpts of ,lie phiotogrvure section would not by
to offset the disursements. As a matter of f.cet that isctlon
fair be sullicientt
Here we have a shrewd, successwast it lositn proposition to all newspapers.
ii conitr'ii t
il. far-visioned inewspapr mtlla of vast experience entering ito
i must have known to "b a losing venture. The inference
whith in advance he
is simple. Mr. Hearst had a large income from dividends. The corporations
of which tile Govwere his. Why not experiment with hlisipersonal Ilncomeuto,
crmitent woul get 5et per (entd, and develop his iiewsplper enterprise? At best
ca
aplllital outlay.
ldvlle.,
lits money wais 11l oan, t ii
"It is strange that this contract obtained in a highl-rate year. Why \wasi it
On the theory that tlis venture
not coitinueiid in 1919 and the following year;,
nt 1and profit, but :olely to relieve
was not entered into with t view to investmfl
liuself of tlhe high rate of taxation, the loss lhas been disallowed. Tie contriact would certainly not have been entered into if the 'cororiotioniswere under
Thi fact alone spells out his intention."
control of outsiders.
'T'le taxpayer in his lbrief filed in supIMrt of his protest to the assessment of
proposed to lie assessed by the bureau's A -2 letter of August
itllitional taxes,.
to ail'ove. subil itted in reilatlion to the itltnl in question the
15, 1923,10:r i't'elrr
fllowhig' :
;liU'.ult

' -

,r J
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" The revenue agent disallowed as a deduction in the year 1918, $301,232.95,
which amount represents a loss sustained in connetli n with the financing of
the production of the rotogravure sections in Sunday editions of three news.
papers.
"The facts in connection with this particular undertaking are as follows:
" Early in 1918 the taxpayer conceived the idea of incraclsingi the revenues of
certain newspapers by adding to the Sunday editions a rotogravure section.
The rotogravure section had proved successful and remunerative prior to this
time with other newspapers.
" The managers of Mr. Hearst's newspapers were not in accord with the taxpayer's view because of the difficulty of financing a rotogravure section during
the war years. After much consideration the taxpayer agreed to finance the
venture and to pay all expenses in connection with the publication of a rotogravure section, provided all revenues derived from the advertising placed
with this section of the newspapers were credited and paid to the taxpayer.
Pursuant to this agreement, the rotogravure sections were published in three
newspapers for a period of several months. At the end of the period the
venture was abandoned because it proved a financial loss.
"The taxpayer has annexed hereto the affidavits of Messrs. Julian M.
Gerard, Bradford Merrill, and A. J. Kobler in support of his contention.
"The taxpayer, as a result of this agreement, suffered a loss of $301,232.95
in the year 1918 and deducted it from his net income when the tax return
was filed.
"Article 141, regulations 45, states in part as follows:
"'Losses sustained during the taxable year and not compensated f :r by
insurance, or otherwise, are fully deductible (except by nonresidet a lens)
if (a) incurred in the taxpayer's trade or business, or (b) incurred ij any
transaction entered into for profit, or (c) arising from fires, storms, shipwreck,
or other casualty, or from theft. * * *.
"The taxpayer respectfully submits that this loss of $301,232.05 was incurred
in a transaction entered into for profit, and under the provisions of article 141,
regulations 45. is an allowable deduction from income for the year 1918."
The taxpayer claims this loss should be allowed as a deduction from his
individual gross income under the authority of article 141. regulations 45, for
the reason that it was a transaction entered into for profit. The facts speak
for themselves. The return of the Star Co.. which is the principal corporation
of a group of over 30 ailiated corporations, of which William R. Hearst
owned 100 per cent of the capital stock, showed a net income for the year
1919 of $1,171,332.14. This income was not subject to war profits or excess
profits taxes, but only to a normal tax of 12 per cent. If the taxpayer had
actually felt that a profit could have been made by publishing this new section
of his Sunday papers, he would naturally have arranged for the financing of
the section by the corporations interested therein. However, if a profit had
been derived from the advertising in these sections, the taxpayer would have
had to pay a tax at the rate e' approximately 60 per cent on such income if it
were included in his individual return instead of approximately 12 per cent if
taxed to the corporations.
Affidavit of Bradford Merrill, vice president of the Star Co. in 1918, which
is attached to the brief, states that Mr. Hearst discussed with him his proposal to include rotogravure sections in the Sunday editions of the New York,
Chicago, and Boston papers; that he strongly opposed this proposal in several
conferences with Mr. Hearst on the account that the section could not be made
profitable in view of its cost in their very large Sunday circulation.
It is apparent that Mr. Hearst must have known that this venture was a
losing one and that by assuming the loss personally rather than allowing the
corporations involved to deduct the loss, he would save a considerable amount
in his income tax. If this loss had been deducted from the income of the
corporations under which they were incurred, their taxes would have been
reduced approximately $36,000 (at the rate of 12 per cent). However, by
allowing the loss from the individual return of this taxpayer a saving of
$187,582.49 was made by him, with a resultant loss to the Government, by
allowing the deduction to be made from the individual return instead of the
corporation return, of approximately $151,000 in income taxes.
GOo. G. Box, Chief Auditor.
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EXHIBIT " B "
.TREASUIY DEPARTMENT,
matVICE,
INTERNAL REVENUE

New York, N. Y.
In re William Randolph Hearst. 238 William Street, New York, N. Y. Examining officer, Harry ;L~:*kowtt; examination commenced, Marrh, 1922
completed, April 18, 1923; time spent, 32 days (intermittent).
SUPERVISINo INTERNAlI

REVENUE AGENT,

New York, N. Y.
An examination of the returns of the above taxpayer for the years 1917,
1918, 1919, and 1920 disclosed the following:
Additional tax
None.
1917.-------------------- -----------------------------$204, 615.68
-------------------------.
-.--...--.1918 -.--47, 964.66
-------------------..
1919 --------------------21,009.55
1920--------------------------------------------------Total -...---..--.------..-----------.............--------------.------Authority for examination: 1917 photostat.

273,589.89

COMMENTS

Taxpayer is publisher of various newspapers throughout the country. His
sources of income consist of salaries drawn from such corporations, dividends,
etc. It is to be noted that no records are kept by Mr. Hearst in spite of the
various ramifications of his interests.
All information for this report was practically extracted from the taxpayer's attorney-piecemeal. The examination was protracted ov(r a long
period because the information necessary for the verification had to be elicited
by oral Interrogations and supplemented by original vouchers which were
obtained from various parts of the country, from San Francisco to New England, all dependent upon the location of the taxpayer's newspapers.
REASONS FOR ADDITIONAL

TAXES

1017
Rents, $18,000. This was received from the Los Angeles Examiner. Mr.
Hearst owns this newspaper and it is significant that he pays interest on the
mortgage amounting to $50,000, plus the taxes for the smi: rental of $18,000.
A comparison of the returns for 1917, 1918. 1919, and 1: ,- reveals that the
personal income tax returns of the taxpayer is intimately connected with
his corporate newspaper holdings. In one year he would( draw salaries: in
another dividends. It would therefore, be feasible to co,..der his personal
return in conjunction with his corporation returns.
1918
Additional taxes due to elimination of interest deduction of $37,500 and
loss of $301,232.95. Why $50,000 was deducted as interest paid upon the
Hill Street property, Los Angeles, when only $12,500 was actually disbursed.
is inexplicable.
So far as the loss of $301,232.95 is concerned, this should not he allowed.
Mr. Hearst made a contract in 1918 with the Boston, Chicago, and New York
papers to purchase all materials and defray all expenses necessary in the
production of the photogravure section of the above publications provide'l
he received all advertising receipts of these particular sections. This feature
was in its experimental state. It was quite evident to any man that the
advertising receipts of the photogravure section would not' by far be sufficient
to offset the disbursements. As a matter of fact, that section was a losing
proposition to all newspapers. Here we have a shrewd, successful, far-visioned
newspaper man of vast experience entering into a contract which in advance
he must have known to be a losing venture. The Inference is simple. Mr.
Hearst had a large income from dividends. The corporations were his. Why
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not experiment with his personal income of which the Government would get
56 per cent and develop his newspaper enterprises? At best, this money was
a loan, an advance, a capital outlay. * It is strange that this contract obtained
In a high rate year. Why was it not continued in 1019 and the following
years? On the theory that this venture was not entered into with a view of
Investment and profit but solely to relieve himself of the hipl) rate of taxation,
the loss has been disallowed. The contract woula iwtainly nt have been
entered into if the corporations were under control of outsiders This fact
alone spells out his intention.
It is also to be noted that in 1918 be received no interest on the Atlanta,
Georgia, bonds, because, he alleges, none was paid that year.
1910
Income: It is to be noted that this year no income is reported for salaries
or interest on bonds, but in lieu thereof the taxpayer shows Interest on notes.
Mrs. Phoebe Hearst in 1919 loaned more than $1,000,000 to the New York
Amerlean. She took interest-bearing notes and assignedthem to her son,
William R. Hearst, for apparently no consideration. Mr. Hearst collected
the interest which he reported on his personal return. In 1919, the same
year, Mrs. Phoebe Hearst died. Mr. Hearst in 1920 canceled these notes. The
attention of the estate tax division is invited to this gift, exceeding a million,
just prior to death of donor. The transfer might be of a voidable nature for
inheritance tax purposes.
Interest allowed except the $50,000 originally deducted as payment of
interest on Los Angeles property which on verification was found not to have
been paid.
Loss $32,473.33 disallowed. Mr. Hearst in 1909 ran for Congress. He was
elected. To celebrate this event he made a celebration at Madison Square
Garden, where crowds and fireworks joined. Some of the works exploded to
the injury of several individuals. These sued Mr. Hearst for damages for
personal injuries sustained as a result of his negligence. They won in the
lower courts. Appeals were taken until finally in 1919 the judgments were
paid. The taxpayer deducts this in 1919 because he paid them then. Disallowed as being a judgment for personal injuries not incurred in scope of
business.
1920
Income correctly reported.
No salaries again were drawn. Notes made by New York American seem to
have been canceled by Mr. Hearst.
DEDUCTIONS

Interest again reduced by $50,000, same as in 1919.
Losses were properly taken by taxpayer.
CONCLUSION

While certain deductions were made and not paid. no recommendation as to
deliberate understatements is made because the affairs of the taxpayer are so
closely related with those of his corporations that the returns of the two should
be considered simultaneously before any inference is drawn. One thing is
certain, that there was juggling and manipulations between corporation and
taxpayer each year with a view of lightening tax burdens.
Schedules: I to 7-A.
Transcripts 1915, 1916, 1917, and 1918.
HARRY IHERSKOWITZ,
Internal Revenue Agent.
EXnHIT C
AUCUST 15, 1923.
Mr. WILLIAM RANDOIPH HEARST,

238 William Street, New York, N. 1.

Sin: An examination of your income-tax returns and of your books of account and records for the years 1917 to 1920 discloses an additional tax
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liability for the years 1918 to 1920, aggregating $272,978.38 and overausessamounting to $---

Inents for the years ---

-

as shown in detail in the

attached statement,
In accordance with the provisions of section 250(d) of the revenue act of
1921, you are granted 30 days within which to file an appeal and show 4ause
or reason why this tax or deficiency should not be paid. No particular form
of appeal is required, but if tiled it must set forth specifically the exceptions
ulpo which it is taken; shall be under oath; contain a statement that it is
not for the purpose of delay: and the facts and evidence u)on wlich you rely
must be fully stated. T'h'e aplelal, if filed, must be addressed to the ConlmisRevenue, Washington, D. C., for the spei''lfic attention of
tioner of Intern
IG:SA:Aj-IIMS 281, and will be referred to the Income Tax Unit before
transmittal to lheagency designated for the hearing of such appeals.
You may, if you desire, request a conference before the Income Tax Unit
in connection with the appeal, to be held within the period prior to the expiration of five days after the time prescribed for the filing of the appeal.
If the Income Tax Unit is unable to concede the points raised in your appeal,
it will be transmitted, together with the recommendation of the Income Tax
Unit, to such agency as the commissioner may designate for final consideration.
Where a taxpayer has been given an opportunity to appeal and has not
(lone so, as set forth above, and an assessment has been made, or where a
taxpayer has appealed a antan assessment in accordance with the final decision on such appeal has been made, no claim in abatement of the assessment
will be entertained.
This assessment is in addition to all other outstanding and unpaid assessments appearing upon the collectors' lists.
Payment should not be made until a bill is received from the Collecror of
Internal Revenue for your district, and remittance should then be made to
him.
Respectfully,
J .G. BRIGHT,
Deputy Comnmissioncr.
statemfent
1917
None.

Additional tax --------------------------------------1918
Additional tax..-------.-. -

----------..----.--.---.--

$204, 004.17
78, S90. 75

--------------Net income as originally reported -------Plus:
Deduction for interest on Los Angeles property disallowed-...
Loss as result of advertising contracts disallowed ----------.
Net income as corrected -----------

37, 50. 00
301, 232. 95

-----------------

COMPUTATION

OF

417, 023. 70

TAX

Net income....---------------------.--------.
$417, 623. 70
Less:
Dividend -----------------------$351, 030. 00
3, 000. 00

Exemption---------....----.

---

Income subject to normal tax--------...
Income taxable at 6 per cent-...---..-

354, 030.00

---------..--...--..

Income taxable at 12 per cent ------------------Surtax on $417,623.70 ..------------.------..Tax previously asessed---..-..

--------.

- .-

Additional tax assessable-------....-------........

03, 593. 70
4,000. 00

240.00

, 593.70

7, 151.24
211, 12. 93

-----------

-..--

219, rt04. 17
15, 000. 00
204, 04. 17
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. . ..
..
. . ...-...
Additional tax .-. . . ....-..
..--..
..Net income as originally reported -----.... .-Plus :
Interest deduction for Los Angeles property disallowed- ..
Loss on account of litigation disallowed as considered as a
....
....
..
....
personal expenses .... ... ..

50,000.00
2, 3473. 33

.

corrected ----..-----------.

Net ilnImce
lll

$47,064.66
94, 360.30

178,

833. 03

C'OMPUTATION OF TAX

.
Net ituoncme-.-.-----.-.

---- .--.........

---.

..

$17,
7...

3:

33.

Ljess :
$85, 046. (o

Dividends ...-

Exemption --.. _...

_ _.
------.-.-

3, 000. 00
8-8,(4(. 00

Income subject to normal tax ...
Income taxable at 4 per cnt....

----..-------

88,787. 63
...-----------....
4, 000. 00

160.00

84,787.63
-- .... ----

6,783.01
64,530.83

Income taxable at 8 per cent------.---------Surtax on $176,833.63 .-- ----------------------

Total tax assessable------------------------------.-----------.
Tax previously assessed-------------------Additional tax assessable----------------------------

71,479.84
23,515.18
47, 964.66

1920
------------------------------Additional tax------------Net income as originally reported --------------Plus interest deduction for Los Angeles property, disallowed ----.

111,780.65

------------------

...

Net income as corrected

21,009.55
61,780.65
50,000.00

COMPUTATION OF TAX

111, 780. 65

Net income --------------------------------Less:
.-----.----Dividends- --------------------------Exemliton ----lucome subject to normal tax --------------------------.
----------Surtax on $111,780.65-------Total tax assessable----------------Tax previously assessed _-----Additional tax assessable

-

$114, 084.00
3, 00. 00
S 117,084.00
None.
29,635. 94
-29,635.94
8,626.39

-----------------.-------------------------------

--------

SUMMARY

1917 -------1918 ..---.----

1919 ------1920----..---.--

21,009. 55
Additional tax
one.

--------------------.--.------------.---------------------------------------------------------

$204,004.17

47,964.66
21,009.55
------

Additional tax assessable ----------------

- 272,978.38
J. G. BRIGHT.

H. M. S.
7/31/23

B. F. C.
8/1/23

J. W.. .
8/2/23

. W. C.
8/4/23

S. A.
8/6/23
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EXHIBIT 1)

FaBUARY 9, 1924.
r RANDOIrI
Mr. W'vLIA

IIANalT,

t3HWilliam street, New York, X. Y.
SaI: A rcaudit of your income-tax returns, F'orms 10410, for the years 1018.
with additional evidence submitted in your brief
nn etin
1910, and 1920. in
and theevidence submitted by your attorneys in a letter dated January 2,
1924, discloses additional tax liabilities of $17,033.1 and $47,41 .06 for the years
1918 anid 191, respectively, and an overasseisment of $ S,26W39 for the year
1920 instead of an additional tax liability, aggregating $273,589.89 for the years
1918, 1919, and 1920, of which you were notified in office letter dated August
15. 1923.
Additional information was furnished in your brief showing that a net
los of $301,232.15 constituted a proper deduction for the year 1918, in accordance with article 141 of regulation 45, in which provision is made for losses
incurred in transact lons entered into for profit.
The net loss of $32,473.33
fclahed on your 11)19 return for an amount explained as " Payment of j.ud nent on liability incurred as result of accident"
has been considered. You are advised in this connection that this office holds
that the loss does not constitute an allowance deduction since it cannot he
construed to fall within the classes of losses for which provision is made in
section 214(a) 6 of.the Revenue Act of 1918.
Additional evidence has also been received by this office substantiating the
deduction of $500.000 for State inheritance taxes paid to the State of California during the year 1920. Your return for the year 1920 accordingly reflects a nontaxable status.
Since your contentions have been fully allowed for the year 1918, the additional tax of $17,033.19 for that year will be assessed immediately.
You are advised, however, that you will be given 30 days to present, further
evidence in the event that you disagree with the disallowance of the loss of
$32,473.33 upon your 1919 return.
The overassessment shown herein will be made the subject of a certificate of
overassessmeut which will reach you In due course through the office of the collector of internal revenue for your district. If the tax in question has not been
paid, the amount will be abated by the collector. If the tax has been paid, the
amount o! overpayment will first be credited against unpaid income tax for another year or years and the balance, if any, will be refunded to you by check
of the Treasury Department. It will be thus seen that the overassessment does
not indicate the amount which will be credited or refunded since a portion
may be an assessment whlch has been entered but not paid.
Respectfully,
J. G. BRIGHT,
Deputy Commisioner.

The CHAIRMAN. The part that appeals to me is that, no matter
whether there was an excess-profits tax or any other tax, the taxpayer, before he made his return, had an opportunity to destroy
the contract, and put his return in whatever group paid the least
tax. . In other words, after having made the contract if, at the end
of the year, it was found that he would save taxes personally, he
could produce the contract. If he found that it was going to cost
him more to put it into his personal account than in the corporation
account, he could simply destroy the contract and put it in the
corporate tax rather than in the personal tax.
Mr. MANSON. If there were any other holders of a substantial
interest in these newspapers, you would have had an entirely different question. We will say that the minority stockholders should
agree to do something that would build up the newspaper, but where
there was only one person, and one person only, interested, it is
manifestly a bald-faced attempt to get out of paying a personal
income tax.
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Mr. GREGG. I should like to say something on the chairman's
question as to whether this was a defect in the law or in the adminiistration. Not passing on this specific case at all, I think the general
trouble is a defect in the law, and one which the department can not
remedy.
I will give you an example, a case which I had up just the other
day.
A taxpayer owned all of the stock of one corporation and a
majority of stock of the second corporation. We will' call the first
corporation A, and the second one B. The first one was losing
money-this was in 1918-losing heavily. He was trying to build
it up to the point-it was not a hobby or anything of that sort-he
was trying to build it up to a point where it would become a moneymaking proposition, but at that time it was losing money. Tlhe second corporation was making a large profit and paying large dividends. So he made an absolutely bona fide transfer of stock from
Corporation B to Corporation A. It was not a transaction that
could be set aside. It was a legal transfer of the stock, with the
result that dividends paid on the stock of Corporation B, when in
the hands of Corporation A, would be used as an offset against the
income of Corporation A.
Senator JONEs of New Mexico. Against the loss of Corporation A ?
Mr. GREGo. Yes, sir; and it effected a reduction in the tax. I
think unquestionably he went through the transaction with the tax
in mind. We could not possibly prove that, but I was convinced
that that was so. At the same time, we had to hold that we could not
ignore this legal transaction.
The CHAIRMAN. You would not call this Hearst case analogous
to that, where one was a personal matter, and the other wasMr. GREGG. No, sir; it is not the same case, by any means: but
it is in general, the same proposition.
I have seen other cases; I know of other cases where taxpayers had
a corporation which was losing money and where the securities that
were owned were paying dividends or interest. To be able to offset
the loss of his losing corporation against some incoine, the taxpayer
would transfer the securities of the corporation, and wherever it is
a bona fide, absolute transfer, I do not think we can go behind it.
The CHAIRMAN. That may be true, but here was a case where there
was simply a contract, which may be destroyed or held until the outcome was determined after the year was over.
Mr. GREGG. That is true, as a practical matter, Mr. Chairman, but
the fact remains that it was an enforceable contract; at least, I
assume it was.
Mr. MANSON. The Supreme Court has gone so far in holding that
a separate entity corporation murst be recognized in contracts with
the stockholdersMr. GREGG. Yes.
Mr. MANSON (continuing). That I have been unable to satisfy my
mind that that contract should not have been recognized. In other
words, I can not say that my mind is free from doubt. What I may
have done if I had been in a position of authority at the bureau I
do not know, but I do know that I am satisfied that the whole proceeding was for the purpose of escaping taxation.
-
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Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. Let me make an observation here.
In the case mentioned by Mr. Gregg, it strikes me that that is
not a t ansactior that can be properly criticized, because, after all,
the question of income taxes is upposed to be b ased upon the real
ability of the taxpayer to pay; but in the cise suggested by Mr. Manson, the Hearst case, I think the difficulty there arises from the very
unequal way in which taxes are levied on individual incomes and
corporate ircomes.
Mr. G(Xia(;. That is absolutely the basis of that case.
Senator JONU: of New Mexico. Yes.
Mr. M.AKsON. 1can see where that can be carried into any number
of instances. In other words, that principle can have a very wide
application, if the taxpayer sees fit generally to avail himself of it,
because there are very few corporate businesses in which you can not
segregate some branch of that business to show that it has a loss,
even though the business generally may be a highly profitable
business.
Mr. GtiEu. So long as the taxes between corporations and individuals are different, it is profitable to show the loss against the
income which is subject to the higher tax.
Mr. MANsON. Yes.

Senator Kxo. Mr. Gregg, do you think the law contemplated that
corporations, regardless of the ownership of the stock, might unite
for the purpose of escaping taxation ?
Mr. GRIIE.
Congress specifically so provided in the consolidated
returns section.
Senator KrIN. Was it in contemplation that those unions, those
consolidations, should take place for the purpose of escaping taxation?
Mr. GREGO. It is not a question of escaping it, Senator. It is a
question of legally reducing it.
Take two corporations: Assume Corporation A owns all of the
stock of Corporation B. One of them may be making money and
one of them losing money. It seems perfectly fair that the one that
is making money and the one that is losing money should be combined, and that only the net income, looking at the two of them together, should be subject to taxation.
The CHAIRMAN. You mean on the theory that the same ownership
is involved?
Mr. GREOG. Yes, sir.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. I think you will find other instances
that are at least analogous to that mentioned by Mr. Manson, which

operate in just the other direction. You may have a small corporation, doing a small amount of business, and a transaction might be

had with the stockholders whereby the stockholders would derive
the profit of the corporation, and not pay at the rate of 12 per cent.
Mr. MANSON. That has been done frequently, in this way: A
stockholder makes a contract with a corporation to receive as his
compensation a certain percentage, we will say, of the gross receipts
of the corporation, which is high enough to wipe out any profit of
that corporation. I have a case on my desk where a deal of that

sort was made.
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Senator JoN s of New Mexico. What is there to prevent such a
corporation from agreeing to pay all of its income to its stockholders?
Mr. MANsON. I believe that if a corporation made a contract to
pay its net income to an officer as his compensation, the bureau, of
course, under its authority to determine the reasonableness of compensation, could go behind that transaction, and I take it that they
would do so; but where a contract is made to pay 4 or 5 or 10
per cent of the gross receipts-of the gross sales- to an officer as
his compensation, even though that absorbs all the net income, as
an administrative proposition it is very difficult for the bureau to
show that that is not a legitimate transaction. It might result in
an enormous income one year, but inasmuch as that stockholder is
taking his chance, or that officer is taking his chance, of receiving
no income, we will say, the following year, it makes it a difficult
matter to overcome from an administrative standpoint, in my judgment.
Senator KINr.
Do you not think, Mr. Manson, that contracts of
that character are so unusual that prima facie they are fraudulent?
It seems to me a contract of that kind-should not be encouraged.
Mr. GREvo. They are not unusual, Senator.
Mr. MANSON. They are not unusual.
Mr. GREGG. They are not unusual.
Mr. MANSON. For instance, I have in mind this sort of a case:
The principal stockholder in this corporation, by the way, does not
own what would be technically a controlling interest in the corporation. The stock of the corporation is very widely distributed.
The principal stockholder owns enough stock, so that for any office,
he is able, through proxies, to control the corporation. lie has an
agreement with them whereby he personally guarantees that corporation against loss, and, on the other hand, receives a salary
based upon a percentage.
The CHAIRMAN. A percentage of the sales or a percentage of the
profits?
Mr. MANsoN. It is a percentage of gross income.
The business bf the corporation is lending money, and the wcifare
of the corporation is absolutely dependent upon his discretion and
the discretion of those working under him. That is virtually a contract of insurance. That is what it amounts to-the insuring of the
stockholders against loss. They, in turn, receive a simpler contract
of a guaranteed profit. He, by the way, is financially responsible.
Senator KINo. He does not guarantee them a profit; he merely
guarantees them against loss.
Mr. MANSON. He guarantees them against loss.
Senator KING. Yes.

Mr. MANSON. But the contract is, in substance, a contract of insurance. That is what it amounts to.
I believe the law ought to be amended so as to throw the burden
of proof upon the stockholder in the case of such a contract to show
that that contract is reasonable, instead of throwing the burden of
proof upon the bureau to show that it is unreasonable.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Why would not an adjustment of
the ratio of taxation between corporations and individuals meet
that situation ?
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Mr. MANsoN. It will not only meet that but it will meet many
.
other situations in connection with income tax.
Mr. Ginkxn. Of course, that is one of the most difficult problems
that we have had. It was particularly acute during the excess-profits
tax years, when, in the case of corporation; paying salaries to their
stock(hojld(r' who Were o)ticers, they naturally wanted to pay as large

salaries as they could, because it relieved thlnr of excess-profits tax

on that amount. The l)breaul had authority to go back of the return
of the corporation and determine for itself whether that salary was
reasonable. It was an impossible task for us to perform, but we

did it as well as we could. It was never a particularly satisfactory
situation.
The CAIRMANx. To get back to the Hearst case again, I would like
to ask Mr. Gregg if any effort has been made to get Congress to pass
a statute which would prevent that sort of procedure.
Mr. GREGO. No, sir; not that I know of.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you think it would be a wise thing to enact a
statute to prevent that procedure?
Mr. GREGG. The question of how far you are justified in going to
stop individual cases of tax avoidance is a very difficult one. In
1924 we had gone fiuther than we had ever gone before, particularly
on reorganizations. You have all of the situations that you can
think of. You have five or six lawyers working on it, possibly, and
you think of every situation that is possible to arise, and you put
in the statute provisions to meet those situations. Immediately you
have all of the lawyers of the country looking for the ones that you
missed, and they do find some. That has been our experience all
along. I am not at all sure that it is possible to stop it; I feel
reasonably certain that it is not possible to stop all of them; but I
think, where there is any method of avoidance which is being generally used, a provision should be placed in the statute to take care
of it. I say, if it is being generally used. I do not think, if it is used
in a few isolated cases, it would warrant a statutory .provision.
Mr. MANSON. I do not know how far this method of converting
corporate into personal losses is followed. I can see the possibilities
in it, because, as I say, I know of few corporate businesses in which
you could not segregate some feature of the business which carries a

loss, and which always carries a loss. It is always a losing part of
the business.
Mr. GREGG. Of course, however, anything that is done to remove
the disparity between the tax of a corporation and the tax of an
individual will decrease the desire to make such contracts.
Mr. MANSON. Well. you might say that that would be controlling
an evil from a constitutional instead of from a symptomatic standpoint. You would be removing the source of the trouble.
The CHAIRMAN. Have you any more cases, Mr. Manson?
Mr. MANSON. Yes; I have another matter that I would like to call
to the attention of the committee.
This is the matter of the tax of W. G. Skelly of Tulsa, Okla.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Is he the Skelly of the Skelly Oil
Co. ?
Mr. MANsox. The Skelly Oil Co.
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This is not a closed case, but I call it to the (counitteo's attention

for the reason that it bears out what I said a day or two ago, which
might have looked like a rather general and rash statement upon my

part, to the effect that, so far as the oil and gas section of the engiIe ring division is concerned,

the taxpayer gets away with about

what lhe asks for.
Itnsmuch as one off ti members of tihe rotimittee is illout to
leave. I will state very briefly the high points in this case. although
I chcem it important to get the history of this case before the ('connmittee. However. I will preface that with this statement:

Skelly organized the Skelly Oil (Co.. and turned into the Skelly
Oil Co. various oil properties, and received in return therefor the
stock. lHe made a large profit on the transaction, which was taxable.

When he discovered that that profit was taxable, and for the
acknowleth idgpurpose--not the inferred purpl'ose, but for the ac-

knowledged pllurpose-of escaping that tax. he then organized another

corporation, and sold the stock of the Skclly Oil Co. to the new
corporation at a sufficient loss, so that when the loss was offset

against the profit that he had made on the other transaction, there
was no profit left to tax.
Senator KING. Was that such a fraud as should have been rebuked, or prevented at least, so far as the tax was concerned, by the

department ?
Mr. MANsON. Steps were taken in that direction. The solicitor,
Mr. Mapes, held that there was a fraud, and fraud penalties were

imposed. Later on it was held that there was no fraud, but that the
stock of the second corporation should be considered to have the
value of the stock which was turned over to it, so that the paper
loss disappeared. Then the solicitor, after holding that, in which
holding I concur, took the position that this stock should be referred
to the oil and gas section for valuation, to determine what its value
was.

Skelly desired to place his stock on the market. He made a contract with a broker, under which contract the broker agreed to
market some hundred and forty-odd thousand shares. Skelly retaining, I think, about four hundred or four hundred and fifty thousand
shares. Skelly agreed with the broker that lie would not sell on the
market the stock that he retained.
The purpose of that contract was to permit the broker to dispose
of the 145.000 shares and establish a market for the stock without
the competition of the stock that Skelly still held.
It was the same situation as, for instance, if I owned 600 acres of
land in the Northwest here. 1 want to put it on the market, and I

make a deal with a real-estate man. The real-estate man says to me:

I will give you $2,000 an acre for 150 acres of your land, but I want a
chance to dispose of the 150 acres that I buy, without competition, and therefore I want you to agree not to sell your remaining 450 acres until the expirasell this off.
cnce
e me to
a cane
tion of two years, to

When this stock came back to the oil and gas section for the purpose of determining the value it was shown that the same stock on
tihe market was bringing at least $10, and I think as high as $14.
The oil and gas section held that, notwithstanding the fact that that
stock had never been sold for less than $10 a share, it had no value,
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for the reason that there was no market, because e this man hatd bound
himself not to sell it until 1920.
In other words, here, because this man had entered into a contract
with his broker whereby lie had voluntarily agreed not to dispose
(of a part of his stock, they held that that stock has no value whatever, because he would not sell it. They ignored the fact of the
restriction upon the right to sell as against this broker in no way
interfered with the power it) sell. He couldhell every share of that
stock. Ile would be answerable to his broker for any damages that
the broker might sustain by reason of the breach of contract, but he
still could sell it. They ignored the fact that a market consists of
people who are willing to buy.
Senator KING. If I have a million dollars worth of gold locked
up in the safe and 1 agree to hold it for a couple of years, it has
no value!
Mr. MANSON. Exactly.
Senator KING. Well, of course, that is so silly it does not need

any comment.
Mr. MANSON. I offe 1ithe report in this case.
(Exhibits submitted by Mr. Manson in case of W. G. Skelly, are
as follows:)
iEXSilBIT A

MAY 21, 1925.

In re W. G. Skelly, Tulsa, Okla.
The above-named taxpayer is an oil operator and deals in leases and oil
properties.
For the year 1019 he filed an income tax return and paid a tax of $160.441.83.
After an examination of the taxpayer's income for 1919, Revenue Inspector
Harry L. Erb, in a report dated December 31, 1921, disclosed a tralnsHtimn
which the taxpayer failed to report in his return as follows:
The taxpayer and others organized a corporation named the Skelly Oil
Co. on October 1, 1919. The taxpayer transferred property costing, according
to the revenue agent, $1,167.238.98 to the corporation in exchange for 481,187
shares of stock, which at the time. was selling at about $10 per share, making
a value of approximately $4,311,870, plus the proceeds from the sale of
141,316 shares, whose value was $1,413,630, thus realizing a profit of $4,558,261.02. Other property costing $15,725.41 was sold for 60,000 shares of RangerGulf stock (owned by Skelly Oil Co.). This stock had a market value of
$11 per share, making the market value of the stock received by the taxpayer
$660,000, which represented a profit of $644,274.59. (See Exhibit B.)
On December 31, 1919, taxpayer with the aid of friends in New York,
organized the Midland Securities Co., and on the same day transferred to
this company 467,937 shares of Skelly Oil Co. stock and 34,800 shares ot
Ranger-Gulf Co. stock for $700,000. taking a loss of $5,026,170. On the same
day the taxpayer bought the entire stock of the Midland Securities Co. for
$750,000. Both payments were made by check, Mr. Skelly giving his check
to the company drawn on an Oklahoma bank for $50,000, and a cheek on a
New York bank for $700,000, the company giving a check to Skelly for $700,000 on the same bank, arranging so that the checks would cancel each other,
neither drawer having an account at this bank. Mr. Skelly was under contract
with his promoter of the Skelly Oil Co., not to sell all his Skelly Oil Cc.
stock, but to hold 467,937 shares until July 1, 1920, for the reason that it would
adversely affect the marketing of the stock. It was this stock which was
transferred to the Midland Securities Co.
The foregoing facts seem to be agreed upon by all parties. See taxpayer's
brief (Exhibit C), solicitor's memorandum of October 7, 1922 (Exhibit D),
and solicitor's memorandum of October 18, 1923 (Exhibit E).
It is admitted that taxpayer entered into the transaction with the Midland
Co. for the purpose of establishing a loss for income-tax purposes. (Exhibit C.)
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Under date of October 7, 1922, Solicitor Carl A. Mapes advised Deputy Conimissioner Baton that the taxpayer should be assessed on the basis of the profit
from the Skelly Oil Co. transaction, and that the Midland Securitles Co.
transaction should be ignored in the computation of the 1919 taxes, stating
that the sale by taxpayer to the Midland Securities Co. and the purchase of said
company's stock was a subterfuge for the purpose of evading income-tax lia.
ability and may be ignored in computing taxpayer's tax liability for 19191; that
the assertion
taxpayer filed a fraudlmnt tax return for 1919, and recommendedi
of fraud penalty for that year.
After a hearing at which the taxpayer contended that the twa transactions
with the Skelly Oil Co. and the Midland Stecurities Co. should stand, Solicitor
Hartson, under date of October 18, 1823, wrote Deputy Commissioner Bright
a memorandum in which he expressed the opinion that the transaction with the
Midland Securities Co. was not a sale but a transfer of stock for stock; and
that the stock received had a value equal to the value of the stock transferred,
on the date of such transfer. He advised that the oil and gas valuation section
determined such value as at December 31, 1919. (Exhibit E.)
On June 25, 1924, the oil and gas valuation section of the engineering division made a report (Exhibit F) in which it stated in part:
"This section has been asked to compute the profit, i any, arising from (1)
the transfer of the properties by Skelly for stock in the Skelly Oil Corporation,
and (2) also the profit or loss, if any, arising from the transfer by the taxpayer of the stock of Skelly Oil Corporation and the Ranger-Gulf Corporation
for stock of the Midland Securities Co.
"As to the first transaction, which was completed October 2, 1919, a profit
arose to Mr. Skelly as to the stock which was free from restrictions as to sale
and disposal and which actually was sold by him. The profit is determined as
follows (computation of $951,601.75 profit on the 141,313 shares sold for cash):
"As to the stock, which by the terms of the agreement dated September 30,
1919, an inhibition as to the sale or disposal was made, neither profit or loss
could arise, as only under certain conditions could the stock be sold. These
conditions never arising, 'the existence of a public cf possible buyers at a fair
price' being denied by the very terms of the agreement, and a situation created
wherein there could be neither a willing buyer nor a willing seller, no value
can be determined by this section. In other words, this section has no means
of determining the fair market value of a property or stock when there was
no market for it. Nor could the stock in any way be considered the equivalent
of cash, because there was no way to convert it into cash. Hence it follows
thlt there could be neither profit or loss. The profit or loss must be determined
at such subsequent time as Mr. Skelly disposes of this stock, the cost thereof
having been ascertained as set out above.
"For the same reasons the same conclusions must of necessity be reached
as to any profit or loss arising because of the transfer to the Midland Securities
Co., the stock which was transferred being the identical stock to which the
inhibition applied."
The foregoing reason is unsound because of the general principle that a contract hy an owner not to alienate property has no bearing upon the value,
Such value is determinable by sales of like property, and such data was before
the oil and gas valuation section In the form of sales prices of shares of the
same issue. The contract did not impair the value of the stock, as it was
made for the purpose of keeping up the market value. Assuming that the unit
is correct in stating the contract not to alienate kept this stock from having a
market value because "the existence of a public of possible buyers at a fair
price being denied by the very terms of the agreement," this contract was
restrictive until July 1, 1920, therefore, if such contract affected the value of
the stock, then the stock was worth when received what it could be sold for
on October 1, 1919, less discount at the legal rate, from the time it was received
until the time it could be sold. This data must have been procurable on March
3, 1924. the date of the engineer's recommendation-that is to say, even if the
contract prevented fixation of value at the date of acquisition, yet that value
can now be fixed by reference to market for this stock as of July 1, 1920.
The unit assigns the same reason for failure to find the value of the stock
transferred to the Midland Securities Co. It is stated that it could not lie
valued at the time of the transfer because the transfer was inhibited. The
inhibition did not prevent transfer but only prevented valuation. Such a ruling
is absurd.
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Thus the unit fixed a value upon 141,313 shares actually disposed of by
taxpayer and refused to fix the value of 407,937 shares of the same issue also
disposed of by the taxpayer.
It would seem that in view of the fact that only a part of the understatement by the taxpayer of his income was subsequently explained, as shown by
solicitor's memorandum of October 18, 1923 Exhibit E), the solicitor's memoranluim of October 7, 1922 (Exhlbit i), to the effect, that the assertion of fraud
was recommended, should prevail. This additional anssesstent
penalty for 1911)
has been 2made tiupon the taxpayer for the year 1911).
An A- letter malledi March 7, 1925, proposed an additional assessment of
$559,801.82 for the year 1919 in accordance with the iunt', cenclusions discussed
above. It has been proet.4ted by tht taxpayer and is still unsettled.
In the case of Miller, C'ollector, v.Gearin (250 I),8.. 667), the defendant
leased i lot loi 11ht7 toia corporatl(io for 23 years, with atn agreement that the
latter was to erect
buIilding on, the land, which it did In 11M)7 lt a cost of
$140,0H). In 11916 the corporation defaulted in the rent and the defendant
acquired possession of the property. The Government treated the then value
of the building as income to the defendant for 1911( and rreuired her to pay the
tax thereon. It was' held by twhe Supreme Court that the lessor acquired nothing in 1916 save tie possession of what was 'jer. The possession so acquired
was not income, and in assuming that the building wai income derived front
the use of the property It was clear that the time when it was derived was the
time when the Ibuilding was added to the real estate and enhanced its value.
At the time it represented a prepayment to the lessor of a portion of the
rental distributable over a period of 23 years.;
In the last above-mentined case the taxpayer derived income when the
building was completed, notwithstanding the fact that sihe did not realize on
the improvements to her property until the year 1916, or nine years later.
Under this principle it I4 clear that W. 0. Skelly, the present taxpayer,
derived income on October 1, 1919. at the time le received stock from the
Skelly Oil Co. in payment of the property which le sold to it. notwithAtandint
the fact that he agreed to not sell a portion of the stock until July1 1. 920.
G;:o. G. Box, Chief Auditor.
EXHIBIT I
(RI. A. R. 12/31/21)
EXPLANATION

1910

Received 431,187 shares Skelly oil stock at $10..---.
....----.
$4, 311,870.00
Plus cash front sale of 141,313 shares------------...--------.
1, 413, 630. 00
Total selling pric------.,------------------------Net cost of property exchanged for stock--.-----------------Net profit from exchange-------------------------.--

4, 558, 261.02

Received 60.000 shares of Ranger-Gulf stock at $11-------Less net cost of property exchanged--------------------------Net profit from exchange--

-------------

-----

5,725,500.00
1, 107, 238.98

660,000.00
C15,725.41

---

6...
44,274.59

'Sold 467,937 shares of Skelly oil stock cost..------------------Sold 34,800 shares of Ranger-Gulf stock cost--------.....-----

, 679,370.00
382, 800.00

Total cost of stock soldSold tor --.

-...----------------------

Net loss from

_-----.--.-----------

----

5, 002, 170. 00

-----------

700, 000.00

ale--------------------------------

40,000 shares of Skelly oil stock -...----------.--------24,000 shares of Ranger-Gulf stock ............--.------

-----

4,362,70 00
400, 000 00
264,000.00
664,000.00
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Paid to J. W. Bell, by W. G. Hkelly, in connection with organization of 8kelly
01l Co. and the isle of stock.
.4, 558, 201. 02
044,274.59
.------------

Profits---.----.--------------------

' 5,202,535.01
5, 026, 170. 00

Net profit

Losses

------------

176,3065.61

--------------------

.--------------------------------

S4,362,170.00
604, 000.00

5, 020, 170.00
With regard to the first transaction on October 1, 1019, W . . Skelly, J. 8.
Sankey, and F. P. Lleuallen had the Skelly Oil Co. organized, Mr. Skelly turniug over all of his personal oil property, Mr. Sankey turning over his Interest
in the Sluss and Woodruff leases, and the three of them turning over their
Skelly-Sankey Oil Corporation stock for Skelly Oil Co. stock. The Skelly Oil
Co. stock sold on the open market on October 1, 1919, for $10 and $10.50, later
for $12.50, and by the 23rd of October, 1919, reached $14.25. Skelly oil stock
had never fallen below par until the recent break in price of oil.

EXHIBIT C
[Flrom brief filed by Miller & Chevalier and Will R. Gregg]
TIE FACTS

The taxpayer for somet time prior to 1919 had been extensively engaged
in the production of oil and gas and kindred lines of endeavor, and bad had
under consideration the many obvious advantages of carrying on business
in corporate form. In 1918, he caused to be formed a comparatively small
corporation, the Ranger-Gulf Corporation, under the laws of Delaware, to
take over several of his properties, which were exchanged for stock on January 10, 1919. A portion of the stock of this corporation was sold to the public,
the taxpayer pledging certain of his other properties to secure dividends upon
the stock, such guarantee to continue until the earnings of the corporation
reached a certain specified figure, which was reached in 1920.
The taxpayer was pleased with the results of the incorporation of the
Ranger-Gulf Corporation and determined to form a much larger corporation
to take over the balance of his properties. With tils in view, on June 30,
1919, he entered into a firm contract with Mr. J. It. Bridgeford, a broker in
New York City, for the formation of this corporation, a portion of the stock
of which was to be marketed through Mr. Bridgeford. The corporation was
organized under the laws of Delaware, as the Skelly Oil Co., on August 20,
1919, with a total authorized capital of $15,000,000, divided into 1,500,000
shares of the par value of $10 each. Subsequently and after the events narrated herein, the number of shares was reduced and the par value increased

to $25.

The contract of June 30, 1919, was- modified by mutual consent on September 30, 1919, Pursuant to the contract as so modified, on October 2, 1919,
at the first meeting of the directors of the Skelly Oil Co., it was agreed that
the taxpayer should transfer to the corporation certain oil and gas properties,
comprising substantially all of his holdings except the few transferred to
the Ranger-Gulf Corporation, and receive in exchange 790,000 shares of the
stock of the corporation, of the par value of $7,000,000. The transfer was
consummated on that day.
Of the shares so received, the taxpayer transferred 138,750 to two individuals in payment for certain properties he had acquired from them and
included in his transfer to the Skelly Oil Co.; transferred 40,000 shares to
the corporation specialist who had promoted the organization of the corporation, pursuant to a contract with him; donated 2,000 shares to certain
individuals; and sold 141,313 shares through Mr. J. R. Bridgeford, pursuant
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to the contract for the orgnization ' the corporation, for $1,413,630, the
proceeds being used largely to liquidate indebtedness incurred by the taxpayer in acquiring tie properties which he had turned over to the corporation.
The remaining 47,937 shares the taxpayer could not sell prior to July 1,
1920, under the terms of the contract between himself and Mr. Bridgeford, except upon certain conditions not here material. This limitation upon the right
of sale was demanded by Mr. Bridgeford for the reason that it would have
been impossible for him to maintain the price'at which he was selling the
stock to the public had the stock of the taxpayer been put upon the market,
and for the further reason that one of the principal inducements he held out
to the purchasers of the stock was that the taxpayer was a large stockholder
and devoted substantially all of his business time to the affairs of the company.
Of the 710,000 shares remaining in the treasury of the corporation after the
transfer of 790,000 shares to the taxpayer, the corporation sold on various subsequent dates, through Mr. Bridgeford, 650,000 shares for $10 per share net,
and issued 60,000 shares in 1920 in exchange for certain properties.
Before entering Into the contract for the organization of the corporation, the
taxpayer sought advice of counsel in regard to the tax liability which might
be incurred by reason of the organization. His personal counsel, Mr. C. C.
Herndon, advised him that he would incur no tax liability by reason of exchanging his properties for stock of the corporation to be organized, this advice being based upon the provisions of article 1566 of regulations 45, which
then read, in part, as follows:
"ART. 1566. .Erxcnge of property and stock.-(a) Where property is transferred to a corporation in exchange for its stock, if the previous owner of the
property receives 50 per cent or more of the stock of the corporation, so that
an interest of 50 per cent or more in such property remains in him, then no
gain or loss Is realized by such owner from the transaction."
Article 1566 was radically changed by Treasury Decision 2924 which, based
upon the separate cortmrate entity theory, established the 4o-called "closed
transaction rule," the rule that where property is transferred to a corporation
in exchange for its stock gain or loss is relalized if the stock has a market
value which isgreater or less than the cost of the property given in exchange.
Treasury Decision 2924 was approved Qeptember 20, 1919, more than a month
after the organization of the Skelly Ol Co. and six days before the transfer
of assets to that company in exchange for its stock. Had the taxpayer or his
counsel been advised of the change in article 1560 before the execution of the
amended contract on September 30, or before consummating the sale to the
corporation on October 2, it would nevertheless have been impossible on either
of those dates to haye withdrawn from the transaction, as the taxpayer had
been, since June 30, under firm contract for the formation of the corporation.
But the taxpayer and his counsel, who were in New York at the time, wore not
then advised of the issuance of Treasury Decision 2924. The Bureau of
Internal Revenue is consistently tardy in making Treasury decisions public,
and it is doubtful If, on October 2, more than a dozen persons outside of the
bureau were advised of the change in article 1566.
Upon returning to Oklahoma Mr. Herndon learned of the change in the
regulations and advised the taxpayer that It was possible that the Government would hold the Skelly oil stock to have a market value far in excess of
the real market value of this stock to this taxpayer and claim that a large tax
liability resulted from the organization of the Skelly Oil Co. The taxpayer
was, of course, very seriously perturbed by this suggestion, and he and Mr.
Herndon studied the matter thoroughly and sought the advice of such persons
as they thought competent to advise them. In December, 1919, Mr .EC.
Stebbins, of Tulsa, Qkla., a friend of the taxpayer, introduced him to Mr.
Frank Pace, an attorney of Little Rock, Ark,, as an attorney familiar with
matters of Federal taxation. The taxpayer had several conferences with Mr.
Pace, at which he explained the situation in which he found himself and
asked the advice of Mr. Pace in that connection. Mr. Pace, after consideration,
advised the taxpayer that in his opinion the taxpayer, under the theory of
separate corporate entity, by which the bureau might hold that a large paper
profit had been realized, might form a new corporation, by which the Skelly
oil stock could be sold, thus wiping out any fictitious paper profit which the
bureau could possibly consider as having been realized,
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ErXHIBIT D

(clToi R 7, 1.22.
in re W. G. Skelly, Tulsa, Okla.
Attention Mr. S. Alexander, head, special audit division.
Deputy Commissioner BATSON:
Reference is made to your memorandum of May 11. 1122, In which you
request consideration of the element of fraud which appears to he involved
in a transaction analyzed in the memorandum relative to transfer of property
to certain corporations and the organization of a holding corporation by
taxpayer in 1919.
Taxpayer, W. G. Skelly, is an oil and gas operator interested in both lie
production and marketing of oil and its products and gas oni a very extensive
scale, whose address is Tulsa, Okla. He seems to have operated as an in.
dividual with numerous interests in partnerships and coroolrations covering
widely separated interests until 1919, when he converted his interests largely
into corporate holdings.
il.s income-tax liability \as investigated in October,
November, and December of 1921, covering the years 1917 and 1920, in connection with the investigation of the partnership, Skelly Drilling Co. The
examination covered extensive operations In the oil and gas business for
these years and extended through a wilderness of activities of I'r.soMal, partnership, and cpoprate character, which resulted in reporting large additional
taxes due which he admitted. The following table of taxes showN the 'omtparative result of the above years:
Year
........ .-

1917. ..---- --- ...
191 . 8

.....

. ... .

....

1919-..---..--....
... ..
.
1920. ........................---............

..........

.........

.........

.. ....

...-....-

..-.
---

..

Original

Reported

$22,922. 2
1,62
1.........
10

$160,386.84

160,441.83
3,275.86

231, 640.65

1140, 97.43
0, 721.28

Additional
$143,464.22
210, 97T 55

19, 454.41
53,447.42

I Refund.
The report does not charge fraud in the conduct of taxpayer in making up
his original returns for any of these years, but the unit is of the opinion that
the action of taxpayer In December, 1919, in converting his large ownership of
corporate oil and gas stocks Into stock of a holding corporation blowing an
enormous book shrinkage in value was fraudulent, which opinion is shared In
by the engineers of the oil and gas valuation section.
It seems that taxpayer, together with other interested persons, organized
the Skelly Oil Co. in October, 1919, and sold and transferredo this company
their holdings in numerous oil and gas leases and property. Taxpayer received
for 'his interests $1,413,630 in cash and stock to the value, as fixed by the
market value of the Skelly Oil Co. stock, which company had 1,500,000 shares
of authorized capital with a par value of $10 per share, of $4,311,870. The
revenue agent in his report states that taxpayer received 431,187 shares of this
stock, valued at $4,311,$70, and the proceeds from the sale of 141,311 shares.
which amount of cash lie fixes at $1,413,630. It appears that these shares were
sold to the public and may. therefore, be used as a basis for fixig the market
or trade value of the stock taxpayer received for his properties in addition
to the cash. It is reasonable to assume that taxpayer actually received $5,725,500 actual'money value for his interests in the properties turned over to
the Skelly Oil Co. in October, 1919. If not, these parties worked a gigantic
fraud on the public when they sold 14,313 shares of this stock for $1,413,030.
,After taxpayer had secured possession of this $1,413,630 and had under his
control some 431,180 shares of Skelly Oil Co. stock, he. together with close
associates, organized the Midland Securities Co. in December, 1919, under the
laws of Delaware apparently, with headquarters or main offices in the city of
New York. In the meantime taxpayer had evidently secured other shares of
Skelly Oil Co. stock and a number of shares in the Ranger-Gulf Co. At any
rate on December 31, 1919, he sold or pretended to sell to the Midland Securities Co. 467,937 shares of Skelly Oil Co. stock and 34,800 shares of RangerGulf Co. stock for the small sum of $700,000. lie then, on the same day, agreed
to take, and did take, 75,000 shares of Midland Securities Co. stock at thb
par value of $100 per share, or for a purported consideration of $759.000. Tax-
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payer himself is reported to have said to the examiner that this was all the
stock Issued by the Midland Securities Co, The agent reports that Skelly Oil
e,. stock wa
on the ncrehirie
ncreaethe n pr
n
e market during the month of
lDcember. 1919. and actually reached the value of $14.25 per share on the
23d of October that year: and also states "Skelly oil stock had never fallen
below par until the recent break in prices of oil." This was written in Decemher. 1921. From this information we have the spectacle of taxpayer turning
over stock well worth $i.079,370. together with other property worth at least
$348,)00 in the form of Ranger-Gulf Co. stock, to this holding company which
he owned and controlled, for $700.000, or less than 14 per cent of its real
market value, and then in effect taking a loss in his tax returns. Only ulterior
motives can be ascribed to this performance, and as the reduction in,tax
liability is N enormous and so overshadows any other advantage possible in
the transaction, it forces thei conclusion that tax evasion was the motive. Taxpnyet can not hide behind the cleverly designed legal barricade of corporate
entity and evade tax liability on his enormous income or profit realized on the
sale of his interests to the Skelly Oil Co. and Ranger-Gulf Co. in 1919. This
legal fiction can not be used as a mask to hide ulterior motives and sharp
practices to evade tax liability. " Corporate entity," says the court in McCaskil
Co. v. TT. S. (216 U. S. 504), " shall not be carried so far as to enable the corporation to become a means of fraud or a means to evade its responsibility."
Aside from this, taxpayer reported In his original return for 1919 only
an income or profit of $70,277.39 on sales to Skelly Oil Co. and none from
sales to Ranger-Gulf Co. The examiner fixes the value of cost to taxpayer of
the property sold to Skelly Oil Co. at $1,167,238.98, the engineers heretofore
referred to, at only $220,906.31. Taking the agent's figures, lie had a profit of.
.4246,391.02, and taking the figures of the engineers of $1,192,623.39, from the
cash alone that he received from the Skelly Oil Co., which is reported At
.,1.413.630. This will not, It Is thought, allow taxpayer to escape the charge of
fraud, ns It is such an understatement of known Income as to justify the charge
of intentionally understating income for the purpose of evading income-tax
liability. It will he noticed that taxpayer makes no reference to the Midland
Securities Co. in the original returns for 1919.
It is, therefore, held that the transaction analyzed in your memorandum of
MIay 11, 1922, as to a sale of property by taxpayer to the Midland Securities
Co. and the purchase of said company's stock is a subterfuge for the purpose
of evading income-tax liability and may be ignored in computing taxpayer's
tax liability for 1919, and, further, that taxpayer filed a fraudulent tax return
for 1910, and the assertion of the fraud penalty for that year is recommended.
Criminal prosecution at this time is not contemplated and the files are herewith returned.
It is suggested that if a hearIng is requested It be held in this office.
CARL A. MAPES,
Solicitor of Internal Revenue.
EXHIBIT E
In re W. G. Skelly, Tulsa, Okla.
For special adjustment section.
DEPUTY COMMrISSIONE

OCTOBER 18, 1923.

BRIGHT:

Reference is made to your memorandum of May 15. 1923, IT: SA: AJ: JWHP-2283, transmitting the file in the case of the above-named taxpayer, the
appeal filed by the taxpayer from the proposed assessment of additional
taxes for the years 1917 to 1920, inclusive, and ad valorem fraud penalty for
the year 1919 having been forwarded with your letter of April 24, 1923,
IT: SA: AJ: JWC. The issues raised in the appeal are as follows:
First. Fraud penalty: The taxpayer will show that his action with referonce to the transaction upon which the fraud penalty is based was a bona fide
transaction, legally taken upon the advice of reputable counsel, and that the
entire transaction was fully disclosed on his tax return for the year in which
transaction was consummated.
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Second. Invested capital: The taxpayer will show that invested capital used
by the examiner and upon which the assessment is based is erronetous andt dtoe
not allow the invested capital to which the taxpayer is entitled.
Third. Income: The taxpayer will show that the income used by the department in arriving at its assessment is erroneous. The depletion schedules,
prepared by the taxpayer in conformity with Form 0, have not been checked
and accepted and the taxable income of the taxpayer can not be correctly
determined prior to date when such schedules have been acted upon by the
department. The correct allowances for depreciation of physical equipment
owned and used by the taxpayer can not be determined and allowed with the
information now in hand by the department.
The taxpayer was actively engaged in the business of producing oil and gas,
and in addition to his own individual operations was interested in Joint adventures in the same line of business and the additions to his capital and the
resulting increases to his allowable depletion and depreciation deductions
have not been correctly computed by the department,
An oral hearing was granted this taxpayer and held in this office on September 4 and 5, 1923, at which Mr. B. F. Carpenter, of your unit, was present.
In their oral discussion of the case by the taxpayer and his attorneys and in
the brief thereafter filed, no mention is made of issue No. 2. " Invested capital."
This office, therefore, assumes that the invested capital was correctly determined in registered letter of December 31, 1922, and makes no further
comment.
Under issue No. 3, in the original and supplemental briefs filed, no exception
is taken to the proposed assessment of additional taxes for any year except
the year 1919, and, at the oral hearings on the dates above mentioned, this
taxpayer and his attorneys presented evidence and arguments only as to the
year 1919. The only exception specifically made in the briefs and at the oral
hearing is as to the item of income in the year 1919, "Profit from sales,
$5,501,811.98," set out in the proposed assessment letter. This item arises au
a result of transactions in the year 1919 between this taxpayer and the Skelly
OH Co. (Inc.) and the Midland Securities Co. (Inc.). The taxpayer contends
that these transactions were correctly treated in his return, but this office does
not agree with the contention of the taxpayer.
It appears that some time prior to 1919 Mr. Skelly had acquired title t1
various oil properties and oil leases. Early in that year lie organized the
Ranger Gulf Corporation, to which company he transferred certain of his
properties for stock. Thereafter, on October 1, 19111, he organized the Skelly
Oil Co. with an authorized capital stock of 1,500,000 shares of a par value of

$10 per share. To this company, under date of October 2, 1919. he transferred

certain oil and gas leases, properties and plants, and all of the capital stock
of the Skely-Sankey Oil Co. for a total consideration of 790,(KX) shares of the
par value of $10 each. A portion of the shares of stock of the Skelly Oil Co,.
received by the taxpayer was by him transferred in payment of certain properties wLich he had turned into the Skelly Oil Co. and some 40,000 shares
were turned over to the broker who had been employed in connection with the
organization, leaving the taxpayer -w. h 611,250 shares, of which number
141,313 shares were sold at par. $1.413,030 cash, and 2,000 shares donated to
sundry persons, leaving Mr. Skelly 467,037 shares.
At the time that the plans were made for the organization of the Skelly Oil
Co. article 1566 in Regulations No. 45 provided that such a transaction would
not produce taxable income. A few days before the plan was carried out,
however, the regulations had been amended and article 1560 of Regulations 45,
as it stood at the date of the organization of the Skelly Oil Co., read as follows:
" Exchange of property and stolc.-Where property is transferred to a corporation in exchange for its stock, the exchange constitutes a closed transaction and the former owner of the property realizes a gain or a loss if the stock
has a market value, and such market value is greater or less than the cost or
the fair market value as of March 1, 1913 (if acquired prior thereto), of the
property given in exchange. For the rule applicable where a corporation, in
connection with a reorganization, merger, or consolidation, exchanges property
for stock, see article 1567."
With the regulations changed to read as above set forth, Mr. Ske)ly was
confronted with a possible tax running into large figures upon a transaction
which he regarded as producing only paper profits. The atock of the newly
organized Skelly Oil Co. was selling on the New York curb at from $10 to $13
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per share, and a certain number of shares had been sold at private sale at
tigures to net the corporation a pay value of $10. At the time of the hearing
in tills office the taxpayer stated that a pool had been organized for the purpose of keeping up the price of Skelly oil stock and that the prices received for
thle stock on the market were made possible largely, if not entirely, by the
oltratlon of this pool. It was accordingly urged that the sales on the exlhanige were artificially created and did not represent the values in a free
market. It appears from the record that this case has been considered by the
oil and gas section of your unit and a value of $10 per share placed upon the
stock received by Mr. Skelly In payment for his oil properties.
Regardless of what value may be placed upon this stock, under article 1560,
Regulations 45, Mr. Skelly was confronted with a large tax and, in order
to avoid this possible tax and acting upon the advice of his counsel, there was
organized on December 30, 1919, the Midland Securities Co., a Delaware corporation. One hundred shares of the authorized capital stock of the Midland
Stecurtles Co. was subscribed for by its incorporators, which 100 shares were
transferred to C. C. Herndon, the personal counsel of Mr. Sgelly. Nothing of
vahlu, however, appears to have been given by these parties for their stock.
The remaining 74,900 shares of stock of the Midland Securities Co. were subscribed for at par by Mr. Skelly, although the shares were placed in the
names of various parties. The payment for the stock of the Midland Securities
Co. was made by Mr. Skelly giving a check in the amount of $50,000 on a
Tulsa, Okla., bank, and another check for $700,000 on the Mechanics & Metals
National Bank of New York. On the same day, December 31, 1919, the Mid.
land Securities Co. purchased from Mr. Skelly the 407,937 shares of stock held
by him in the Skelly Oil Co., and also the 34,800 shares of capital stock of the
Ranger Gulf Corporation, having a par value of $10 per share, at the stated
figure of $7X00,000. The Midland Securities Co. and Mr. Skelly arranged with
the Mechanics & Metals National Bank of New York that the two checks, each
in the amount of $700,000, should reach the bank at the same time and that
they should offset each other, as neither the Midland Securities Co. nor Mr.
Skelly had at the Mechanics & Metals National Bank money with which to
meet those checks if they had been presented for actual payment. It is urged
by the taxpayer that the transaction which took place between him and the
Midland Securities Co. constituted a sale of Skelly Oil Co. stock for $700,000
and that whatever profit he may have made by the transfer of his property to
the Skelly Oil Co. for stock in that company, such profit was substantially
wied out by his sale to the Midland Securities Co., and the fact that the sale
made in order to wipe out any profit that may have beet; made is entirely immaterial.
AWhile the transfer of stock of the Skelly Oil Co. to the Midland Secnrities
Co, served to transfer the title to those shares from Mr. Skelly to the Midland
Secrltlies Co. this office is not willing to concede that the transfer was in effect
a sale for cals.
It is perfectly clear from the taxpayer's own showing that he
did not subscribe for the stock of the Midland Securities Co. for cash and that
that company did not, in turn, pay him cash for the shares of Skelly Oil Co.
stock to which it took title. What occurred was a transfer by Mr. Skelly of
stock held by him in the Skelly Oil Co. and the Ranger Gulf Corporation for
stock of Midland Securities Co., and the value of the stock of Midland Securities Co. received by him on December 31, 1919, would have a value equal to the
value of stock in the Skelly Oil Co. and the Ranger Gulf Corporation as of that
(ate. It is contended by taxpayer that the agreed figure of $700,000 represented the value at December 31, 1919, of the stock turned over to the Midland
Securities Co. No attempt was made at the oral hearing or in the briefs to fix
: definite value on the stock of the Skelly Oil Co. or the Ranger Gulf Corporation, In support of their contention that $700,000 was representative of the
value of stock. they submit the evidence of the pool mentioned and two .affldavits from New York brokers that the market for this class of stock materially
declined in December, 1919. They further contend that between October 2,
191, when Mr. Skelly received the stock from the Skelly Oil Co., and December
31, 1119, the actual value of stock of the Skelly Oil Co. was materially decreased, due to the fact that drillings in the Ranger field during those months
had proved extremely disappointing. There is no evidence in the record of this
last contention except the mere statement. The figure claimed by the taxpayer
seems ridiculously low, when at the same time the stock of the Skelly Oil Co.
was selling on the New York curb around par or better, and but a short while
before large blocks of stock had ieehi sold at private sale at from $10 to $1.2 per
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liare. If it should be shown as a fact that the 8kelly Oil Co. stock and the
Ranger Gulf Corporation stock was on December 31, 1919, of a value less thlia
at the date of its acquisition by Mr. Skelly, such difference may ie taken by
hint as an offset against any profit which may be shown by the original transfer
of his property to the Skelly Ol Co. and to the anger Corporation. Since it
has been held, as above stated, that the transfer of the Skelly Oil Co. stock and
the Ranger Gulf Corporation stock to the Midland Securities ('o. was not a
sale to the Midland Securities Co. for cash, but constitutes, in effect. an exchange of stock for stock, it follows that the consideration received by Mr.
Skelly for the Skelly Oil Co. and the Ranger Gulf stock is the value of the
Midland Securities Co.'s stock, and since the only value the stock of the Midland Securities Co. had was the value of the stocks of Skelly Oil and uRnger
Gulf Corporation, it necessarily follows that the consideration received in the
transaction by Mr. Skelly was the value cf the stock of the Skelly Oil Co. and
the Ranger Gulf Corporation. The value of the stock of the Skelly (il Co. and
the Ranger Gulf Corporation on December 31, 1919, is a matter more properly
for the determination of the Income Tax Unit, and it is suggested that the oil
and gas section of the engineering division consider what value should Ih
placed on these stocks as of that date.
As to issue No. 1, under which taxpayer contends that there was no
fraud in the preparation of his return for the year 1919, this office is of 1he
opinion, under all the evidence, that the return for 1919 was not false and
fraudulent with intent to evade tax, and recedes from recommendation contained in Liemorandm of October 7, 1922. that the penalty be asserted. The
recommendation of assertflor of the penalty was based upon failure of the
taxpayer to make disclosure in his return of the transaction with the Midland
Securities Co. At the oral hearing and in the brief filed taxpayer contends
that schedules were attached to his return at the time it was filed discloslug
the entire matter, and In support thereof submits his retained copy showing
these schedules. Mr. Skelly testify
tlihat the schedules dlsc oslnu the Midlaid
Securities Co. transaction were attached to his return at tle thimu he
l
ivivd it
and delivered it to John B. Logan for file. Mr. John B. Logan, the accountant
who prepared the return, and Mr. C. C. Herndon, Mr. Skelly's personal counsel.
testified that the schedules were attached to the original return when it was
filed. Other affidavits from persons who assisted in preparation of the return
were submited to the same effect. It was contended that these schedules
became separated from the return and misplaced after the return was filed,
and there is some evidence to indicate this.
The administrative file, together with the briefs, contracts, and aflldavit8
filed in this office, are herewith returned.
NFuLRON T. LIARTSON,

8oliftor of Internal rerra'v e.

EXmHIBT F
ENGINEERING DIVISION, OIL AND GAS VALUATION

SECTION,

Juane 25, 192? .
W. G. SKELLY, Tulsa, Okla.
Taxable years 1917, 1918, and 1919.
Waivers inclosed for 1917 and 1918.
Depletion computed on cost, March 1, 1913, value. a(Ld dincor'',/
Year
Year
1917 ---------------..

-......

--

Gross income from
l
..

1918...........................................
1919..-...-........-.................

--

.....

................

ap)prcciation

DepIon
claimed
(Form 0)

Depletion
owle
a owale

$549,308.25 RAR

$73, 425.11

$25,945.88

733,698.18 R AR

281,272 98

205, 56.47

741,980.08 RAR

220,022. 52

149,267.35
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Profit on Sale of Skclly oil stock, 1919
Total number of shares received ---..---

-....----.-

611,250

--..-

Cost of leaseholds, physical equipment, Skelly-Sanky stock, and
$2, 305 136. 73
-- -- ,.--liabilities assumed...........-----308, 322. 22
.
Less depletion and depreciation_.- ..........
Total cost of property and stock .
Cost of each share of stock ($1,996,814.514

1, 996,814.51
3.266
-

....
11,250) --------

----------------Selling price of 141,313 shares
-------------...-Cost of 141,313 shares -------.----Profit on

sale-- ...

1, 418, 130.00
41, 528,25
9----51,601.75

DISCUSSION

The taxpayer prior to 1917 was a producer of oil, but at that time lie enlarged his activities, securing additional production as well as engaging in
the drilling, refining, and marketing end of the business.
Late in 1919 Mr. Skelly decided to combine his several interests and holdings in producing and nonproducing properties into a corporation. On October
1, 1919, the Skelly Oil Co. was organized, the details of which are set out in
the revenue agent's report and In various briefs filed by the taxpayer.
In determining the profit that accrued to Mr. Skelly by the transfer of
his holdings to the Skelly Oil Co., the actual cost of the assets, depleted to
date of transfer, was computed. This amount divided by the number of share
of stock received gives the cost per share as $3.260 and a profit on the stock
actually sold of $6.734 per share.
A conference menmrandum dated January 18, 1924, deals with the profit
nrisin from the formation of the Skelly Oil Co,
The following paragraphs from the above-mentioned conference memorandum
show the conclusions arrived at by this section:
"A resumn of the various transactions by which the properties of the taxpayer were transferred to the Skelly Oil Corporation for stock of that corporation and the various transactions affecting that stock will not he made by
this section. as these details are set out in full, and clearly, in the solicitor's
opinion and also in the brief contained in the file of the case.
" Valuation features arise as indictfted by the following brief summary:
"On October 2 Mr. Skelly turned in his properties in return for stock of
the Skelly Oil Corporation. Part of this stock so received was tree from all
restrictionsR as to sale, disposal, etc.; tihe balance of the stock could not be
sold for a period of nine months, except under certain conditions, which conditions never arose. Later, on December 31, 1919, this latter class of stock
was transferred to the Midland Securities Co. in exchange for stock of that
corporation, the Midland Securities Co. taking the stock with the same inhibition applied to Mr. Skelly.
"This section has been asked to compute the profit, if any. arising from
(1) the transfer of the properties by Skelly for stock in the Skelhy Oil Corporation, and (2) also the profit or loss, if any, arising from the transfer by
the taxpayer of the stock of Skoely Oil Corporation and the Ranger Gulf Corporation for stock of the Midland Securities Co.
"As to the first transaction, which was completed at the date of the organization of the Skelly Oil Corporation on October 2, 191, a profit arose to Mr.
Skelly as to the stock which was free from restrictions as to sale and disposal
ant which actually was sold by him. The profit is determined as follows:
61,250
Total number of shares received-....--.--------------------Cost of leaseholds, equipment, Skelly-Sankey stock, and liabilities
-$2,305, 18.0 73
assumed ---------------------------------------308,322.22
Less depletion and depreciation...----------------------.
Total cost of property and stock ....-.-. _--...
Cost of each share of stock ($1,99f,814.51-f611,250) ....-

--.-

1, 996, 814. 51
3. 266
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Cost of 141,313 shares .......- ...-- ..
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..
...

.....

.... .. .

.l,

$1. 113, 130.00
61 52. 25

Profit on sale---------.......-.....
.........
-.
151, 60. 75
"As to the stock which by the terms of the agreement dated September 30,
1910, an inhibition as to the sale or disposal was made, neither profit or loss
could arise, as only under certain conditions could the stock be sold. These
conditions never arising, ' the existence of a public of possible buyers at a fair
price' being denied by the very terms of the agreement and a situation created
whereon there could be neither a willing buyer nor a wiling seller, no value
can be determined by this section. In other words, this section has no means
of determining the fair market value of a property or commodity when there
was no market for it. Nor could the stock In any way be considered the equivalent of cash, because there was no way to convertit into cash. Hence it follows that there could be neither profit nor loss. The question of profit or loss
must he determined at such subsequent time as Mr. Skelly disposes- of this
stock, the cost thereof having been ascertained us set out above.
" For the same reasons the name conclusions must of necessity be reached
as to any profit or loss arising because of the transfer to the Midland Securities
Co., the stock which was transferred being the identical stock to which the
inhibition applied.
"As to the question of profit or loss, if any, of the exchange by Mr. Skelly of
the stock of the Ranger Gulf Corporation for stock of the Midland Securities
Co., it is held that inasmuch as the solicitor states *it necessarily follows that
the consideration received in the transaction by Mr. Skelly was the value of
the Skelly Oil Corporation and the lRager Gulf' Co., and as It is impossible
for this section to determine any value for the Skelly Oil Corporation stock, no
profit or loss can be ascertained'"
The revenue agent's report covers all years through 1920 and should be
followed in making ian audit of the case, with the exception of the itemi of
depletion.
Schedules attacked to the returns in suppor t, of depreciation, dry hole, anl
canceled lease losses have not been passed on by this section at this time. The
revenue agent has gone into the case very thoroughly, and it is recommended
the report be followed.
Form C data, from which the depletion shown in this report :A computed,
was submitted without a jurat and none Ilts been furnished. In the absence
of a Jurat the allowable depletion is only tentative; however, all valuation-;
have been agreed upon in conference with the taxpayer's representatives on
04
January 24. 1924.
Recommended by:
L. ). WOODDY, Enyi eer.
Approved by:
0. N. TuAYI:,

Chief of Section.

MARCH 3. 1924.

Senator Kl(. I think
tin the officials who held that ought to be rebuked, if not discharged.
Mr. MANSON. But I believe a consideration of that case in connection with other cases that I have presented here, coming from the
oil and gas section, shows that the mind of the person in control of
the oil and gas section must be wholly incapable of conceiving the

idea that art oil man is subject to tax.
Senator KING. Is Mr. Thayer the man who handled that ?

Mr. MANSON. This matter has been disposed of by the oil and gas
section, and has the approval of Mr. Thayer.
The CHAIRMAN. Was it passed on by Mr. Greenidge, too?

Mr. MAsoN. I do not think so, not specifically. It is iot closed.
I do not anticipate that if it reaches the Solicitor's office, the opinion
of the oil and gas section will be concurred in. I do not anticipate
that that case will ever get through the audit sections, because the
holding is so absolutely ridiculous that I do not believe there is an

auditor down there but what will catch it.
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Senator JONEs of New Mexico. Why should the oil and gas section pass upon such a question?

Mr. MANsON. They passed on the valuation of this stock, but they
took the position that because this man has voluntarily imposed a
restriction as against one individual, mind you-of New Mexico. That is not a question to be passed
Senator JONSr
is supposed to be dealing in valuations of oil or
who
upon by a man
it'?
is
properties,
oil
Mr. MANSON. Well, I do not believe so, either. He took this position, that the fact that a man who is an engineer, who is not supposed to be dealing with that class of auletions, has no justification
or no excuse for that kind of a holding. It is so utterly ridiculous
that a person who will take the view that because of a voluntarily
imposed restriction as against one individual having a contract voluntarily entered into, to dispose of the property, that thereby that
property loses all value, is so utterly ridiculous that I take the position that that man is incompetent to hold any position in the bureau
above that of office boy, if he should entertain any such idea.
The CHAIRMAN. In that connection, did you not tell me the other
day that there was some firm of lawyers who represented the Petroleum Institute, in the presentation of a large number of cases before
the bureau?
Mr. MANsoN. I do not think they are interested in this particular
case. There is one firm in New York-I do not think they are
lawyers-who represent some 625 of these claims in the bureau, but
I do not think that they were involved in this case in any way.
The CHAIMAN. What are they?
Mr. MANSON. And I do not blame particularly any lawyer who
can get away with a proposition of that sort; but I do say that the
thing is so manifestly raw on its face that a man who will even entertain such an idea is wholly incompetent to value anything.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes; but you do not pay a very high compliment
to the legal fraternity. You say you do not blame them for trying
to get away with a case like that.
What is the name of that firm?
Mr. MANSoN. I do not know who is involved in this case.
The CHAIRMAN. But I mean the firm that is interested in these six
hundred and some odd cases down there.
Mr. MANSON. Mattison & Davies.
The CHAIRMAN. Are they lawyers?
Mr. MANSON. No: I think they are accountants. Are they not?
The CHAIRMAN. Do Vou know who they are, Mr. Nash?
Mr. MANSON. They represent the oil industry.
Mr. NASH. I understand Mattison is an accountant. I do not
know who Davies is. I have heard of the firm name but I do not
know either one of them.
The CHAIRMAN. Are they lawyers or accountants?
Mr. NASH. I understand Mattison is an accountant and not a
lawyer.
The CHAIRMAN. Have you anything more this morning?
Mr. MANRON. Yes; there is one other matter that I want to present.
To go back to that Skelly case, it seems to me that any man who is
capable of entertaining any such idea is wholly disqualified from
valuing anything,
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The CHAIRMAN. In that connection I might say that this matter
has been brought to the committee's attention so frequently by the
staff of the committee that I just wonder what the attitude of the
bureau is. They have listened to all of these criticisms of the.oil and
gas section, but I have not heard anything from the assistant to the
commissioner, Mr. Nash, as to whether they propose to make any
changes or whether they propose to let matters go along in this
manner.
Mr. MANSON. Well, before-The CHAIRMAN. Let us find out first what Mr. Nash has to say in
that connection.
Mr. NASH. Senator, it is not within my jurisdiction to state definitely whether or not any change will be made in the oil and gas
section or any qther section. The criticisms that are made before
the committee are being investigated and some changes have been
made in our organization, and although I can not authoritatively
say so, I think that more changes will be made.
The CHAIRMAN. Is it advisable for the committee to write to Mr.
Blair and ask him about this matter, or does lie have all of this testimony before him, so that he can decide it for himself without any
suggestions from us ?
l testimony is all available to Mr. Blair, and these
Mr. NASH. The
situations are discussed with Mr. Blair as rapidly as they come up.
Mr. Blair has been out of the city now for several days, and the
recent criticism with reference to the oil and gas section, of course,
has not been brought to his attention. i might say in this connection, Mr. Chairman, lhat, so far as I can recall, all of the criticism of
the oil and gas section has been presented in the past week.
Mr. GREGG. Very recently.
Mr. NASH. The criticism of the committee has been directed more
to the old amortization section. They have dealt with metals and
nonmetals cases and we have had one or two timber cases, but it is
only within the last week or so that we have been going into the oil
cases.

Several days ago, I made a s atemelnt to the comMr. MXUsov.
mittee to this effect, that from the very beginning of my connection
with the work of this committee, there has been the most wholehearted effort upon the part of- Mr. Nash and upon the part of all
the employees of the bureau, with one exception, to give us the fullest
possible cooperation. There have been times when there has been
a little friction, but the engineers and the accountants have always
been more or less reluctant to even bring that to my attention.
However, from the very beginning of this investigation, before we
ever presented an oil case to this committee, before we even began
to call for any special cases from the oil section, there has been a determined resistance in that section to the work of this committee,
right from the beginning. That has manifested itself in various
ways. The manner in which it has manifested itself, that has caused
the most anonyance, is that we have called for records. In the first
place, there was always the interminable delay in getting data.
Then, when we did get them, the record was always incomplete. Out
of a record that would stand 2 feet high, we would get a little handful of papers, and it was just a case of checking and checking and
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checking on, and keeping on insisting and demanding, and in some
instances in going with our own engineers to th1e file to see that we
got the record. That situation waw not brought to my attention. The
engineers did not complain to me about it, and finally the way it
did come to me was when I persisted in hammering our own representatives over the fact for their failure to get quicker action on oil
cases.
When the matter was brought t4 my attention, I wrote to Mr. Nash
about it, and he took immediate steps to have the situation remedied;
aut I want to impress this fact on the committee, that that resistance
- ontedated the presentation of a single case before this committee. Up
to that time, the most of our criticism had been directed toward the
amortization section-I believe that is called the appraisal section-hut there never was a time that we failed to get out of the appraisal
section anything we called for, even though it was the butt of our
attack.
It appears that recently one of our engineers went to the oil and
gas section-I believe it was Mr. Bailey-to get some papers or to
consult with an engineer about some case, and lie was ordered out of
the section. That fact was not brought to my attention, until finally
I did learn about it, and I have here a record of a statement made by
Mr. Thayer to Mr. Wright, one of our engineers, in the presence of
M3r. Kenney, Mr. Archbald, Mr. Morrison, and Mr. Bailey. Kenney,
Archbald, and Bailey are engineers, and Mr. Morrison is an accounttant. All of these men are employed by the committee, and all
of these men have signed this statement, which is as follows:
I never have been very much in favor of this investigation. In fact, I have
even looked on it as a nuisance at times. However, I have tried to be agreeable and dhad instructed my men to do everything to expedite matters, but the
real thing that has made me sore, in the past week or so, is the report of the
E. R. Black-G. A. Simons ease. It would have been all right providing you
Ileophl had gotten the facts of the ease straight, but you only seemed to have a
one-sided point of view in the case. For all I know, Kenney, you may lhav
been the one who was responsible for that report. However, I don't hold that
against you and don't think that that is the reason I put you out of our section
yesterday morning.

That is signed by five of our employees; but I do want to impress
this fact, and I do not want any misunderstanding about it, that I
do not hold the administration of the bureau, I do not hold Mr. Nash,
I do not hold anybody responsible for that situation, except Mr.
Thayer. I (o say that Mr.Nash has done everything possibic to not
only give us general assistance but to even overcome this.
The CHAIRMAN. Who is Mr. Thayer's immediate superior?
Mr. MANSON. Mr. Greenidge.
The CHAIRMAN. And did not Mr. Greenidge have charge of the
same staff who dealt with the amortization cases?
Mr. MANsoN. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. He is the same official down there who had to do
with the reappraisals of the copper and silver mines ?
Mr. MANSON. Mr. Greenidge?
*
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. MANSON. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you want to go on to-morrow at 10 o'clock,
Mr. Manson?
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Mr. MANSON. Yes.
The CuAIRMAN. You have nothing further to-day?
Mr. MANsON. That is all.

I want it understood that I did not bring this matter to the attention of the committee for any other reason than that our investigation up to this time has satisfied my mind that the situation in the
oil and gas section is deplorable.
The CHATIRMAN. Is it not also true in some of the other engineering sections with regard to which Mr. Greenidge has charge?
Mr. MANsoN. I think the same thing is true in the appraisal s ction, but we have not met with any resistance there.
The CHAIEMAN. If agreeable, we will adjourn to 10 o'clock tomorrow morning.
(Whereupon, at 12.15 o'clock p. m., the committee adjourned until to-morrow, Tuesday, May 26, 1925, at 10 o'clock a. m.)

INVESTIGATION OF THE BUREAU OF INTERNAL REVENUE
TUESDAY, MAY 26, 1925
UNITED STATES SENATE,
SELECT COMMITTEE TO INVESTIGATE THE

BUREAU OF INTERNAL REVENUE,

Washington, D. C.
The committee met at 10 o'clock a. m., pursuant to adjournment
of yesterday.
Present: Senators Couzens (presiding), Watson, and King.
Present also: Mr. L. C. Manson, counsel for the committee, and
Mr. Raleigh C. Thomas, investigator for the committee.
Present on behalf of the Bureau of Internal Revenue: Hon. McKenzie Moss, Assistant Secretary of the Treasury, and Mr. A. W.
Gregg, solicitor Bureau of Internal Revenue.
Mr. MANSON. I would next call the committee's attention to the
valuation allowed as of date of acquisition for the property of the
Temple Coal Co., of Scranton, Pa.
The business of this company is mining anthracite coal. The
years involved are 1917 to 1920, inclusive.
The Temple Iron Co. was owned by five or six of the anthracite
coal-carrying railroads, and at the time of the litigation under the
Sherman Act, I believe it was, the Supreme Court determined that
the property, being owned by the railroads, must be disposed of.
It was bought in by a man by the name of Thorne, who, seven days
after he bought it in, organized the Temple Coal Co., and turned
the property over to the Temple Coal Co.
On June 24, 1914, the property was sold for cash by the Temple
Iron Co. to Thorne for $5,609,423.33.
On July 1, 1914-that is, seven days later-the property was taken
over by the Temple Coal Co. from Thorne, and is valued as of that
(late for tax purposes, which would be the value for the purpose of
determining invested capital in this instance, at $11,188,298.01,
That is approximately double what was paid for the property seven
days earlier.
I take it that the amount of tax involved was about a half millon
dollars.
The Temple Coal Co. was orgi ized June 24, 1914, and commenced
business on July 1, 1914, acquiri..g on that date all the capital stock
of six coal mining companies and four-fifths of the capital stock of a
seventh. All the companies were going concerns which had been
in operation for a quarter of a century.
Previously these properties had been owned by the Temple Iron
Co. which was an old company possessing an advantageous charter.
It was this company which was made use of in 1896 when the inde3785
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pendent anthracite operators had associated to free themselves from
the domination of the anthracite-carrying railroads. The 'em)le

Iron Co. bought up all the holdings of the leaders of the independent
operators and the railroads maintained their position. It was becaose the Temple Iron Co was being used as a means to defeat the
antitrust laws that it was later prosecuted and in the spring of
1914 was ordered dissolved by a declee of the United States Supreme Court.
The history of the Temple Iron Co. and the Temple Coal Co. is
important in this case. As a letter from the attorney for the taxpayer states:
In order to have an accurate understanding of the matter, It is necessary
as
to go back to year 1899. Prior to that year the coal properties known
Northwest, Sterrick Creek, Lackawanna Coal Co. (Ltd.), Babylon, Mount
Lookout, and Forty Port Coal Cos. were owned and controlled by the firm
of Simpson & Watkins. During that year all the cpal which Simpson &
Watkins had acquired by means of certain perpetual leaseholds, which, under
the decisions of the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania, were actually sales of the
coal in place in the mine, together with the mining improvements, to wit, the
shafts, slopes, gangways, airways, breakers and machinery, cars. mine motors,
and mine locomotives, was sold to the Temple Iron Co. for a specific sum,
said sum being based upon the appraised value of the shafts, breakers, mining improvements, and personal property, plus the sum of 15 cents per ton
for each ton of coal estimated to be minable from the properties comprising
the leasehold estates, and plus the value in place in the mine of certain coal
owned in fee simple. Under the terms of the sale the Temple Iron Co. bound
Itself to pay the monthly, quarterly, or annual installments of the purchase
price for the coal contained in the various leaseholds, and which payments,
commonly termed rentals or royalties, were to be paid In addition to the
specific sum then paid, based as aforesaid.
These properties were owned and controlled by the Temple Iron Co. until,
by a decree of the Supreme Court of the United States, effective in 1913. they
were ordered sold so as to divest the title from the owners of the Temple
Iron Co. stock, which was five or six of the commonly known anthracitecarrying railroads.
After full notice to the public by means of advertisements in trade and
other newspapers, the coal properties, breakers, and all mining rights, and
privileges, were sold to the highest and best bidder for cash,
All the said properties were purchased for a specific sum by Mr. S. B.
Thorne, of New York City. This sum was based upon an examination made
for the Temple Iron Co. by an expert mining engineer, and comprehended
the valuation of the mining Improvements above enumerated, plus 19 cents
and a fraction per ton for each ton of coal estimated by the engineer to be
contained in place in the various mines, and in addition thereto the purchaser
undertook and assumed the payment of the various installments of the purchase price for the coal remaining unmined in the leasehold estates, known as
rents or royalties.
" No stock of the Temple Iron Co. changed hands. It was a sale for cash
of the physical properties and not a sale of stock certificates controlling them.
"Mr. Thorne and his associates then formed the Temple Coal Co., and on
July 1, 1914, it took possession and has remained in possession and control
to this date.
"The advertisement calling for bidders at the time of sale by the Temple
Iron Co., in 1914, called for bids upon the properties as a whole, and it was
upon this basis that Mr. Thorne put in his bid, and upon which the properties
were sold to him prior to thL formation of the Temple Coal Co."
In addition to the statement of the attorney for the Temple Coal Co., the
report of the revenue agent gives in greater detail the financial transactions
which occurred between June 24 and July 1, 1914:
Financial history; description of business: Mining coal from fee lands and
leased lands and preparing it for market.
History of each corporation, with the name of each corporation and the date
incorporated: Sterrick Coal Co, incorporated 1892; Babylon Coal Co., incorpo-
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rated 1891; Northwest Coal Co., incorporated 1890; Mount Lookout Coal Co.,
incorporated 1888; Edgerton Coal Co., incorporated 1892; Forty Fort Coal Co.,
incorporated 1893; and Temple Coal Co., incorporated June 3, 1914.
"These corporations, except Temple Coal Co., were owned and operate& 'y
what is referred to as the Simpson & Watklns interests prior to 1899. In 1899
they were acquired by Temple Iron Co. Pursuant to a decree of the court,
effective in 1913, the Temple Iron Co. divested itself of title to its coal lands;
the coal lands were owned by the above-named corporations which were owned
by Temple Iron Co. through stock ownership. In June, 1914, the capital stock
of these subsidiaries was sold to S. B. Thorne, of New York City, who was the
highest bidder. Mr. Thorne's bid was $5,800,000, which, according to the
minutes of the Temple Iron Co., was payable and actually paid as described by
said minutes, which in part read as follows:
" MINUTES OF TEMPLE IRON Co.

" I'Page 181, book No. 2, to page No. 1, book No. 3]

" Nw YORK, Juww 10, 1914.
"Resolved, That in the absence of the president, Robert W. De Forest be and
hereby is appointed president pro tempore with all the powers of president and
that as such he is specially authorized and empowered to execute and deliver
any instruments necessary or expedient to effect a sale avid disposition of the
shares of the capital stocks, assets, and properties of Northwest Coal Co.,
Edgerton Coal Co., Sterrick Creek Coal Co., Babylon Coal Co., Mount Lookout
Coal Co., Forty Fort Coal Co., and Lackawanna Coal Co. (Ltd.), the selling and
disposing of which Is provided for under decree of the United States Circuit
Court for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania.
"After discussing the matter of bomwn which S. B. Thorne was to turn over
as part payment on his bid for the coal stocks of the company, the following
resolution was offered and on motion duly made and seconded was carried:
" Reolved, That in lieu of the bonds to be received from S. B. Thorne upon
and under his bid for the purchase of the coal stocks of this company, accepted
May 1, 1914, this company will accept and receive cash in amount equal to 90
per ceit of the face value of the bonds specified in this company's public offer
of sale of such stocks, together with 5 per cent interest upon the face value of
such bonds from May 1, 1914, until the date of such cash payment.
"Mr. Thorne's proposition, accepted June 1, 1914, is as follow: Bonds,
$2,320,000; cash, $3,480,000; total, $5,800,000.
' The firal proposition would then be cs follows:
Bonds------------------- ----- $2,320, 000.00X90 per cent, $2, 088,000.00

Cash----------------------Interest------------------

..--- -

Totals---------------------

3, 480, 000. 00
41,423.33
, 841, 423.33

3, 480, 000. 00
41,423.33

5,609,423.33
"The sale was consummated at 1 o'clock by the payment to the treasurer
of the Temple Iron Co. of the sum of $5,609,423.33.
" President pro tern De Forest reported that he had turned over the stocks
of the subsidiary coal companies to Mr. S. B. Thorne, and had received in
payment therefor, after all adjustments had been made, $5,609,423.33, and
that this money had been deposited in the Guaranty Trust Co. of New York."
Two unassociated typewritten sheets found in the files of this case give
information as to the purchase by the Temple Coal Co. of the assets which
Mr. S. B. Thorne had purchased on June 24, 1914, from the Temple Iron Co.
and are attached to this report as Exhibit C.
Discussion: In support of the protest against the additional taxes which
had been assessed against the Temple Coal Co., counsel for the taxpayer filed
an elaborate brief, and detailed Form E. The argument in the brief emphasizes the transactions of July 1, 1914, when Mr. .. B. Thorne transferred
the stock in the separate coal companies and received in return all the stock
of the Temple Coal Co. In contrast the brief makes no mention of the transactions which had occurred seven days previously, when Mr. Thorne acquired
the property he so quickly sold.
In making a valuation the engineer for the coal-valuation section has been
led astray through following the brief and by considering only the transactions of July 1, 1914. The revenue agent, in making his report, recognized
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the importance of the transactions of the week previous and allowed the invested capital to be the cash paid for the properties on June 24, 1914.
It needs to be remembered that this purchase from the iron company on
June 24, 1914, was a cash purchase and that according to the statement of the
attorney for the taxpayer the sale took place after a valuation had been made
by a disinterested engineer and that the sale was consummated after open
bidding and the price paid represented the market price of the property.
Under such circumstances there is no need to consider the transactions of
July 1. It can be admitted frankly that Mr. Thorne purchased stock and that
he sold the same stock and received in turn more stock. Mr. Thorne paid
cash for the original stock and after possessing it seven days sold it without
any change in the physical property which the stock represented.
Moreover, it must be remembered that these coal mines whose value was
in question were not new mines upon which discoveries could lie made. They
were old mines and one of them had been abandoned as worked out. Nor is
this a case of the-valuation of the assets of a company whose stock had been
long and closely held and whose management had been conservative. The
stock was held for seven days.
The price
The par value of the stock sold by the Iron Co. was $1.100,0H.
paid was $5,609,423.33. The taxpayer claims as invested capital at July 1,
1914, $9,655,611.67 for the six properties owned in entirety and for the property in which it owned a four-fifths interest, a value an at date of organize.
tion of the company (October 30, 1908) of $2,141,586.42. The allowed value
gives an approximate value for this latter of $1.rN32,68t.34 as of July 1, 1914.
Exact calculations for this date were not made by the valuation engineer, as
the unit had ruled that this four-fifths interest (in the Lackawanna Coal
Co.) was not affiliated until 1918.
The basis which the valuation engineer used in making the allowances is
"since the transaction occurred, July 1, 1914, prior to March 3. 1917, the volue
of the stock of the parent company for invested capital purposes would
depend upon the value of the stock of each subsidiary company, which in
turn would be determined by the value of the property and assets as of July
1, 1914, of each company." Thereupon an appraisal was made using expected
operating profits as a basis.
It is noteworthy that the engineer for the unit follows blindly the argument of the taxpayer and gives no attention to the sale which occurred on
June 24, 1914. The attorney for the taxpayer contradicts the theory applied
in making the valuations concerning the transactions of Jufte 24. 1914, stating specifically "it was a sale for cash of the physical properties and not
a sale of stock certificates controlling them. After full notice to the public
by means of advertisements in trade and other newspapers, the coal prop.
erties, breakers, and all mining rights and privileges were sold to the highest
and best bidder fo" cash. This sum was based upon an examination made
for the Temple Iron Co. by an expert mining engineer, and comprehended
the valuation of the mining improvements. The advertisement calling for
bidders at the time of sale by the Temple Iron Co. in 1914, called for bids
upon the properties as a whole,.anr it waa upon this basSJkat Ir. Thorne put
in his bid, and upon which the properties were sold to him prior to the formation of the Temple Coal Co." (seven days later).
Reference to the records of the United States Supreme Court will show
that an open sale at the market price had been ordered. Moreover, records
of the Lackawanna County courts of Pennsylvania will show that after the
sale occurred the court decided that the market price had been obtained.
In the face of court records a valuation on an appraisal basis can hardly
be claimed or, allowed.
If the sale of June 24, 1914, was not an open sale and the market price was
not obtained, then there was a violation of an order of the Supreme Court.
Under these circumstances it is not necessary to critically examine the
valuation made by the engineer for the unit. It can be pointed out, however, that the engineer apparently made free use of his imagination and did
not stick to fact. For instance, in determining a value for the culm (fine
sizes of coal considered waste in earlier years). The engineer assumed that
if the culm was all in one place (which it was not, being in five), then it
could be prepared in a washery costing so much (instead of five washerles
costing nearly five times as much), and therefore would have the value of
one culm bank. Moreover, as the company could prepare, the culm in tie
coal breakers along with fresh mined coal and therefore avoid the cost of
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building washeries, the estimated cost of a washry should be added to the
paid in surplus, because the company would not have to invest this money,
sad therefore the property was more valuable and invested capital should
be increased by the amount the company would have had to invest if the
calm was all in one place (which it was not) and if the company built a
washery (which it did not need).
Comment: If there is a difference of $5,578,874.08 between the two sales
of June 24, 1914, and July 1, 1914, this amount would seem to be income for
some one and should have paid tax.

To claim or allow srch a difference is an admnislron that there was a violation of an order of the Supreme Court.
Conclusion: Your investigators recommend that a valuation be made of the
properties of the Temple Coal Co. on the basis of the cash sale of June 24, 1914.

The C(xAIRMAkN. There is a point that is not quite clear in my

mind. In one instance I understood that this property was sold for
cash-that is, the physical property was sold for cash-and then
you said it was purchased for stock.
Mr. MANSON. Yes; the revenue agent said it was a sale of stock,
but a full investigation of the record shows that it was a sale of the
actual physical property. As I said, Thorne's first bid of $5,800,000
provided for the payment of $3,480,000 in cash and $2,320,000 bonds.
Then the company accepted a modification of the bid, providing for
the whole amount to be paid in cash; that is, they accepted cash for
90 per cent of the amount of the bonds, making the actual purchase
price in cash $5,609,423.33. The value finally arrived at here is the
valuation based upon the capitalization.
The CHAIRMAN. You mean the value arrived at by the bureau?
Mr. MANSoN. The value arrived at by the bureau is based upon the
capitalization of this property seven days after it was purchased
for cash, and, as I have stated, that is about double the amount of the
cash purchase.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, does not the record show how they arrived
at this $11,000,000 plus
Mr. GREGa. Was not that valuation based upon the sale of the
stock issued for the property?
Mr. MANSON. Yes; there was a valuation of the stock issued for
the property.

Mr.oREO. Based on the market value of the stock at the time it
was issued. As I read the report, that is what I gather from it.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Gregg, when was that valued; as of what date?
Mr. GREGo. Seven days after the sale, I think; that is, as I got the
transaction. The statement was a little long to read in full at this
time.
Mr. MANSON. I want to avoid reading these details, if I can, and
I am trying to pick out the salient points.
The CHAIRMAN. On that particular point, I understand that if the
property was purchased seven days before the valuation was set for
actual cash, and it appeared that seven days after the purchase of
the stock it was worth more than was paid for it, would you date
the value of the stock seven days after the purchase?
Mr. G oas
. Let me put it this way: Suppose the property was
sold for cash. Seven days subsequently the property was turned
over to a corporation for stock of the corporation.
The CanxMAN. Yes.
02919-25--
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Mr. GREGO. Now, we are bound, in determining the valuation at
that time, seven days later, by the value of the stock paid for the
property. Of course, we should consider the previous sale, but it we
have better evidence as to the value of the stock paid for the prop.
erty seven days later, I think we are bound by it.
The CHAIUMAN. Let me put it this way, then: Supposing that
seven days after the property was really purchased for cash the
stock was issued for the value of the property, and the stockholders
among themselves agreed to put, through the New York Stock Exchange or otherwise, a value by the exchange of stock on the stock
for a particular price much in excess of the price paid. Would the
bureau be bound by that price?
Mr. GiEwo. No, sir; we have to make sure that the value of the
stock, based upon the sale of this stock, represents a real value. In
other words, a few isolated sales would not be satisfactory.
Take this case, for example:
The value of the stock of the United States Steel Corporation is
well settled to-day or a week ago or a month ago. Assuming the
property were purchased by A for $5,000,000 and several days later
he turns that property over for stock in the United States Steel
Corporation for $10,000,000. The value of the stock of the United
States Steel Corporation is so well settled that we would be bound by
that in the valuation, I think.
The CHAIRMAN. Of course, in using the Steel Corporation case,
you are using a well-known case
Mr. Gwoo. I am using a very extreme case.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes. Can you tell the committee what might
occur within that seven days' period which would cause a doubling
of the value?
Mr. GmEGo. No, sir; I can not tell what would possibly occur.
Mr. MANsoN. What they did was this: They determined the value

of the stock. In other words, they base the cost as of date of acquisition. Here stock was exchanged. Thorne bought this property for a
little over $5,000,000 cash. Seven days later he turned it over to the
Temple Coal Co. for some $11,000,000 of stock. Then the bureau
took the positionMr. GREGG. But was there actually $11,000,000 plus of stock
issued? I did not understand that. I understand that it is just the
valuation that you are talking'about.
Mr. MANSON. I am coming to that now.
He turned it over for stock. The bureau took the position that the
value as of date of acquisition was the value of the stock. They then
determined the value of the stock, not by stock sales, but by an
appraisal based upon anticipated profits.
Now, here, you have an actual cash transaction, and in that cash
transaction, mind you, the big price was based upon an appraisal
made by an engineer who was employed by the company whose
assets were being disposed of. In other words, these assets were
being disposed of pursuant to an order of the Supreme Court. The
company employed an engineer, who made an examination of the
property and determined the valhe of the property. This man
Thorne bid in the property for a price fixed by an engineeft employed
by the company whose assets were being disposed of for something
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over $5,000,000. He in turn turned that physical property over. to a
new company seven days later for stock.
Mr. GIEGO. I think the par value was a little over $11,000,000.
Mr. MANSON. Yes; it appears that the par value was a little over
$11,000,000. I think that is the amount fixed, approximately.
Mr. GirooG. Yes.
Mr. MANHON. The stock thus received by him is then valued by
setting up an anticipated profit and discounting that back date.
The CHAIRMAN. Tell us what procedure they followed.

That is

what I am trying to get at for some time, the method of arriving at
anthracite coal values.
Mr. MANSON. The report states:
Thereupon an appraisal
basis.

was made using expected operating profits as a

The ('CAIRMAN. But it does not show how?
Mr. MANSON. It does not show how; no. It does not show the

factors used. It does not go into detail.
The CHAIRMAN. I would like to know about that before we adjourn, because I turned over to you some complaints about the
Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Co. and the Glen Alden Co., in
which there was sonte serious consideration of that same principle.
Senator KINo. If I understand this case, the course pursued b
the department can not be defended. It throws to the winds all
business experiences; it injects an element of speculation into a
matter which is concrete and specific, and is calculated-of course, it
can not be otherwise-to operate to the disadvantage of the Government.
Mr. MANSON. Here is my viewpoint:
What they are determining here is invested capital. Here is a
group of men who go and buy this property or exchange the property for stock.
Senator KING. Surely; I understand that.
Mr. MANSON. Instead of valuing the stock to determine what the
property is, it strikes me that you here have an actual sale of the
property which constitutes the value of the stock.
Mr. GREGG. Let me explain my statement of a minute ago in that
connection: If this sale which was made seven days prior was an
arm's length transaction and there were no peculiar circumstances
connected with it, then it is certainly entitled to more weight than
an analytical appraisal made as of a date seven days subsequent. I
do not think there is no doubt about that, but I want to inquire into
the case a little further to see just what the facts were with reference
to that sale. The sale may have been a prearranged matter and the
purchase price may not have represented the true value of the
property.
Mr. MANSON. The fact is, doubtless, as disclosed by the record,
that the purchaser of the property, evidently as the result of an
agreement with the Temple Iron Co., bought the property in at a.
price fixed by an appraiser.
Senator KINo. By an engineer.
Mr. MANSON. By an engineer, who was employed by the Temple
Iron Co., the owner of the property being sold.
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The CHAIRMAN. In that connection, I want to say that I think
we are wasting time in discussing this matter; in view of the lack
of information you have, Mr. Manson, it seems to me that we can
not get a picture of this thing without knowing the methods adopted
by the bureau, because if the methods adopted by the bureau in fixing
this valuation are based upon justice, and take into consideration the
things Mr. Gregg has stated, there might have been a prearrangement
as to the price to be paid. I do not think we need spend any fur.

th r time on that.

Mr. MANSON. If the chairman of the committee would desire all of
the details as to how that appraisal was arrived at, we can get those
very readily?
The CHAIRMAN. I think that is very important, because I think
that has a bearing on the whole question of valuing any such coal
companies, because, as I am informed, the methods used are entirely too generous with the anthractice coal people. Is the report
that you have there from your engineers in this case silent on that
point?
Mr. MANSON. The report merely states that the value of $11,188,298.01 was arrived at by an appraisal based upon the expected profits
basis.
Senator KING. That would negative the idea of-The CHAIRMAN. Yes; but we have gone at great length into this
method, this r trospective method of appraising that property, and
I think some cases have disclosed what appears to be an absurd
situation. Before we pass upon this matter, it seems to me that we
ought to get a picture in our minds as to the procedure adopted in
arriving at the $11,000,000.
Senator WATSON. This was a forced sale. Nobody knows what
the transaction was, and we will not know that until we go into it.
Mr. MANSON. In explanation of the reason why we did not explain all of the details here, that is because we have gone into such
great detail in many cases that I assume the committee was fully
familiar with the method of arriving at the values, by estimating
the expected profits and discounting them back to date.
Before offering this report, I will have the additional information
looked up, so that it will all go into the record.
Before taking up any other specific case, while I have this in my
mind, I would like to find out what the disposition of the committee is
relative to calling the representatives of the Bureau of Mines and
the Geological Survey on the matter of discovery areas in oil. The
matter was brought up at a committee meeting one day.
Senator WATSON. It was brought up here, and we agreed that that
should be done. I do not know whether it has been done as yet or
not, due to the fact that I have had to be absent from the committee
hearings.
Mr. MANSON. Since then I have made some investigation as to
who would be the proper parties to call, and I was wondering when
it was the desire of the committee that they should be called and
what the committee wanted in that regard.
The CHAIRMAN. I read the memorandum which Mr. Fay prepared, after his conference with some of the chiefs or heads of the
Bureau of Mines and the Geological Survey, and his report to you,
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Mr. Manson, stated that these men, of course, had no knowledge of
tax matters, but could go into a long explanation of how discovery
oil wells might be determined more scientifically than has been done
by the bureau; but in reading that statement over, I got the impression that we would get into a very technical discussion of the whole
procedure, and it would perhaps take up too much time between
now and our closing of the investigation here.
Then, I had the impression also that the committee is of the
opinion, from discussing it with a majority of the members at least,
that we should recommend the abolishing of all discovery values on
oil lands, and if that should be the decision of the committee, the
going into the technical means of discovery wells would be a waste
of energy and effort, and it would not he worth while to encumber
the record with a lot of technical matter.
So far as I am concerned, I am not desirous of spending a whole lot
of time going into the question of locating discovery wels. In fact,
it is my conviction, as it is of some of the other members of the committee, that the whole question of discovery value should be abolished, and if we should reach that conclusion, such testimony before
us would be valueless.
Senator KiNw. My idea is this, Mr. Chairman, and I am really
making it as a suggestion: Ask the Bureau of Mines and the Geological Survey to submit a memorandum, in concise and brief form, as
to what they have done in determining the area of oil sands and oil
pools, the methods which they have employed in such determination,
and what recommendations they care to offer respecting the procedure in determining for taxation purposes-and their views, of
course, would not be very important on that because they do not
know-the location of pools and discoveries and what areas should be
embraced within a discovery, etc., with any recommendations they
care to make, and then we could give it such consideration as we
think proper.
The CHAIRMAN. I think if our staff can get such a document, we
can attach it to our report for the use of the Ways and Means Committee and the Finance Committee, if they determine to continue a
discovery value on oil wells, and we need not file it if we learn that
both committees are determined to abolish it.
Senator KINa. That would be my idea-just a memorandum report
as to their methods--The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Senator KING (continuing). Of determining discovery areas.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you not think that that would answer the purpose, Mr. Manson?
Mr. MANSON. I do. They have a similar situation under the general leasing act, for the reason that the general leasing act gives to
the discoverer of an oil pool certain advantages as a reward for discovering it over the advantages that other lessees upon that pool
receive. It involves a similar principle, and I am satisfied that we
can get a more or less nontechnical report explaining how that situation is handled under the general leasing act.
The CHAIRMAN. You will get that after June 1, Mr. Manson, and
then you can submit it to the committee for consideration afterwards. 7 see no necessity for bringing all of those people down here.
Senator KINo. I agree with you, Mr. Chairman.
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Mr. MANRON. It has become evident to the members of the staff of

the committee that one of the difficulties that the bureau has to face is
the character of practitioners before the bureau, and I have here a

report with respect to the firm of Ernst & Ernst, a firm which the
committee has probably observed by this time is composed of very
active practitioners before the bureau, they having been involved in
quite a number of cases, or having represented the taxpayers in quite
a number of the cases that have been presented.
In that connection, I will read from a report made to me by Mr.
Parker. [Reading:]
There are, of course, many accounting firms and other experts who maintain
a high standard of ethics, but the other class Is sufficiently numerous to cause
serious trouble.
The corrective organization for this matter is the committee on enrollment
and disbarment. This committee appears to be doing good work, but two sug.
gestions can be made. One suggestion is that delay in trying cases should be
reduced to a minimum on account of cases which may go through, handled by
accountants whose work is questionable and thus cost the Government money.
The second suggestion is thet there should be a set-up whereby employees of the
bureau can send in charges direct to the committee on enrollment and disbar.
ment instead of solely, through the section chiefs and so on up through the
line of superior officers, any of whom might suppress the information.
To illustrate the workings of this important matter we give the following
brief history of the case of Ernst & Ernst, of Cleveland, Ohio, whose case is
now in the hands of the committee for action. It will be recalled also that this
is especially pertinent for the reason that your engineers have presented
several cases in which we consider the reports of this company to have been,
to say the least, erroneous.
The partnership returns of Ernst & Ernst for the years 1918 to 1920 distributed the income derived from the home office at Cleveland to the following
persons: A. C. Ernst, L. W. Blyth, F. H. Figsby, H. C. Royal, C. F. Ernst,
A .H. Blyth, and G. 0. Figsby.
While there was no indication to that effect on the returns, it later developed
that the three last named were the wives of the three first named.
From the records in the case it would appear that the wives of the three
original partners were included in the return in order to split the income
between husband and wife and thus keep the individuals In a lower surtax
bracket with a resultant total saving in excess of $400,000 in tax for the three
years.
In the revenue agent's report dated October 30, 1923 (p. 4), the following
statement is made:
"The examiner has never' before investigated a case in which there was
such obvious subterfuge employed to evade tax liability."

Senator KING. Have they sought to collect that?
Mr. MANSON. I believe that that tax has been collected, but I call
attention to the fact that while this report was made in October.

1923, these people are still practicing before the bureau and have
been involved in some of the most important cases called to the
attention of this committee.
Senator KINo. Yes.
Mr. MANSON. Ernst & Ernst base their claim on certain so-called
partnership agreements.

A copy of the most important of these is

shown in full in Exhibit B attached.
In regard to these agreements, it appears from the record that these were
probably dated back, as it is stated in a letter from E. G. Rarey, internal
revenue agent in charge, to the commissioner, dated January 27, 1925, that"While in Washington the week of January 5, I had the opportunity to
examine to some extent the brief submitted by these taxpayers, and noticed
that they set forth two partnership agreements. When I returned to Cleveland
I talked with revenue agents Ward and Williams, and attached please find
letters from each agent setting forth the fact that they were advised at the
I
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time of making their investigations that no partnership agreements existed for
the year 1918 or any prior years."
O)n )Deember11, 1924, Mr. Nelson T. Hartson, Solicitor of Internal Revenue,
in a very convincing brief on the subject, determined that the husbands were
liable for the taxes on the income distributed to the wives. We do not think
there is any doubt as to the very able handling of the subject by the solicitor.
(See Exhibit C attached.)
The tax evasion on the returns of the partners of Ernst & Ernst are under
investigation by the committee on enrollment and disbarment, but there are
also other charges, which we summarize briefly as follows:
In the case of the Consolidated Iron & Steel Manufacturing Co. of Cleveland, Ohio, it appears that there has been manipulation of invested capital,
and that the manager of Ernst & Ernst has admitted in writing that at the
direction of the company they have knowingly made up a return contrary to
the internal revenue laws and liable to a penalty assessment. (See Exhibit D.)
In the case of Taylor & Boggis Co., Cleveland, Ohio, there appears to have
been also a manipulation of invested capital by Ernst & Ernst.
In the case of Jones & Blankenship, Roanoke, Va., it appears that Ernst
& Ernst have rewritten the books on the installment basis instead of the
accrual brsls, and in this work have used a former employee of the bureau,
Mr. W. G. Anderson, who had formerly audited the books of this company for
the Government. It also appears Anderson solicited the work for Ernst &
Ernst and while he found a tax of over $9,000,000 in this case while working
for the Goverenment, he only found a tax of about $1,000 subsequently, when
working on the same case for Ernst & Ernst.

The CHAIRMAN. That is the same firm that rewrote the books of
the Gulf Oil Corporation, is it, the firm of Ernst & Ernst?
Mr. MANSON. Yes; that is the same firm that was involved in that
case and in many other cases that have been before the committee.
In the case of the Henderson Shipbuilding Co., of Mobile, Ala., it appears
that this company turned over to Ernst & Ernest all prospectile refunds for
amortization that they might secure in lieu of payment on certain audit
work.
We call your attention to the fact that Ernst & Ernst have handled cases
involving many millions in taxes before the bureau, and if the above charges
are proved, it will be very reasonable to conclude that large sums have been
lost to the Government through sharp practices in cases where such practices
could not well be discovered.
In closing this subject on tax experts we are attaching Exhibit E which
shows how low the ethics of the profession have sunk in the case of Mr.
Osborn, of the firm of Seidman & Seidman, of Grand Rapids.
Mr. Osborn tells taxpayer that his report was correct, showing a tax of
$5,500, but we can increase salaries and date the minute book back to January,
1924, so as to reduce the amount.
In conclusion, we repeat that every possible effort should be made to encourage and force a high standard of ethics among tax lawyers, accountants,
and engineers, as the accomplishment of this result will make the work of the
bureau much easier and give greater justice between taxpayers.

The CHAIRMAN. Who has signed that report?
Mr. MANsON. This is signed by Mr. Parker, and it is born out by
the exhibits attached to this report.
The CHAIRMAN. You will put the whole report in the record?

Mr. MANSON. I am putting the whole report in the record.
(The report submitted by Mr. Manson is as follows:)
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Exnmrr A
Mr. L. C. MANSON,

Aran. 27, 1925.

General Counsel, Senate Committee Investigating
Bureau of Internal Revenuec
System Report No. 1.
Subject: Ethics of tax experts.
It has been made evident from conference with various employees of the
bureau that one of the principal difficulties encountered is the unethical practices of tax accountants and experts.

There are, of course, many accounting firms and other experts who maintain
a high standard of ethics, but the other class is sufficiently numerous to cause
serious trouble.
The corrective organization for this matter is the committee on enrollment
and disbarment. This committee appears to be doing good work, but two suggestions can be made. One suggestion is that delay in trying cases should be
reduced to a minimum on account of cases which may go through, handled
by accountants whose work is questionable and thus cost the Government
money. The second suggestion is that there should be a set-up whereby em.
ployees of the bureau can send in charges direct to the committee on enrollment and disbarment instead of solely through the section chiefs, and so on up
through the line of superior officers, any of whom might suppress the information.
To illustrate the workings of this important matter, we give the following
brief history of the case of Ernst & Ernst, of Cleveland, Ohio, whose case is
now in the hands of the committee for action. It will be recalled also that
this is especially pertinent for the reason that your engineers have presented
several cases in which we consider the reports of this company to have been,
to say the least, erroneous.
The partnership returns of Ernst & Ernst for the years 1918 to 1920 distributed the income derived from the home office at Cleveland to the follow.
Ing persons: A. C. Ernst, L. W; Blyth, F. H. Figsby, H. C. Royal, C. F. Ernst,
A. H. Blyth, and G. 0. Figsby.
While there was no indication to that effect on the returns, it later developed that the three last named were the wives of the three first named.
From the records in the case it would appear that the wives of the three
original partners were included in the return in order to split the income between husband and wife and thus keep the individuals in a lower surtax
bracket with a resultant total saving in excess of $400,000 in tax for the
three years.
In the revenue agents' report dated October 30, 1923 (p. 4) the following
statement is made.
"The examiner has never before investigated a case in which there was
such obvious subterfuge employed to evade tax liability."
Ernst & Ernst base their claim on certain so-called partnership agreements.
A copy of the most important of these is shown in full in Exhibit B attached.
In regard to these agreements, it appears from the record that these were
probably dated back, as it is stated in a letter from E. G. Rarey, internal revenue agent in charge, to the commissioner, dated January 27, 1925, that"While in Washington the week of January 5 I had the opportunity to examine to some extent the brief submitted by these taxpayers, and noticed
that they set forth two partnership agreements. When I returned to Cleveland
I talked with Revenue Agents Ward and Williams, and attached please find
letters from each agent setting forth the fact that they were advised at the
time of making their investigations that no partnership agreements existed
for the year 1918 or any prior years."
On December 11, 1924, Mr. Nelson T. Hartman, Solicitor of Internal Revenue,
in a very convincing brief on the subject, determined that the husbands were
liable for the taxes on the income distributed to the wives. We do not think
there is any doubt as to the very able handling of this subject by the solicitor.
(See Exhibit C attached.)
The tax evasion on the returns of the partners of Ernst & Ernst are under
investigation by the committee on enrollment and disbarment, but there are
also other charges, which we summarize briefly as follows:
In the case of the Consolidated Iron & Steel Manufacturing Co., of Cleveland,
Ohio, it appears that there has been manipulation of invested capital, and that
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the manager of Ernst & Ernst has admitted in writing that at the direction
of th former company they have knowingly made up a return contrary to the
internal A venue laws and liable to a penalty assessment. (See Exhibit I)
attached.)
In the case of Taylor & Boggis Co., Cleveland, Ohio, there appears to have
been also a manipulation of Invested capital by Ernst & Ernst.
In the case of Jones & Blankenship, Roanoke, Va., it appears that Ernst
& Ernst have rewritten the books on the installment basis instead of the
accrual basis, and in this work have used a former employee of the bureau.
Mr. W. G. AnderAon, who had formerly audited the books of this company
for the Government. It also appears Anderson solicited the work for Ernst &
Ernst and while he found a tax of over $9,000 In this case while working for
the Government he only found a tax of about $1,000 subsequently when working on the same case for Ernst & Ernst.
In tfi case of the Henderson Shipbuilding Co., of Mobile, Ala., it appears
that this company turned over to Ernst & Ernst all prospective refunds for
amortization that they might secure in lieu of payment on certain audit work.
We call your attention to the fact that Ernst & Ernst have handled cases
involving many millions in taxes before the bureau, and if the above charges
are proved it will be very reasonable to conclude that large sums have been lost
to the Government through sharp practices in cases where such practices could
net well be discovered.
In closing this subject on tax experts we aro attaching Exhibit E, which
shows how low the ethics of the profession has sunk In the case of Mr.
Osborn, of the firm of Seldman & Seidman, of Grand Rapids.
Mr. Osborn tells taxpayer that his report was correct, showing a tax of
$5,f00, but we can increase salaries and date the minute book back to January,
1924, so as to reduce the amount.
In conclusion we repeat that every possible effort should be made to encourage and force a high standard of ethics among tax lawyers, accountants,
and engineers, as the accomplishment of this result will make the work of
the bureau much easier and give greater justice between taxpayers.
Respectfully submitted.
L. H. PARKER, Chief Engaeer.
EXHmXT B
JANUARY 18, 1918.

Whereas certain contingencies have arisen not contemplated in our partnership contract dated June 17, 1912, and it may become necessary for certain
of our partners and managers to devote all or most of their time to duties outside of our business; and whereas it is advisable for us to arrange additional
financial backing, now, in consideration of the payment of $1 and other valuable consideration, we hereby mutually agree that, commencing with January 1, 1918, we will join together with Mrs. C. P. Ernst, Mrs. A. H. Blyth, and
Mrs. G. D. Figsby so that the six of as will be firmly bound together, having
in view the safeguarding of Ernst & Ernst as an organization, the terms of
this arrangement to be as follows:
First. All of us to share in the profits and losses as stated herein and assume
our full share of any future claims that may arise, but no consideration to
pass at any time for or account of good will at the termination of this
agreement.
Second. In the event of withdrawal or death, settlement to be made under
terms of existing contract dated June 17. 1912.
Third. This arrangement to apply to the profits and losses of Ernst & Ernst,
Cleveland, with the right of extending it upon agreement of all the parties
hereto.
Fourth. A. C. Ernst, L. W. Blyth, and F. H. Figsby agree to have transferred to their said wives one-half of their respective shares in the profits or
losses of the business commencing January 1, 1918, thereafter as determined.
The understanding being that after the profits of Ernst & Ernst, Cleveland,
Ohio, have been determined, then one-half of the shares belonging to A. C.
Ernst to be paid to C. F. Ernst, one-half of the share belonging to L. W. Blyth
to be paid to A. H. Blyth, and one-half the share belonging to F. H. Figsbuy
to be paid to G. D. Figsby, as compensation to said wives for the responsibilities they hereby assume. Should it. be determined that a loss has been incurred, then and in that event the said C. F. Ernst, A. H. Blytb, and 0. D,
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Figsby shall contribute their share thereof in proportion to their respective
interests as set forth herein.
The said wives agree to the above and to hold themselves ready to perform
such services as may be requested by A. C. Ernst and to contribute such
amount of additional capital to Ernst & Ernst, Cleveland, as may become neec
essary for the conduct of the business in Cleveland or in other cities, and any
other ventures in connection with their business affairs, such additional capital
to be contributed by them pro rata to their interest in the profits and losses,
or as may be mutually agreed upon. The purpose of this contract being to
make available the additional capital of said wives and to provide for the
future, the consideration here passing is for these reasons.
(Signed)
A. C. ERNST.
(Signed)

(Signed)
We hereby accept and agree to abide by the terms thereof:
(Signed)

L. W. BLYTH.

F. H. FianoY.
C. F. ERNaT.

(Signed)

A. H. BLYTH.

(Signed)

G. D. FsloY.

EXHIBIT C

DECEMBER 11, 1924.
In re A. C. Ernst, A. H. Blyth, and F. H. Figsby.
Mr. COMMISSIONER:
Reference is made to the proposed additional assessments against each of
the above-named taxpayers for the years 1918 to 1920, inclusive. Except for
minor adjustments the proposed assessments are based on additions to the
income as reported by each of them for those years of amounts reported by
their respective wives as income in their separate returns. My opinion has
been requested as to the liability of the respective husbands for tax on this
income.
The income in question arises from profits made during the years aforementioned by a partnership of public accountants doing business under the firm
name of Ernst & Ernst and paid to the wives of the aforementioned taxpayers.
The taxpayers were the general partners of this accounting partnership. Dur.
Ing the years in question it maintained offices in various cities of the United
States. Other men were local or limited partners with the taxpayers, participating with 'em in the business of certain of the partnership offices. The
home office ot dhe partnership was located at Cleveland, Ohio. Prior to January 18, 1918, the partners of the Cleveland office were the three taxpayers and
H. C. Royal.
On January 18, 1918, the taxpayers and their respective wives, Mrs. C. F.
Ernst, Mrs. A. H. Blyth, and Mrs. G. D. Figsby, signed the following instrument. (The matter italicized is mine):
JANUARY 18, 1918.

" Whereas certain contingencies have arisen not contemplated in our partnership contract dated June 17, 1912, And it may become necessary for certain of
our partners and managers to devote all or most of their time to duties outside
of our business; and whereas it is advisable for us to arrange additional financial backing; now, in consideration of the payment of $1 and other valuable
consideration, we hereby mutually agree, that commencng with January 1,
1918, we will join together with Mrs. 7. F. Ernst, Mrs. . H. Blyth, and Mrs.
0 .D. Fgsby so that the six of us will be firmly bound together, having in view
the safeguarding of Ernst & Ernst as an organization, the terms of this
arrangement to be as follows:
First. All of us to share in the profits and losses as stated herein, and
assume our full share of any future claims that may arise, but no consideration to pass at any time for, or account of good will at the termination of this
agreement.
Second. In the event of withdrawal or death, settlement to be made under
terms of esCtitng contract dated June 17, 1918,
Third. This arrangement to apply to the profits and losses of Ernst &
Ernst, Cleveland, with the right of extending it upon agreement of all the
parties hereto.
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Fourth. A. C. Ernst, L. W. Blyth, and F. H. Figsby agree to have transferred
to their said wives one-half of their respective shures in the profits or losses
of the business commencing January 1, 1918, thereafter as determined. The
understanding being that after the profit of Ernst & Ernst, Cleveland, Ohio,
have been determined, then one-half of the Ahare belonging to A. C. Ernst
to be paid to C, F. Ernst, one-half of the share belonging to L. W. Blyth to
be paid to A. H. Blyth, and one-half the share belonging to F. H. Figsby to be
paid to G. D. Figsby, as compentation to said wives for the responsibilitiesthey
aume. Should it be determined that a loss has been incurred, then
hereblf
In that event the said C. F. Ernst, A. H. Blyth, and G. D. Figsby shall contribute their share thereof in proportion to their respective interests as set
forth herein.
The said wives agree to the above and to hold themselves ready to perform
such nsrvices as may be requested by A. (. brnst and to contribute sucli
amount of additional capital to Ernst & Ernst, Cleveland, as may become uecesary for the conduct of the business in. Cleveland, or in other cities, and any
other ventures in connection with their business affairs, such additional capital
to be contributed by them pro rata to their interest intthe profits and losses,
or, as may be mutually agreed upon. The purpose of this contract being to
make available the additional capital of said wives and to provide for the
future, the consideration here passing is for these reasons.
(Signed)
A. . E RNsT.
L. W. BLYTH.
(Signed)
F. H. Fl oeY.
(Signed)
We hereby accept and agree to abide by the terms thereof.
(Signed)

signedd)
(Signed)

C. F. ERNST.
A. H. BLYTH.
G. D. FIOsBY.

About January 1, 1918. the taxpayers transferred to their wives property
valued at several hundred thousand dollars. In affidavits to the commissioner
the wives aver that they had an understanding with their husbands prior to the
transfers above referred to that the wives were part owners of the property
transferred. Aside from the property tansferred as above mentioned, the property owned by the wives was of little value and was of such kind that it would
not be considered as available for commercial purposes.
From 1918 to 1920 the business of Ernst & Ernst was very profitable. The
wives rendered no services therein; they contributed no capital to Ernst &
Ernst or to their husbands. During the years 1918 to 1920, inclusive, Ernst &
Ernst distributed to the wives of the taxpayers partnership profits equal in
amount to those distributed by the firm to their respective husbands. The
wives and not the husbands paid tax on the profits distributed to them, The
unit now recommends that such profits be added to the incomes of the husbands
for the years in question and that they be assessed additional tax based on this
inclusion. The husbands protest, contending that by the contract of January
18, 1918, such profits were not income to themselves but were income to their
wives.
The writing dated January 18, 1918, is not an instrument of conveyance or
assignment It relates to the capital and future income of Ernst & Ernst,
of Cleveland, Ohio. By it no partnership assets are transferred to the wives,
nor is title to any of the partnership property to be transferred to them. The
writing provides:
" Second. In the event of withdrawal or death, settlement to be made under
terms of existing contract dated June 17, 1912." (The articles of partnership
of Ernst & Ernst)
Thus the husbands are to maintain title to the partnership assets. The
wives are to receive only a portion of the future profits of the partnership.
Moreover, the husbands do not assign a portion of their rights to partnership
earnings to their wives. The writing provides:
"The understanding being that after the profits of Ernst & Ernst, Cleveland, Ohio, have been determined, then one-half of the share belonging to
A. C. Ernst to be paid to C. F. Ernst, one-half of the share belonging to L. W.
Blyth to be paid to A. H. Blyth, and one-half the share belonging to F. H.
* *."
Figsby to be paid to G .D. Figby, as compensation
The husbands only "agree to have transferred to their said wives" a portion
of their earnings. There is no present assignment.
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"The writing of January 18, 1918, is not an agreement to make and it does
not make the wives partners or subpartners of Ernst & Ernst, or of their
husbands. On January 18, 1918, Ernst & Ernst, of Cleveland, Ohio, consisted
of four partners. The fourth partner, H. C. Royal, was not a party to the
writing of January 18. His assent would be necessary to make the wives
partners of Ernst & Ernst. Then the writing Is not in the usual form of a
partnership agreement. There are no words used in it that refer to the
parts as partners, or to the relations to be established between them as that
of partners. Further, the writing does not provide for a community of interest
between the husbands an wives as coowners of a business. The wives are
not made principals in the business with their husbands as well as agents
thereof. The dual relation of principal and agent is indispensable to the formation of a partnership." Municipal Paving Co.
i.Herring (Okla.), 150
Pac., 1067. Rowley, in his Modern Law of Partnership, vol. 1, p. 116, states
this rule as follows:
"It is enough to say that an interchangeable relation of principal and agent
between the parties is indispensable to the existence of a partnership."
The writing of January 18, 1918, is not, accordingly, a partnership agreement.
"As the writing of January 18, 1918, does not transfer or assign to the wives
any title in, or right to, property and as it does not establish a partnership
between the parties thereto, it must be treated as nothing more than an executory contract."
My opinion is that the writing dated Jalnuary 18, 1 18, is not even a contract. As stated in the beginning of this alleged co qract, the parties to it
are the husbands. They mutually agree to enter into an agreement with their
wiyes under terms there set forth. Then follows a recitation that the wives
will agree to those terms and that they will assume other responsibilities
not Included in those terms. There next appears the signatures of the
husbands. Below them there appears the following:
" We hereby accept and agree to abide by the terms thereof."
The signatures of the wives appear below the above-quoted sentence. The
most liberal interpretation that can be given to this writing is that the
husbands agree with each other to make a contract with their wives. The
wives agree to accept the offer of their husbands when made to them. But
that does not make a contract between husbands and wives. Furthermore,
the husbands do not make a contract with each other, nor do the wives make
a contract with each other, because they only agree to agree with others in
the future. As the writing sl not a contract between the husbands and their
wives, nor a contract between the husbands, nor a contract between the wives,
it is a nullity.
If, however, I adopt the taxpayer's contention that the writing evidences
the mutual undertaking of the husbands and wives, my opinion is that it
created no obligations. The writing fails as a contract for lack of certainty.
It is grossly ambiguous. It is impossible to determine with certainty from
the terms of the instrument whether the promises of the parties thereto are
joInt or several, or whether the wives promised each other or promised their
husbands, or whether the writing consists of an agreement between the six
parties or of three separate agreements between the three husbands and their
respective wives. The uncertainty of parties and their relations to each
other makes the agreement nonenforceable.
In addition to the uncertainty of parties, certain of the obligations provided
for in the writing are too indefinitely expressed therein to be enforceable.
The writing provides that the wives agree to perform such services " as may
be requested by A. C. Ernst." No provision is made for the kind of service,
where it is to be rendered, to whom it is to be rendered, and what compensation, if any, is to be paid therefor. In Bxi0ggs v. Morris et al. (244 Pa.,
139; 90 Atl., 532) a contract in which service was a part of the consideration
was held void for uncertainty the court said:
" It (the contract) places the promise of the defendants squarely upon an
offer of services, vague and general in terms and without limitation of time
or amount of services to be performed. The contract is so vague, uncertain,
and indefinite that it must be held to be unenforceable."
The provision in the writing of January 18, relative to promises for service
is too Indefinite to be enforceable.
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The writing of January 18, 1918, provides that the wives are " to contribute
such amount of additional capital to Ernst & Ernst, Cleveland, as may become
necessary for the conduct of the business in Cleveland, or in other cities, and
any other ventures in connection with their business affairs, such additional
capital to be contributed by them pro rata to their Interest In the profits and
losses, or as may be mutually agreed upca."
The writing provides no way for determining who is to decide the necessity
for capital, the amounts to be required, or what ventures are to be considered
as carried on in connection, ith the business of Ernst & Ernst. Even the
provision for contributing the amount of capital " that may become necessary "
is too vague to be enforceable. (Erwin v. Ersln, 25 Ala. 230; Canet v. Smith,
149 N. Y. 8. 101; Blackstone i. German Bank of Baltimore City, 87 Md. 802;

39 Atl. 855.

Furthermore, the proportions of additional capital to be contributed is left
to future agreement. This is very objectionable because the parties may never
come to an agreement. As to provisions for future agreement, Williston, in his
work on contracts, volume 1, page 57, says:
" Especially a reservation to either party of a future untrammeled right to
determine the nature of the performance, or a provision that some matter shall
be settled by future agreement has often caused a promise to be too indefinite
for enforcement."
,The writing does not provide for the terms under which the wives are to
contribute capital. Are they to loan the money? If so, is interest to be paid
thereupon? This is a very pertinent inquiry in view of that portion of the
writing providing that upon withdrawal and death "settlement is to be made
under terms of existing contract dated June 17, 1912." The existing contract
referred to is the articles of partnership theretofore entered into of Ernst &
Ernst. By taking the two provisions together it is possible to construe them
as providing that the additional capital contributed by the wives is to be paid
upon settlement to the husbands. Under this construction the husbands could
get back all the profits paid to the wives by Ernst & Ernst.
It is my opinion, therefore, that the provisions of the writing relative to the
contributions of capital are too vague and indefinite to render them enforceable.
The writing provides:
" The purpose of this contract being to make available the additional capital
of said wives and to provide for the future, the consideration here passing is
for these reasons."
Thus the princ.pul consideration purported to be furnished by the wives for
the promises of their husbands is their obligation to furnish additional capital.
As this obligation is unenforceable, it is my opinion that all the obligat.ons
set forth in the writing should be deemed nonenforceable. The alleged contract is void for uncertainty.
The contentions of the taxpayers that any uncertainty has been cured by
performance under the contract by the parties is untenable. The only performance since the writing was executed has been payments made to the
wives. These did not give the wives any rights not acquired by the execution
of the alleged agreement. In Briggs v. Morris (244 Pa., 139; 90 Atl., 532)
the court said:
"It must be held that payments on account of a void contract can not give
it form, nor make precise and definite that which lacks those qualities. If
the payments were made without cons:derati(n, they were voluntary payments."
My opinion is, therefore, that the husbands were under no contractual
obligations to distribute to their wives any portion * the partnership profits
Such profits as were distributed to the wives should be considered as gifts
to them from their husbands. The husbands should be liable for tax thereupon.
I am further of the opinion that were this writing of January 18, 1918,
sufficiently certain in its provisions to be enforceable, the husbands would
still be liable for tax on the profits of the partnership paid to their respective
wives. As pointed out above, the writing is not an agreement to make and it
does not make the wives partners or subpartners of Ernst & Ernst or of their
husbands. Furthermore, the writing of January 18, 1918, is not an undertaking
of the partnership of Ernst & Ernst. That partnership is not a party to the
writing, for H. C. Royal, the fourth partner, is not made a party thereto.
The husbands do not purport to contract as partners of Ernst & Ernt. Accordingly, the writing of January 18,' 1918, can not be taken as establishing
a partnership obligation, and sums paid by Ernst & Ernst to the wives are
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They constitute payments of profits belonging to
not partnership expense.
the husbands and made on their behalf. Accordingly, the husbands as partners
should include in their tax returns all the profits of that partnership with
the exception of the profits belonging to Royal, the fourth partner. The portion of the profits paid to the wives may then be deducted from the gross
incomes of the respective husbands if the payments mtet the requirements of
the law relative to deductions. (A. R. M. 25; 2 C. B. 104; L. O. 912.) Section
214 of the revenue act of 1918 provides in part:
"(a) That in computing net income there shall be allowed as deductions:
"(1) All the ordinary and necessary expenses paid or incurred during the
* *."
taxable year in carrying on any trade or business
It sl my opinion that the payments to the wives by their husbands can not
be considered as ordinary or necessary business expenses.
The payments made to the wives do not constitute business expense. I
think the husbands and wives did not intend to contract under the terms and
for the purposes expressed In the writing of January 18, 1918. It is difficult
to believe that men engaged in a lucrative business would for purposes of
profit agree to pay half of their probable gains in exchange for indemnity
against half of their probable losses. The husbands were engaged in the
practice of accounting. Their wives were not accountants. It is very difficult
to believe that the husbands intended to employ the services of their wives in
their business. The only other consideration that the husbands were to
receive in this unbusinesslike arrangement was the promise of the wives to contribute capital. The husbands had ample capital to carry on their business.
The only property of any consequence the wives owned had been given to them
by their husbands only a few days before the parties executed the writing of
January 18, 1918. Looking at the whole transaction, I am of the opinion that
the husbands and wives did not intend to enter into business relations with
each other and that the writing of January 18, 1918, is not an expression of
their true intentions. Where the parties do not intend to make the contract
the law does not make one for them. Central Paving Company v. Highland
Park (164 Mich. 223; 129 NW. 46).
My conclusion is, therefore, that Messrs. Ernst, Blyth & Figsby are individually liable for tax during the years 1918 to 1920, inclusive, on the profits of
Ernst & Ernst paid to their respective wives in those years.
NEnsoN T. HARTON,
Holitctor of Internal Revenue.
Approved, December 20, 1924.
D. H. BLAI,
commissionerr of Internal Revenue.

EXHIBIT D

CLEVELAND, June 18, 1921.
TH

CONSOLIDATED IRON & STEEL MANUFACTURING CO.,

Cleveland, Ohio
Kahn.)
I.
T.
(Attention
GENTLEMEN: We have made certain changes in the 1920 income and profits
tax return of your company, at your direction, and submit the same in duplicate herewith. These changes consist principally of the exclusion as a deduction from invested capital of appreciation of permanent assets, and of including as a deduction from income depreciation of such appreciated values,
a portion of this depreciation not being shown on your books.
In this connection, we desire to state that we assume no responsibility what.
soever for the changes made in the return, nor do we believe them to be in
accordance with the internal revenue laws and regulations pertaining thereto.
The revenue act of 1918 applying to the return in question is peculiar to
prior revenue acts in that it provides certain penalties for failure to prepare
the return in accordance with the regulations of the Treasury Department.
The penalty provided is 5 pe: cent of the understatement of tax together
with interest at the rate of 1 per cent a month on the amount of such understatement.
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We assure you that we are always desirous of serving the best interests
of your company and are writing merely to avoid any misunderstanding in
the future.
Yours very truly,
L. 0. Wzies,
Manager Federal Taa Department.

&

ExIBItn

E

[Confidential report]
DETBOIT, MICH., March 28, 1925.
Mr. Goo E. NEAL,
Internal Revenue Agent fi Charge, Detroit, Mich.:
The result of an investigation of Seidman & Seldman's office procedure is
herewith submitted.
Mr. Frank E. Seidman, of Beldman & Seidman, first appeared in Grand
Rapids shortly after the World War as an auditor from the aircraft section or
division of Detroit. His duties were investigating claims made for payment on
account of contracts between various Grand Rapids companies and the United
States Government.
Owing to the sudden termination of the World War and the cancellations of
contracts many adjustments were necessary, and these were based in a large
measure upon the reports made by field auditors. It is stated to agent by Mr.
Robert Davidson, auditor for State of Michigan, that Frank E. Seidman
favored the contractors and subcontractors in every way he dared, and at this
time solicited the auditing and tax work, anticipating an enormous volume of
this work to follow.
Mr. Seidman being a very likable fellow, besides being a most excellent
accountant, very soon ingratiated himself in the good graces of some of the
most prominent business men of Grand Rapids.
After the completion of war contracts he engaged in accounting tax work, and
by his clever appraisals, appreciating assets for invested capital purposes, rewriting inventories and increasing salaries, he saved large sums for the Grand
Rapids taxpayers.
To illustrate his method of procedure, the examining agent at this time when
working in Seidman's office overheard a conference between D. E. Osborn,
office manager for Seldman & Seidman, and Mr. Chaffee, of the Chaffee Bros.
Furniture Co., of Grand Rapids. Mr. Chaffee said to Mr. Osborn, " I have the
tax return you made up for my firm. It shows tax amounting to $5,500. I
do not intend to pay that much and you must reduce this amount." Mr. Osborn
said, "The report is correct according to your books, but we can increase
salaries and date the minute book back to January, 1924." Mr. Chaffee agreed
that this would be satisfactory.
Agent stated to Mr. Osborn that he could not help but overhear this conversation and inquired the name of his client He was told his name was Mr.
Chaffee. Mr. Osborn agreed that the conversation was correct as overheard,
and claimed that it was customary to raise salaries when clients requested it.
Mr. Thomas, president of Thomas Canning Co., of Grand Rapids, stated that
Seidman would eventually overreach himself, and if he continued his present
line of proceedings he will sooner or later find himself in a very serious trouble.
Frank E. Seidman is very clever; he even hoodwinks his own clients by
leading them to believe that they are justified in following his advice.
Many cases of tax evasion were related to the agent by a Mr. Christenden,
formerly office manager of Seidman & Seidman. Mr. Christenden did not care
to volunteer any written statement but would, if subpoenaed, give all the information he had knowledge of.
Agent believes that a large proportion of Seidman's business was procured
on a contingent-fee basis ana that this method of securing business is still
being used.
ROBRT HARRIS, Internal Revenue Agent.
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CI.EVELAND, OuIO, October 30, 1923.
In re Ernst & Ernst, 1400 Hanna Building, Cleveland, Ohio. Examining officer,
Jos. i. Williams; examination commenced, September 5, 1923; examination
completed, October 30, 1923; days spent on examination, 24.
E. G. RAREY,
Internal Revenue Agent in Charge.
Cleveland, Ohio:
An examination of the books and records of the above-named partnership for
the years 1918 to 1920, inclusive, disclosed the Information contained in this
report.
Authority for examination: Receipt of photostats of 1919 and 1920 returns,
Forms 1065.
Basis for comparison: The partnership's books and records.
District in which returns were filed: Efghteenth, Ohio.
Nature of business: The rendering of public accounting services.
CHANGE

NOT ADMITTED

The various items have been fully discussed with the changes explained to
L. W. Blyth, one of the principal partners. The examiner's findings are not
admitted.
Partnership returns, Forms 1065, were filed for each of the years covered by
this examination.
All sources of income appear to have been indicated in the returns filed for
the years 1918, 1919, and 1920.
Reports on the following individual partners of the Ernst & Ernst partnerships are being submitted under date of November 10, 1923; A. C. Ernst, L. W.
Blyth, F. I.HFigsby, F. L. G.lbert. X. C. Royal, Horace Manning, F. W.
Pendexter, and C. B. Adams. Reports on the wives of Messrs. A. C. Ernst,
L. W. Blyth, and F .G. Figsby are also being submitted under date of November
10, 1923.
The Ernst & Ernst partnership, which has branch offices in several principal
cities, each branch keeping its own records and submitting reports thereof in
the parent office at Cleveland, Ohio, consists of three principal partners, A. C.
Ernst, L. W. Blyth, and F. H. Figsby. These partners share in the profits
of each of the branches. In addition to these three principal partners there arc
six other partners who share in the profits of one or more of the branch offices.
The six other partners just referred to are: F. L. Gilbert, H. C, Royal, Horace
Manning, F. W. Pendexter, C .B. Aams, and L. W. Coyle. A report is being
submitted on L. W. Coyle (deceased), Cincinnati, Ohio. Mr. Coyle died some
time after December 31, 1920. Retained copies of the returns filed by Mr. Coyle
(deceased), not being at hand, a report on that individual is not being submitted. The Central Union Trust Co. of Cincinnati, Oh.o, is trustee of the
estate of L. W. Coyle.
With the exception of New Orleans, Denver, and Richmond (Va.), the records
of each of the branch offices were checked as to income and expense, and occasional tests made as to the accuracy of the balance sheets. Minor errors
were discovered but as these errors did not materially affect the profit and
loss or balance sheet items, no changes have been made. The examination of
the various branch office records was of a more or less superficial nature; however, the income and expense items were satisfactorily checked. The three
offices last referred to were ot organized until the early fall or 1920, therefore
it had not been considered necessary to check over these records in detail as
has been done with the records of the other branches.
The distribution of the earnings of the various branches is being shown in
various schedules of this report. The only balance sheets which are included
as a part of this report are those of the Cleveland, Ohio (home office), partnership. Each office keeps a separate and distinct set of records. The balance
sheet items of each of the branch offices (except New Orleans, Denver, and
Richmond, were tested as to accuracy and found to be as represented. The
examiner is not submitting exhibits of the balance sheets of the benches for
the reason that such exhibits would be of no particular value, and also that
the preparing .of these exhibits would take considerable time and would in no
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way clarity the main point at issue In this case. An analysis of the partners'
capital accounts, all branches, separately and consolidated, for each of the
years covered by this examination, are being submitted in this report as Exhibits F, (, and ii, for the years 1918, 1919, and 1920, respectively. As has
been stated before, all phases of this case have been discussed fully with Mr.
L. W. Blyth, one of the principal partners. His explanations as to the nature
of various items questioned by the examiner have been accepted as represented
by him.
There has been only one important change made, and that is in the matter
of the distribution of the net income of the Cleveland, Ohio, office for the
years covered by this examination. Beginning with 1918 and contiuiuing
through all of the years covered by this examination, and probably beyond
that period, the wives of the three principal partner (Messrs. Ernst, Blyth,
and Figsby) were given a portion of the profits of the Cleveland, Ohio, Ernst
& Erpst partnership. The examiner has gone over, very carefully and
thoroughly, all available data, and has found that the only advantage in " taking" in the wives as members of the Cleveland, Ohio, Ernst & Ernst partnership is in the matter of the Federal tax liability of Messrs. A. C. Ernst, L. W.
Blyth, F. H. Figsby. In other words, the examiner honestly believes, and this
belief is supported by actual findings. that the wives of the three partners
just referred to brought nothing into the partnership that would or did affect
the partnership in the matter of business possibilities, that is, they brought
in no additional capital, and have not rendered, nor do not render, personal
services to the business.
It is the examiner's further opinion that the wives of the three aforementioned partners have been represented to be partners for the purpose of
affording relief against the high surtax rates, as applied to the net income
of their respective husbands, and that the whole plan is a mere subterfuge
employed to reduce tax liability.
During 1917, and probably prior to that year, the three principal partners,
A. C. Ernst, L. W. Blyth, and F. H. Figsby, shares in what was known as a
joint account. This account consisted of securities (almost exclusively) and
the three above-named members received 72 per cent, 10 per cent, and 12 per
cent, respectively, of the earnings therefrom.
Apparently, as of January 1, 1918, this joint account was eliminated and
in its stead there was set up an account which is called the " E and E" Investment Co. (At this point the examiner emphasizes the fact that the joint
account consisted of the men, Messrs. A. C. Ernst, L. W. Blyth, and F. H.
Figsly: and that the E and E Investment (o. consisted of the wives of these
Exhibit I
men, Mrs. 0. F. Ernst. Mrs. A. H. Blyth, and Mrs. G. D. Figshy.)
of this report shows the journal entries transferring various stocks, two bank
account (liability of the men to the men), from the
onothr
accounts, and on
joint account to the E and E Investment Co. account. These two entries clearly
show that the women brought nothing into the so-called E and E Investment
Co. It will be noted that the wives' capital accounts are in the amounts of
$288,000, $64,000, and $48,000. to Mrs. Ernst, Mrs. Blyth, and Mrs. Fisby,
respectively, which is in the ratio of 72, 16, and 12. and it will be noted by
reference to Exhibit L of this report that the portion of the Cleveland office
earnings allocated to the women (Mrs. Ernst. Mrs. Blyth, and Mrs. Figsby)
is in the same proportion, 72, 16, 12; that is, of the total amounts given to the
women, $154,817.96, other income, and $136.57, Liberty bond interest income
in 1018; and $227.356.47, other Income, $2,449.15, Liberty bond interest in 1920,
the distribution is in the ratio of 72. 16, and 12. The distribution made to
the men (Messrs. Ernst, Blyth, and Fgshby) is in the same proportion. After
the manager of the Cleveland office (H. C. Royal) has been credited with
his portion of the profits (6 per cent), the remainder is divided among Messrs.
Ernst, Blyth. and Figsby, and their wives. Interest on capital investment
is included In the net earnings distributed. The wives, having no capital
Investment, do not share in this item, which was $15,000 in each of the years
covered by this examination (6 per cent of $250,000) ; consequently the portion
allocated to Messrs. Ernst, Blyth, and Figsby is greater than the portion
allocated to the wives. (At this point the examiner calls attention t< the
fact that the aforementioned wives have not only no capital accounts in the
Ernst & Ernst records, but have no individual accounts in the general ledger.
The Cleveland, Ohio, Ernst & Ernst partnership carries an account called the
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B and E Investment Co. account, which is credited with the portion of the
profits allocated to the wives. Sometimes this account is credited with the
total amount in one sum, and again the three amounts are credited separately
to this account.)
In 1918, after the distribution had been made in accordance with the procedure outlined above, Mr. A. C. Ernst distributed $40,612.50 of his portion to
Messrs. Blyth, Figsby, and Royal, in the following respective amounts: $15,000,
$12,500, and $13,112.50; therefore, in 1918, the distribution shown in Exhibit L,
to Messrs. Ernst, Blyth, and Figsby will not be in the proportion of 72, 10, and
12. In 1919 and 1020 the distribution to these gentlemen is in the proportion
of 72, 10, and 12.
Exhibit J is the January 1, 1918, balance sheet of the E and I Investment
Co. This exhibit substantiates Exhibit I, which indicates that the aforementioned wives (in the name of the E and E Investment Co.) merely took the
places of their husbands, Messrs. Ernst, Blyth, and Figsby, in the name of
"Joint account"
Exhibit K shows the net worth of Mr. A. C. Ernst from January 1, 1917, to
December 31, 1920; and balance sheet of (Mrs.) C. F. Ernst, January 1, 1918.
This exhibit shows that Mr. A. 0. Ernst gave his wife certain material assets,
which, of course, he had a perfect right to do. (It has not been ascertained
whether the transfers were actually made or were mere book entries.) It has
been ascertalued that the wives of the three principal partners had no rights
relative to the business affairs of the partnership and that no partnership
agreements were entered into between the husbands and wives. (Mr. L. W.
Blyth is the source of this information.)
The wives of Messrs. Blyth and Figsby were " brought" into the business in
the same way that Mrs. C. F. Ernst was "drafted."
The examiner calls attention to the distribution of the Cleveland, Ohio
(home office), Ernst & Ernst partnership profits as made by Ernst & Ernst.
This distribution is shown in Exhibit L of this report.
If the wives of Messrs. Ernst, Blyth, and Figsby, Mrs . .F. Ernst, Mrs. A. H.
Blyth, and Mrs. 0. D. Figsby, wsre partners in fact, which, of course, they
were not, having contributed nothing, either by way of financial assistance or
personal services to the business, thxy were entitled to a portion of the profits
of each of the branches of the Ernst & Ernst partnership. The fact that the
above-named respective wives were not "brought" into the various branch
distributions, is, in itself, an inconsistency, which tends to refute any.superficial claim pat forth by Ernst & Ernst relative to the merits of the distribution of the Cleveland, Ohio (home office), Ernst & Ernst partnership profits.
The examiner has never before investigated a case in which there was such
obvious subterfuge employed to evade tax liability. Any individual taxpayer
in business would have as much right to allocate a part of his net earnings to
his wife as had Messrs. Ernst, Blyth, and Figsby.
The Ernst & Ernst partnerships, particularly the Cleveland, Ohio, partnership, has grown rapidly in the volume of business transacted, and there always
has been a great deal of cash at hand, so that it never has been necessary (nor
has such a thing, in fact, been done) to solicit financial assistance. The wives
of Messrs. Ernst, Blyth, and Figsby brought nothing to the Ernst & Ernst,
Cleveland, Ohio, partnership; are not, in fact, treated as partners; and do not,
or have not, contributed anything to further the business interests of the partnership. It is, therefore, inconceivable to believe that such a ridiculous claim
as their apparent contention, that their respective wives should be and are
entitled to recognition as partners of the Ernst & Ernst, Cleveland, Ohio, partnership, will be considered by the department.
The examine has the thought in mind that the three principal partners,
Messrs. Ernst, Blyth, and Figsby, conceived and put into execution the plan to
"bring" their respective wives into the partnership (in the manner explained
hereinbefore), with a view to a great deal of possible gain and no probable
loss. In other words, it is not unlikely that they believed that by such a procedure they had everything to gain and nothing to lose by way of reducing
their individual income-tax liabilities.
MEMORANDUM BY REVIEWING OFFICER

I fully concur in the conclusions, findings, and recommendations of the examing officer as set forth in the above letter, and it is therefore recommended that
the department sustain and approve the allocation of the income of the Cleve-
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land office only to the real partners thereof, as indicated in schedules 2, 15,
and 30 of the report. In view of the fact that the wives of the partners can not
by any construction of the revenue act of 1918 be considered in fact or in
theory as partners, they should not be allowed to take up and report for
income-tax purposes any part of the Income accruing to their respective husband- merely for the purpose of relieving their husbands of the tax burden
placed upon them by virtue of their large incomes in these years.

E.

. BECK,

Internal Revenue Agent, Reviewing Officer.

The CHAIRMAN. Who controls this committee on enrollment and

disbarment?
Mr. NASH. The committee on enrollment and disbarment is a
committee appointed by the Secretary, which passes on all applicants who desire to practice before the Treasury Department.

The

Bureau of Internal Revenue is represented on that committee, but
does not control it, and has no jurisdiction over it.
The CHAIRMAN. Who is at the head of it?
Mr. NASH. Captain Jacobs is the chairman of the committee.
The CHAIRMAN. Of how many members is that committee com-

posed ?
Mr. G(tEa. Five, I think-two bureau men and three Treasury
men-as I remember it.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there any way that the bureau representatives
here can inform the committee as to what is delaying the action on
the case of Ernst & Ernst? I would like to know what has caused
the delay in that cas , from 1923 on.
Mr. NASH. I would be glad to have a copy of this report and take
it up with the chairman of the committee.
The CHAIRMAN. I wish you would.

I would like to get a report

on that, because we have heard a good many of these Ernst & Ernst
cases, and a good many criticisms have come in anonymously, which
we have not dealt with, concerning the practice of experts before the
bureau, and which these people say should be dealt with by this
committee.
I do not understand that it i.s the province of this committee to
go into that work of the committee on enrollment and disbarment,
because that is not a part of the Bureau of Internal Revenue; but
I think the secretary might inform the committe t, if he so desires,
of how many cases the committee has dealt with, how many are
still pending, and how many persons have been disbarred for unethical practices, because it seems to me that that is one of the most
important things, if we are going to get honesty in tax administration.

Mr. G GG,.We have just begun recently to put into the weekly
publication-the bulletin of the Bureau of Internal Revenue-a list

of those who are disbarred from practice. I think that is going to
be quite effective. This is the first time that has ever been published.
Mr. MANsoN. I think the publication of that list is about the
best warning to the profession generally. I do really believe that that
is going to be a very effective thing.
Mr. GaREo. It gives the reasons, too.

Senator KINo. Mr. Chairman, I think this committee could investigate, and we have, to some extent, the methods by which persons
are permitted to practice before the Bureau of Internal Revenue on
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matters of taxation, refunds, etc., and that we could make recommendations. We might not be able to control, or we might not have
the right to investigate the general rules in the Treasury Depart.
ment with respect to disbarment of attorneys, etc., but certainly we
would have c(gnizance of the question of determining this and for

the purpose of recommending to Congrnss some way of finding out
who is permitted to practice before the bureau and who is not.
It has occurred to me, as these proceedings have gone on, that it
might be wise, and I think the committee should consider that, and
the department should prohibit anybody from practicing before the
bureau who was not a lawyer of experience, high standing, and of
fine character. I doubt the wisdom of permitting mere experts, and

particularly those who have gone out and opened the books and
made up the accountants of a concern, to come before the department
as attorneys. That certainly is not ethical in law. A lawyer is not
an accountant; he is not an expert. The experts may be called as
witnesses to testify, but they are not lawyers, and I doubt the propriety of admitting merely licensed experts and accountants to practice before the department.

Mr. NASH. Mr. Chairman, this subject came up before you when
the committee first began its sessions, and I think at that time I
furnished to the committee a list of attorneys and accountants who
had been admitted to practice before the department, and also furnished a copy of the departmental rules and regulations.

The CHAIRMAN. I think that is correct. I remember that, but I
have more in mind the procedure which has b'en adopted by the
committee on enrollment and disbarment, how many have been
refused and how many have been disbarred, and all of that, and
because that, it seems to me, would give us a picture of just how
effective and efficient this committee was. I have a very great doubt
in my own mind as to the effectiveness of this committee. I doubt
whether it is very effective at all.
Mr. MANSON.
believe there is one suggestion made in the report
of Mr. Parker that I just read which is a very vital one, and that is
that if any employee of the department feels that a representative
of the taxpayer, a licensed representative of the taxpayer or an
enrolled representative of the taxpayer, is engaging in unethical
practice that employee shci
have the means of making his complaint directly to the committee on enrollment and disbarment and
not be under the necessity of making it through his section chief and
his section head and so on up the line.
The CHAIRMAN. I think that is absolutely correct, because Mr.
Greenidge would stop almost anything or could stop almost anything
that he wanted to stop in his particular division.
Mr. MANSON. If a practitioner is engaged in an unethical practice without casting any particular reflections on anybody, he necessarily has to have the cooperation of his section chief or division
head, and it does not seem that either a section chief or a division
head should be in a position to head off a complaint.
Mr. NASH. Mr. Chairman, I do not know personally that there is

any rule that would prevent an employee from reporting to the
committee on enrollment and disbarment any attorney or accountant
whom'he thought was guilty of an unethical practice. I agree with
Mr. Manson's suggestion that if there were such a rule--
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The CHAuIMAN. It isn't a matter of whether there is a rule against
it or not; the whole proceeding is a sort of a military affair; they
must step up to the chief of the section. The employees should know
that they could take such matters over the heads of their chiefs, and
it ought not to be a negative matter, but it should be a affirmative
matter that should be required of them.
Mr. Moss. Mr. Chairman, my own opinion is that the way should
be made easy for any proper information'to reach this committee
on enrollment and disbarment as to the unethical practitioner. I
know that that is the great desire of the Secretary and the Commissioner of Internal Revenue-to get at every one of these cases, it
they can do it. I have no doubt that the committee would be some.
what interested in knowing what has been accomplished. What
remains to be accomplished simply shows the bigness of the job to
keep these fellows out.
On the question of your authority, if you will permit me to suggest it, I am inclined to believe that the general authority under
your Senate resolution to investigate the Bureau of Internal Revenue
for the purpose of offering amendments to the law or correcting the
procedure would carry with it authority to inquire as to how men
obtain permission to practice there. It would seem to me almost
necessarily so.
The

CIAIRMAN.

In that connection, may I ask Judge Moss or Mr.

Nash or Mr. Gregg if they can make a report to this committee before
we are through with our hearings as to what is holding up the
Ernst & Ernst case and how many cases are pending before the
bureau In other words, it seems reprehensible to me if men like
Ernst & Ernst can engage in such practices as have been called to
our attention here this morning, day after day, and year after year,
and no action against them really taken. I mean, if that is all
they have to fear, then they do not need to be very ethical. I believe there is something more than that involved, that Ernst &
Ernst have some influence somewhere that prevents a decision on
the part of this committee on enrollment and disbarment, because it
seems to me that no case could be pending for this length of time

that was genuinely being considered.
Senator KIsN. I would like to ask Mr. Nash, Mr. Gregg, and
Judge Moss-

Mr. Moss. I know little about this personally.
Senator KING (continuing). If they think it is wise to h. ve large
accounting firms take over the handling of the books of lati concerns, rewriting their books from the beginning, and then present
their returns for taxation purposes to the department, and then
become the attorneys for the concerns which they have represented
as bookkeepers, as accountants, and as experts, in order to try to
avoid paying a tax, or in order to recover taxes after they have been
assessed by the deptartment; or whether experts and accountants
ought to be regarded as experts and accountants and not as lawyers
and denied the right to practice in the department, particularly
where they are urging as lawyers accounts which they have made
up as experts and accountants for big taxpayers?
Mr. NASH. Senator King, accounting is just as much a part of
tax practice as law is. The department must recognize both ac-
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countants and lawyers. Every tax case will probably present as
many accounting problems, or more, than it will legal problems.
Very few lawyers are also accountants. The board of tax appeals
recognizes both lawyers and certified public accountants. Treasury
regulations do not limit practitioners to certified public accountants,
but they recognize any accountant. They also recognize employees
of a firm or the officers.
Mr. Moss. Agents.
Mr. NAsH. Also the agents of a firm.
I do not see anything harsh in having an accountant go into a
business apd adjust the accounts and present an amended tax return, if he has an honest case. If he has complied with the law
and the regulations, and the taxpayer has overpaid his tax, he certainly is entitled to get his money back.
Senator KINo. Undoubtedly.
Mr. NASH. An accountant is a sort of a doctor to a business. If
a taxpayer has made an erroneous report, or is not keeping his
books properly, and the books do not correctly reflect the income,
the accountant's job is to adjust the accounts and, at the same time,
correct any errors that have been made in the tax return. Honest
accountants adjust taxes up as well as down. We have many cases
on the basis of accountants reports before us, where they have made
examinations and amended returns have been submitted by taxpayers and additional taxes have been paid.
The CHAIRaAN. I can see the logic in the statement, Mr. Nash,

and so far as my knowldege of accounting goes, I am entirely in
accord with you, but in such cases as have just been referred to by
Mr. Manson, where the firm of Ernst & Ernst took an employee out
of the bureau who was familiar with the case, I would not think
that is proper. Also, as in the case of an estate that we had before
us awhile ago, there are employees of the bureau who know that
cases are pending, and on account of court decisions, can get a
reversal, and they can go out and stir up all of these claims against
the Government on a percentage basis. I do not know; I am not
convinced of any particular methods that yu can adopt to stop that
practice, but it is certain that the greatest degree of vigilance should
be used to prevent that sort of thing.
Mr. NASH. Senator, in that estate tax case, those former employees
of the bureau were not admitted to practice before the bureau, and
have never been admitted to practice, and the bureau is vigorously
investigating them and will try to prosecute them.
The CHAIRMAN. I think that is true, and I point that out with

no intention to criticize the bureau but merely to show the possibilities that these men have who work within the bureau.
Mr. GREGO. We recognize the possibilities, Mr. Chairman, and we
have done everything we can to stop it. Let me give you some of the
difficulties, however.
The principal difficulty is caused by the taxpayer himself. If
some one comes to a taxpayer and boasts about having inside information with reference to his case, and wants to take his case on
a contingent basis, the ordinary, honest taxpayer, will tell him nothing doing, but he will not give us the facts.
The CanIxAN. Why not9
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Mr. GRicuO. They seem to have a feeling that it may prejudice
their case in some way.
There are lawyers who come to me time and again and tell me
about such and such a thing happening, that an ex-employee approached a client of theirs, saying that he had inside information,
or something of that sort. The lawyers tell me that they try to
get their clients to give us the information. Of course, the lawyer
can not do that, without the permission of the client, and the client
will not do it for fear it will harm his case. Occasionally, they
will. Occasionally they will work right with us in a case.
The CHAIRMAN. I think undoubtedly the press takes that attitude
too, does it not ? I mean the press takes the attitude that any criticism that is addressed might hurt their case before the bureau?
Mr. GnREi. Well, I do not know about that, but I have seen the
other cases. Sometimes they do it, and it does a great deal of inconvenience to them. Sometimes they cooperate with our intelligence men. We had a case the other day where they had to make
false affidavits, with the knowledge of our intelligence men, upon
the advice of these co-called experts who approached them. Finally,
through the cooperation of the taxpayer, we had them indicted.
But it is very difficult to get taxpayers to cooperate with us in these
cases.

I think you will find that it has not only been impossible for us
to keep undesirables from practicing before the bureau, but the
courts have had the same experience. You all know that there are
shyster lawyers wlip are practicing before the courts. It is impossible for the courts to keep unethical and crooked practitioners
out of the courts and, of course, it is going to be impossible for us
to do it.
Tile CHAIRMAN. What could the bureau do in a case like this,

for instance: In going over the record of one of the cases in the
bureau, I find a case where Mr. Doheny employed one of your
staff, while hle was still an employee of the bureau. He accepted
Mr. Doheny's offer, and then had the nerve to ask for two weeks'
leave of absence, and he wanted pay from both sources, pay from
the bureau and pay from Mr. Doheny. The bureau properly took
the position that lie could not be on both pay rolls. That man, of
course, could go to Mr. Doheny or Mr. Sinclair, or any other big
interest, and convey to them all the intricacies of discovery valuation and depletion and the maximum results to be derived by the
most favorable decision for his employer.
There is nothing under the law that can stop that, is there?
Mr. NASH. He can not actively appear on any of their tax cases
for a period of two years.
The CHAIRMAN. Oh, I understand that; but he can remain in the
office and feed them all of the information?
Mr. GREGO. If he does that, we can not stop him.
The CHARMANm
. No; that is one of the difficulties.

Mr. GREGO. Neither can you stop a man in court from appearing
on both sides of the case, if he does it in a backhanded manner.
Mr. MANsoN. At least he can not do it in open court where everybody is looking at him.
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Mr. GREu . No; but he may he working in the interest of the
other party on the outside.
Mr. NASH. In this particular case I think his personal record
would be so noted as to prevent a reinstatement in the Treasury
Department if he ever should seek reappointment, because of the
conditions under which he resigned. If he should ever seek employment elsewhere and refer to the Treasury Department for a reference, the conditions under which lie left the Treasury Department
would be made known.
Mr. Moss. Mr. Chairman, let me make this suggestion for Senator
King's serious consideration, in view of his statement awhile ago
as to the exclusion of auditors and accountants, that the committee
should very seriously consider the danger of suggesting to Congress
a rule, because of a few bad cases, a rule which would operate
against very many hundreds of perfectly honest accountants and
auditors, and the very many thousands of taxpayers who are entitled
to the services of these audi. rs and accountants. We can not legislate always for the rascal. You have to legislate for the average run
of people, and I think, Senator King, you may want to think about
that a little further. I doubt very seriously the advisability of
adopting anything that would look to the exclusion of auditors and
accountants with relation to the taxpayer. A taxpayer may not
want to hire a lawyer, but just wants to send an agent here to Washington to explain things.
Mr. GREGo. In that connection I would like to bring out the fact
that in England any tax report of a firm of accountants is accepted
by the revenue department. No field examinations are made at all
and, except in the case of fraud or something of that sort, the
accountant's report is accepted as to the facts stated in it.
Mr. Moss. In the absence of a showing of fraud.
Mr. GREG. In the absence of a showing of fraud, or something of
that sort.
Mr. MANSON. In that connection, I would like to call Mr. Gregg's
attention to the fact that accounting in Great Britian has been a
recognized profession, subject to the most rigorous regulation, for
over a century; that it has traditions behind it as a profession; that
in this country we had no real accountants for a great many years,
except those who had trained iii England or Scotland, and without
casting any reflection on individuals, the accounting profession in this
country is a thoroughly new profession, as such, and a large part of
its personnel is made up of men who have acquired their license
under the provision of the recent laws which permits all of those
to be made certified public accountants who have been in actual
practice for i certain period of years. In other words, in England,
the profession of accounting has a hundred years of tradition behind it.
Senator KING. But what I had in mind when I made the suggestion was merely tentative. I did not mean to commit myself to it as a
policy, but the evidence which we have had here is that some of these
accountants, for a contingent fee, offer their services to get all of the
reduction that they can bring about under the head of amortization;
so that they are more than accountants. They have a specific and
direct interest in securing reductions. They have a financial interest;
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the amount of their fee depends on how they can arrange those
books-and I do not use those words offensively--so as to secure large
amortization reductions, etc.
Mr. MANSON. I believe you have a regulation, have you not, which
provides that any representative of a taxpayer who has a contingent
fee contract shall file a copy of the contract with the Treasury Department?
Mr. NASH. Yes; the discloses his contract,' and it becomes a part of
the file in the case. If his contingent fee is considered abnormal to
what is involved in the case, he is not permitted to appear in the
case.
Mr. MANSON. That is a fairly recent regulation, is it not?

Mr. NASH. It was adopted about two years ago.
The CHAIRMAN. Have you any other case this morning, Mr.

Manson?
Mr. MANSON. Yes; I have here the valuation of an iron mining
property, which involves a fairly simple question of the regulations.
In this case the metals section placed a value as of 1913 for depletion purposes on this property of about $1,600,000 and for invested
capital purposes of $555,000. The case went to the committee on
appeals and review-The CsHAIMAN. What is the name of the case?
Mr. MANSON. Oh, pardon me. It is the Hollister Mining Co., of
Cleveland, Ohio.
The case went to the committee on appeals and review, ead the
committee on appeals and review reasoned that if the valuation for
depletion purposes was correct, that same basis of valuation should
be used for invested capital purposes.
Mr. GRImEo. May I ask Mr. Manson if they set the same value for
invested capital purposes?
Mr. MANsoN. Discounted to the difference in dates; in other words,
the same basis of value was used for both purposes.
I am not going to read this report, but to merely call attention to
the question involved.
It would appear, perhaps, at first sight, that if a value is accurate
for depletion purposes, that same should be considered for invested
capital purposes, but this taxpayer deducted a very large amount
of lands, which you might call unproven ore lands. A certain portion of his land was determined to contain iron ore. A certain portion of his land was what is called prospective ore land. In other
words, the prospects were that the ore was there, but it was not established.
For purposes of depletion the regulations require the consideration of the probable contents of the prospective lands, the reason for
that being that the depletion rate does not depend upon the quantity
of the ore, but it is advisable that depletion can only be established
once. The regulations provide that it shall be established once, but
that when it is once established it shall cover all of the ore owned by
the taxpayer, even though a part of that ore is merely prospective
ore, bearing in mind that the quantity of ore is a minor factor in
determining depletion.
Just to explain that, I will describe briefly the process.
When the prospective profit on.a ton of ore has been determined,
that prospective profit is multiplied by the number of the estimated
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tons in the reserve. That is discounted to date and then divided by
the number of estimated tons; so it is manifest that inasmuch as the
same factor used to multiply is again used to divide it, it is not a
highly important factor in arriving at valuations for depletion purposes.
On the other hand, for invested capital purposes the regulations
provide that only ores ascertained to exist shall be valued, upon the
theory that men do not pay for mere prospects. What they will pay
for is what they actually know to be there.
There is the distinction between the two bases of valuation.
In the one instance, the regulations specifically provide that pros.
pecti'e ores be included in the valuation.
The CHAIRMAN. Is that sound?
Mr. MANSN,. I believe it is. In ihe other instance, they definitely
provide that th prospective ores shall not be included in the valua-

tion.
The CHAIRMAN. Then, it is directly within the law, and within

reason, to have one valuation for depletion purposes, and another
valuation for invested capital purposes?
Mr. MANsoN. Absolutely. I can see no objection to it. Consequently, the valuation that was made by the mine section for depletion purposes did include the prospective ores.
The CHanMAN. Why did the officials, the Board of Tax Appeals,
or the Committee on Appeals and Review, whichever it was, raise
that question that you have just called our attention to, namely, the
difference between theMr. MANsoN. They did not raise it. They ignored it. That is the
objection that I have to this valuation.
In other words, the committee on appeals and review took the
position that because the engineer had determined this value of
$1,661.000 to be sound as the March 1st value for depletion purposes,
it necessarily followed that that depletion, discounted to the date of
acquisition, should be used for invested capital purposes, when, as a
matter of fact, it included prospective ores and amounted to about
twice as much as the basis used for invested capital purposes.
The details are all included in the report.
Did they agree
The CHAIRMAN. What was the final conclusion
upon a basis for both purposes?
Mr. MANSON. The committee on appeals and review allowed a
value of $1,373,303.84, which we maintain is about $800,000 too much
for invested capital purposes.
The CHAIRMAN. And thereby reduce the excess-profits tax?

Mr. MANSON. And thereby reduce the excess-profits tax.
Mr. GRE(I. I am not at all sure that I agree with Mr. Manson.
Depletion is based, under the language of the statute, on the fair
market value of the property as of a given date. Invested capital
is based, as I remember it, on the actual fair value of the property
as of a given date. I do not think that little difference in phraseology between fair market value and actual fair value or actual cash
value, whichever it is, is sufficient to justify a different basis for
valuation.
Mr. MANsoN. Well, how about your regulations? Article 63, regulations 41, provides that the value allowed for paid in surplus nltist
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be definitely known or accurately ascertainable as of the date of acquisition.
Mr. GREoG. Of course, that regulation you have already said was
unsound, Mr. Manson.
Mr. MANSON. I have said that it was unsound, for the reason that
it allows any paid-in surplus at all.
Mr. GREO;. Yes.

Mr. MANSON. Under the 1917 act.

Mr. GREGO. Yes.
Mr. MANSON. I have not taken the position that were the language
of the 1917 act different than the language of the other act-you
have made it to be more unsound here by including values not definitely known, nor accurately ascertainable.
Mr. (hore. I think, really, the explanation of that difference
ist--

Mr: M.sANN. Article 208, regulations 45, stipulates that the ore
reserve on which the value as of March 1, 1913, is based shall include
"ores that are 'assessed' and ores that are 'prospective' or 'probable."' Prospective and probable ores are described as "ores or
minerals that are believed to exist on the basis of good evidence,
although not known actually to occur on the basis of existing development."
Mr. GREWa. You are still reading from the regulations?
Mr. MANSON. Yes. Clearly, the language of that regulation includes property which could not be included under the former regulation; in other words, under a regulation that provides that what
is to be valued must be definitely known or accurately ascertainable
at the date of acquisition.
Mr. GREGG. Well, of course, that regulationMr. MANsoN. I can see the reason for the difference.
The CHAIRMAN. I was going to ask Mr. Gregg if he does not see the

difference between those regulations with reference to depletion and
invested capital.
Mr. GREGG. The difference in the regulations is perfectly obvious.
That, however, is regulations 41, back under the 1917 act, when, for
paid-in surplus purposes, there was really no authority in the act,
and the regulation which was issued allowing a paid-in surplus was
restricted very decidedly. I think that is the explanation of the
difference.
Coming back to the language of the statute, and taking the 1918
act, one says the fair market value, and the other says the actual
cash value. Those two terms, to my mind, do not carry a very
definite meaning. I am not at all sure that we are justified in
putting a different construction on the two terms.
The CHAIRMAN. But you have done it.

Mr, GREoo. That was back under the 1917 act, when we had nothingto construe as to paid-in surplus.
The CHAIRMAN. What do you do now? DC you put two constructions on that now
Mr. GREOa.
Expressing my opinion, I do not think so. I think
we use the same basis for valuation for invested capital purposes
as we use for valuing for depletion purposes.
The CHAIRMAN. Ts that your observation, Mr. Mansont
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Mr. Gwno. I may be wrong on that; I am not sure.
Mr. MANSON. I do not think that regulation has been substantially changed.
The CHAIMAN. Has the practice been carried out?

Mr. MANsow. The uniform practice has been in cases of this character to fix valuations for invested capital purposes upon the oil
reserves which were known to exist.
The CHAIRMAN. That has been the actual practice ?
Mr. MANSON. Yes; that has been the actual practice.
The CHAIRMAN. And the fault in this particular case is that they

did not follow that?
Mr. MANSON. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. And this is an exceptional case, then ?
Mr. MANSON. Yes. For instance, if you were to put both of them
on the same basis, then it is manifest that the lower valued ore of
$550,000, it would have been necessary to use instead of the higher
valued ore.
The CHAIRMAN. After you use that, however, for depletion purposes, you would have increased the depletion rate per ton?
Mr. MANSON. Yes; it would have increased it per ton.
The CHAIMAN. I mean, the depletion unit would have been raised

if you had used the lower value ?
Mr. MANSON. Well, not necessarily, because you would multiply
by a lower number and divide by a lower number, and except to the
extent that you deduct from your value for plant, the quantity of
reserves has practically no relation to depletion.
For instance, suppose you have a hundred thousand tons; your
profit is $1 a ton; you multiply your profit of $1 per ton by a hundred
thousand tons. You have an expected profit of a hundred thousand
dollars. You discount that 10 per cent, we will say. You have
an expected profit of $90,000. You have a hundred thousand tons,
and you divide by $90,000, and you get 90 cents per ton.
Suppose you had 200,000 tons. You multiply 200,000 by $1 and
you get $200,000. Discounted at 10 per cent, you" have a hundred
thousand dollars. You divide that by 200,000 and you get 90 cents.
You come back to the same thing.
So that for depletion purposes the amount of the reserves is not
controlling, for the reason that the regulation provides that the prospective ores shall be taken into consideration in determining depletion, because the depletion valuation is intended to cover everything
there. If there is less there than the amount value, the taxpayer
can not get it back, if the depletion rate is properly fixed, because
he has exhausted his reserves before he has charged off his depletion, and that is the end of it. But if you were to use the same
basis of value you would necessarily have to use the smaller, because
nobody would ever think, or at least there would be no sound basis
for contending, that you should include an expected profit on mere
prospective but unascertained reserves in determining invested capital. So, in this case, if but one standard is to apply, then the
valuation for depletion is too high.
Senator KiKo. How is it they reach the valuation for invested
capital of a half million dollars plus? Did they take the actual
amount which has been invested?
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Mr. MANSON. No; there are two classes of ores---

Senator KIN. Yes; I know that
Mr. MANSON (continuing). And in determining invested capital
they only included those portions of the ores which were blocked out.
Senator KING. Which were known?
Mr. MANSON. Which were known.

Senator KINo. Is that the way?
Mr. MANSON. Yes; that is the way the profits were arrived at. In
both instances the prospective profits were capitalized.
In arriving at the value for invested capital purposes the mine
section, pursuant to the regulation here, only took what was definitely ascertainable to exist, while in arriving at valuation for depletion purposes they included, as the regulations require, the prospective or probable ores.

The CHAIBA tAN. Have you computed what the difference in tax

would have been if they had followed out the procedure which you
say was customary and which was not followed in this case?
Mr. MANSON. N1o.

Senator KiNG. While you are doing that, it does seem to me, Mr.
Gregg, that if your interpretation was right and if your position was
right, there must be something wrong where there is such a great
disparity and where the results to the Government in the amount of
taxes paid and received arc so variable.
Mr. GREGG. I was just going to recall what had been the practice.
I rather think, although 1 am not sure of this and I can look it up,
that for purposes of depletion, in determining a fair market value,
we consider probable and prospective ores. I think that for the
purposes of invested capital we consider in determining actual cash
value probable and prospective ores when the property is paid in for
stock. I think, however, that in determining paid-in surplus the
rules are much stricter than in determining any other valuation,
and we do not consider probable or prospective ores.
I think that is the situation.
Senator KiGw. It would seem to me as a practical proposition,

giving a concrete case, if you have a mine and I am a prospective

purchaser, I examine it; I figure that there are by actual borings a
million tons of known ore; that the geological studies which the
experts have made show a possible, if not probable, reserve of 250,000
tons more. I buy it from you. I figure upon the known and the
character of the expert testimony as to the geological structure, and
I allow for that, say, one-tenth of the known, and I pay you
$1,100,000. I do not see how, as a practical proposition, when you
come to tax you are going to put two values, one for depletion and
one for invested capital, because when I bought it I bought it as an
entirety, as an entity, and I had in mind the possibility of ore
deposits undeveloped as well as those which are actually known.
Mr. GREon. Maybe I can clear this up. Was there any question of
paid-in surplus in this case, Mr. Manson?
Mr. MANSON. Yes; this is a case of paid-in surplus.
Mr. GREGG. This is a case of paid-in surplus?
Mr. MANSON. Yes.

Mr. GREG. I think what I have just said is borne out by the regulations and the act. The portion of the act dealing with paid-in
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was more strict
than the act dealing with property paid in for stock, when a value is
not claimed in excess of the par value of the stock, and the regulations which Mr. Manson has quoted apply only to paid-in surplus
and do not apply to property paid in for stock when a valuation in
excess of the par value of the stock is not claimed.
So I think the same rule should apply for invested capital and for
depletion, except where the invested capital is a paid-in surplus, in
which case the rules are stricter and the taxpayer is held down to
known or accurately ascertainable facts as to the dates paid.in.
Mr. MANsON. You would not give the same value for invlst(ed
capital purposes to mere prospective or probable ores that you would
give to ores known and definitely blocked out, would you?
s theal
vae to the ores, but I
Mr. GO;~Eo. No; I would not give t
would give the same value to ores for invested capital purposes: as
for depletion purposes.
Mr. MANSON. For depletion, of course, your regulations provide
that those prospective or probable ores shall be included.
Mr. GREo. Yes; but not at the same value as blocked-out ores.
Mr. MANSON. Under any system of appraisal that I have ever seen,
I have not detected any means of differentiating the value; but your
method of value is to set up the amount of your estimated reserves
and multiply that by your expected profit per unit. You estimate
the length of time it is going to take to recover it, and you arrive
at a composite discount factor by applying your estimated time to
your discount factor, discounting your total expected profits back
to the date of valuation. You might, in estimating your prospective
ores, reduce them somewhat, because they are merely prospective.
t in value.
Senator KNo. Bu not
surplus, when it was first put in the act in 1918

Mr. MANsoN. Not in value.

Senator KINo. No.
Mr. MANsON. Except that the value is fixed upon the prospective
profits discounted down to date.
Mr. GREGG. That is true; but you have discounted the value of
those prospective ores when you have reduced the extent of the prospective ores. I was trying to find the regulations here.
Senator KIwN. You discount quantitatively but not qualitatively?

Mr. GREGG. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. I do not think there is any evidence here that they
have been discounted quantitatively.
Mr. MANSON. There is no way to ascertain that. They just estimates the quantity of the reserve.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. MANs6N. I would like to quote from a memorandum written

by Mr. Grimes, the chief of the metals section, who is certainly
familiar with the practice oi the department in the construction of
these regulations.
Mr. Grimes says:
Article 63, regulations 41, stipulate that value allowed for a paid-in surplus
must be "definitely known or accurately ascertainable as of the date of acqulsidon." This office has consistently held that the language of this article makes
it imperative that no entirely prospective ore be included in the reserve on
which the value of a paid-in surplus is determined.

Mr. GREoo. That is exactly what I said.
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Mr. MANSON. Yes; I understand; but Senator Couzens asked a
question as to what the practice was.
The CHAIRMAN. Then, the practice was not followed in this case?
Mr. MANSON. Was the practice followed?
Mr. GREGo. Are you sure that this is a paid-in surplus case?
Mr. MANsoN. I am taking Mr. Grimes's word for it.
The CHAIRMAN. Then, in this case, they deviated from what you
quote there from Mr. Grimes.
Mr. MANSON. As being the practice of the bureau; yes.

The CHAIRMAN. Then, there has been a deviation in this case?
Mr. MANSON. Yes.

The CHAIsRAN. And that is the reason you have brought it before us'?
Mr. MANsON. That is the reason I Inin it before you.
The ('
CHAIRAN. I would like to ask Mr. Gregg if he agrwes with

the decision in this case.

Mr. GREm. If it is a paid-in surplus case; no.
The CIHAIMAN. Then, you and Mr. Grimes are in accord in this
matter?

Mr. GxE~uo.
been limited
If it is not a
par value of
they should
posesMr. MANMoS

If it is a paid-in surplus case, I think they would have
under the regulations to a valuation of known ores.
paid-in surplus case, and is not valued in excess of the
the stock that is claimed, then I do not think so, and
have, either for depletion or invested capital pur. Let me continue to quote from Mr. Grimes here:

Article 208. regulations 45, stipulate that the ore reserve on which the value
as of March 1, 1913, is based shall include ores that are " assessed" and ores

that are "prospective" or "probable." Prospective and probable ores are described as "ores" or minerals that are believed to exist on the basis of good
evidence, although not known actually to occur on the basis of existing develop-

ment. This office has consistently held that the language of this article makes
it imperative that probable ore be included in the reserve which is used in
determining the value as of March 1, 1913.

"If it is imperative that prospective ore be excluded from the reserve In
determining a paid-in surplus and also imperative that prospective ore be included in the reserve in determining the value as of March 1, 1913, then it is

imperative that a paid-in surplus and the value as of March 1, 1913, be de-

termined on different ore-reserve estimates, except when the ore reserve is
fuliy proven and there is no additional prospective ore. It then follows that
no process determining the present worth of an ore deposit as at March.1, 1913,

can be used in determining its value as of acquisition, except where there is no
prospective ore."
Mr. GraOo. That last conclusion is broader thanMr. MANSON. When it is taken in connection with the tax, it appears that he refers to the March 1 11913, values as valued for depletion purposes,
Mr. GREGO. May I see that to see if I can determine whether it it
a paid-in surplus case?
Yes. [Handing paper to Mr. Gregg.]
Mr. MA ON. Y.
Mr. (REw . I really do not think there is any difference for paidin surplus purposes. I have just been reading that regulation again.
The act says:
The actual cash value of tangible property bona fidedly paid in for stock,

but not to exceed the par value of the stock issued therefor, "unless the
actual cash value of such tangible property at the time paid in is shown to the
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satisfaction of the commlssioner to have been clearly and substantially an excess of tuch par value."

The CHAIRMAN. Is that the law or the regulations?

Mr. GREzn. That is the law.

The regulation construing that says:
Where it is shown by evidence satisfactory to the commissioner that tangible
property has been paid in by a stockholder to a corporation as a gift or at a
value definitely known or accurately ascertainable as of the date of such pay.
ment clearly and substantially in excess of the cash or other consideration paid
by the corporation therefor, then the aminent of the excess shall be deemed to
be pald-in surplus.

That is article 837 of regulations 62, page 228.
In construing that, Mr. Grimes takes the position, evidently, that
that language "at a value defiitely known or accurately aswrtainable " applies to the ore-Mr. MANSON. Now, how are you going to definitely know or
definitely ascertain the value of something that you do not know

exists?
Mr. GihEo. You may have had a sale of a property a week before it was transferred to the corporation for stock.
Mr. MANSON. In which event, you would not have to value it at
all, unless you followed the procedure that was followed in the Temple Coal Co. case.
Mr. GREG . You would have to value it, but possibly not by the
method of analytical appraisal, but you would still have to value it.
Mr. MANSON. Yes; but you would not have to value it attached
to your unit of ore, or the prospective profit you expect to make
on it. I maintain that whenever you are bound to ascertain a definite value; in other words, wherever you are bound by the language
of that act to determine something definitely, and you resort to a
method which requires you to attach a value to each ton of something that is in the ground, in order to ascertain that definite value,
you can not do that, unless you have a definite quantity of ore to
attach that value to.
Mr. GREZo. I can not agree with that. Youw are applying the
"definite" not to the value, but to the ore body, which Mr. Grimes
did, and which I did until I read the regulations over again.
Mr. MANSON. My point is that you can not got a definite value
on a unit basis of an unknown quantity.
Mr. OGmoo. But you can get a definite value of probable or prospective ore. You can take the cost of probable or prospective ores,
which sets the definite value.
Mr. MANSON. Yes; but there you have set up a sale. But when
you are setting up an appraisal, it takes into consideration a number
of points, and you can not readily ascertain, to use the language
of the act, a definite value by applying a known or an estimated
profit to an unknown quantity.
Mr. GaEGo. If by a "readily ascertainable," it is meant easily
ascertainable, you can never readily ascertain the value of an ore
body; but I believe it means what it says. It must be really a
conservative valuation, but I still think that probable or prospective
ores can be valued for either depletion, invested capital, or paid-in
surplus purposes. I think the valuation must be stricter and more
conservative for paid-in surplus purposes, both under the law and
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under the regulations, than for the other purposes, but I still think
those ores can be valued for both purposes.
Senator KINo. I think, Mr. Manson, Mr. Gregg is substantially
correct. Take, for instance, coal mines, the bituminous coal mines.
In most coal districts, those, measures are of the same thickness.
Take the coal beds in Utah. You will have two or three measures,
one above the other. The thicknesses, there may be 17 feet. The
measures are 17 feet, 9 fe:t, or 5 feet. From the geological investigations, it has been determined that those veins persist for long
distances, and you can estimate within a very few hundred tons
the quantity of coal upon a given 160 acres, or two or three sections,
or 2,.00 acres, though you may have no exploratory work done,
and your known coal measures, if you use the word "known" as
Smeaningl
that you have actually pe~I treated the veins and have measured them, may reveal only a few thousand tons, and at an buys
those properties with almost as much certainty that if those conditions persist through an entire quarter section or 2,500 acres as
if he ran tunnels through the entire mountain.
Mr. MANSON. I do not know what construction the coal section
would apply to the language of that act for the purpose of determining the reserves of coal under the circumstances that the
Senator mentioned. It would strike me that there you have something which is definitely known or readily ascertainable; but conditions with respect to coal, where you have a constancy of depth, are
entirely different from Michigan iron-ore lands, which are involved
in this case.
The CHAIRMAN. That is what I was going to point out to the
Senator. The premises that he outlined are not the same premises
that figure in this ore case.
Senator KIo. Oh, I understand that. I agree with you.
Mr. MANBON. This is Michigan iron ore, where you get all sorts
of depths and all sorts of qualities.
Senator KING. Oh, yes; I agree with you; and you may take ore
deposits, iron ores, or especially in lime or porphyry. It is impossible to predict what you are going to get in a hundred feet, unless
you have made borings.
Mr. MANSON. In iron-ore land you can-well, in northern Minnesota, up in the Mesabi range, there is more or less constancy of
depth, but in most iron-ore lands you get a very poor ore and a very
good ore. It is absolutely necessary to grade iron ores everywhere,
except in northern Minnesota. They are graded a great deal as
wheat is, and they are sold according to the different grades, and you
will get a dozen different grades of ore out of the same property.
Senator KNG. Yes.
Mr. MANsON. And that is also true of Michigan ores.
I will submit this report in the case of the Hollister Mining Co.
(Exhibits submitted by Mr. Manson in the case of the Hollister
Minig Co. are as follows:)
92919-25--nr 18--11
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MAIrnW
31, 1925.
Mr. L. C. Manson, counsel, Senate Committee Investigating Bureau of Internal
Revenue.
Office report No. 30.
Taxpayer: Holllster Mining Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
lBuiness: Iron-ore producer.
Subject: Decision of the committee on appeals and review in increasing the
paid-in surplus for invested-capital purposes above that reconmnended by the
metals valuation section.
Amounts involved:
... . $41. 612. 75
..--------. ... ..
..-- ..
Capital stock issued..
95r, 91. 09
-..
......-Paid-in surplus- .-...-.-------.

-.-..-....
Total claimed by taxpayer ...

,...

Capital stock issued ..-- .....----.
..-..-..----.-----Paid-in urpius

1, 373
-... ...-..

Total allowed by metals section ---------...----..-....-.

------------------Capital stock issued--.--...---......----.
Paid-in surplus..........................
---.
Total recommended by committee--........-----.....

.

03.84

47M, (01, X
0, 835.7
, 83. 87

418, 612. 75
954. 691.09
1,373,303.84

STATUS OF CASE

Waivers are on file for 1917, 1918, and 1919, dated November 28, 1924, and
expiring on June 15, 1926, all signed by the Hanna Furnace Co., successor to
the Hollister Mining Co.
SYNOPSI

OF CASE

Taxpayer filed its 1917 return March 30, 1918. showing a tax of $10,423.12,
which was paid to the collector at Cleveland, Ohio. Later, after the natural
resources subdivision was formed, the taxpayer filed reports and data for
the purpose of valuation. In June, 1920, they filed a claim for refund of the
total 1917 tax paid, claiming a revision of figures had resulted in an operating I
deficit for that period. When the valuation section submitted its final valuation memoranda the taxpayer protested the paid-in surplus allowed; and as
no agreement could be reached, the unit requested an opinion of the committee
on appeals and review, who, after considering the case, decided against the
metals valuation section and upheld the taxpayer's claim for paid-in surplus
for invested capital purposes.
HISTORY OF THE COMPANY

The Hollister Mining Co. was incorporated in the State of Michigan, January
15, 1909, with an authorized capital stock of $25,000. On April 28, 1909, the
directors authorized the purchase from M. A. Hanna & Co. of certain leasehold estates created by indenture made the 24th of December, 1906, by J. M.
Longyear to M. A. Hanna & Co., in consideration of which the company paid
to M. A. Hanna & Co. the sum of $25,000. On September 8, 1011, the capital
stock was increased from $25,000 to $500,000.
The Ravenna mine lease was purchased for capital stock of $75,000; the
lease to be in effect from February 23, 1911, to December 31, 1950.
The Monongahela mine lease was purchased September 9, 1911, for $150,000
of the capital stock of the Hollister Mining Co. This lease is in effect from
January 1, 1911, to December 31, 1950.
The Carpenter mine lease was purchased September 9, 1911, for $250,000
of the capital stock of the company.
The company operated the Hollister mine, which it had at time of incorpora.
tion as lessee until 1914, when the mine was abandoned as a failure and the
lease surrendered shortly afterwards.
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The properties of the Hollliter Mining Co. are located near Crystal Falls,
Mclh., on the Meiominee Iron Range. In 1917 the olllister Mining Co. purchased considerable stock of the Producers Steamship Co., a company transporting ores for other companies, Listed ts a large stockholder in this steamship company is also the Wakefeeld Iron Co.
nater the Hlanna Furnace Co. took over the holdings of the taxpayer and
t'liille its suN essor, although the date of this is not definitely known.
11I TOHIY OF THE CASE

On Morc) 30. 1)11i, the Holllser Mining Co. tiled its return for the taxable
year 1917. showing a net Income "f $149,5J9.645 and a tax liability of $10,42:.12,
which was Inter paid, ()n ,iJune 16, 191, its 1918 tax return was tiled which
showed at net iluncome f $211,388.17 anid tix due of $47,832.67, On May 15, 1920,
of
its 191) return \wats flied wilth 1i talx 4dlt of $),9110.04 and I nt ilh'omow
$228, 152.1 .
\\hten (1thevalnmt itn setions winter formed in 1919 tit metals valtlttion Me'etitio
Ais tl t. Nxplyer fou*ind Iladlitlonl i nfuornutlon necessary,
on lookdlng lito tthte
Itl i on Febrtarly IS.

1920(,

wizffrb

T
requi4tlng alNswers to ve'rtHtIh quetons

esHen-

thil for tie dtermPtt'llltioA4 of the value of its properly.
This lnformatlo, with maps, tables, etc., was sent to the bureau under date
of April 27, 1920.
On June 5, 1920. in a letter to the colhlwtor at Cleveland, Ohio, taxpayer
sent in a claim for refund of the $10,423.12 paid on the 1917 taxes, due to a
revision of its figures which showed an operating deficit for that year; and
also filed Form I).
The matter was looked into by the metals valuation section, conferences held,
vaiuatlon memoranda prepared, and finally, on February 3, 1921, Mr. A. W.
(auner submitted the valuation allowed the taxpayer by the section.
This valuation did not please the taxpayer In the matter of invested capital,
and on .luly 14, 1121, It tiled a claim presenting its arguments in favor of a
value for paid-in surplus.
The metals valuation section replied to this letter under date of August 2,
1921, reatfirulng their side of the case, and recommended that the case of this
taxpayer be closed on the basis of the memorandum dated February 3, 1921.
The mettls valuation section and the taxpayer could not agree on any figures,
and finally the case wns sent to the committee on appeals and review for ai
opinion. This request for an opinion was forwarded March 0, 1922, by the
deputy commissioner.
On April 13, 1922. the taxpayer filed a brief in support of its claim.
On May 16, 1922, memorandum No. 176 was handed out by the committee
on appeals and review, in which the paid-in surplus allowed by the metals
valuation section was discarded and the amount claimed by the taxpayer
was allowed. In the same memorandum the valuation for March 1, 1913,
as recommended by the unit was allowed. An opinion on this had been requested also by the unit, although the matter was not under dispute. (See
Exhibit B.)
On March 10, 1923, the metals valuation section prepared a memorandum
based on the decision of the committee and giving the figures for depletion,
Invested capital, etc.
An A-2 letter, no date, is in the files showing a tax adjustment for 1917,
on the basis of the ruling and a final audit. No final audit has apparently
been made on the 1918 und 1919 taxes. A protest, dated March 22, 1924, was
matde to this letter, and showed the assessment letter to have been made
May 9, 1923. (Extensions of time for filing protest had been granted.) This
protest was directed to the audit section, and an engineering problem was not
involved.
Taxpayer said regarding depletion in this letter:
" On account of the great difficulty this company had with the' metals
valuation section as to depletion and capital surplus, we do not wish to have
these matters reopened. We are confident that the basis which we have suggested for calculating the depletion for each year will be found in. accord with
the accepted practice. If, however, the audit section can not agree with this
basis, we should like to be advised before any action is taken which might
reolpn the question of valuation and depletion."
Final action on this case is contained in a memorandum prepared by Mr.
J. A. Grimes, chief of the metals valuation section, dated March 5,. 1W25, and
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addressed to the conmnisloner in which he stated that "apparent errors are
indicated, and permission is requested for a redetermination of both the value
for invested cal ital-and March 1, 1913, value for depletion." (GeeExhibit C.
DIICUN tION

The question presented in this case, and the principle involved, in slilar
lhat in the case of Witherbee, Sherman & Co.
The metals valuation section in its final recommendations for values to be
allowed the taxpayer dated February 3, 1921, gave the company a value for
invested capital of $555,835.87. This was made up of $475,000 as the par value
of the stock paid to M. A. Hlanna & Co., and $80,835.87 for exploration and
development costs which M. A. HIanna & Co. had spent on the property prior
to acquisition by the taxlmyer. This was according to the agreement in which
the M. A. Irnna & Co. sold it-: options to leise for mining purposes.
1. Assumption by the Hollister Mining Co. of the entire amount expel
Ndl
by M. A. Hlanna & Co. for prospecting, drilling, and development.
2. Stock of the Holliqter Mining Co., 19,<00 shares of a par value of $25 jlr
ahare. It was as a result of this agreement that the taxpayer increased its
capital from $25,000 to $500,000. Conferences were held with the taxpayer
over the figures allowed by the section, as a result of which the taxpayer submitted a letter showing the balis for the claims for value which it thought
should be allowed. These were contained in a letter to tlhe section dated
July 14, 1921, and signed by G. M. Humphrey, the secretary.
In this letter attention is drawn to the fact that the metals valuation section
in its valuation memorandum gave the taxpayer a March 1, 1913, value of
$1,540,217.18, and since they stated there had been no change in conditions or
factors the value of the property at date of conveyance 18 months prior to
March 1, 1913, should be the value allowed by the metals valuation section as
of March 1, 1913, deferred 18 months at 8 per cent, which gives $1,373,303.84.
On this basis they computed a value for paid-in surplus which they claim they
should be allowed of $954,691.09. The following figures show how the taxpayer
computed its claim for these figures:
t,

Value at Mar. 1, 1913, as fixed by the metals valuation section:
Carpenter mine ----------------.---.--------.-$4 333,318. 13
Monongahela mine--------------.--....-----------------206,899.05
Total ..--------------------------------.
Value at Sept. 15, 1911, the date of conveyance, above values deferred for 1% years at 8 per cent (0.89163) :
Carpenter mine--.---......
---------------------Monongahela mine---------------------------------

1, 540,217. 18

Total----........-------------------Paid-in surplus:
Value at Sept. 15, 1911, as above--------...
-----.........
Proportion of capital stock exchanged for leases'--.-------

1,373,303.84

Paid-in surplus---------------------------------Tons
Carpenter---------..
------------ -----.. ----- . 4, 178, 585
1,
018, 114
-........-Mongongahela-.....-....- ---.
Ravenna...---------------------------------.-.
700,000

1, 188, 826.44
184,477.40

$ 1,373,303.84
418, 12.75
954,691.09

e ql

88.129 per cent
uals 88.19 pr"ct

Total.......----------------------- -- 5,896, 99
88.129 per cent of $475,000 equals $418,612.75.
(NOT.--A tonnage was given the Ravenna mine by the valuation section in
its memorandum, but no value was assigned the same, since it operated at a
loss and was abandoned in 1917 by the company.)
Quoting from the letter the taxpayer says:
"From these factors, all definitely determinable at the time of conveyance,
the valuation section computed a value for these properties of $1,540,217.18 as
of March 1, 1913, and at the same time fixed a value for the same properties,
based upon exactly the same information, of only $475,000 as of September 15,
1 Based on tonnage
used by metals valuation section In assigning value fixed by it at
date of conveyance, 1. e., $475,000.
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1911, the date of conveyance, just 18 months previous. This sum of $475,000
represents the par value of the capital stock issued in consideration for these
leaseholds.
"The corporation respectfully presents its objection to this valuation and
bases its claim for a greater value as of date of conveyance on the provisions
o: article 63 of regulations 41, reading as follows:
"' When tangible property may be included in surplus,-Where it can be
shown by evidence satisfactory to the Commissioner of Internal Revenue that
tangible property has been conveyed to a corporation * * * at a value,
accurately ascertainable or definitely known as at the date of conveyance,
clearly and substantially it excess of * * * the par value of the stock or
shares paid therefor, then the amount of the excess shall be deemed to be
paid in surplus. The adopted value shall not cover mineral deposits or other
properties discovered or developed after the date of conveyance, but shall be
(onltitlae to the value accurately ascertaluable or definitely known at that time.
"' Evidence tending to support a claim for a paid-in urplu under these cir(.umstlihfwes must be as of the dlate of cotnv(yance, and may contest, among other
tlings, of (1) an appraisil of the prsoperiy by disinterestid authortles, (2) the
assf,sscd value In the (~nse of real estate, and (3) the market price in excess of
the par value of the stock or shares.'

" The facts in this case satisfy completely tie requirement thut the value at
tdate of conveyance must be accurately ascertainable or definitely known,'
because the facts used by the valuation section on which the calculation of
value was based were all definitely known at the date of conveyance."
The metals valuation section replied to this under date of August 2, 1921, in
which Mr. A. W. Gaumer, valuation engineer, stated
" It is the opinion of this office that the par value of the stock of this com,pany issued for the mining properties acquired in 1911 is the maximum value
that ca;n be allowed for these properties for the following reasons:
" 1. The tonnage of ore valued by this office as at March 1, 1913, includes a
large tonnage of prospective ores in etch case. This is in accord with regulations 45, article 208, but the inclusion of prospective ore in a computation of
value for invested capital and paid-in surplus, based upon the expected operatIlg profit to be derived from prospective ore, gives a speculative value for
invested capital which can not be allowed. (Article 836.)
" 2. The fair market value as at March 1, 1913, has no bearing on invested
capital as at acquisition. (Articles 201, 831, and 1561.)
"3. As at date of acquisition one property was entirely undeveloped and the
other was developed to the extent of five drill holes. This development gave
these properties a speculative value which this office considers was not in
excess of the par value of the stock issued for the properties. That the
prospective value of such mines is frequently overestimated is shown by the
taxpayer's estimate of 700,000 tons of ore in the Ravenna mine, which was
abandoned as worthless after 287,400 tons has been removed at a los. This
property was acquired in the same transaction as the Carpenter and Monongahela, for which the puld-In surplus is claimed.
" 4. By comparison with data filed by the taxpayer with the Michigap State
Tax Commission, the estimates of value by this office are shown to be very
ltb1ral, both as to tonnages and values."
Michigan State Tax Commnnision tnonvaeis
Tons
1914. I1rlienter and Monongahela mines:
Prospective ore-- -...
--.....--.---. ..
--......
1,271, 000
Developed ore...................
.
.
... ........
None.
t14, lIavcnna mine:
Taxpayer's estimate of developed ore-.--..--..-----....
152, 806
('ommisi(on's estimate of developed ore ---------------.
117,188
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........

Ap )ralalr in 1011. ................

Valuitlon In 1912 .
Valuation in 1913 - .

Valuation in 1914......
1

.... ..

. .. .....
..

.

..

..

.......

.....

....

,000

.

00.....
000
3t, 10

.....
.

.....

4..... 160
I 473,

..

na
itv1'111

To

l

her t

,000

$8, 000

2192,212

W5, 3;7

100, 000
1,1 '52

40,000
477, 302

Includes 10,769 tons of ore in stock pile.
10,0WI0 tons of -ro in stock pile,

I Includes
T"het

value

are for both the lessor awl lCeste equitils.

Taking into account the total ortes on Jauary 1, 191t),

iied
tMhoisdinit

htuilltewd which show s the I itral halusl

a figure is
between 1913 atId 1911,
allowed the iaxistyer by the secticoil.

('a lw(nnrr M,ohlo' g'
-

____--~---------.----.~-------.-------------------

.. ............ .
Total on above basis..........
......
Allowed by unit. ..-.. .. ......-

-

/-.---

-----

...........
....... .....

....
..

Excess ore valued..................................................

3, 130.250
4,178, 85

1,042,329

691,65
1,018,144

326, 485

Total mined, developed, or prospective ore a.s considered by Michigan

287.406
700,000

412, 64

------ 4,115,321
, State Tax Commission --- ...-----.--------- 5,896,729
-------...-----Allowed by metals valuation section---...
Continuing, Mr. Gaumer stated:
" The above comparisons should be sufficient to assure the conviction that the
taxpayer has received very liberal values from this office both as to date of
acquisition and as at March 1, 1913. If any error has occurred, it is that the
values allowed by this office are too liberal.
" It is recommended that the case e audited and closed on the Ibais of the
memorandum from this office dated February 3, 1921."
The taxpayer in submitting its data for valuation on April 27, 1920, which
had been requested by the unit, stated:
" The cost of its leases to the Hollister Mining Co. is represented" 1. By the cash payment of $80,835.87 aMsumed; and
" 2. The then present worth of 19,000 shares of its capital stock.
"The Hollister Mining Co. at the time of the acquisition of these leases,
had a total authorized capital of 20.000 shares. It paid for these leases with
19,000 of those shares. The worth of those shares, therefore, was necessarily
reflected in the worth of the properties acquired, and until the worth of the
properties acquired has first been accurately estimated, it Is impossible to
ascribe any definite value to the shares."
In this letter the taxpayer advances the figures which were submitted in
Form D, for valuation purposes, and encloses maps, etc., of the property and
drill holes.
In its memorandum No. 176, dated May 16, 1922, the committee on appeals
and review (Exhibit B) decided that the March 1, 1913, value allowed by the
section was correct, but that their paid-in surplus was wrong, and sustained
the taxpayer on the value of $954,691.49. In their memorandum they state
that" The consideration paid for the two leases and the option was $475,000 par
value of the capital stock of the Hollister Mining Co. plus the reimbursement
of M. A. Hanna & Co. for all sums theretofore and thereafter expended by that
company on account of advance royalty and the cost of exploration, construction, and other expenses incident to the opening and development of the properties. The total cost of drilling, prospecting, and development assumed by the
Hollister Mining Co. was $80,835.87."
These were the figures that the metals valuation section found and allowed
the taxpayer.
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However, the committee further along presented the claims as made by the
taxpayer for a greater value for paid-in surplus than that represented by the
par value of the stock, and agreed with it that it should be allowed such a
value. In doing this they use the tonnage allowed by the section, prorate the
stock to the two mines with a value and discount for one and one-half years,
ill the same way the company did in its letter of July 14, 1921, in presenting
its claim.
In the eordu
ornd
they
ththe
the
d, r
March 1, 1913, value as a
fair estimate of the reserve as at date of acquisition, that-" In reaching thin conclusion the committee has recognized that this estimate includes minerals in sight, blocked out, developed, or assured. as well
as probable or prospective ores. Purchases and' sales of mining property are
made every day on the basis of similar estimates by reputable engineers and
a vanlu thus stublilshled measures the fair market value as betwtl it a willing seller, mnd a willing buyer. IUnder the ldrcunlstant es of this c<-Hse, such
value should be accepted as the actual cash value."
ThisF statteIment uplaurn to be contrary, according to tihe mnetah; vallation
section to article (13, regulations 41, which states that-" Whero it ('ca 1w shown by .viden ce sttisfictory to the 'onminis4ioier of
Inlterlnl

I'eveilue

tht

tangible property has been

tconveyed

to a corporation

or partnership by gift or at value, accurately ascertoinable or dtitlntely known
as at date of conveyance, clearly and substantially in excess of the cash or
the par value of the stock or shares paid therefor, then the amount of the
excess shall be deemed to be paid in surplus.
"Evidence tending t-, support a claim for a paid-in surplus under these
crcumstances must be as of the date of conveyance, and may consist, among
other things, of (1) an appraisal of the property by disinterested authorities,
(2) the assessed value in the case of real estate, and (3) the market price in
excess of the par value of the stock or shares."
On the other hand, the committee was of the opinion that under the same
provisions, the value for paid-in surplus as claimed by the taxpayer should
be allowed.
MARCH I1

1,23, VALUE

In connection with this report a few flgureo regarding the March 1, 1913,
value and tonnage at that time might be interesting, although the matter,
until Mr. Grimes made his recommendation of March 5, 1925 (Exhibit C)
was not under dispute.
Taxpayer in his Form D (dated June 8, 1920) submitted the following:
Ore reserves March 1, 1913

Tonnage
Carpenter mine....................

...

...........

............

......

.... ...............
Monongahela mine.
............ ...... ..........
Ravenna mine..... ...... ............................................
Total -..-.............-- .. ..........---------------.........
..

.
.

4,178, 85

Maral913,
$1,648,117 50

1,018,114
460, 10 . 0
700,u
...........
, 898, 0
2, ,22.70

In Form D taxpayer made no claim for value of the Ravenna mine lease.
The metals valuation section, in its final recommendation on this taxpayer,
submitted the following, after consultations and agreements with the taxpayer:
Mar. 1, 1913

value

......-...
.. .....
Carpenter mine lease....
.
Monongahela mine lease.......--..........---

Ravanna mine lease.--........--..
Total-...............

..--.- ...
...
..........----------- -

.....- .
.....

...... .... ....... ..................
-......... .. ...............................

Tonnage

Tng

$1,333,318.13
,899.06

4,178 585
1,018 114

1,540,217.18

5,889,609

Nothing.

700,000
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It is noted here that the section allowed the taxpayer his claims on tonnage
which appeared to be on a rather liberal basis. The taxpayer apparently
accepted the value of $1,540,217.18 which the section allowed, since this quest
tion was not contested, and the figure given was later used by the taxpayer la
making its claims for value for invested capital purposes.
CONCLUSION

Your engineers after careful review of this cse are of the opinion:
1. That the committee on appeals and review erred in allowing this taxpayer an invested capital of $1,373,803.84, as follows:
(a) In consitvring subsequent events in an invested capital determination
by deducting from ;%value as of date of acquisition a prorated value for a lease
found In later yt:rrs to oe unprofitable and abandoned.
(b) In allowing v' discounted, March 1, 1913, value for " prospective" ores,
as paid-in surplus at date of acquisition, when such value was speculative, the
allowance of which in invested capital is contrary to the regulations; and in
disregadirgaing evidence as to assessed values in sworn statements to the Michigan State Tax Commislion, as provided for In the regulations.
2. That, this case being properly covered by waivers, it should be revalued
as to invested capital; in view of Mr. Grimes's memorandum of March 5, 1925,
in which the MarcL 1, 1913, value is also declared excessive, a revision should
also be made of same.
Respectfully submitted.
. A. M s.s,
Asfistant Engineer.
Approved.
E. T. WROHIT,
Assistant Chief Engineer.
Approved.
L. H. PARKER,
Chief Engineer.
ExHIBIT B

Memorandum No. 176
COMMITTEE ON APPlAL

AND REVIEW

Section 207, revenue act, 1917; section 12 (a), second revenue act, 1917; sec.tion 326 (a), (a) revenue act, 1918; section 234 (ar, (9) revenue act, 1918.
Held, in the matter of tax liability of the Hollister Mining Co., Cleveland,
Ohio, that a paid-in surplus of $954,691.09 should be allowed and that the
March 1, 1913, value established by the valuation engineers of the bureau for
depletion purposes should be accepted.
MAY 16. 1922.
Mr. COMMISSION
E
(For Deputy Commissioner, Head. Income Tax Unit):
The committee is in receipt of a memorandum from the Income Tax Unit
dated March 6, 1922, in which an opinion is requested as to the value for invested capital purposes of a certain option and two leases paid in to the Hollister Mining Co., Cleveland. Ohio, for stock and also ar. to the fair market value
of this property at March 1, 1913, for depletion purposs.
The Hollister Mining Co. was incorporated on January 15, 1909, under the
laws of the State of Michigan with an authorized capital stock of $25,000 and
until 1914 operated what is known as the Hollister Mine, which was abandoned
as a failure in that year.
During 1910 and 1911 M. A. Hanna & Co., a copartnership of Cleveland,
Ohio, procured options to lease and leases on a number of descriptions of
land near Crystal Falls on the Menominee Range in Michigan. Under these
Options and leases M. A. Hanna & Co. did a considerable amount of prospecting, drilling, and development work from which it was determined that several
of the descriptions contained valuable deposits of ore.
SAt a special meeting of the stockholders of the Hollister Mining Co. held on
September 8, 1911, authority was voted for the nequisition from M. A. Hannm
& Co. of the following:
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"An option dated January 10, 1911, for a mining lease covering the north
half of the southeast quarter and the north half of the southwest quarter of
section 31, township 43 north of range 32 west in Iron County. Mich.
"A mining lease dated January 11, 1911, expiring December 31, 1950. covering
the east half of the northeast quarter, the northwest quarter of the northeast
quarter. and the northeast quarter of the northwest quarter of section 36,
township 43 north of range 33 west, in Iron County, Mich., commonly known
aH the Moonghela mine.
"A mliling lease dated February 23. 1011, expiring December :3l 1950, coverlug the south half of the northeast quarter, the south half of the northwest
quarter, the north half of the southwest quarter, the southeast quarter of the
southwest quarter, the southwest quarter of the southwest quarter, the northwest quarter of the southeast quarter, and the southwest quarter of the southeast quarter of section 19, township 43 north of range 32 west, in Iron County,
Michl. commonly known as the Ravenna mine."
The property first described above covers what is known as the Carpenter
mine. The option itself was not assignable, but the lease provided for In the
option was assignable, and the vendors agreed to take out said lease during
the life of the option and to assign it to the purchaser. The option was exercised on December 11, 1911, and at the request of M. A. Hauna & Co. the lease
was mode direct by the Hollister Mining Co. with the lessors. The leases to the
Monongahela mine and the Ravenna mine, the second and third properties
described above, were assigned by M. A. Hanna & Co. to the Hollister Mining
Co. under indenture dated Septemlwr 8, 1911.
The consideration paid for the two leases and the option was $475,000 par
value of the capital stock of the Hollister Mning Co. plus the reimbursement
of M. A. Hanna Co. for all sums thretofore and thereafter expended by that
company on account of advance royalty and the cost of exploration, construction, and other expenses incident to the opening and development of the properties. The total cost of drilling, prospecting, and development assumed by the
Hollister Mining Co. was $80,835.87.
The company contends that the option and leases at the date they were transferred to the corporation had an actual cash value largely in excess of the par
value of the stock issued therefor, and that under the provisions of article 6",
Regulations 41, It is entitled to a paid-in surplus equal to the excess of this
value over the par value of the stock. It appears that the outstanding stock
of the Hollister Mining Co. previous to the transfer of these leases was all
owned by the partners in the firm of M . A. Hnna & Co., the owners of the
option and leases, and after the transfer the stock was held by the same persons
in exactly the same proportions.
On the basis of information submitted by the company in its Form 1) the
valuation engineers of the bureau have made a valuation as of March 1, 1913,
for depletion purposes. Inasmuch as the Ravenna mine operated at a loss and
was abandoned in 1917, no value returnable through depletion was assigned
to it except the actual capitalized expenditures. The value assigned to the
Carpenter mine was $1,333,318.13 and to the Moonogahela mine, $2(0,8W9.05.
The ore reserves calculated by the company on the basis of exploration and
development work have been accepted by the unit as being reasonable estimates
of ore in place on March 1, 1913. It develops that all of the drilling and
prosp(ecting had been done prior to the acquisition of these properties by the
Hollister Mining Co. in September, 1911. Eleven drill holes had been sunk on
the Carpenter uine and three on the Monongahela mine, and with the exception
of one check hole put down on the Carpenter mine within less than two mouths
after acquisition, no further prospecting or drilling has been done to the present
day. It therefore appears to be perfectly clear that no mineral deposits were
discovered or developed after the date of conveyance, and that the tonnage
at date of acquisition was as accurately ascertainable as at March 1, 1103. In
the opinion of the committee this tonnage, computed by the company's own
engineers and accepted by the valuation engineers of the bureau as representing the ore in place on March 1, 1913. must therefore be also accepted as
a fair estimate of the ore reserves as at date of acquM tlon. In reaching this
conclusion the committee has recognized that this e, aiiate includes minerals
in sight, blocked out, developed, or assured as well as probable or prospective
ores. Purchases and sales of mining property are made every day on the basis
of similar estimates by reputable engineers and a value thus established measures the fair market value as between a willing seller and a willing buyer.
92919--25--P 18---12
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Under the circumstances of this case such value should be accepted as the
actual cash value.
The committee has carefully considered the three other factors entering into
the computation of the March 1, 1913, value, namely, the estimated profits to
be derived from operation, the life expectancy of the mines. and the necessary
plant and equipment, and expresses the opinion that they are computed on a
basis consistent with good engineering practice, are probably as accurate as
any estimate which can now be made, and that their use in this case will be
fair both to the taxpayer and to the Government.
As stated above, the capital stock of $475,000 was issued for the three prop.
ertiesl-the Carpenter, Moonongahela, and Ravenna mines. In the absence of
specific allocation of stove : to particular properties it seem to the committee
fair to assume that the stock was issued ratably In accordance with the estimated tonnage in each mine. The accepted estimates of cre reserves are as
follows:
Tone
Carpenter nmine-.

.-.......-..

-.---

-

--.

...-.-...-.........-...

Monongahela mine-....-....-.-..- .
..........---Ravenna mine .----......---------.---..-----..-----

.......

..- ......-----

4,178,585

- 1, 018,114
700,000

--..---.--.----....-.... 5, 80,699
Total --------.
-......---On this basis it is assumed then that 88.121) per cent of the stock, or
$418,612.75, was issued for the Carpenter and Monongfahela properties. The
ore reserves in these two mines as at March 1, 1913, have been valued by
the natural resources subdivision as follows:
Carpenter mine-....---..

Mononghela mine ..--

--

..-----------.----...

..

-..-...--.....------------..----------

$1, 333, 318.13

206, 89.05

Total--------------------...--..
..----.
.. ..
1,540,217.18
Thes3 amounts discounted at 8 per c('et from March 1, 1913, to date of
acquisition, using the factor 0.89163, give:
Carpenter mine .----.........--------------.----.
$1,188,826.44
Monongahela mine.----.---------------....
--.. ,.
184,477.40
Total--...------------..-...
------..
..-..-.......Deduct proportionate part of capital stock issued therefor....--

1,373,303.84
418, 112.75

Exces value of properties over stock issued....... ..-.
954,6 1. 01
It is the opinion of the committee that in accordance with the provisions
of article 63 of regulations 41 and the similar provisions of thf subsequent
regulations this excess value should be recognized in the computation of
this company's Invested capital as well as in the determination of the cost
of the properties to the company for purposes of return of capital under the
1917 and previous acts.
it is, therefore, held that a paid-in surplus of $954,691.09 should be allowed
in this case and that the March 1,. 1913, value established by the valuation
engineers of the bureau for depletion purposes should be accepted.
N. T. JOHNHON,

Chairman Conm lttee on, Appeals and Review.
Noted :
CARL A. MAPE,
Sollaiftor of Internuil Rvenuc,
Accepted for the guidance of the Income Tax Unit.
D. H. BLAIR,
(Signed)
Commissioner of Internal Revenue.
(Signed)

EXHIBIT C

MARCH 5, 1925.
Memorandum to the Commissioner,
In re Hollister Mining Co. A. R. M. No. 176.
The evidence available, actions taken, and decisions reached in the audit of
the tax returns of this company are summarized in the following memorandum.

I
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Apparent errors are indicated, and permission is requested for a redetermlnatlon of both the value for invested capital in depletible assets and the March 1,
1913, value for depletion in the case of this taxpayer.
The IHollister Mining Co. was incorporated under the laws of the State of
Michigan January 15, 11), with par value capital stock $25,000.
The company operated the Hollister mine, as lessee, until 1914, when the
mine was abandoned as a failure and the lease was surrendered shortly afterwards. The total shipments from the mine were 148,920 toni of iron ore, of
which 21,949 tons were shipped prior to the operations of the Hollister Mining
('o. The records of the Michigan State Tax Commission show that there was'
no ore in the mine as of January 1, 1914. The operations show that little or
no value can he attached to the IHollister Mining Co. stock because of the
Hollister mine. The par value of the stock issued for the Hollister lease
should he considered as depleted to no value at the date of abandonment of the
lease.

In the late summer of 1911 the Hollister Mining Co. stock was increased
On September 8, 1911, the $475,000 additional stock
to $i00,00,.
from $25,iH
thu;rs authorized was issued to M. A. IHann & Co. for-1. An option for lease on the Carpenter mine. The option was dated January 11, 1910, and was not assignable, but the lease that it provided for was
assignable and the vendors agreed to take out said lease and assign it to the
purchasers.
2. Mining lease, dated January 11, 1011, covering the Monongala mine.
. Mlning lease, dated February 23, 1911, covering the Ravenna mine.
The Hollister Mining Co. also agreed to reimburse M, A. Hanna & Co. to the
amount of $80,835.87 for money spent on account of advanced royalties, exploratlin, construction, etc.
The Holllster Mining Co. contends that as of September 8, 1011, the option
to lease the Carpenter mine and tih' lease on the Mononguhela mine had a
combined cash value greatly in excess of the par value of the stock issued
therefore and that the company is accordingly entitled to a paid-in surplus.
This office was and Is unable to determine an acquisition value greater than
the par value of the capital stock issued for the option to lease the Carpenter
iniue and the lease on the Monongahela mine. While the information available
is somewhat incomplete, it is doubtful whether any Information available is
sufficient to prove a value as great as or greater than the par value of stock
Issued therefore.
The Iollister Mining Co. refused to accept the acquisition value of the option
to lease the Carpenter mine and the lease oin the Monongahela mine, as determlled by this office, tind carried the case to the committee on appeals and
review.

In mtcniorandman dated February 3, 1921, this office determined values as
follows:
1. Acquisition value of the Carlwnter, Monongahela, ant Ravenia mines,
$555,835.87, which amount was the $475,0(M) par value capital stock issued
therefore and $80.835.87 payable M. A. anna & Co, to reimburse them for
expense of development, etc.
2. Value of the Curpienter mine as of March 1, 1913, in the amount of
$1.3:3,3.18.13, based upon a reserve of proven and prospective ore of 4,178,585
tonls.
3. \Value, of the Monoungnhela mine as of March 1, 1913, in the amount of
$328,322.(0, which was based upon a reserve of 1,018,114 tons of proven and
prospttive ore.
4. No value for tihe Ravenna mine beyond the cash investment in developmentt. because the property was operated at a loss for the entire period of
oleratlon and wfas exhausted and abandoned before the end of 1917.
T'he committee on appeals and review determined as foows:
1. That of the $475,004) par value capital stock issued 88.129 per cent, or stock
of a par value of $418,612.75. was Issued for the Carpenter and Moonogabela
mines.
2. That the cotibned value of the C(rpenter and Monongahela mines as of
the dote of acquisition was $1,373,303.84, which amount was determined by
discounting $1,661,640.73 from March 1, 113, back to September 8, 1911, at 8
Hr centi,
The March 1, 1913, value of $1,661,640.73 was accepted by the committee on appeals and review as the proper amount to be discounted, because
this office had determined th the combined value of the Carpenter and Monongahceli mnine uslof March 1, 1913.
lns$1,6(l1,640.73, and tth committee states
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that no devehloplnmt hadi been done between September S, 1011, and March 1,
1913.
Article 4, i !Relltion 41, stipulates that value allowed for iaplid-in surplus
ulitlst be "deiilltely known or accurately as ertahalet, as of thel date of a'quisltioni." This' ofhfie hats consistently held that tile llllngtitge of this article unmkes
it imperative thatt lo entirely proslpetive ore Ih Included in the reserve on
which (lie value of a palid-in sutrplu i tdleterminehd

Article 208., Ilerulitlons 45, stipulates that the ore reserve on which tlhe value
ttd oren
that aire " prsi.,pttive " or " probable."
1'rospective and probable ore' are
described as " ores " or minerals that are believed to exist on the (basi 4of good
evlellct,, aIlthoulgh not knowIn actually to occur on the basis of existing developmn'nt." Thi ofl('e 1Hs consistently held tln1 th lngull te of this iartiche nmakes
it Iniperative thl t prolblloreol bie included in the r'esrve wvhict' is used in
delermiiulng lthe voltu' as of March 1, 1913.
If It iS
Is iiititive that proplmwtivre ore he excluded from tlhe reserve lit
deterltnin
at p
1ald-lit surplus, and also hnlerative thlit proiMw'tive ore e lilcluded in the reserve in determining tiltvalue as of March 1.. 191:. tlhen it is
imlektrivtlv that n pald-in surplusi
and the value as of Marchl 1, 1913, lIe determined on dllTerTnt ore reserve e.'stiatesnt.
except wheu tilt,
ore reserve is fully
proven and there is no additional prosxicltive ore. It then follows that no
process deteruillning the present worth if an ore deoslit as at March 1, .1913,
canal lie used in determining its value af of acquisition, except where there i
no l'rosl1r
tive ore.
Thel following will show eonctlusively that there was a very hlrge tonncge of
probable ore in the Carpenter and Monottnheh mines both an ot' acquisition
and as of March 1, 1913.
The Michigan State Tax Commission placed tlte following value upo n tlhe
COrpenter and Monongahela mines:
191- .
...--.---------. ----------------------------- .....
.
t5,00
1912..--..-....--....... -...---.........
---.--...
..-..
..
. 300, 000
1913. .
...
....
...
. ......
..
.
30, 240
:10...
1914- .---..--... ,--., ------------. 4l2,
4--#-----....391
This office does not know the tonnage estimates used in determining the
values for the years 1911, 1912, and 1913. The year 1914 was based upon an
ore reserve estimate of 1.271,000 tons, which estimate wa4s sumlitted lby the
Hollihter Mining Co. and accepted by the State tax conmilssion after veriflea.
tion. The value for 1914 also included $10,761) value tor ore in stock. The
1,271,000 tons estimate as of January 1, 1914, may be considered as proven
ore as of that date, because the tax commission includes very little or no
prospective ore for tax purposes, though its figures are designated "proven
and prospective ore." The assumption that the whole reserve of 1.271,000
tona was proven favors the taxpayer. It Is known that some ore was proven
between March 1, 1113, and January 1. 1914, but, for the present purpose,
it ran be assumed that no additional ore was proven between, those dates.
This assumption also favors the taxpayer.
'Tons
Taxpayer's estimate of ore reserve in Carpenter and Monongaheia
mines as of March 1, 1913.-------------------.------------...
5,191, 699
Proven ore as per taxpayer's sworn estimate sulunitted to and
checked by the Michigan State Tax Commission...---------.-_....
1, 271,000
1s of Marvh 1, 1013. is based shall include ores tlHt are " a'ss'esd "

Prospective ore-.----------------------------------------3, 9'J, 000
This office included the above 3,925,000 tonri of prospective ore in deterllnin
the value as of March 1, 1913, which Is a very liberal basis, including a large
element of speculative value.
Since the committee on appeals and review determined the value for paid-in
surplus by discounting the March 1, 1913, value, to date of acquisition, the
committee incorrectly included the value of 3,925,000 tonrs of prospective ore,
of speculative value, not of a definitely known and accurately ascertainalble
value as required by the regulations.
Article 63, Regulations 41, stipulates that "assessed value" shall be used
in determining the value of a paid-in surplus. The value determined by the
committee and the assessed value are as follows for the Carpenter and Monongahela mines:
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$80),000
--.-.........
Value for pald-in-surplus September S, 1911, as determined by
373..303.84
_ -.. ..--. 1,37,
commtltee on appeals and review. ... ..
300,(00.
-....
...
---Assessed value January 1, 1012.--...-~ 240. 00
.....
....
-.....
....
Assess&ed value January 1. 1913-.
4W2,391.00
-..
. ......
Assessed value January 1, 1914......-''Tus it is apparent that the decision of the committee disregards all comparative bases of valuation and relies exclusively uponn a analytiral appraisal
on a basis cont-ary to the regulations.
As an additional indlicutlon oif the lcointsistency of the decision of the
t lnlittee oin IappealmN aind review. consider the allocation of different values
to different shares of stock Imsued at the same time for a mixed aggregate of
assets. Thle allocation follows:
.
-..
Assessed value January 1, 1911 ...

l)esriptiJln of ntt ululrld

Sh

of
sioowk
ct
is' *1

s or

allowed

dVal

share of

stock allowed

...
....
..............Ravenun mine l se........ . ...
Mronorgahei nine lcte (option to leaws Carpenter mine)..........

$2,2M. 49
10,744 51

$41,277.59
1,373,303.M8

$1. so
82.02

*('ommitte's bsis of allocation and value.
of stock paid In a
Issut'
It Is inconceivable that different blocks of a sllle
single transaction for a mixed aggregate of assets, should have different
values, yet A. It. M. 170 values ( toibltlack at $18.30 a share and the other
block at $f2.02 a share.
The March 1, 1913, value determined by the metals valuation section iH exrcessive as indicated by all available evidence. The committee on appeals and
review accepted and magnified the error of the Income Tax Unit in A. IL M.
176. Authorization by the commissioner is requeAted for a reconsideration of
hotli the values for Invested capital and depleton in this case. and as a precedeint , t hat authorization it will he necessary to revoke A .R M. 176.
S.Signed)
J.oHN AJ.TEN arIMEH,
('hiff, Metals Valuation Hection.
Nol:.-In the above letter on pages 2 and 3 the following corrections are
noted: Mr. Grimes having copied the wrong figure from the original valnation reilKrt:
Valuel of the Molnongauhle
not $32,:322.60.

minel( March 1, 1913, should ix $20(0l,)00.f,

and

(Cnomlbned value as of March 1, 1913, sh:uldh be $1,510,217.18, and not $1,l61
640.7.
'These corrections will not effect any of the other figures quoted. Above
have been called to the attention of Mr. Grimes.

Mr. G)E((lO. Mr. Chairman, if that completes Mr. Manson's statement. I have the request of the committee for some data on section
22) that I can answer now, as well as I can answer at any other
time.
The CHIAIRMAN. I would like to draw this to the attention of

Mr. Nash before you put that in, Mr. Gregg.
Sometime toward the close of the last session, Senator Reed of
Missouri spoke to me about the tax of the Guyton-H-arrington
Horse & Mule Co., the Stockyards Horse & Mule Co. of Kansas
City, and the Wolcott, Beers & Grant Co. I had paid no particular
attention to it until the matter came to my attention by the receipt
of a letter by a Kansas City law firm, which does not interest this
conm ittee, except this particular feature of it. I think that Judge
Moss knows something about the case. What I would like to ask
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Mr. Nash is whether he can enlighten the conmlittee on this portion
of the letter, which says:
After the Government had made an investigation and Mr. Koerner had bten
to PEngland and obtained information there in regard to records of the war
council of Great Britain the Government filed this lien against these parties
for $19,000,000, and after It had Ipnded awhile It was then announced that
progress had been made, and that Instead of Guyten & HaIrrington and the
other parties owing the Government the Government wits owing them.

I think it i.s rathe late now for us to request the department to
go into the case, but I would like to know if Mr. Nash could sulbit,
a statement to us at one of our later hearings with regard to that,
matter.
Mr. NASH. I am not personally familiar with the case, but I
will be glad to have a imemorandumi prepared as to what lhapp)ned
in that case, and submit it to the committee.
The CHAIRMAN. I would be glad to have you do that. I do this
largely because Senator Reed of Missouri spoke to me about it some
time ago, and I overlooked it.
Mr. Moss. There is litigation pending between the parties out in
Miawuri, and the picture of that case in my memory is that they
wanted to use records of the Income Tax Unit in their litigation 1etween themselves.
The CHAIRMAN. That is outlined in the letter, Judge Moss, and I
did not put it in, because, as I say, this committee is not concerned
with this. The only thing that the committee is concerned with is
the amount of taxes paid and refunded.
Mr. Moss. Yes; the policy of the department.
The CHAIRMAN. Will you let us know, Mr. Nash, as soon as you
can have that prepared?
Mr. NAsH. Yes, sir.
Mr. GaRoo. What is the point that you were interested in
The CHAIRMAN. As to what happened in the case which caused
you to first assess them at $19,000,000, and then to waive the assessment, and then determine that the Government was owing them instead of their owing the Government. I think that'is the only
point at issue in this whole matter, which the committee can take
any interest in. That is the only point I am interested in, and not
the litigation that Judge Moss has referred to.
Mr. MANSON. As I read that letter, I do not see that Judge Moss
could do any different than what he did do.
The CHAIRMAN. Nobody is criticizing Judge Moss for that, and I
do not raise that question.
Mr. Moss. No; I just wanted to report what I did on it.
The CHAlnMAN. What is it, Mr. Gregg, that you want to put in as
to section 220?
The committee asked for the revenue that has been
Mr. GREGO(.
paid under section 220. We have kept no record of taxes collected
under section 220. Frankly, I have been able to find about three
cases, none of them large ones, where section 220 has been applied
and the tax collected. The reason for that, however, is this-The CHAmIMAN. Can you give us the names of three cases and the
amounts involved?
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Mr. GRttmo. The amounts involved in all of them were small. We
do not have in the office the amounts involved, but the amount involved in all of them was small.
The CHAIRMAN. And were they collected or just assessed?
Mr. GiEGa. I think it was collected in all three of them. One of
them may not have reached the point of collection, but, as I remember it, it was collected, all of them comparatively trifling, however.
Section 220 was designed to penalize the family corporation and
the close corporation in cases where the members of a family transferred their securities to a corporation for the purpose of having the
corporation receive the dividends on the securities and accumulating
them to avoid the payment by the stockholders of the surtaxes. Unfortunately, the acts prior to the 1924 act--take the 1921 act--imposed the penalty upon the net income of c. corporation, the statutory
net income.
The CHAIRMAN. Of 25 per cent?
Mr. (nRma. A penalty of 25 per cent on the statutory net income
of the corporation.
Take the cases to which it was intended to apply. The taxpayer,
his wife and children, transfer all of their stock to a corporation.
The corporation, which they have organized just for that purpose,
receives the dividends on this stock, and distributes none of the
dividends. Thus the members of the family, the taxpayer and his
wife and children, avoid the payment of a surtax.
The CHAIMAN. Was that the only case it was intended to get at?
Mr. GRltO. No; it is not the only case, but it is the case that it
was primarily aimed at.
In that case the penalty levied is 25 per cent of the net income
of the corporation; dividends received by the corporation on stock
owned by it are not net income of the corporation.

In that par-

ticular case the penalty would he 25 per cent of nothing. It had
no application; it just did not fit. It was a hole in the statute, and
did not fit the case at which it was aimed.
The CHAIRMAN. If it had income from bonds, of course it
would be.
Mr. GRE(G. Yes; but the dividends it did not touch at all.
The CHAIRMAN. How would it act in the case of a large corporation, such as the Ford Motor Co., where it is all held within the
family ?
Mr. GREOG. In a case of that sort the turning point in the act is
whether or not the corporation is accumulating earnings of the
profits beyond the reasonable needs of the business. I think the
committee can recognize, without my discussing it, the difficulty of
determining what constitutes an unreasonable accumulation by any
active business concern. In the case of a corporation in active business, it is almost impossible to say that it is accumulating its surplus
unreasonably, beyond the reasonable needs of the business, if it is
putting that surplus back in expansions and developments, If it is
putting it in Liberty bonds or something of that sort, we can hold
them,
The CHAIRMAN. In a case where Liberty bonds and other securities have been thought by a corporation, what have you done?
Mr. G(REC. If it is beyond a reasonable cash reserve for the corporation, working capital, the tax should be applied. I have never
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seen a case where we could prove that it was beyond the reasonable
needs of the corporation.
The CHAIRMAN. Take this case, for instance: Suppose company A
had been going on for 10 years prior to the enactment of this particular statute, and had been accumulating a cash balance of $25,000,
and carried no Government securities or other investments, and then
when these excess and other profits ta-tes came on and the surtaxes
were high they increased their cash to two or three times that amn ant
and invested it in Liberty bonds or municipal bonds or anv .ecuri.
ties, would that not prima facie prove that they were carrying more
than was reasonable ?
Mr. GREoG. Yes; it would, unless they could show some fact
which necessitated this company's carrying more cash or working
capital than it carried in prior years.
The CHAIRMAN. HOw many cases like that have come to your
attention that the bureau has given attention to?
Mr. GREo. I do not think the application of section 220 has ever
been computed in more than 25 ,ases.
The CHAIRMAN. Just why is that?
Mr. GREO(. Because of the difficulty of determining, the impossibility of our saying in 99 per cent of the cases that a corporation in
active business is accumulating earnings beyond the reasonable
needs of its business.
The CHAIRMAN. Then the bureau hau practically nullified that
section, because they concluded in advance that it was difficult to
execute it. Is not that so?
Mr. GREGG. I did not say that; no, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. I know you did not say it, but I ask you if that
is not a fact ?
Mr. GREc . No, sir; I do not think it is.
The CHAMIMAN. Why not, if you only have considered it in 25
cases?

Mr. GREOW. Because it is impossible to say in a case that it is an
unreasonable accumulation. We can not sit here and determine
what are the reasonable needs of a business.
The CHAIRMAN. I did not ask you that. I asked you how many
cases you had gone into to find out.
Mr. GREGG. I answered that question.
The CHAIRMAN. About 25?
Mr. GREG(. Yes, sir; as far as I know, that is all.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, the fact of the difficulty involved does not
preclude, as I see it, the bureau from making art attempt to analyze
the different returns.
Mr. GREoG. Of course, when ][ said 25 I meant that those were the
only ones where the question has been raised, considered, and determined one way or the other. The auditor, when he is upon a case
auditing it, is supposed, and we have instructions in the bureau
from the commissioner to the audit sections, that in every case that
is audited it should be examined to determine whether the profits
are being accumulated beyond the reasonable needs of the business.
If so, it should be immediately sent to the solicitor to determine
whether section 220 is applicable.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, does the auditor's report in each case determine the fact, yes or no, whether it is a case for that kind of
consideration ?
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Mr. ;GREtm. He makes no report to anyone saying that this is not
a 220 case, but he is given instructions to send them to the solicitor.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes; but when he is going through theserecords
he must determine, if lie is really following out the commissioner's
instructions, as I understand them, whether or not that case comes
under section 220 or not. If not, he should state it.
Mr. GREG. To whom should he state it?
The CHAIRMAN. On the record. 16 it is a case, then he should
refer it to the solicitor. In othe- words, you say the auditor determines it. In what manner does he determine it ? Is there a record

of his determination?
Mr. (RFAui. The fact that he does not send it to the solicitor for
an opinion shows that he determines that there is no evidence that
920 applies.
The CHAIRMANn.
Then, every auditor may determine for himself,
no matter how many there are, whether it is a question for the
solicitor to consider, or whether it comes under section 220.

Mr. GnREu.

Whether section 220 should be raised.

The CHAIRMAN. That is what I am trying to get at--that each

auditor will determine that for himself.
Mr. GREa:G. Yes; we can not pass on all of them.
The CIAIRMAN. There is no section in the bureau to assign to
consider 220?
Mr. GiKo. No, sir. If the question arises, it comes to the
solicitor.
The CHAIRMAN. In other words, it is quite evident that the bureau
is not taking section 220 seriously. Otherwise they would have set
up the machinery to determine in what cases section 220 should
apply.
Mr, GRE(W.

I just cited the order of the commissioner to show

that we had set up machinery.
The CHAIRMAN. No; because the auditor may pass it right by
without a record. That is no machinery, to tell a man to do something, and then do not see whether he does it or not.
Mr. (GRE:i. We can not go over every case! and see whether 220
should be raised.
'The ('CH\RMAN. But. as I iunhderstandl you, you have not gone
over any of the cases to determine this, except to leave it to the individual auditor.
Mr. G(Eno. We leave it to the auditor, and he then sends it to
the solicitor.
The CHAIRMAN. And out of hundreds of thousands of cases, 25
is all that you have found that come under section 220?
Mr. G(mEGo. That is all I have found; yes. However, in the 1924
act we attempted to plug up some of the holes in section 220. This
dividend matter was taken care of, and then the presumption was
raised that any investment companies were subject to the penalty
imposed by 220. I do not think myself that 220 was ever designed
to apply to an operating company, particularly if the stock of an
operating company is widely held. and not held simply by a small
group or members of a family. I think it was designed to apply
to small corporations. such as we have discussed in this committee
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before, where the business of an individual is incorporated, for the
purpose of accumulating profits of the corporation, and relieving
the stockholders of the surtax.
The (HAmIMAN. Where the ownership is largely diffused, then, as
you have said, I can see the force of your argument, but coming
back to where it is all held, or a great portion of it is held, by one
individual, I can not see the force of your argument at all, that they
can not be analyzed. Under the 1924 act, in what respect have you
set up machinery to catch it?
Mr. GREUO. No new machinery whatever. It is just like every.
thing else. The determination must be in somebody's hands to
raise the question. Suppose the revenue agent in the field thinks
that section 220 should be applied. He can raise the question or
not. Suppos e e determines that a loss of the corporation should
be allowed or disallowed? He can put it in his report or not. We
can not send somebody around checking somebody else all the time.
The CHAIRAMAN. What are your rules and regulations to the collectors and investigators of that question of how to determine
whether section 220 should apply?
Mr. GRE;GO. The regulations are published.
The CHAIRMAN. What are they? I just ask you what the regulations are. Is there any basis by which an auditor-Mr. GREo . It is general. We do not lay down any rule of thumb.
The CHAIRMAN. It seems to be ridiculous to put those things in
the statute if the bureau pays no attention to them, or if it considers them impracticable. That is one of the difficulties in the administration of all laws. We enact ridiculous statutes, which confuse the citizen and the Government, without any effect.
Mr. GmREw. The department is on record as to the ineffectiveness
of section 220 of the old act as far back as the early part of 1923.
We have been telling Congress ever since then that it was ineffective.
The regulations, if you care to read them, begin on page 117 and
run through page 119.
The CHAIRMAN. We will not take the time of the committee on
that; I would like to suggest to Mr. Manson that he g(j over them
and make a note of them, and then report at one of our other
hearings.
Mr. MANSON. I will do that. I am familiar with it, but I will
want to refresh my recollection on it before I discuss it.
Mr. G(RE<I.
Section 220 of the old acts was not effective. It was
not drafted in such a way that it could be effective. Of course,
the time has not arrived to enforce section 220 of the 1924 act.
We are not that far up in our audit, but it has been effective in this
respect: The'penalty is so high and the prima facie case has been
increased to cover a new class of cases so that the section has been
strengthened to such an extent that it has frightened these people
who organized these small corporations, to the extent that a great
many of them have been dissolved for fear of the penalty. The
penalty is too high to take a chance on. It is 50 per cent of the
entire net income, not of the undistributed net income.
'The CuAuftr
iN. I would like to ask the bureau to advise us some
time this week what new machinery has been put in for this purpose, because it is apparent to me that some machinery needs to be
set up to really enforce e section 220 in the 1924 act other than has
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been exercised before. I admit the difficulties, and perhaps there
was a sound reason for not taking it seriously prior to 1924, but
the solicitor now says it might be taken more seriously than it has
been effective in some respects, and I A1an sele where it limight be more
eiecttive if the bureau knew that the bureau was going to apply
section '220.
Mr. MANSON. I might say at this time that I endeavored to make
a rather thorough investigation of the application of section 220 in
connection with the statistical work that .we are doing, and that I
have found a large number of cases which, had the 1924 act been
enforced would have been affected by the 1924 act, but that in
practically all the cases tlht I have foind.-there may be more that
have been discovered since I last looked over the schedules-but all
of those that I have examined were cases of the kind described by
Mr. (
,iegg.In other words, tle corporation was organized to hold
stock, not to hold bonds. and in very few cases to hold real estate,
but organized to hold stock, and the former acts specifically exempted
dividends as a part of the income upon which the penalty was to
be applied. The result \was that there was nothing to Impose a
penalty on.
The CuHAIRAAN. Mr. Gregg stated that in his statement.
Mr. MAnsON. Yes. There is one thing that I would like to inquire
, bout.

Section 326 of the 1918 act defining invested capital permitted the
verluation of tangible property exchanged for stock at a higher value
than the par value of the stock, but provided-That the commissioner shall keep a record of all cases in which tangible
property is included in invested capital at a value in excess of the stock or
shares Issued therefor, containing the nnae and address of each taxpayer, the
business in which engaged, the amount of invested capital and net Income
show bhy Ilhe return, the value of the tangible p)rotperty at the time paid in,

the par value of the stock or shares specifically Issued therefor, and
Ithi
amount
Included under this paragraph as paild In surplus. Tihe cvmmli,:ioner shall furnlsh a copy of such record and oliher detailed information with respect to such
cases when required by resolution of either House of congresss , without regard
to tle rcstritloris contained In section 257.

I will say that we would like to examine that record, and I would
like to know where it is, so we may inspect it.

1Mr. NAsn.
I will try to find it.
The (CHAn:MAN. I think you will be a long time finding it. I think
that it rather a trick question, because I think you know it is not in
existence.
Mr. MANsoN. Well, I do not want to make any statement. I will
try to locate it. I will say frankly that I have not been able to find
it, but I do not want to say it is not in existence until I know.
The CHAYIRMAN. Have you anything further now, Mr. Manson?
Mr. MAN,'ON. Nothing further this morning.

Senator KIN. Is that all you care to say now, Mr. Gregg?
Mr. GaREO. Yes.
Senator KING. Have you anything further, Mr. Nash?
Mr. NASH. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. We will adjourn until to-morrow morning at 10
o'clock.
(Whereupon, at 1.10 o'clock p. m., the committee adjourned until
to-morrow, Wednesday, May 27,' 1925, at 10 o'clock a. m.)
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WEDNESDAY, MAY 27, 1925
UNITED STATES SENATE,
SPECIAL COMMITTI'rE TO INVESTIoATE TIHE

BUREAU OF INTERNAL REVENUE,

The conlmmitlte

Vasringtoa, D. C'.
met it 10 o'clock a. m., pursuant to adjournment of

yesterday.

Present: Senators Couzens (presiding), Watson, Jones of New
Mexico, and King.
Present also: Mr. L. C. Manson, counsel for the committee.
Present on behalf of Bureau of Internal Revenue: Hon. McKenzie Moss, Assistant Secretary of the Treasury; Mr. C. R. Nash,
assistant to the Connmissioner of Internal Revenue; Mr. A. G.
Gregg, solicitor, Bureau of Internal Revenue; and Mr. C. R. Arur..dell, assistant solicitor, Bureau of Internal Revenue.
The (nCHAIRAN. You may proceed, Mr. Manson, or do you want to
put something in now, Mr. Gregg?
Mr. GREiOa. Iet me put in my statement on the Atlantic Gulf &
West Indies Co. at this point. t will read your letter with reference
to it, Mr. Chairman.
This is a letter dated Api il 25, 1925, and is addressed to Commissioner Blair:
MYv 1:rAR C OMMISSIONER: It hus just 'c'urtredt to me that there is a possibility
that the case of the Atlantic Gulf & West Indies Cororration, whose taxes
were the subject of a hearing before the Stenate coininttee, might be considered in connection with the information given me some time ago by one of
the staff of the Department of Justice.
I am inclosing you herewith a memorandum dtCtdtLd in my office by the Department of Justice representative, who dreiv my attention to the fact that the
Department of Justice was defending a suit brought by the Atlantic Gult Oil

Corporation against the United States Shipping Board,
self-explanatory.

The memorandum is

I hope that it is not too late to take into consideration the claim referred to,
as the Atlantic Gulf Oil Corporation Is a subsidiary of the Atlantic Gulf & West
Indies Corporntion.

That is signed by the chairman.

We had the matter gone into, and here is my memorandum to Mr.
Nash in reference to it:
Reference is made to your memorandum dated May 1, 1925, with which you

forwarded copy of a letter from Senator Couzens, dated April 25, 1925, ad-

dressed to the commissioner, to which was attached copy of a memorandum
furnished Senator Couzens by a representative of the Department of Justice,
concerning a claim of the Atlantic Gulf Oil Corporation against the United
States Shipping Board.
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It appeilar tlhait it the tim the questln of settleit.nrut ,of lh' At latithc (alf &
'itssip Ili.es' tax liability for the yesirs 1917 to 12(20 wva:s ulder
Slarrt
West itndtil
t
col sideration this oilhle madie inqi iry at the Shippling HBord to us'ertlin
claiinls out.
whether the Atlantic Gulf & West Indles StcUimship Lid neh usd silly
shipping Hoard or the Energency Fleet C ororation.
standing against the S
According to the recollection of Mr. Le\lis, of the' special adjustmenet section, hit
and Mr. Milliken, of this office, were requested by Mr. lHartson alaot ,Ialy, 1923,
to ascertain from the Shipping Board whether there were any such claiis.
wts
\v roughly esttit
Mr. Lewis states that Inh and Mr. Milliken were told tlhit
Guilf
mated by the Shlpplig Board that thel then pending elailims of the Atlantll
Mr.
& West Indies Steamllship Lines amounted to approxliinately $5r(N),IH).
mtadt either to
Lewis is of the opinion that a verbal report to this effect w
Solicitor IIartson or CtmnlNdisiownr Blair. Mr. Milliken's recollection is sub.
stantlally in agreement with that of Mr. Lewis, although lie does not recall
definitely what report was made except that no written report was rendered.
Shipping ioar'd gave them no
Mr. Lewis and Mr. Mlllken both state that tli
information whatever concerning the claim of the Atlatntic Gulf (l Corporatio
for $5,(X0,0000. which claim was based on an ll eged breach of contract by the
Crlorporlt
Shipping Board under the terms of wlch the Atlantic (Glf tll
was to furnish and the Shipping Board to accept 15,0(H),H(MM barrels of oil during
the year 1921. Further investigation has d'#v.oped the fact that this clah
was not one of the matters h;lndled by tlih, claims division of ltheShlpulng
Board, but was handled in regular course by the law division of thIt board.
This may account for the fact lihut no information was given Mr. Milllken or
Mr. Lewis concerning this particular claim at the time their inquiry was uaitlle.
Now, here is the ilportaint point:
Furthermore, this office was lnot on the lookout for any claims lby thltAt lhatlc
Gulf Oil Corporation against the Shipping Board, inasmuch as the sailed corploration and the Atlal.tlc Gulf & West Indies Steamlship Lines had previosly
bIen held by the bureau to be not attilited.
Later, in November, 1923, Mr. IIartson directed Mr. Delbert, of this oficte,
to make an inquiry in connection with the claim of a subsidiary of the Atlantic
Gulf & West Indies Steamship Lines onaccount of tie loss of the steamshllip
Caroling. Mr. Deibert submitted a report of his investigation of that claihn to
Mr. HIartson on November 13, 1923, to the effect that it was found that the
New York & Porto Rico Steamship Co. had obtained a judgment hit its favor
litthe Court of Claims on account of the steamnship Carolina amounting with
interest to approximately .$1,l351,00.
t
It should le observed that the compromise set lement made by the <depairtGulf & West Indies Steamlship Lines and its suttlildiary
ment with the Atlantil
Unitcd Sates should accept the, tertIS proposed,
companies provided that thile
xnamely, ".$1,280,)000 in lieu of tax liability for the yearvs l i 7 to 192(, iclitiive,
ilad ad valorem fraud penalty for the year 1920, thliNew York & 'oriol' ico
nited State:s thul, judgu'tlet i:iits
tt
Stealinaship Co. (of Maine) to retlee to the
favor of tile Court of Claims on account of the loss of the steamship t arlin,l,
ticllus
amlounting with interest to approximately $1,3:51,0), and any andull
a'roliui,'"
of iany nature whatsoever growing out of tel loss of the steamlship
I
'5,
This compromise agrenmenlt wits approved by t(he S.cr'tiary oll .Jaailitry
1924.
In the offer of comiproise and the acceptance tlereof there are enumerated
as parties to the agreement the Atlantic Gulf & West Indies Steamlshlp Lines
aad certain lxqecifictalty anaietd subsidiaries thereof, buit ino al tio' wih tever
Corporation.
is nmade of tile Atlant clGulf
It is of interest to note also that in the annual reports for tihe years 1920
and 1921 of ltheAtlantic Gulf & West Indies Steamship Lines to Its stockholders
the statement is mw11de that in presenting to the stockholders the consolidatel
Ibulance :hieet of te parent company and its subsidiary companies, logelthlr
with the consollsodated income account and profit and loss account for each
of lthe reslvecthe years. said statements do not include the figures for the
Atlantlc Gulf Oil Corporatlon and certain other crlorporations named " inasmuch
us your c'urpioratlon does not own substantially the entire capital of these
enterprise-s."
Mr. LewlH has agaih exaniined the file of the Atlantle Gulf & W\est Indies
Steanmshitj Lines and finds that no mention of the Atlante Gulf Oil Corlorabalance sheets of the former corn
tmade
therein for in fhi
tion's chahn is
poration.
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atilllatiots section held that for 1919 tnd 1920 tihe Atlantic Gulf &
Steaalmship Lines and the Atlantle Gulf Oil Corporation were
Indles
We1t
not affillated, for the IreasoM that while the former owned 3.75 per cent of
the stock of the latter there remained a minority stock ownership of 40.25
ier cent. Consequently, even if the bureau had been aware of the $5,000,000
clahm of the Atlantic Gulf Oil Corporation against the Shipping Board, it
is obvious that under a ruling that the two corporations were not affiliated
the Atlantic Gulf Corporation's claim would not have been taken into account
in compromising the tax liability of the Atlantic Gulf & West Indies Steamship Lines and its subsidiaries for the years 1917 to 1920.
Since the receipt of your memorandum the special adjustment section has
requested the atiliations section to review the question of affiliation between
the A tlantle Gulf & West Indies Steamship Lines and the Atlantic Gulf Oil
Corporation. In order to comply with that request the affiliations section
has already written to the Atlantic fGulf & West Indies Steamship Lines
for certain additional data deemed necessary to reach a proper conclusion,
inasmuch as the affiliation was originally denied on the sole ground of large
minority stock ownership as above indicated.
In view of the fact that the question of attiliating these two corporations for
the year 1)21 and subsIequent years has not been determined, the question of
the tax liability of both corporations for those years nlmay be reviewed and a
dreficlency tax be proposed for assessment if the facts warrant such action.
OfficialH of tle Shipping Board are of the opinion that the Atlantle (Gulf iO
Corporation will not he tablh to establish its claim In full before the Court of
Claims, and are rather sanguine that the claimant may not lie able to recover
any of the anticipated profits alleged to I)edue.
The facts are, In other words. that this compalnly that had the $5,000,000
chain against the Shipping Board wtes, not a party to this compromise settlein settling with the other
inent, so we had no right to consider its inia
corporation.
TI'

The CHAInMAN. Even though it owned 53 per cent plus of the

stock?
Mr. G(IREGi. No, sir. If they are different taxpayers and not affiuiated, we would have no right to consider it. It is only in cases where
a affiliated that we have a right to consider it.
they ar
Mr. MANSON. Is not the real question af the settlement, the compromise of tax liability, the question of the ability of the Government to collect ? Then the value( of lhe stuck owned by the Atlantic
(ulf & West Indies Co. in the Atlantic (Gultf Oil Corporation might
the
li souilndness of its claiin against the
depend very largely upo1)
Government. In oithler wo rds, !that claim, as I ulnderstmnd it, of some
$5,000,000 would materially afleet the value of the stock owned by
the Atlantic, Gulf & West Indies Co. in that company, and would
have an important bearing at the saiil time upon the question of the
amount of monev that could be collected from the Atlantic, Gulf &

West Indies Co.
AMi. G(iwtMS,. Your case!t there is rather remote. The
pany owned 53 Ier cent of the stock of the Atlantic
Corporation andt the oil company had a claim against
lment tlle validity of which is very questionable. We

parent coi1m-

& Gulf Oil
the Govern-

were not on

notice in o1ur comp')lronise settlement about lthat claim, and that is the

explanation of whiy no account was taken of it.
T
he CIr.uMANs:.
iHas the liblureau anything further that they want
to put ini this morning
Mr. GRIco. No.
Mr. MANS(O.

During the proceedings of yesterday there was some

discussion of section 220 of the acts of 1921 and 1)24, andt the chairiai1n made the statement that Iefore the con'clusioni of these hearings,

_~~~~_ ~ ~~_

_

~ ~~~
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desired to henr i ii

uipoll that

subject.
W 1ien1
irsi bit1
t
11 t c)i'
ie
1c'I ' it441 wit I tls ('olllll it t
it \'.it illthI
capacity of statist.ilcia,
n1d11iIn pjreprinlg le q 'stnilit
naire for il-

formation I hadl section 220 of the acts of 1)21 and 1924 under
consideration.

Th:

qelstionmnaire was prepared with tile view to

bringing out such information as would throw light 1upto both the
administration of section 2201 and the ecolnomic questions ilvoilved
in section 220.
In-setting up 'lassiicitions of corporations for statistical purposes
we had the same object in view, and provided for the automiatic
classilication of such corploratimos as section 22)0 migl apply to.

Before I had had the opportunity to go much deeper into the
question than I have just indicated to you I was placed in charge of
the tax end of this investigation, and since then I have had no opportunity to give the subject the study which it merits. I have from
time to time examined such returns as might come under the ap-

plication of s<. tion 220.

I uste the word "might"

advisedly here,

meaning that the corporations which fall within the classiication

designated are not necessarily corporations wh'ch do come within
that section.
This section probably delegates to t he commissioner more authority, more discretion, which would be of vital consequence to the taxpayers of the country generally than any other section of the income
tax law. Among other things, it delegates to the commissioner the
right to determine whether or not accumulations of earnings are
reasonably necessary for the conduct of the corporate business.
That, in effect, gives to the commissioner, if ihe chooses to exercise
that authority to the full extent delegated by Congress, a right to
:-mview the financial managements and to act as a sort of an appellate court over the board of directors in determining the financial
policy of every corporation in the United States.
I point that out for the 1reason that I desire to indicate to the
cotnuittee tihe fact that Iefore anliv intelligent judgment can he
formed asi4 tthe sounds of the r11egulaltions or aits ththe economic
policy behind section 220, or as to whether or not that section should
amendd, tie most careful investigation of the facts should he
aIe
miade.

What I have done is this: We have called for all returns of
corporations for 1923 whose net' incoile, including dividends, which
are not legally a part of the taxable net income of corporations,
exceeds $50,000, and which distributed less than t60 plr cent of their
net earnings. That classification would, in my judgment, include

all corporations to which section 220 might apply.

Therefore the comnllittee lias in its possession the data showing
the facts and cireiuistances in every situationn to which section 220

might apply, and a proper exuliniation of that data will bring out
all of the problems incident, t he administration of that section.
I have brought with me a bunch of returns. I do not know exactly how many they are. They were not selected with any other
caes which come solllewhelre
purpose in mind than that thaeiley sare
near the application of section 220.
Before citing those specific cases to lhe conittee, 1 wish to say
that for tlhe reasons I have indicated I have formed no conclusions
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upon this subject. The discussion of it, lfort 11t reason, is romeVwhat
blirassmi to 111e; butl I do believe hit, a shttletiiiit. Of such probof section 220 and a statement
le'nIs i Iident toihe adihinistritlini
of the ecllonomic problems involved at this time would be helpful to
the cormmiittee, for the reason t hat it will permit the members of
this comllnittee to consider these problems between now and the time

that they meet to adopt a report.
In the first place--Senator WATSON. Does anybody but an expert know what section
220 means?
MIr. MANSON. Well, I am going to state some of the problems that
arise out of it. I am not prepared to say now what, in my judgment, it means. My orly reason for discussing it at this time is

that I believe that if the committee has in mind, between now and
the time they get together to adopt a report, some of the problems
that arise here, they are going to be able to think about them in the
meantime and perhaps exercise a better judgment than they would
if the problems were all thrust upon them at the last minute.
Senator WATSON. I am not so much interested in that ia I am in

knowing how, if at all, section 22() can be simplified. iThe Committee on ]Finance had that question up, as Mr. Gregg will remember.
We went over it, and after we had wrestled with it time and again,
on many occasions, we all came to the conclusion that we did not
know what it meant, and let it go in.
Mr. MANSoIN, Well, I do not blame you.
Senator WATSON. Of course, AMr. (Cregg understood it.
Mr. G(;ErE. I never claimed to.
Senator WATSON. Well. but we thl1ohlt you did . At least, you
gave the only explanation of it that anybody e er did. Doctor
Adams went over it and, of course, we had great respect for his
knowledge and ability. I talked with him privately about it and
we were trying to see if there was not some way in which it could
e simplified, so that the way faring ma, though a fool, need not
err tIhci'reii, buitfound that it ciildl
not I don.
The problems with
which' it dealt, were, in their nature, so ubsti'llruse tand complex that
the larguage dealing with those problems of necessity, could not
be expressed plainly and simply, as w as the case with the other tax
sections.

I milht say
of the Finlance
able to come to
We all had our
MIr. MANSON.

inlconnection with limy stiatetimeit t1hat he mIembers
Commnittee did not know what it meant or were not
a concision about it-was too drastic and sweeping.
ideas iouit iwhat it meant. of course.
It was something like section 220 itself.

Senator WIArsN. Yes; and while

e did not all exactly agree as

to some of the conelisiolls that light be (rawn from it, nevertheless, I think Ae all ctlim to somhllethiling like a real cocluhisioni as to

what it was, at all events, intended to meet.
Mr. MAssoN. It is notI mly purpose to read section 220 and the
regIulations at this time,
but in order that whoever reads this record
limty get. a connected story I suggest that the reporter incorporate
st'ction 220 and articles 351, 32. aild 353 of regulations (3 into the

record at this point.
Senator WArsON.

lHow longr i.- sect ion 22 0 ?
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Mr.

ANNy.

e sectioni ,s lwt

particllil Fb

lolt.t

1111d

I

will

read it
S . 2220.

I'r
I Iaaos
I , r!'
'VI:IIeld. I" ' tir t',tl oi'
,r
O 'iva'r
i t' ay sjtie'lrl oats. lste
II' iiiose oif prliveittti ng 1he impot'si i llf' tle s ortax lipl It s
shareholders ithrmigh hlieiedilln i ef leralin1ll c Its gillis tut4 proIfeits to 114,1.
mullhat'
ist'enId 4
siglldividledl ,r dlistr ibleite ,Itherl' shuill h, levied, collected.
1d
plaid for 4t,10 til 1llle',
X
yem' isjoll tl
10tI ncome
l it olii suolch ci'taijo'i 1 f li (x
olf lthe tntill lthereof, which shall bi I1 liiidito li
4111111 to 50 1per'. til oltn
1the tax illpiosed by s lectioit230 of this liIh,I li shall ( xt ella is pro iied ill
(111
il
) lit. e pilted.'(I
oill'ectedl, Iti al p idtit
an fhie same
Nullsl(ivish ll fd of this

tili11(

iiiS

ai ) I
if' fo lri'

tiltd

ill t

I

s1111t 1'

i llai subject

(ii

sil ste pl'v islons (if

l1w.

isltdilig penalties, ts that tax.
itioll it l s it
a
lillleg ar lNe'tstils eit eollilaill,. oltr
The fact that all y corr1(a
thalit file ruins or pjl'roits are permlied to 'a'tmill'te heyomi the r'eseomable
evildello' of it s l uponse too est'l'
lie'eds of th buisilless. shlll h 1 1t'p4i1a fal'I'
lihe surtax.
or amy coll'et'r. every 'corltInl-ll
(0')
IWhol requested by theoivli
lAtl',
tion slill forward to him ii correct ststeuent it' such galis ad
profits 1lnd
lie
the'
tilll5es 11i4! *lddl'a'sses oi' Ilthe llalvldmnls or shireholhlers who woilti
f the mlnits that wild
entitled to lhe sNitme if dilvied or dst4Itrliuted, and oll
I' payable to ellfh.
(a1) As .usedin this section, Ilie tierm " n(t luIetcome" meslII tihe m its'ome
lhe
amoiun
fl 1i te deduction
Hm defltied in section 2:12, increised by the sum of'
(a) Of se tios 234, anld th,
allowed usider paragraliah (0) of subdivisii
amount of he inltierest on obligations of i e United States issued after Sep-

tenil'r 1, 1917, which would Ibe subject to tatx Ill whole or il part In tin Ialld,
of an indlividual

nner.

i
lea'ir. I will state that thile effect
In order tilat tile record ilav be
of subdivision (d) is to inc'hluce in iucomelt, for l)ilpoSes of the pelnalty or the tax imposed by this section, the dividenmls of torporatiojns
upon sto('k owned by the corporate iol in (question.
Senator W.sox. Youi say that that is the effect of it o' lthe
purpose of it ?.
lr. MANSON. Well. thiat is botlthie plurpose anil fitle effect of it.
I think it is very clear.
IUnder Ore 1921 act ait penalty of 25 per vent of the net icomet
was impo d Iupoll tihe corporations provided fol. in Seetioni 220,
steofl a cortporI'atilon does ntot irI',ltde diviadellds received
The xset ir
by it fror,

notller c('orporat ionll

that is, the Itaxaile liet illcolme.

Senator ",vIrsoN. Yes.
secA
N. Inasmnsch as mst of the corlorations at which
Mr. MANI
iprim
their
derived
which
tions
were
cmrpora
directed
220
wa.
tion
pal source

f income from dividends received from other corpora-

tions, the purpose of the section was nullified by the fact that the
penalty did not apply to their principal source of income.
That is overcome by this amenldmenti

in the 1924 act.

The 1924 amendment also ad(Ls investment companies to those
which are lwrima fadcie organized or utilized for the purpose of
escaping tax.
The object of this section is probably not open to dispute.

it

was found when taxes were raised onil individual incomes that corporations were being tilized for the purpose of accumulating income,

and thus preventing their being taxed under thile surtax brackets.
TIhe difficulty with the section, in my judgment,
)both in the
framing of tilhe section anid in its interpretation by the regulations,
is due to the fact that it ihas a very' narrow, if any, eonomynic basis to
stand upon.
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Ha dote.
cm nt ion of Aie 11-1. or! ilt sh
li'
to 1W iiiijIts'tld delt'uitls I
theJ ill,
1)111
,q't
j)f0'l
ol I'S(tt1111pii in

lia ty of tis NNI tlOo
oI5'ffit'. taUXjaver
V T'!
favie vvex' vwteI ot whlat thiat jiti'jitsi

s 1111 be. Wit it is 111i fest Int
that,wlatsvet'
11iv

II'. Iii

i4iilltiiig('agliiiigs the e

the jHWiit' of

tt(4(
1u11)1

111411 tlhei (iiVt1'11ti'lt is exactly the same.
In 14ieul Wordi'ii", if ai c'r )oil'itioii
legiftinat

ofa1 tax pave

the taxytYvei and

v fned'(ls it's

mtnlivided

en 1,1ings, for thle develoi nt
of its int'co jT0i'at et I itsinless, for tihe
jn'tl1i'lit
of it?; dtIits. tihe ettltN't iiup0h1 t itI taxpayer aId 'Ijitioi the
Gme(jjllbJ$ is not dtlferent- Ibecaitse its )1)OSQ tIhere is to serve a
legitimate piurpos-tha ilioalli be thle efleet if it tidt not tired that
*JMiaiI' 1n1t 114'('lIit1iite(I it for the S0le Iitii'pose of defeating tile tax.

*

In bioth inistanices the money es('alpeS individual incnme tax.
The( IIAIIIMAN1.
ho
Ibug i111- t'lc regulations of thle tlppIt i'tmt,
Mr'. Mantsoni?
1hr. MA NSON. '110e1e are 11110111 two j)IageS tf them here. I )oes thle
Senator desire to haive them read ?
'The ('xli
A.
I raised the qIwpstion of the" regulations yesterday.
MI'~. MAsNr
.
I aml going to iliscuass these i'e(tilt ioiis, and ant
usoing to read them from timle to time.
jil1

1

(The

uCRhnRw AN. That will he all right.
regllatioiis efelrre(I to are 11 follows:)

A10i, 351. Ta xi, tion of v'trpotriithiin utilized for evasion of surta x- mt to
220 of tlie stiltilt' 4$
Itsieigne
to discourage, the(- formation or 11s1' oit a eorpIort ion tfmt the purpose of pro'veiitig the imposition of surtaxes' upionox
its sharehtotlers
through tile device of permitting its galitis and profits to ave'muIndiute
iirti'iii id i)n'ilX lhistril lilt'l1. If it d1oelsNtic' oir foreign cor'poitit io
1 sO formed
if aft'r
.1lmintar3' 1. 1924, It Is subject to at tax at tile rate of 4 per
ltt uilioi its Iit invillKe In IiIitiImi tw) the txiiX ipiqlIettd iy st''tion
ii230
of ti e

oravailed

tlttltt4,.

ART. :152. Purpose to u'vscap'
silatn: Prima fave evide'n.'
of a pnrpe,4
14, enpe tilt, surtax exisk where a o'4ro)'ationi is l mere Investwlu t 4Ili1pii1)3,
where It corporation Jilts irmct't1113 Ill) 1lisiia'ss except holding stocks. !44512r1-

:i's or other propeir'ly and c1)1ili'it
or tv! i'4'
coup'4)l'j101'*Al,1111w
hot'tha
1

ti.'
a

illbmite thiererom or investing therebn,
unlr ' 114
Irq
iilig o1r ilvestimet'i
t'iil4ixy

it' Illi'Ci)4- .
The Nil
ii itt'irypre'sm l i l tr\
a ili(.
it
nit's.' hi.dtlag 40
is :o111)jlct to ie Iidi4itiotil
t.I x ili'Jlllo'
IA seilt h
22
22)
v41nt
If tilte corporation 'aI 51144W, witir 9)' I'f~lpoII of tile at't
44411' 304113'

4

1

11)vet

lI'Tiit

il)h

over-

ll
It dlstriltlli a large porthi
.4' its earnings for' the year Ilk fjue.ltaa,
or that its
-wn v held ltof I3' the
'llze'm s ot i funly or Opfii smali group but by
a largi nmIe'r of jxi'siois aiIll in
l tllnltalt
iey slualllu:ks 1' 143'ytther
tvI'i)I'4'.
tIt1t it was18 ht Ilvt lied of for lilt' piilt'jipme of pre-enlltinig tli' Imposlion .4 the sttaX 111)o11 its stw'koleprs.
mrew' ImlisutIess ofit
4'oriporilon
114)t
is)
eIrel
th'I%
Ilviliaibi
t
it lilts pl'wpi'%Ifosly
tnrridtilon, blt ljili's
inl general anly linet o)f tasleswhich It may legit imutly~v rliititiLI'.
ii i'll'ii
1,114w14t.11 llt'uge of busitlless whil itwnllt'
surplus bas lwvi at't'liinfIlatell may affori t''ildetie of it lpIrpose to 'si't
tile
surt:'.
When 4114 corporation 4ovils til' stock of anuiotit'r
corpirprtioi it the
Sililieor it r'JItt'I
llt ' 1ltsilit'ss M'd ill el~es't
4it'l')tw'rs
thle other vtorp114ratItll" the
hisilli'lss
of till' hat te may
113'
I')lt'll'deveti
in s4i1)stmluic'e
tilte
b11Siness
4f the firstt 4't)'rlt'itili. ;I tI11 litfits of the first corporation jtit Into
t'O S Molld Ilroligh til pt-lrI'hist' o)f sltOk llr othierwvtst' lilit ther'efot. It a
subsdhiry relistionlship ik tiilisiid, t'AatitiltI' wnijployiiiiit of tlst jitjito
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Arlr. 353, 1 iirvitsomiiet'i
t utattiut 14)1! of
rolfits An accwmdlit iou 'I1, gahl
It1( iirt'titi is tiirlle'ni iI If It m!,
nlotrequired fi' the ph w-.-4i wit0l bt!
nIew"s, cosd'I'uring 14I! the cit''umstikcI'S 4of the tvI'.
It IstaI iilt'lt'tId, llowv
ever, lo peilize
reumtt ie
avucatfill)nilt
I
oIns of'
l i'iis
for tilt, ilctds (if tuej
bsiweNS, No att%,uipt can bo iiade to eilunwrat
e till thie ways i which gaitiK
aIXIEIprofits oIf iI t'orpiortittitiUtway he tt'tIilatihtt'ti tor' tlhe r'casollileit' eeds *)f
t.1e b0NAinHS.
1lstrlltiii
inside by it corporation shortly after the close ol
its taxable year shall be takent Into consideration inl determnting the Ft'htfln
iebleness of the amloulllt oif earnings and
tits of the corporations retained
boy it for the year in 4pesitieton. Undiintt'ibuted Icome, is o'operlY uti'('uilatcdj
it hiesttfi In ititreattseti itiventi'vies Or adititn s to plait resnuiiibly hteeded
by tile business. It is properly accumulated if retained for working capital
required by the business or ini acicordianke, with contract oiiiigaltolis liteed
to the credit of a sinking fund for the purjMise of retiring bouls Issued by
tile corporation. In the vase of a banking institution tile, business of wih
IU
to receive anid loan moitey, uisitig 'aupitiii, s'plwti, aid deposits f4r Illatt ptlrpose, unditri mted Income actually represented by loitiw atrtrtUsoii
rIetallied for future loans is nti
caccamulttd beyond the eiaisonable' needs of
thu busInlless.
rV!
Iature of the ivesttalt of ginhs and proisll
Is Jumnsterinl if they aire not In fact needed In the bliaines.
11 Is lift nreasonable
cc-ll liat ionl of gcllIns-l4 a Iirits
by
1)3'
ja'aorp tiois, after the effective (late of
twhs at~c, witt te pullitimt or eiiibliig tli'~ slitii'tllei's to, ('Sepe sUrtnxes
onl stch gais smidtiptilSs, wviich sad jel-t
sta0i ct'j.) It ltolls to) the( Itidii ln
tat
X
ti
hed by N)'e'titiii 220. 'flw thnanciatol
tldittll
if it coirpOt'ato
it ttle
close of tlt-. taxable yeatr Itt jitestiott
teo 111tiie' II hitA0'1
Its fllnds ar'e illV'ested lit rlnit, tine, leterisillies the reasonableness of fitie
tclltiitiatioii
For the pairliss of section 220 there teIrm ' net Inconm' '' meanus tie( tiot income
of the corpoora lion as defwie tin sec4-tion 232 Increased by tilt- sum of () thle
amounts received as divildenls wi a., Ilowed as at dedutw, ion by sct ion 234
(a) ((,
iplas (2) the aniount if ittrest ott obligations of the Uited States
issues after September 1, 1917. Wlich would iN. subject to( talx Ill whole lor
in part in the handii of anft individual owner. The comninissioner 411' iImy cobechtor waty rtqulre, any "-orporation to furnish at statement of its g Ins ttnd

profits, the nanies and adtiressews of and mnber of sanres held biy 'aach oit' its
shareholders, and the amounts tihit vould be pabllebf to
tcci.it the('
ilio'"ale
of the coorwa tioti 1'l'

N1r'. MANSON.

dI istilbttd.

tme first fj mlestiofl-----

Senator lrns
N,-. Arce 1lw reglidatioLs isttl't
*'I ul ate thef Siititi ?
N1i'. MA N 84 kN

T'he ( hA lit
ti- 1921 actt'
ll'r.

P IT'1110
at'trllid iltsste iituled It,

I to iitle-Arlt
e'

And they we-c written after tw

MA.

t1'0lt

f ti'

or

'-4"lie
511tth

aicIIlet,
m.1a fifq

\L6siooN. A patt ()f their w crc witteti after tie 192-1 act, and

at part of tles' regulations115 w'r'0 carritetd O)v'
tH!)
till- I )1f act,
Senator W't'sON. iii- s-flh' st'Slio was nit iii tlhei i921 adt and,
in the 119%214 act, was it
Mr..
TAsO
thee' art' b lt sotila r licad chtaaws' illthe sectioll
Since 1921.
Senalltor W rso
( 'rlu-i
Mi. MA vNsO. Yes,
Satll or'
AT'rs iN. Ihci't'lcfos'e. tIhe relllat jtr9t; IIa
~it were \ i Its'il
t te1 tvit
e m, (N))! 5!p tilt' Sectiolls odl t* 1921 actI 1iu1a'
1' oX
planatol'y tf the 1924 act.
MrI. MA N N. fTe ' ge
Illha i
ls
bi
satiallv cha '4 ill
I.silue Wa its thet' Statute lhais.
Sciaator X'rMNON. OhIt. yes,
Mr. AxNN. .. Thiwse imit ma1t's -i holdilig t'aiijmti, M. ail invisAt
vnot

ble

fNs

Slint 4;5

it

hlniltag ce(la n;JIV'

1 ii

iiitt's Vivtal ('ttttilliti
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to defeat the sUurtax, provided
aatterpti)
primat facio evidence of a
profits.
its
alccumutillates
tdIe (comilpalI
There are so)me cases which
tigIht there you have a problem).
will cme clearly within section 220. There are some cases that
1
clearly outside of it, Thi, vast number come between those
c4m(
two.

Let me illustrate: A lavre ?'ew York bond house is incorporated.
It a(ictimulates ver' large bsiness profits or earnings. The business
of this cpopor(ation is the underwriting of bond issues and the sale
of those bond issues to the public.
It c(an not be said that that corporation is tamere holding company, because it is engaged in the very active business of buying and
selling bonds. It can not be said, no matter to what extent it
acc'umuilates its earnings, that those earnings are not required for
the corporate business, because there is no year in which that corporaition, notwithstanding the amount that it accumulates, is not re(Iuired to go to the banks and borrow money for the purpose of
financing the underwriting of bonds.

As long as a corporation is doing a bIusiness which requires it to
borrow money from the banks it is certainly impossible for the
department to say that it does not need its own money.

here is a case that comes clearly outside of the operation of this
section. 'hat corporation has at times idle capital. That capital
has not been permitted to remain in cash. They carry the bonds and
stocks to keep tht capital working while it is not required for the
regular business of the corporation.
We have at the other end of the line, as it were, the case of an
individual who owns several million dollars of stock. There is no
change in his holdings. He organizes a corporation to hold his
stock. The only purpose of that corporation is to collect the dividends and accumulate them.
There is a clear case that comes imder the applicaion of this
section
iThe regulation adopted irk construiin this section confined the
)ppnication of the seCtiion to the latter class of cases.

Section 220 of the statutes is designed to discourage the formation
or use of a corporation for1 the )purposeof preventing the imposition
o<f surtaxes upon tile stockholders, through the device of p)r1mitting*

its gains and profits to accmuiulate instead of being distributed. If
a domestic o or reign corporation is so formed or availed of after
January 1,1924, it is subject to a tax at the rate of 50 per cent upon
its net incoten in addition to the tax imposed by section 230 of the
statute.
Article 352 says that where a corporation has practically no business except holding stocks, securities, or other property, and collecting the income therefrom or investing therein, or where a corporation
other than a mere holding or investment company permits its gains
and profits to accumulate beyond the reasonable needs of the business,
it is prima facie evidence of a purpose to escape the surtax.
I call special attention to the language "*where a corporation
haus practically no other business except holding storks, securities, or
other property and collecting tihe income(
therein."

therefrom or investing

1
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An texminaition of the individual inconie-tax returns of imen of
large wealth discloses the fact that, those men do not lhve all of
their eggs in one basket. They do not carry all of their investments
in one stock, and from time to time, a;s market conditions change

they buy and sell. In other words, their investments are constantly
undergoing change. Those men are constantly studying the stock
market with respect to the particular class of stock in which they
are interested.
Senator WATSON. Is the object of this talk by you. Mr. Malnson,

to lead us to conclude that we ought to change the phraseology of
this section, or that it is not being correctly administered as 1nw

stated ?
Mr. MalsNX. No; the question came up her yesterday,
asked to express m y views on this section.

and I was

The CHAIAIMAN. In answer to Senator Watson I might say that at
a previous meeting Mr. Gregg was asked to report how many cases
had been dealt with under section 220), and lie made a very brief
statement in connection with it. I then asked Mr. Manslon to deal
with his observations of it. since he has been on this investigation.
for the purpose of bringing before the committee how the rules and
regulations were applied and what the effect was. As to what we
might do with it afterwards would be a matter for us to ldeide after
lie presented the case.
Senator WATIrON. Well. but. he started out by saying that he has
not any conclusion on the subject.
Mr. 'MIAsO~N. I can not say that I can make a siniil reco mmltelil

tion at this time.
Senator WA\rsox. That is the reason I was wonderilng what the
object of the talk was.
The CHAIRMAN. It

was to put the fuats before the cilliittee.

Senator.
Mr. MANsON. There are certain problems presented by this st'ec
tion. I believe it important thlit the counittiee .should hIav( at l'sl.
noiidr them bet vwcen 1 o
those problems ill time so thart they may
cme
01u to take tyouIr report.
a
t1llthe
tin110y

I have stated two cases here, one of thea an illvellient compall
where all investor lrls an investment whilt is put into thil halls of
a corporation to hold. and where the e is practically no chliIge in its

investments.
There is a clear case that comes under section 220, both as the act
is written an
s the section is construed by the department.
I have called attention ro the fact that investors seltdomt hold
investments without change. 'Thereis a constant buying anl selling.
'If ai corloraion is organized to do exactly what the individual would
do if he had that stock in h1is own hands, it is probably the kind of
a corporation that was intended to be met by this statute: but at
least in one class of 'cases it is dotubtful whether the statute, at least

as defined by the department, does cover it. That is this case.
Mr. ( Ets;(. Let me say this word on that, Mr. Manson: You refer
to a a*'stt
e w.he. the infc'por
t
atled business is changing its imnestnmett.
Mr. 3MIxs(.O.
Wherl it i-s
changing its investment: ye'
Vs.
MAr. iuc. And incruireasing its invest ,tments.
b ut it 4Ihe,
Well. not 1u'',Ts arilv it.t';easin. them:
Mr. M.\ANN.x

what the iindividual inv -t,

dol".'
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1Mr.
u(<In.'That was the case that we ihadiin mind iin putting in
the resumpti on1 wit h respect to inves Xent collmpanlies. 'Thle regui,
latioltn containil in defiiiition of ianinve'stmuient comllpanly.
1
Mr. MANSON. I intendedt l to 'll
attention to the fact that there is

no definition of an investment company here. Ittt here is where the
problent beciesa troublesolle one: An investment company is
owne(llby ole malln orIby a family.

They, for the purpose of evading

the tiex, have organized this company, alnd have transferred the stock
that they hold in different companies to this company. Now it beco1nIes a question of applying this sectiofi to' them. Thy are not
keeping the same stock. They are selling the stock as the market

(conditions make it 'advisuble for them to sell, and they are buying
stock whenever they deem it proper to buy.
There is an investment company. and that comes clearly within
this section, you say ?
Mr. (hGico. I did not say that.
,Mr. MANsox. No; I do not mean that you said it. The claim is
set up by the department, we will say, that there is an investment,
that it is doing just exactly what the individual (lid before lie organized it, in handling his own investments. The individual comes
along and says, " This is not an investment company. I am dealing
in stocks and bonds. That is my business." Where are you going
to set up) a line of demarcation between an investor and a dealer?

It is very clear that the dealer that I have first described does
not come under this section. It is very clear that the investor who
keeps his investment intact and does not change it does come under
this section.
Senator WATSON. Now, you have asked a question. How do you
answer your own question?
Mr. MANSoN. I do not answer it. I frankly stated at the outset
here that my investigation of the question is so incomplete that I
arm not prepared to answer it. I did state that the purpose of my

(liscussion this morning was this: In the first place, I was requested
yesterday by tthe chaiinan to expre-, m viewsSeimtorl WATS N. I uii not
rking any point about it at all.
iMr. MAN.SoN. A nd, in the second place, 1 deemed it to be of benefit
to the coniunittee to know what problems were involved here, so
that tley could think about it during
Thle (C AIR,:MAN. Let 1me say in

the next few months.

that connection that I think we

Ive a general understanding of those problems that you have enunha
ciated. You might now read a few of the cases which typify the
Problems.
Mr. M.ANSONx. Permtiit mil to cnicllude this illustration.
Senator WvrsN. I did not ain to interrupt you at all, Mr

Mr.
I MIAsoN. No.
Senator WA'rs',).
1 have no objection to your statement, but, as
\vo1go ailonli. yoll state thle problenis, and then you state that you
hiive not come to any conclusion about them, and I have been won(h'rinil whether there was 11111hitolh gained by a mere statirngi of
the problems.
M1r. A\Ns.
MA
I did '
I hliv, tried to ;Ivoid '

I knew I lIhd lie facts.

ta
( 11te
tilht I im not coi(ing to a (conclusion.
iiiii
14)'to I('lio!-iohi tilo
iinything1
until
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ad before it
What I want to point out is this: That the bureau hs
securities,
in
a
dealer
constitutes
what
of
<(pestion
the
cases
in other
'Thequestion has been raised with respect, to inventories. In other

words, a dealer in securities is permitted to value his securities at
1he beginning and the end of the year, the increase in the value
becoming income, and the decrease becoming an offset as against

income.

h is a dealer in that connection,
For the Iurt'pose of determilini \vit
the blreaua took the position that a man must have an office; he must
hold himself out to the public as it dealer.
The question arose as to whether or not the fact that such a person, who was not a member of the stock exchange, but who had another brokermake lnl of his sales and purchases, was a dealer. The
bureau ruled that he was a dealer, even though lie employed another
dealer to make his sales and purchases,
same precedents to the application of section
Now, applying th'
220, we have this situation:
There is no company that has ever been organized for the purpose of evading the surtax by putting its securities into the hands of
a corporation organized for the purpose of holding them, which
does not from time to time change those securities, selling some and
buying some. All that corporation needs to do is to rent a cubby-hole
in an obscure building and put a sign on the door " Dealer i securities."
A hole in the wall ?
Senator WATxrs.
Mr. MAANsox. Yes; a hole in the wall, and put a sign on the door
"Dealer in securities," and under the precedent which has been established, section 220 has no application at all.
Senator WA TSON. We have discussed that all over and over again,
Mr. Manson. I do not remember whether Senator King was present
or not.

Senator Jox(,s of New Mexico. Yes: and I stated at the time that

the section would never have any practical effect, amd f do not 1)e

lieve it lhs had. 'The thin, to do is to try to equalize or to do :way
with the disparity in taxation as between individuals and corporations. Thlat is the only remedy that I know of for the problem.
Mr. M.ANSON. In my j!lu!gment. such judgment as I have, the seetion is founded upon1 an ecoInomic fnllhicy, and attempts to treat the

symptom of a 'weakness in. the system of taxation. I am not prepared to say that this section is not a good policeman, to use an expression that I heard the chairman use this morning; in other words,
that the fear of the application of it may not i:', a deterrent; but I
can see where tle section itself is so weak that anyone who is at all
clever can get around it. without tlh least bit of trouble. I want to
call attention now to several c('al here. Here is tle case of the noimia
Investment Co. of Denver. 'Coo. The business stated on this return
is investments.
The total income of this corporation for 1923 was $1,545,112.15.
Of that total income, $1,320,719.,57 consisted of dividends on the stock
of domestic corporations.
Mr. (G;ean;. For what veaar is this return?
Mr. M.ANsox. 1923,,

4
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The balance of the income consists of interest, rents, and a small
amiounit on thi profits of t11i sale of Atock, antid ih is all.
I'The net income of the corporation, wlicl was taxed to the cor-

poration, is $'200,474)02.

The operatiIng exlpnses 4,f tlhut, corpor

tion of oHicers;, taxes, had
penses, were a)ouit $23,000.

t ion, including comlpensa-

deplreiat ion, and sundry otlice exThe net earnings of the corporation for

the year was ,1,59)0,000.

As I have Itated, they paid a corporate tax on $200,000. There
were no dividends distributed whatever.
The corporation owned no properly except stocks, bonds, and
buildings, which the income return indicates are rented.
Senator K3rwo. Are what?
Mr. MANsox. Tle buildings are rented, and that appears to me--Mr. OREo. May I ask how the stock of the corporation is held;
by whom ?
Mr. MANsoN. Belle B. Bonfils is vice president, and holds 1,279
shares; Helen Bonfils holds 635 shares; and May V. Berryman
holds 035 shares. They each draw a salary of '3,000 a year. There
is no further showing on that.
This appears to be a family corporation. I aslisume that the president of the corporation, who draws no salary and whose stock hold-

ings are not indicated here, probably holds tthe balance of the stock
in this corporation.
The C IAfiAN. Was lie not required to put in a return, under
the law ?
Mr. MANSON.rThe return clearly calls for the stock fieldd by the
salaried officers.
This is a ca-s--if this is a holding company, as I believe ilivestigation will show it to be-upon which the 25 per cent penalty provided in the 1912I act would produce in additional tax of about
$50,000.
The C(irwiAimAN. In this connection, let ne state that Mr. Gregg
yesterday 11saidt
thi', lhe auditors were supposed to draw to the attenof propt'r ofliciaid caists where tley th)oult.
actionon . 210 ii'ht
apply. I wouid like to ask Mr. Gregg if he does not, think thai tis
is the kind ol case that might be drawn to the attention of the
ii;

officials,
Mr. (GiE:mG. It certainly should lii ve been

yes, sir,

las that case

been audited?
Mr. MANsoN. I do not think it, has been audited; no.
Mr. (IitEGO.. J am perfectly certain that it has not been audited.
Mr. MAN.CON. I am mereIly using it as aln illustration of the kind
of case that was developed.
Mr. GREc(o. Of course, under the 1924 act, the penalty would have
been about t750,000.
Mr. MAMSON. About threc-quarters of a million dollars, except
this: That under the 1921 act it was not necessary for those people
to camouflage the real nature of this corporation.
Under the 1924 act, all they need to do is to set themselves up
as dealers in securities.
92911)--25--PT 18.--13

I know that, under the regulations,

they
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would not be considered to come within section 220, and I doubt
whether that sec ion even could hi cost rued to cover it.
Mr. Gnix.i.
1 do not agree with that. It seems to meVthat section
020 would cover this case, from the facts as stated. There may 1s
other facts, however.
MrN.MAsoN. As I say, according to tthe business done in 1923,
when there was no incentive for them to camouflage the corpora.
tion--Senator WATroN. Is that the case of a newspaper?
Mr. MANSON. No, no.
Mr. Ghru. This is an investment company.
Mr. MANSON. It is a sort of investment company.
Senator KINO. Is that Mr. Bonfils from Denver?
Mr. MANsoN. Yes.
Senator WATSON. He is a newspaper man, and I was wondering
whether that was a newspaper case.
Senator JONEx of New Mexico. They own a circus, do they not?
Senator WATSON. IThey tried to have one with section 220.
'The CuHAIMAN. Thiis s a man whose name is connected with a

Denver newspaper, but this is not a newspaper case.
Senator WATSON. Well, I did not know about that.
Mr. MANSON. This is the case of a corporation, organized for the
purpose oi holding the stock of other corporations, which actually
produced dividends, because the amount of dividends collected by
this corporation was $1,320,000.
Mr. GRE(w;. How much was the profit from the sale of securities?
Mr. MANsoN. The profit from the sale of securities was $3,992.63.
Mr. EGiCG(:.
Were there any losses?
Mr. V\ANON. No losses.
Mr. G rGmo. It seems to me that they could not possibly qualify as
a trader.
Mr. MANs oN. No; but all they need to do is to increase their trading operations to 'ome extent.
Senator KINO. I am inclined to think that an investigation will
show that this corporation was organized primarily to hold the
capital stock of a newspaper, of which Mr. Bonfils is owmnr.
'Mr. (eoco.
Of course if that is the case, it could not switch its
investments.
Mr. MANsON. No; but this corporation was organized on October
16, 1918.
Senator WATSON. What was it you stated about no return required

except from salaried officials?
Mr. M.SN,. ThI'e return does not call for the names of any stockholders except salaried officials. That is the form of return,
Senator .JONE of New Mexico. Is that by reason of express provisiam in the statute?
Mr. MxsNx. No; it is a form of return prescribed by the bureau.

Mr. (GREc. The reason for that is that we want to determine the
reasonableness of the salaries in a case where salaries are paid to

stockholders.
Senator Joxvs of New Mexico. Yes.
Senator Kis . It might be proper to look into then returns of the
Snewspa per, which is published il Deniver, to se' if that coporitiol
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which owns t he newspaper his not transferred its stock or, raihe",
thle s tockholders ('ofthat1complny, to this holding

Mr. (t1:((<.

)lcompalny.

We crun fitd that out diect.

Senator K(IN;. Yes.
Here is another
AN. SNeON.
Mr

interesting case, thut of T.

W.

Warner (Co., of Toledo, (Ohio. I ran this case down-Senator W.ATSvs.

Before ,you go to that case, Mr. Manson, dto vyo

think there is something thai ought to be done with reference to
tliht that lilts inot been done? That is not a closed case yet. ('moil
any change in the law reach that sort of situation?
tyo
The (CAIRMAN. Which caset a re

talking about?

Senator WA'rsoN. I am talking taout this fionfils case.
Is it a question of law, a question of administration, or a question
of the regulations,
Mr. MANSON. I clearly pointed that out in the Bonfils case for
the purpose' of showing that if they conduct the same operations in
1924 that they had in 1923 they would come under a heavy penalty
in 1924, bit a very light penalty in 1923.
Mr. G(Iswm;. Here was practically no penalty in 1923.
Mr. MANSoN. Practically no penalty in 1923; but if it is true that
that corporation's principal investment is the stock of a newspaper

that they control, they probably would not he in a position to deal
very largely in that; but if it was a typical case of the ordinary
investor, who has a large line of stocks and who is constantly buying
and selling stocks, it would be very easy for them to come under t he
classification of a dealer, and bring this under the class of dealer,
and thereby escape the operation of section 220.
Senator KiNx;. I suggest that the auditors make an investigation
of this and other cases, because I think that there are many of these
cases. I have heard of many corporations being formed in 1922'
and 1923 for the purpose of holding the stock of one or two corporations that were paying large dividends. The holding company was
lno t dealer ait all, but merely a passive, naked trustee, ant I think
that is so palpably a fraud that they could not avoid the ordinary

taxes.
iMr. MA.SON. Wht I lie
atitiempted to point out, Senator, befole you c
ell ill, Witsl t hatu the lin of demarcaiution between a tt
dnie'

and a holding company is so shadowy, particularly under the lpecedents which have been established by the department, that it crul
be crossed with very little t roIble. If 1an investor has ai considerable
diversity of investments, as most lairg investors have-The CrAIMrA.\
I take issue with that statement, Mlr. Munson.
You have repeated that several times this morning, and the first
case you develop is the very kind of case that can not change theform of investment, such as you have stated, and imany of test
corporations which have been formed are identical with the tcrporations which you have just referred to as existing iln Denver, where
it is not
possible to chanlige the type of investment because IlheV ownl

pricticallv all of it, a well-paying stock in a corporation, and tlhat
is the main part, if not their entire wealth.

lMr.MANsox. 1 base 1iy statementit lupon the fuct that suchl iinvestiiat onIs
I h]live lbeen abible to make shllivos timt illb.lut 0 pir
cent of the large investors do have a diversity of investment, i
whlici they are constantly trading.
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The CHAIRMAN. You are probably unfortunate in calling to our
attention this as the first case, which is not that kind of a case.
Mr. MANSON. I have not selected these cases. I simply grabbed
a bundle of returns, which come somewhere near the subject. I
am not trying to make a case one way or the other on this subject.
1 am simply presenting the facts.
The CHAIRMAN. I think it was indicated, as you started out, that
section 220 would catch every kind of a case, such as the one that
you have just cited as existing in Denver.
Mr. GRHEo. I think section 220 would get that case under the
1924 act, upon the facts as stated.
Mr. MANSON. Referring to this other case, the Warner case. The
T. W. Warner Co. were manufacturers of automobile parts. I think
they were located at Muncie, Ind. In 1919 they made a deal with
the General Motors Co. to sell out their physical assets and their
business. At that time, instead of making the sale effective in 1919,
they entered into a contract with the iGeneral Motors Co. which
provided that the General Motors Co. should have an option upon
the property of the T. W. Warner Co.; that the General Motors Co.
should immediately enter into possession and should operate that
property; that the General Motors Co. should deposit with a trustee
a certain amount of Government bonds and a certain amount of
General Motors stock; that the T. W. Warner Co. should take as
the rental of the property, until that option was exercised, the interest upon these Government bonds and the dividends upon this
General Motors stock. In 1921 the option was exercised and the
title passed. Thereafter, the T. W. Warner Co. had no assets other
than the Government bonds and the stock.
In 1921 T W.
. Warner's share of the net earnings of the T. W.
Warner Co. was $693,600. For that year he reported a deficit of
.$9,821.41.
In 1922 lie received dividends from the T. W. Warner Co. of
$102,816, and reported a net income of $97,985.94.
In 1923 the dividends from the T. W. Warner Co. were $14,137,
but his share of the undivided profits was $502,945. In that*year
he reported an income subject to surtax of $25,772.
During all that period of time, as I have stated, the company
had no assets other than securitiesThe CHAIRMAN. And you say that those securities were not traded
in at that time
Mr. MANSON. Yes; they were traded in to some extent. In 1923
the profits from the sale of stock was $612,799, and the dividends
were $112,879.20; so that the trading profits far exceeded the dividends in that year.
Had the earnings of this company been distributed as dividends
in 1921, the net taxable income of Warner would have been $683,778.59, instead of a deficit of $9,821.41.
In 1922 it would have been $107,807.35, instead of $97,985.94, and
in 1923 his net income would have been $528,717, instead of $25,772.
The CHAIRMAN. Just what percentage of the company did he
own? Does the record show that?
Mr. MANSON. Yes. He owned approximately seventeen twentyfifths. There were 25,200 shares of stock outstanding, of which
he owned 17,111.
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The CHAIRMAN. Does the record show who owned the balance
of the stock?
Mr. MVNSON. No; i was unable to find out who owned the rest.
I do not think there is a particle of difficulty in that company
establishing a status as a trader.
Senator JowNEs of New Mexico. What difference would it make in
the amount of tax there if the earnings of the company had been
distributed as dividends?
Mr. MANSON. I have not attempted to .compute that; but under
the circumstances he would have had an income of nearly $700,000 in
1921, as against a deficit of $9,800.
Senator JONEs of New Mexico. How does he get that deficit?
Mr. MANSON. He has deductions of losses on stock. He gets a
salary from T. W. Warner Co. of $25,000. He had other salaries of
$29.750; interest, $9,465; dividends other than from the T. W. Warner Co., $22,611.75. His total gross income was $76,506.40. He sets
up losses on the sale of stock of $80,753.79, and taxes, $5,574.02, which
gives him total deductions of $86,327.81, or a deficit of $9,821.41.
Senator KING. What finally became of that enormous sum that
was held there as reserves?
The CHAIRMAN. In that connection, let me say this, Senator:
This case has not been closed. It is a 1923 case.
Mr. MANSON. In 1923 they distributed a stock dividend of $480,000
and added about $250,000 to their surplus.
The CHAIRMAN. And distributed what per cent of their earnings?
Mr. MANSON. In 1923 there were cash dividends.,
Senator KIN. And their earnings were what?
Mr. MANSON. $753,730.76.
Senator KINo. Do you think a proper interpretation of the statute
would permit such a palpable evasion in order to escape taxes?
Mr. MANSON. I believe that this company was subject to the 25 per
cent tax in 1923, and that 25 per cent tax would be a very substantial
one. The most of their earnings for that year were profits from the
sale of stock, instead of dividends.
Senator KING. May I suggest, Mr. Nash, in view of the numerous
complaints which have been made to me, and doubtless to other
Senators, as well as to the bureau, that many of the corporations
were organized or availed of for the purpose of evading taxation in
1923 and 1924, the audit sections should scrutinize pretty carefully
these returns?
Mr. NASH. I think, Senator, such instructions have been issued
to the audit sections, and also to the lawyers in the solicitor's office
who are passing on these cases. The returns that are being presented here were filed for the year 1923 and have gone through a
preliminary audit, in which the mathematics has just been verified.
The principles upon which the returns have been rendered have not
been examined.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. I was just wondering whether any
special attention has been given to the constitutionality of the statute
against a corporation being availed of.
Take that particular case. There is a corporation which existed
and was doing business. It is winding up its affairs. The result
is that the taxpayer does not pay much tax, but what right has the
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Government, in the exercise of the power to tax income, to force a
corporation to distribute its earnings? I do not see how you can
question that transaction, or reach it, rather, other than through a
tax upon the corporation itself.
Mr. GRnEGc. Of course, section 220 applies to the corporation itself,
Senator.
Senator JONEs of New Mexico. But how can you, in the absence of
some provision for taxing a corporation, say that that is a fraud
upon the Government?
Mr. GREG. We do not have to say it is fraud, if it isSenator JONEs of New Mexico. I know; but the intent to avoid
taxation is what you reach, and how can you say that that is such an
attempt? For aught we know or can tell, they keep the assets of the
corporation; they may want to invest them some other way in the
name of the corporation.
Mr. GREGG. Under the statute we do not even have to go to intent.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. I' wonder, from a constitutional
standpoint, how you can apply it to a thing of this sort.
Mr. GRE(. The constitutionality has been questioned. It seems
to me that we can go rather far m prohibiting, by attacks on the
corporation itself, a tax on the income of the corporation, this at
tempt to evade taxes. We can go pretty far in preventing such
action.
Senator WATSON. You mean a penalty?
Mr. GREGG. Yes, sir; it is called a tax. It does not say it is a
penalty. It is a penalty, however.
Senator WATsON. It is a penalty?
Mr. GREGG. Yes.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Under existing law the only object
or any other result that could have been brought about other than
that which happened in through requiring that this corporation
declare dividends. I do not think you can require a corporation, for
taxation purposes, to do anything.
Mr. GREGG. You can not do that.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. You have to meet the situation
that the law itself covers and impose a tax. I do not see anything
in the present law which would impose a tax under the circumstances
here, if it were organized with the intent of doing this thing and
using it, and so on, that is one thing.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, it was in this case-Senator JONES of New Mexico. No; here is a corporation which
has been in existence for some time, doing a regular business.
The CHAIRMAN. No; I think the Senator is wrong on that.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. I am talking about the Warner

Co. case.

The CHAIRMAN. I think the Senator is wrong about that, too, because this corporation was organized to receive from the General
Motors Co. the moneys and the returns for selling the physical
property of the Warner Co.
Mr. MANSON. No; the T. W. Warner Co. was an old corporation
Senator WATSON. They are an old corporation, out in Muncie, Ind.
Mr. MaNSON. And it was engaged in the business of manufacturing automobile parts. In 1919 it sold out its business.
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The CHAIRMAN. And the company was organized to avoid a sale.
Mr. MANsoN. To avoid a profit on the sale until the tax was reduced, or at least until they expected it to be reduced.
The General Motors Co. went into possession of the property, and
the Warner Co. collected the dividends on the Motors Co. stock and
the interest on the Government bonds which they took as the purchase price. The title did not pass until subsequently, until 1921.
From 1921 this old corporation had no property other than these
Government bonds and this stock, and from then on it was availed
of and kept alive for the sole purpose of carrying those investments.
Senator KINO. It seems to me that that is a subterfuge, Senator
Jones, which Congress would have a right to deal with, whether you
call it a tax upon undistributed profits, or whether you call it a
penalty or a tax upon earnings, which they got there, and which, in
effect, they distributed, but availed themselves of a corporation for
the purpose of holding it. It seems to me the law would strip aside
all of that flimsy paraphernalia to get at the intent and purpose.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. That cop any was doing a legitimate business. It received these stocks and bonds in payment for
its property, and of course collected the dividends and coupons on
its stocks and bonds. Now, to say that that is availed of would be
to force a corporation to a distribution of its dividends.
I quite agree that we can reach the matter, but not through the
provisions of section 220. We can reach it by imposing upon the
dividends received by that corporation a tax on what is undistributed,
and it there becomes a tax upon income.
Senator KING. Senator, what would you do in a transaction like
this, where A sells to B. B gets the property; he draws the dividends upon the stock, and he gets the Government bonds which are
given to him in part payment, but he does it under the guise of an
option.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. I am not going into the option
feature of it. That is another matter.
Senator KING. Until the taxes are lowered.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. That option matter is another
thing, an independent thing entirely. I am speaking of what happened after the option was exercised.
Mr. MANSON. Suppose that company would come in and show
they expected the market on the stock that they held to improve?
We will say that you adopted some legislation which was intended
to compel them to distribute their assetsSenator JONES of New Mexico. I do not see how you can compel
a distribution of assets under an authority to tax income.
Mr. MANSON. I do not, either; but suppose you attempted to impose a penalty here, because they did not under the income tax law?
they might be able to come in and show that they were not holding
this property to escape tax, because they expected the market on
General Motors stock to go up, and that the market conditions were
unfavorable, and that they wanted to hold that stock until the
market on General Motors improved. That would be a perfectly
legitimate reason.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. And they might want to use this
corporate entity here for the purpose of engaging in some other line
of business.
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Mr. MANO)N. Yes.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. And keep these assets for that
purpose.

fr. GR(inO. I would like to come back to that question, Senator.
In this case, if section 220 were applied, it would be on the theory
that this corporation had not distributed its income. The Govern.
ment has lost the surtax on those undistributed earnings. Therefore
we will levy on the corporation a 50 per cent tax on its earnings.
Now, from a constitutional point of view, what is the difference
between that and a tax which was levied automatically, a graduated
tax on undistributed earnings of a corporation ?
Senator JONES of New Mexico. What is the difference between that
and the case of the Santa Fe Railroad, for instance, which distributes in dividends just about one-half of its net earnings? What
is the difference between this case and that, except as a matter of
degree ?
Mr. GREOG. It is a matter of degree, but I was speaking of the
constitutionality of the 50 per cent tax. It seems to me that it is
constitutional to levy a graduated tax on the undistributed earnings.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. I know, but that tax is not levied
here under section 220. This penalty does not apply to the mere fact
of holding dividends and holding earnings undistributed. That is
not the law. If that were this law, I think that would be true; but
when you are doing it under the guise, when your penalty is based
upon " availed of" for the purpose of avoiding tax, that is quite a
different thing. Because of the mere fact that a corporation does
hold its dividends undistributed I do not think you can go to the intent of it and say that a penalty should apply, because it has the
effect of enabling an individual stockholder to reduce his tax.
Mr. MANsoN. The regulations adopted under this section recognize
the fact that the mere fact that it is a holding company or an investment company is not conclusive; that still the question of the
purpose of the corporation in withholding the dividend is to be a
fact to be considered, even though you have established the fact that
it is a mere holding company.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Can not the individual always
establish some reason, other than the mere avoidance of taxation, in
order to justify holding the earnings undistributed?
Mr. MANSON. Assume that the T. W. Warner Co. would come in
and say that it was their intention to go into business again. They
have gone out of the business that they were organized for, but they
say it is their intention to go back into business, and they need
more money than was represented by their capital assets, and that
they are therefore accumulating these earnings to increase the fund
with which they will engage in business.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Or they could reasonably say,
"We have not decided yet what we are going to do with our funds.
We may engage in another manufacturing enterprise or we may
close out. We have not decided yet what we are going to do."
The CHAIRMAN. That would be cleared up through a graduated

tax on corporations.
Senator KING. You would get the money if they did not distribute it, regardless of the intent.
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The CUAIRMAN. In this case we would get it anyway under section 220.
Senator JoNES of New Mexico. I do not think so.
Mr. M.ANsON. No.

Senator JoNES of New Mexico. No.

Mr. MANSON. rThe weakness of section 220 is that it involves the

question of intent all the way through.
Senator WATSON. Do I understand, Senator Jones, that you are
in favor of a tax on undistributed earnings of a corporation ?
Senator JONES of New Mexico. 1 am in favor of a graduated tax,
not on the accumulated surplus-Senator WATrso. Then, the only question, as I understand it, is
that you are not in favor of a lax on the undistributed earnings of
a corporation, kept for legitimate purposes.
Senator JosNEs of New Mexico. Oh, absolutely. On the earnings;

yes.

Senator WATSON. You are in favor of that?
Yes.
X
Senator JONES of New Mexico.
Senator WATSON. I am talking about undistributed earnings.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. I am talking about earnings
which are earned and not distributed during the year.
Senator WATSON. I am talking about earnings put aside for rainy
days or to be used in times of depression.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. I would take it before it is put
aside.
Senator WATSON. You would tax it immediately, before it became
*
a reserve?
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Yes.
Mr. GREOG. That is what Section 220 does.
Senator WATSON. That is my understanding of Section 220.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Hold on now. Section 220 is a
wholly different proposition. Section 220 involves this question of
intent absolutely, and is in the nature of a penalty.
Senator WATSON. Of course, to a certain extent, that is true, and
I though that was what it was intended to do and why it was designed; but the question of intent enters in where a corporation
is organized for or availed of to escape taxation. The section 220
applies. Am I right about that?
Mr. GREGG. Yes, sir.
Mr. MANSON. The regulations recognize the fact that even when
we have established that it is a mere holding company, the question
of intent is still present, because they provide here that:
The statutory presumption that a mere holding or investment company is
subject to the additional tax imposed by section 220 may be overcome if the
corporation can show, either by reason of the fact that it distributed a large
portion of its earnings for the year in question, or that its stock was held not
by the members of a family or of a small group but by a large number of
persons and in comparatively small blocks, or by other evidence, that it was
not availed of for the purpose of preventing the imposition of the surtax upon
its stockholders.

Senator WATSON. That becomes a question of intent.
Mr. MANSON. As I construe that, if you can ascribe any other.
legitimate reason for the accumulation of earnings, instead of mere
distribution, you do not come under section 220.
92919-25--PT 18--14
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Senator JONES of New Mexico. Absolutely, and you can not frame
a section on that basis which would be broader than the present
section of the law, and I think the regulations there do very properly
lay down requirements and limitations within the scope of the
statute.
Mr. MANsON. Here is another case which, in my judgment, illustrates the same abuse, but I do not believe it comes under section 220
at all. This is a case of the Berkeley Arcade Corporation, of New
York City. Their business is the operation of an office building
erected on a leasehold, leasing the same from the owners and subletting to various subten'ants. Their assets consist entirely of this
building upon this leasehold. Their income is derived principally
from rentals.
Their gross income is $470,942.80. The expense of operating the
building, including the ground rent, is $259,828.17, leaving a net
income of $211,114.69, of which they distributed in dividends $15,000.
The CHAIRMAN. How many owners are there in that case, or is it
just one owner?
Mr. MANSON. The return does not show. It just gives the name
of the president of the corporation and shows that he holds 1,535
shares of the stock. The capital stock is $250,000. There is nothing
to indicate how much stock there is outstanding or who holds the
balance of the stock, if any.
The CHAIRMAN. Was there anything done with the earnings except
to hold them in the corporation? I mean, did they carry in cash
those surplus earnings?
Mr.'MANSON. The surplus appears to be carried in bonds; that is,
the principal part of it.
The CHAIRMAN. It seems to me, then, that that might be a case if
the surplus is invested in bonds, where it is almost prima facie
evidence that it is done to avoid the tax.
Mr. MANSON. All they had to show is that intent to go out and get
another lease and build another building, and they are out of the
operation of section 220.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Or that they are awaiting an
opportunity to buy stocks or anything else.
Mr. MANSON. Well, that might not be considered a legitimate
reason for an accumulation of income.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. The charters of nearly all of these
corporations are just as broad as business industry, and they can
engage in almost anything. Take a charter issued under the laws
of New Mexico or Arizona. You can organize for any legitimate
industry, and you can put them all together. You can make their
specifications as broad as you can devise language to cover any kind
of an enterprise, and there is no reason why a corporation should not
say, "We do not know what we are going to do with these dividends
or the profits that we have made this year. We may want to use
them; we have not decided as yet what we are going to do with
them"; and you can not attribute in that case any intent to evade
taxation.
* Mr. MANSON. Here is the case of the Halsey Stuart Co. and the
Corporation Securities Co., Consolidated, of New York. They are
one of the largest bond houses in the country.
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The net earnings for the year 1923 were $2,583,018.07. They
declared $710000 dividends. They declared a stock dividend of
$2,500,000. Their assets are entirely invested in securities, and it is
very clear that they do not come under section 220.
will suppose that instead of IHalsey, Stuart & Co., we had
\v',
Dillon, Reed & ('o. They can show that they required $1-6,000.000
for tlh handling of the Dodge property, and certainly it cou11(d not
be said, when they required that amount of money in one (teal, that

$2.500,000-Seattor JoNEs of New Mexico. By the way, have we leein f-rnished
with the information which we asked for some days ago. as to how
much tax had been collected under section 220?
The CHAIRIMAnx. No; I would not say that we had been furnished
with the information. We had a general statement from Mr. Gregg
yesterday, but no figures were mentioned.
Mr. G(i:uIo. I do not have any figures.
The C(AIRMAN. Are we going to get the figures?
Mr. (inEG((:. I can take up the three cases that I have been able to
find and ascertain the amount of tax involved in them, but I told
the committee that it was trivial. Section 220 of the 1924 act, of
course. has not been in operation; but it is better than the old act,
much better.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Well, I anticipated that the amount
of tax will not be much more than under the old acts, and I do not
think it should be, because these are legitimate transactions.
Take the ease of Halsey, Stuart & Co. that you have mentioned
there. That, to my mind, clearly does not come within the provisions
of section 220.
Mr. MANSON. It does not come within the provisions of section
220.
Mr. G(;rE.
There are very few cases where you can apply section
220, although I think section 220 under the new law can be applied
to the family corporation.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. I consider the Warner Co. a family
corporation, now that it is out of the active business for which it
was incorporated, and I certainly think the Bonfils Corporation, of
Denver, was a family corporation.
Mr. G(t: ;u. From Mr. Manson's statement of the facts, it certainly
would appear to me that section 220 would apply to that case.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. I doubt that it is constitutional.
I do not think, under an income tax law and under authority merely
to levy income taxes, that you can force a dissolution of a corporation.
Mr. MANSON. Here is another case, the Park Avenue Operating
Co. of New York. The business is real estate, operating and maintenance. They apparently own an office building or apartment house
in New York .
Their net income for 1923 consisted of rents principally. The
rents amounted to $1,456,000 plus. Their profits from the sale of
realty were $411,000, and dividends on the stock of domestic corporations, $301,000.
The net earnings for the year 1923 were $1,171,441.99. Their dividends were $80,000.
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This company owes upon mortgages $5,994,000. The fact that
thev owe $5.000,000, in my Judgment, would be sufficient to take
them out of the operation of section 220. It is very clear that a
corporation tlltt owes $5,000)(00 can say that they did not reserve
their earnings for tlhe purpose of evadling taxes, but for the pi)lpose
of paying their debts.
(,f New Mexico. H ow 1many stockholders did that
Senator Joxew
(companyhave ?

Mr. M.ANsx, This does not show. IHere is another corporation,
the New Empire Cororration, of New York. The business is stated
is owning, purchasing, and selling investment security ies..
Their net income for 1923 was $535,700. Their dividends wverc
$80,00-about $81.000. Their assets consist entirely (f stock in
domewst i corporations.
They do not come within section 220 because they are dealers ih

stock.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. And they would p1y

e,
'" little

tax, if any, because the income of the cororration is derived from
dividends of other corporations, and the tax has been paid by the
other corporations.
Mr. MANSON. Of course, the penalty under section 220 of the 1924
act includes dividends, but here the principal source of income is
profits from the sale of stock. That is the principal single item.
there was $353,000 out of $765,000 of income that is due to profits.
I do not believe it could be successfull-Senator JONES of New Mexico. And the other $350.000 would rome
from dividends?
Mr. MANSON. No.
The CHAIRMAN. They are not exempt under the 1924 act, anyway.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Yes: they are.
The CHAIRMAN. NO.
Mr. GREGG. Not under section 220.

Senator JONES of New Mexico. Not under section 220, no; but
under the general operation of the income tax law on corporations.
Mr. GREG. Yes.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. There is only a normal tax assessed
against corporations. The original corporation pays a tax on its
income; then the corporation pays only a normal tax, and that has
already been paid by the corporation to stock this concern owns.
Therefore it would not pay any tax.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes; but under the new section 220, if they ap.
plied that law, they would pay just the same thing, no matter what
kind of income there is there.
Mr. MANSON. Yes; but it is very clear that that case does not
come under section 220.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. It is clear that that case does not
come under section 220 at all.
Mr. MANSON. Here is another case where a claim could clearly be
maintained that this is a dealer.
This is the case of the Pacific Securities Co., of San Francisco.
They have an income from interest amounting to $120,719.49;
dividends of $198,294.05; profits from sales of $189,232.92. They
received on a claim against the Government for some purpose or
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other $154,381.73. Their total net income is $705,622.46, on which
they distributed as dividends, $63,423.
I do not think it could be successfully maintained that they caime
under section 220.
\AN. Have you looked upl the records of the Ilyva
'The (Cnru
Corporation, which corporation received considerable publicity iilring the oil invest igat ion '
M.NsoN. Yes. I do not think I have that data here.
Ir.
The ('AIRMAN. Will you get that ?
Mr. MANSON. Yes.
The ('trtanlANx. That might

he interesting to the conmllittee.

Mr. MANSONx. Yes: 1 have that.
Senator .ioxrs. o New Mexico. flave you got the Ford Motor Co.
calse t I e'1r(
Mr. M.ANSN. (hOr statistics on that are not complete as yet.

Here

is the cIVe of the Paramount Realty Co.. of Newark. N. .1. TheirincomIe was (erived from interest, $92,000; rents, $233,000; profit on'

sales, S15i,000; dividends on stock of domestic corporations, $114,000..
Their net income for the year is $398,000, of which they distribuk', ;
$87,000.
From the amount of profits involved there it is very clear that that.
corporation does not come under section 220.
Next is the case of Peabody, Houghtaling & Co., Chicago.
Their income from commissions on the sale of securities is $1,272,825.34. In addition to that, there is $86,555.54 interest, $50,180.87
dividends, and the surrender value of a life insurance policy of
$20,57 .99. The net income is $470,538.53. The dividends are
$126,000. It is clear that they do not come under section 220.
Senator lJONES of New Mexico. How many stockholders are there
in that Peabody, Houghtaling Co.?
Mr. MANsox . There are eight salaried officers who are stockholders, but the bulk of the stock is held by two of these. Alexander
Smith holds 1,339 shares; Augustus S. Peabody, 1,569 shares: C. IL
Hibbard, 65 shares; Thomas McLaren, 55 shares; Francis Butler,.
400 shares; W. S. Lynn, 50 shares; Burton Townes, 210 shares; and
W. C. Gibson, 33 shares.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Does that represent the total stock ?
Mr. MANSON. I think that represents the total stock, although:
there is no way to tell. It checks up pretty closely with the outstanding capital.
Here is the case of Blair & Co.. of New York:
Their gross income is $5,027.176.70, of which $536,476 is from
dividends and about $600,000 interest. The balance is profits and
commissions on sales. Their net income is $2,667,169.98. The dividends are about $700,000 out of $2,667,000.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. How many stockholders are there
in that concern?
Mr. MANSON. That schedule is not filled out here, but I happen,
to know that Blair Co. is rather closely held. I do not think it
was incorporated up until a few years ago. I do not think any
of those large bond houses were incorporated until recently. The
date of incorporation, as shown here, is 1920.
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Those are fair samples. I think it is profitable to go through
all of these. All of this data will be presented to the committee m
concise, tabular form, and I have picked up this bunch of schedules
off the top this morning. I just picked them off the top of a pile
of schedules of corporations that had no plant investment, but
whose investments were entirely either in real estate or stocks and
bonds, and which distributed but a small percentage of their net
earnings. Among such corporations you will find those to which
section 220 would apply, and, of course, they are corporations which
have plant investment that it might apply to; but you are most
likely to find it among those that have no plant investment.
It is manifest, as we have gone through these, that section 220
does not reach the evil that it was intended to reach, to the extent
that I think Congress anticipated that it would.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. I might say here, as one individual
Member of Congress, that I never expected that it would.
The CHAIRMAN. Have you any more cases to take up this morning,
Mr. Manson?
Mr. MANSON. There is one further observation that I would like
to make on section 220 before I take up something else.
Take the case of a manufacturing concern that has a large amount
of surplus, and is reserving, we will say, 90 per cent of its earnings.
It goes out into the field of investment to find a place to utilize
these earnings. It is a consumer of coal. It buys a coal mine. It
can not consume all of the coal that economic operation of that mine
produces.
The question presented to the commissioner there is whether or
not the fact that they went outside and invested in a coal mine is
evidence of the fact that they did not need that money for their
business.
It is quite clear to my mind that that corporation might be justified, as an incident to its business, in purchasing the coal mine, even
coal
though at the time it purchased it it could not use all of the
question
the
have
you
that the mine produced. In the first place,
there of whether or not that is incident to the business of the
of
corporation. In the second place, you then have the question
necessary
be
would
mine
that
of
what percentage of the output
be
for that corporation to consume -in its business, so that it could
business
said that the mine was bought as an incident to the former
of the corporation instead of an independent investment.
to
Senator JONEs of New Mexico. If the charter is broad enough
Inof
Commissioner
the
can
include the different businesses, how
ternal Revenue restrict it to one line of industry?
to
Mr. MANSON. Under such circumstances, of course, as applied
force
no
is
manufacturing companies and things of that sort, there
or effect to the statute whatever.
If the statute is to be construed as permitting the commissioner
the vast
discretion, I point out an illustration of that kind to show
that
raised
are
questions
that
show
amount of discretion, and to
to
presented
ever
have
we
that
any
than
are far more troublesome
time
the
this committee in all the work that we have done from
that we began to hold hearings.
The regulations provide that if a large surplus has been created,
and the company goes out and engages in a new line of business,
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that may be cot sidered evidence of the fact that they are accumulating their earnings to evade the surtax.
Take an illustration of this character:
An automobile manufacturer has a surplus, which has been actually accumulated to evade the surtax, and lie is looking for a field
of investment. His agents are selling cars on credit. Banks are
financing him. This corporation makes an arrangement with its
agent, whereby it will take over the notes that he receives on these
cars, instead of having him discount those notes at the bank. That
corporation is embarking in a line of business that it was not doing
before. It is virtually doing a banking business all over the United
States; but can the commissioner say that that is not a necessary
incident or a reasonably necessary incident to its original business?
They could come back at the commissioner and say, "There have
been times when the Federal reserve banks have shut down on loans
on automobiles; they have restricted them, and in order to know
that we have a permanent market and to know that we are not going
to be interfered with, and in order that the bankers may not cut off our
market we have determined, in order to insure a permanent market
for our cars, to finance the sale of these cars on the installment plan."
Once the commissioner attempts to pass on questions of that sort
I can see no limit to the discretion this act gives him. I believe
that the acts vests him with that discretion. I do not know of any
case in which he has attempted to exercise it. I can see many
cases. There are some of these cases that I have called to the attention of the committee where it is clear that they come within
that.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. If the charter of the corporation
authorizes them to do that sort of thing, how can the commissioner
be vested with lawful authority to say that that is not within the
business of the corporation?
Mr. MANSON. The corporation laws of many States will permit
a corporation to be authorized to do anything that is not inherently
wrong.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. I have had occasion to investigate
the charter of the United States Steel Corporation, and that charter
is broad enough to cover every kind of imaginable line of business.
Mr. MANSON. They could not run a national bank, but outside of
that I suppose they could do anything.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. They could not run a national
bank; that is true; but they could own the stock of a national bank.
Mr. MANSON. Yes.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. I think that is true generally of
modern charters of corporations, that they make the charter so that
it can engage in any line of legitimate business, and then it is up
to the directors and stockholders to determine what line shall be the
principal line, or which shall be the side line, or a possible line.
The CHAIRMAN. I would like to ask Mr. Gregg if he will rot
present one of those three cases, so that we may get the theory on
which the bureau applied it in one of those cases.
Mr. GmREG. Yes, sir.
The CHARMAN. In other words, we have not a single case before
us as to how the bureau has applied it in the few cases that it has
applied it.
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Senator JONES of New Mexico. And if there are three cases, let
us have all three of them. I would like to have every case where
that section 220 has been applied.
The CHAIRMAN. The number, of course, makes it sound humorous
but, at the same time, I would like an interpretation of how it should
be apl)lied, and whether we get any results from the application.
Mr. GREc,. I rather think that the committee, from the remarks
this morning, will think that we applied it where we had no authority
to apply it.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. If youl have made it work, we
want to know that. I assmne that among all 'of the taxpayers
of the country there are some of them who are stupid, and it may
possibly be that you have found two or three stupid ones, and you
have caught them by reason of their stupidity.
Mr. (inGEO.
And not by reason of our alertness.
Senator JONE:s of New Mexico. Your alertness in discovering the
stupidity nmy be commendable.
Mr. (IREG(.
The chairman seems to appreciate the humor of that.
Mr. MANSON. Several days ago I called the committee's attention
to the fact that in the case of a pulp and timber company the auditors
had seen fit to ignore the recommendation of the engineers fixing
depreciation rates. That was the case of the Dill & Collins Co.
In that case the auditors raised the depreciation rate from 61/3 per
cent to 10 per cent.
In this case, which is the case of the Watab Pulp & Paper Co.,
Sartell, Minn., the auditors allowed a 21/2 depreciation rate during
the period from 1907 to 1912, 5 per cent from 1912 to 1917, and 71/,
per cent for the years 1917, 1918, and 1919, against the protest of the
engineers, and the same principles were involved as were involved in
the Dill & Collins case.
At that time I made the suggestion that while the spreading of
depreciation, when the rate has once been fixed, was a proper matter
for the auditors, that in all cases the determination of depreciation
rates is an engineering, not an auditing, question, and I offer this
case as another illustration on that same point.
The facts in this case, as set forth by the committee's engineer, are
these.:
Analysis of this case reveals that the same principle is involved as in the case
of the Dill & Collins Co. (see office report No. 41, May 8, 1925), namely, the
disregard of the recommendations of the engineer by the audit section in making
final determination of the amount of tax liability.
The taxpayer's company was organized in 1905 and reorganized in 1920,
engaged in the manufacture of pulp and paper.
The principal issue in the case is in the allowances for depreciation of
physical property claimed by the taxpayer and finally allowed by the bureau
over the protests of the bureau's engineer. It appears that the taxpayer's
policy has been to treat depreciation arbitrarily, writing it off only on recommendation of the board of directors.
The revenue agent, in June, 1920, made an examination of the taxpayer's tax
liability for the years 1909 to 1919, inclusive, at which it was found that the
taxpayer claimed a flat 5 per cent charge for the years 1917, 1918, and 1919.
Investigation by the revenue agent into the depreciable assets, using rates
allowed by the department, proved this 5 per cent rate fair to both taxpayer
and the Government, at which time Mr. Cole, secretary of the taxpayer's company, raised no objection to the use of that rate; in fact, the revenue agent
implies that he assented to it. (See p. 2 of revenue agent's report.)
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The revenue agent accordingly used this rate, determining the amount of tax
due for the three years in question, resulting in net additional liability of
to have
$137,r052.95. To this the taxpayer took exception and clainme- the right
1
per cent
his tax determined on the basis of depreciation rates, as follows: 2
for the period 1907 to 1912, 5 per cent for 1912 to 1917, and 71/ per cent for
the, years 1917, 1918, and 1919, giving as the reason for the high rate in the
high tax years the extra amount of wear and tear on machinery due to the
fabiornal conditions prevailing during those years.
Two evaluation reports dealing almot entirely with the matter of depreciation of the taxpayer's physical property were made by the timber section under
dates of November 23, 1921, and April 3, 1922, the first reports having found
no j.liftlet ion for the taxpayer's use of the sliding scale. This report is very
explinjitotiry and is offered as an exhibit in the case. The valuation report of
April 3, 1922, also covers the same subject.
Attention is directed to the second paragraph in which the statement is
made that the outstanding feature of the case, irrespective of the provisions
AM.i. M. 106, on which taxpayer bases his claims, the action taken is in violation of articles 143, 161, 1(5, 166, and 'i)
of regulations .45. Both of these
valuation reports, you will note, were made by Mr. W. Robertson, the engineer in the timber section, who has charge of all matters relating to the pulp
and palKpr industry and who is regarded in that section as a specialist in that
line.
A communication throwing light upon the audit section's attitude toward
the recommendations of the engineers in this case in particular is shown by
the memorandum dated April 11, 1923, to Mr. Fay, head of the division, by
Mr. II. P. May, resident auditor. This memorandum appeared to have for its
purpose to supply Mr. Fay with information on the case. In the third paragraph there is the startling statement that the revenue agent's report was not
based on fact.
In the fifth and subsequent paragraphs of this same memorandum it will be
seen that A. R. M. 106 played a very important part in arriving at the result.
Another line of interest is the statement that the case should have been closed
In the manufacturing section. The "many conferences " referred to as having
been leld in the manufacturing section and the natural resources division have
nothing to show in the way of record. There is only one conference recorded,
and that is the taxpayer's conference held November 26, 1021, in which the
issue discussed was the effect the solicitor's memorandum 106 will have on
invested capital. The conclusions reached were that Mr. Ronan, the taxpayer's
representative, would file a statement in support of his position that depreciation deducted for the years prior to 1917 at low rates and for years subsequent
to 1917 at high rates is justified.
In my examination of this case I find throughout the files pencil comments
and notations by auditors who probably handled the case which are sufficiently
indicative that the auditors did not understand the issue involved. It appears
that the taxpayer's statement of increased wear and tear, due to abnormal
usage during the three years in question, is accepted by the auditors without
any further substantiation, and that engineers' opinions and recommendations
derived from an apparent exhaustive and impartial study of the case are
given such little weight as to be finally disregarded. The revenue agent's
recommendations are treated in the same manner.
The question of jurisdiction over the review of pulp and paper companies
and the right to final determination is in this case as in the case of the Dill &
Collins Co. The memorandum for Mr. Bright, deputy commissioner, dated
May 7, 1923, by the chief of the timber section, I find is an accurate review of
the case and contains practically all of the salient matters involved. I do not
find in the files, however, any reply to this memorandum or any acknowledgment in any form.
A word in regard to A. R. M. 106. This ease is an example of the effect of
this memorandum in providing the taxpayer and the audit section with the
means of disregarding an engineer's recommendations with respect to depreciable property, but so far as I have been able to study A. R. M. 106, my
interpretation is that it is weak in providing a basis for argument in the face
of articles 143, 161, 165, 166, and 839 of regulations 45. The attitude of the
audit section in thi,, case appears to le one of aloofness, at least lacking in
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the cooperation which would ordinarily be necessary in the proper review of
such an important matter. The stand that the audit section is as well
qualified to pass upon matters of depreciation as the engineering division in
unreasonable in this case. There is ample evidence in this case that the tax.
payer's policy of doubling and trebling annual depreciation rates so that in
the high-tax years there are three times the rates in the early life of the
plant should never have been accepted by the unit without affirmative evidence
being supplied by the taxpayer, which the files do not disclose and which the
engineers proved had not been substantiated by the taxpayer.
That method is exactly contrary to the methods so much in vogue in industry,
namely, the reducing balance method which has for its basis a system of com.
puting depreciation with the highest rates in the first few years of the life of
the property with gradual annual reductions.
In conclusion I beg to say that the result of my examination of this case
sustains the opinions rendered and position taken by the engineer.

(The exhibits in case of Watab Pulp & Paper Co. are as follows:)
ExItIBIT No. 1
OFFICE OF INTERNAL REVENUE AGENT,
DIVIIroN OF MINNESOTA AND NORTH AND SOUTII DAKOTA,

July 29, 1920.

Wqtab Pil* & Paier Co., Sartell, Minn.-District of Minnesota
Further tax, $137,052.95.
HEAD, INCOME TAX UNIT,

Washington, D. C.
(Attention, Head, Field Audit Division.)
CHRONOL(KOY

June 18. 1920. Date of report.
June 24, 1920. Report received, Minneapolis office. Returned for correction.
July 8, 1920. Corrected report received.
July 29, 1920. Report typed for mailing.
Inclosed is a report under date of July 18, 1920, by Revenue Inspector George
J. Abel and Revenue Inspector George Thane, covering their investigation of
the income and excess-profits tax liability of the Watab Pulp & Paper Co.,
Sartell, Minn., for the years 1909 to 1919, inclusive, indicating a further tax of
$137,052.95, which I recommend be assessed in accordance with this report, if
found correct.
Information as to income received by the officers of the corporation, details
of which are required by field order No. 5, was transmitted with the officer's
report to this office and is retained in the files here for future use and
reference.
A copy of this report has been furnished the collector for the district of
Minnesota.
Inclosures: Transcripts of income-tax returns for years 1910, 1911, 1912,
1913, 1914. Corporation income for 1915, 1916. Transcripts of corporation
income and excess-profits tax returns for 1917.
C. E. BOULDEN,
Revenue Agent in Charge.
By G. W. KuiTz,
Revenue Agent Temporarily in Charge.
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iunnm ary
Year Year

Additional
a

Rofund
eta

$38.49
--- I ---..-.------190--..
. 89
i --- ..----------------- -- --..........
485.45
1911..------------- -------------None. ...........
--.... .
1912--.....-----..None.
1913--....------------.
1014 ..........-..----..
191
--........--------------- ..............
----------

.--....

1916....----------------..-. . . ..
1916 ... ...........

Additional
tax

Year

Refund

17...........
....
64 81.18 ...........
1918...
...........
49,159.79...........
1919...................... 24,374.57 ...........
138,395.54
$1,342.59
S1,342. 59 ..........

233.47
7 81

7-385.48
385.48

Net additional du.' 137,052.85 ...........

-- - -- - -

Examining officers: George J. Abel and George Thane.
Examination commenced June 7, 1920.
Examination completed June 18, 1920.
Internal-revenue agent in charge, St. Paul, Minn.
The following report is submitted as a result of an investigation of the
Income and excess-profits tax liability of the above-named corporation for
years 1909 to 1919, inclusive.
Comparison has been made with its retained copies of returns for the years
1918 and 1919 and with transcripts for years 1910 to 1917, inclusive, which are
returned herewith. No retained copy or transcript for year 1909 on hand.
Organized May 10, 1905.
Manufacturers of pulp and print and book paper.
There are no intercorporate relationships.
No stock dividends were received in any year.
Relative to admitting the tax: The only officers at the plant are the manager
and auditor. They raised no objections, however. The corporation was reorganized in 1920, and Mr. Cole, the auditor, stated the new owners would probably want an accountant to go over our figures.
Sakries
officers
1919
~_II~C___~~

_1

I. N. Bushing, president

---..

_nl__l_

.......

1_ ____11___

-

.......
Jacob Mortonson, vice president .-.
F. A. Leavens, executive committee .....
..-........
K~arl MUathic, cetuLtivc c; ,mmit*t>,.j .w................
0. L. E. Weber, general manager ......................
Total..........................
i

~I

............

13------3111~--~XIII--

$1500.00
6. 00
500.00
5OO.0
7, M0. 00

a00
.00.
500.00
500.00
10,000.00

10, 000.00

1,000.00
1, O. 00
10,000.00

9,500.00

12,000.00

12,000.00

13,000.00

II-----

-I----I~~_I1I1I1III

$).

$.500.00
500. (X)
500.00
300.00

$1,000.00

We also inclose herewith a report on the income received by the officers as
shown by the corporation books per field order No. 5.
The corporation was furnished a copy of our report.
Relative to depreciation: The corporation has claimed for the years 1917,
1918, and 1919 a flat 5 per cent charge on the whole plant, less the real estate.
The American Pulp & Paper Association, who are endeavoring to establish
uniform cost systems for paper manufacturers, advocate a 5 per cent charge
on the whole plant. Mr. Cole believes this to be as close to being correct as
any other method; he, however, admitted that for prior years no depreciation
was written off except in prosperous years and then only on recommendation
of the board of directors. To satisfy ourselves as to the correctness of this
depreciation charged we estimated the amount of different depreciable assets
and using the rates allowed by the department came within $1,000 of the 5
per cent method. Therefore it was concluded that the 5 per cent rate was fair
both to the mill and Government, and in order to save time and a tremendous
amount of work in making a segregation, and, after all, arriving at practically
the same result, the flat 5 per cent rate was used. The mill owns practically
the whole town of Sartell, Minn. In addition to the mill proper and machinery
they own a large dam together with water wheels, flowage right for backing
up water on certain farms, a generating and water plant which furnishes
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water and light to the village, spur tracks, piers, and ice breakers, and house
The logs for the pulp mill arte mprchlasedl oltt.
which are rented to employees.
right and depletion does not enter into the cost of operation.
No transcript furnished, no retained copy preserved. Tax plld, as shown by
cash book, $1,073.34. During years 1909 and 1910 the cpooration closed its
books on a fiscal year ending April 30, and in making amended returns it was
nt be
necessary to prorate earnings for these years; therefore differences 11can
explained.
FISCAL

YIAR MAY

1,

1908,

TO

1,

MAY

..--.---.----------------------------1. Paid-up stock
2. Interest-bearing Indebtedness .-------..---..---..-3. Gross income:
Pulp sales ---------Paper sales --------

..--.

..---.-------

669, 08 1.01

------------..
Paper cost-...
..--.---------- ---- Commission ....
Inventory May 1, 1908 ------.--.-------

$338, 723. 99
- 4,674.35
S, 201. T7

-----.-

401,660.04
18,603.03

Inventory May 1, 1909 ----

383,057.01

Cost of paper sales ------------------------151,312. 85
Pulp cost------------------------7,349.00
Inventory May 1, 108----------------Inventory May 1, 1909-..---

$700, 000. 00
392, 500.00

$160,340. 31)
508, 743.02

....----

..-- -- --

1909

158, 6(1. 85
8..,205.93

...

150, 455. 92

---------

Cost of pulp sales -----..-----....----

533, 512. 93
135, 571. 08

Other debits:
Repairs not allocated to manufacturing expense._
Depreciation allowed -.. .... .--------

7, 624.91
42, 385. 34
-

.-------..--- ...------.

Amended net income

--... ---------------------Net per book ----Less:
Depreciation ..---...-------------Stock premium, credit to profit and loss ---Amended net income

c

-

- ---

85, 560.83
137,310.97

-

42,385.34
9,364. 80

----------

..---------.----------Pulp manufacturing
expenses

$28, 447.35
. ......
.........------.....
...
...-.....
Labor ............
103,296.00
Raw material-..-.................-....----.......................
1,331.46
...-----......--..-----...-----.
Machinery felts and wires----------.....
3,097.02
.--....-----......--.---.--...----Supplies and repairs.-.....--....--585.
Electric supplies..........................................-----.............
1,105.24
..-----..---...--.........---........-. ..------...-Insurance--515.90
...
...............-...
Oils and grease.............................
4, 65.98
General expense.........................................................
1,189.84
Taxes.....-...--------..----------------------------..............---------------.........................
7,178. 26
Interest................. ....................---......-------Clay, sulphite, alum, color, etc..-..----...............--.....------..........------....----.........-------..---.........------.
Fuel..................................................................................
Total ...................................--.........-......

50, 010.25

151, 312.85

1,,<750.. 14
85,500.83
Paper manufacturing
expenses
$41, 018.6
151,793. 6
12,816.12
8,682.07
1, 171.
2,210.48
694.3
9,131.97
2,379.80
14, 350.54
116, 484.23
27,984.52
388, 723. 99
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FISCAL YEAR MAY 1, 1909 TO MAY 1, 1910

... ......
.
Capital stocl'k ....
- ....- . ..-...
Indebtedness
Gross income:
Iulp :saIle -. . ... .--. ..
-Paper sales .. .. .

.

$074, 500. 00
340,000.00

.

-----

-

-

-. -..-.
. -...

.

..-

.-

. $145, 174.54
570, 179. 50

--715, 354.04
. $157,042.34

Cost of pulp ....-.........
Inventory May 1, 1909

8, 205.93

..

1(5, 248. 27
23, 9604. 75

Inventory May 1, 1910 ........

...
--.Cost of )paiwper
Inventory June 1, 190 ..
Invent'ry May 1, 191

141, 283. 52

392, 983.91
18,603. )3

--.---...

411,586. 94
253.37

.....

408,333.57
519, 017. 09
105, 736. 95
Repairs not allocated to manufacturing expense.-- $2,871.46
43,649. 46
..-.
Depreelation allowed .-----.---.-Discount on purchases --.--------.-------------- --------Amendewl

net Incoe ...

-

-..

Premium on stock sold..

Amended not income...----.

138,807.09

$4, 699.70

-------

14, 610.00
--

--------------------

Plus donations diallowed ---------....

119,216.03
731.36
1.........
947.39

-19,

Net income per books .------------------------------------Less:
Additional depreciation ---------

416, 520. 92

119, 497.39
450.00

...-.

.

19, 309. 70

119,947.39

-----...--.------..
Pulp cost

$29,767.74
107,431.50
1, 1(3.93
.--.-4,194.63
..--.......---............................--Supplies and repairs,....
1,015.89
Insurance...-......-----------.------...---------------------......
407.28
-........
..
........
........
---..
..........
..
Oils and grease ....
47. 42
...-----------..-...
Electric supplies and repairs .. ... .......... ----..
4,789. 82
----.. -------.-----------....---General expense -----.----.
1,416.55
----------... -----------------Taxes---.. ----------- ,.- ..-5,772.58
Interest -------.....-...--------------.. -------.. ---...........---------609.00
..........
. ..........---- ....---.... --.......--....
Pulp stones.. ...
Labor.........----------....---....----------....------.------.....---.---.....
-...............
. . .......................Raw material-..-.....
--....--.
Machinery felts and wires....-----..................---..

Sulphate, clay, color, alum, etc........------....------..------------....-......-....
Fuel ................---..----..........................---------..............
Commission ---...----------..................-.........----.......---------.......--..----.--.--..........

.---: ; ;

Paper cost
$43,405.40

145,174.54
12,847.40

, 691.70

2,031.70
814.58
946. 85
9,147.66
2,833. 11

11,545.18

124, 10. 62
25,949.24
7, 405.93

157,042.34

392,983.91

One-third of income May 1, 1908, to May 1, 1909----------------.
---.
.
Two-thirds of income May 1, 1909, to May 1, 1910 ...-----..

$28, 520.28
79,964.92

Net income 1.909--.------------.------------.---Net income reported-.------------

108,485.20
112,333. 85

Total............

..------

..............---------------------...

.

COMPUTATION

--------------

3, 848.65
Refund due at 1 per cent on above, $38.49.
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FISCAL YEAR MAY 1, 1910, TO MAY

1,

1911

$1,050, 00000
484, 500.00

--------1. Capital stock --------------------------------------------------------2. Indebtedness---3. Gross income:
Paper sales-........-----------------Pulp sales -------------------------

$497, 544.10
138,491.55

36, 035.65

$423, 453.77
3,253.37
-

Paper cost ---------------------.------.Inventory May 1, 1910 -

Inventory May 1, 1911 ..-------------

426,707. 14
22, 031. 81

Pulp cost ----------------------Inventory May 1, 1910 -----------

110, 109. 22
23,964. 75

Inventory May 1, 1911 ----------

143,133.97
4,902.80

404,075.33

138, 231.17

542,306.50
93, 729.15

Less:
Depreciation allowed-.---- ---------------Losses charged off.---------------

Discount on purchases ...

55, 900.84

--------------------.
Amended net income --- ---------------------Net per books ------------Less:

Additional depreciation allowed..--------

---

--

----

--

360.00
9,203.04
38, 785, 74

....----..---------Pulp cost

$27, 546.69
...
Labor------------------------------------------------70,124
-------------------Raw material---..........----------------------593.48
-------Machinery, felt, and wires..--..------------------------2,71 .87
Supplies and repairs.-......-.----------------------------------148
---Insurance-........-....---...-...---------------*284.8
------Oils and grease--..--------------.-..
38.0
Electric supplies and repairs ... ----- .------------ --.-----5,433107
----------------------------------General expense-..--...-.--..
3,314.21
----------------.-------------------.
. _- ---..---.
Taxes -----------,3
------------------- ---------------------..........
Interest -92.
---------------------Pul stones....-----.....------------------.----------..------..
Sulphlte, clay, alum, color, etc..............
---------------Fuel..-.-.---

Commission

..-. ......------ ----------.--.-----......

Total..................-...--

----------

--.-........----------........

38,785.74
47, 988.78

$8,843.04

Premium on stock sold-------------------Amended net income ---.

37,828.31
957.43

-

---------

.--

..----

47,792.8 0
8,108.0 4

_

--

$49,704.24
151,784. 57
10,748,45
7,243.10
2,329.74
668. 16
1,02 .20
10, 866.14
6, 628.42
12,060,75

---------

133, 767.95
31,221.04
5, 505.01

119,169.22

423,453.77

--...----------......

------

Paper cost

COMPUTATION

One-third income, May 1, 1909, to May 1, 1910----------------Two-thirds income, May 1, 1910, to May 1, 1911---------------Net income, 1910----------------------------------Net income reported----------------------------------

$39,982.47
25, 857.16
65,839.63
78,228. 87
12, 389.24

Refund due at 1 per cent on above, $123.89.
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EIGHT MONTHS.

MAY 1,

1911,

TO JANUARY

1,

1012

----- ...---------1. Capital stock...---.--.
2. Indebttednuss8----.----------------------------------3. Gross income:
-----------c ..... ..-.--,---Pulp sales
Paper sales -------------------------

$1,050,000.00
759, 423. 30

$105,355. 89
371,533.04
$47, 888.93

Cost of pulp------ --------Inventory, May 1, 1911-...-No closing inventory.
Paper cost -------Inventory, May 1, 1911

$94,961.42
--4,902. 80
---------

99, 864.22

364, 460. 58

----------...-....-----

Inventory, January 1, 1912 ..........-

22, 31. 81

387, 098.39
52 650. 83
------

441.56
334,441.
5CC
334,
434,305.78

Plus discount on purchases.-............-...- . ---------- -Less depreciation allowed-.......-..---..---.Amended net income-....,

43,379. 48
41,522.26

..-..........

-.....----_.-.--

_.-.
Pulp cost

................
...................
Labor..--................---..........
....--...................
Raw material......-----..............
Machinery felts and wires-.........---...........................--..
................
.............
Supplies and repairs................
Insurance......................- ...............

...................

..............-- .................................
Oils and gicase ....
Electrical supplies and repairs...-......................----....----------........
. ............
........---General expenses ..--...-.... ..-.....
Taxes....--..---..........-----..--..-..---..----.---....------......--......-......----......
.............
.. ... ... ............
Interest
...........
... ---..
Pulp st------------------..----------..-.........------.....................----.....----...--.-Sulphilte, dlum, color, clay, etc...--....---.................-------.............--.-.. . . ...... . .. . ...... ....................... ...
Fuel .. .
...
Commission ...
..........................
...... ...
Total........................---..............................

Net per books:
Stock dividend charged to profit and loss-----------.....
Less additional depreciation allowed ---..--.. ------.
Amended net income ----...

42, 583.15
796.33

---------.

1, 857.22
Paper cost

$21,610. F0
61,017.00
724.43
2, 562.91
1,217.47
317.18
580.89
3,728.65

320.11
2,276.28
600.00

.......
,..
.. .
----.--..
.
- .........

94,9f .42

$40,870.56
155,685.36
12,747.00
, 220.00
2,434.94
634.35
1, 161.78
7,457.31

640.23

_ -

9,707.57

?-----

9,915,47
22,227 15
4,864.26

3M4,466.58

--..$18,859.42
------ 17,002.20
---

1, 857.22

COMPUTATION

One third income, May 1, 1910, to May 1, 1911-.-------------..Net income, May 1, 1911, to January 1, 1912 -----....Year 1911-..----------------------,----------------Net income reported
-------------------------------Refund due at 1 per cent on above.
*

$12,928.58
1,857.22
14, 785.80
&3, 331. 16

48, 545.36
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YEAR 19 12

Transcript furnished shows a net income of $970.54 reported and no tax
paid. Examination disclosed no taxable income for this year; details are
therefore omitted, but can be furnished if desired.
$970.58
------------------------------Profit per books -----

--------

Depreciation allowed-.--------------------Loss.

73,343.60

YEAR 1913

Transcript furnished shows a loss. Examination discloses a loss and no
tax due. Details are therefore omitted, but can be furnisheu if desired.
$21, 669.27
-------------------------Loss per books ..------------Depreciation allowed-

77, 062,63

.......------------------------

Loss.
YEAR 1914

Transcript furnished for this year shows a net Income of $23,340.50 reported. Examination discloses a loss for this year and no tax due. Details
are therefore omitted. but can be furnished if desired.
$21,377.83
...-------------------------------Profit per books..-78, 809.96
--...------------------..-------------Depreciation allowed
Loss.
Refund due, $233.47.
YEAR 1915

Transcript furnished shows a net income of $7.580.50 reported and tax paid
of $75.1l. Our exi mhinhtion disclosed a loss for this year and no tax due.
Detail; nre therefore omitted, but can be furnished ifdesired.
.....----------. $53, 851.34
---------------Profit per hooks......--..
Deprecvintion clha'rged to surpln.........-.....
Addiltonil depreciation allowedL.

...
.
...--.--.-.
.

..

80,311.61

--

Loss .-------.-----.----------.------------..
Refund ldue, $75.81.
YEAR

o0,
4 000, 00
40, 311.61

...

1910

Transcript furnished for this year shows a net income of $253,270.61 reported
except
closed
no differences
examinations dil
er
and i tax paid of $5.0i5.1.
h
det; ils are therefore omitled, but canl he furnished If
inr eprelitin
desired. It might the well to mention thlt "repairs" on the original return,
$(6i',428.!4. is in error: .$2S,.4.9t!,

ol the above

Iamount consists of whlt is

known ts "n ithilnery. clothing " such as heavy blting, felt, wires, etc.
------------ $302, 346.24
..------..------------..--Profit per books.-1977.83
-----..----Plus recoveries credited to surplus .--.
303, 324.07
Less bad notes charged to surplus...-- -.-.------.--Miscellaneous adjustments ----------------------------Salary of president charged to surplus- -------------Depreciation

--...

40, 000.

-------..----..

00

2,000.00
----

Salary charged in .January, 1917 ---------------

Plus dividend charged as expense -----...--

$2,425. 55
82. 48
416. 40

,--.------..
-----

Additional depreciation charged on return .-------------.--------

44, 24.69
258,399. 38
16,271.23
274, 070. 61
21, 400.00

- 253,470.61
Per original --------------------------------------------19, 273. 81
.----.--.
Less additional depreciation per schedule ----------Amended net income---.....----. ----....------------

233,996.80

INVESTIGATION
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COMPUTATION

)epreelltion claimed --..-_
D1epr) ifltiton charged off_--

......

$61, 400, 00
6..73. 81
.0
8.....0,

.-----------..

.--------..---..
..

.

10,273.81
.. ---.-----Subject to refund ....--...-Refund due, at 2 per cent, $385.48.
Additional depreeiltion allowed in this and all subsequent years was written
off at the time of making examination.
Income, 1917
Original
........

1. Capital stock ..........

2. Itd btt'Ie
3a.
3b,
30.
30,

-.....-----

........

... .
......
Oross sale -......- ......
... . --. ....- .. .. -Rents .
.........................
.- -Interet . ...
. .
.... ....... .. .............
Other incoien . ....

4a. Cost of goods. .--.........
4b.

.......--

................. .......

..--..-

e eral

ex

.......

.-----...---

es .....................

5a. Loss s charged off ...-.....

....-.......--.

5b. Depre?ittion ................ .. -..-------.----....-..-----.
6a, Intere t...... -7a. Taxes.

....- ..----

......-.

.--

...-- .

...

.....

--.

Difference

$1,295,000
48),000.00

$1,295,..00 .............
4 )0,(X00.00........-....

, 340,1 80.09
2,377.49
926.52

2,340,180.09 ..........
2,377.49 ....
92i.52 .......

20,111.38

20,116.38 ............

...

2,:i3,()0.48

2,363,.00 48 .............

1,6 74,493. 1
113,(610.57
120,178. 5
85,000.00
39,715.20
18, 1M. 53

19,340.12
1, 665, 153. 7
112,372.57
1 1, 8. 00
40,716.03
73,462.53
81,170.88
3,829.12
39,745.20 .............
18,154. 53 ...............

2, 051,182. 5

1,3,

312,417.

Net income .......................................-

1

Amended

Decreiase

13

313.

.---....--.....

400,287.40

87,769.71

' Increase.

Decrease in cost of goods represents royalties paid for the use of certain
equipment. The equipment was installed and the manufacturer was to receive
as compensation, or rather for the privilege of using the device, the saving
brought about by the use of the new method for the first year, after which
the corporation would be entitled to use it without royalty. This was considered a capital expenditure as all subsequent years are also benefited by
the use of the niew device.
The decrease of $1,238 in expenses represents donations disallowed.
Decrease in losses results from the following:
Cost
I water wheel unit installed, 1909

-..-..

---............................

8 water-wheel units installed, 1906 ....--...........................
I barker Installed, 1907.............................
.......-........
......--1 barker installed, 1909......................-............
1 barker installed, 1911................---...
--......... -..... ...........

Depreciation
allowed

$5,205.00
39,145.50
1,410.00
1, 600.00
1,400.00

$2820.00
21,530.03
705.00
640.00
420.00

48,760.0

26,115.03

26,115.03 ...............

22,645.47 ................
NOTE.-Salvage value is taken care of in item 3 (a) under " Sale of waste material."

Losses allowed are bad accounts charged off during the year.
Cost of installing new equipment------------------------- ..
$79, 840. 42
Loss claimed old equipment.-..---.....
$16, 267.58
Loss per above----------......--..----...............

Disallowed.---

---..

----------.. -

Depreciation is as per depreciation schedule.

22, 645. 47

6, 377. 89

--------------- 73,462.53
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COST OF GOOD

Inventories Jan. 1, 1917---

-.-...

Raw material used..--..---..-

.-

.

--.--.

Productive labor..-..---------------.,

.....-.......

-..
--- .

$1,

-.-...----..--------

.

241,

Fuel-------------------------- ------------Machine felts, wires, etc.------...- --.-------------------Wrappers and twine
.--------------------..
--_-------------Pulp stones .----.------------------------.------...-.-------Inventories Jan. 1, 1918 ------------Cost of goods.--....--

.------

004.80

1,238, 288.38

--------------------

--.------------------

35.92

152,775.
41,801.17
28,030.32
166.65
1,719, 36287
54, 2000
1,665,153.8
,---

OTHER INCOME

Discount on purchases..-.........- ......

Sales waate material -------.---.-....
Color sold ---------------.

...--..

--.

.---..

--.-.------

Freight charges collected
. -------------Bad accounts recovered..------------------------.--

$-1,144.81

------- ..... _..
------

12, 68.29
-

---------------

5,142.09

426.59
- 434.0

20,116.38
Rents are received from houses owned by corporation and rented to em.
ployees.
Interest received is on notes recelvable.
EXPENSES

Officers' salaries
------....-.- -------------..
_
$12,000.00
Other office salaries-....-.--. -...- ....... .. .
, . _., .
...._
13, 280.92
epairs...........
..
40 751. 58
Stationery, printing, postage, etc
----------------------------2,037.66
Insuraxce-----.-------.-------------------------7,929.04
Traveling expense---------------------------------- 5,207.14
Transportation of employees
-------------------------------661.32
Miscellaneous adj-----------------------------272. 9
General expense---.--.. ---.-.
----..---.-.---..30,232.22
112,372.57
Net income per books .
--..
------------------------Add bad debts recovered credited to surplus--.--------------

- $289, 764.89
434.00

Capital expenditures disallowed chargedd to losses)
-.....
Donations disallowed ------------------------- -----Capital expenditures disallowed (charged to manufacturing).
Dividend preferred stock charged to .expense.-----. ---------...
Income tax 1916 --.---------------------------Excessive depreciation .-----------...

----.. ----

Less bad accounts charged to surplus ..----.
Amended net income--..---

-------

73, 462.53
1, 238.00
9,)340.12
17, 50. 00
5,065.41
3,829.12

400,634.07
346.67
---.----------------

------------------------

400,287.40

.Above are ordinary and incidental repairs made from day to day throughout the year.
S(eneral expense consists of legal fees and various trade association dues, the legal

expense complying the

reter
rter
the part
a

the total, all allowable.
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RECONCILTATION OF SURPLUS

-. .-..-............
Surplus Dec. 31, 1916 ---..........
.---------------------Profits -----------------------------

$268,019.87
400,287.40
668,307.27

$17, 00. 00
Dividend, preferred stock, June 1 and Dec. 1 -..-- .5,065.41
Income tax -----...-----------------------------82,802.65
s ---------. .-----------------.-----Improvement
1,238.00
Donations ------------------------- -----------3,829.12
.....-......
Excessive depreciation -.-.........-2,000.00
Officers' salary 1916 charged to surplus January, 1917---- --.--.-------

---

Balance Dec. 31, 1917 .....

112,435.18
555, 872.09

1017 EXCESS-PROFITS TAX

The pre-war data is not set up as the percentage of net income to invested
capital for this period Is much below 7 per cent, and therefore the 7 Ker cent
excew-proflts tax deduction applies and is used In the amended return.
SCHIEDIrLE A-ORIGINAL

Taxable year

----- -- . $250,000.00
1. Preferred stock --------..-----------------1,045,065.00
-----------------------3. Common stock ---- --.----6. Earned surplus -----.
----------------. -----..-----268,019.87
Total -----------------The above is correct per books.

--------------------

SCHEDULE

1,563, 669.87

B

Blank, both in original and amended.
SCHEDULE C--ORIGINAL

Blank.

SCHEIIDUE
Insuffiient depreelat lo-n .-- .

.. ..

C -- AMENDED

_.

Depreciation per schedule.-------------Depreciation written off----------------------

...

_$420,
_...

---.... -.
..
.....------------ ---

Taxahle ear
773.60
603,193.18
182, 419. 5M

420,773.60
SCHEDULE H---ORIGINAL

Blank.
SCHEDULE H-AMENDED

Dividend June 1 and Dec. 1, out of current earnings-----------.
Income tax (amended) June 15----------------------------Six and one-half months...-----.---------------------.- -

$17, 500.00
4,679.93
2,534.96

SCHEDULE I

1. Net income ------------------------.
----------------.
6. Net income subject to excess-profits tax --------------------

400,287.40
400,287.40
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s80Ini L

1. Capital and s 'lul
..
4. Deduct schedule --.....-

...

It

.. ...
.. ...
..-.-...--------.

.....
.-..--

.
...

$1.

420, 773. 00
1,142, 896.27
2, 5f4.96

...----------.--.-----------------..--..-----------

5.
Balance --..--.-6. Changes -----------.--.

5 t, i9. 87

- 1, 140, 31.31
-------------------------....
Invested capital
NoTE.--Invested capital for 1917 was reduced below the par value of stock
outstanding on December 31, 1916, a there was a stock dividend of approxl.
mately $200,000 paid in prior years, which for excess-profits tax purlpoes was
considered surplus. In fact, the corporation did not provide for depreciation,
and therefore there really was no surplus from which to pay such a dividend.
7.

SCHEILE III

2. Percentage used (7 per cent)----.........------.---.
--.--..----..--.
$79,825.29
3. Specifi deduction -..--........
...
.--------------- 3, 00.00
Total -.--........ _

_.. -

.....

Amount

_..---- ..

82,825.29

---------

Deduction

Balance

Rate

$ 8,825.29

$8, 228.91

Tax

Per cent
15 per cent.....

...---.....------ ....

5 per cent ...............

......

..

-----------Do ----------.................................

$171,054.20
..

percent....---.............------------------.....
Balance-........
........-.......
....

57, 018.00

...........

67.018.06--------57,018.06
........... -91,22
)
23,068. 1.
400, 287.40

..

*

....

8282, 25 1

20

$17,645, 8

57, 018.

2:

14,254.52

9 228
231,8. 18

4
1H

41,03.00
14,380.91

7 018.06U
,0018,

317,462 11

.....

Subject to 2 and 4 per centL --.

107,290,64

......
_......
..... .
400,287.40
--------_---.-----.-----. 107,290.54
292, 996.86

....

Tax at 2,per cent -------------------------------Tax at 4 per cent-....------------------------------Excess profits tax.-----...----------.---...-.-.
Total paid --

........

1,950,33
1, 95&33

COMPUTATION

Net income -...--.---.
,
Less excess profits tax.------------

Total due ---.-.

35

__---- --.-------

,

_11.

5, 859.94
719.88
10 27,
20. 54

------------------------..

124,870. 36

---.--.--

060, 009.18

Additional due -----------.------------------..
64,861.18
Relative to the additional tax for 1917, please note asssessment letters
IT: IA: M.
LO-34750285
This letter addressed to the corporation advised them of an additional
assessment of $31,912.80. This, however, has never been paid and is therefore
reflected in the additional tax recommended in this report.
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HCIIEDULE A,

1918

LY______IY___II______--~ -_I~~ICIII~
Original

Difference

Amended
$2,606,679.70
2,034,81. 28

----....... --------------.
1. Oro sales --------------------.....
2. Cost o goods...........-------

$2, l00,879.70
2,034,851.28

6. Rentals-..---------------------------------n uc ... .. ........---------................
10.Other

571,828.42
3,788.20
18, 09.73

571,828.42 ....3,788.20 .
13, &73

588,713.35

588,83.35 ------------

12. Ordinary expense.........-.-----------------....
....-----.--.---....
13.Comnpensatlon officers.......
----.--14. Repairs-...---*..---------------------.
-------...
15. Interest.......--.......------------16. Taxes....-----.-. ------.----------------------..
18. Depreclation charged off ..... ...................
25. Profit...------

---- ------.

.---------........

97,168.29

63,168.29

66,892.93

60,892.93

12,000.00

33,887.32
21,933.82
85,000.00

. ..

III....

12,000.

....-

..- ....-

1$60.00
34,000.00

................
..

.....

33,887.32 ..........-..
...
21,033.82 ..
0,869.10
5,869.10

316,882.36

288, 751.46 ..

-..-..-..

271,830.99

290,01.89

28,070.90

iDecrease.
SIncrease.

Explanation: Sixty dollars decrease, Item 10, represents Liberty bonds purchased below par.
Decrease in expenses represents additions to buildings and other improvements disallowed.
Depreciation is as per schedule.
COST OF GOODS

$54, 209. 00
.- ----- -Inventories, Dec. 31, a1917 ..-. --.----...
2281,8 9. 69
-------------------- --Labor.....--.-------------------187, 30. 80
Fuel---------------- ----------------------------------55, 788.69
--------------------Machinery, wires, felts, etc------360,564.94
Wrappers and twine------------------------------------1, 473,614.66
.-----------..
----Raw material ..-----Inventory, Dec. 31, 1918 .----- ----------------------.....
Cost of goods

..------

---

--------------------------

2,089, 376. 78
54, 525.50
2,034, 851.28

SCHEDULE A--10

Discount on purchases---------------------------------Scrap materials sold ---------------------------.Freight charges recovered-----------------------------------------------Bad account recovered------------

$1, 177.56
11, 061.30
111.41
86. 46
13,036.73

SCHEDULE A--12

Office expense and clerk hire-.-----------------------------$16,
605. 68
-7, 109. 04
Liabilities insurance----------------------------5,436.30
Fire and tornado insurance.-------------------------------11,962.43
Selling expense----------------.------------------------- - - - - - - -- - - - -- - - - - - - - -- 21,241.59
General expense 1- --- - 813.25
Transportation employees -------------------------------63,168.29
SCHEDULE A-14

Ordinary and necessary repairs made from day to day throughout
the year .----------.....-------..-------------

$66, 892. nP

'This represents legal fees and various association dues, all allowable deductions.
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SCHEDULE B

1. Net per books..---------..-----.
..-............
2. Preferred stock dividend -----...-...--......- ImprovementsH .--.....------------------..... .-...
Recoveries credited to surplus ..-------.-------------------.-

....
..-.

$253,900.11
17,499.96
34,000.00
.46
306, 08. 53

5. Tax free interest United States obligations -----.---.----Additional depreciation not written off during year-5 ----Liberty bonds purchased below par------------------- .-.
8. Taxable income--.-----------------------------------

255.54
5,869.10
6000
299,901.9
306,086.53

RECONCILIATION OF SURPLUS

Surplus Dec. 31, 191

.--.....--............----

,--.----

Profits----------------

------

----------------

----------------Improvements------------Cash dividends Feb. 1.
-- ,.
------. ,-Income tax-------------------.-..-.--.
-------------Cash dividends June 29----Cash dividends Sept. 30 -------.-......-----....-.Cash dividends Dec. 31---------------Preferred stock dividends June 1----------.....--Preferred stock dividend Dec. 1-----.------

...--.

-

Liberty bonds purchased below par---- .-----.--.--.-..-.-Tax free United States interest ----..--__
-_
_......-Depreciation not charged off during year-.-- ----..
-.

60.00
255. 54
5, 869.10

-..-

555,872.09

-.

----

299,901.89

$34,000. 00
19,434.75
O60,009.18
19,434.75
19,434.75
19,401.75
8,749.98
8,749.98

Surplus Dec. 31, 1918--------------------------------

861,958.62

189, 215. 14
072,743.48

INTEREST ON LIBERTY BONDS

All exempt -------

--------------------------

.

.....

255.54

SCHEDULE I---ORIGINAL

NOTE.-Pre-war history is not set up as 10 per cent of the invested capital
for the taxable year gives a larger war-profits credit than the average pre-war
net income plus 10 per cent of the increase in invested capital as between the
pre-war years and the taxable year.
Taxable
1. Preferred stock ------------------------------------- $250,000.00
3. Common stock------------------------------------...
1,045,650.00
6. Earned surplus-------------------------555,872.09
Total -----------------------------------------------Above is correct per books.

1,851,522.09

SCHEDULE F-ORIGINAL

Blank.
SCHEDULE P-AMENDED
Improvements charged to expense 1917 --------------------

_

$82,802.65

SCHEDULE G--ORIGINAL

Blank.
SCHEDULE G--AMENDED

Insufficient depreciation .. ,------------------------------

. $416,944.48
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SCHEDULE H--ORIGINAL
---.. $17,730.88
Dividend Feb. 1. 1918, $19,434.75, 333 days - -------Income tax June 14, $00,0)918, 200 days------------------------32,881.74
385.76
Treasury stock acquired Oct. 28, $2,200, 64 days- ----.----------Total --------------------------------

50,998.88

SCHEDULE H-AMENDED

$17,784.13
Dividend Feb. 1, 1918, $19,434.75, 334 days--------------------68,422.12
Income tax (amended) June 15, $124,870.36, 200 days-.----------385.76
Treasury stock acquired Oct 28, $2,200, 64 days--..---..---------.
Total ---------------------------------------None-Other dividends paid out of current earnings.

86,592.01

SCHEDULE I
Pre-war data not set up. See explanation under Schedule E, 1918.
SCHEDULE XI-INVESTED CAPITAL

1. Capital and surplus----------------------------------2. Additions--------------------------------------

Taxable year
$1,851,522.09
82,802.65

--

--------------Total--------------3.
---------------------------------4. Deductions--......----

1934,324.74
416,944.48

Balance ---------------------------------5.
6. Changes------ ---------------------------------

1,517,380.26
86,592.01

7.

--.

------------------

Balance ------------..

---

9. Invested capital -------.--------

----.

1,430,788,25
1,430,788.25

-...

SCHEDULE III

$114,463.06
3,000.00

1. 8 per cent of invested capital-------------------------2. Exemption------.--.. ..-..- --.-------3. Excess-proflts credit_....

...-----.---...

__-------

6. 10 per cent of invested capital ....-------......--..------7. Exemption-----..-------------.

-

117,463 06
43, 078.83
3,000.00

--.-

146,078.83

-

8. War-profits credit -----------------..----------SCHEDULE IV

Amount

1. 20 per cent invested capital -------. $286,157.65
2. Over 20 per cent ....................
Total...........---

..----

Exemption

Balanco

Rate

$117,463.06

$I:;, 694.59

Per cent
30

1 , 744.24

65

8,933.76

117,403.06
X1?,
oc 43. 182,438.83

...

69,542.14

13,744.24 --.---.

299,901.89

--.--

Tax

$50, 608.38
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4. Net income---------------------------------------5. War profits credit.---..-......,
-------------------------6.

Difference. ----------------....--------..
.

7. 80 per cent, item 06- -.------

$299,901.88
-. 146, 078. 8

..------- _ 153, 823.

------------------.. 123, 058.46

8. Item 3, column 6-------------------------------------

59, 542,14

9.

63, 51.31

Tax, bracket 3-.-------------------------------...

Total war profits and excess profits tax under section 801 ...----

123, 058.4

Total war profits and excess profits tax under section 302 ......-- 223,921.51
INCOME TAX

12. Net income----------------------------

..-------

14. Excess profits tax.---........
---------------15. Exemption-.--..
---------------.----------..

16.

$123,058.45
2, 000.00

Balance --------------------------------

17. Tax 12 per cent, No. 16---

$299,901.89
-125, 058.4
174,843.44

--------------------------------

18. Total tax------------------------------Total tax paid ----------------------------

------------

Additional tax due-----------------------

-

20, 981.01
144, 039.46
94,879.87

--------...

49,159.59

Amended

Difference

SCHEDULE A, 1919

___I___CI___I_
_lllI--f-~_ lyl~--^

~--Original
-

--.----..1. Gross sales-------.................--....-...--..
2. Cost of goods..--

--- 1-------------~

---.--.--..
--....--....

$2,870,171.66
2,170,802.70

1~c~----~1-1
--

$2,870,171.66
2,170,802. 70

4.
5.
6.
10.

Gross.......--------...........-----........
Interest, United States obligations, not exempt.--..
Interest, other........--.....---..................
Rentals -.................--------------.....-----..-----...........----.........
-Other income..-...-...--------....---...--..

699,368.96
287.69
464.65
3,469.29
12, 230.24

699,368.96
287.69
464.65
...
3,469.29 ------ ---- $3......
12,232.74

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

106,835.78
Ordinary expense....-...................--........
13,000.00
Compensation, officers ...........................
93,739.87
Repairs--........................--------....--...-----....
...............
33,033.80
Interest......................
..-----..--...------..---..
27,221.44
Taxes-..------......
Fire loss........................................... ......-..-....
86,112.00
Depreciation charged off--...----.....--..---.........--

715,826.83

715,823.33 ..............
106,835.78 ...........
13,000
........ ......
62, 855. 61
130, 884.26
33,033.80 ................
27,221.44.......
1,911.03
1,911.03
94,921.86
8, 809.8

359, 42.89

339779.52 ................

....
Prof...----..
--...----.--....
---...--355,883.94
376,043.81 ..........
.-...----- $1,200.00 ................
22. Profit, land deed--..-------...
1,200.00 .............
..-- 1,911.03
23. Fire loss.....--..-------......------.
711.03 ................
11,911.03
Net profit.---------.......-

-----.. -------

355,172.91

377,243.81

S22, 070.90

1 Decrease; profit and loss.
8Increase.
Explanation: $3.50 decrease, item 10, represents Liberty bond purchased below par and
difference credited to profit and loss. Decrease in repairs represents improvements dis
allowed. Depreciation is as per schedule.
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A-2

$54, 525. 50
327,113.45

..-..--...
--.---- ....--.....
Invent ory Jani. 1, 191
. .. ...
...
.... . --. . ... .......-....
lAbor. ---..----------.-----......

163, 125. 00
02,470.85
39,700.54

FteL--.---.---- -.--.
.
wi's.ete ---.-----..
wl,
Maclih iuery, ft
-............-..
---.-.
-.
..
Wrapl rs mnd twitm
---------------uBlphi ites------------- ..-- .-. ..- ...-.....
.- .
... ..
Pulp - ._.......----------------------------------..------..---paper .--.
icrap

380,470, 99
... '1 701,710. 77
' 188,403.20,
' 142, 8. 25
------------------- -----.
SprUct wood ------------------------17,752.38
Alom10,
744. 98
10,744.98
---------------- --------------------------.-.Clor6
m
,
77. 73
.------.-.-........
..............
Clay 29,587.273
-----------------------------521.52
*29,
.... --------Rosin sl <-----14,08&. 5
-----------------------------------------Soda ash
14,779.48
---.------------.
Other naterial------------. ---.....-------------------------

Lesw nventory, De. 31, 191

Cost of goods

.---------------------------------

2,210,895.20
46,092.50
2,170,802.70

interest tEDUIXes
rceva

Interest mntes reCivbhl-

.
-_ ...

$464.65

......

.

SCHEDULE A-0

$31,31. 70
2, 152. 59

.-.-----Rent of company houses..
Water anl light rents, Northern 1Pacifc Ralway, etc ...-.........-

3,409.29
R('IDrLTE A-10
-.__
_...
-.
_...,_--.
Waste material sale, .- ...
----.
--------.-..-----..
Discount on purchases
.
,....--Freight charges recovered --.- -..--,
--- ,
.---------...-Bad inconlits colleeted --- --..
.2__...
_
......
...___ __
Mi.cellaneouns adjustments .-

$7,424.84
786.33
230.75
3, 545. 77
245. 05
12,232.74

RS'1ED'LE A-12

---- -Liability insuriance-------...-------, ,--,----..------ __
Fire and insurance tornadoo
._--.
---- _
-----_
..
.....
_
----------------- --Selling exels---------------------------- _..
___--100,
_-----..
__..-_
Office expense ..... _---------------______
Transportation employees -----------------------------------'
General expense -------- ---- -----------------Ordinary and necessary repairs -- __-

------------------------

$8,8 15.93
5.2,
218. 87
12, 503.35
92.89
561.75
69,642.99
10, 835. 78
2.5.
61

FIRE LOSS

Cost of material. 1917 ---...----..---------. ..------------Insuiranme received-----------------....------------..---------Loss .--.----------------..----..

_. -----------

$2. (66. 51
755. 48
- 1.911.03

PROFIT ON LAND DEED

Cost or market value. Mar. 1, 1913 ----------------------------$2,000.00
Selling price'
_------------------------- 3,200.00
Gain--....---.......-------------------------------1R lw iit 'lal.

-------------

1.2)00.00

*This represents legal fees and various association dues and other unclassllr 4 ex-

pense, all allowable deductions.

'This was credited to land account on books.
92919-25-PT 1--

15
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Liberty-bond interest all exempt except $287.69, which was interest on
Victory bonds.
SCHEDULE B

Net profit per books......-----------------------------....
--------------------------------------Donations.--.Improvements ------------------------------------------.
-------------------------Profit on land deed --...
Preferred dividend.-------------.----------------------------------------Recoveries credited to nurplus--....----......

$309,123.09
30, 330.00
3
0,884.26
1,200.00
17, 5(00.
245.0
389, 282.40

6. Tax-free interest, United States ----..----------------------.....
------ -Depreciation not written off during year --.-IAberty bond purchased below par....-----------------------.
.-------------------------------...
Taxable income -

3, 225.2
8, 809.86
3.60
377,243.81
389.282.40

RECONCILIATION OF SURPLUS
-------------Surplus Jan. 1, 1919.----------------$3,225.23
-------------------------Tax-free income---8,809.86
Depreciation not charged off during year ---------3.50
Liberty bonds purchased below par-.---------------------------- 377,243.81
Profits------ ----------------

$672,743.48

389, 282.40

1,062, 025.88
Preferred dividends June 1 and Dec. 1--------------...
..------------------Donation
---------------------Improvemetns-----Cash dividends June 28 and Sept. 30.---..------..
Income tax .--------------------------------Gain on land deed sold not reflected in profit and loss-.

17, 500. 00
30, 330.00
30,884.26
38,803. 50
94,879.87
1,200.00

213,597.63

848,428.25
Balance Dec. 31, 1919-------------------------------$30,000 of the above donations was a gift to the retiring president. Mr. Cole
informed us that the corporation wanted to pay the tax on same.
SCHEDULE E-ORIGINAL
1. Preferred stock -----------------------------------3. Common stock ------------------------------------C. Earned surplus -----------------------------------.-

$250,000.00
1,050,000.00
672,743.48

10. Treasury stock-------------------------------------

1,972,743.48
6,550.00

Total -------------------------------

1,966,193.48

Above Is correct per books.
SCHEDULE F--ORIGINAL

Blank.
SCHEDULE F--AMENDED

$82,802.65
------.....
Improvements, 1917 -----.......
Improvements, 1918------------------------------------34,000.00
116,802.65
SCHEDULE 0-ORIGINAL

Blank.
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SCHEDULE G-AMENDED

$60.00
ALberty bonds purchased below par, carried at par on books-..--..58
Insufficient depreciation--------------------------------------422,813.
422,873.58
SCHEDULE H---ORIGINAL

Income
Income
income
Income

$19,134.25
tax Mar. 14, $24,000, 291 days.---------.....-----------12,843.80
tax June 4, $23,439.94, 200 days--...------------------.
-----....- 7,213.47
tax Sept. 11, $23,719.97, 111 days--------3,964. 16
-----tax Oct. 31, $23,719.96, 61 days-------------43,155.68
AMENDED

No common stock dividend.
Preferred dividend $17,500, paid one-half June 1 and December 1 out of
current earnings.
$60.871.55
Income tax (amended) $128,626.67, $0.42260273---------------.
Additional income tax 1917, less refund to 1917, $29,738.30, 365 days- 63,518.59
124,390.14
SCHEDULE B

1. Capital nd surplus---------------------------------$1,
------2. Additions
..........---------------.----

966,193.48
116,802.65

-

2, 082,996.13
422,873.58

Total----....----------------------------3.
4. Deductions -----------------------------------Balance -5.
6. Charges--

1,660,122.55
124,390.14

------------------------.
------------------------------------

1,535,732.41

7. Invested capital ----------------------------------SCHEDULE C

1. 8 per cent of capital ---------------------------............
2. Exemption------.....-------3.

---

------

- $122,858.59
3 ,000.00
125,858.59

,-------,--------Total-.----------------SCHEDULE 3
Amount

1.Not over 20 per cent...-----........
...
. Over 20 per cent----.....------...

Balance

Credit

$307,146.48 $125858.59 $181,287.89
70,097.33
70,097.33 ..............

377,243.81
..............
3........ ..........
. Excess profits tax computed under
- -........
..-.-.....- -..
action 302 .-..--.-.

12, 858. 9
....-

Tax

Rate

Per cent

20
40

$36,257.58
28,038. 93

251, 385.22 ..----------.

64,29 61

..... ..........

148,297. 52

.._------...

INCOME TAX

5&Net income ------------------------------------6. Item 4, Schedule A -------.........----------..-7. Excess-profits tax----------------------------9. Exemption ........---------------------

$377,243.81
$287.69
64,296.51
2,0000.00
66,584.20

10.

Balance -----------

----------.------..

-----

310,659.61
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11. 10 per cent item 10
12. Total tax...

4'5i.9f

95,3(2.47

.....-----.---..---.-..-..

----..

Total paid----------------------------..-------Additional due ..

$1.

-

----------------------------

--

--------------.---

--.

7.
-

8,

24.374.57

Attached hereto are balance sheets, depreciation schedule. and reconelllation
of surplus, together with other enclosures mentioned o

page 1 of this report

Ozo. J. AHI.,
Intrnal Revenueta
Inmlwtcor.

ExulBIT No. 2
NOVEMIEIK

23, 1921.

VALUATION REPORT BY TIMBER SECTION, PHYSIVAI. PROPERTY EXCLUSIVE OF TIMBft.
LANDS

Re Watab Pulp & Paper Co., Sartell, Minn.
Returns 1910 to 1919, inclusive.
According to the Information contained in the revenue agent's report dated
June 18, 1920, the taxpayer organized on date of May 10, 11H)5, and engaged In
the manufacture of pulp, print, and book paper.
According to the affidavit of the general manager. the output of the mlls
was approximately 32 tons of pulp and 38 tons of paper per day from years
1908 to 1911; 31 tons pulp and 68 tons paper per day from years 1912 to 1915;
41 tons pulp and 89 tons paper per day from years 1916i to 1919..
The earliest record of the company's finances shown in the revenue agent's
report is for the fiscal year ended April 30. 1910. when the paid-up stock was
$70,0)0 and the interest-bearing indebtedness $392,54N).
These figures agree with those contained in the detailed report muide by the
taxpayer's accountants under Exhibit A, sheet No. 1. which is a statement of
the comparative balance sheets as taken from the taxpayer's books covering
the period from April 1, 1907, to April 30, 1911.
Reference is made to last paragraph of page 31. " Exhibit C, journal entries
necessary to cover adjustments made for the calendar years 1907 to 1919"
in the report of the taxpayer's accountants wherein it appears that the capital
invested in fixed assets has been determined on the basis of cash costs with
the depreciable portion of the assets depreciated at a flat or combined annual
rate of 2 , per cent during the period from April 1. 1907. to December 31,
1911. when the rate was increased to 5 per cent per annum and applied to
the end of 1916. when it was again increased to 71/ percent per annum and
applied during the high-tax years 1917, 1918, and 1919.
This sliding depreciation scale apparently is designed to work to the benefit
of the taxpayer by maintaining its invested capital at a high figure up to the
high-tax years, when heavy depreciation deductions from the gross incomes of
such years are indicated by tripling the rate applied during the earlier life of
the properties.
The taxpayer's representative has given evidence that a consistent policy was
followed in all years with respect to charging all costs of replacements and
betterments either directly to the capital account or as a credit to the reserve
for depreciation.
Therefore it can not be claimed that the plant account was reduced by Improper charges of capital Items to operating expense. as was often the case In
plants of this character and under which circumstances the taxpayer imay
reconstruct Its capital account as provided by the regulations.
Under the circumstances existing in this case there is not warrant for
doubling the depreciation rate in year 1912 and tripling tlhe rate used prior to
1912 for the years 1917, 1918, and 1919.
During the war period the taxpayer increased its production, and, according
to the ev!i:'we, one of the means whereby this increase was accomplished was
in speeding up part of the equipment.
It is known, however, that approximately 50 per cent of the equipment in
plants of this character are designed to run at a standard rate of speed that
can not be increased to any appreciable extent.
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The paper machines, however, can IN' operated at increased speeds, and some
other items in the paper-making equipment, such as ieaters and Jordan engines,
can Ie made to do heavier duty. and in conmqluence the power equipment, such
as bollers, steam engines, and electric motors, may be loaded up in excess of
their rated capacities.
Uide'r such circumtances there is no doubt that there Is a heavier wear
and tear oni certain parts of such machinery than when operating conditions
are normal.
This additional wear and tear generally may be taken care of by the replacements and repairs to such parts as are most affected, so that the actual length
of ife even of such equipment as receives the hardest usage from Increased
production should not be greatly reduced, provided the repair policy is an
adequate one.
The repair charges of the taxpayer agaln.st gross income in the high tax
years are sufficiently high to manitalin the plant in good operating condition,
and tle taxpayer's representative has given evidence that the maintenance of
the plant has been well taken care of.
It is the opinion of this office that the taxpayer may be given the benefit of
uniform depreciation n its classified assets at rates lower on some items than
the general average up to and including year 1916 and that the rates on
machinery and certain other miscellaneous items of fixed assets for the years
1917, 1918, and 1919 may be slightly increased.
Rates lower than tle average during the earlier life of the properties are
recommended on account of the evidence submitted as to exceptionally good
maintenance, and the increase recommended in rate on machlwry and other
Items is ,cause of evidence submitted as to extra wear and tear from increased production and from the fact that repairs made during the war period
were not quite as adequate in arresting depreciation as the more thorough
repairing done during other periods when operating conditions were normal.
The taxpayer has submitted evidence on page 38 of the accountant's report
tending to show that the depredation sustained prior to January 1, 1908, which
Is the earliest date at which classification data were obtainable, was $21,993.18.
The evidence further indicates that the total cost of the fixed assets exclusive
of the timberlands as at January 1, 1908, was $915,067.72.
This may be taken as a base for classifying the assets, allocating their proper
values, aml setting up the proper annual rates of depreciation to be applied
thereto and to the additions to assets in the subsequent years in accordance
with the following schedule No. 1:
Depreciation
Cost of
properties
SRate
Rate
to Jan. 1,
percent percent
1908
f to Dec.
1917,
31,1916 1918, 1919

Class of property

1. Real estate.......--...--.......- ........------------.........
$101, 475.72 .......
. .... ...................
............................
. Flowage rights...........
3. Wooden dam........---...-- ......--.....-------------.--.
.
240,815.88
3.75
4. Equipment-----.......--..--..........
...-....--...-...-------- 305,845.05
4.75
5. Brick buildings.---------.....
..........--------..........
.........
254,014.01 i
20
0. Hotel ..--------...-..--..-...............-..-..-------.......
5,677.63
3.25
7. Frame buildings...--..----......-----..---------...-...----...
5,322.37
8.75
8. Spur tracks.-------....------------.--.------.............--.-----------..
1,137.80
5.00
9. Furniture and fixtures--.-----..--..-...--...-.-----.----.........
779.26 '
8.0
10. Dwellings .......................................
..............
2.40
II.
Miscellaneous plant equipment ..........................--.....
........
.....
. 50
12. Ventilators ........................................................... -------------- 6.00
13. Wood
Wodroeupent----rs
--------------------------------------.....
13.
room equipment
.......................................
.............. ..........
14.Machine room roof.........................................
.............. ..........

-

Total fixed assets cost--............................ ----Depreciation to Jan. J, 1908 ............-................

915,067.72 ..........
21,993.18 1......

Sound, Jan. 1, 1908, value of fixed assets.....................

893,074. 54 i...

I

I- '

---

11-~---1- -

3.80
6.50
2.30
4,60

6.00
2.80

10.00

10.00
6.00
6.50
3.50

--+-
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Hereunder is Schedule No. 2, based upon the application of the foregoing
depreciation rates, that will determine by years the capital invested in fixed
assets exclusive of timber properties, the depreciation reserve, and depreiation
allowances on gross income in the subsequent taxable years.
Year ended Dec. 31, 1908:
Cost to Jan. 1, 1908---..
.
...------------------------. $915,067.72
Depreciation accrued to Jan. 1, 1908..---.------- -----21,993.18
Sound value at Jan. 1, 1908 -----------------------Depreciation during 1908 ------------------------------

893,074.54
29, 63.79

Balance--...--..-- -----.-----------------------------Additions (net amount during year) ----.-------------

83. 420.75
30,472.46

Fixed assets at end of year,------------...------Year ended Dec. 31, 1909:
Depreciation ---------------------------------------

8,

30,926.29

Balance-.--------------...........
--------..----.-Additions (net amount) -----------------------------

88, 966. 92
40,760.07

Fixed assets at end of year-------------------------Year ended Dec. 31, 1910:
Depreciation -------------------------------------Balance---------------------------- -----Additions (net amount)------------------------------

Balance -----------------------.------------Additions (net amount)---------------------

32,120.77
877,606.22
231,399.67
1, 10),005.89
38,938.68

------------------

Fixed assets at end of year -------------Year ended Dec. 31, 1912:
Depreciation ---------------------------.----.-------

909,726.99

-

Fixed assets at end of year ---------..----------Year ended Dec. 31, 1911:
Depreciation ---------------------------------------Balance --------------------------------Additions (net amount) ---------

893.21

---------

1,070,067.21
341,636.09
1,411,703.30
49,856.34

--

-------

1,361,846.96
76,821.12

Fixed assets at end of year-----.-------------------Year ended Dec. 31, 1913:
Depreciation .......................-----------------...

1,438, 68.08

Balance---.......----------..........-----------.
Additions (net amount) -----------,---------------

1,385,021. 14
18, 313.08

Fixed assets at end of year----------------------Year ended Dec. 31, 1914:
Depreciation..------------------- -----------

3,64. 94

1, 403, 334.22
-

54,556.43

Balance..-----...
--.. ------------------.
Additions (net amount) -------------------------------

1,348,777.79
44,433.08

Fixed assets at end of year.--- ----------------Year ended Dec. 31, 1915:
Depreciation ---------------------------------Balance---------.....
----------------------Additions (net amount) -------------------------------Fixed assets at end of year----...

.------------.........

1,393,210.87
-

6505.04

1,336,705.83
10,156.77
1,346,862.60
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Year ended Dec. 31. 1916:
Depreciation ..-Balance ...

-.-.

..

...

_.._

_..-

Additions (net amount)-.-....--

_...

.-......

-----

Fixed assets at end of year --Year ended Dec. 31, 1917:

.-.-..

$6979. 54
$,

....-,

..

1,289, 883.06

55,

-5006.09
,.-

---

.....-

1,345,389. 15

i)Dpreciation...--..-..-..-._.

, .........

Balance ....-------------------------------.
Additions (net amount) ............---.--....-..

...--

...

Fixed assets at end of year
.---------.-.- --.-.Year ended Dec. 31, 1918:
-------------------------------.Depreciation

75, 488. 55
1, 26, 900. 60
81,813.62
1,351,714.22
80, 272. 44

--_-_----..
-_--.
-_
Balance----..z
Additions (net amount)--------------------- ------

- 1,271,441.78
- 88,501.05

1, 359,942.83
Fixed assets at end of year..-------------------fear ended Dec. 31, 1919:
86.209.00
---------------Depreciation -----.. --------------------Balance --------Additions (net amount) ------------------

--------...-------

1, 273, 733. 83
40,389.90

- 1,320, 123, 73
-----------.-----Fixed assets at end of year The accumulated reserve for depreciation in the foregoing schedule amounts
to $667,146.99 as at December 31. 1919. and the net total cost of the fixed
assets or the total cost thereof less the value of assets extinguished as at
December 31, 1919, amounts to $1,987,270.72.
The depreciation allowances in the foregoing Schedule No. 2 are figured
on the assets as at the beginning of the taxable period for all years except
1919, when a half year's depreciation is included in the assets acquired during the year.
This is done for the reason that the value of the assets in year 1920 undergo
a change on account of reorganization of the company and it is thought best
to determine the actual depreciation sustained on assets acquired during 1919
as near as practicable and include it in the calculations on the assets as at
the end of 1919 instead of carrying it into the succeeding year as has been
done for all prior taxable periods.
The capital invested in timber properties is dealt with in a separate report
by this section.
Recommended by:
W.

ROBERTSON,

Forces Valuation Engineer.
Approved.
CARL M. STEVENR,
Chief, Timber Section.
EXHIBIT No. 3
VALUATION REPORT BY TIMBER SEX'TION

APRIL 3, 1922.
Re Watab Pulp & Paper Co., Sartell, Minn.
Reference is made to the fifth paragraph of page 1 of the report of this office
dated November 23, 1921, wherein attention is called to the fact that the taxpayer uses a low rate of depreciation in the earlier life of its properties, then
doubles this rate in a later period, and then triples it during the high tax years.
This is the outstanding feature of this case, and irrespective of the provisions
of A. R. M. 106, on which the taxpayer bases its claims, the action taken is in
violation of articles 143, 161, 165, 166, and 839 of regulations 45.
It violates article 143 inasmuch as the operation of the taxpayer's plant has
not up to the present time been terminated on account of the obsolescence, nor
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has any substantial portion of the equipment been scrapp4el before the enld e
thile natural life.
Suchl antciplted obsolence'mwe as the taxpayer cites as evidence is of a kind
applicable to all of its competitors, inasmuch as it I.rtainsl to all industry
lice tist
iobsolstnc
wherein tile normal progress of the art makes for a gradual
in ar'tich 161.
is included in depreciation allowances ts provided for
The obsolescence cited oil upge 1 of the affidavit of 0. i..E. Weler. dated
of the
1)4cember 27, 1921, should be distributed in depreciation over the life that
is
is onel
property, for the reason that such obsolescetnce as is claimed
clearly recognizable at all periods and may be ualtlcpated it the ,otset of any
new enterprise.
The faster machines named by the affluent are iuntalltd in but a very small
number of mills at the present time, compared with the total in the industry.
the
In the few iills In which a very high speed machine has bHeeni installed
redu
sjwed for which the machine was designed has almost invariably beeni
in order to effect an economical operation.
These few installations have not been tihe means of compellin g any taxpayer
that
to scrap any good equipment installed in the past 15 years, for the reason
such few machines have been costly and have their attending disadvantages
thosa
as well as advantages over the general run of modern machines like
taxpayer.
this
by
owned
The consistency of method in writing off depreciation provided for in artlee
to de161 is violated, because it is not possible. in the art of paper making,
teriorate a plant three times as rapidly during one laeriod of its operating
existence as at some other period.
Only in case of abandonment of a property or in long periods of nonoperation
place.
could such excessive increase in deterioration processes take

The taxpayer's action violates article 1W5, because it is not a tecoglzed
trade practice.
Such increase in depreciation as has been claimed by other of the taxpayer's
competitors owprating under exactly the same conditions, and who increased
their production during the war perlod, has been in a majority of cases along
the lines of reasonability, and in such cases the claims have been allowed by
this office.
In the case of no pulp and paper prolirty has the taxpayer been permitted
an increase of as much as 80 per cent in the combined depreciation rate on
account of increase of operations due to war activities.
In order to place the members of this industry on terms of equality with
respect to tax liability it is necessary to accord to each one the same jut
allowance with respect to depreciation deductions.
The statements made in paragraphs 3, 5. and 6, of page 2 of the prior report
by this office, are matters of common knowledge in the pulp and paper lislness.
The increased wear and tear, due to increase in production, is almost
wholly sustained on machinery journals, bearings. and other minor parts for
which the taxpayer is allowed deductions by way of ordinary and Incidental
repairs.
This kind of expense if not incurred during the war period would necessarily be incurred in a following period and an allowance therefor would be
made against the gross income of some taxable period.
An addition to this sort of allowance against gross income in heavily increased depreciation charges is so far out of reason that the effect of allowing
the taxpayer's claims in the instant case would be unfair to all of its competitors.
Any knowledge on the part of other members of the pulp and paper industry
that a claim of this sort had been recognized and allowed in this office would
immediately result in the filing of credit and refund claims from numerous
taxpayers who were in the same position as this taxpayer with respect to war
activities.

The provisions of article 166 are violated by the taxpayer's action for the
reasons cited in the violation of article 143 and. further, that any modification
of the policy of writing off depreciation should apply against a March 1, 1918,
value of the property after which the useful life of the property may be
reestimated from that date, and then written off in equal annual installments
unless obsolescence subsequently becomes a clearly recognized and proven
factor in the case.
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The provisions of article 831), regulations 45, are violated for the reasons
cited in paragraphs 1 and 2, page 2, of the prior report by this office dated
November 29, 1921.
The taxpayer's entire argument is built up on the provisions of A. R. M.
106, the intention of which was to give relief to such taxpayers as had been
erroneousIly charging capital-account items into annual operating expense In
lien of setting up depreciation at what would have been necessarily a higher
rate if the capital itenis had Ieen charged to their proper accounts.
The taxpayer's own evidence indicates tha t it s not entitled to step up its
depreciation on account of that ruling and there is nothing in tihe new evidence
that Justifies a treatment of the case In accordance with such ruling.
Inconsistency and an attempt to write appreciation into its assets on the
part of the taxpayer under cover of A.
. M. 106 is apparent from the fact
that whereas a 2% per cent depreciation rate is claimed for the period from
1907 to 1911, a 5 per cent rate is then lsed with no reason whatsoever being
advanced that could le considered allowable since no let up in the repair policy
or overworking of the machines could be in any way claimed or justified in
the period from 1912 to 1915, inclusive.
It is hereby recommended that the case be acted upon in accordance with
the findings in the prior valuation report which is based on the logical position
that the taxpayer can not use a sliding depreciation scale, using very low
depreciation in the earlier life of the property and very high depreciation
when profits and taxes were high.
If the low rate claimed in the earlier life of the property is to be allowed
then a properly consistent rate must be taken in deductions from grow incomes ln the high tax years in the ration indicated on page 3 of the valuation
report of this office dated November 23, 1921.
Recommended byW. ROBERTHON.
Valuation Engineer.
Approved:
CARL M. STEVENS,

Chief Timber Sfection.
EXHIBIT No. 4

In re Watab Pulp & Paper Co., Sartell, Minn.

APaIL 11, 1923.

Mr. FAY,

Head of Dirition.
The case of the above-mentioned taxpayer has been reviewed in con. dlon
with the inclosed copy of letter from Mr. Condon H. Ronan to the Flambeau
Paper Co.
History of this case is somewhat as follows:
A field examination was made and the agent recommended a large amount of
additional tax to be assessed for 1917, 1918, and 1919. The 1917 tax was
assessed while the 1918 and 1919 additional assessments were never made. The
company filed claim for abatement of the 1917 tax. F. A. R. section, where the
claim was adjusted, allowed only a small portion of the amount claimed. This
action was based on the revenue agent's report, however, and as the report
was not based on fact, the action taken on the claim was naturally in error.
The additional tax shown by the revenue agent's report resulted from the
agent charging off large amounts of depreciation for years prior to 1917,
thereby reducing surplus.
In accordance with A. R. M. 106, such reduction in invested capital was disregarded and that shown by the books of the company accepted.
The report in question was fully sustained by the valuation engineer in
reports dated Novemler 23, 1921, and April 3, 1922.
The case was practically closed in manufacturing section, which section had
apparently accepted Mr. Ronan's report as submitted when it was requested
by the timber valuation section since, however, depletion is in no wise involved
(see valuation comment dated November, 1921), the case should have been
closed in manufacturing section.
After many conferences held in manufacturing section and in the natural
resources division, and viewed in the light of A. R. M. 106 and the other factors peculiar to the case, it was evident that the additional tax recommended
92919--25--PT 1816
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by the revenue agent was excessive. It must he borne in mind that the greater
amount of the additional taxes recommended for assessment by the revenue
agent were never made by the manufacturing section when the case was first
audited by said section.
To sum up, it appears that in the final adjustment of the ease Mr. Itnman did
succeed in having the additional tax reconmend"dI by the revenue agent
reduced by the percentage in his letter, although, as ht,:tt'I above, the addi.
tional taxes recommended for 1918 and 1919 were never assessed.
11. P. MAY, Re'ldent Auditor.

ExIBIT No. 5

MAY 7, 1923.
Minn. Data
Sartell,
Co.,
&
Paper
Pulp
Watab
re
Bright,
Memorandum for Mr.
attached: Returns for years 1915 to 1920. I. A. R. for years 190) to 1019,
dated July 29, 1920. Valuation reports for years 1909 to 1920.
The assets of this taxpayer were valued In reports of this office under dates
of November 23, 1921, and April 3, 1923, wherein the depreciation reserve and
depreciation deductions from gross income in each of the years covered by
the attached returns were determined in accordance with facts In tlhe case.
The audit on the case made in audit section F, by H. P. May, under A. J,
Barrett, section auditor, and reviewed by C. A. Appel, contains findings on
Important features of a technical character that are in disregard of the recommendations contained In the revenue agent's report and reports of tile valuation engineers. This final audit and assessment for years 1916 to 1919 also
disregards the work of the previous auditors on the case who were substantially
in agreement with the findings as set forth in the reports of both the revenue
agent and the timber section,
The revenue agent recommends an additional tax of $64,861.18 for 1917, and
a net additional tax for 1917 to 1919 of $137,052.95.
The auditors who closed the case found an overassessment of the original
taxes,as reported for 1917 of $17,954.19, and a net additional tax of less than
$6,000 for period 1916 to 1919, inclusive, which was chiefly due to the fact that
a higher net plant value as at January 1, 1917, was allowed in the closing audit
for those years than was properly allowable in accordance with (a) revenue
agent's report, (b) valuation reports by timber section (c) prior audit by J. H.
Polk, under Section Unit Auditor M. E. Palmer.
The reason for the contention of this office that the amount of capital invested in depreciable assets as allowed by the auditors that closed the case is
too high is clearly set forth in the valuation reports of tile timber section
dated November 23, 1921, and April 3, 1922.
The taxpayer's representative, Mr. Condon H. Ronan, had several conferences with this office shortly after the issue of A. R. M. 106, and it was then
clearly indicated that the taxpayer had erroneous conceptions of that memorandum as well as the subsequent 0. D. 1104.
During these conferences, the taxpayer brought forth the same arguments
that were set forth In the letter to'the revenue agent at St. Paul (stamped
" Received August 31,1920 "), and on its affidavit of December 27, 1921, by 0. L.
E. Weber, secretary and general manager.
These arguments were not considered sound by the revenue agents, and when
later reviewed in the timber section it was evident that under the circumstances
existing in the case they were extreme and unreasonable.
The sum and substance of the taxpayer's exceptions to the findings in the
revenue agent's report were that no matter how little depreciation has been
written off on its books during the earlier life of its properties, there was nothing in the laws and regulations to prevent it from taking a full measure of
depreciation against the gross incomes made in the years in which excess.
profits taxes were levied.
Thus during several years after the start of operations in year 1905, the taxpayer wrote off no depreciation whatsoever.
It is fully recognized by this office,that a taxpayer's surplus can not be
written down by arbitrary reductions or by theoretical formula on account of
accrued depreciation in cases where it is evident that the taxpayer maintained
the value of its depreciable properties by charging replacements and renewals
to operating expense.
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But the taxpayer in this case had given testimony to the effect that betterments and renewals were either capitalized or charged against the depreciation
reserve and that only the repairs were charged to expense in the earlier life of
the property the same as in the later taxable periods.
Therefore the actual costs of all the fixed assets were maintained in their
proper ' ount which was the capital or plant account, but the depreciable
portions thereof were not depreciated under any consistent method (refer to
page 2 of revenue agent's report) since in many years no depreciation was
taken on account of slack business periods and the effect of depreciation In reducing earnings during such periods.
When it became evident that, in order to set forth any proper claim to a
high rate of depreciation in the high tax years, some degree of consistency
would have to be shown in respect to depreciation on prior years, the accountants, Itonan and Herminghouse, employed by the taxpayer, made a reconstruction of the fixed asset account, taking over to the asset'side of the balance sheet
all of the replacements that had formerly charged against the reserve for depreciation which was constructed on a new basis of 2%1/per cent, 1007 to 1911;
5 per cent, 1912 to 1916; and 7-/ per cent, 1917 to 1919; for determniing net
values and depreciation allowances on the plant equipment.
This method was regarded by this office as inconsistent and not in accord
with sound practice, particularly with respect to the kind of properties used
In the taxpayer's operations.
If the depreciation is calculated on a sliding scale, from a minimum account
or nothing in the earlier life of a property to a maximum amount in its later
life, it is manifest that the opportunity to return adequate income in the later
years would be impossible of accomplishment under ordinary circumstances.
Only under the highly favorable circumstances due to the war could a fair
income have been returned under such method of charging off the cost of the
depreciable plant assets.
The only sound evidence submitted by the taxpayer as justifying the failure
to set up a depreciation reserve covering all years at consistent rates applied
to costs of the depreciable property in its earlier life as well as during the
war and postwar periods was the claim that repairs made during the war
peridl were not so adequate in maintaining the property as those made in
prior years.
In recognition of the validity of that claim this office allowed an increase in
the rate on machinery (which is the principal item that would be affected
by the change in repair policy) of 4% per cent per year for the years prior to
1917 to 6%/ per cent for years 1917, 1918, and 1919, and also allowed certain
other advances in the rates as warranted by the facts in the case.
It was considered that the taxpayer was entitled to increase the rate and
amount of depreciation over a normal rate and amount to such extent, and
only to such extent, as the general repair policy in 1917 to 1919 had, on account
of such reasons as were cited by the taxpayer, become less adequate in keeping
the deterioration of the plant within normal limits.
The extent to which such conditions has become manifest in a certain instance is a matter to be determined through a technical understanding of the
composition and operation of the particular kind of industrial activity under
investigation.
The Income Tax Unit has in its employ the services of engineers that are
required to be competent to fix the value of certain kinds of depletable and
depreciable property, which includes pulp and paper plants that manufacture
their finished product from timber.
The application of A. R. M. 106 and 0. D. 1104 to a specific case is purely a
matter of valuation of depreciable physical property, and as such should come
strictly under the jurisdiction of the valuation engineers reporting on the case.
Obviously it should not come under the jurisdiction of auditors who are
without sufficient knowledge of the particular kind of property under consideration to enable them even to enumerate the machines used in the business
and, therefore, have no means of determining whether or not A. It. M. 106 is
applicable to a given case.
As a matter of fact, the case in question contains one of the most flagrant
abuses of the application of A. H. M. 106 that has come to the attention of
this office.
In the closing audit of the case for years 1916 to 1919, inclusive, the taxpayer was allowed to set up an improperly constructed reserve for depreciation
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for the years prior to 1917 and then, without consulting the valuation section
(timber section), further action favorable to the taxpayer was taken with
respect to the depreciation allowances in years 1917. 1918, 1919, by increasing
the rates for those years, which had already Iben increased to an approximate
maximum in the timber-section report.
Not only was this action an unwarranted disregard of the valuation reptorb,
but it was also in disregard of the revenue agent's report on invested capital,
as shown on pages 13 and 14, under Schedules C and 11, wherein it was found
that the taxpayer's reserve for accrued depreciation was inadequate and in.
consistent with the depreciation deducted from gross incomes in years 1917 to
1919, inclusive.
The adjustment considered necessary by the examining officers was, there.
fore, made as shown in their report, and resulted in additional taxes in years
1917 to 1919, inclusive, as above cited.
This adjustment considered necessary by tile examining officers was, there.
fore, made as shown in their report, and resulted in additional taxes in yearn
1917 to 1919, inclusive, as above cited.
This office hereby enters protest on the auditors' action on the case and
considers it useless to report on year 1920 returns as requested until some
understanding is had as to the authority of auditors in making changes in
valuation reports.
As a cure for the violation and disregard of reports on questions of a strictly
technical nature, which should include the use and interpretation of A. R. M.
106 and depreciation of physical properties used In pulp, paper, and timber
operations, it is suggested that the audit sections of the natural resources divi.
sion be given definite written instructions to make no changes in the findings
contained in valuation reports without the written consent or a suppleletal
memorandum by the valuation section reporting on any case.
The attached exhibits of circular letters, written by the accountants em.
ployed by the Watab Pulp & Paper Co., to other taxpayers who have sent copies
of such letters to the commissioner asking advice, contain clear indications
that the foregoing recommendations are in order.
The committee on enrollment and disbarment have already taken under consideration the disbarment of the Watab Pulp & Paper Co.'s tax representative
on account of his using the name and case of this taxpayer for advertising
purposes and for stating how much of the additional tax recommended by the
revenue agent he has been able to have abated.
Chief, Timber Rection.
EXHIBIT No. 6
APrIL 16, 1921.
WATAB PULP & PAPER CO.,

Sartell, Minn,

Sins: An examination of your income-tax returns for 1909 to 1919. inclusive,

in connection with the report of internal revenue agent in charge at St. Paul,
Minn., dated July 29, 1920, indicates a further tax liability of $51,004.90, a
summary of which follows:
Additional
tax

Overpay.
ment

7.0 ....... ..
..............................
S..............
2 73 -.
..............................................................
S...................
120.22 ............
...........................................
...--1916 ..-- ....- ........ 74....................
................
191---17,111.39 -- -1919 .........................................................
1910 .........................................................................--

67.V
51,132.17
67.27 ......---------........

Net sditional tax to be asessed.................

..........

. 90 ..............
51,04O

Under authority conferred by section 252 of the revenue act of 1918 the overpayment for 1915 has been credited against the additional tax due for 1909.
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Due to limitations imposed by law the overpayments for 1911 and 1914 can
not Tbe refunded.
I pn careful consideration of the facts submitted in your bref this office is
of the opinion that the following rates are fair and reasonable for depreciation
sustained:
Per cent
5
---------........----........-....- ..Machinery and equipment
2
-----.
.
-----.--..-...Brick building ---------------------4
-----------------------Frame builditngW -------Dwellings ----------------------------------------------2
- ------.---------.--------------------------------Dam
71
_.---- .--..--------..
Furniture ant fixturesH...- ---..- 10
General and miscellaneous equipment----------------------10
-------- .---------Wood room ---------------------10
----------... ---Ventilators--.-.------.----------.-----In computing depreciation on machinery and equipment ia rate of 5 per cent
was used from 1007 to 1115, inclusive, and a rate of 7% per cent was used from
1916 to 1919, inclusive, In view of the fact that the machinery and equipment
were subject to extraordinary wear and tear during these years.
Depreciation was computed for a half year on all additions and betterments
instead of a full year, as shown in your brief.
Relative to the claim for obsolescence of the dam over the period from April
1, 1907, to December 31, 1921, due to the fact that you are contemplating building a new and modern structure at the end of this period, you are advised that
this office holds that obsolescence is a chargeable expense when it is definitely
determined and in the extent of the difference between the salvage or residual
value and the depreciated value at the date of destruction which shall Ihe
apportioned over the remaining life of the asset. Inasmuch as you intend to
use the old dam in the construction of the new one, a standard rate of 2 per
cent for depreciation is used, as It is thought that the dam will have a life of

at least 50 years.
The changes In the additional taxes and overpayments for 19109 to 1910,
inclusive, are due to adjusting the deductions for depreciation by using the
rates indicated above.
The decrease in the additional tax for 1918 is due to the following adjust-

ments:

(a) Repairs are increased from $66,892.93 to $72,788.83, due to allowing
$5,895.90 that was charged to the reserve for depreciation in error.
(b) Losses are increased by $3.887.73 due to allowing the losses on the old
machine roof and the old wood room.
(e) Depreciation is changed from $90),869.10 to $81.434.80 to agree with the
correct depreciation schedule.
(d) Invested capital is increased by $179,732.29, due to using the correct
depreciation and prorating the correct Federal income tax in the amount of
$89,747.48 instead of $60,009.18.
The decrease in the additional tax for 1919 is due to the following adjustments:
(a) Depreciation is changed from $94,921.86 to $89,350.37 to agree with the
corr',cted depreciation schedule.
b) Invested capital is increased by $194,964.97 due to using the correct
depreciation reserve and prorating the correct Federal income taxes.
It is noted that you did not execute a waiverror sign an amended return
consenting to an assessment of the additional tax for 1909, 1910, and 1916.
You are, therefore, requested to make voluntary payment to the collector of
internal revenue for your district of the balance due for 1909, $59.70; $26.73
for 1910; and $120.22 for 1916.
Your claim filed February 18, 1920, for the abatement of taxes assessed for
1917 has been. considered in determining the additional taxes previously Indicated. The final disposition of this claim will be made the subject of a separate communication.
The collector of internal revenue for your district will notify you as to
the time and manner of making payment of the tax for 1918 and 1919.
Respectfully,
Acting Deputy Commissioner.
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COLLECTOR OF INTERNAL REVENUE,

St. Paul, Minn.:
Reference is made to the report of internal revenue agent in charge at St
Paul, Minn.. dated July 21, 1920. which indicates an additional tax as follows:
Additional

Overpay.

$127.0

.............

tax

10................--...-----

..-----...-.................................

191-----------------------------..........................................................................
1916.........................
.........
...................................
191-----------------------.........................................................................

meont

2.73.......
.
.22 .............
1918...--..--------.-----.
..----------...
..------.---------------33,740. 80 ..........
1919-----.........................---------------------------------.......
1711.39 ..............
..............

i1,132. 17

67.27

Net additional tax to be esessed......................................

51,064.

It is noted that the corporation did not file an amended return
consenting to the assessment of an additional tax due for 1909,
1916. You are therefore requested to make informal demand for
1909, $26.73 for 1910, and $120.22 for 1916, and advise this office
thereof.

7.7

-......
............

or waiver
1910, and
$59.76 for
the result

Acting Deputy Commissioner.
EXHIBIT No. 7
SEPTEMBER 19, 1922.
WATAB PULP & PAPER CO.,
,artell, Minn.
SIRs: The audit of your income-tax returns filed for the years 1910 to 1919,
inclusive, and verified by your books of account and records indicates an additional income-tax liability for 1916, 1918, and 1919, and overassessment for
1917, summarized and explained as follows:
1916
Net income reported on original return........--............--$61,400.00
---Depreciation deducted in return .---...---------40, 000. 00
Depreciation deducted on books-------......
Depreciation disallowed ---------

---------

$253,.270.61

21,400.00

------------

274.670.00

Net income corrected ----------.----------.------Tax due at 2 per cent.---------.---------------------Tax previously assessed--------------------------------Additional tax due -------------------------------

-

5, 493, 41
065. 41
426.00

1917
Your net income is increased to $347,637.50 and is subject to tax as follows:
$56, 313.88
Excess-profits tax. -----------------------------------5,826.47
Income tax at 2 per cent--------------------------------11,652.94
Income tax at 4 per cent-------------------------------

----------------------Total ---------------$91,921.98
Tax assessed ---- -------------------------Less amount abated on Schedule 5594, June, 1921---

73,793.29

174.50

Overassessment-------------------------------

91,747.48
17,954.19
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Following are the adjustments which have been made in your net income:
$333,471.27
Net Income reported on amended return-------------------$98,186.35
Depreciation deducted---------------------84,020.12
Depreciation allowed ------------.-------.14, 166.23
---. . ---. --------Net income corrected .---Invested capital is computed as follows:
---------------Capital Btock outstanding -------.--------------------------------Surplus
Dividends accrued-----------------------------------Rents credited in error to real estate and plant account------

347,6 37.50
1 295,650.00
268,019.87
1,458.37
826.50

1,565,454.74
----------.---Invested capital Jan. 1, 1917---Less:
1916 salaries paid in January, 1917, charged to
$2,000.00
surplus-------------------------Income tax for 1916 of $5,493.41 prorated for
six and sixteeL-thirtleths months------- - 2,990.86
4,990.86
Corrected invested capital---------------...---1,560,463.88
Since representative concerns dia not earn in excess of 7 per cent during
the pre-war years, your deduction for excess-profits tax purposes has been
computed at the rate of 7 per cent.
$109,232.47
---- -------------------7 per cent of $1.560,43.88 ----3,0000
Exemption-----------------------------------------Excess-proflts deductions. -------.-------------------

112,232.47

1918
Your net Income as corrected is $293,592.80 and is subject to tax as follows:
Profits tax---------------------------------.
---$86,182.88
Income tax at 12 per cent-------------------------------24,649.19
Total ..--.
------------------Tax previously assessed...--------------------..------...
Additional tax due.------------------

-

----.

110,832.07
94,879. 87

-----..

15, 952. 20

The following adjustments have been made in your net income:
Net income reported on amended return---.......-----............
$104.730.21
Depreciation deducted -----------------------------------.87,
,
394. 56
Depreciation allowed -----

$276, 257. 15
17,335.65

Corrected net income --.

-----.-----..--293,592. 80
Invested capital is adjusted as follows:
$1,565,454.74
-----------------.----.
Invested capital Jan. 1, 1917---- $347,637.50
Net income for 1917 ---------------------

Less:
----.------Ae ued salaries ..
1911 income tax ..-------------.
Dividends paid --------------Dontlons ---------------------

$2, 000.00
, 493.41
17, 500. 00
1,238.00

20,231.41
321,400.09

Invented capital Jan. 1, 1918---....------------------

1,886,860.83

*Pencil notation on original: The allowance of this surplus is a direct violation of the
recommendations in the R. A. R. and valuation report.
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Les :
Dividend of $19,434.75 paid Feb.
rated for 334 days-..-.---.-Income tax for 1917 of $73,793.29,
20K) days ---------------

1, 1918, pro$17, 784.13
--------.
prorated for
------------. 40,434. 68
$58, 218.81

Invested capital as adjusted---------.- --.-.

.--..

1,828,642.02

1919
Your net income as corrected is $382,414.06 and is subject to tax as follows;
Profits tax ..----------.--- -_..--...- ----------- .--.
$44, 480.
Income tax at 10 per cent- -----....----------33,564.83
Total --------------------------Previously assessed------------------------------

--

Additional tax due--------------------------------Your net Income has been adjusted as follows:
Net Income reported on amended return-------------------Depreclatio deducted .---.------------ ------- $108, 200. )1
Depreciation allowed-...---------------------89, 751.01

78,044.
70, 987.9W
7,056. 79
$363, 958.7
18,455.30

Corrected net income ------.----..--. ----------.-382, 414.06
Invested capital is computed as follows:
Invested capital Jan. 1, 1918 --------------------..--------$1,880,860.83
Net income for 1918 ------.----------------- $293. 592. 80
Nontaxable income for 1918 --------------.---255. 54
293, 848.34
2,180, 709.17
Less:
Income tax for 1917 ---------------------Dividends paid in 1918-------------------Treasury stock purchased during 1918----. ---

73, 793. 29
95, 206. 00
2,200.00
--

Invested capital Jan. 1, 191--... -----------------Less income tax of $110,832.07 for 1918 prorated from the dates
when due and payable ----------------------------

171,

)199.
29

2, 00), 50. 88
46, 837.85

Corrected invested capital--------...
..-------------1, 062, 672.03
Schedule showing method of computing depreciation is attached.
The overassessment for 1917, shown herein, will be made the subject of a
certificate of overassessment which will reach you in due course through the
office of the collector of internal revenue for your district and will he applied
by that official in accordance with section 252 of the revenue act of 1921.
You will be given 30 days from the date of this letter to present any excelp
tion to this proposed assessment and to show cause or reason why the sane
should not he listed and paid. This may be done either by a sworn statement
of facts or exceptions submitted within the above period, or at a conference
in this office which may be arranged upon request for a date prior to the
expiration of such period.
Payment should not be made until a bill is received from the collector of
internal revenue for your district, and remittance should then he made to him.
You are requested to fill out and return to this office the enclosed blank form
of waiver consenting to the assessment of the additional tax for 1916 as noted
above, or in lieu thereof make voluntary payment to the collector for your district within 30 days from the date of this letter.
Respectfully,
E.

H.

BATON,

Deputy Commissioner.
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Depreciation schedule, Watab Pulp & Paper Co.
Ae

t

at

figured forDeducUon Additions

befinnig (figured for

of year

half yea ) Full yea

1917
Dar -... ...............
814,04,52 ........-4,Of 61 ...... ..
Squipment................ 747,88t&2
$97,628.06 O0,97& 27 $W 800.72
Brtclkbuillngs--....-------530,923.48
849.02 1,M66.31 .......
Frame buldings.-.......-.. , .
...........
177.00 ...........
Furnitureandxtures......
041. 02
10.10 -...
....
1, 2 77
Dwellings ...............4-,431.4............ 1.....
0,08.05
Misewllaneous plant equipment ....-...----12,329.35
1,735.12 4,312.92 ...........
Ventlator......-.....------.....
434.86 ........... 1,547.31 ...........
Wood-room equipment ................ ............ 2,03.............
Machlne-room roo..............................
...........
Total-................

...-..

.........--

1918
Dam...... ------------- 319,620.13
Equipment.....-........--.
791,229. 15
Brick buildings........-..-631,739.75
Frame buildings.......... 17, 146.65
Furnilre and fixtures......
,324.9
Dwellings ...........-----..
15,459.80
Miscellaneous plant equipment... ...--......-..- 14, 07.15
Ventilators...-....- ...... 15,98200
Wood.room equipment....
2,503.56
Machine-room roof...-----..
-------Total..-..--....---...----

Total.---------...,...-.

----

823.74 ..........
5,567.53
28,415.17
--...........
2,410.78 .........
378.73
281.08
.........
13,593.75

............
..
......
..... ...
.---...

1,081.81
7,170.68
18,576.27
12,294.6
,

mount

Rate

e

M

r
$319, 20.13 8.8 $12,145. 8
,76,047.82 &.
61,f78.11
532,164.6 ' 3.0 15,094.93
17,14t&
4.
771.40
4, 3.&
16 10.0
48.32
10,448.48
2.8
292.47
15,774.71 10.0
1,982.00 & 0
2,503.66
6
......... .........

---------.......

............
2,193.42
4,952.65
....-....-...........
1,281.35

........... --- ------

11919
Dam.......----..--...
...
320,443.87
Equipment.-..-....--.... 818,018.43
Brick buildings......---....-. 26787.10
Frame buildings.......--.
19.557.43
Furniture and fixturee......
5,984.40
Dwellings -..............-- 27,772.90
Miscellaneous plant equipment ............-........ 15, 88.
Ventilators ...---....--..23,152.74
Wood-room equipment-.... 21,079.83
Machine-room roof......... 12,294.6

r
Net

-

Half yer

.

1,677.47
968.92
162.74
.

4,020.12

320,443.87
3.8
807,407.565 6.5
529, 23.42 3.0
19,557.43 4.5
5,843.86 10.0
21,616.70 2.8

12,178.87
2,481.40
15,877.90
880. 0
584.39
05.27

............
.........
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1Pencll
note on original: Where does a 3 per cent rate on brick buildings come from?
Life is at least 45 years.

MEMORANDUM

BY

TIMbER SECTION, WATAB PULP &
INCLUSIVE

PAPFR CO.,

1913

TO 1919,

NOVEMBEB 25, 1921.

This company acquired timberlands prior to 1011 and small additions were

made in subsequent years. Purchases are carried on the books at cost. In
the revenue agent's report it is stated that its pulp wood Is purchased from

other owners and that none of the taxpayer's timber has been cut. Depletion
of timber is therefore not involved at present.
Recommended by:

Approved:

D. P. TIERNEY,
Forest Valuation Enyineer.
CARL M.

STEvaEN,

Chief, Timber Section.

Mr. GREGO. In that connection I would like to point out that depreciation is involved in every corporation case that arises. It is
impossible for us to have that gone into by engineers in every case.
The auditors have to do it.
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Mr. MANSON. It at least can be gone into by industries.

Mr. GT'REG. Well, it varies, of course, in an industry. We do
always refuse to set fixed rates for an industry, because it varies on
account of the peculiar conditions in each case.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. How do the auditors arrive at a
figure of 71/ per cent?
Mr. GREGo. I do not know anything about that case.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Well, how do they arrive at it
ordinarily, if they do not look at it from an engineering standpoint?
Mr. GREGG. Is this the case of a pulp and paper company?
Mr. MANSON.

Yes.

Mr. GREOG. I happen to know that the rates set by Great Britain
for the composite rates of pulp and paper companies is 7% per cent,
and we use that to a certain extent.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Is that not wholly inconsistent
with your idea that you do not know, and that you do not estimate
depreciation by industries?
Mr. GREOG. Yes, sir. I did not say we were following the British,
but their rates are known to the department, and they are sometimes
considered. We do not apply them flat-footedly to an industry,
though.
Senator JONES Of New Mexico. How do you determine when to
apply it, and not to apply it, unless you consider it from an engineering standpoint?
Mr. GREGO. There may be factors shown in an individual case,
such as the question of overtime. I am wondering whether the plant
was working overtime in 1917, 1918, and 1919.
Mr. MANSON. Yes; but the engineers pointed out that that machinery was designed to run that fast, that it could not be made to
run any faster, that it was designed to operate 24 hours a day, and
that the depreciation rate was fixed upon that basis, so that while
speeding it up may be a factor, the overtime was not, and that
even under those conditions the parts that would wear, such as
bearings, etc., were taken care of out of maintenance and not out
of depreciation, and there was no possible condition under which
depreciation could be doubled, to say nothing about trebling it.
In this case I call attention to the fact that the taxpayer had
taken 2.5 per cent when there was no income tax, 5 per cent when it
1/ per cent in the high years.
was low, and 7%
The CHAIRMAN. On what theory, I would like to ask Mr. Gregg,
could an auditor arrive at a depreciation rate if he is not required
to consult engineers? Just assume that I am an auditor going over
a case of a paper mill. Just what basis would I use to arrive at the
depreciation rate?.
Mr. GREG.. As a guidepost or starting point, I do not know what
data we have outside of the rates which have been set in Great
Britain. Do you know, Mr. Arundell?
Mr. ARUNDELL. No; I do not.
Mr. GREGG. Where they have their ratings on different types of
machinery and in the industry they are the starting points. We
have never applied them 100 per cent.
The CHAIRMAN. Where there is a dispute, as there was in this
case, between the engineers and the auditors, who would you consider the most competent to determine the depreciation rate?
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Mr. GREGG. I should say the engineers.
The CHAIRMAN. Then you would not justify the audit section in
overriding the engineers on a question of depreciation?
Mr. GRECoo. They might do it here, but I would not ordinarily.
Here is a case where we have to have the engineers pass upon engineering questions-The CHAIRMAN. But here is a case where they did pass upon them,
and the rate was not used.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Unless you do it by industries, it
seems to me it is an engineering question, not an auditing question.
Mr. GiREcG I assume that properly it is an engineering question.
It would be desirable, I suppose, if we had the engineers available,
to have them pass on all depreciation questions; but we do not have
the engineers available to do that.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. And do you not, as a matter of
fact have a standard for general purposes, based upon an industry?
Mr. GREGG. As a starting point; yes, sir.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. And is not that starting point
necessarily an engineering question?
Mr. GREcO. I think that is true.
Mr. MANsoN. I have a report here on the case of the Kerr Turbine
Co.

The material point in this case is that the officers, the two principal officers of the company, had a contract with the company under
which they were to receive as their compensation 4 per cent of the
gross sales, to be paid when, in the discretion of the directors, the
company was financially able to pay it.
This 4 per cent of gross sales, even though not paid under that contingent arrangement, was permitted as a deduction from the income
of the corporation, but upon the ground that they had not actually

received it, and the officers of the corporation did not include it in
their own income for the purposes of taxation.
The CHAIRMAN. In other words, your contention is that it should
not have been set up by the corporation, unless it was paid ?
Mr. MANsON. My contention is that it should not have been set up,
unless it was at least a fixed liability.
Mr. G(HEG. You do not contend, though, do you, Mr. Manson, that
the fact it was not included as income by the stockholders necessarily
deprives the corporation of the deduction?
Mr. MANSON. No, sir; I do not.
Mr. GREGG. In other words, a corporation may accrue a salary
liability which is not income to the official or employee ?
Mr. MANSON. Absolutely; I admit that.
'Ihe CHAIRMAN. Assuming that as correct, has the bureau any systern to follow up, after the corporation has once accrued this liability,
to see that it is actually paid?
Mr. GREGG. When it is paid, the corporation is required to make
an information return, which is checked against the individual's
returns.
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The CHAIRMAN. Oh, yes; that is understood. But suppose it is
never paid; what then ? Does the bureau have any basis for check-

ing up to see whether that may not be a fictitious set-up?

Mr. GRFAo. In the subsequent audit of the corporation's accounts
that would be determined, For example, every corporation accrues
hundreds of items, and in the audit for subsequent years we determine whether they are paid or not.
The CHAIRMAN. That question is asked?
Mr. GREOG. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. The bureau does check up to see whether the reserves not paid in one year are really paid in subsequent years?
Mr. GREGo. Oh, yes. Of course, we may miss them once in a while.
Mr. MANSON. The report in connection with this case is as follows
This corporation was organized July 9, 1004, under the laws of the State
of New York.
It was engaged in the manufacture of steam turbines and gears.
On November 30, 1121, Henry C. Kelly, revenue agent, submitted a report
of his examination of the books of this taxpayer for the fiscal years from
April 30, 1917, to April 30, 1921, inclusive. He recommended the assessment
of the following additional taxes:
Fiscal year 1917 ....--.----.-------...------.--- $736.17
Fiscal year 1919 ------------.-..
------------------ 7,161.03
Fiscal year 1920 ---------------------------------------29,473.43
Fiscal year 1921--.....----------.------------18,684.02
Total additional tax-----..
-------------.
------- 56, 55,55
Among other things in his report, he stated that" The taxpayer employed accountants to close his books and prepare return.
In general their work was above the average, but in some cases they erred, as
mentioned in my report. This business is highly organized and an elaborate
cost system is maintained, so that they can tell the cost of each item in their
business. This business of determining cost is carried to great detail and
elaborate reports to arrive at percentages are prepared. It was necessary to,
use some of this data for my purpose, but in general I could not hope to go
far Into the cost system since the results were controlled. The consulting
accountants took some two or three months to prepare their audit. I consider the entire affair as too big for one to grasp, unless he were actually
here when thewe audits were prepared."
The minutes of the corporation show that at the annual meeting of the
board of directors on July 5, 1917, the following resolution was adopted:
" Whereas, in lieu of any fixed salaries, the compensation allowed the president-and treasurer for financing and managing the affairs of this corporation
since the reorganization of the company, was fixed at 4 per cent per annum of
the gross sales; and
' Whereas this allowance applies on the amount of unfilled orders on the
books of this company on May 1, 1917, amounting to the sum of $1,232,956.33;
and
"Whereas Mr. F. P. Merrill, president, and Paul B. Hanks, treasurer, have
at this meeting offered to relinquish said agreement and compensation at a
net saving to the company of $12.329.55 on orders already accrued on the
books; and offer to accept 3 per cent allowance of the monthly shipments in
lieu thereof: Be it
"Reolred, That the offer of Messrs. Merrill & Hanks be accepted, but in
view of the present and probable future financial necessities of the company
that said compensation be credited to an accrued commission account, to be
drawn upon by Messrs. Merrill & Hank.s only when in the opinion of the
directors the financial condition of the company will permit, except that the
treasurer will be permitted to draw a salary of $250 per month."
Under the authority of this resolution the taxpayer set up on its books as
commissions accrued to Messrs. Merrill & Hanks the following amounts:
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F. P. Merrill, fiscal year 1918, $11,084.39: fiscal year 1919, $19,544.87; fiscal
year 1920, $11,457.57; and fiscal year 1921, $8,934.48.
p. B. Hanks, fiscal year 1918, $25,108.79: fiscal year 1919, $29,089.77; fiscal
year 1920, $22,915.21; and fiscal year 1921, $38.880.53; making totals as follows:
Fiscal year 1918, $30,253.18; fiscal year 1919, $48,634.64; fiscal year 1920,
$34,372.69; and for the fiscal year 1921, $47,815.01.
For the fiscal year 1922, P. P. Merrill, blank, and P. B. Hanks, $9,809.31;
making a total for that year of $9,809.31.
The taxpayer claimed that as these amounts represented commissions that
were actually accrued and set up on their hooks, they were properly deductible
from their gross income for Income-tax purposes. These deductions were allowed by the Income Tax Unit.
An examination of the returns of the president and treasurer, above named,
tor the years from 1917 to 1921, Inclusive, shows that they reported the following income as having been received from this taxpayer:
For 1917, F. P. Merrill, $9,351.6: P'. B. Hanks, $21,751.95: total, $31,103.61.
For 1918, P. B. Hanks, $6,300: 1919, 1. B. Hanks, $4,500; 1920, P. B. Hanks,
,$6.027.50: and for 1921, P. B. Hanks, $9.406.03.
The difference between the amount deducted by the corporation on account
of these accrued commissions and the amounts of compensation reported by the
officers Is $119,547.09, which amount has escaped taxation.
In examining the return of Mr. F. P. Merrill for the year 1918, the revenue
agent reported as additional income for the year 1918 the amount of $11,084.39,
representing the sum set up by the corporation on its books as accrued commissions to the credit of Mr. Merrill, which, however, he failed to report in
his return. Objection by the legal representative of Mr. Merrill, who died in
1920, was made, and a conference was held on January 12, 1923, a report of
which is as follows:
" Objection was also made to the inclusion in 1918 of $11,084.39 as having
been received from the Kerr Turbine Co. It was contended by the representative that this amount was not set aside or made available to the taxpayer by
this corporation, but was merely accrued on the hooks of the company, as
shown by an affidavit from Clyde E. Schultz, secretary of the Kerr Turbine
Co. Reference to the affidavit Indicates that this amount was credited to an
accrued commission account to be drawn upon by the taxpayer only when in
the opinion of the board of directors the financial condition of the company
would permit, and in view of the representative's statement that the board of
directors never authorized the withdrawal of any amount on account of constant losses of the corporation, the amounts could not he legally withdrawn.
It is the opinion of the conferee that this amount was not actually received
as income for that year in arriving at the taxpayer's tax liability.
"It should be further noted that the representative stated that each year
up until the date of the taxpayer's death the 3 per cent allowance on monthly
shipments was credited by the 'dtVpration to the accrued commission account,
but has never been withdrawn or authorized to be withdrawn, even by the
estate, on account of the fact that the Kerr Turbine Co. Is on the verge of
bankruptcy and the collection of this amount would immediately cause the
concern to be thrown into the hands of a receiver. In view of the evidence
submitted, it is recommended that the amount of $11,084.39 he eliminated
from the taxpayer's income for 1918 and that adjustments be made accordingly."
Inder date of January 18, 1924, W. P. Mays, internal revenue agent in
charge, Buffalo. N.. Y. submitted a report of Internal Revenue Agent W. J.
Carr on his investigation for estate tax purposes of the estate of Frederick P.
Merrill. In this report Mr. Carr includes as an asset an account against the
Kerr Turbine Co., Wellsville, N. Y., $51.021.31, representing unpaid commissions due Mr. Merrill at the tmne of his decease. The estate tax return as
submitted by the executors of the decedent reported this asset at the value of
$25.000. The agent stated as follows:
"This account was verified at the office of the Kerr Turbine Co. Mr. L. E.
Hopkins, treasurer of this company, states that this account Is made up of a
stipulated percentage basis of profit of the business which decedent was to
receive as salary as president of the company for his financial assistance rendered to the company. This percentage of the profits as shown by the books
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of the company covers a period from April 30, 19l18, to December 14, 1920,
when decedent ceased to act as president to the company, and was as follows:
Balance to Apr. 30, 11)18 -..---------------. ----..----....
$11, 084.39
May 1, 1918, to May 1, 199l.-....--.---------------..-11, 544.87
May 1, 1919, to Dec. 14, 1920 -------------------------------8, 734.48
Total -----------------------------.. ----------- 5 1. 021.31
"Mr. Hopkins states further that the sum of $51,021.31 had actually accrued
to this decedent up to the date of death and was an enforceable obligatiIn
of the company and that the company had to pay that sumi to the estate by
si'Iing and delivering the company's promissorry notes for the full amount
as recommended herein."
It appears from the record that Mr. Merrill,' president of this taxpayer,
adopted various means for the purpose of evading income tax. Agent t'arr
reports on this question as follows:
" Fred A. Robbins, Esq., Hornell, N. Y.. states that this decedent was a
monomaniac on the subject of tax. Decedent continually pestered Mr. Ito).
bins to assist himl in his efforts to elimtinte such high taxes, stating that the
Government was taking all he made, and would sit in Mr. Itobdins's offlle
with a pencil and pad and descrilw to Mr. ltolbins how by a system of pyramid.
ing figures the Government would eventually take a man's entire income and
his property.
" Further, that the decedent made business trips to New York City about
every other week pertaining to the silk industry. purchasing silk and watch.
lng the market, as this decedent, when he made a purchase, would take over
100 bales at one time, being such a heavy buyer that his purchases were felt
all over, even in Japan, when the market would jump 3 to 4 Idolts. That
the decedent made his purchases through a Iapanese firm in New York City:
that some time between the fall of 1919 and June, 11)20, this decedent nae
quired in anlunknown manner blank shipping bills of the Japanese firm in
New York City. That at various times during the aforementioned period
this deedent, in his effort to defeat the income taxes, would make out a
bill against the Merrill Silk and Merrill Hosiery Cos. upon a typewriter
that he had at his home for a fraudulent shipment of silk, and mail it from
New York City, and return to Hornell, make out a check in Itayment thereof
to himself, take it to New York City upon his next trip and delpsit it to his
personal credit at the Liberty National Bank in New York City. The charge
for the silk was made upon the books of the two companies but the silk
was never delivered. This decedent did not endeavor to defraud his fellow
associates in these companies; that on or about June, 1920, the tlecedent purchased New York City bonds with a greater portion of the money he procured
in this manner and went to each of his associates and gave them a prolmir.
tionate share, telling them as he made the donation, 'These are yours. Don't
ask any damn questions.' That when he gave Mr. B, . De Witt, lornell,
N. Y., his honds, Mr. De Witt told the decedent he would go to jail if he did
not Watch out. The decedent told him to mind his own damn business and
was very angry.
"That after decedent's death these transactions were discovered upon the
books of the companies and brought to the attention of the executors, who
made an investigation by procuring a copy of the decedent's deposits and
withdrawals at the Liberty Bank aforesaid, and tallied approximately with
the amount of bonds distributed by the decedent to his associates in the two
companies. A settlement of this matter was had by the companies and the
executors and set forth under Schedule I of this report."
The executor, according to Mr. Carr's resort, reimbursed the Merrill Silk
Co. and the Merrill Hosiery Co. in the sum of $190,566.19 and $131,5(4,64,
respectively, for the purpose of making good the defalcations of Mr. Merrill,
who had been president of each of his companies.
Regardless of the fact that the report of Agent Carr in regard to the character of the president of this taxpayer was tiled in the Internal Revenue Bureau. the records fail to indicate that any effort was made by the Income Tax
Unit to collect the taxes due the Government on thr items of commissions
which had been accrued on the books of the taxpayer In favor of its president
and treasurer but not paid.
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The resolution referred to above adopted by the taxpayer providing for
the playmenlt of a conuiNssionl of 3 per cent of the gross sales was not sufficient
authority for deducting the accrued commissions from the income of the taxpayer. as it provided for the payment of conunission onl y upon a certain contigpency; that

s, "only

when

thelll
n the opinion

he directors the financial

condition of thet compally will permit." If the financial condition of the company was such that it coulhl not pay its officers. the officers could not enforce
the paynitit of the commission, or if the financial condition would permlt
of such payments. but in tlhe opinion of the directors the theintincial condition

wouldlinot permiit such payment, the offers could not enforce the company to
comlwlesate them. so that no deductions should have been allowed the taxpayer on Iiccounlt of these accrued omissions, from its income, andi such
dcdluctioll should not he allowed until the actual time of payment or at such
time as the amount was set up on its books and available to its officers to
such an extent that they could have enforced their rights by an action at law.

Mr. MANSON. That is all I have to present this morning.
The CHAIRMAN. We will adjourn until 10 o'clock to-morrow
morning.
(Whereupon, at 12.30 o'clock p. m., the committee adjourned until
to-morrow, Thursday, May 28, 1925, at 10 o'clock a. m.)

INVESTIGATION OF THE BUREAU OF INTERNAL REVENUE
THURSDAY, MAY 28, 1925

UNITED STATES SENATE,
SPECIAL COMMITTEE TO INVESTIGATE THE
BUREAU OF INTERNAL REVEINE,

lVashington, D. C.
The committee met at 10 o'clock a. m., pursuant to adjournment of
yesterday.
Present: Senators Couzens (presiding), Watson, Ernst, and Jones
of New Mexico.
Present also: Mr. L. C. Manson, counsel for the committee, and
Mr. Raleigh C. Thomas, investigating engineer for the committee.
Present on behalf of Bureau of Internal Revenue: Hon. McKenzie
Moss, Assistant Secretary of the Treasury; Mr. C. R. Nash, Assistant to the (Commissionerof Internal Revenue; and Mr. A. W. Gregg,
solicitor, Bureau of Internal Revenue.
The CHAIRMAN. You may proceed now, Mr. Manson.
Mr. M.ANSON. I want to call the committee's attention to the matter
of the taxes of the General Motors Co. and the General Motors Corlxpration for the year 1917.
On the original return the General Motors Co. paid a tax of
$1,278,519.56.
Subsequently there was assessed against the General Motors Co.
for 1917-that is, in February, 1923-an additional tax of $7,105,554.91.
The General Motors Corporation paid on their original return a
tax of $3,911,016.22.
The CHAIRMAN. For the same year ?
Mr. MANSON. For the same year.
Senator WATSON. Is there a difference between the General Motors

Co. and the General Motors Corporation? '
Mr. MANSON. The one succeeded the other in 1917.
In June, 1920, there was assessed against the General Motors Corporation an additional tax of $10,008,899.94, making a total additional assessment against these two corporations, one of which succeeded the other, of $17,114,454,85.
After these additional assessments were made claims in abatement
were filed, which I understand have not been disposed of.
There are two questions that arise with reference to which I desire
to have Mr. Gregg give the committee some information.
Senator ERNST. Do I understand that this case has not been finally
determined?
3909
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Mr. MANMON. No; it has not been; but there are two questions
involved here, one of which is the question whether, inasmuch as the
statute of limitations has run-and there are no waivers, I understand, in this case-against the assessment, it has not also run against
the collection of these taxes; and the other question is as to when
interest, if the statute has not run, begins to run on deficiencies found
in the 1917 tax.
As to the first question, the statute of limitations as to the collection of taxes was the same-that is, for 1917-as the statute of limitations for the assessment of taxes, and while there have been these
extra assessments--the assessments have been levied within the statute-they have not been collected within the statute.
The United States Circuit Court of Appeals has recently heldthat is, as I understand the decision-that proceedings by the department by distraint come within the limitations of the statute, the same
as proceedings in court do, and yesterday I called Mr. Gregg on the
phone and asked him to inform the committee this morning as to the
effect of those decisions and as to the present status of this and simi.
lar cases, of which there must be a great many.
Mr. GREGG. This whole question goes back pretty far. Under the
old acts the practice used to be to assess the tax and fight out the
points at issue on the claim in abatement. The policy was afterwards
changed to thresh them out first and then make the assessment. The
old policy was to make the assessment and have the taxpayer file a
claim in abatement, and then fight out the points which are in dispute.
Senator WATSON. When was that policy changed, Mr. Gregg?
Mr. GREG. The 1924 act changed it.
Senator WATSON. Oh, yes.
Mr. GREGG. And the 1921 act changed it, too.
Mr. MANSON. Under the 1921 act you have a period within which
you can make an assessment, and then you have an additional period
of time within which you can make the collection; is not that right?
Mr. GREGa. That is right.
The CHAnIMAN. Mr. Nash does not seem to agree with that.
Mr. NASH. There have been some changes as to the time within
which to make collection.
Mr. GREco. There is under the 1921 act. The 1921 act gives four
years for the assessment and five years for the collection for taxes
due under that act.
The CHAIRMAN. What is the 1924 act? I am not clear on that. is
it the same as the 1921 act?
Mr. GRFG.. Yes; it keeps the period of limitations the same, but I
was making the point that Mr. Manson raised. The result was that
we would make the assessment within the period, and it might be.
several years before the tax would be collected. We would be fighting
out the different points involved in the assessment.
Mr. MANSON. That is, you would make the assessment, the taxpayer would file a claim in abatement, and a period of time would
elapse, which would carry the matter over the statute of limitations
for the assessment?
Mr. GREGG. Yes. When the 1921 act was in the Senate a provision
was put in 250 with reference to the tax under the old act, prior to
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the 1921 act. The language is that no suit or proceedings for collection of the tax shall be begun within five years after the time the
return was filed. When it was in the Senate the department suggested an amendment, to say that no suit or proceeding in court,
so as to clearly except distraint proceedings. Senator Smoot offered the amendment on the floor of the Senate, and Senator Reed
of Missouri objected to it. They got into some discussion on the
point, and it was dropped and never brought up again.
Immediately after the act was passed the taxpayers contended
that if the tax was assessed within the statutory period, but not collected within the period, the department could take no steps to collect it, because distraint was a proceeding which was barred by the
statute after a lapse of five years.
We took the position that distraint was not a proceeding of that
kind, and that if the tax was assessed within the period, we could
collect it by distraint at any time thereafter.
There is an opinion of the solicitor on that point.
The first case brought to test was the Du Pont case, where the tax
was assessed withir the five-year period, but there was some controversy in connection with the reorganization of the company as
to whether it was income, and it was finally settled by the Supreme
Court in the Phellis case.
After the lapse of the five-year period, when we attempted to
collect the tax, the taxpayer attempted to enjoin us.

Mr. Moss. In the Phellis case?
Mr. GRElco. No; the Du Pont case. It went to the Supreme Court.
He contended that we had no right to collect the tax by distraint
after the five-year period. The court upheld the action of the
department, but on the ground not that we had a right to collect
the tax after the five-year period but they put the decision entirely
on section 3234 of the Revised Statutes, and stated that the collection of the tax could not be enjoined in any case.
Mr. MANSON. And Du Pont paid the tax, did he not?
Mr. GRu . He paid the tax.
Mr. MANSON. Yes.

Mr. GEOG. We compromised the penalties, and he paid the tax.
Mr. MANSON. Yes.

Mr. GaREo. That settled the matter of enjoining collection.
Senator WATSON. They did not decide it on the point on which
it was taken up at all, then?
Mr. GRE(uo. No, sir.
Mr. MANSON. No.
Mr. GREGO. They did not pass on that question at all. Subsequently, the question has gone to court in a good many cases, and
I have here one decision passing squarely on the point.
Senator ERNST. Is that a decision of the Supreme Court?
No; it is a district court decision and, of course, we
Mr. Ga(REa.
are going up on it. We have not acquiesced in it.
Mr. MANSON. Before you come to that district court decision, in
the case of Seaman v. Bowers, a similar attempt was made to enjoin
the collection of taxes. In that case the United States Circuit Court
of Appeals, following the Du Pont case, held that an injunction
would not lie to restrain the collection of the tax; but they did pass,
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perhaps obiter, on the question of whether a distraint was a proceed.
ing within the meaning of the statute of limitations, and held that
it was.

Senator WATSON. Was that the question involved?
Mr. MANSON. That was the question involved.
Mr. GRGoo. Of course, they did not have that question squarely
before them when they decided the case on 3234.
Mr. MAuSON. Well, Judge Hand, in the subsequent case, which,
as I take it, is the one you are referring to here, holds that they did
have the question before them, and that their ruling was not obiter.
Pardon me for interrupting you, but I wanted to make that state.
meant.

Mr. Gu(twm. lere is the only case that passes squarely on that
point.
Senator WATSON. What was this Phellis case, and what was the

decision in that case?
Mr. GREGoG. The first case, the Phellis case, decided that income
was realized by the sales of the Du Pont Co. in connection with
the reorganization of that company in 1917.
Senator WATSON. That had nothing to do with this case?
Mr. MAN ON. No.

Mr. GREGO. That has nothing to do with this case. Then they
attempted to enjoin our collection of the tax, and it went to the
Supreme Court, and the Supreme Court held that they could not
enjoin the collection, but did not pass on this point. This is the
first case in which they passed squarely upon it. It is a decision
by Judge Hand, and I can read it if the committee desires me to
do so.

The CHAIRMAN. I would like to have you do so.

Mr. GREGG (reading) :
This is an action to recover income and excess-profits taxes for the year

1917 collected by distraint.

The return was filed by the plaintiff with the

collector of internal revenue on March 26, 1018, and at the time of snch filing

$1,515.92 taxes were paid "which plaintiff believed to be the entire amount
for which it was liable for income and excess-profits tax for the year 1917."
On or about March 18, 1923, plaintiff received from the defendant as collector

of internal revenue a bill and demand for payment of an additional assessment
of $1,180.62 claimed to be due from plaintiff for income and excess-profits taxes,
which plaintiff refused to pay on the ground that such additional assessment

and collection were barred by the provisions of section 250 of the United
States internal revenue act of 1921. In October and November, 1923, the
defendant filed notices of lien and collected the taxes through warrants of
distraint. This case comes up on a motion by the plaintiff for judgment
against the defendant on the first cause of action in the complaint, which i
to recover taxes paid under duress.
Section 250 (d) of the revenue act of 1921 provides as follows:
" SE. 250 (d) The amount of income, excess profits, or war profits taxes ide
under any return made under this act for the taxable year 1921, or succeeding
taxable years, shall be determined and assessed by the commissioner within
four years after the return was filed, and the amount of any such taxes due
under any return made under this act for prior taxable years or under prior

income, excess profits, or war profits tax acts, or under section 38 of the act
entitled 'An act to provide revenue, equalize duties, and encourage the industries of the United States. and for other purposes,' approved August 5, 1909,

shall be determined and assessed within five years after the return was filed,
unless both the commissioner and the taxpayer consent in writing to a late
determination, assessment, and collection of the tax: and no suit or proceeding
for the collection of any such taxes due under this act or under prior income,
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e%4tes protits, or war profits tax acts, or of any taxes due Under section 38
Iwgutn, after the expiration of five years
of such alt of August 5, 11~0)0. shall
after the date when such a return wan fled, but this shall not affect suits or
protuce4lngs begun at the time of the passage of this act."
unthe present ease the assessment was within five years from the date when
filedI and the proceedings by distraint were after that time.
the return w'
The Government contends (1) that the assessment itself was a proceeding
for the collection of the tax which was taken within the five-year period; (2)
that f this is not so, the five-year statute of limitations should not be taken
to relate to anything but a court " proceeding." If either contention should
be upheld, the right to collect the taxes was not barred when they were ret~,i-vd by the defendant through warrants of distraint.
The arguments made by the Government here were urged by it before the
,lrcuit court of appeals of this circuit in Seaman r. Bowers (297 Fed, 371).
"
Thie 1opiiinii of t hti court In that case construed the word " proceeding as emt It argued that Nrhn a holding was obiter dictum. It is
hbraciiig distlfltt4
truck
thal(t lit court denied tihe injunctive relief sought by the taxpayer by
reason ol' the provisions of section 3224 of the Rlevised Statutes as construed by
thil Supreme Court in Graihami ii. Du Pot

(2(62 U. S. 254).

But there was a

careful brief submintted by the Government to show that the five-year limitati:i did not apply to warrants of distraint under circumstances where the
taxpayer was contending that the right to collect his tax was barred and
that if he pid it he had no way of recovering it back under the statutes then
applialh!e. .In answer to these various contentions the circuit court of appeals
.ave Its reasons for holding that the Government was wrong in its contention
that the five-year limitation did not apply to warrants of distraint, and that
the taxpayer was equally wrong in his sulirnlitIon that his right to sue for
recovery of taxes paid under duress would be barred by existing statutes.
It seems a rather forced view to regard as mere obiter dictum the opinion
of the court of appeals that in the absence of fraud on the part of the taxMayer proceedings for the collection of taxes, whether by wsut or distraint, must
lhe legun within tive years after the date when the return was filed. The taximyer rested his whole prayer for an injunction upon the ground that the right
f the Government to collect the tax was outlawed. that his right to recover
hick tihe tax. if Ihe should pay i!,would e barred. and that he was, therefore,
aserting his only remedy. If the Government's contention that distraints
wet'e not affected hv the five-y'ar statute had been sound this would have been
quite as complete an answer to the taxpayer's suit as were the provisions of
sct'tiin 3224 of the Revised Statutes that " No suit for the purpose of restraining the assessment for collection of any tax shall be maintained in any court,"
Iwcause. irrespective of this important regulation of procedure, there would
liave I,,en no foundation whatever for the claim.
As an original question tlh psisltion the Government takes is not without
sone force. Not only Is "proceeding " associated in the same clause with the
w< rd " suit." but in the report of the Cinninittee on Finance in the Senate
relating ti section 250(d) of the ill. which afterwards Iecame the revenue
ant of 1921, it is said that" Section 1320 of this bill prevents the bringing of any suit or proceeding by
the Government in any court for the collection of Internal-revenue taxes after
the expiration of five years from the time such tax was due except in the case

of fraud. Subdivision (d) of section 254) contains limitations with respect to
income and profits taxes similar to, those contained in section 1320."
This language indicates that the Senate committee who reported on the 111
thought that ' proceeding" meant a judicial procedling, and their opinion,
while not controlling, is relevant and important. (I. S. Ir St. Paul, M. & M.
Ry. Co., 247 I'. 8. 319.)
Moreover, five years are given by the act within whicI to make the assess-

ient. Under section 3187 of the Revised Statutes, the taxpayer is given 10
days after notice and .emani1d by the collector withinn which to pay the tax
tfcre a warrant of d'straint can issue. It is ' 'ied by the Government that
it ihe five-year limitation of section 250(d) o'f. revenue act a,lies to proceedings by distraint it in effect cuts down the period within which assessments may be made in all cases where collection by distraint is proposed.
This is true enough, but it is not a bad answer to say that if the department
chooses to wait until their last 10 days of the five-year period before maklnr its
asw went, there can be no great hardship if it be found neveqary for it to
proiled against the taxpayer by an action at law rather than by a warrant of
distraint.
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I think that Irrespective of the original merits, if any, of the arguments
presented by the Government as to the meaning of the word " proceeding" I
should follow the opinion of the circuit court of appeals in Seaman v. Lowers,
supra, and I accordingly grant the motion of the plaintiff for Judgment.

Senator WATSON. When was that decision handed down?
Mr. GmRE . I have not the date of it.
Senator WATSON. Is it a recent decision ?
Mr. GREGO. Yes; about a month ago
Senator WATSON. Was that handed down by the district court
here?
Mr. GREoG. No,
Mr. MANSON. It is the district court in New York.
Mr. GiEO(O. It is a decision by Judge Hand of the district court in
New York.
Mr. MANSON. I call attention to the fact that in this particular
case of the General Motors Co. and the General Motors Corporation
assessments were made aggregating $17,0X)0,000 or more long prior to
the running of the statute; that the only reason those assessments
were not enforced by collection was because of the taxpayers' objection, and the delay was to afford the taxpayer an opportunity for
further hearing before the department upon a claim in abatement.
If the decision of Judge Hand, which follows the decision of the
circuit court of appeals for the second circuit, is to become the law
on this subject, to afford the taxpayer an opportunity for further
hearing upon his taxes, the Government has lost a substantial portion
of $17,000,000, and I have no doubt that there are many more cases
that are similar to that.
Mr. GREGG. There are a great many more.
Mr. MANSON. I believe, the circuit court of appeals having taken
this position in this case, there is no reason to suppose, at least so
far as this circuit is concerned, that is not the law on the subject,
and I call attention to the fact that the second circuit comprises an
area in which you probably have more large taxpayers and more
taxes involved than in any other circuit in the United States.
Mr. GREGG. Of course we will take that case on up to the Supreme
Court of the United States.
Mr. MANSON. I have no doubt of that.
Senator WATSON. Is that case on appeal now ?
Mr. GREGG. Yes.
Senator WATSON. When was that decision rendered?
Mr. MANSON. This decision was rendered on the 17th of March,
1924.
The CHAIRMAN. If the Supreme Court sustains the decision of the
circuit court of the second district, then the Government really loses
all of these taxes?
Mr. GREGG. Yes, sir; it would.
Mr. NABH. I would not say that, because a great many of our
collectors on these claims for abatement require a bond, and they
would have an action on the bond even if the court held against us
on the assessment. The bond is a personal transaction between the
collector and the taxpayer, a requisite that the collector requires
when he accepts a claim for abatement instead of enforcing collection. I would not be surprised if the collector at Detroit has a bond
on this General Motors case.
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The CHAIRMAN. But you have no record as to whether he has
or not?
Mr. NAsH. As I say, it is a personal transaction in his office.
It is something that was not required under the law before 1924.
The 1924 act now requires a bond with a claim in abatement.
Mr. MANM)N. I do not believe there are any bonds in this case
for the reason that a collector in Texas attempted to secure a bond
from the Texas Buick Corporation, which was one of the subsidiaries here, and apparently under the laws of Texas it was advisable to have a separate corporation there, and lie was ordered by
the department not to require the bond. There was a considerable
controversy about it and even a suggestion that the collector be
removed, because the collector was rather insistent upon the point.
I take it that if they were so insistent in that particular case that
bond should be required, it is at least reasonable to believe-this is a
tremendously big case and we have not had time to go through all
of this evidence--we believe from the experience that the Texas
collector had that no bond was required of the corporation at all.
In other words, there would not be any reason for entering into
this controversy over one subsidiary if it was the general policy
with respect to the cases to require a bond.
Mr. NAsH. I am not familiar with the controversy that the Texas
collector had with the department about requiring a bond. I have
always understood that it was the privilege of the collector to
require a bond, that it was his responsibility, and that the department held the collector's bond for the collection of the tax. He was
liable under his own bond. I do know that in the New York
office-I spent several months there a few years ago auditing the
office-that the present collector and his predecessor made a practice of requiring a bond on every claim for abatement. The collector has been subjected to a great deal of criticism on the part of
many taxpayers for requiring the bond, but he has held to this
policy very strictly.
The CHAIRMAN. Would the bond be sufficient to cover such a claim

as this, of $17,000,000?
Mr. NASH. The bonds usually cover the amount of tax involved
plus interest for 18 months or 2 years in advance.
The CHAIRMAN. But in case the collector does not get a bond, does
his bond in turn protect the Government?
Mr. NASH. His bond is presumed to protect the Government,
especially in an important case. In a case like this the collector's
bond is for about $250,000.
The CHAIRMAN. So in the event of his not requiring a bond from
a taxpayer making a claim in abatement, the Government would not
be protected in any such a claim as this?
Mr. NASH. Not under the previous acts, Senator. Under the 1924
act the collector is required to get a bond.
The CHAIRMAN. At this point may I ask whether the bureau has
anything to say as to the delay in a case involving so much as this

does?

Mr. NASH. I checked up on this case yesterday afternoon. It is a
case that I have known has been pending for a long time. It seems
to have been one that has involved a great many changes and reor-
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ganizations. It seems that the nature of the companies involved has
changed two or three times, and there have been several field exami.
nations.

The field examinations alone took over a year,

The case

has been closed in the Income Tax Unit, and it involves an over.
assessment of over $50,000; it is now pending in the solicitor's office.
The years 1918 and 1919 are also closed in the unit, but have not been
definitely adjusted, because there are points under question in the
1917 case that are also involved in the 1918 and 1919 cases. They
can not close out 1918 and 1919 until 1917 is closed out. This has
been one of the really large cases that have gone through the bureau,
and one which has been very difficult to handle. We have had as
many men working on it as we (could work on it without interfering
with each other. I believe it has beie handled al rapidly as it could
be handled under all of the circumstances.
Mr. MANssN. It is manifest to me that if the Suprene Court of

the United States has not passed on this question, when the next
revenue act is considered by Congress the act should be amended so
that a taxpayer may not escape taxes which have been assessed he.
cause the collection of them has been delayed in order to give him
a further hearing before the department.
The CHAIRMAN. It would appear to me. from looking over the
record in the Sinclair oil case, that the same principle applies there.
Does it not? Were there not delays in that case, due to the taxpayer's request for further hearings .
Mr. MANSON. Oh, yes; in all of those cases. Of course, in the
Sinclair oil case you have a different situation. There you have the
statute with reference to depletion. Where depletion or amortization allowances are involved then the statute of limitations does not
apply; so it creates a different situation with respect to cases where

the amount of tax depends upon depletion and amortization
allowances.
Mr. GREGG. I miIght say, with reference to your statement about
legislation, that the 1924 act covers this question.
Mr. MANSON. Oh. yes; I understand that; but what I am talking
about now are assessments for 1917. 1918. and 1919, under the 1917.
1918. and 1919 laws. I believe the 1921 act provides, in case of an
assessment under the 1921 act, for a period of time permitted for the
collection, which begins to run i~ith the date of the assessment. So
that the question really does not iaise, and in the case of a claim in
abatement, that automatically extends the time. It is only cases that
arise under the 1917, 1918, and 1919 acts, and they cover a very substantial portion of the war taxes.
The CHAIRcuMa. What is the situation with respect to the question
of interest?
Mr. MaNsw).. The question of interest, I am frank to say that I
did not get the report in this case until yesterday afternoon, and
these are rather large questions, and in view of the fact that I had a
good many other cases to examine I depended upon Mr. Gregg's replies for the information as to what the law on the subject is; but I
will say this: That from my hurried examination of the law I do
not believe that interest begins to run on a deficiency assessment under the 1917 law until the assessment is made.
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Mr. GREcO. That is true. It runs from the date of notice and demand, really.
Mr. MANSON. Yes.

Mr. GuEOO. Of course, if these are claims in abatement here, it
runs from the date the tax was assessed.
Mr. MANSON. Yes. In the General Motors Co. case there was an
extra tax assessed of $7,000,000 in 1923 for 1917 taxes. That would
be a period of about five years that the Government would lose the
interest on the money, and in the case of the General Motors Corporation there is an extra assessment of $10,000,000, assessed in June,
1920, which would be a period of about two years and a half that the
Government would lose the interest.
Mr. (hGtoo. The 1921 and the 1924 acts both carry interest.
Mr. MANSON., Yes.

Mr. GinEGO. On additional assessments' for 1921 and subsequent
years.
Mr. MANSON.

Yes.

Mr. GREGG. None of them provide interest on additional assessments under the 1918 or 1917 acts.
Mr. MANSON. In other words, under the 1921 and 1924 acts, the
tax paid by a taxpayer on his original return is subsequently found
to be less than the amount due the Government, he is charged with
interest from the time when he filed his original return, when he
should have paid the full tax. Under the earlier acts he is not
charged with interest until the department or until the commissioner
determines the deficiency.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you consider that the deficiency has ever been
determined in this General Motors case as yet?
Mr. MANSON. They determined the deficiency in February, 1923,
in the General Motors Co. case, and in June, 1920, in the Ueneral
Motors Corporation case. If that tax is affected by subsequent
action of the department, it would be to reduce it; it would not be
to increase it; so that from those dates, they can collect interest, but
they can not collect interest from March, 1917.
Mr. GREtG. March, 1918.
Mr. MANSON. Or March, 1918. They can not collect interest on
this $7,000,000 from March, 1918, to February, 1923, nor can they
collect interest on the $1,0000,000 from March, 1918, to June, 1920.
When I say $7,000,000 or $10,000,000 I mean so much thereof as is
ultimately to be determined to be properly assessable against those
companies.
The CHAIRMAN. So that the Government loses the interest on that

money from the time of filing the tax return until the time in which
they made these additional assessments?
Mr. MANSON. Yes. That is an important point in connection with
oil cases and in connection with all natural resource cases, where a
long period of time elapsed between the time when the return is
filed and the time when the assessment is made, because the Government loses interest there, just the same as in the other case.
The CHAIRMAN. Has any additional assessment been made in the
General Motors case since those assessments which have been referred to, or does your record show that?
92919-25-p-r 18--17
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Mr. MANSON. The record does not show that these cases have not
been finally disposed of, but Mr. Nash has just explained that they
have not.
Mr. NASH. The two assessments for 1917 aggregate, as Mr. Manson has stated, about $18,000,000. The case is now pending in the
solicitor's office, allowing about $8,800,000 on their claim in abate.
ment, and leaving around $10,000,000 due to be paid, if the solicitor
approves the findings of the unit.
The 1918 case has a proposed additional assessment pending of
$8,855,000, and the 1919 case has a proposed additional assessment
of $9,376,000 pending. Both of those cases have been closed by the
Income Tax Unit and are awaiting the ultimate closing of the 1917
cases in the solicitor's office before we proceed with the collection.
The ('"HAIRMAN. Have the assessments been made?
Mr. NASH. They are proposed assessments.
Mr. (GREGo. No; those assessment were made for 1917.
Mr. NASH. The 1917 assessments have been made, and the assess
ment letter is but on 1918 and 1919.
The CHAIRMAN. Does interest run from those dates, then?

Mr. MANSON. NO. It would run back from the date when the
original extra assessments were made; that is, it runs on as much
of the $70000,000 as is foundThe CAIRMAN. Oh, yes; I understand that, but I am trying to
get at these proposed assessments that Mr. Nash referred to. As I
understand it, they have not really been made.
Mr. NASH. No, sir; they have not.
The CHAIMAN. And so no interest is running?
Mr. NASH. No interest is running until the assessment is actually
made.
The CHAIMAN. So that the longer they are delayed in the solicitor's office the more the Government loses in the way of interest
on that money I
Mr. NASH. I would not call it delay, Senator. It takes time to
work these cases. I would say that the longer the case is in process
of adjustment, that would be true. I do not think the case is being
unnecessarily delayed.
The CHAIRMAN. I did not say it was being unnecessarily delayed.
I say as long as there is delay-I did not pass on the necessity of itthe taxpayer is saving interest.
Mr. GREGG. This matter, I may say, was brought to the attention
of Congress in connection with the 1924 act, and is was then determined that since the delay on those old years was the department's
fault, interest should not be provided for retroactively under the
old law.
The CHAIRMAN. Then, I would like to get in my own mind jl :e
what is the difference as between a proposed assessment and a real
assessment, because Mr. Nash has said that in the 1918 and 1919 cases
there are two amounts proposed to be assessed. I would like to
know why they could not have been assessed, and have interest
running.
Mr. NASH. The assessments were not made because the determination of the unit is not final. Itis not final until the solicitor advises
on the points that are involved in the 1917 cases.

\
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Mr. GREGO. And since this has arisen after the passage of the
1924 act, it can not te assessed until the taxpayer has had a right
to go to the Board of Tax Appeals.
SThe CHAIRMAN. But, of course, those points are not involved in

these proposed assessments for 1918 and 1919; are they? I refer
to the questions that you spoke of, Mr. Gregg.
Mr. NASH. The taxpayer has a right, under the 1924 act, to take
these proposed assessments for 1918 and 1919 to'the Board of Tax
Appeals. On the 1917 cases I do not believe the board has jurisdiction.
Mr. MANSON. I will submit the report and exhibits in this case
for the record.
(The report and exhibits in the General Motors Corporation case

are as follows:)
ExmIIiHT A
MAY

21, 1018.

To: L. C. Manson, general counsel.
From: L. 11. Parker, chief engineer.
Office Memorandum No. 16.
Taxpayers: General Motors Co. and General Motors Corporation.
Subject: 1917 additional taxes uncollected.
Figures involved for 1917
Company

Tax

General Motors Co------------.....
------..........--.....
$1,278,519.
Do...--------------. --..
-------------------------....... 7, 105,55491
General Motors Corporation .............- ..- ............
3,911,016.22
)Do..-------------------....-~.--.------ 10,008,899.94

Remarks
Paid on origual return.
Assessed February, 1923.
Paid on original return.
Assessed June, 1920.

Total additional taxes not paid, $17,114,454,85.
SYNOPSIS OF CASE

We have studied only a few of the outstanding points in this case in the
limited time at our disposal in order to develop the following points:
(a) Loss of interest to Government by delay of bureau.
(b) Probable loss of entire $17,000,000 in taxes on account running of statute
of limitations.
(c) Failure to protect interests of Government by requiring bond.
(d) Interference with collectors in protecting Government by Deputy Commissioner Callan.
(e) Failure to publish ruling containing vital points of interest to other tax.
payers.
(f) Bureau uses unpublished rulings as precedents for their own actions.
CONDENSED HISTORY OF CASE

The 44ueral Motors Corporation purchased practically the entire stock of
the General Motors Co. about January 1, 1917. Both companies were, therefore,
taxable for the year 1917. The General Motors Co. was assessed an additional
$7,000,000 in February, 1923. The General Motors Co. was assessed an additional $10,000,000 in June, 1920. These assessments, while based on travel
auditor's reports, might be said to be in the nature of arbitrary assessments.,
The present status of the case, however, Indicates a tax of at least $10,000,000
out of this $17,000,000 should be collected at the minimum.

This $17,000,000 tax may be cut to about $10,000,000 on adjustments which:

can properly be made by the bureau on a basis fair to both taxpayer and
Government. We are attaching herewith ruling of solicitor in the United.
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Motors Corporation case (for year 1917), A. R. R. 6017 (not published). (8a
Exhibit B, attached; also grounds for ruling, see Exhibit C, attached.) Whilt
this ruling is not on General Motors Co. or Corporation, the United Motors
were taken over by them December 31, 1918, and, therefore, any of the points
brought out in this ruling will be pertinent to General Motors.
To develop certain points shown in the synopsis we attach certain papers ql
regard to the Buick Automobile Co. of Texas, a subsidiary of the General
Motors Co. at this time and now out of existence.
Exhibit D is a letter from Collector A. S. Walker, of Texas, to the commit.
stoner, dated April 15, 1919, in which he agrees to suspend action on a di.
trait warrant in collecting $68,000 tax against Buick Co. for five days at pre
vious request of commissioner.
Exhibit E is a telegram of thanks from General Motors Co. to CommisHloner
Roper, dated April 18, 1919.
Exhibit F is a telegram from Deputy Commissioner Callan to Collector
Walker directing action to be suspended until further notice, dated April 17,
1919.
Exhibit 0( is a telegram from Deputy Commissioner Callan to General Motors
advising them that collector has been given peremptory instructions to take no
action, dated April 17, 1919.
Exhibit H is a note to Mr. Talbert, signed "C," suggesting probable necessity
of getting another collector at Austin, Tex., dated April 17, 1919.
Exhibit I is a letter from Commissioner Roper to Collector Walker, dated
April 25, 1919.
Exhibit J is a letter from the bureau to Buick Co., of Texas, disallowing the
claim in abatement, dated February 8, 1923.
Exhibit K is a telegram from collector at Austin to commissioner in re
claim of abatement, dated March 17, 1923.
Exhibit L is a telegram from bureau to collector advising claim in abatement has been rejected, dated March 19, 1923.
Exhibit M is a letter from collector to commissioner showing no bond had
been required on abatement claim which is now rejected, dated March 22, 1923.
Exhibit N is a memorandum showing that assessment originally made can
not now be legally collected.
DISCUSSION OF THE CASE

The first point we wish to discuss in this case is interest. By waiting to
assess a $7,000,000 additional tax against General Motors Co. until February,
1923, the Government loses Interest to that date, or approximately five years'
interest, a sum of $2,100,000. On the General Motors Corporation additional
assessment of $10,000,000, dated June, 1920, the Government loses two years'
interest, or $1,200,000. A total loss of interest of $3,800,000.
We wish to take this opportunity of digressing for the moment from this
individual case and drawing the committee's attention to the effect of the 1924
act on interest in the years prior to .1924. This can best be shown by a hypo.
thetical ease.
Suppose one of the old 1917 cases, which has been kept open by waivers, he
considered. We have a good many of these cases, especially in the natural
resource division, where valuations are in question. Suppose a refund of
$1,000,000 is now found due the taxpayer for the year 1917, and suppose that
an additional tax of $1,000,000 is found for the year 1918. If no assessment
has been made on this additional tax in 1918, then the Government will have
to pay the taxpayer interest on the 1917 refund and still can collect no interest
on the additional tax found for 1918. In other words, instead of the refund of
$1,000,000 due for 1917, counterbalancing the $1,000,000 additional tax in 1018,
due to the effect of the interest provision in the 1924 act, the Government will
owe the taxpayer about 42 per cent interest, or $420,000.
The second point we wish to discuss in this case Is the very grave probability of the Government's losing not only the Interest we have pointed oat
above but also the entire $17,000,000 in additional taxes i~sessed. This point
is, of course, a legal matter, but we are taking the libert. of presenting our
views for your consideration.
Under the 1921 act the taxes were supposed to Pe collected 10 days after
assessment by the collector. It was also provided that the collector could
receive claims in abatement against such taxes and might also demand bond if
necessary to protect the interests of the Government. We can find nothing
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under the 1921 act whereby the mere assessment of the tax prevents the statute
of limitations operating on a court proceeding.
Consider now the 1924 act. Under section 277(2) of this act it is provided
that The amount of income, excess profits, and war profit taxes imposed by
* * * the revenue act of 1917 * * * shall te assessed within five years
after the return was filed, and no proceeding in court for the collection of
such taxes shall be begun after the expiration of such period." F'urther,
in section 278 (e) it Is provided that "This section shall not (1) authorize
the assessment of a tax or the collection thereof by distraint or by a proceeding in court if at the time of the enactment of this act, if such assessment,
distraint, or proceeding was barred by the period of limitation then in existence." It appears to your engineers that the statute of limitations had run
on thi $17,Kl,)AM) In additional iasessments previously noted at the time
when (he 1924 act was passed. We Iblieve the Hole hope of thn bureau in
collecting this tax rests on the techniciflity concerning distraint actions. However, In two vases a circuit court of appeals has held that a 4istraint action is
a proveeding. In one of these cumse, Seaman v. Bowers Internal Revenue Collector circuit t Court of Applals, Second Circuit, March 17, 1924), No, 2564,
it was held under (2) that"Revenue act, lI921, 250(b), ~wing Comp. St. Ann. Supp. 1923, 6(133 1/8 tt,
providlig that no 'suit' or 'proceeding' for the collection of taxes shall be
begun after the expiration of five years' return was filed, except in the case
of false or fraudulent return or failure to file any return, applies to an executive action by warrant for distraint, or otherwise 'proceeding' not being
limited to an action or suit in court."
The second case was before the United States District Court, Southern
District, New York, the New York and IAtherage Co. being the plaintiff and
the collector of internal revenue the defendant. It appears in this case that
the plaintiff paid his taxes for the year 1917 on March 26, 1918. An additional assessment was received by the plaintiff from the collector on March
18, 1923, eight days before the statute of limitations would run. In November, 1923, the collector collected the additional tax through warrants of
distraint. Action was taken by the plaintiff to recover the taxes thus paid
under duress. Judge Hand found for the plaintiff and granted his claims for
the return of taxes illegally collected. Judge Hand states as follows:
"I think that irrespective of the original merits, if any, of the arguments
presented by the Government as to the meaning of the word 'proceeding,' I
should follow the opinion of the circuit court of appeals in Seaman v. Bowers,
pupra, and I accordingly grant the motion of the plaintiff for judgment."
It is to be noted that in the case of the General Motors Co. an assessment
of over $7,000,000 was made less than 30 days before the expiration of the
five-year period. No bond was required, and the bureau therefore has put
itself again in the same position it found itself in the case quoted above. We
do not believe the Government will ever recover 1 cent of this $17,000,000
taxes nor any interest thereon. How many similar cases of this nature exist
we do not dare predict; the amount at stake must be enormous.
The third point we wish to raise is the failure of the bureau to protect the
interests of the Government by requiring bond when the claims for abatement
were accepted for the additional taxes mentioned above. We have been in
touch with the office of Deputy Commissioner Mires, of the accounts and collections unit, and he has advised us, after wiring his collector, that claims in
abatement were received but no bonds were required, It is therefore extremely doubtful if any part of the $17,000,000 additional tax in this case
will be collected.
The fourth point we wish to discuss is the case of a deputy commissioner
interfering with the collector in protecting Government interests with disastrous results.
In the history of this case we noted the contents of certain Exhibits C to M,
inclusive. These exhibits constitute prima face evidence that a collector,
Walker, at Austin, Tex.. wanted to put the taxpayer under bond in a matter
of the collecting of $08,000 in additional tax, but that he was interfered with
by Deputy Commissione Callan, with the result that no bond was obtained.
The final result is also shown by the exhibits, which demonstrate beyond question that the Government has lost this sum of money through the statute of
limitations taking effect. It might also be noted that Collector Walker resigned his position in August, 1920. The credit that Mr. Walker got from
trying to protect the interestI of the Government was this memorandum which
Mr. Callan put in the files (see Exhibit G attached):
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"My recollection is that we wired this collector to suspend action until
further instructed, If he can not follow our Instructions, I shall recommend
to the commissioner that we get another collector. This is not the first time,
despite specific nstructlons from the bureau, Collector Walker has proceeded
in an absolutely obstinate fashion to carry out his own personal will."
The fifth point we wish to discuss is the failure of the bureau to publlah
A. R. R. 6617, on the United Motors Corporation case, when there were new
points decided in this ruling that were of vital Interest to many taxpayer.
The ruling itself is shown completely in Exhibit A (attached) and the ground
for the ruling in Exhibit B (attached).
Referring now to the ruling under Item (4), it is stated "that the tentative
valuation of the good will of each of the corporations involved in this apl*el
should be computed in accordance with A. R. M. 34, C. B. 2, page 31, based
upon the earnings of each corporation for the three years next preedi ng Jun
30, 1916."
Under item (5) it is provided "that in the tentative computation of the
value of good will it was proper for the unit to consider the average tangible
assets for each of the three years."
Under Item (6) It is provided " that in the tentative computation of the value
of good will the unit should accept the appellant's contention that 8 per cent

represents a fair return on the tangible property of each of the companies and
that the earning applicable to good will should be capitalized upon the basis of
15 per cent return."
Now, we do not wish to find any fault with reasonableness of the conclulsone
reached under items (4), (5), (6), quoted above, but we do believe that every
taxpayer should have the right to know that a three-year average for tangibles
and earnings may be taken on the presentation of proper evidence, instead uf
the five-year period called for in A. R. M. 34. It can readily be seen that where
earnings are rapidly advancing from year to year it is of enormous advantage
to the taxpayer to take a three instead of a five year period. We can further
see no reason for withholding knowledge from the public in regard to the a
per cent rate on tangibles and the 15 per cent rate for the capitalization of
earnings attributable to good will.
We desire to call your attention also to page 6 of Exhibit B, where reference
is made to A. R. R. 3388 (not published), and to page 8 of the same exhibit,
where reference is made to A. R. M. 209 (not published), and to A. R. R. 3615
(not published). On page 9 of this same exhibit the following statement sl
noted: "L 0.. 1117, not published, is referred to by both the unit and the
appellant."
We have been advised repeatedly by individuals of the bureau that unpub.
lashed rulings were not used as a precedent. The Pbove shows conclusively
that they are used as a precedent not only by the bureau but by the taxpayer.
Just how the taxpayer is in possession of unpublished rulings we do not know.
CONCLUSION

We desire to state in concluding that the files in this case are very volum-l
nous; one part is in Annex No. 2, two other parts are located at different
points of the solicitor's office, and another part is with the Board of Tax
Appeals. It is obvious that your engineers could only touch on a few interesting features In this case in the time available. The Income Tax Unit, consolidated returns division, has had from one to two auditors at work on this case
for the last two years.
As a constructive suggestion, it would appear to the writer that the unit
should be allowed to put a sufficient force of auditors on these old cases to
bring the work up to a point where it Is current. A firm of accountants would
probably put at least 20 auditors on a case of this kind in order to get out any
reasonable audit of the firm's books. We believe that the Government should
proceed along lines found best in ordinary business practice. What does forty
or fifty thousand dollars in expense amount to when it means a collection of
seventeen millions in tax, now probably lost to the Government through the
operation of the statute of limitations in this case?
We submit that economy on personnel of the Income Tax Unit in its present
condition, with a vast accumulation of back work, means the loss of perhaps
$100 every time $1 is saved on pay roll.
Respectfully submitted.
L. H. PARKER, Chief Engineer.
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EXHIBIT B
RECOMMENDATION NO. 0617, COMMITTEE ON APPEALS AND REVIEW

33 West
In re appeal of United Motors Corporation and affiliated companies, Y.,
fiscal
Forty-second Street (removed to 1764 Broadway), New York, N.
year ended June 30, 1917
NoVwEBn 30, 1923.
Mr. COMMISsIONEB

(For Deputy Commissioner, Head Income Tax Unit):
The committee has considered the appeal of the United Motors Corporation
fr)m the action of the Income Tax Unit in the proposed assessment of additional taxes for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1017.
After careful consideration of the evidence of record, as well as that presented at oral hearing on September 19, 1923, the committee finds:
(1) That the value of the assets acquired with 942,100 shares of no par stock
was at date of acquisition $51,818,800.
(2) That the value of organization services. an Intangihle asset, was at date
of acquisition $55,000.
(3) That the 20 per cent limitation for intangible assets (should be based
upon the market value of the no par stock outstanding March 3, 1917, as at
the date or dates of issue as claimed by the appellant,
(4) That the tentative valuation of the good will of each of the corporations
involved in this appeal should be computed in accordance with A. R. M. 34,
C. B. 2, page 31, based upon the earnings of each corporation for the three
years next preceding June 30, 1916.
(5) That in the tentative computation of the value of good will it was proper
assets for each of the three years.
,r
4 the unit to consider the average tangible
(6) That in the tentative computation of the value of good will the unit
should accept the appellant's contention that 8 per cent represents a fair return on the tangible property of each of the companies and that the earnings
applicable to good will should be capitalized upon the basis of a 15 per cent
return.
(7) That in the computation of the tentative value of good will the unit
should first deduct from the average earnings of each company the earnings
applicable to patents as determined by the appellant In its tentative valuation
of the patents, then deduct an amount equal to 8 per cent of the average
tangible assets and multiply the remaining earnings by 6% to arrive at the
tentative value of good will.
(8) That for the purpose of computing depreciation the Perlman rim patent
should be valued at $2.330,000 (value at date acquired by the Perlman Rim
Corporation), and that for the purpose of computing the consolidated invested
capital the Perlman rim patent should be valued at $7,792,653.86.
(9) That for the purpose of computing consolidated invested capital the
difference between the total value of the assets $51,818,800, acquired with
942.160 shares of stock, and the sum of the value placed upon the tangible
assets and the value placed upon the intangible assets (including patents and
organization expense), as above set forth, should be added to or subtracted
from the value of the good will and the patents (not including the Perlman
rim patent), allocation to be based upon the percentage that the tentative
valuation of the patents (not Including the Perlman patent) and the tentative
valuation of the good will bears to the total tentative valuation of both the
good will and the patents, other than the Perlman patent.
(10) That depreciation of both tangible assets and patents must be computed upon the basis of cost to the subsidiary companies without regard to
the amount paid by the parent company for stock in the subsidiary companies.
(11) That the rates of depreciation used by the unit in the last audit made
of the appellant's returns are fair to the taxpayers and to the Government
and therefore should not be changed.
(12) That for the taxable year involved no depreciation should be allowed
on patents, other than the Perlman rim patent, as the appellants exercised
&aoption in not claiming depreciation in their original returns and in not
charging same off on their books.
(13) That that part of the distribution made during the taxable year by the
B:att Roller Bearing Co. and the Remy Electric Co. to the United Motors
Corporation out of earnings accrued since March 1, 1913, should for tax purposes be considered a dividend and taxes at either 2 per cent or 1 per cent
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(not 4 per cent) depending upon the years in which the earnings distributed
were accumulated by the corporations.
(14) That the appellant admits that the result of the surphlu reserve computations set forth in the unit's memorandum is the same as the result of its
computations arrived at by a different method.
(15) That the contribution made by the Perlman Rim Corporation in the
amount of $25 to the switchmen's union is not deductible in the computation
of taxable income.
(16) That with reference to other minor adjustments ret "red to In the
unit's memorandum to the committee, the appellant states i : last brief sub.
mitted "the committee need not be burdened."
In view of the foregoing the committee recommends thm: the appeal be
allowed in part and denied in part and that the unit revise its audit in accordance with the findings above outlined.
KINGMAN BREWSTEB,

Approved :

Chairman Committee on Appeals and Review.
i,. H. ILAmIR.
Cfinmisilmer of Internmi Rensmue.

ExHIBIT 0
COMMITTEE ON APPEALS AND REVIEW, GROUNDS FOR COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION

In re appeal of United Motors Corporation and affiliated companies, 33 West
Forty-second Street (removed to 1764 Broadway), New York, N. Y., fiscal
year ended June 30, 1917
NoVaMBa 12, 1923.
Point 1, appellant's brief, page 12.--The United Motors Corporation was incorporated May 11, 1916, with an authorized capital stock of 1,200,000 shares
of no par value.
Under date of May 22, 1916, a syndicate composed of W. C. Durant and L. 0.
Kaufman offered to purchase 1,130,000 shares of the appellant's 1,200,000
shares of authorized capital stock and in consideration thereof to deliver to the
United Motors Corporations a specified number of shares of stock in five named
corporations. On the same day (May 22, 1916) the minutes of the United
Motors Corporation show that the offer was accepted.
Between May 22, 1916, and June 3., 101% the United Motors Corporation
issued to the syndicate or to its order 951,160 shares less 10,000 shares returned, total 941,160 shares, for which it received stock in other corporations,
and on June 6. 1917, 1,000 shares were issued to J. T. Smith for services rendered in connection with the organization.
The unit has under the authority of T. D. 2901 considered the acquisition
of the stock of the subsidiary corporations as being in effect the acquisition
of their assets, to which the appellant does not object, the issue being the
value of such assets.
The unit contends that the property acquired with stock should be valued
for invested capital purposes and not the stock issued therefor. (A, R. R. 1289
not published.) The taxpayer contends that the only fair way to value the
assets acquired is to ascertain the market value of the stock as at the date
issued to the syndicate or to the order of the syndicate. (A. R. R. 436, C. B. 4,
p. 392, and 0. 761, C. B. 1, p. 73.)
The unit calls attention to a claim for abatement of capital stock tax filed
by the United Motors Corporation in which it claimed the value of its outstanding stock as at June 30, 1916, was only $20,988,800 ($18.57 a share) and
not $76,669,385 ($8.37 a share) as now claimed, and the statements made to the
capital stock division as to the reasons why the sales of stock on the curb
market did not reflect the value of the assets represented by the stock. (P. 130.
unit's memo.)
It is noted on page 19 of the unit's memorandum that the appellant on May
22, 1916, agreed to issue its stock to the syndicate for stock and within the
next four days the syndicate sold to Dominick & Dominick 390,000 shares of
the United Motors Corporation np-par stock at $50 a share ($19,500,000), and
that this stock was issued on May 2, 1916, to Dominiek & Dominick in accord-
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memoranance with the direction of the syndicate. On page 116 of the unit's
claims that the
dum, it is shown that the United Motors Corporation now stock was at the
value of the assets acquired with 942,160 shares of its no-par
the
date of acquisition $76,009,385 ($81.376 a share), and the unit has valued the
assets at $31,797,354.78 ($38.749 a share). In the opinion of the committee
fact that Kaufman & Durant (the syndicate), who were best able to ascerof
tain the value of the assets of the companies involved, sold 390,000 shares
a
$50
or
$19,500,000,
for
acquisition
after
the appellant's stock Immediately
&
share, is good evidence as to the value of the assets. The fact that Dominick
Dominick were willing to pay $50 a share with the intention of immediately
selling at a profit indicates that in their opinion the stock would sell for more
than $50 a share. Assuming that DPmnlick & Dominick could afford to handle
the stock for a 10 per cent comtiaor it might be assumed that $55 a share
would correctly reflect the valu - . he assets.
After careful consideration ow all the evidence submitted by the unit and by
the taxpayer as to the value of the assets (including organisation expenses),
acquired with stock the committee isof the oplton that the value of such asr.lived at by multiplying the munber of shares
sets is repr-PnteId by c amount
isied41 therw'or by $i (1142,160 series at $54 equals $51818,800)
cla ims the right t,include
onint , appellants brie, page 27.--The apllnt
cA that
calpital $18,98Q,825 as organization expenses. It is cont
in nvstepr
to the 1,000 shares paid to Mr. Smith by the United Mor there
in additt
were issue i to the members of the syndicate, at the direction otI te syndicate,
212,000 shares of stock for services rendered.
ft appears that the UI ited Motors Corporation never agree' to pay Messrs.
liaufman and Durant ax;thing for organisation services, and in the opinion of
the committee the stock received by Kaufman and Durant was for services
rendered to the syndicate, not for services rendered the appellant-the United
Motors Corporation. The appellant entered into an agreement with the syndi: whereby the syndicate would obtain and deliver to the appellant certain
caw
stock in five corporations for and in consideration of the appellant's stock. The
appellant issued its stock for stock and was in no way concerned with the expenses or the profits ? the syndicate.
It appears, however, that 1,000 shares of stock were issued on June 6, 1916,
to J. T. Smith, for organisation services rendered the United Motors Corporation. The unit admits that there should be included in invested capital the
value of these services and, upon the basis of the sale of 390,000 shares by the
syndicate at $50 a share, has valued for invested capital purposes the organisation expense at $50,000. The unit refuses to accept as a basis for the valuation the curb market quotations on the stock on June 6, 1916, on the ground
that the market prices did not reflect the actual value of the assets represented
by the stock. (A. R. R. 1289, not published.) To support its valuation of the
organization expense the unit calls attention to the fact that the General
Motors Corporation, which took over the appellant corporation at a later date,
paid Mr. Smith $50,000 in cash for similar serves.
In the opinion of the committee the value of the services rendered by J. T.
Smith in connection with the organization of the appellant corporation (organisation expenses, an intangible asset, T. D. 2499 and A. R. R. 4689 not published) may be ascertained by multiplying 1,000 shares of stock issued to him

by $55.
Point S (a-b-c-d), appellant's brief, page 30.-Limitation on intangibles
acquired with no par stock. Section 207 of the 1917 law defining the term
"invested capital" provides that intangible property purchased for and with
shares in the capital stock of a corporation having a par value may be included in invested capital, subject to certain limitations; that is, iiot in excess
of 20 per cent of the par value of the total stock outstanding March 3, 1917, or
the actual value of the intangible property at the date acquired, or the par
vaiue of the stock or shares issued in payment therefore. No provision is made
in the law, however, for the inclusion of intangible property acquired with no
par value stock. Regulations 41, article 58, however, provides as follows:
" Intangible property bona fide purchased prior to March 8, 1917, with stock
having no par value may be included in invested capital at a value not exceed!
tug the actual cash value of such intangible property at the time of the purchase and in an amount not exceeding 20 per cent of the total shares of stock
outstanding on March 3, 1917, measured by their value as at the date or dates
e*2ls9ue."
92919-25-Prr 18----18
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The unit refers to article 58, does not state " market" value, but it appear
clear that the 2C per cent limitation should, undar the authority of article 08,
be based on the value of the stock at the date or dates of issue, and the price
such stock could be or was sold on the exchange was the value of the stock at
that date. In other words, it appears that the department meant by the word
" value" market value. It is noted that article 58 was referred to in T. B. i.
38, C. B. 1, page 280, as a proper interpretation of the law and in A. It. L
520, C. B. 5, page 150, article 58, is referred to and the 20 per cent limitation
is applied to the " cash value of the corporation's capital stock."
It is also noted that section 325 (b) of the 1918 law provides:
"For the purposes of this title the par value of stock or shares shall, in the
case of stock or shares issued at a nominal value or having no par value, be
deemed to be the fair market value as of the date or dates of issue of such
stock or shares."
In the opinion of the committee the taxpayer is given the right under the
provisions of article 58, regulations 41, to insist upon the 20 per cent limitation
being based upon the market value of the total shares of stock outstanding
March 3, 1917, as at the date or dates of issue.
(a) In the computation of the value of good will in accordance with the
committee's ruling, A. R. M. 34, set forth in C. B. 2, page 31, the unit has for
the Hyatt and New Departure Cos. considered earnings for a 5-year period,
for Dayton Co. 5~/4 years, and for Remy Co. 6% years. The appellant contends that only three years' earnings should be considered, In A. R. M. 34
the committee computed the value of the good will of liquor companies on the
basis of five years and stated that the method used was applicable to other
businesses. In this memorandum (A. R. M. 34) it is also stated that "a
representative period should be used" and " preferably not less than five
years."
The committee recognizes the fact that ordinarily five years is a representative period, but in view of the evidence submitted by the appellant (pp.
32-34 of brief), it concludes that in this case the tentative valuation of the
good will of each of the companies involved should be computed in a cordance with A. R. M. 34 on the basis of earnings and tangible assets for the
three years next preceding June 30, 1916.
(b) The unit bases its computation upon average tangible assets for a
number of years. The appellant contends, on page 34, that the average tangibles should not be used. The committee is unable to concur in the appellant's contention in this respect. A. I. M. 34 states "a return of 10 per cent
upon the average tangible assets for the period," and it appears logical that
the average assets should be used, as the earnings for the year depend upon
the average investment for that year, not merely the investment as at the
beginning of that year.
(c) The unit has computed good-will value for the Hyatt and New Departure
Cos. on the basis of 8 per cent and 15 per cent, and for the Iemey and Dayton
Cos. on the basis of 10 per cent and 20 per cent. The appellant contends that
each computation should be based upon a return of 8 per cent on tangible
assets and 15 per cent on intangible assets, which convention is correct in the
opinion of the committee.
(4) In the computation of the value of good will the unit has computed
the value of intangibles and from this value has deducted the value previously assigned to patents. The appellant states that it "ascribed certain
earnings to the patents by a method recognized as proper in case of damages
for infringement. This method has the support of numerous Federal court
decisions. In its calculation of good will it has first deducted (a) an amount
representing iareturn on tangibles and (b) an amount representing earnings
attributable to patents, and has then capitalized the remainder to ascertain
the good-will value." It appears that before the valuation of patents could
be ascertained it was necessary to determine the amount of the income each
year attributable to patents. The committee therefore finds that the unit
should in its computation of the value of good will deduct from the average
earnings the average earnings applicable to patents as previously determined
in the valuation of the patents, and then deduct 8 per cent of the average
tangible assets (not including patents) as representing the earnings applicable
to tangible assets, and the remaining earnings should be multiplied by 6%
to arrive at the value of the intangible assets other than patents, or, in other
words "good will." The appellant's contention in this respect is found to be
correct. (Point 3.)
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Ptoit 4, appellant's brief, page 7.---The nogellant claims a value of the
Perlman rim patent of not less than $9,847,755.00. The unit allows for depreciation and for invested capital purposes a value of $2,150,000.
The appellant, as set forth in its brief, computes the value of the Perlman
rim patent at amounts ranging from $5,343,000 to $16,000,000.
The unit refuses to accept the curb market quotations on the stock of the
Perlman Rim Corporation as proof of the value of the Perlman rim patent,
and calls attention to the fact that while the curb market quotation on June
30, 1916, was approximately $134 a share, the Perlmau Rim Corporation convinced the capital-stock division that the fair value of its stock was on that
date, June 30, 1916, only $34.59 a share, and a refund of capital-stock tax of
$2,418 was allowed. It is also noted that in 1918 it was ascertained that the
Perlman rim patent was without value.
The unit has computed a value of $2,150,000 for the Perlman rim patent
upon the basis that the Perlman Rim Corporation issued 36,000 shares of stock
for same and assumed a liability of $350,000, the stock being valued at $50 a
share in view of the fact that when stock was issued for the patent 00,000
shares were also issued to Messrs. Durant and Kaufman for $50 a share. It
appears, however, that Durant and Kaufman intended, to and did sell the
stock acquired in the Perlman Rim Corporation, and by allowing a profit of
10 per cent on the sale of such stock the Perlman rim patent may be valued
at $2,330,000 as at the date acquired by the Perlman Rim Corporation, upon
which valuation the depreciation should be computed (30,000 shares at $55
equals $1,980,000 plus $350,000).
It is noted that the agreement of May 22, 1916, provided that if the syndicate
was unable to deliver the stock of the Perlman Rim Corporation at once that
the appellant would reserve for future delivery two shares of its stock for
Upon the basis that the stock
each share of Perlman rim stock not delivered.
of the United Motors Corporation was worth $55 a share (corrected book
value) and two shares were issued for one share of Perlman rim stock the
committee concludes that the Perlman Rim Corporation stock was worth $110
(corrected book value), and upon this basis the Perlman rim patent was
worth $7,792,653.86, which value should be accepted for the purpose of the
computation of consolidated invested capital.
$10,560,0 00.
96,000 shares, at $110 a share -----.--.--.-------------2,767,346.14
.. ----.-.
.......
Wess
tangible assets....-----7, 792, 653. 86
-----.--.---.--------.
.-----.-Value of patent It is assumed that the Perlman Rim Corporation had no good will, as the
company was not organized until March, 1916.
Point 5, appellant's brief, page 45.---The appellant contends that the difference between the market value of the stock as at the dates issued, $70,669,385 (average $81.37( a share) and the total value determined for all
assets-the value of patents and good will being determined without regard
to the value of the General Motors stock issued therefor-should be added to
the value of patents and good will as previously determined upon a percentage
basis.
In view of the fact that the unit allowed an average of only $33.75 a share
on 942,160 shares of stock outstanding as at the beginning of the taxable
year ($31,797,354.78) and in view of the fact that the committee has already
agreed to value the assets acquired upon the basis of $55 a share for stock
issued therefor $51,818,800 it appears there will be a difference of several
million dollars, even after the unit makes slight adjustments in the computation of the value of good will.
The committee therefore finds that the unit should add to the value of
patents (except the Perlman rim patent, the value of which has been finally
determined) and good will, as tentatively computed, an amount equal to the
difference in value of all assets acquired on or before the beginning of the
taxable year as tentatively computed and the value of the stock (942,160 shares)
computed upon the basis of $55 a share. The allocation of the amount between
patents and good will should be based upon the percentage that the tentative
valuation of the patents and the tentative valuation of the good will bears
to the total tentative valuation of both the patents and good will.
Point 6, anppllqnt'n lrief, page J9.--The appellant claims-" The affiliated
group should be allowed, in computing its net income for excess-profits tax, to
deduct deprectation upon the values of its property at the date of acquisition
of the subsidiaries' stock by the United Motors Corporatior."
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In reference to this contention, it appears only necessary to state that the
unit has in this case followed its consistent practice since the beginning of
the audit of consolidated returns, which practice was approved by the solicitor
after very thorough consideration in the case of the Mexican Petroleum Co.
. R. 3388. (Not
The unit's practice in this respect was also approved In A.
published.)
In view of the above, the committee finds that the action of the unit should
be sustained in holding that depreciation must be computed upon the iasis
of cost to thq subsidiary company and not on the cost of the stock in the
sulbidiary held by the parent company.
Point 7, appellant's br.ie, page 65--Depreolation rates.--The rates of depreciation waclaimed by the appellant are set forth on page 58 of the unit's
memorandum, and the rates allowed by the unit are set forth on page 60 of the
unit's memorandum.
The principal difference appears to be that the appellant
claims 2% per cent on buildings and 10 per cent on machinery, and the unit has
allowed for practically all the companies 2 per cent on buildings and 8 Ipr cent
on machinery.
The unit states that the rates allowed " are based in general on a study of
appraisals of taxpayer's properties made in 1916 as of June 30, 1016, by Coats
& Burchard, and in 1919 as of January 1, 1019, by Manufacturers' Appraisal
Co." It is further stated that the appraisals showed depredation reserves hi
the case of every company to be too high and that such reserves were adjusted
by the companies to conform with the appraisals.
The appellant does not contend that the unit is In error in stating that tihe
depreciation claimed is excessive In the opinion of the appraisal companies and
does not attempt to show from past experience of the several corporations
Involved that the rates allowed are not sufficient, but apparently rests its case
upon the fact that the unit in previous assessment letters allowed the rates
claimed, that other taxpayers had been allowed rates as large as the rate
claimed, and that rates used by appraisal ,engineers should not be accepted as
conclusive.
The determination of fair rates of depreciation is an engineering problem in
the solution of which it is necessary to take into consideration a number of
factors peculiar to each corporation, and as the appellant claims that the
appraisals were made by approved appraisal companies and that the values of
tangible property shown by the appraisals should be accepted for invested
capital purposes, and In view of the fact that corporations reduced their
depreciation reserves upon the strength of the appraisals, and in the absence of
any evidence that the rates allowed by the unit are not sufficient, the committee
finds that the action of the unit should be sustained.
Point 8, appellant's brief, page 59.-The taxpayer claims the right to deduct
depreciation on patents in amended returns, whether or not any deduction
therefor was taken in the original returns.
It appears that the Perlman Rim Corporation was the only corporation
Involved in this appeal which claimed depreciation either on its book or in its
returns.
Under date of August 26, 1922, the unit advised the committee that there
were then pending in the special assignment section approximately 400 cases in
which the taxpayer claimed the right to depreciation on patents, even though
not claimed in the original returns, and an opinion was requested.
After careful consideration of the questions by the commissioner, the solicitor.
and the committee it was decided " that the option to charge off depreciation
of patent remains open only during the time for filing the original return;
that such option, or election, is exercised by not claiming a depreciation allowance with respect to the particular taxable year: and that on option so exercised is therefore binding and conclusive on the taxpayer with resIp 't to the
particular taxable year." This decision is covered in A. R. M. 209, not published, and has been followed by the committee in other cases. (See A. R. It
3615, not published.)
The alpellant's brief (pp. 59-77) deals principally with the legality of the
ruling in A. R. M. 209, and it is not believed necessary in this brief to refer
to any part of its argument, except on page 76 the following statement in made:
" If any member of an affiliated group has elected to take depreciation in its
original return, patent depreciation may be deducted in an amended return
for the puriose of determining consolidated net income with respect to the
patents of all the companies in the group, even though some of such companies
may have omitted to take depreciation in their original returns."
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The committee is also unable to concur in the appellant contmentions in this
respect. first, for the purpose of computing depreciation each corporation stands
alone (see committee's ruling as to point 5, p. 49, of the appellant's brief);
second, if It can he said that the appellant exercised an option to deduct deprecidtion by the fact that one of a number of its subsidhirles elected to claim
depre'lation, why can it not also be said that the appellant elected to not
clllm depreciation by the fact that several of its subsidiary companies did not
claim depreclation on patents owned by them; third, it is clear that no depreclation was claimed on any patents not owned by the Perlmnn Rim Corporaume the following facts:
tion, and therefore an option was exerlhsed--ar
Comlpny Y purchases two new patents, No. 1 for $17,000 cash and No. 2 for
$a4t00 cash. On its books and in its tax return it is clearly shown that depreciation is claimed on only one of the patents, No. 2 (cost, $34,000; life, 17
years; depreciation, $2,000). So far as patent No. I is concerned the company
has elected to not depreciate the cost of same to the extent us Company X,
who owned only one patent and did not claim depreciation on same in it,
original return.
Point 9. appellant's brief, pago 77.-The appellant claims that any profits
distrlluted by the Hyatt & Remy Cos. at the time of their liquidation should
not le subjected to the 4 per cent income tax. The entire capital stock of the
Hyatt Roller Bearing Co. and the Remy Electric Co. was purchased by the
United Motors Corporation on or about June 30, 1916. The unit states that
on April 30, 1917, the United Motors surrendered all of the stock of the Hyatt
Roller Bearing Co., except 1,500 shares (par $150,000), and took over all of
that company's net assets except assets valued 'at $150,0(t), and on May 31, 1917.
the United Motors surrendered ill of the stock of the Remy Electric Co., except
2,(K) shares (par $200,0(0), and took over all of that company's assets except
assets valued at $20),000. In conference one of the taxpayer's representatives
stated that the stock of the two companies was reduced to $150,000 and
$200W),0
approximately a year before the distributions were made, but could
not give exact information. It appears, however, that information as to this
detail is not necessary for a decision of the issue raised.
L. O. 1117, not published, is referred to by both the unit and the appellant.
The unit contends, however, that L. 0. 1117 does not apply In this case
because the two companies were not completely liquidated-that Is, the distribution was not " final distribution by a corporation in complete liquidation."
It is argued that L. O. 1117 is not applicable to this case " where the transaction involved the exchange of property (portions of the capital stock of subsidlary crporiatilom)
for other property (portions of tlie net tangible and
intangible assets of those subsidiary corporations) which had a value in excess
of the cost of the property given in exchange. It appears, however, that the
Income tax law (see. 31 of the 1917 law) has defined the term "dividend" to
be any distribution to shareholders out of earnings accrued since March 1, 1913,
whether in cash or other property, and that such amounts distributed ' shall
be taxed to the distributee at the rates prescribed by law for the years in
which such profits or surplus were accumulated by the corporation."
As stated in L. 0. 1117, the law appears clear and the committee must therefore hold that that part of the distribution made by the Hyatt and Remy corporations to the United Motors Corporation out of earnings since March 1,
1913, should for tax purposes be considered a dividend and taxed at either
2 per cent or 1 per cent (not 4 per cent), depending upon the years in which
the earnings distributed were accumulated by the corporations.
Surplus reserves, appellant's brief, page 79.--The appellant states that the
effect of the surplus reserve computations set forth in the unit's memorandum
is the same as its computations arrived at by a different method. The figures
will necessarily be changed by the recomputatlon of the income and capital as
now recommended.
Donations, appellant's brief, page SO.--The appellant claims that a certain
contribution made in 1917 by the Perlman Rim Corporation ($25 to the switchmen's union) was not for income-tax purpose- a donation, but constituted a
deductible and ordinary expense. The unit relies upon article 135, regulations 33.
1 The appellant contends that contributions, if "made in the exercise of the
discretion of the management of the corporation and is intended to benefit the
business by building up or retaining good will, general publicity, or the protection of property, should be allowed as a deduction."
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In the opinion of the committee, the unit's action is in accordance with the
regulations and sho.Id be sustained.
Mtscellaneous, appellant's brief, page 88.-The appellant discusses a number
of minor points under this heading and stated that "the committee need not
be burdened." It appears that the appellant unit is willing to waive these
points as the differences are negligible and caused principally by tile fact that
the Income and invested capital are in dispute. It is believed that these points
will be settled to the satisfaction of both the appellant and the unit when the
principal issues have been determined. For instance, the appellant and the
unit can not agree upon the amount of accrued taxes until they agree upon the
amount of taxable income.
G. E. A.

DECEMBER 1, 1923.
Mr. IHAMEL: You will note Mr. Stelner objects to the valuation based up)on
the Perlman rim patents for the reason that the committee shows the patent
increased in value from March 15, 1916, to May 22 of the same year 235 per
cent.
In order that you may more easily determine the value of this patent the
following facts are set forth:
The appellant contends that the volu of the patent for both depreciation
and invested capital purposes is not les, than $9,847,755.50, and sets forth
several computations. One computation the applicant claims shows a value of
$1,0,00,000.
On page 40 of appellant's brief it is stated:
"The decision of the circuit court of appeals in February, 1916, sustaining
the Perlman patent gave to Perlman an undisputed monopoly upon demountable rims, which at the time were being used on practically all cars other than
Ford cars."
The car manufacturers acting together agreed to pay Perlman a royalty of
50 cents per set. They refused, however, to pay $1.50 a set. Mr. Perlman
therefore, acting with Messrs. Kaufman and Durant, formed the Perlman Rim
Corporation March 15, 1916, which company issued to Mr. Perlman 36,000
shares of stock for the patent, and Messrs. Kaufman and Durant paid into
the corporation $3,000,000 in cash for 60,000 shares of stock. On May 22, 1916,
the United Motors Corporation acquired controlling interest in the Perlman
Rim Corporation by issuing stock for stock. It was agreed that if all of the
Perlman Co. stock could not be delivered at once there would be reserved for
future delivery two shares of the United Motors Corporation stock for each
share of Periman Rim Corporation stock not delivered.
The committee having previously determined that the United Motors Corporation stock was worth $55 a share in May, 1918, it was held that the
Perlman Rim Co. stock was worth $110 a share in May, 1916, and therefore
the patent was accordingly worth $7,792,653.86 for invested capital purposes.
The value of the patent in March, 1916, was found to have been only
$2,333,000 on the basis that it was acquired by the Perlman Corporation for
30,000 shares of no par stock plus $350,000 liability assumed, the stock being
valued at $55 a share based upon stock issued to Kaufman and Durant upon
organization of the corporation.
In order to meet Mr. Steiner's objection that it Is not reasonable to assume
that the patent increased 235 per cent in two months' time ($2,333,000 to
$7,792,053 80), proposed to recommendation might be changed based on the
argument that Mr. Perlman was willing for stock to be issued to Messrs.
Kaufman and Durant for less than actual value in order that these men
might furnish capital which was necessary for the operation of the corporation,
and therefore the stock in March as well as in May was worth $1I a share
(based on the fact that two shares of United Motors was given for one share
of Perlman stock).
If the Perlman stock was worth $110 immediately after organization (which
value is supported by the fact that the first sales of its stock on the curb
market, so far as the records show. April 13, 1918, were $130 a share), then
the value of the patent when acquired by the Perlman corporation, which
would be the value for depreciation purposed was $7.910,000.
Some of the other methods of valuing the patent are set forth below:
(1) $2.150,000 on the basis that stock issued for the Perlman patent was
worth $50 a share,
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(2) $3,126,031.20 on the basis of a royalty of $1 a set and upon the basis of
the output of car companies during the previous three years.
(3) $4,870,475.15 on the basis of a royalty of $1 a set and upon the basis of
the output of car companies during the previous year.
(4) $7,305,712.82 on the basis of a royalty of $1.50 a set and upon the basis
of the output of car companies during the previous years.
(5) $14,344,653.86 on the basis that two shares of the United Motors stock
was given for one share of the Perlman stock, and that the United Motors
stock was selling on the curb at $89.121/ a share.
(6) $11,920,653.86 on the basis that the Perlman stock sold on the curb
market at $153 a share on May 31, 1916.
(7) $9,808,653.86 on the basis that the Perlman stock sold on the curb
market at $131 a share on May 22, 1916.
(8) Other methods are set forth in appellant's brief showing values ranging
from $5,343,000 to $16,000,000.
G. E. ADAMS.

DmcmnBh 5, 1923.
Ma. STEINER: Reference is made to your memorandum of November 20, 1928,
calling attention to the fact that in the proposed recommendation in the abovenamed case the value of the Perlman rim patent has been fixed at $2,330,000
in March, 1916, when acquired by the Perlman Rim Corporation and that its
value in May, 1916, when the stock of the Perlman Rim Corporation was
acquired by the United Motors Corporation was $7,792,658.86, an increase of
235 per cent in a few months' time.
The value placed upon the patents in March, 1916, was for purposes of depreciation. The Perlman Rim Comporation was organized in March, 1916;
60,000 shares of its stock were sold at that time for $50 per share. It was
on this basis that the value of the patent was fixed when acquired by the
Perlman Rim Corporation. This sale was made to bankers who were interested in the formation of the corporation. This valuation may or may not
have reflected the intrinsic value of the patents. The patents were acquired
directly from the patentee.
S committee, having determined that the United Motors Corporation
sto, was worth $55 per share in May, 1916, held that the Perlman Rim Co.
stock was worth $110 a share in May, 1916, two shares of United Motors being
exchanged at that time for one of Perlman Rim Co., and on that basis the
patent was valued at $7,792,653.86 for Invested capital purposes. The file
shows that there were a large number of shares of United Motors stock sold at
prices considerably in excess of $55 per share and that immediately after the
acquisition of the stock of the Perlman Co. that United Motors stock sold
at a still higher figure, in the neighborhood of $140 per share. On its face this
appears to be a large increase in the value of the patents. It should be borne
in mind that the determination of value for purposes of depreciation is based
upon cost to the subsidiary. The transaction in May is an invested capital
question which concerns the United Motors Corporation, wAich purchased the
stock of the Perlman Rim Corporation. While it may not necessarily have a
bearing on the case, it may be that the patent actually had a greater value in
March, 1913, than the cost, which has been determined for depreciation purposes, but thaf that value had not been determined at that time. The evidence
as to the value of the stock exchanged for Perlman stock is so convincing that
it can not be ignored. The committee, in fixing the value at $55, was exceedingly conservative. Between the time that the Perlman Co. was organized
in March, and May, 1916, it is very probable that the public had been impressed with the value of the patent to the automobile industry. While the
case is a very unusual one, the committee believes that there was sufficient
evidence to justify the value it has fixed for the stock of the Perlman Co. for
invested capital purposes.
CHARLES D. HAMEL, Chairman.
JAwuma 10, 1924.
Mmis HOWARD: Please hold this case until I can discuss it with the commissioner, as indicated in Mr. Steiner's memorandum of December 20.
0. D. HAanm.
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DEc!Matr 20, 1923.
In re United Motors Corporation, New York, N. Y.
CHAIRMAN COMMITTEE ON APPEALS AND REVIEW:

I have taken up the above-named case with Mr. Blair in connection with
your memorandum of December 5, 1923. He requests that you give the case
your personal attention and then take it up personally with him. The only
phase of the case I discussed with him was the matter which is the subject of
your memorandum of December 5.
Wx. STJ.
rarNB
NOVEMBEt26, 19.
In re United Motors Corporation, New York, N. Y.
Mr. BREWSTEB,
Chairtnrn Committee on Appeals and Revii w:
Reference is made to point 8 (4 in the memorandum) in the above-named
appeal. The committee recommends that the value of the Perlman rim patent
upof acquisition by the Perlman Rim Corporation in March, 1916 ('t), be
fixed -at $2,333,000 and the value for the purpose of consolidated invested
capital of the affiliated corporations as at date of acquisition by the United
Motors Corporation (parent company), presumably on or about June 30, 1916,
to be $7,792,053.80. This means that the bureau will be recognizing an increase in value of the patent of about $5,460,000, or about 235 per cent, in less
than four months. This is, of course, a most unusual situation, although I do
not know whether this phase of the case was considered by the committee.
The case will, in all probability, have to be brought to the personal attention
of the commissioner, and'I feel that there should be a very complete explanation of so unusual a situation.
Will you look into the matter and advise me further? If any change is
made in the value, apparently it may affect also point 9 (5 in the memorandum).
.
WM .J. STr;ai
ExulHIT I)

TREASURY DEPARTMENT,
INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE,

AUSTIN, Tix., April 15, 1919.
COMMISSIONER OF INTERNAL REVENUE,

Washintlton, D. V.
SIR: Receipt is acknowledged of yotr telegram of April 12 as follows:
"If without risk to yourself or the Government you may suspend action
looking to collection of tax against Buick Automobile Co. pending determination by this office whether tax has been paid on consolidated return by General Motors Co. as claimed.
RoPem, Commi8ssoner."
This office has an outstanding assessment of $68,734.28 against that company for income and excess profits taxes for the fiscal year ended July 31,
1917. There is a considerable amount in addition now due on account of
penalty and interest. It appears that the Buick Automobile Co. surrendered
its charter and was dissolved on June 28, 1917, its business and assets being
taken over by the Buick Motor Co., a Michigan corporation having permit to
do business in Texas. Correspondence addressed by this office to the Buick
Automobile Co, has lately been handled by the Buick Motor Co. J. W. Atwood,
formerly manager of the Buick Automobile Co., now of the Buick Motor Co., on
October 11, 1918, filed claim in abatement of this assessment, alleging that
the taxes due by the Buick Automobile Co. had been paid by the General
Motors Co. Mr. Atwood was informed in reply that this claim in abatement
would not be accepted by this office unless. it could be shown through a: statement from the collector, of internal revenue at Newark, N. J., where the Geueral.,Mptors Co. paid its taxes, that the payment to him included the taxes
('ue by the Buick Automobile Co. No such statement has been filed with this
ofth e.
t.~i later, the Buick Motor Co. was informed that claim il abatement
would be accepted, provided indemnity bond covering amount of the assessment
was filed. That has not been done. Accordingly, warrant of distraint has
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Ieen issued and placed in the hands of a field officer for collection. The Buick
Motor Co. now gets very busy.
In view of your telegram above quoted, I have agreed to suspend action ta
executing warrant of distraint for live days from this date. That period
should give your office time to determine whether or not taxes due by the
Buick Automobile Co., represented by the assessment above referred to, was
included in report of the General Motors Co., filed with Collector Duffey, of
New Jersey, and paid to him. I am not willing to assume the risk of permitting
this assessment to remain n its present condition. The matter must be deftnitely disposed of one way or the other.
You will find inclosed copy of my letter of this date to Messrs. Crane,
Crane & ITmphreys, attorneys for the Buick Motor Co.
lteasletfully,
A. 8. WALKKR, Collector.
ExmIIlT E
IWestern Union Telegram]
DTrRorr, MimH., April 16, 1919.
lion. DANIEL C. ROPERn,
Commissioner of Internal Revenue, Wasnhington, D. C.:
Accept our thanks for your wire April twelfth advising that you have authorized collector at Austin to suspend collection of tax against Texas Buick
Company pending investigation. HIe has, however, wired our representative
at Dallas that matter must be disposed of within five days. Unless your
office can furnish him information asked for in our letter of March fifth will
be compelled to file bond for eigthy thousand nine hundred dollars in order to
protect our business and property. It seems unjust to put us to the expense
of such bond as we included Texas Buick income in General Motors return for
1917 and have paid tax in full. Will you kindly advise him again to desist
from all proceedings until further instructions from you? The only information which will satisfy him must come from your office, hence we are powerless in the premises,
GENERAL MOTORS

CORPORATION,

T. S. MIa ILu, Secretary.
EXHIBIT F

('rsury ID,partiment Telegrani
INCOME TAX

IUNT.

WVanhin gton, April 17, 1919.
COLLFCTO

OF INTERNAL REVENUE,

Austin, Tc.v.:
By offl t telegram twelfth instant you were authorized to suslend action
against Buick Co. pending determination by th!s office whether tax had been
paid on consolidated return by General Motors Co. Motors Co. now advises
that you have notified the matter must be disposed of within five clays. Not
yet able to determine positively but all indications point to full payment of
tax by General Motors Co. You are therefore directed to take no further
action until further advised.
CALLAN, Acting Commist ominr.
EXHIBIT G

[Treasury Department Telegram]
INCOME TAX

UNIT,

Washington, April 17, 1919.
GisNnAL MOTon

Co. (an answer),
Detroit, Mich.:
Your telegram sixteenth. Have wired collector at Austin peremptory instructions to take no action until advised.
CALLAN, Actiny,

''tim*loner.
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APau, 17, 1919.
Mr. TALBenT:
Please give this telegram immediate attention. My recollection is that we
wired this collector to suspend action until further instructed. If he can not
follow our instructions, I shall recommend to the commissioner that we get
another collector. This is not the first time that, despite specific instructions
from the bureau, Collector Walker has proceeded in an absolutely obstinate
fashion to carry out his own personal will.
Please prepare and send up to me such communications as you think ought
to be sent to the General Motors Corporation and to the collector and give me
the benefit of any advice you think I may need.
C.
ExHmirr I
ArImL 25, 1919.
Hon. A. S. WALKER,

Collector of Internal Revenue, Austin, Ter.
MY DARn M.L WALKER: I have noted especially your letter of the 15th instant acknowledging receipt of my telegram of the 12th instant in regard to
the tax assessed against the Buick Automobile Co., although I am extremely
reluctant to suggest to a collector any course which is likely to jeopardize
either the interests of the Government or the personal interests of the collector,
I have been hopeful that all collectors would appreciate, as I think I do, the
vital importance in administering the present high tax laws, of refraining
from drastic and arbitrary action in the enforcement of collection about which
there is serious question. The tone of your letter and particularly your statement that the matter must be definitely disposed of one way or the other within
the five days you have agreed to suspend distraint proceedings, indicates that
you have not the same attitude in matters of this sort as the officers of the
bureau have endeavored to maintain throughout the last two years.
There are excellent reasons why it may be impossible to ascertain the facts
in this case within the brief period of five days. The question raised here
relates to a most complex phase of our work, namely, the consolidated returns. Furthermore, because of the tremendous volume of detailed work connected with the handling of the several million returns filed in 1917, extended
research is frequently necessary in locating returns and information relating
to them.
Prior to the receipt of your letter on April 15, a second telegram was sent
to you requesting that you suspend distraint proceedings until further advkied
by the bureau. I hope you have seen fit to observe these instructions and that
you will continue to hold the distra:nt warrant in abeyance until the bureau
advises you whether the tax assessed against the Buick Automobile Co. was
paid on the consolidated return of the General Motors Co.
Yours very truly,
DANIEL C. ROPER, Commissioner.

ExHIBIT J
FEBRUARY

8, 1923.

BUICK AUTOMOiILE Co., or TEXAS,

Care of General Motors Corporation, Detroit, Mich.
Attention Mr. C. A. Souther.
Sins: Your claim for the abatement of $73,545.67 corporation income and
profits taxes for the fiscal year ended July 31, 1917, has been examined and
is hereby rejected for the reason that an audit of your returns discloses a
tax liability in excess of the amount assessed.
In arriving at the true liability, due consideration was given the statements
set forth in your claim. The basis of the additional assessment will be
made the subject of a separate communication from this bureau.
The rejection of this claim will officially appear on the next schedule to
be approved by the commissioner.

RespecttuUy,

E. W. CHATTrTON, Deputy Commissioner.
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ExHIBIT K
[Western Union Telegram]
MARCH 17, 1923.
COMMISSIONER OF INTERNAL REVENU,
Attention W. A. Preignitz, Internal Revenue Auditor,
consolidatedd Returns Subdivkson, Washington, D. C.
Refer your letter December eighteenth, nineteen twenty two, re Iulck Automobile Company of Texas, also office reply January twenty second nineteen
twenty three Commissioner section nineteen twenty three February double
naught special eight list indicates additional assessment one hundred twenty
seven thousand nine hundred sixty three dollars and fourteen cents, advise
status of account so that this office may it proper file suit before April first.
HOPKINS, CoUector.
EXHIBIT L
[Treasury Department Telegram)
WASHINGTON, D. C., March 19, 1928.
(OLI,.ETOR

OF INTERNAL REVENUE,

Dallas, Tex.:
Additional taxes Bureau letter to taxpayer February twenty eight is final
action on returns fiscal year ended July thirty one nineteen seventeen Buick
Automobile Company of Texas. Claim for abatement seventy three thousand
five hundred fhrty five dollars sixty seven cents rejected.
E. W. CHATTrHTON, Deputy.

EXHIBIT M
TREASURY DEPARTMENT,
INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE,

Dallas, Tex., March 22, 1923.
Second district of Texas.
Re Buick Automobile Co. of Texas, Dallas, Tex.
COMMISRlONER OF INTERNAL RTVENUE,

Washington, D. C.:
Reference is made to the outstanding assessment against the above-named
corporation appearing on the April, 1918, list, page 862, line 1, of the old third
district of Texas and transferred to this office July 1, 1920.
In connection with the above, reference is also made to office letter dated
June 14, 1921, in which you were advised that an abatement claim in the
amount of $73,545.67 would be forwarded as soon as an appropriate bond was
secured, which was requested May 27, 1921.
You are advised that the bond as indicated above was not secured for some
reason which the files of this office fail to disclose.
Further reference is made to bureau letter dated December 18, 1922. signed
by W. A. Priengnitz, Internal revenue auditor, consolidated returns subdivision,
which explains in detail the dissolution of the above-named company; also
refer to office telegram of March 17, 1923, and bureau reply dated March 19,
1923.
You are advised that the original return in this case was filed August 30,
1917, which, if this office understands correctly. prevents any action by suit

at law.

The only former stockholder known to this office is the General Motors Corporation, Detroit, Mich.: J. W. Atwood, Dallas, Tex., and B. R. Webb, San
Antonio, Tex.
Please advise this office what disposition should be made of this case.
GEO. C. HOPKINs, Colector, P. . J.
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JUNE 14, 1923.
In re Buick Automobile Co. of Texas.
Memorandum of conversation had with Mr. Simpich, of the Office of the
Solicitor of Internal Revenue:
Memorandum from solicitor dated May 18, 1923, relative to the above-named
company stated that no suit or proceedings for the collection of the amount of
the rejected claim of $73,545.67 could be instituted in this case because the
statutory five-year period had expired. The impression given to the readers
of this memorandum was that collection of any tax must be made withlh the
five-year period as well as the assessment. Mr. Simpich, however, stated that
such was not the intention of his memorandum. The opinion of the solicitor
In this case referred only to the above-mentioned company, that company havIng been dissolved and its assets having passed through several hands since,
the only recourse left to the Government now would be suit against successors
or stockholders. In view of the fact that suit would be necessary, Mr.
Simpich stated that the provisions of section 250(d) of the revenue at of
1921 operated as a bar in this case.
He stated that were the Buick Automobile Co. of Texas still in existence
there would be no quetsion as to the right of the collector to distrain upon the
taxpayer if necessary without proceedings in court as is customary.
Mr. Hammond, of the technical staff, took part In this conversation.
H. B. ROBINSON, Chief, Audit Section 1).

EXHIBIT O

Seaman v. Bowers, Internal Revenue (ollectr
(Circuit Court of Appeals, Second Circuit.

March 17, 1924

No. 254

1. Internal revenue 36. " False," as used in statutes permitting refund of
illegally assessed or collected tax, defined.
Under Rev. St. 3220, 3225 (Comp. St. 5944, 5948)S, authorizing the refund of
taxes erroneously or illegally assessed or collected, unless taxpayer's return
was false and fraudulent; " false " means Incorrect or not true, as distinguished
from intentionally fraudulent or erroneous.
(Ep. NOTE.--For other definitions, see Words and Phrases, first and second
series, False; Falsely.)
2. Internal revenue 28.-Statute limiting time to bring " suit" or " proceeding." for collection of tax held applicable to executive action by warrant for
distraint.
Revenue act 1921, 250(b), being Comp. St. Ann. Supp. 1923 6336 1/8 tt,
providing that no " suit" or " proceeding " for the collection of taxes shall be
begun after the expiration of five years after return was filed, except in the
case of false or fraudulent return or failure to file any return, applies to an
executive action by warrant for distraint, or otherwise; "proceeding" not
being, limited to an action or suit in court.
(ED. NOTE.-For other definitions, see Words and Phrases, first and second
series, Proceeding; Suit.)
3. Internal revenue 2. Statute permitting taxpayer to recover tax erroneously
or illegally assessed or collected held retroactive.
Rev. St. 3220, 3225 (Comp. St. 5944, 5948), as amended by revenue act, 1918
(Comp. St. Ann. Supp. 1919, 5944, 5948), authorizing a taxpayer who made a
false return to sue to recover taxes erroneously or illegally assessed or collected, unless taxpayer's return was willfully false or fraudulent, being
remedial, is retroactive.
4. Internal revenue 28. Remedy of taxpayer against imposition of additional
income tax, stated.
Where Commissioner of Internal Revenue began proceedings to collect ian
additional income tax and penalty on the ground that taxpayer's return for
the year 1916 was erroneous, taxpayer's remedy under act March 4, 1923,
amending revenue act, 1921, 252, and Rev. St. 3220, as amended by revenue
act, 1921, was to pay the additional tax and sue to recover it, and in such
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action present his contention that the right to collect the tax was barred
under revenue act, 1921, 250(d), being Cmoip. St. Ann. Supp. 1923, 6336 1/8 tt.
and an injunction pendente lite to restrain the collection of the tax was properly denied under Rev. St. 3224 (Comp. St. 5)47),
*

*

*

*

*

*

Cadwallader v. Hturgl. . T.
. 3579; Wetherley i. Durree, T.
Ieshara v. Hopkins, T. D. 8552; Graham v. Du Pont, T. D. 3486.

*

. 35060;

Mr. MANSON. There has been considerable discussion before the
committee upon the question of the adequacy and efficiency of the
organization to review audit determinations-that is, determinations
made by auditors.
It appears that in each of the large auditing sections there is a
review section, which consists of the higher class or better men in the
division, and after a case has been audited it then goes to the review
ectioni where the review auditors check it over, at least as to the
principles involved.
Attention has been called to the fact that the review sections are
all under the same heads as the audit sections, whose work is subject
to their review; and the suggestion has been made that because of the
fact that the review sections are under the same head as the audit
sections the review is not a check against the head of the division,
who may desire to put a case through the division improperly.
We have to present this morning a case which, I believe, illustrates
that objection.
This is the case of the Robert Dollar Co. No extended investigation of the merits of the claim has been made. Our attention has
been devoted primarily to the procedure followed in this case, having
in mind the matter of organization; but in order that the committee
may have some appreciation of the question I might state briefly
what was involved.
It appears that a syndicate made a contract with the
ussian
Government to furnish them shells at something like $15 apiece.
This syndicate turned the contract over to a Canadian manufacturer, with the provision that the Canadian manufacturer should pay
the syndicate 70 cents apiece for the shells that were paid for by the
Russian Government.
The syndicate then made a contract with the Robert Dollar Co.
under which the Robert Dollar Co. was to act as the agent of the
syndicate and was to receive a percentage of the amount collected
by the syndicate from the Canadian shell manufacturer.
The shells were manufactured and paid for by the Russian Government in 1916.
The manufacturer refused to pay the commission, until finally a
suit was brought and a settlement of that suit was made in 1918.
In other words, the syndicate did not collect their commission from
the manufacturer until 1918. The Robert Dollar Co., under their
contract, had no right to collect their commission from the syndicate
until the syndicate collected their commission from the manufacturer, which was in 1918.
The Robert Dollar Co. made no return of the amount, involving
something over $100,000, in its 1918 returns, but did return it in
1920.
The CHAIRMAN. When did they actually get the commission?
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Mr. MANSON. They got the commissions in 1918.
contract they were not entitled to them until 1918.

Uindqr

heir

The CHAIRMAN. Is there anything to show why they did not return

)

them until 1920?
Mr. MANSON. No; that does not appear; but when they fow
lmt
a,
they could not get these commissions allowed as earned in
then set up the claim that they kept their books upon an e ,
basis, and that the commissions were earned in 1916.
Senator WATSON. Upon what basis?
Mr. MANMON. Upon an accrual basis, and that the com
t,

io.:

were earned in 1916, and that therefore they should be considii rel
as 1916 income, notwithstanding the fact that they were not et
titled to the commission, unless the syndicate :ollected the wom v
was not
~
from the Canadian manufacturer, and the coltlWi I
until 1918.
It also appears to be a fact that while they claimed to hav. kc(p
their books upon an accrual basis, they never entered these comtnis
sions on their books in 1916 as having accrued in that year.
I have stated the principal question that was involved here.
I will now come to the matter of procedure, which was really
the purpose of our investigating and reporting on this case.
It appears that the- 1918 and 1919 taxes of the Robert Dollar Co,
were settled without review by the review section in the consolidated
returns division, as is required under the regular procedure. This
was done under the orders of Mr. Lohman, head of the consolidated returns division.
From verbal and written information the following appears to
be the pertinent facts in this case as regards the manner in which
it was handled by the Income Tax Unit.
Mr. Bergeron, auditor of the consolidated returns division, originally audited the case, but it was taken away from him and given
to another auditor of this division by the name of T. F. Callahan,
following a conference held by the division with the Robert Dollar
Co., represented by C. T. Haines. You will please note that Mr.
B. V. I obred signed this conference re)po.t, subject to exception
to poih1 s I and 5 mentioned therein.
Point 1 is as I have just described it to the committee.
Subsequent to this conference, it appears that Mr. Lohman prepared a memorandum upholding the conference report, and directed
just how the case was to be audited. Not only that, but lie also
instructed the auditor to return the case to him, instead of letting
it go to the review section in the ordinary manner.
Before I proceed further I wish to say that this memorandum
of Mr. Lohman's, which is attached as an exhibit, sustains the taxpayer's contention that these commissions were 1916 income, even
though they were not collectible under their contract until 1918, and
even though they were not due until 1918, not earned until 1918,
and even though they were not collected until then.
The following facts are brought out in a conference with Mr.
Callahan, who made the audit:
There is attached here as an exhibit a stenographic report of the
conference between Mr. Parker and various employees of the bureau
who were connected with this case.
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First. The audit was made as per instructions in Mr. Lohman's written
memory nduw

MAss. Is that memorandum there?
M W
Mr. MANSON. Yes; we have it. It is attached here.

Mr. NAsu. Would you mind reading it, Mr. Manson?

Mr. Moss. It would seem proper to have it right at this point in
the record.

Mr. MANBON. This memorandum is dated August 18, 1924:

I have carefully considered the conferee's findings and conclusions in the
above-imentioned case, together with a memorandum written by the auditor on
this case and the briefs and data tiled by the taxpayer, and it is my conclusion that the decisions as reached by the conferee are correct and should
be followed in the closing of this case.
A careful study of all the facts with respect to the contract made with the
Russian Government for goods clearly indicates that this should be claimed
as income for the year 1910. Their books are kept on an accrual basis. This
was income properly chargeable to the year 1910. and the taxpayer has agreed
to file a waiver, allowing assessment of such additional tax in that year. The
second point raised is the question of the distribution of certain income derived through organizations in Tientsin, China, and Hankow, China. After
careful stnuly of the facts, I have reached the conclusion that this association
can not be termed a partnership, for general reasons as stated below.

I have taken no exception to the matter of the determination of a
j)artnership, and the balance of the arrangement deals with the part-

nership arrangement.
The CHAIRMAN. I had the impression that Judge Moss was referrifng t the memorandum that Mr. Parker wrote.

Mi MIoss. No. I was referring to the memorandum which he has
read,
Mr. MANSON. Mr. Loman's memorandum?
Mr. Moss. Yes.
Mr. NASH. I understood Mr. Manson to say that Mr. Lohman's
memorandum specifically directed how the case should be closed,

and that is why I asked to have it read.

Mr. Moss. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. I understood from the memorandum that he just
read to instruct them to close it on the 1916 basis.
Mr. MANSON. Yes; it says:
I have carefully considered the conferee's findings and conclusions in the
above-mentioned case, together with the memorandum written by the auditor
on this case, and the briefs and data filed by the taxpayer, and it is my conclusion that the decisions as reached by the conferee are correct and should
be followed in the closing of this case.

Senator ERNST. That is the part of it to which you had reference?
Mr. MANSON. Yes. Going back now:
First. The audit was made as per instructions in Mr. Lohman's written
memorandum.
Second. It was taken to Mr. Lohman personally instead of being sent through
to the review section in the ordinary manner.
Third. The case would not have been audited in this way without instructions from Mr. Lohman.
Fourth. The result of the audit was to wipe out one-half million dollars
in tax and refund to the taxpayer for the year 1918 alone over $11,000.
From the testimony of Neely, in the same exhibit, we see that the case went
to the administrative section first, instead of going to the review section, and
it was turned back to them because it was not signed by the review section.
When it did get to the review section, it came there with instructions to sign
the certificates of overassessment without the usual review.
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A memorandum from Mr. Lohman directing how this case should be audited
was missing from the tiles, as well as a memorandum from Mr, Lobred, which
set up the objections of the audit unit to t l e consideration or this case on any
such basis as was finally made.
Fortunately, it later developed that: Mr. Neely had kept copies of these two
memoranda for the protection of himself and his section. Copies of these two
memoranda are therefore appended under Exhibit D, which is Mr. Lohman's
Instructions to audit, and Exhibit E, which sets up the contentions of the auditors. We believe from examination of Mr. Lobred's memorandum and Mr. ,Ioh.
man's memorandum, that there is no doubt but what Mr. Lobred was right in
the majority of his contentions. We will not, however, go into that phase of
the case here, because we do not wish to cloud the issue.
The I sue in this case is the establishment of the fact that no matter hew
perfect may seem the safeguards set up by the bureau for the review of cases,
they are of absolutely no avail when the administrative officers of the bureau
may cut out such procedure and safeguards at their own personal pleasure.
We have information that Mr. C. T. Haines, representative of the taxpayer, hi
this case, is a brother-in-law of Mr. Bright, and that Mr. Lohman has now left
the department to go into business with Mr. Haines. This latter statement is
simply on verbal information, and we have not had time to confirm It.
It appears also from the papers in tils case that it was closed under a final
determination signed by the commissioner, at least for the year 1918, under
section 1006. This means the case can not be opened up unless fraud is shown.
A rapid survey of the case makes it appear that an item of about $1,200, deductible from the tax of 1918, was omitted from the audit for that year and a
certificate of overassessment and a final determination was signed without this
being taken into account. We understand later that this amount of money wa,4
deducted from 1919 taxed of the taxpayer. This procedure is absolutely contrary to the statute.
Conclusion: This case would have received a careful and thorough study if
time had been available, but we believe that this brief statement will bring out
the astounding condition which exists in the department. We contend that if
one case Is reviewed, all cases should be reviewed, and that no administrative
officers of the Government should be allowed to vary procedure at pleasure. It
was quite evident from the conferences held by the writer that the individuals
in the bureau do not dare protest such cases for fear of losing their position
It should be stated also, in fairness to these men, that they volunteered no information, but answered the questions in the only way which honest men
could do.

Mr. MANSON. This report is signed by Mr. Parker.
Senator ERNST. Is that a single, isolated ease, or do you think

there are others like it ?
Mr. MANSON. Well, I do not know about that,
Senator Eisn. Do you know of any others?

Mr. MANSON. I d(o not know of any others.
I should like to say this, that our work of endeavoring to get matters of procedure in the bureau was but recently started. I had but
one man available to do that, Mr. Parker, who is our chief engineer,
and it was not until his work in the engineering division had reached
the point where he could be spared from it that he was available to
investigate the general procedure of the bureau and, as is known, the
investigation in the bureau is now cut short. I have no way of knowmng whether this is an isolated case. I do not even know how Mr.
Parker got onto the case. There was no complaint that came to us
in regard to it, and I do not even know how he got onto it; but there
is appended as Exhibit C a stenographic report of Mr. Parker's conferences with the various parties who worked on this case, thihl
msstains fully the statements made by Mr. Parker in the sunnmaly
report to me which I have just read.
If it is the desire of the committee that I should read the stenographic report of those interviews with the employees of the depart-
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meant who worked on this case, I would be glad to do so. It is in

the record here.

Mr. Moss. Mr. Manson mentioned some memoranda of Mr. Lobred

and of somebody else, which had disappeared from the records, but
copies of which had been kept by Lobred. Did you read those?
Mr. MANSON. I read Mr. Lohman's memorandum. Mr. Lobred
was the auditor who audited this case, and whose audit was overturned, and his memorandum sets forth the facts very clearly and
precisely, which I attempted to summarize at the time I started to
state this case, and unless the facts which he sets forth here are not
true, there is no question in my mind but what the taxpayer was not
entitled to have this income considered as of anything other than the
income as of the year 1918.
Senator WArsoN. Would this case naturally, in due process, have
come finally to Mr. Lohman ?
Mr. MANSON. Mr. Lohman was the chief of the consolidated returns division. Under Mr. Lohman was the section in which Lobred,
the auditor, worked. Mr. Lobred audited this case. Mr. Lobred was
one of the conferees and his report is based upon the conference.
Mr. Bergeron a' ited the case originally, and the case was then
taken from him and given to Mr. T. F. Callahan. Mr. Callahan's
statement is in the record here.
He states, in substance, that he audited the case as he was directed
to audit it by Mr. Lohman, and not as he would if he were exercising
his own judgment.
After Mr. Caliahan had audited the case, Mr. Lohman instructed
that the case be sent direct to the administrative division, instead of
to the review section.
I take it that the administrative division does not review audits,
but merely looks the papers over to see that they are all there and in
due form.
The :dminist rtive division seindIH the case buck to the audit section, for the reason that it had not been reviewed; in other words, it
was not signed by a reviewer. Mr. Lohman then directed that the

reviewer sign the case, but that no review be made, and the reviewer
states that is what lie (lid, that lie signed the report in accordance
with Mr. Lohman's direction, but that he did not make a review.
Mr. Moss. I would like to ask for a little information here. Was
that under verbal instructions?,
Mr. MANSON. Under verbal instructions.
Mr. Moss. To sign this, but not to review it?
Mr. MANSON. To sign it, but not to review it.

Mr. Moss. He makes that statement?
Senator Eux 'r. Do you still want that report read ?

Mr. Moss. I think so. I do not know how the chairman feels
about it.
The CHAIR MAN. I would also like to hear it read.
Mr. MANSOX. The report of the auditor?

The (CHrAl IAN. The one which Judge Moss has asked for.
Mr. NASH. May I make a statement first? *

I want to say that Mr. Lohman entirely exceeded his authority
if he did what lie is said to have done in this case. lie had no right
to direct that that case go through without a review, and he had na
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right to dictate the direction of the audit. I ran not understand the
workings of the mind of this auditor, if he would audit a case as he
had been directed to audit it, if he thought that basis was wrong,
He should have audited it to the best of his own honest judgment
and closed it in that way. But no auditor need take directions from
any superior us to how a case should be audited. It should he honestly audited on the basis of the facts before him and in no other

way.
t'lhe CHAIRMAN. I am sure that
that
t is the intention of the organization, but, as has been pointed out in the previous hearings, these
reviewers and these auditors are all subordinatesMr. MANSON. Of the same man.
The CHAIRMAN (continuing). Of the same man, of the chief of
section, and it requires a man of perhaps more than ordinary nerve
to fly in the face of his superior, especially when his livelihood is
dependent on that particular job.
Mr. NASH. If a man is honest. I do not see why he would hesitate
to fly in the face of anybody, if they told him to do something wrong.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, that is ideal, of course. No one would differ with that conclusion, but, at the same time, the vidence as shown
to these heads of divisions or chiefs have dominated their subordinate to such an extent that some of them have become timid about
raising issues with their chiefs. That was evidenced by Mr. Greenidge; it was evidenced by the letter he wrote to his subordinates that
they must not disagree with their chiefs. That feeling permeates
the department, and it is a perfectly natural condition.
This man that you discharged the other day, Mr. Briggs. was
unquestionably discharged, notwithstanding any statement that anybody else may make: he was unquestionably discharged because he
was irritable and disagreed with the auctions of his chief, that lie constantly found fault, and lie pointed out t the conmlnittee's staff errors
in the closing of cases. He no doubt irritated many of his superior
officers way up the line, and was innidiaitely removed.
The pretext
on which he was removed was because of a reduction in force, and
that, perhaps, is not debatable. I can not tell what was in the minds
of thie men who removed him. but it is perfectly apparent to every
person down there, and is verified by our men, that it is the impression in the bureau that he was removed because of his insistence in
having cases properly closed, and when not properly closed, drawing
it to the attention of the committee's examiners. It docs not matter
what anybody says about it, and I do not claim that the heads of the
bureau discharged him for any other reason than because of a reduction in force. I do not say that Mr. Nash and Mr. Blair did not
remove him for that purpose, but you never can convince the staff
down there that that was the true reason, because lie was the most
vigorous and outstanding opponent of some of these methods of
which we have complained.
Mr. NASH. I just want to state that I am familiar with the separation with Mr. Briggs from the service, and that he was not separated for anything that he brought to the attention of this committee, and he was not separated on account of a disagreement with
his immediate superior.
The CHAIRMAN. I do not deny that, so far as you are concerned,
Mr. Nash. I believe that is so; but I may say that the reflex action
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of the psychology of the method upon the staff down there is that it
wa because lie was an outstanding man who fought against this very
kind of procedure that we are now complaining of, and this case
tis morning verifies the conclusions that were reached by our staff-that it was possible to put through any kind of a case that the head
of a division wanted to put through. He wanted it put through in
this case, and it was put through.
Whether this is an isolated case or not is not important. It shows
the weakness of the organization and the weakness of the organization which was manifested in a previous hearing.
Senator WATHON. On the other hand, we sat here the other day and
criticized this man Greenidge because lie refused to obey the orders
of the head, when Commissioner Blair had ordered him to decide a
case, and lie declined to accept that and stood out against it.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. I think it must be generally understood that subordinates are to obey the orders of their chiefs.
Senator ERNsT. It can not be otherwise.
Senator WATSON. I do not see how you are going to do otherwise
and have an organization.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. I think it is apparent in this record, time and again, that after engineers or auditors would act and
subsequently be overruled they changed their initial settlements in
accordance with the directions of their superiors, rather than with
their own views. So I think it goes without saying that if this man
here directed this thing to be done the underemployee was doped.
IMr. MANSON. My suggestion in regard t to e whole thing is that
ia review section or a review organization, to be effective, must be
under a different head than the organization whose work it is reviewing. That is the point that I have in this case.
Senator EiNST. Will you be good enough now to read that report
that Judge Mo: s asked for?
Mr. MA.ssON. Yes; I will read that.
Mr. AMoss. before you do that, let me make another point here.
Mr. MANMON. Yes; certainly.
Mr. lMoss. I do not want to delay the proceedings here; but in
Mr. Manson's investigation. or the investigation by his staff, how
many cases have been discovered which presents facts similar to the
unfortunate Greenidge incident and the incident which has been referred to this morning?

Senator EicNST. He has just answered that, that this was the only
case of that ki
tht he had found.
Mr. MANSON. This is the only case we found arising in the audit
sections, where the head of the division has directed how an audit
was to be nmade, arid then has kept the case away from the review
section, which is set up and established there for the purpose of reviewing audits.
I might say that this case involved no refund. There was no possibility of this case going to the solicitor, and the case has gone
through as Mr. Lohnan directed it to go through, and has been
finally closed, under an agreement finally disposing of the case.
Mr. NAsn. I would like to emphasize that I can not understand
how a consciet' ious reviewer can be on his job if he is going to put

L
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his initials on the case, indicating that he hias reviewed it, if he Iha
not.

Another thing I want to point out is that we have recognized that
the review is not 100 per cent efficient, and on next Monday morning
we are putting into each review section an attorney from the solicitor's
office, to sit with the reviewers in going over these cases. That attorney is from an organization outside of the Income Tax Unit, and
is responsible to the solicitor.
Mr. MANSON. The report of the auditor who sat in that conference
is as follows-Mr. Moss. Is that Lobred?
Mr. MANSON. This is Lobred.
Mr. Moss. And Lobred is the man who says that he preserved
that memorandum for his own protection?
Mr. MANsoN. Yes; he said he preserved this for his own pro.
tecti n.

This is headed In Re: Robert. Dollar Co., New York, N. Y.:
The following is submitted by section C in :support of Its action with refer-

ence to:
1. Denial of the taxpayer's contnttion that commissions of $107,919.59 received from the Canadian Car & Foundry Co. (ltd.) constituted income for
1916 rather than 1918.
2. Denial of the taxpayer's contention that partnership profits amounting
to $153,472.20) are nontaxable, which action was reversed by the conferee in
report of May 29, 1924.
The facts in connection with point No. 1 are as follows:
During the year 1914 a syndicate composed of five individuals procured a
contract from the Russian Government for the delivery of 2,000,XH) shralpne
shells at $15.85 each, delivery to be made during the year 1916.
On February 12, 1015. the syndicate assigned the contract to the Canadian
Car & Foundry Co. (Ltd.), of Montreal, which agreed to pay the syndicate
in consideration thereof 85 cents per shell out of the payments received, part
in cash and part in treasury bills of the Russian Imperial Government, in
thie same proportion tas payments were made to it by the Russian Government,
Shortly thereafter the Russian Govternment agreed ti the lissiglitlentll of the
tand purslalnt

colntact(.

prihe, or $7.925,9M). in
Tlr

K(
85

to its

tenrlts depolitemid

;;fc,

rtl

of the

entire

contractt

lhe Bank of Montreal and the Natiomnl City Btink.

cvts IM'r shell, to wilch

tlhe syndicath

\wai

entiftled, was to

e (lis-

tributed to the Individuals in the following proportions:
Knapp. Mimdin. Dumbadse, 70 cents per shell.
Macke,. Allison, 15 cents per shell.
On March 5, 1915. Knapp, Mindin & )Dumbadseentered into an agreenmnt
with the Robert Dollar Co. (taxpayer). constttituting the latter as their agent,
and agreeing to pay it tfve-seventieth of the amount collected from the car
and foundry conmany as its remunerations. (At this point attention is diretted to the fact tht a copy of the agreement mentioned above has never
been filed.)
On March 4, 1915, the Canadian Car & Foundry Co. (Ltd.) paid to the
Robert Dollar.Co, for the account of Knapp, Mindin & Dumbadse the sum
of $15000

as ipaymintt on :IccouIit of commissions from the afdviance rocelved

from the Russian Government in accordanp
agreement.

with the terms of the syndIlcte

Up to March 8, 1916, the Canadian Car & Foundry Co. (Ltd.) had shiippted
less than 10,000 shells. The time of delivery was extended and the contract
was assigned to a corporation organized by the Car & Foundry Co. under the
laws of the State of New York, known as the agency for Canadian Car &
Foundry Co. (Ltd.), which company completed the contract in 191W
On July 27, 1916, the Robert Dollar Co. brought stit against the Car &
Foundry Co. and the newly organized company to recover the amounts due
]fnapp, Mindin & Dumbadse.
On June 24, 1918, an agreement was entered into between the Cnr & F )mudry
Co. and the Robert Dollar Co. to suspend the lhail proceedings t'fr 1i) days.
The company represented that it had made settlement with Knapp and Dumbltdse
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and offered $360,000 in full settlement to be paid by a note in favor of the taxpayer six monthM after date of acceptance; this offer was accepted.
Accordingly, on November 13, 1918, the taxpayer received a note for $360,000
iln full discharge of Its claim both individually and as trustee including costs

aild expenses.
The commissions due the taxpayer amounted to $107,910.59. The taxpayer
Included thin amount in its returns for 1920, but the unit decided that they
accrued as income in 1918.
Taxpayer's contention: (1) The taxpayer now contends that the commissions
were earned and accrued as income in 1916. because there was at no time a
question of the amount earned and due but only the question of payment of the
amounts due. That the corporation kept its books on a strict accrual basis
and should have accrued the profit on the contract in 1916.
That it has been consistently held by authorities that if the question at Issue
is whether or not there is any liability no amount can ie accrued and no income
reported until the proper tribunal has determined that a liability exists, but
If the question is one of enforcing the liability already existing, income has
accrued.
Contentions of section C: (1) It is the contention of section C that the
conferee is in error, and that his decision is probably based upon a misunderstanding of the true facts in the case.
It should he borne in mind that the taxpayer was merely acting as agent
for the syndicate and that its main service most likely consisted of making
collection of the amounts due the syndicate. In consideration of the services
rendered it was entitled to compensation equivalent to five-seventieths of the
amount collected on behalf of the syndicate.
Hence this section is of the opinion that the commissions accrued as earnings in the year 1918, in which year the taxpayer fulfilled the agency agreement with the syndicate by making collection of the amount due certain of its
members.
It could not be correctly asserted that the taxpayer earned the commissions
in 1916, the year in which the Canadian Car & Foundry Co. completed its contract with the Russian Government, for the reason that the taxpayer had not
at that time fully performed the services it had undertaken. The syndicate
was not obligated to the taxpayer for any sum prior to the time of the collection of the amount due from the Car & Foundry Co.
If the question at issue was whether the syndicate should have accrued its
share of the contract price in 1916, it is likely that the principle asserted by the
taxpayer could apply, even though it is highly probable that the nemliers of
the syiat'
hlad consideraLbl doubt that itc wouldd enforce payment of the
amount agreed upmn a its share. But the Issue rellaes to the amount to
which the taxpayer was entitled for services rendered "on behlnf of the syndicate."

Hence it would seem that the taxpayer's compensation laterued when the

compromise was effected in 1918; in other words, when it fully performed the
services it had undertaken.
Attention is directed to the fact that the taxpayer did not accrue the conmissions on its books in 1116, which is prima facie evidence that it did not consider the amount as earnings for that year. In view of the above, It would
seem that this method of treatment was entirely correct from an accounting
viewpoint. The taxpayer was not entitled to coml ensation until it fully performed the service agreed upon, and there is no question that collection of the
amount due the syndicate constituted an important part of such services.
Hence it would have violated good accounting principles to have accrued the
commissions as income prior to the year 1918.
There is no doubt whatsoever that the taxpayer did not have an enforcible
claim against the syndicate prior to the year 1918. and this would seem to be
the final test preventing accrual of the item in 1910.
It should be noted that an important part of the evidence has not been furnished, viz, the agency agreement between the syndicate and the taxpayer, and
it would seem to be contrary to good policy to allow the taxpayer's contentions
without requiring the submission of a copy of the agreement.
The facts in connection with point No. 2 are as follows:

That deals with something entirely outside of the question that I
have raised here.
The (CAnUMAN. Do you want that last part read, too, Judge

Moss?
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Mr. Moss. No; I do not care for that.
Mr. MANsON. I believe it would -Mr. Moss. Friom what source did that nemoirandiun emanate?
Mr. MANSON. That memorandum was written by Mr. Lobred, who
was one of the conferees and who signed the conference report, and
specifically stated on the conference report that he signed this, subject to acceptance of points I and 5.
Senator WATSON. Did this particular report go up to Mr. Lohman?
Mr. MANsoN. Yes; that went to Mr. Lohmuan, but at the time we
examined the files in the case both the memorandum and Lohman's
memorandum had disappeared from the files.
Senator ERNST. That is, when you got it?
Mr. MANsON. When we got the file: yes: and it was not until
Mr. Parker had the conference with Mr. Lobred that Mr. Lobred
produced from his own papers a copy, which lhe stated that he had
written for the reason that lie believed that those memoranda would
at some time disappear from the files.
Senator J.NES of New Mexico. Fronl whose custody did they disappear? Who was the last person in charge of them?
Senator ERNST. Who had them last'?
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. Yes: who handled those original

files?
Mr. MANsoN. There is nothing here stating that. They go into
the files, and any auditor, or particularly the chief of tle section
or anybody who has any apparent business with those files, can get
the file.
Senator Jowvs of New Mexico. Without those two memoranda. inl
what condition would that have left the case?
Mr. MANSON. Without those two memoranda, there would be
nothing to indicate whalt are the merits of this question hre. iTlere
would be nothing to show Lolhanan was upont notice of the fiart thint
except ion hai beei taken to the confei'nce.
Mr. Moss. To points 1 anld 5.
Mr. MANSON. To points 1 and 5, other than the mere note that
exception was taken to it, but the g t i'ind upon which it had been
taken would not appear.
Senator WATSON. WaVs any appeal ever t;iken from Lohman to

anybody else above him?
Mr. Moss. No: there was no reason to take an appeal.
Mr. MANSON. The taxpayer had been satisfied.
Mr. Moss. The taxpayer was satisfied
Senator WATSON. Oh. lie was satisfied, and nobody else knew

about it?
Mr. MANSON. Nobody else knew about it. I believe, inasmuch as
we have gone thus far into this matter, I should read the report
of the conferences between Mr. Parker and the employees of ihe
bureau, who handled this matter. They are short.
Mr. Thomas F. Callahan is the auditor who made tile audit in the
case.
Mr. Moss. He started that audit.
Mr. NASI. His :tudit was subsequent to this other mian's audit.
who prepared the menmorandunm.
^a it.
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Mr. MANsON. Yes; ihe nade the audit of the rase' pursuant to Mr.
duI.ll

L1ilouans lmeloral

Mr. Moss. Lorted started the audit; is that it ?
Mr. MANSON. Lobred was the conferee.

SMri. Moss. Somebody stiiated that audit and was taken off of it.
Mr. MANsON. A man by the name of Mr. ,. Iewis Bergeron.
Mr. Callahan's statement is as follows:
Q. )ltd you audit the ease of the Robert Dollar Co.?.-A. I audited it after
Mr. ID. Louis Bergeron.
Q. Did you have a inelnoriandumn in this 'ase from Mr. Lohman telling you
how to nudit this case?--A. I did.
Q. Was there i written meniorandum to that effect in the file?-A. Yes.
Q, You looked those fles over to-day and you eant not find that memoranduln ?--A. That is right.
Q. When you finished auditing this case did you transmit it to review in the
usual manner?-A. No.
Q. What did you do with it?-A, Took it to Mr. Lohluan, in accordance
with instructions from Mr. Lohman.
Q. If you had been allowed to audit this case without instructions, would you
have reached the results you did?-A. I don't believe I would.
Q. The additional tax Involved for 1918 involved something over one-half
million dollars, according to the revenue agent's report. Your audit showed
how much overassessment, instead of this additional tax?--A. $11,189.97.
Q. Do you believe that this case for the year 1918 ever went to review?A. I do not think it did.
Q. At least, if they made a review, they did not vconsult you about it?-A.
That is right.
Q. I have here tile overassessmeuntt certificate of 1919. This is signed by
you, dated October 17, 1924; signed by Section Iunit Auditor H. S. Jones,
October 17, 1924; reviewed by .1. 11. Neely, review section, October 18, 1924;
iipproved by Lohman, October 2(0, 1024. You admit that there was extraordiin;iy speed ill the h:undlinig of this case',-A. Yes, it was special.
Mr. IPAlRKEl. For your information you are informed that M r. Neely just told
nte over tlhe telephone that he did not really review this case, but signed it
unthder inst ruct ions.
Q. (ani you ihid
19!18 overmssessnient certificate il this lile?'-A. No: I can
Inoit blind it.

Q.

case, 1

to you know whelither the C. '.
allies, agent for the taxpayer in thiu
brot i
i l w of
tteputy
DIeputy 'he
issioner Bright cr not.--A. I Io not

Mr. Cr'istopher Ray was examined
before Mr. Parker, and was
questioned by Mr. Callahan as follows:
Q. Was there ever a ineltimornilid
in lbis casit (t oleri't
llar
C'o.) thlit you
have seen si ned by Mr. L ohiinn?-A. I will not siy) tiht I siw it, but I do
know that you did what they told you to do.

Mr. James Hill was examined by MrI.
i

arker, ias follows:

Q. What is your full name and title?- --A. James Hill, assistant chief section
C coi;olidated audit.
Q. In this Robert Dolla,'Co. case, I want to show you a copy of a conference report dated May 29, 1924. D you remember ever seeing it'--A. I don't
know that I can remember it.
Q. Did you ever get any instructions from Mr. Lolman?--A. There was a
memorandum prepare taking exception to points I and 5 of the conference by
Mr. Lobred, and Mr. Lohman then prepared a imevaorandunm sustaining this
conference.
Q. You saw that memorandum of Mr. Lolhman?--A. Yes.
Q. The memnoranduml
is missing?- -A. I saw it and Mr. Lobred and Mr.
Blergeron and Mr. Callahan.
Q. .Mr. allhnan, did you transmit to Mr. Neely certain verbal instructions
from Mr Lohinn?--A. I told him that the case was an expedite case; I was
told to tell him that.
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Q. Did that mean that the case was to be given a perfunctory review? -A.
This just meant to hurry the case.
Q. Was there a memorandum i this case, Mr. Callahan, containing the
opinion of Mr. Lobred ?-A. I believe there was.
Q. Can you find that memorandum in the files?---A. No; I can't seem to
find it. It is not here.

Mr. J. H. Neely was examined by Mr. Parker, as follows:
Q. Did you sign the overassessment certificate as the reviewer for the review
section in the case of IRoert Dollar Co.-A. Yes.
Q. For what years?-A. 1918 and 1919.
Q. You did not make a review of the case?-A. No; I was instructed not to
make a review as there was a memorandum in the case covering the points
signed by Mr. Lohman.
Q. This case was handled altogether different from the other cases going
through the bureau?-A. Yes.
Q. Do you know whether this case went to the review section in the ordinary
way?-A. No. It was returned from the administrative section to section C,
because it was not signed by the review section.
Q. How did you get your instructions to sign these certificates of overasses.
ment without the usual review?-A. Mr. Hill stated that the case was not intended to come through review, that all the disputed items were threshed out
by Mr. Lohman and his memorandum covering thie items in the case was signed
by Mr. Lohman.
Q. Did you keep a copy of these memoranda in your desk in the bureau
in order to protect yourself and the section?--A. Yes. I was afraid the memoranda would disappitr fromm the tile, as is often the -ase.

This is signed by Mr. Parker.
Senator WATrso, How long after that did Lohman leave the
department ?
Mr. Moss. He left just a few days ago.
Mr. NAsh. Mr. Lohman resigned this month; somewhere around
the 1st of May.
Senator WATSON. When did this transaction take place?
The CIXAIRMAN. In 1924, as I recall it, Senator.

Mr. MANsoN. Yes; in 1924. The conference was in May.
Mr. NASI. I want to say right here that I think that reviewer
ought to he discipliid for signing a certificate of overassessment
without looking into the file;.
The CAIA1umlAN. Do you not think the system ought to be changed
whereby anything like that can take place, so as to prevent it in the
future?

Mr. NAsH. I do not believe that any change in a system would

cure a situation of this kind.
Senator WATSON. No; because no matter what the situation is, you
will have to have a head of the department.
Mr. NAfi. You must have administrative officers, and you must
have subordinates, and if the subordinates are going to do wrong
because their administrative officers tell them to do it, I do not know
what organization change will correct it.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you think that an administrative officer would
be able to tell an independent reviewer and get away with it?
Mr. NASH. Senator, if you had a reviewing section outside of the
audit division, you would still have to have an administrative officer
at the head of it, and he would have just as much chance to tell
one of his subordinates how to review a case as Mr. Lohman had.
Mr. Ma soN. You would at least have to have the cooperation of
two heads of two sections, and I believe that this case demonstrates
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what I have felt for a long time, and that is tl'at a review section
u(inldr tin( smlle Ieadl as (l11 ection that dtoei the work being re'viewed loses a large part of its efficiency, Icalluse both of those sec-

tion" are under the same head. I believe that any review section
ought to Ireport directly to the deputy comnmissioner.
Senator JoN E of New Mexico. After getting Lonian's direction,
to whom should the auditor have appealed, if ie did not want to obey
Mr. Lohman ?
Mr. NANH. That auditor comes under the immediate direction of

the head of the section.

I have heard mentioned here section

', and

1 do not see the head of section (' in the controversy at all.

The

reviewer is also responsible to the head of the review section, Mr.
Akers. and I do not see Mr. Akers in this case.
I do not understand how a case can go through without going
through the head of tite auditing section, and also through the head
of the review section, before it gets to Mr. Lohman.

Senator JONES of New Mexico. That hats not answere d my qulestion. Assuming that Mr. IAloIIln made this order, which the record
indicates that lie did make, to whom should that auditor have appealed if lie thought that Mr. Lohman was not doing right?
Mr. NASH. That auditor should have appealed to thie commis-

sioner or to the deputy commissioner or to me.
Senator JON)ES of New Mexico. Well, I do not understand that
that has been the attitude of the bureau generally at all. On the
other hand. 1 think it appears all through this record that people
are, perhaps, not disciplined, to use that word in the ordinary sense,
but they are not expected to go over the leads of their chiefs.
Mr. NAsH. They are expected to go over the heads of their chiefs,
as far' as they can go, if they have knowledge of anything that is
going on that is not right.

Senator W.ATSON. As far as 1 can see, this is the only instance of
this kind.
Mr, Moss. I understand that there are nly two instances-this
anl thle Gi'eenidge matt er--that have been discovered,
The ('IAIm.MAx.

I might say in response to that. Judge Moss, that

there is a trail of tha

through the oil and gas section.
tall

has not been reduced to writing, andl

While it

there is not as clear-cut a case

as this. the record would indicate that there is that sort of atmosphere. and that that trail predominates in the oil and gas section,
even though it has not been relduled to writing, as it has been in this
case.

MrN.MAss. Take the William Boyce Thompson case. There an
engineer in tile mne section discovered the transaction out of which

a partner of T homlpson's had made $600,000 proit on the sale of
mineral lands. When the tax was assessed against his partner the
partner defended, or he asked a deduction on the ground that
Thompson was his partner anti got half the profit, and that therefore le should not pay the tax upon the whole profit. In that way
the fact that Thompson was involved came to the attention of the
bureau.

The engineer was v( r diligent in following that thing up, and he
fonii
that Mr. Alexander, tihe head of an audit section, hald had a
conferencee with the taxpayer and had determined upon a basis of
9291-5---PTi---19
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settlement, and this engineer went to his chief, Mr. Grimes, and Mr
Grimes advised him to go to the solicitor.
Iie went up and saw the assistant solicitor, or the employee of the
solicitor's ofhce to whom mining matters are referred, and he was
advised there to write a memorandum setting up these facts, so that
the solicitor could get jurisdiction over the case.
That inemorandum was prepared. It was forwarded through the
regular channels and went to Mr. Greenidge. It never reached the
solicitors office, where it was addressed, but went from Mr. Greenidge to Alexander, the very man whose conduct was being complained of, and there it rested until we dug the case up.
The CHAIRMAN. And as yet no punishment has been administered
to Mr. Greenidge or to Mr. Alexander for that very reprehensible
act, as I see it.
Senator WATSON. Of course, nobody defends this wrong. I do
not see anybody defending it, anyway.
The CHAIRMAN. I do not think it can be defended, and this, Senator, is brought out for the purpose of trying to strengthen the administration, so that these things can not happen again.
Senator WATSON. Well, where tie
human
element enters into such
a jumble as they had down there during the war, with 52,000,000
cases to settle, it was a mighty hard thing to get any kind of a system
in which somebody would not be in a position to do something that
was wrong.
The CHAIRMAN. But when wrong is discovered it ought to be
punished.
Senator WATSON. That is quite true.
The CHAIRMAN. But it does not appear that anybody has ever
been punished for this wrong.
Senator WATSON. Well, I did not know that you had ever heard
of it before.
The CHAIMAN. Oil, that William Boyce Thompson case was )up.
Senator WATSON. I am talking about this case.

MrA.
NAsu. In this particular division. I think we now have a head
of division who will correct a few of these situations.
The C(a.rnMAN. Who is that, Mr. Nash?
Mr. NAsn. Mr. Robinson.
The C( AIxuAN. Has Mr. Robinson been in tile bureau very long?
Mr. A.r.
r. Robinson came
into the bureau in 1919 out of the
Army. He was a major in the Army, and has been an auditor, and
was head of section I) in the consolidated division. We promoted
him to succeed Mr. Lohman on the 1st of the month.
The CHAIRMAN,.
You feel that he will do better ?
Mr. NAsH, He is a strong administrative man, a(nd one in whom
we have a hundred per cent confidence.
Mr. Moss. Nobody knew anything about this Lohman transaction until it was presented here this morning?
Mr. NXAH. No, sir.
Mr. Moss. And nobody wants to defend it.
The CRIlrM.1N. IHavty ou another case, Mr. Manson?
Mr. MANsox. Yes.
I will submit the report covering this transaction for the record.
(Exhibits in the Robert Dollar Co. case are as follows:)
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27, 1925.

tr4 :

L. '. Manson, Gtenleral Counsel.
From: L. II. Parker, Chief Engineer.
Special imemnoraudum:
Taxpayer: Itobert Dollar Co.
Subject: Case settled without review.

BYNOP'IS
1918 and 1919 taxes of the Robert Dollar Co. was settled
It iplears tlhat tithe
without review by the review section in the consolidated returns division, as
is required under the regular procedure. ThisH was done under the orders
of Mr. Lohan, head of the consolidated returns division.
HISTORY OF 'lTII

CASE

F1'an verbal and written information the following appears to be the pertineut facts illthis case as regards the manlner in which it was handled by
tlhe Incomen Tax Unit.
Mr. ltergeron, auditor of the consolidated returns division, originally audited
the case, but it was taken away from him and given to another auditor of
thils vision by tilt, name of T'. F. Callahan, following a conference held by
the division with tli Rlobert Dollar Co., represented by (, T.. Haintes. (See
Pleise ltel that Mr. It. V'.Lobred signed this conference
Exlhilt 1 attached.)
report subject to exception to points 1 Iand 5 mentioned therein. Subsequent
to this conference it appears that Mr. Lohman prepared a memorandum upholding the conference report and directing just how the case was to be
audited.
Not only that; but he also instructed the auditor to return the case to
hlin instead of letting it go to the review section i tlie ordinary manner.
The
(Stenographle report of a conference held in my office May 27, 1925.)
following facts are brought out in this conference by Mr. Callahan, who made
the audit:
First. Thel audit was made as per instructions in Mr. Lolnhan's written
llmenorlandum.
Second. It was taken to Mr. Lohiman personally ilItead of being sent through
1minner.
to ihO review section in thie ordinary
Third. The ctse would not lihave lt'en atudittedi in this waiy without illstrul'(lons from Mr. Lollimln.
Fourth. The reiesult of the audit vtwas to wiplle it llone-llIf million dollars ill
tax land refunid to tlie taxpayer for the year 11)1 alone over $11,AMX).
From the testimony of Neely in the samile exhibit, we see that t lie case went to
tlh, tidmtnisitrative ect ion tirst instead of going to the review section, and It
wia turned back tby them l'tiause it was not signed by ti'h review section.
When it did get to the review section, it camel there with instructions to sign
the certificates of overassessment without the usual review.
A nmenorandum from Mr. Lolhnan directing how this cam(sshould be aU'lite(l
from Mr. Lobred, which
wIis iissing, from thelilet , as well its a nmemorandumll
tlup
the objections of lit audit unit to the consideration of this case on any
set
such basis as was finally made.
Fortunately, it later developed that Mr. Neely had kept copies of these two
inenoranida for the protection of himself and his section. Copies of these two
mei(o111'lllhrala are therefore Iaptpnded under Exhibit ID, which is Mr. Lohmllan'
nd lExhibit E, which sets 111utlie contenltions of tlie
uiilit,
instl'ructiions to
auditors. We believe fromn examination of Mr. Lolbrd'' memnorandumn and Mr.
that there is no doubt but what Mr. Lobred was right
Lohmian's memorandum,
We will not, however, go Into that iiipase of
In tihe majority of hils colntentionsl.
the c'se here, tbecuse we ido not wish to cloud tile issue.
that no nmttcfr how
of tilt' fct
stabu
iltl(ent
tcse is t li
'Thel issue' in tis i
pjerfIet may seemi tli, safegunlrds set up by the Ibreau for the review of cases,
officers of thie bureau
den
tle atdiliitrative
they are of absolutely no avail
at their own personal pleasure.
imay cut out such procedure and stafeguardstt
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Wt111
iiftililltionthat
Mr. C. 1 , UHiiies, reiiresi'iitlvet
of the tsixiult:ver
Iiwis now le't
ini this ni-se, is it initlur h law of mr. Bright, and IlInl Mr. llmnti

the (lejartiiimeta toI go finto Jal-Iness with Mr. 1llimsv . Thus lattevi nntet I
simply on verbal linforxnat imn tad we liave not lidt IIuill 144vollfri it.
1111
iiifis (11814 thlit It w~is Ii(iSt't uinder iithi
ltIII
1:Itapillars alsoi fromt tiht paper
410t-I'hitliltiE1i signed by the connnissionter, ait last for liii' year 1918, uinh-r
sec'ti1441 I(wo1.
rIis titeans thlice ('14' call Iot' elw kied
lp I1livS frand
issvon.
'tit' moks it appe'ar that tIn item it about $I,200, fie.
A i'itid surVey 44? tit(' case
(1110 111h'.from ti' tax of 11)1S, wits (Litted from t'e audit for that year 11:11a
tlglicd withoulIt tilis
l~lt1 I final
-Aleterminattoll was
na~
living talkel Iito iiet'winjit. We liderstihlul later that this amount of 14mnevv is
privedure Is ailsliltely cii.
ledtliteti from 1919 taxes of tiii' taxjiayer. ']Is

vertificato

of

overassessment

and

vf

trary to tht, statute.
CONC'LUSION

This ease wouidi have recMeived a eart'ii and thorough stidy it thin' had Iivat'v
11vailalile. lint we believe that this lrief statement will iiriig oilt tho astound.it
lug(i contlltloii which exits in thI1jlldartmtleit.

We clintendl

that i

(lit 0

n1se

Is r'vii'wed, All eases should he reviewed, sttil that tit) anlinistrativt%olevers
(f till, Government soulidii1 lie ialloiwe'd ti vary irocedure lit pleasure. It wals
qiite evident from tue e(Il
rnonfe'si holdiby
J
the w'ritei tliat the ililiviuti s in

tit' bureau (10 not dlare protest such cases for fear of losing their ioit 14415,
It Shouldibe stated also IIn fairtnss toi iiewst ini
that th'y voiuititer'ed no
infolrmalItion11. iut aiiswered till' questions InI the ory way5 wVhic4h finnedvt menl

Iesjuectfully subittd.
L. IL.

'ru Xfila'l

:

iiv Itliert

Chlief Enineeirr.

C)lvls----TC
exri'a ('ONPERENCE

ItETUIINA, AuiDlT

CONOOLDATE

I'AitIMr,

l)(liar c.

Address: New York, N. Y.
Itejirseiedll hr : C. T1. lililleq, agent.
-Credentsinis 1:4 .&r o,0, attorney : cedNAtitlIS verified.
Years ill ol veil 19)17 and 19)18.
tiled the. foi1sso ItII(:l
Mutter irest'itetl : Birietf Hwoi 14) Ma1y S. 19,24,1
1 iS' 11(1 (iecIs(IIsN
following di5(tlSl,
1. Co()jjntnIn: The tilliayeir states that thY Ill iit, 41 $10,787.40 represetnts
lie {(comm111i iion) t'

i

tleilet

til'f
r i(

ht114,liiOaiml1fl (Car A.- Foundry
WIIs

1O1 1ic'ivetl

iintil tit'

('o..

yei'i

19('tliii; In1

tile

II cmitr ilw inziuie wlhe
u4111

lint the' actual mi'eept of thit muey t'aiuet

1918.

It

w as Ildnitt'i

b1y the. WIlNjpll 'Iy'

Iillt

I6
(ilt their looks tior1 1reporlIt the(, above amiouiit In tilt
tlil'5 did( Ilt tvlrtt
tax 'eltirn, lint it was siiimply till errornmde by them. as their hooks were kept
IomiffiL
(n11 nI acinal bais. A suit wals ent'red by the ta xpayer agaitglnml the(
nt ti l the
mttissi ills
thev aull
yilt'tt oif tit' c
t ' thitp
o
4',I11' & FoIIiundy3' (o.
voimnlissioni eliel. however. Wis Ilint iti dishilte.,
I hey
by ti' tax payer wiis allowed11131. iloidedtl
iiii(I
1140
I Welsh 11 'DiJe 11ir1lvet
iity the ltditiliiil tax )ll 5111111'.
tile a waiver for thlle year 1914i;nl
'iitillis tiit the uiit wasil5 ini etrror ili inicl'*'iisititz
Tl'
I'll iaypl-''
2. Contention:
taxalile Inecoliby till* iiiiimiunt ofi $2H,378-10, reporese-ntig profit onl sitl. of
they furnish at statement showing unrleuirt-ed iiteomiie ill the
logs: ower.
i thii aotiuiniit lf $10,517.2!).
tractin
4uhijoet to ('1i-A' of the scetdult' (8S) preD seision: I 'oitt'titi-in aIllowed(.
: The, taxpayer contenidis that the aniouint of -$1.111.91 rejrec,
tit(, Pfrofit on saHle, of - l~l~ar Crevkl logs.- llstond ofti the m nomit ofa
$30,018 addet(4 tta xnlmlde bilvewne liy tiit' unit.
JIee-Islol : Sioject to verlflv'itii 01f the sehedulllresented. thei t'oitetin Is
nI11% wed.
intenls that tit' niimt was in 'rror in distahe
'i'm' wxjiyr
4. ('ontentti
r'jleiietiiig
tiS30N),t
imi
tit' tlfil
allowing :4 :a1dIItIctioti from gios i111'v
:3.

(olitntlion

Silts

Imms. psi h oticers of til'

4

11

esirloiratioti.

In soipport of their i'tititutliiui lia
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stiiws 11ai11 tlt' liuitis wa

tiayilayet'r
Ima'

llan,

I tei ila
f1i1i.1at4.1% ill

stork lioldiangs liut simply

1oi

e. it lid]
li)1(t tS'-iiaxa'e?'ti
The sitat es 4114d 11iaits 4,4111ailledi
le%,i 40 ,tlilfata141 (ilt I it II'ira I it aid a Iligh surftax wouil d bet inhI
ll Ii' '

t'tt'iliet-it, OI

liv lit'

i ot Hv4It

t ings.

il

'1 1iv thtivei'
lie 11111 .

Ill

uai,
b' itis 11)that the 111i(11at of $1U53.172.29, disIe S tayr
5. ('titeltliol: The 1I
Ia' Itatie Is
40 111.40il! . Is litit)itil Nl'il iin'ctmet, I iltsttlliih wIIt th
tf
tailiti Ir shlt
tlti'vt(i fr'tiii
foi'eigii
wl(llis v'orjorni t iota natal Iherefore mmtaiui xnlde.
1ireitll : Colteaatiol allowed.
'I'ua ltayer lits ithdi'awai his teuitest for 327 uutaid :128.
hitervieweil by:
. I. JIhMMOmn ,
Clairman Tt'Iasahul Stuiff.
F. . WmtvimmF:.I)
('on fere, fl'ea a al Staif.

B. V. Loarucr,
Sct'ioa (7,

Alndifor, Auitid

1Jute : Maty 2). 1)24.
L. T. LOHIMAN,

ExrnnT C
TESTIMONY (F

MRt, 'THOMAS I'

('AILAIHAN

). Did you11 suldit tlhe case uif the Hollert Dollar ('o.--A. I audited it sifter
1r)I.Louis Bergero'ti.
D1
Iid you have it auetiitduxa hn this (,ast- fromn Mr, Liihuna telling you
howv ta audit 1l1ds vise?.-A. I did.
Wi tas t here t written itimoranduni to that effect in the file? -- A. Yes.
You Ilked 1thoase files i r top-daiy stild yol 4an11atot film that ueiivl'4ttI-Viita
dult't---A. 'That is right.
Q). Whten you flatislied aulditilug this vase wild you I rawatt It too reviewv lin (t(i
usual naimer?--A. No.
). WaNt did you) do with it ?-A. Toaok it to Mr. iLahauuin li t cwrduvllce witI
xastruetitias frami Mr. Lohmttan.
0). If you had bt e aallowed to audit this v-ase without instructiols, would
--- A. I don't believe I wMIld.
ymit1 haiv' rtteheit f lit' rasuit 5yU did>
'' it e-lialf
4) Til e
alititnlll Utsx iivIveIl for 1918 involved siniethtim
tai 1t l lirs. urnarditag toi Ili revetn atgents r'jnatt. I'mir awilit snamred
A.$1.8,)7
a
iva'slsitat ta!eid WiltI atalaitiloam! taix'
liiww mich
0.

I

i

%'*,,ibelieve tlaI I las

Ic

ta'
or

r

1918 ev('e'

wenit

ta
o'

via'w

A.

do tlot tillk t lid.
(.). At le-ast It :ley tuade it review they did not consult you uhaami it -- A.
That is right.
iis signed by i,u
Q). 1 hate lier'etliet, o erassessesift vet!-it'ate of' 1919.
titted 10- 17-241, signed lay section iait audi ar. 11. S. Jthnes. 111-17- 24, rawivW4cl
Iiy .1, II. Nea'ly. review sF4'! ion. 1) -18 24, approved layiLahiaaut. 14) 20-2.1. You
'ailliit that there wit-s extraftrdittiry siaped iii the Iatumlliig aaf this
A. ye- : it, wiw siaccitti.
i,]rtuiitailS
0). *Mr. t'allthata. dit von trtasnai' ti' Mr. Nee-ly cetIain 'erloat
I

froti

M\r.

rias tui'al t

luhmatinaa?--A. I tld
tell

lilll

hik t intI t ltI tIM'
U

ani
liits

Kspelield vus~

anal I

Iliat.

4). 1)1.1 1hiat Invatilist J)lie 4 se w1as ha lie givieta a petlttticair3' aevia'W.
A. Tll"ti just ituat to hurry tile (515..v
). Was ( hier'e at Iiemtrandutm ill this t'Se.
MrI. ( 'allulmiai,
tiauitliig
Ilhe
oltiin of Mt'. Ilred?--A. I believe there wvas.
4). imi you find that nietornduai lit the lit-?--.Noi: I caii't ea'ti tow fi
it. It is not here.
Mr. IiPARKa. Fir yor information yon ar, inforand that Mr. Neely just
twld met over thte acetwte that het did nat really review this easeM, but, signed
it

tiader Ilmatructiins.

ti find a IlSS overasswssznet ''ertiflnt
(1. 1'a yau
(i01 t14t find It.

lin this file'--A. No,

I
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Q. Do you know whether the C. T. Haines, agent for the taxpayer in thin
case, Is the brother-in-law of Deputy Commissioner Bright or not?-A. I do
not know.
TESTIMONY OF MR. CHRISTOPHER RAY

Question by Mr. Callahan to Mr. Ray:
Q. Was there ever a memorandum in this case (Robert Dollar <Co.) that
you have seen signed by Mr. Lohman?--A. I will not say that I naw it, but
I do know that you did what they told you to do.
TESTIMONY OF MR. JAMES HILL

Q. What is your full name and tltle?-A. James lHill, .aMsistit
&hif,
tt,tion C, consolidated audit.
Q. In this Robert Dollar Co. case I want to lhow you a copy of a conferent
report dated May 29, 1924. Do you remember ever seeing it?- A. I don't
know that I can remember it.
Q.' Did you ever get any Instructions from Mr. Lohman? -- A. There was a
memorandum prepared taking exception to points 1 and 5 of the conference
by Mr. Lobred, and Mr. Lohman then prepared a imen:orandum sustaining thin
conference.
Q. You saw that memorandum of Mr. Lohman?--A. Yes.
Q. The memorarndumn is mHsslng.-A. I saw it, and Mr. Lobred and Mr.
Bergeron and Mr. Callahan.
TESTIMONY OF MR. J. H. NEELY

Q. Did you sign the overassessment certificate as the reviewer for the review
section in the case of Robert Dollar Co.'--A. Yes.
Q. For what years?-A. 1918 and 1919.
Q. You (lid not make a review of the case?-A. No; I was instructed not to
make a review, as there was a memorandum in the case covering the points
signed by Mr. Lohman.
Q. This case was handled altogether different from the other cases going
through the bureau?-A. Yes.
Q. Do you know whether this case went to the review section in the ordinary
way?-A. No. It was returned from the administrative section to section C
because it was not signed by the review section.
Q. How did you get your instructions to sign these certificates of overassess.
ment without the usual review?-A. Mr. Hill stated that the case was not
intended to come through review, that all the disputed items were threshed out
by Mr. Lohman, and his memorandum covering the items in the case was
signed by Mr. Lohman.
Q. Did you keep a copy of these memoranda in your desk in the bureau In
order to protect yourself and the section?-A. Yes. I was afraid th? memoranda would disappear from the files, as Is often the case.
Interviewed by L. H. Parker. chief engineer.
MAY 27, 1925.
EXHIBIT D
AUGvUT 18, 1924.
Memorandum in re Robert Dollar Co.
Mr. HAMMOND:
I have carefully considered the conferee's findings and conclusions in the
above-mentioned case, together with the memorandum written by the auditor
on this case and the briefs and data filed by the taxpayer, and it is my conclusions that the decisions as reachel by the conferee are correct and should
be followed in the closing of this case.
A careful study of all the facts with respect to the contract made with the
Russian Government for goods clearly indicates that this should be claimed as
income for the year 1916. Their books are kept on an accural basis. This
was income properly chargeable to the year 1916 and the taxpayer has agreed
to file a waiver, allowing assessment of such additional tax in that year. The
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second point raised is the question of the distribution of certain income derived through organizations in Tientsin and Hankow, China.
After careful study of the facts, I have reached the conclusion that this
association can not be termed a partnership for general reasons as stated
below:
The conclusions reached by best authorities is that whether an association
constituted a partnership depends on the intention of the memlrsr at the time
when the association was formed. The question Is whether they intend to
enter into the relation of partnership, i. e,, to form an association for the purpose of carrying on U business together as loint principals and dividing the
profits. The rule is that int determining whether the association or relatloyship Is a. partnership, the test whether a man is a partner in not whether he
actually receives a share of the profits but whether lie has entered into an
association formed for the purpose of carrying on a business and dividing the
urdick, second
profits. (See Parsons on Partnerships, fourth edition, also
edition.) In the cas' in question It should Ie noted that 80 pelr cent of the
money used by the so-called partnerships was advanced by the California
corporation; 20 per cent was contributed by four Chinese partners. At this
point it is well to bring out that these four partners were special partners. An
agreement was entered into by the California corporation and the individuals
in the so-called partnership, whereby it was agreed that the Individuals agreed
to pay and deliver any profits over to the taxpayer derived from the partnership. Attention should be called to the fact that the corporation could not,
under its charter or under any circumstances, be a party to a partnership
interest. Therefore, from a legal standpoint, it is clearly evident that the
corporation could not obtain any profit from the so-called partnership by its
operations. Another fact, certain Chinese in tie so-called partnership were
special partners. According to certain well-known authorities and partnership law, where anyone of the partners in an organization is constituted a
special partner, the partnership partakes of the nature of a limited partnership. The authorities as quoted above are unanimous in the agreement that
the determining factor should be the intent in the minds of the organizers of
the partnership or association, as the case might be. In the case under discussion the intention is clearly shown by the briefs submitted by the taxpayer,
and also the affidavits of the attorney who drew up the papers creating the
soealled partnerships. From the facts presented in these documents it is
clearly seen that the intention was to form at first a corporation. On account
of the difficulties encountered in the foreign laws with respect to the China
trade act it was discovered that a straight out and out corporation could not
be formed. Therefore, an organization was completed which partook of the
nature of a corporation in so far as it was possible to do under the restrictions
as mentioned.
It is quite evident from the facts in this case that the two so-called partnerships can not be called partnerships, neither association nor corporation, but
in effect contain the elements of all three, and, to my r " d, are nothing more
than quasi corporations. As such the profits derived from the operations of
these foreign organizations can not be taxed as income, and I agree and concur
with the conferee in his decision on this case.
l. T. LOaMAN, Head.
EXHIBIT E

Memorandum in re Robert Dolla Co., New York, N. Y.
The following is submitted by section C in support of its action with reference to1. Denial of the taxpayer's contention that commissions of $107,910.59 received from the Canadian Car & Foundry Co. (Ltd.) constituted income for
1916 rather than 1918.
2. Denial of the taxpayer's contention that partnership profits amounting to
$153,472.29 are nontaxable, which action was reversed by the conferee in report
of May 29, 1924.
The facts in connection with point No. 1 are as follows:
During the year 1914.a syndicate composed of five individuals procured a
contract frfom the Russian Government for the delivery of 2,000,000 shrapnel
shells at $15.85 each, delivery to be made during the year 1910.
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cate
at asignlied the contract to the Canadian
On February 12, 1915, the y
Car & Foundry Co. (Ltd.), of Montreal, which agreed to pay the tyndicate, in
Sconlsideration thereof, 85 cents per shell out of the payments received, part in
cash and part in treasury bills of the Russlan Imperial Goveriment, in the
slnme proportion as payments were made to it by the Iussian Government.
Shortly thereafter the Russian Government agreed to ti' as(ignmenlt of the
contract, nud pursuant to its terms (leMposited oe-fourth of the entire coiitra
lunk of Montreal nid the Natiolut city anik. The
price, or $7.925,(0)(), in the
85 cents per shell to which the sylndate was entitled war to be distrilbied ti
the individuals in the following proportions. Kimpp MiniUdi, and Ihauinldse, 7(
',ents per shell; Mackli alnd Allison, 15 cents 1,r shell.
' On March 5, 1915, Knapp, Mhidi., and Dublnadtse entered Itto nu agreeonnt
with thle Itolbrt Dollar 'o. (taxpayer) consitulllllg tlt' latter a~ their agent
nild agreeing to pcy it five-seventieths of the alnotunt colleted from thte 'air &
Foundry Co. as its remunterations. (At this Ipoint attention is directed tothe
fact that a copy of the agreement mentioned above has never been filed.)

Ont March 24, 1915, the Cunadian C'ar & Moundry C. ( Ltd.) paid to the
Robert Dollar Co. for the account of Knapp, Mindin, and Dumbadse the suml of
a.4 payient ont account of 'comilslions from tlhe adtivancei received
$1ir5,04)
frort the iussian Government in accordance with the terms of the syndicated
agreement.
Up to March 8, 1916, the Canadian Car & Foundry Co. (Ltd.) had shipped
less than 10,0(M) shells. The time of delivery was extended and the contract
was assigned to a corporation organized by the Car & Foundry Co. under the
laws of the State of New York, known as the agency of Canadian Car &
Foundry Co. (Ltd.), which company completed the contract in 1916,
On July 27, 1916, the Robert Lhllar Co. brought suit against the 'ar &
Foundry Co. and the newly organized company to recover the amounts due
Knapp, Mindin, and Dumbadse.
On June 24, 1918, an agreement was entered tnto between the Car & Foundry
Co. and the Robert Dollar Co. to suspend the legal proceedings for 90 days.
The company represented .that it had made settlement with Knapp and
Dumlmdse and offered $360,000 in full settlement to 1KIpaid by a note in favor
of the taxpayer six months after date of acceptance. This offer was accepted.
Accordingly, on Novemler 13. 1918, the taxpayer received a note for $360,000
in full discharge of its claim, both individually and as trustee, including costs
and expenses.
The taxpayer
..
The commissions due the taxpayer amounted to $107,...5.
included this amount in its returns for 1020, hut the unit decided that they
accrued as income in 1918.
TAXPAYER'S CONTENTION

(11

The taxpayer now contends that the commissions were earned and accrued
l
in 1916, because there was at no time a question of the amount
as'income
earned and due, but only the question of payment of the amounts due. That
the corporation kept its books on a strict accrual basis and should have accrued the profit on the contract in 1916.
consistently held by authorities Ciat if the question at
That t has int
issue is whether or not there is any liability no amount can be accrued and
no income reported until the proper tribunal las determined that a liability
exists, but if the question is one of enforcing the liability already existing,
income has accrued.
CONTENTIONS OF SECTION C (1)

It Is the contention of section C that the conferee is in error, and that his
decision is probably based upon a misunderstanding of the true facts in the
case.

It should Iw borne in mind that the taxpayer was merely acting as agent
for the syndicate and that Its main service most likely consisted of making
collection of the amounts due the syndicate. In consideration of the services
rendered it was entitled to compensation equivalent to five-seventieths of the
amount collected on behalf of the syndicate. Hence this section is of the
opinion that the commissions accrued as earnings in the year 1918, in which
year the taxpayer fulfilled the agency agreement with tle syndicate by making
collection of the amount due certain of Its members.

I
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It could inot WHcorrrectly asserted that the taxpayer earned tih

In 11116, the year in which the Canadian

957

co ilsslisiosl

C(ar & Foundry Co. comltieted its con-

tract with tile Russian Golvernmlent, for tihe reasi

that the taxpayer had nt

at that time fully Itwrformed the ser ice it had undertaken. TIw syndicated
Wias not obligated to the taximyer for any sum prior to the tine of 6hm o')ll(.
tlon of the amount due front the car and foundry company,
If the question at issile was whether the Hyndlcate should lhave accrued its
slhre of the contr'lect price in 191(. it is likely Ihlt the principle asserted
by lihe taxpayer could apply, even though it is highly prohlhle
lLthatfl . nmtX'rs of the syndichae had
1f
onsiHideruIle doubt that it couldLenforce paylent
of the lamountllllagreed llupoll 1is Its sliare. thl
tile issue relates to the
itloullt
ito which the taxpayer was entitled for services rendered onihhaulf of the
syndicate.
lHelnIc it would seemll that tiho taxpayer's clomjnll
ationi acrued when the
ico(imromlise was effected in 1918: in other words, when it fully performed
tlil

services it had undertaken.

Attetiton is directed ttithe fact that the taxpayer did not accrue the cornnlisioi s on its lmiks In 1916. which is prima fadei evidence tt at it did not
consider the amount as earnings for that year. In view of the above it would
seenl that tills method of treatment was entirely corrc-t from an accounting
viewpoint. The taxpayer Vwas 1not entitled to conil
nation until it fully
Ilrrforled the service agreed ullon, stand there is no :,estionl
that collection
of the amount tdue the syndicate constituted in important part of such services.
Ileinc it would Ihave violated good accountting principles to have accrued the
commissions as income prior to the year 1918.
There Is no doult whatsoever that the taxpayer did not have an enforceable
claim against tile syndicate prior to the year 1018. and this would seen to
be tile final test preventing accrull of the item in 1910.
It should lbe noted that an important part of the evidence has not been
furnished, viz. the agency agreement between the syndicate and the taxpayer, and it would seen to be contrary to good policy to allow the taxpayer's
contentions withlrut requiring te
the su
ssn
of a n c
o thie agreement.
The facts in connection with ipint No. 2 are as follows:
On May 1. 1115, tihe taxpayer organized a lumlwr yard to he'operated at
Hankow. China, as a copartnership under the name of Dollar Lumber Co.
(Ltd.), stand contributed 80 per cent of ilte paid-in capital, the remaining 20
per cent being divided between four Chinese partners. On February 24,
1910. it organized a lumber yard to be operated at Tientsin. China, as a copartnership under the name of Dollar Lumber Co. (Ltd.), and contributed 90
ler cent of their paid-in capital, the remaining 10 per cent being paid in by
N. K. Howe, of Shanghai, an employee of the taxpayer.
These investments were carried on the books of the company as " Hankow
yard investment " and " Tientsin yard Investment." The income of the copartnerships for 1916 was credited to the investment account of tlhe taxpayer and
reported as taxable income. The amount of income for 1918, $153,472.29, was
not reported.
The articles of agreement under which the above-named companies were
formed are in the names of nominees of the taxpayer, since it was prevented
by law from enduring into a partnership; however, a separate agreement was
made between the taxpayer and its nominees under which the latter agreed to
pay and deliver any profits due to the taxpayer derived from the partnerships.
In other words, the taxpayer was really the beneficial owner of 80 per cent
and 90 per cent of the partnerships, respectively.
The status of the copartnerships may be better understood by reference to
amended articles of copartnership attached to taxpayer's brief.
The articles provide for six general and one special partners. Each of the
general partners were to contribute 15 per cent of the capital and the special
partner 10 per cent. No salaries were to be paid. Profits were to be divided
S in proportion to capital contributed when desired by a majority. Provision
was made for voting by proxy.
It was also provided that in the event of death of one of the copartners
the surviving partners would have an option of purchasing the interest of the
deceased partner.
During the year 1918 the profits of the partnerships amounted to $153,472.29.
This amount, which is in question, was added by the revenue agent to the
income reported by the taxpayer corporatioonon account of the collateral agreement which it had with the partnership.
92t01
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TAXPAYER'S CONTENTION

(2)

The taxpayer contends that the so-called copartnership agreement resulted
in the formation of a true association or quant corportotion as contemplated
by article 15MW,Regulations 45, and each corporation or asst-olitlon being
foreign, Is nontaxable.
It is stated that the parties t tthe agreement did not desire to Incorporate
under the laws of China due to the chaotle conditlols exlstiinir In that country,
'Tht the form of organization decided lupon was lanaisoliatIlonll that would
funtllon ai nearly like a corporation as would heipotsshle under agreements
between the parties, Incorporating sntI features of a corporation that would
insure an agreeable continuance of the buslne4ss without the existing dlsiavan.
tages and further possible disadvantages tilt

might he im11po4d
(y ly the Gov.

erinment of China upon corporations.
The conferee in report of May 29, 192,
llows tle taxpayer's contention that
the amount of $1(13,472.2)0 profits is iontaxatle infle(iie tbee'1'll
it is derived
from a foreign iquas corporation or association.
('ONTENTIONH

OF

SECTION

C

(2

This sc'tlio is forced to disagree with the conferee's decision and submits
the following to show that It is contrary to the principles of theincome tax
law:
The commissioner has already ruled (letter of April 25. 19119) that the
companies In question are foreign partnerships. This of itself should be
sufficient to warrant the denial of the taxpayer's claim. However, the conferee
has apparently Ignored the ruling, without stating any reason therefor.
There is no question but tlat if the companies are partnerships, whether
domestic or foreign, thefr income is taxable as income of the taxpayer. This
proposition has been admitted by all concerned. There is nothing whatsoever
in the income tax law which would warrant a differentiation as between a
foreign and a domestic partnership in so far as the taxability of the distribu-

tive share of the members thereof Is concerned.
Therefore, the only device by which the taxpayer could escape reporting
the income from the companies in question would be to have them classified
as corporations, as defined by section 2 of the revenue act of 1921 which provides that" Tle term 'corporation ' includes associations, joint-stock companies, and
Insurance companies."
The question, therefore, is whether the companies come within the above
class'fcations
It Is readily apparent that the companies are nrt joint-stock companies for
the reason that no stock was ever Issued. Furthermore, tile interests of the
respective partners are not transferable.
It Is the Impression of this section that the companies are neither corporatiors nor quasi corporations. There Is no question whatsoever hut that they
are not corporations for the reason that there was no sovereign grant of corporate powers, an essential element to the formation of a valid corporation.
A quasi corporation is one which exercisct all the functions of a true corporation but without legal authority.
A study of the articles of agreement reveals certain features of the companies which are common to corporations. However, these features are unimportant, and, as a matter of fact, are more or less common to many partnerships. For instance, the provision that no salaries should be paid the
members. the provision that no profits should be divided except by a majority
vote of the partners, no distribution should be made of the assets until dissolution of the partnership, and voting by proxy.
As a matter of fact, these provisions could have been excluded from the
articles and would have been embodied therein by legal Implications. The only
feature which is distinctly corporate in its nature is the provision in the articles for maintaining the companies intact in case of death of one of the members. This provision was made for the purpose of preventing parties not
controlled by the taxpayer from acquiring an interest in the companies. It
is insufficient to hold that the presence of this corporate feature placed the
companies in the catagory of corporations.
As contrasted to this, the following features which are essential to corporate existence are absent:
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The companies are not chartered.
The companies have no corlmrate seal.
are not entitles.
The compantest
The llmembnerW' lihaility is only Imnited as to one person of a total seven.
There Is no directorate.
There are no shares of stock.

7, The Iiterist of the respective inlltniers aretIn ttrilnt sfMraile; that Is, not
trnfitserabhle without effectitng dissoltiionl of the 'complaitlnies.
This scttollot* conitein
further that the colnipaulii
are not associations, tind

itUes
in support of this corlteltlo 0. I, 5"l0, V. It. 3--104, wherein it Is hIth!
that a certain company having general and limited partners differed from ni
ordiinary partnership in thmt it was not dissolved by death of one or more of
thet partln'rs, but that t resembled a partnership aind differed from a jointstock aisstilatlotl
or corporallon ii that it did not provide for the free transferalillity of the interest of ai member'; therefore

it

was held that the comn-

It. 4-11.40, and I. T. 1150,
pany wai a partnership. (See also 0, . ).00,
O. B. C-1 1.)
Fromt the above it is npprrent that the prlncpiiil ttelnemit going to establish
a compatIny in the classifietion of an association, viz, transferability of shares.
Is Ilbsenlt In tills ease. This. coupled with the fact that there never were any
certiflvates of stock providtl for, would seem to dellultely exclude the classiflcation of the companies as atssoclations.
(it the other hand. this section contends that the companies are partnershlps for the following reasons:
A partnership is defined by the United States Supreme Court In the case of
D. 11) as follows:
Mechan v. Valentine (145 U17.
" In the present state of the law upon this subject it may perhaps be doubted
whether any more precise general rule can be laid down than that those persons
are partners who contribute their property or money to carry on a joint bustncss for their common benefit and who own and share the profits thereof in
certain proportions."
The companies in question meet the test laid down in the above definition.
Furthermore, the presence of the features listed below would seem to clearly
establish the companies as partnerships:
1. The articles of agreement consistently mention the organization as a co.
partnership, which shows the intention to form a partnership. In this connection it is admitted that the companies may have desired to incorporate, but
nevertheless their intention was to form a copartnership.
2. The members are personally liable for losses.
3. Existence of the delectus personarum. This is the most important feature
of a partnership. It embodies the principle that if a member of a partnership
transfers his interest it automatically effects a dissolution; in other words, a
stranger can not he brought into a partnership by transfer of one of the partner's shares. In the articles of agreement In this case there is no prohibition
against transfer of a partner's interest; hence it must be assumed that it could
be freely transferred, in which event a dissolution of the partnership would
take place.
Contrary to the ruling of the commissioner in letter of April 25, 1919, attention Is called to U. ). 3267. which provides that a partnership created by articles entered into in San Francisco between residents of the United States anti
residents of China is a domestic partnership.
It would seem that since the articles in question were entered into in San
Francisco the companies should be classified as domestic partnerships.
B. V. LosRED,
Section U1nit Auditor Section (.

Mr. MANSON. The next matter is one involving an estate tax, the
estate of Charles Warren Fairbanks.
The question involved here is the valuation of a very large farm.
It appears that Mr. Fairbanks died on June 4, 1918.
The valuation placed on this farm by the field agent was
$960,265.31. The value of the farm was returned by the estate at
$691,000.

It seems that in September, 1917, just a few months before the
death of Mr. Fairbanks, a value had been placed on this farm by
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the Mississippi Valley Trust Co. for the purpose of niaking a loan
upon it, which was approximately the same as the value placed by
the agent of the unit.
The unit could not agree with the estate, and finally the conjmissioner authorized the deterImIination of a value by i ionn:r d of arlbi
trption consisting of one man appointed by tre estate, onei to e
appointed by the bureau, and thet third to 1e selected by the other
two.

Senator ENs'r. Pardon me there.

Is that the Mississippi Vulley

Trust Co., of St. Louis?

The C('AIItMAN. I think it is, Senator.

Yes; I know it is.

Mr. MANSON. Yes; of St. Louis.

Senator EisST. They did place a value on it ?
Mr. MANSON. They placed a value on it.
Senator ERNST. What is that valuation ?
Mr. MANSON. Their valuation is $950,400.

Mr. Moss. And the agent found a valuation of $96(0,000.
Mr. MANsoN. $96()0,000.

There was a difference of about $i300.000

between the valuation contended for by the estate (and tihe valuation
made by the agent, and the difference between tie valuation fixed
by the Miss silp i Valley Trust Co. and tlh agent is about $10,000.
As I have stated, there was subsequently an agreement to submit
the matter to arbitrators, who fixed the value at $647,000. I do not
know anything about the actual valueSenator Joxr.s of New Mexico. That is the matter of contention

in the cave?
Mr. MANSON. Yes, sir.

Mr. Moss. May I ask you to repeat who those arbitrators were?
One from the bureau-Mr. MANSON. One from the bureau.
Mr. Moss. And one from the estate ?
Mr. MANSON. One from the estate, and a third to be selected by the
other two. The arbitrators, Mr. Rainey, former Congressman; Mr.
Lowenstein, president of the People's Bank, Whitehall, Ill.; and
Mr. Lawrence Y. Sherman, an ex-senator of the State of Illinois.
The GmAIRMAN. Who was it that asked the bureau to do that ?
As I remember, from reading over the ca e, there was some political
influence brought to bear to get that arbitration board appointed.
Mr. MANsON. Representation was made to the bureau by Assistant
Secretary of the Treasury Clifford that Mr. Hays. the then Postmaster General, was very much interested in th'e matter and had
spoken to Secretary Mellon about it, requesting a rehearing. There
is nothing in the record to indicate that lie requested this arbitration.
agreed upon subsequently.
This arbitrats abitrin
My point is this---Senator JONES of New Mexico. When was the arbitration bad?
Mr. MANsON. On December 19, 1921.
My point in connection with this case is this, that the law does
not contemplate the submission of matters of valuation by the commissioner to arbitration. The law contemplates that the commissioner must delegate his discretion to his subordinates. Those subordinates are sworn employees of the Government; they are supposed to be uninfluenced by any improper considerations. I do not
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say that these arbitrators were influenced by improper considerations,.
blt an employee of the de(plartmient, if influenced by any improper
consideration, is subject to punishment. Arbitrators appointed in
this manner are not. They are not officers of the Government: they
are not responsible to anybody. The law does not contemplate any
slichlmethod of arriving at valuation.
The collissione(tr recognized that in this case, for the reason that
when lie orderedtil the subimission of these matters to these nlprajnaisers
or arbitrators he stated .spe ifically that the procedure to be followed
in this case was lnot to be considered as a precedent, in other cases.

Mr. Moss. I sltppose this is the only one in which it ever was
followed.
Mr. MA.NSON . For all I know, it was the only one in which that was

done.
The ('IAI.rMN. llnt that was done as the result of great political
influence.
That was Senator Sherman?
Senator W.vrTS.
Mr. MANSON. Yes.

Senator WATSON. And Congressman Henry T. Rainey, of Illinois?
. es. My point is that the whole method of arrivMr. MassoNx Y
It is a general rule of
ing at that valuation is absolutely illegal.
law that the rights of the public can not be submitted to arbitration,
in the absence of express authority to do so.
Senator Eixs. Was there any agreement to be found by it, or was
that a method which the commissioner took upon himsel ?
Mr. MANMON. That is the method which the commissioner took of
determining the value.
Senator ERNST. I mean, was there any agreement that lie would

follow their determination ? I understand, under the law, lie need
not have followed that, unless he desired to do so.
Mr. MANSON. No: I do not think lie did.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. May I inquire as to the reason for
appointing the third arbitrator? Ordinarily, in arbitration matters,
if the two appointed can agree, they report without the appointment
or selection of the third.
Mr. MANSON. The record does not disclose any reason.
Mr. Moss. I do not recognize in the names mentioned there any
representative from the bureau. They were Senator Sherman and
Congressman Rainey, and the other wasThe C('UhAIAN. A banker.
Mr. Moss. A banker.
Mr. GHEOc(. lie was selected by the bureau.
Mr. Moss. What is that ?
Mr. G(iu.m.
He was the bureau's man.
Mr. Moss. He was the bureau's man, was lie?

Mr. GRE(;O. Yes.
Senator WATKON. J)id that close the case, Mr. Manson?
Mr. MANsoN. Yes: the tax has been determined.
Senator WATSON. I say that is all closed, then?
Mr. MANSON. Yes.
(The report submitted by Mr. Manson in the case of the estate of
Charles Warren Fairbanks is as follows:)
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May 26, 1925.

counsel.
To: Mr. Mansonc,

From: Mr. Box, chief auditor.
In re estate of Charles Warren Fairbanks.
Transmitted herewith is an original and copy of report on the estate tax
return of Charles Warren Fairbanks, deceased.
The record showed that itevenue Agent Carrtoll lmadeli
a very complete examination, and in my opinion his report should have carried great weight in
arriving at the valuation of the prolprty which lly rel ort de'ls with.
You will note from his relxort that ll of the persons who made the appraisal
of the property for the Mississippi Valley Trust Co. at tih time a loan was
seured from it appear to have been experienced

iandqualified for that duty

Note also that Mr. Carroll states that he interviewed every real estate lman ill
Carrollton in regard to thli valuation. All of the facts indicate that he took
every possible means to arrive at the valuation which he reported Iefore
recommending the figure of $900,40).
After this valuation was questioned by '. W. Falranks, Revenue Agent
Beck hold a hearing, at which Mr. Fairbanks appeared, as a result of which
Mr. Beck recommended that the valuation be cut down $43,400. It must he
assumed that Mr. Beck made all possible concessions in making this recommendation, but I doubt whether he had either the information at hand or
made as thorough an investigation of the matter as did Revenue Agent Carroll
when making the original valuation.
Notwithstanding the fact that the revenue agents made a thorough invest.
nation as to this valuation, the taxpayer, through political influence, was given
an opportunity to have the property assessed by a committee which was composed of two politicians and another man, who was the owner of property in
close proximity and who could hardly be expected to give as unprejudiced an
opinion as the revenue agents who worked on the came.
You will note from the report that Commissioner Blair consented to the
appointment of this committee in this case only, and did not agree that it
should be used as a precedent.
GEo. G. Box, Chief Auditor.
MAY 26, 1925.
In re: Estate of Charles Warren Fairbanks.
Decedent died June 4, 1918. Ills estate tax return was filed by the executors on June 3, 1919, indicating a net estate of $960,265.31. An amended
return was filed on September 3, 1919, returning real estate valued at $246,250
and a three-fourths interest in the Indianapolis News, valued at $1,500,000,
which was not returned originally as the executors had no knowledge of the
Jecedent's ownership thereof.
The original return contained an item of an asset set forth as 9,883.3 acres
thf farm land in Green County, Ill., valued at $691,831. In regard to this item
the report of Revenue Agent William J. Carroll, dated November 29, 1920.
stated that" Opinions were requested of a!l real estate dealers and agents in Carrollton,
the county seat of Green County, Ill., as well as opinions of many other parties
believed to have knowledge of the value of said real estate. All values recommended'and all opinions as to values quoted herein are upon the basis of
the fair market value as of the date of the death of the decedent.
"The tract is known as 'Fairbanks valley farm,' title to same on August
On August 25,
25, 1917, being In Warren C. Falrbanks. a son of the decedent.
1917, Warren C. Fairbanks conveyed the premises by special warranty deed
to his father, the decedent. On August 30, 1917, the.detedent conveyed the
same premises to W. J. Long (who was superintendent of the farm) by deed.
On September 1, 1917, W. J. Long mortgaged these premises to William M.
Fitch (who at that time was, and now Is, vice president of the Mississippi
Valley Trust Co., St. Louis, Mo.) to secure payment of 350 notes for $1,000
each, dated September 1, 1917, payable after flve years from date thereof.
with interest from date at the rate of 5% per cent iper annum, payable semiannually. These notes bore the signature of Long and were given upon the
making of a loan of .$350,000 by the Mississippi Valley Trust Co. to the de-
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cedent. On the same day, September 1, 1917, Long conveyed to Charles W.
Fairbanks by deed and the record title was in the decedent at date of his
death.
"A short time before the placing of the above-described mortgage, the Mississippi Valley Trust Co. had a very careful and thorough examination with reference to title, area, character of sail', improyenments, and value, made by Mr.
formerly farm expert under the joint supervision of State and
Done,
D.
D.
Federal agricultural departments: Mr. Eugene It. Benoist, a director of the
MtislsiHslpp Valley Trust Co., a real estate man of 40 years experience; Mr. A.
M. IDunn, for 15 years In bank and real estate and farm loan business: and
William M. Fitch, vice president and farm-loan officer of the Mississippi Valley
Trust Co."
The appralfal made by this committee of the property in question was
$950.400, which value was recommended by the agent in Iis report for Federal
estate tax purposes. The agent states that-"Said appraisal was made less than 10 months prior to the death of the
decedent by competent experts, was very thorough, and It is believed can be
relile upon as based upon saund data. While there was some increase in the
value of farm lands in the period between the date of appraisal and the (late
of death, it would not be very great on the class of land itn question, the
greater Increase i land value having been after the date of death.
" Mr. Benoist, one of the appraisers stated that In arriving at the values they
aimed to be conservative and not to place the highest possible values on the
property. Mr. Walter W. Steel, chief of the farm-loan department of the
Mississippi Valley Trust Co., who has had wide experience In farm loans and
appraials stated that he believed that the valuation was very close to the
actual market value at that time and that in his opinion there would be no
material difference in the value of the farm as actually at the date of the
decedent's death."
The revenue agent states that he consulted every real e 'ste man in Carrollton and found but three who would express any opinion; as to value, the others
st, ing that they were unfamiliar with the property. He states further:
" Charles P. Casey, of the firm of Casey & Johnson, realtors, is commissioner
of the drainage district in which the farm is located and he stated that he knew
of the value placed upon the premises at the time of the appraisal and that
he considered it absolutely reliable and the best indication of the value obtainable.
H. Vvell, realtor and mayor of Carrollton,
" Mr. 0. P. Reynolds and Mr .
gave similar opinions. There had been no sales of similar land upon which to
base their opinions.
"GH Lowenstein, cashier of Peoples' Bank, Whitehall, Ill., who. with his
father, owns considerable bottom land a few miles north of the Failbanks
farm, said that lie had been on the Fairbanks farm and that as a general
proposition such land inside the levee and under cultivation at date of death
would be worth $150 per acre.
"In view of the above facts, It is believed that the value as shown by the
appraisals of the Mississippi Valley Trust Co. must accurately represent the
market value at date of death and I recommend that the same be taken, to wit,

$950,400."

As the result of a protest to placing the valuation of this property at
$950,400, a conference was arranged and a hearing granted Warren C. Fairbanks, executor fpr the estate of Charles W. Fairbanks, which hearing was
held at Carrolltolf, Ill. William J. Carroll, the revenue agent who made the
former examination, was present at this hearing.
The revenue agent, T. G. Beck, reports that the executor submitted evidence
in the nature of affidavits which he desired to have considered in making final
review of the valuation of the land. He states that the question of determining the true value of property such as that In controversy is an extremely
difficult one and that" It is apparent that all the valuations shown in the affidavits submitted
and later testified to at this hearing have been dictated by one and the same
person. That such uniform opinions in connection with property of such a
varied character would not be possible otherwise. As proof conclusive of the
above assertion attention is invited to the affidavit submitted by Arthur
Robly, which Is almost identical with the remaining affidavits submitted herewith. In direct evidence the said Arthur Robly makes no denial of having
placed the value of land inside the levee district, but under cultivation, at $150
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per acre: the timberland within said drainage district at $65 per acre: and
he f 'thlr admits that he placed the value of the laid outside of said dlirain
age district, which is subject to overflow. at $25 per acre. when interviewed
by Ievrnue Agent Carroll at the time tlhe original report was liehng prepared."
lie states In conclusion that* From interviews with the various
its

ito the value of the

aitl

parties cojpeteat lto express

111under consideration

it is believed thla

nu opiltion

the value of

said Innd within levee dlistrlct can hle sustained at the values reported : thlut

the 1,6tWI acres outside tihe levee has I o specific value : n11dthat it would Ibe
dilllicult to sustlai an
il increased valutlion oit thlt lnd within sahi
lev'e dlistrict to tlie extent of the valuation placed on said waste la ndI, and Hs t result
it

is

Itrevominll
tlt'lded that tithe vilue attrilillted to sxid 1.1(i()o

re ,tilie eliilittild.

It is 11H(Ire.coiatI)eiftled hitht the 33 n cresi o hill liad I' ilitiluded tit $50 per
acre instead of $8) wer acre."
lteport of l(evenue Agent T. G. Ileek Is itcliched is Ex hibit A.
l
tee ion review. following the retllnI'iider date of May 17, 1921, the eitconit
lropertyl in qliuesmltendatlol i of Revenue Agent Beck, red'iled the vlinle of the

by $43,44
( Extion, as reported by Ievenue Ageiit 4'arroll. viz. $504),
hiiit t), thereby tmakiing tie
tnew
valuiation
u
')7,l000.( . Tlthe
xecuror, Mr.
Warren 4'. Falrlbnks. wais notified of this action by the tureiu by letter dated
May 18, 1921.
lUnder date of llue 18, 11 21. Warren C. Fairlanks wrote to A'sistant Secretary of the Treasury Clifford (Exhilbit C) advising himi that he had wriiten
to the
iPostmaster General requesting that lie cooperate with him in the
t
ax inmtter on his father's
matter of gulning a rehearing ,f te inhertn
estate, as well its a hearing on their back Incolute tax which was it controversy.
Under date of June 23. 1921, Assistant ecretary Clifford wrote the Conlmissioner of Internal eIvenue ( Exhibit I)) transmitting tile last ahove-mentioned letter in which the states that " Postmaster-General Hays is very much
n spoken to Secretary Mellon about it, reinterested in tisi matter and hs
questing that the rehearing be granted."
Under date of June 30, 1921, Assistant Comimissioner C. ). Smith wrote a
imemorandum for the solicitor (Exhibit E) advising him that lie had looked
ct
o thle estate of Charles Warren Fairbanks superficially anld
into the cthe
was of the opinion that there was some doubt as to the correctness of the
valuation placed on thle land in Greene (ounty, Ill., and suggested that the
representatives of tlit estat e e given it hearing in the solicitor's offle. By
i,'u oradum for Assistant Secretary of the Treasury Clifford, written July
11, 1921, by the Coimmissioner of Internal Revenue (Exhibit F), the former
was advised that as soon as the (laim for refund in tlie matter of thet estate
of (Charles W. Fairhank's estate tax matter reached his office the latter mutter would be handled as expeditiously its possible.
Under date o(f July 15, 1921, Solicitor Mape:; notified Mr. Warren C. Fairbanks (Exhibit G) that "An examination of the record discloses a difference
between the values placed upon this land by tlie witnesses for the estate and
the Government of approximately $31H).(X). The valuations upon which tlie
Government lhas been relying were made by men who were experts in valuing
farm lands. The valuations relied upon by tile estate appear to have been
made prinelpally by farmers whoi lived on lands adjoining nid near to the
Fairhanks farm. In view of the fact that the witnesses used by the estate
apparently can not qualify as experts in the valuation of farm land, the department has not felt that it could accept the valuation made by the witnesses
for tihe estate."
underr date of September 20, 1921. Solicitor Mupes advised the internal
revenue agent in charge, Springfield. Ill., that Ils office had had under .consideration for somic time the valuation of the farm lands belonging to the
estate of Charles W. Fairbanks for tilt purpose of fixing the amount of estate
tax and requested him to furnish the nimes of at least six real estate men
who were 'competent to make a fair valuation of the land in question as at
tle date of the death of Charles W. Fairbanks. (See Exhibit H.)
'ntder date of October 11, 1921, the solicitor, in a memorandum to the commissioner advised him thlnt a plan was tentatively agreed upon, subject to
approval of the commissioner, for a revaluation of tilt property located In
Greene County, Ill., whereby the Fairhanks estate was to appoint one expert appraiser, the Government appoint one, and these two select a third man
for the purpose of making an independent valuation of the land according
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to their own Iethol.N, without suggestions or assistance from either of the
interested parties. (Exhibit .)
inder date of October 14, 1921, Ass'stant Comlinssioner C. P. Smith advised
( Exhibit J1) that " Mr. Blair agreed to the
the soloclitor inl tt memi'orandilu
Iprolosition ontlh.ed in thls nltinorinllldum for this case only. Mr. Blair was
1not favorable to tmakitg Ithis a rile for sihtlar cases."
report (Exh bit K) hiding thin value of the property
4lin IDecembier 14, , 2,
ill qut'estion as at .111ne 4, IlMIS to Ihe the siumt of $647,362.20 w as sullnitted by
tith special Hapliitrlstrs aptlpntet' under the plan Mtetitlioned in the solldtior's
meiinorailin of October 11. 1921, above referred to. This appraisal was by

Ihenry TI'.

tlintley. I''nited Stttes Itcpreseutative is

steitn, press dent

congressss;

,IAml Loweli-

peoples' Bank, Whitehall, Ill.: and Lawrence Y. Sherman, tan

ex.S(enator of the State of Illinois. Mr. Iowetnstein was the apipraser represent ugl the (Governmtent, Mr. RIalney\was chositii by the representatives of the
as
War c hosen by Messrs-. RlineVy (ulta IsrweIlsteli
taxpayer, litld Mr. Shermni
A
steln Is the father of Gus
Mr. L.owt
the third llntltier' of' tlthe romnmittoe,
I.oweniteli. referred to uiiove Iln comilmntingl on the report of Itevenue Agent
iiind who ad vis*'ld ('arroll that in his opiioni the Iprt of the Fairbank's
('rroll,
farm under cultivation at dlate of ldeth of the de'edent wats around $r150) er

acre.

(Thte vilution of $i50,400 was

Under

nased on $120 lper acre.)

date of Ilecember 20, 1921, the review committee aeted upon tthe last

above-mentioned report and recoimmende4l that action he taken for abatement
of clan tiled by Warren '. Fairhanks, tand under date of January 26, 1922, the
claim for abatement in full was allowed. The amount of tax lost to the Governnent ont aueount of this revaluation was approximately $35,(M)O.
GEO. G. Box, Chief Atditor.
EXIJHIIT A
(Estate of Charles W. Fairbanks, district of Indiana; date of death, June 4,
SHI'IPLEMENTAL REPORT-(COLLATERAL
TREA.\ISiY

INVESTIGATION
)EPI'ATMENT,

INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE,

Sprih!fleld, Il., MarchI 23, 1921.
INTERNAL REVENUE AGENT IN ('IIAIRE.

sprin/fl(ld, Ill.:
Inl compliance with department letter ET-79:f:-LLI, dated February 4, 1921,
a conference was arranged 1nd a hearing accorded Warren C. Fairbanks,
executor for the estate of the late ('Chrlcs W. Fairbanks, which hearing was
held at Carrollton. Ill., William J. Carroll. the officer who made the former
examination, being present.
(onsiderable delay has been occasioned in submitting this report due to there
being only one stenographer available at ('arrollton, she eling also employed
by the circuit court of that place, which convened Immediately following the
taking of testimony in this case. As a result, the evidence submitted was not
made ava lable until March 28, 1921.
The executor preferred to submit evidence touching on all parts of the
property situated in Greene County, Ill., and there is twing transmitted herewith a copy of the evidence introduced at said hearing, together with a number
of affidavits which the executor desires to have wcusidered in making final
review of the value of said land.
rty, such as that in
The question of determining the true value of r:
lfferent character of
controversy, is an extremely difithult one. The vast
illar land are availland in the tract involved, and the fact that no sales
the true value largely
able for comparison, render the question of determlinl
one of speculation.
No lengthy comment will be made as to the evidence or affidavits herewith
submitted, but it is desired to call attention to a few of the more pertinent
and outstanding features of both.
It is apparent that all tihe valuations shown in the affidavits submitted'
and later testified to at this hearing have teen dictated by one and the smme
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person; that such uniform opinions in connection with property of such a
varied character would not be possible otherwise. As proof conclusive of
the above assertion, attention is invited to the affidavit submitted by Arthur
Robley, which is almost identical with the remaining affidavits submitted
herewith. In direct evidence the said Arthur tobley makes no denial of
having placed the value of the land inside the lvee district, which. under
cultivation, at $150 per acre; the timberland within said drainage district at
$05 per acre; and he further iadinlts that he placed tihl

value

of the lrnd

outside of said drainage district, which is subject to overflow, at $25 Ir
acre, when interviewed by Revenue Agent Carroll at the tinte the origihlal
report was being prepared.
With the exception of Alfred I1. Johnson, who is an abstractor and realestate dealer at Carrollton, Ill,, neither of the witnesses introduced are qualifled
to give expert testimony as to land values; said parties tbeing prlnclilly
local farmers, having no knowledge of any sales of land similar to that under
consideration, with the exception of the 330 acres referred to as hill land,
It will be noted on pages 23 and 24 of the evidence submitted, that Alfred 11,
Johnson teris the appraisement made by the Mississippi Valley Trust Co.
as rather strong-" not so much too high, but plenty high enough." Mr.
Johnson is perhaps as well qu:lifled as any local person to express an opinion
as to the true value of said property, and after our hearing had been concluded
he admitted that when interviewed by Revenue Agent Carroll at a previous
date he was of the opinion that the Mississippi Valley Trust Co.'s appraisal
was not unfair; but on reconsideration his views had been somewhat changed.
Such is, no doubt, due to the recent decrease in land values.
Among the exhibits submitted will be found one marked " Exhibit 2," showing several sales of land made at public auction by the master in chancery
during the years 1917 and 1918. It will be noted that James McNabb states
on page 64 of tlie evidence submitted that the best of the land included in said
sales is regarded by him as being a little better than the average Fairbanks
land-this refers to the land under cultivation-and it will be noted that the
two pieces referred to on said Exhibit 2, being the second and third items
thereon, was sold at $130 per acre, which would indicate the value of $120 pe.:
acre placed on the Fairbanks land under cultivation and within the drainage
district is not unfair.
The only other sale which was disclosed at this hearing which could fairly
be used as a comparison with the Fairbanks land that is under cultivation is
the 170 ncres purchased by Elmer Robley from Mrs. Casey in the year 1917 at
approximately $118 per acre. While Elmer Robley states (see p. 74) that this
land is better than that of the Faibanks estate which is under cultivation, the
fact that about one-half of this 170-acre tract is subject to overflow and can
not be successfully cultivated would, it is believed, render it somewhat less
valuable than the land within the drainage district, which was included at
$120 per acre.
The 120-acre tract referred to by Arthur Robley (see p. 57) for which he
received an offer and refused $135 per acre in 1917 is land very similar in
character to that of the Fairbanks land, which was valued by the Misissippi
Valley Trust Co. at $120 per acre.
The 330 acres of hill land appears to have been included at a figure somewhat in excess of Its true value, and from the evidence submitted it is believed
that same should be reduced to $50 per acre.
The 1,660 acres located outside of the drainage district has no commercial
value in itself; can not be reclaimed; and, taken alone, it is very doubtful if
it could be disposed of at any figure. That it affords a material protection to
the levee is indisputable, and the question of determining its actual worth in
this respect is one that could be more readily determined by engineers who were
familiar with the conditions, which, presumably, was the case when the Mississippi Valley Trust Co. made their appraisal. While the 1,660 acres in question
is not such as could ever be self-supporting, it serves to lessen the cost of levee
maintenance, and is regarded as almost inseparable from the land within the
drainage district for which it serves as a protection.
The Mississippi Valley Trust Co., in their appraisal of this property, no
doubt took this fact into consideration and distributed the value of the entire
tract in the manner reported, and any lessening of valie with respect to this
1,660 acres would result in a like increase on the land withlu the levee If we
are to assume that the land within the levee district was placed at Its full
market value, then it appears that the valuation placed )n the 1,660 acres
might properly be eliminated.
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In conclusion , I will say that from interviews with the various parties competelit to express opinion s to the value of the hlnd under consideration it
is isileved that the valuation on said land within the levee district can Ibe
susitained at the values reportedly; that the 1,000 acres outside the levee has no
Hspcific value; and that it would be dtlllcult to sustain an increiasMe valuation
oti the linlI within the said levee district to the extent of the valuation placed
on said waste land; iandus a result it is recommended that the value attributed
to said 1.4itU acres ie eliminated. It is also recomminendted that the 330 acres
of hill land he included at $if) per acre instead of $80 per acre.

T. 1). BECK, Revretkt

Aqeut.t

ExHIIRT IB
(District of Indiana, estate of Chlarles W. Fairbanks.

Submitted on appeal)

MAY 17, 1921.
Memorandum for the head of the estate tax division (attention Mr. Roman).
IN

RE VALUATION

OF hrAL ESTATE

The estate has filed a claita for abatement of $51,315.04 of the tax assessed
by the bureau in its letter of December 8, 1920, wherein there was determined
to be due an additional tax of $130,171,74. The claim arises through alleged
excessive valuation by the bureau of a tract of land consisting of 09,90 acres
In Greene County, Ill., which was returned at $691,831 and which wn4s determined by the bureau at a valuation of $950,400, plus an additional amount for
the value of machinery of $62,150.
A hearing was granted counsel for the estate, and subsequently thereto the
estate was permitted to submit to the revenue agent in charge of the Springfield division both documentary and oral evidence as to the value of the property in question. In accordance therewith the estate submitted numerous
affidavits, each being to the same effect, and produced before the revenue agent
in charge of the Springfield division several witnesses who testified orally and
whose testimony was reduced to writing and transmitted with a supplemental
collateral report from the Springfild division.
After a careful consideration of all the evidence submitted With the original
report, together with that adduced by the estate, it appears that the recon)
mendations made by the supplementary report, dated March .3; 1921, transmitted in a letter from the agent in charge of the Springfield division, dated
March 24, 1921, fairly represent the value of the property *ith the exception
of the machinery, to which no reference was made or intend6d. '
Accordingly, the following adjustments should be made In'Acting upon the
claim for abatement:
Three hundred and forty acres of hill land, forming a part of a large tract,
should be valued at $50 per acre in lieu of $80 per acre as originally determined. Tlils results in a reduction of $10,200.
One thousand six hundred and sixty acres of land outside the levee, subject
to overflow, should be valued at no unit value, as it has no itiherent value and
its existence and location is responsible for the value determined for the land
inside the levee, which it protects. It is conceded that these 1,060 acres can
not be reclaimed and have no commercial value: that this land could not be
s:ld for any value; and that it is for no other purpoe than for protection of
the adjacent land. To place a valuation upon this land would be similar to
placing a valuation upon a dike, which serves merely to give value to the land
which it protects and without which the land it protects would have no value,
or, at least, a much reduced value. This will accordingly result in reducing
the valuation of the whole tract by $33,200. due to the fact that the bureau
has determined the value of these 1,660) acres at the rate of $20 per acre.
As a separate item on page 5 of the letter of the bureau of December 8,
1920, under the heading " Mortgages, notes, and miscellaneous," there were
included in the gross estate pumping plants and other machinery on the Greene
County tract, which were not returned, but were valued by the bureau at
$62,150. This item was valued by the bureau because it was alleged to have
been upon the farm of 9.960 acres. It appears, however, that the pumping
plant and machinery did not belong to the decedent, but was the property of
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the Keach levee and drainage district of llhIaols. Even if this pumping plant
did belong to the decedent, it would be treated in a manner similar to a dike,
because its existeltnce' and use in respoiiwtle for the high valuation of (lhe land

and without it the land would have a much redumid value, considerably in
excess off the valuo of the pumping plant. Accordingly, this itemli as determitner
by thit Ibrein should be stricken out,
The result of the foregoing is to reduce the gross and net estates as deter.
mined by the bureau by the aggregate sum ofi$105,550. 'T'hns tlth net state
would lth reduced from $3,493,559.24 to $3.388,(049.24. and theitax would be
reduced from $120,975.88 to $444,07.S, resulting in all abatement of $Ils8.
Tilt- additional tax otf $130.171.74 should iwereduced $10(,N8N, which leaves as
theicorrect additional tax $113,283.74. with interest thereon at the rate of 10
eiMrcent per annum from thet expiration of 301 days after' receipt of the
bureau's letter of Decenlmer 8, 1920, unless sioini part thereof has since Iven
paid.
1. 1, HAMBY,
('hairnmtan ('ominittee on Rerivce.

ExII iIrT C
(onltN

ExcrIANGE NATIONAL

BANK

('hl 'go,
MY DEARI CO(LONEI,: I hlav

to-hdiy written a letter to the

iJI.'I, INO,

June 18, 121.

lPosllntiiter (Glieeral

requesting that he cooperate with you in the matter of gaining a rehearing of
the inheritance tax matter on mny father's estate, as well as a hearing onour
back income tax, which is in controversy. The Postimaster General Is conversant with the subject.
I feel that the 4letencue Iepartment has not thoroughly grasped the matters
in question. They have raised the valuation which was made by the attorney
general of Illigit some $3(K),(MN), this valuation having been made by a
speehlily appoilIted- conmlission, composed of landowners holding lands contiguous to thip tproperty, and presided over by the attorney general,
The property in question, which is i reclaimed project in G(reev' (County
on the Illinois River, c.an not maintain a productivity that would warrant
such an appraisal as the Government has made. The undertakiiig is in som e
degree a hzaroips one, depending upon the downfall of water.
In our very 'be*t years the most we have been able to derive from the property is approxfmIttely 35, () bushels of corn, about 114,00 bushel.4 of wheat,
from 1,80) toq *f o bushels of oats, and about 100 tons of hay, a part of which
is necessary to n@e for our part of the farm upkeep. The crop, however, is
divided on a pl1lf-anud-half baNi tbetween1 the tenants and ourselves, and this
represents our share in record years. in most years tfle property has lost
inluley rather than made it.
You can very. readily see that even on a top productilIo such a propIerty
'call t maintain a valuation of anything approxlimatiig $i900,(4), wichh the
Government (s exacting.
In additiqp, to the ordinary operations it is necessary for us to maintain two
pulnping stations from which we draw the water off the property. This is a
fixed charge which must be met at all times. Our expense in operating the
pumping station,alone last year was in the neighborhood of $113,4K.)
In addition we have managerial expense, the maintenance of an engineering
staff, and levee expense, from which ordinary farm land
inimmune.
Any assistance that you can render me in gaining a rehearing in the matters
detailed above will be more than appreciated by me.
Sincerely,
WARREN C. FAIRBANKS.
Col. EDwAnR CLIFFORD,
Issnitant
n Recretury of the Treasury. Wanhintton, D. C.
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Exit rr DI
TREKA4UY i)DPAITMi:r,

June 2

Wahn'ngtrot,
IlImo,

19,.1.
9,

AVID IH. BLAIR,

'om i4minlonr of Intcrtil Rerrcnue
iD.Auf MR. BLAIR, I ait inclosting, you herewith a letter from Mr. Warren C.
rehearing of the inheritance-tax case of his father's
Fairbanks, who desmir
estate, and also a hearing on the back Income tax of that estate.
iastmatter General Ilays is very much interested in this matter and hab
slken to Hmretary Mellon ahtout it, requesting that the rehearing hb granted.
Mr. Hays told Mr. Mellon that Mr. Fairbanks had written me about the
matter. Accordingly, Mr. Mellon has asked 1me to take it up with you.
Mr. Fairbanks is an intimate friend of mine and has oft&un spoken to me
about this case; he thinks the (Government has appraised this property too
high on account of the high figures given in the newspapers at tlhe time there
was litigation in the courts of Indliana over the estate. May I therefore suggest that you look into the matter, and I twlieve you will then grant a
rehctaring.
Sincerely yours,
EDWARD

'LIFFOIui,

Anwtftnt

ceretary.

'Exutnl;TE
.JUN. 30, 1921.
Memorandum for the solicitor:
'lease note the attached tile n tle vase of tli estate of Charles Warren
Falrbanks.
I have looked into tlil clnim sulwrfdiially iikd am now of the opinion that
there is some doubt as to the correctness of the valuation placed on the lands
in Green County, Ill.
I would suggest tlhat you get all the papers from the est ite t ax divislocn
and give the representatives of the estate a hearing in your olftle, 'td (hat tthe
estate tax division he advised with 'res1( t to the adjudication of the claim.
. MITH',
C(, "t
Assl toa t (oNi mi sioner.

Fxmt

F
JULY 11, 1921.

.Memorandum for Mr. 'lifford, Assistint Sec'retary of the T'reasury.
Reference Is made to the chlalm in the estate of Charles W. Fairbanks alnd
to

lie telegram from

Warren

C.

rFiirbanks, dated

July

9,

1921,

addressed

t" you.
You are advised that on May 18, 1921. the estate tax unit rejected the claim
for abatement filed by this estate, but later I ordered the claim reopened.
The question in dispute is the valuation of i), 60 acres of land in Greene
has been transferred to the office of tle
County. Ill. The tile in the cast'
Solicitor of Internal Revenue and is now being given very careful consideration
in that oHfice. As soon its tle claim for refund referred to it Mr. Falrbank's
telegram reaches this offlie,. t will be delivered to the office of the Solicltor
of Internal Revenue and the whole matter will be handled as expeditiously as
possible.
D. H. BLAI.,
Co m isfioner of Internal Rlevenue.
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J'LY 15, 1921.
3Mr. WARsN C. FAIRuANKS,

Corn

Kxrelhantf

National Bfank Building, Chicago, Ill.

I)DAR SIR: Reference is made to the claims tiled by tihe estate of Charles

W. Fairbanks, deceased, in connection with additional estate tax against
said estate.
The file in connection with the above claims has recently been referred to
this office for further consideration in connection with the value of the farm
lands belonging tothe estate. The land, the value of which is in dispute, is
located in Green County, 111. An examination of the record discloses a difference between the values placed upon this land by the witnesses for the e. tte
and the Government of approximately $300),000). The valuations upon which
the Government has been relying were made by men who were experts in
valuing farm lands. The valuations relied upon by the estate appear to have
been made principally by farmers who live on lands adjoining and near to
the Falrtbnks farm. In view of the fact that the witnesses used by the
estate apparently can not qualify as experts in the valuation of farm land, the
department has not felt that it could accept the valuations made by the witnesses for the estate.
However, this office will be glad to confer with you or your attorneys at any
time convenient' to you with a view of arranging for the submission of additional evidence bearing upon the question at issue.
Itespect'fully,
CARL A.

MAPES,

Solicitor

SEPTEMBER

26, 1921.

ExHInIT 11

INTERNAL REVENUE AGENT IN CHARJbE

Springlieid, Ill.:
This office has had under consideration for some time the valuation of the
farm lands belonging to the estate of Charles W. Fairbanks, deceased, for the
purpose of fixing the amount of the estate tax. The valuations in the record
are not entirely satisfactory, and an agreement has been reached with the
representatives of the estate to have another valuation made of these lands.
The lands are situated Inside the drainage districts in Greene County, IIl., and
it is desired to obtain the names of several experts in the valuation of .such
land. It is, therefore, requested that you furnish this office, with as little
delay as possible, the names of at least six real-estate men who are comltiHtent
to make a fair valuation of the land in question as of June 4, 1918, the date
of the death of Charles W. Fairbanks.. It is desired to have the names of men
who are familiar with local conditions, and who were familiar with local conditions In 1918. A brief statement of the qualifications of each person whose
name is submitteu should accompany the list of names furnished.
In view of the fact that there have been several affidavits filed by real-estate
men in the vicinity of the land, it is thought best that the men selected to make
another valuation of the land not be told the valuation heretofore placed upon
the land by witnesses who testified either for the Government or for Mr.
Fairbanks.
Charles T. Casey, D. P. Reynolds, E. A. Eldred, and William A. Hubbard
have already filed affidavits in this case, and their names should not be,ineluded in the list which is furnished. The experts for the Mississippi Valley
Trust Co. have also made a valuation of the land, and they should not be included.
CARL A. MAPES,
Solicitor of Internal Revenue.

I
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IExHrrT I
OtrroBa 11, 1921.
Memorandum for tihe Commisslonerr:
On June 30. 1)21, there was transmitted to this office, with a memorandum
from the assistant commissioner, the file Ili the matter of the estate of Charles
Warren Fairbanks. The memorandum from the assistant commissioner Auggested that this office give the representatives of the estate a hearing In the
matter and adjudicate the question involved and notify the estate tax division
of the adjudication made.
The question involved in the case is the value of certain lands located in
Greene County, Ill. The evidence submitted by the estate tends to establish a
value of approximately $i00,000( and the evidence gathered by the estate tax
division tends to establish a value of approximately $900,00). The difference in
the two values made a difference In the tax of approximately $35,000. Upon
examination of the file in this office, the evidence was found to be unsatisfactory, and the office was unable to reach a conclusion as to the correct value
of the lands In question. The executor of the estate was notified to this effect
and the suggestion made to him that he confer with this office with a view
of making arrangements to obtain expert testimony as to the value of the land.
After some delay, Mr. Fairbanks did confer with this office, and, subject to your
approval, a plan was tentatively agreed upon. The plan is to let the Fairbanks
estate appoint one expert appraiser, the Government appoint one expert apraiser, and these two select a third man, the three to make an independent
valuation of the land according to their own methods without suggestions or
assistance from either of the interested parties. It Is understood that men
who have not heretofore expressed any opinion in the matter and who are
thoroughly competent to value a tract of land as large as the one in question
will be selected by each of the Interested parties. The understanding further
is that, if the valuation made by this board of experts is less than the value
at which the land was returned by the estate, both the Interested parties will
accept the returned value. If the valuation made by the board of experts is
greater than the value heretofore placed upon the land by the estate tax divi.
slon, both parties will accept the value heretofore placed upim the arnd by the
estate tax division. Within these limitations both parties will accept the valuation made by the experts so appointed. It is believed by the estate and this
office that the true value of the land is between the returned value and the
value as found by the estate tax division.
It is realized that this plan is a departure from the usual method of arriving at the value of property for estate tax purposes, but the number of exlprts near the land, who are qualified to make the valuation are few, and
most of them have already committed themsKelves on oie side or the other in
the case.

For these reasons it Is believed that a departure from the usual

methods may he justified in order to obtain a valuation which will be fair
and satisfactory to both thle qGovrnmtent and the representatives of the estate.
In view of the special nature of the vase anl the possibility of establlishing a precedent in such wases, before proceeding further with the matter I
should like to know if the proposed action meets with your approval.
('ARL A. MAPES,

Solicitor of Internal Revenue.
(In pencil:) It might be wise to consult the estate tax division before acting.
C. M.
ExHIBIT J
OFFICE O

THE COMMISSIONFA

OF INTERNAL REVENUE,

October 1/, 1921.
Memorandum for the solicitor.
Relative to the attached file in the matter of the estate of Charles Warren
Fairbanks, you are informed that Miss Ruddlck took this matter up personally
with the commissioner and Mr. Blair agreed to the proposition outlined in
this memorandum for this case only. Mr. Blair was not favorable to making
this a rule for similar cases.
C. P. SMITa,
Assistant Commisaioner.
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We, Henry T. Ralnuey, Lewis Lowenstein, and Lawrence Y. Slhrnmun, lithretofore nliliMnt( special appraisers to make an appraisement of a certain Iparel
or tract of land, containing 9),0)t acres, situated in Greene county , il tithe State
of Illinois, together with till iiplrovemenits thereon, or in any wise thereto up.
pertallining, being prolwrty belonging to Charles W. IFairbanks at the lime of

his death, do hereby certify that we have fairly and inmiartlahly, without any
sliggt'stiloHl whatsoever as to value from any Iwrmnso

whliomsoever, completed

our appraisement of the whole of sucih property, and we do hereby certify that
we find the valut, of lilh whole of said propKrty, as of June 4, 1918, to be tlhe smt
of $047 ,362,20.
Ill witness wlhreof we hlavei herounto set our hands and seals this 1-lth day
of December, 1921.
II NRY T
V.INEY.
IAL I
LEWIB ILOW)IENHTE N.
[I EAL.

LIAWIENCE

Y. SHEtIMAN.

[IEAL.

Subscribed and sworn to before ime this 14th day of December, 1921.
('CIYo LiAND , Notary Pubihc.

Mr. MANssN. A complaint lhas reached 'Is with reference to the
EIustis, of North Carolina.
estate of (elestin
The facts in regard to this matter are that Celestine Eustis is a
very ol( woman, past H8. Slit. had givcn a mortgage to the same person, who was the sole legatee under her will, for $0, 000.
ent
nt of the Income 'Tax Unit contended that that mortgage
The
was given without consideration. He cited, in support of that con-

tention, a lot of circumstances tending to indicate that Mrs. Eustis
was not in need of mlloney at the time when the mortgage was given;

that she had no use for the money: and that there was no apparent
result: in other words. she did not acquire any property, antd there
wa.: nDthillrg to) SlhoWa
for tthe moIley.

The fact. hlowe er, is that the mlrn'tgage and note were in

i te'form

uatl were duly filed.

My personal view is that the department did the only thing it
could do under the conditions by allowing the amount of the maortgage to be deducted from tie estate for the purpose of determining
the tax. Whatever I may think about the actual facts, as a matter
of liw, the mortgpe was an instrument in writing; it was under
seal. and it imported a consitderatioi a nd the burden was upon the
(Governmentt'
t to lshow that it wIs without consideration. Iii my

judgment,

the circumstantial evidence adduced by the agent in sulpport of his position was not sutffic nt to overcome the presumption

of the consideration.
The C('IIAmII.m

. Why do you'll bring it before the committee, then?

Mr. MANSoNl. hBecu1se I was told to last night.
The CHAIRMAN. You were only told, if there was anything wrong

with tle decision there.
AMr. MANsON. Well, I understood+-The CHAIuu

xN. I think there is no necessity of taking up the time

of the committee on cases you agree
Mr. MANSOs. I got the memorandum from the Senator last evening directing me to bring this case to the attention of the committee, and I did so.
The CHAIRMAN. I did not see the case myself, and I asked to have
it presented here on tie assumption that there was something wrong
with it. Of course, if there was nothing wrong with it, it was like
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every other case. TJhere are dozens of cases we did not bring here,
lbeaause we found there was nothing wrong with their.
Senator hJONES of New Mexico. I am not prepared to take Mr.
Manson's stated view of the case. It s.ems to me from what he said
that there was plenty appearing tto pu the department on inquiry at
least.
Mr. MANSON. Well, they were upon inquiry. A thorough investigation was made by the estate tax officers.

Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. It seems to me that nothing resulted. There was no statement made here as to whether or not the
money was actually paid, nor that the deceased ever received it.
Senator ErINsT. We have not heard the other side of it. Senator.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. That is what 1 say. On the statemnent made here thus far, I am not prepared to say that that is a
case that ought to be put to one side.
Mr. MANSON. I, perhaps, omitted to say that the legatee claimed
that she had advanced a large amount of money for the building of
houses and also set up a claim that there was an agreement between
her and the deceased under which she agreed to take care of the deceased for the remainder of her life and that the mortgage was in
consideration of both of these.
Of course, the deceased was dead; the transaction was not in writing: the only person who could deny the fact had passed out of
existence, and the only evidence of the transaction was the note and
mortgage.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. There was no atteAmpt made to
trace te

IpayPentes?

Mr. MANSON. Yes; the agent made an attempt to trace the payments and came to the conclusion, and I think very soundly, that
there was nothing to show; there was no property of the old lady;
she had passed that stage of life when she could have possibly spent
all the monev; she was living with the residuary legatee; she had
no use for the money, and there was no property to show for the
money.

'The C(iAlitMAN. Is there rny evidenl0 of the legafte paying the
decedent ?
IMr MANSON. No; except the note and mortgage.
The CHAIRMAN. I mean that there is no evidenc that when the
note and mortgage were made the legatee turned over anything of
value to the decedent.
Mr. MANSON. Oh, yes; the legatee stated she did turn it over.
The CHAIRMAN. flave you any other evidence than her mere
say-so?
Mr. MANsoN. No; no other evidence than that.
The CHAIRMAN. No checks or cash transferrance or any records
of it?
Mr. MANSON. No. Both of them were wealthy parties. The
residuary legatee was a wealthy woman.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Did the deceased have other properties than this mortgage?
Mr. MANSON. Other than the property that was covered by the
mortgage?
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Senator JONES of New Mexico. No; of course, that which was
covered by the mortgage was not hers, I take it.
Mr. MANSON. YOu mean the residuary legatee?
Senator JONES of New Mexico. No; I mean the deceased.

Iid

she have other property than this note and mortgage ?
Mr. MANSON. The deceased did not own the note and mortgage.
The Senator has a wrong impression of the facts. The deceased
owned a lot ,f real estate. The deceased, several years before death,
gave a mortgage to the same person to whom she willed this property for $80,000. When the property passed to the legatee under the
will, the legatee took the position that the taxable transfer under the
will was $80,000 less than the value of the property, because she already had an $80,000 mortgage on it.
Senator JONEs of New Mexico. I did get confused in my question.
Mr. MANSON.

Yes.

Senator JONES of New Mexico. But the real point I had in mind
was this: You stated awhile ago that a part of the consideration
for this note was an agreement to pay the expenses of board and
all that sort of thing of the old lady.
Mr. MANsoN. The old lady lived with her.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Did she have any property outside of that which she had mortgaged to the legatee?
Mr. MANSON. I ant not sure about that.
Senator JONEs of New Mexico. As I understood it, you stated
awhile ago that they were wealthy people.
Mr. MANsoN.

Yes.

Senator Jo Nxr of New Mexico. Both of then?
Mr. MANsON. This involved a large amount of property, and she
had a very substantial income.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Then, what was the occasion for
her giving a mortgage to the legatee in consideration of her giving
her board and lodging?
Mr. MANsON. That is one of the circumstances that the agent
pointed out as indicating that this mortgage was without considera-

tion. My own view is this: That thle mortgage to be a valid instrument does not necessarily need to carry with it the full consideration
of the note.
Senator JONEs of New Mexico. I think that is quite true, and perhaps in a court of justice it would not be set aside for want of consideration, because the seal imported consideration.
Mr. MANSON. It imports consideration.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. I think that is quite true, but
N\ien you came to the question of considering fraud in connection
with the settlement of an estate for taxation purposes, that is quite
a different question.
Mr. MANsON. There is another fact to be considered, and that is
that this mortgage was not secreted; it was not something that was
just brought forth.
Mr. Moss. How many years before the death was it?
Mr. MANHsN. It was several years before the death of the testator,
and it was not something that was just dug up.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. I think that is a very important
fact.
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Mr. MANsoN. It was in due form and properly recorded several
years before the death of the testator.
There was another thing that influenced my mind in saying that
1 could not take exception to the action of the bureau here, and that
was this: There was a very close relationship between these parties,
the old lady leaving her entire estate to this legatee, and assuming
that there was no consideration for that mortgage, other than just
a desire to make a gift, it would have constituted a valid gift.
Mr. GHROG. I would like to call the Senator's attention to this
point:
What was the date of the decision of this case? What act did it
arise under?
Senator JONEs of New Mexico. I am not so sure as to the date.
Mr. MANSON. The decedent died February 1 19121.
Mr. OGrEo. So it comes under the 1921' act. The point that I
wanted to bring out is that the 1921 act, in covering this situation,
provides for a deduction from the gross income of claims .against
the estate, unpaid mortgages upon, or any indebtedness in respect
to, property.
In the 1924 act we put in the additional qualification, "to the extent that such claims, mortgages, or indebtedness, were incurred
or contracted bona fide and for a fair consideration in money or
money's worth."
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Yes.
Mr. GREGG. We did not have, until the 1924 act, any' authority
for going back to see whether there was a consideration.
Mr. MAN ON. This mortgage was made and recorded more than
iwo years prior to the death of the testator.
The CHAIRMAN. So that the legatee might have contended that
it was a gift, if she wanted to.
Mr. MANSON. Yes: although there is nothing set up in the record
to indicate that she did make any such contention.
Mr. (G EfG. But, under the old act, it would have been deductible,
even if it had been a gift.
Mr. MANSON'.

Yes.

Mr. GREno, Even if there had been no consideration.
Mr. MANSON. Even if it was a gift it would have been deductible.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. That statement settles the whole
question.
Mr. GREno. Yes; the law settles the whole thing.
Mr. MANSON. While that was not in the record before me, the
thought occurred to me that there was no consideration for it at all,
but it was just a gift which was made more than two years prior
to death. There was a close relationship here, and the entire estate
was left to this same woman.
The CHAIRMAN. Let us proceed with the next case. then, Mr.
Manson.

Mr. MANSON. I will submit the report in this case for the record.
(The report submitted by Mr. Manson in the case of the estate of
Celestine Eustis is as follows:)
In re Estate of (Clestine Eustia, Aiken, S. C.

MAY 27, 1925.

The decedent died on February
1, 1921. An estate-tax return was filed by
the executrix, Mrs. Louise Eustis Hitchcock, a niece and adopted daughter of
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the decedent. This return showed a total gross estate of ;127,870.015. agaillst
which were deducltionsl
totaling i$13,464170 , so that tbert was no net estate
subject to Federal estate tax.
Among the deductions lauimed in the return was one l' $8l0,00ti, representing
ailt lllld
mlortgtag on
t nie parcels of real estate owned by the deccttdel
atid
located lit Alken, ,. C., the value of which was returned at $64,(H00.
iRetvenu
Inspector J. W. Wilson made a report under date of January 24, 1924, and his
examination of the return in question in relation to this mortgage stated us
follows:
" Mortgage on real estate in Aiken County, S. C., described in Schedule A,
made in favor of Mrs . L.
Il itchcock, Aiken, S. C., dated February 3, 1911),
rccortedl ill Alken Countity, Iebriuary 7, 1919. mortgage book 33,. follo 2361,
$80,000. Interest to Nill rotLdemand ; ino emUtlldi mt.
lUd
" Found this mortgage duly Itutde altld Ie,reiorl
dei
desri'hiel in the alloulnt
of $80,00). Mortgage datel February 3, 1919, rwcorded February 7, 1919,
which IN just a few days over two years prior to death of decdctNldlt. No
record or anything to show for what this mortgage was given. Attorney states
decedent gave It in pitynllet for her support auld namtteinancet in her old age,
)Deedent lived with her' niece, the ntortgaget
, and was about
i years of age
when mortgage given. Upon inquiry and review ofl' Forut 706, it is noted that
the decadent had ample means of lher own for her support; it fact, could
indulge in luxuries ; she received in rentals from the various items enuluneriatted
under Schedule A about .$6,4(0)

per annum

nidliatl

a good Income from other

sources, Much as her stocks und Iiotds (see Sehedule B), and heiig then 83
years old, her wants could not
ve
en great
athavend
111
advised that she was
not an extravagant liver.
" There is no evidence whatever that devedent owed any money at time the
mortgage was given or that lher estate was in any way involved. Th'le liouse4
(Schedule A) had Itbeen built many years and there was ino debt onl them. At
her age it, could not have been presume
that she would live for such a
td
length of time as to require an exIHnditure of $.80HH) for her support, even
hadt she no income of hrher
her ow
will tlhe mortwgagti, her nliec., Mrs.
litentiock, received alofl of ietr rea es te, and i it rcas>ilet to spuse'
lhat
Mrs. Hitchcock kntew sie was to receive the real (stlae ituon the death of the
decedent, so could really be no reason for exacting a mortgage from d(csdent when 83 years old.
Dteedent had lived for nillly years prior to hier
death with her niece, Mrs. Hitchwock, and al informed Mrs. Hlithcock (collected her rents for her and looked after her fnantes. From a very careful
investigation anid inquiries from all sourcte.s tii convinced that whi, dtdt'le ent
may not have given this mortgage In anthlltpation of deati that she was ilduled to make the mortgage, and the party so persuading her did it knowing
shit could not live long. Not owing anything, (noapparent need of money, atld
no result oblttaid by the making of this mortgage except to reduce the amount
of her gross estate, it would appear that thlls was thel obljec Ilt vi'w.
" Fro it

c careful

investigation

1and atll tle

fatets

obtlan

,

il

convhiwnce

this Is not a just deduction, so recommend its disallowance, tladlive
itfornled
the attorney of their privileges in the prieinses.
" Would also add that mortgagee, Mrs. Ilitchcock, is herself a very wealthy
lady, and in no way dependent on proceeds from this estat" for her stuplNrt
and maintenance.
" It should also be noted that mortgage is for $o.I000 while entire real estate
is returned under Schedule A at total value of $(4.0(0.
"Decedent was a resident and entitled t tthe spec'lit
exemption."
As a result 6f the agent's report, in whih le recommended,
allmtg other
things, Increasing the value of the real estate mentioned above from $6t,04.
the amount at which it was returned, to $92.000, and disallowing as a dedinetion from the gross estate the mortgage of $80,000(,
an A-2 letter was mailed
under date of March 1, 1924, proposing the assessment of an additional tax of
$1,294.43, Claim in abatement was filed by the executrix protesting that lthe
valuation placed on tile real estate by the bureau was excessive and against

the disallowance of the $80,000 representing the mortgage, for the reason that
same was a bona fide debt of the decedent at the time of her death, as it had

iwen given as repayment for moneys previously advanced.
The bureau requested that a reinvestigation 1w made by the revenue inswector, and under (late of April 30, 1923, Inspector James W. Wilson subl
ntitted his report.
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The' protesIt of lhe executrix in regard to thie lcreased values placlte

397,7
on the

verolls parcels of real estate by the revenue Inspector did not prevail, as the
Iut1Ireau

nicceelped

the itnsict or's recommendation.

However, to indicate

tin

unreliability of the amlountls shown in the return, the agent's report onLti
tviihles otf th real estate iiintteresting. Hle states ilnthe supplemental report
(H follows:

" Values returned by executrix were values placed by Messrs. J. W. Ashurst,
J)avid W. Gaston, and Nelson Johnson, appointed to appraise the property.
which was merely a perfunctory act, as the entire real estate was willed by
tdeclrednt to Mrs. HltchKchk and no division required. Mr. J. W. Ashurst is
an insurance agent and wrote all Insurance lplicies for decedent aid execittrix. Mr .D. W. Gaston is president of bank where all deposits and business
of exetcutrix is carried. Mr. Johnson Is closely aisoclated with Mr. Gaston.
It is not meant to infer that these parties would intentionally place an
value, hnut they were certainly not disinterested parties. On nmy
erroneotr
former investigation I consulted Mr. Ashurst, and he stated to me then that
the values were too low, and revised his estimates itnaeord with Messrs. E.,i.
Wyman and E. H. HutNon. A further Incident has just developed. Insurance
laws do not Iwermilt a buildlgi to ie I1sured for over 75 per cent of Its real
value, aind in writing the policies it must he so stated. A few nights ago.
April 24. 1924, buildings in Item .5. Slehidule A. known as " Live Oak Cottage."
was destroyedd by fire, andc it now develops Mr. .. W. Ashurst had written a
Isolicy on these rulings for $,i9HMM), which is 75 per cent of $12,000, the
alllnitut recommended by me 'in miy former report, so must appear aisincon-i
sistent, to say the least, for Mr. Ashurst to appraise these building at $12.(HM)
fir purlosse of insuHrance and then to appraise it at $8,F00 for purpose of
taxation, and value of land is not taken into conitlderation in valuations for
insurance purlpses."
In regard to title mortgage. he states is follows:
"This mortgage was found duly recorded and descrlbed s stated in claim
and is a legal c'h1ini against the estate If found to have been given by decedent
in good faith for a real debt.
"This property waXS Imughlit and lihoues built between years 18 a ndl 1912,
atiid will of decedent. d1tvil .Jlmanuiary 4, 1911, reatld In artlete 10, ' I devIse and
lieqaueth to Louise E'usls litllclnk till re;t estate and intprovements thereon.'
so under this will exe'tutrtx would ai death of decedent come into possesstin of the entire real estate, It was noted that lthbs land was bought during
idurling and that the
period
tt
years 1,S; and 112 and the houses bulilt
mortgage was not made until in the year 1019, so claimant admits no security
required for seven years and then would soon have actual ownership under
the will, it wais then deemed advisable to procure a mortgage, or that decedent
thiusght it wise and prudent, when knew clahiant was well protected by the
will.
"There

is abttndint evideni'

that decedent was IpowlReed of considerable

fortune at time shie bought this property and built tie houses and that same
were built as an investment so does not appear reasonable that sihe would
borrow siuch a considerable tmnount for the purpose of investment. it would
not nlppear reasouile to suppose that decedent wished at her advanced age
to borrow $80.00) to simply gratify a desire or whim of hers to own property
and build houses In Alkeni.
" While this note and mortgare is perfectly legal and bears every evidence
of being a just claim under ordinary circumstances, still under the attending
circumstances it does not appear to be reasonable. It should be considered
tlat this mortgage was given many years after the houses built for which
claimant contends tlhe money was advanced and after decedent had attained
to old age when her end must lhae been expected to come in very few years
and that then claimant would own the property under her will, also that decedent had considerable wealth and seems would have been perfectly satisfied
with investing her own funds without borrowing."
When the revenue inspector appeared for the purpose of checking up the
return. Mrs. Hitchcock refused to see him. He was advised. however, by her
attorney that the mortgage for $80,000 was executed in favor of Mrs. Iitchco.k by Miss Eustis in payment of tle latter's support and maintenance during her old age. Subsequently Mrs. Hitchcock's attorney presented her affidavlt, in which she stated that she gave the decedent the money to purchase
land in Alken, S. C.. in the years from 1886 to 1912; that the decedenit had
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kept a record of this money and in 1919 Inslsted upon executing the mortwere
gage and that the records which the decedent made relative to the loans
lost in the fire.
Article 0 of the deodeent's will ets out a bIquest of all diamonds andt jewelry
to the same Mrs. Loulse Eustis Hitchcock. The return failed to show any
item covering these assets. On February 1, 1924, subsequent to the date of
the first report made by Inspector Wilson, Mrs. Hitchock's attorney submitted
a memorandum showing jewelry belonging to the estate of Celestine Eustis
valued at $2,050 at the date of her death. It does not appear from the records
that the bureau has assessed a tax on this additional asset.
A summary of the case shows that an $80,M) mortgage was executed by
an 83-year-old woman In favor of a prison, her executrix, who already was
fully protected by a devise of all the property covered by the mortgage; that
the property was perfunctorily appraised by three interested parties and returned at a value of $4,(000, when its real value was at least $92,000; and
that the value of the jewelry left by the decedent was wholly omitted from
the return.
The revenue agent recommended that the deduction of the $8),(Mn) mortgage
be disallowed. This recommendation was approved by the bureau, and subwllquently, on July 15, 1924, allowed as a valid and outstanding lien on the real
estate.
The final result, after increasing the value of the real estate from $64,K)0 to
$92,000 and allowing the deduction of the $80,4K) mortgage, left a net estate
subject to taxation of $7,128,03, upon which a tax of $71.28 has been paid.
The tax saved the estate by allowing is a deduction the $O0,0Mk)mortgage is
$1,223.15.
Gao. G. Box.

Mr. MANSON. Another case which has been brought to our attention is the matter of the affiliation of the Mellon National Bank,
Union Trust Co., and the Union Savings Bank for the year 1917.
This case was called to our attention by a complaint addressed to the
chairman.

It appears that over 99 per cent-Senator ERNST. Pardon me. Was the complaint that called your
attention to this case signed?
Mr. MANSON. Yes; it was in writing.
Senator ERNST. Whose complaint is it?
Mr. MANSOn. A man by the name of Hickey.
Mr. NASH. An employee of the bureau?

Mr. MANSON. Yes; he is at the present time an employee of the
bureau, unless he resigned in the last day or two.
The Union Trust Co., one of these corporations, owned over 99
per cent of the stock of the Mellon National Bank and over 98 per
cent of the stock of the Union Savings Bank.
In the 1917 law there was no provision for the filing of consolidated returns.
I might say here that the bureau held that these corporations were
not affiliated. In 1917 there was no provision for the consolidation of
returns of affiliated corporations, but the revenue act of 1921 provided:
That Title II of the revenue act of 1917 shall be construed to Impose the taxes
therein mentioned upon the basis of consolidated returns of net income and
invested capital in the case of domestic corporations and domestic partnerships

that were affiliated during the calendar year 1917.

It then provides that:
For the purpose of this section a corporation or partnership was affiliated
with one or more corporations or partnerships (1) when such corporation or
partnership owned directly or controlled through closely affiliated interests or
by a nominee or nominees all or substantially all of the stock of the other or
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others, or (2) when IulbItantally all the stock of two or more corporations or
the business of two or more partnerhipim was owned by the same interests:
provided, That such corporations or partnerships were engaged in the same or
hlomely related business,

or one corporation or partnership bought from or sold

to another corporation or partnership products or services at prices above or
below current market, thus effecting an artificial distribution of profits, or one
corporat on or partnerships In any way so arranged its financial relationships
with another corporation or partnership as to aimign to it a disproportionate
share of net income or invested capital.

'The amount of stock owned by the Union Trust Co. in these two
other corporations would bring this case within the provisions of this
act, if these corporations were engaged in the same or a closely related business.
It is manifest that they were not engaged in the same business.
lThe only question is whether the business of conducting a national
bank, the business of conducting a savings bank, and the business of
conducting a trust company is a closely related business within the
meaning of that act.
iThe claim that the corporations were not affiliated was predicated
very largely upon the proposition that the charters of these corporations were such that they could not all do the same business.
The bureau, I may say, has, in at least one similar instance, held
that a national bank and trust company, which also did a savings
bank business, were affiliated.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Is it not a very frequent occurrence
throughout the business world for a national bank to have a savings
bank or a trust company as a subsidiary ?
Mr. MANSON. Yes; it is; and I have always understood it was upon
the ground that a national bank lost a very substantial part of the
profit to be derived from the banking business, unless it could also
do. through a subsidiary, the business incident to a savings bank
and a trust company. It is frequently a combination.
Senator ER.T. Senator Jones, a great many of the banks of the
country have organized trust companies, nnd they are controlled by
one certificate of stock, reciting that so many shares and so many
shares in the trust company are owned, and one certificate of stock
carries an interest in both conerns.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. That has been my observation.
Senator EIWST. That was done just recently in the case of a bank
that I am largely interested in.
Mr. MANSON. I asked the auditor, in examining this case, to also
look up the First National Bank of Chicago and the First Trust &
Savings Bank, because I happen to know that the very thing
was done there that Senator Ernst has just mentioned, namely, you
bought a share of stock, or several shares of stock in the First
National Bank, and you had to buy the same proportionate amount
in the First Trust & Savings Bank,
Senator ERNST. May I add that that is the case with the Third
National Bank of Cincinnati and the First National Bank of Cincinnati.
Mr. MANSON. And while, of course, the stock is a separate instrument, it is printed upon the same piece of paper, and they can not
buy one without the other.
For that reason, it is my view that the business of conducting a
trust company, the business of conducting a savings bank, and the
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business of conducting a national bank, is a closely related business,
and that it should have been so held in this case, which would have
made a difference in the amount of tax involved of $91,472.37 for the
year 1917.
Senator JONEs of New Mexico. That is for the year 19171
Mr. MANmON. For the year 1917.
Senator Jox:s of New Mexico. When was that vase closed?
the summer of 1922. The
lng
Mr. MANSON. It was pending duri

final ruling on the question of affiliation was made on August 1s
1312 o
1922, and on August 17, 1923, an agreement, under sectlik
the 1921 act, was signed, disposing of the case.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. What do you mean by " agreement

under section 1312 "?
Mr. MANsoN. That is a final agreement between the commissioner

and the taxpayer, which the act provides, definitely and finally disposing of a case. It cnn not be reopened thereafter.
The CIIAIMAN. I'nless there is fraud.

Mr. MANONs. In the absence of fraud.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Who reported on that affiliation
point?
Mr. MANSON. A man bv the e ae of Rusch seems to have handled
the matter of affiliation all the way through-L. E. Itusch, assistant
chief of consolidation section.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Who reviewed him?
Mr. MANsoN. I can not say as to that. I would say this, that Mr.
Risley, the assistant chief of the affiliations section, ruled that these
corporations were not affiliated, and recommended that the case Ihe
audited in the consolidated returns subdivision.

Senator JONEs of New Mexico. What was the cause of that ruling?

Have you got it there?
Mr. MANSON. What was the basis of it?
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Yes; the basis of the ruling.

Mr. MANSON. I determined that from the taxpayer's brief. That
is the only place in the record where the contenions made by the

taxpayer are set up.
Senator JONis of New Mexico. Then, are they set up in the final
decision or ruling upon it?
Mr. MANSON. I do not find .any such final ruling made, other
than just a ruling that they are not affiliated.
As I stated before, the contention in support of the theory that
they were not affiliated was based upon the fact that the charters
of these different corporations were different; that is, for instance,
a national bank can not do a trust company business; but I call
attention to.the fact that the statute here does not require that
they do the same business, but it provides that in case they do a
closely related business. For instance, the different subsidiary corporations of the United States Steel Corporation do not all do the
same thing. Some may be steamboat lines, and some may be railroads.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Was that holding generally enforced in the case of national banks, savings banks, and trust companies?
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Mr. MANsoN. I called attention to the fact that, in connection
with the investigation of this case, I desired to know whether the
ruling here applied generally, and, fbr that reason, I asked that the
matter be looked into in connection with the First National Bank
of Chicago and the First Trust & Savings Bank of Chicago, because I happen to know that that same situation existed there. The
report is that, as a matter of information, it is observed that the
First National Bank and tha First Trust & Savings Bank of Chicago were ruled affiliated for the year 1917.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. There are hundreds and hundreds
of such cases throughout the country.
Mr. MANSON. I know there are, Senator, but I did not have
personal knowledge of any other cases, except the First National
Bank and the First Savings Bank in Chicago and, for that reason,
I could not extend the investigation any further than that.
Senator JONER of New Mexico. Is it practicable for us to find out
whether or not that is the situation ? You have cited one case where
they ruled otherwise.
Mr. MANSON. Yes.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Here we have two opposed deci-

sions, and I would like to know what the general practice is.
The CHAIMAN. Perhaps Mr. Gregg can tell us.
Mr. GRF.o. I know of three or four other cases where they were
held not to be affiliated.
Senator ERNST. I should think it would depend upon the facts of
the case. That is the reason I asked what were the facts set out in
this particular case.
Mr. MANSON. The contention was made that because they were
not authorized by their charters to do the same business-Senator JONES of New Mexico. They never are authorized by their
charters to do the same business. That is the reason why they have
separate charters.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Gregg has stated that there were three or
four cases where they had been ruled as not affiliated. Do you know
of any cases where they ruled that they were affiliated?
Mr. OGRhx. I do not know.
The CHAIRMAN. Can Mr. Nash point out what the practice has

been in that connection ?
Mr. NASH. In that connection I would like to say that evidently
this case was handled by the bureau before we made a change in the
organization creating an affiliation section directly under the deputy
commissioner. Under the plan in use at the time this case was
handled, evidently the question of affiliation was determined at the
same time that the case was audited. The auditor handling the case
determined whether or not there was an affiliation and then went
ahead and closed the case. Under our present plan of procedure the
case is first referred to the affiliation section, which passes on that
question only. If they determine that there is an afisliation, then it
goes to the consolidated returns division for audit. If they determine that there has been no affiliation, it goes to the corporation
division for audit. We have found that the same auditor that audits
the case ought not to pass on this other question. The affiliation quies9291--2-25-pT 18---21
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tion is determined outside the audit, just the same tus an engineerig
question is determined outside the audit.
. The CHAIRMAN. Has the solicitor's office ruled on that question,
Mr. Gregg?
Mr. ORE(i. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Not at any time?

Mr. (XaKIn.
No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. They never had a case of affiliation to rule on, as
far as you know I
Mr. GREGO. Not this particular question; no, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. In any of the solicitor's rulings has the question

of the charter entered into the discussion as to whether it is an
affiliated company or otherwise?
Mr. GREoo. Not that I know of; no, sir. I can think of very few
cases that have been over there on the question of what constitutes
a closely related trade or business. You see, that question just arises
under the 1917 act. It does not arise under the subsequent acts, and
I know of very few rulings in the office on the point. I know that
we were very strict at one time in ruling them not affiliated--so strict
that at one time we held that where the parent company owns all
of the stock of subsidiaries, which are in the same trade or business-these were public utilities, I think electric-lighting companies-that the holding company is in a different trade or business
from the subsidiaries and therefore not affiliated.
The CHAIRMAN. Does the stock ownership have a controlling effect
when they are not in a related business?
Mr. GREGG. No, sir. The act says that two things must be present
There must be this control and ownership of the stock, and the same
or closely related trade or business, or an intercompany shifting of
profits, or something of that sort.
. The CAIRMa
N. Well, you say ";control or ownership." What con-,
stitutes control
Mr. GRno. I think the statute means what it says when it says
"control."
The CHAIRMAN. Have you any more cases, Mr. Manson?
Senator JONES of New Mexico. When did that question first arise,
Mr. Manson
Mir. MANSON. You mean in connection with this--Senator JONES of New Mexico. It seems that it related to conditions back in 1917, but that we did nothing further about it until
1922.
Mr. MANSON. The income and excess-profits tax returns of these
companies for the year 1917 were file on a consolidated basis.
Under date of March 9, 1921, the Income Tax Unit advised the attorneys of the'said companies that the returns for that year would be
audited as & consolidated case.
The CHAIMAN. If they are a consolidated case, is not that the
same as an affiliated case?
Mr. MAroN. Yes.

The CHAIRMAN. Do I understand you to say, then, that they considered them to be consolidated?
Mr. MAxsow. The taxpayer, in filing the original returns, filed
them as consolidated returns, as an affiliated corporation, and, as I
have stated, under date of March 9, 1921, the Income Tax Unit ad-
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vised the attorneys of the companies that the returns for that year
would be audited as a consolidated case. That means that the
affiliation would be accepted.
Under date of February 23, 1022, William A. Seifert, on behalf
of the corporation in question, mailed to the attention of L. E.
Rusch, assistant chief of consolidated section, a brief, in which lhe
questioned the right of the Government to require a consolidation of
the returns of these corporations for the year 1917.
The CHAIRMAN. Did the Government require it ? I understood you
to say that that had already been done, had it not?
Mr. MANsoN. Yes; but they came in after that was done, and asked
to be considered as separate corporations, as nonaffiliated.
Then, as I have stated, in his brief he sets up as a reason for his
position the fact that their corporate charters are different.
rThe CHAIRMAN. This man Rusch who passed on this case, I understand, is now working in the Seifert firm, is not that right, according to thie records?
Mr. MANsoN. We have some information to that effect, although
I can not place my hands on it right at this minute.
Senator ERNST. Working where?
The CH#RMAN. With the Seifert firm.
Mr. (GmEan. I understand that Mr. Rusch is practicing on his own

account in Washington. I do not know.
Thle CH.AIRMAN. It may be that I have the wrong information, but
that is the way I understood it.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Then, we have this state of affairs,
that in about 1918 the returns for the 1917 taxes were made?
Mr. MANsON. Yes.

Senator JONES of New Mexico. And that return treated the transaction as a consolidated return.
Mr. MANsON. As a consolidated return.

Senator JoNES of New Mexico. When do we find the first action
in the bureau?
Mr. MANSON. When they got around to auditing that return, ap-

parently on March 9, 1921. because, as of that date, the unit advised
the attorney for the companies that the returns would be audited
as consolidated returns.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. What was the cause for that notice?

If, the returns themselves treated them as affiliated concerns and the
bureau agreed with them, why should there have been any notice
to counsel?
Mr. MANSON. I do not know, I am sure.

Senator JONES of New Mexico. When was that notice given ?
Mr. MANSON. That notice was dated March 9, 1921.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Who gave that notice?
Mr. MANSON. That does not appear here.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. March 9, 1921. Then, nothing was
done further with the case until when?
Mr. MANSON. I have not the chronological history of this case be-

fore me. The auditor has set out the dates of these transactions,
which are pertinent to this one question of affiliation. On February
23, 1922, Mr. Seifert sent a brief to the department.
Senator JoNES of New Mexico. To whom in the department?
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Mr. MANsoN. To Mr. L. E. Rusch, assistant chief of the consolidation section.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Was Mr. Rusch the man who
notified Seifert that they were going to close the case?
Mr. MANSON. I can not answer that question. I do not know.
Mr. NAsH. Senator Jones, I might state that, as I understand it,
under the 1917 act there was a question as to whether or not a return
could be filed on a consolidated basis. There were many returns that
had been filed on a consolidated basis that were set aside in the
bureau and no audit made of them at that time. When it was proposed to put in the 1921 act the amendment to the 1017 act authorize.
ing the filing of consolidated returns the bureau went ahead on those
returns, and that is probably why there is a lapse in here between
1918 and 1921 during which little work was done on these returns.
Mr. MANSON. Under the 1917 act the bureau set up regulations,
which required substantially what was afterwards enacted in the
1921 law with respect to 1917 affiliations.
Senator JoNs of New Mexico. I was going to ask what the regulation was regarding that law.
Mr. MANsON. I have read the 1921 law and the regulations. They
provide substantially the same thing as is indicated with respect to
1917. I might say this, that the revenue act of 1921 was approved on
November 23, 1921, which was just about three months prior to the
time that taxpayer filed this brief protesting against affiliations.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. There is nothing in the act which
would give him a clue on which he could found the kind of a brief
which he sent in, it seems to me, and inasmuch as the act of 1921 put
into the law what the bureau had previously decided in its regulations, I do not see the connection or what there would be in the passage of the act to cause the attorney to file the kind of a brief he did.
It seems to me to be just the contrary.
Mr. MANSON. Well, it may be-this does not appear in this record
here, that is, in the report that I have-it may be that they hired a
new lawyer, about that time, who threw some new light on the subject. I do not know about that.
The CHAIMAN. Have you any further cases this morning, Mr.
Manson?
Mr. MANSON. No.

Senator JONES of New Mexico. When was that closed under section 1812?
Mr. MANSON. August 17, 1923.
The CHAIRMAN. Is that all you have, Mr. Manson?
Mr. MANSON. That is all I have to-day.
The CHAIRMAN. I want to say to the Senators that after the meeting to-morrow I would like to hold an executive session of the committee.
Mr. MANsoN. I will submit this report in this case.
(The report submitted by Mr. Manson is as follows:)
In re Mellon National Bank, Union Trust Co., Union Savings Bank, of Pittsburgh, Pa., represented by W. A. Seifert, Esq., of the law firm of Reed,
Smith, Shaw & McClay, of Pittsburgh, Pa.
The income and excess-profits tax returns of these companies for the year
1917 were filed on a consolidated basis. Under date of March 9, 1921, the

Income Tax Unit advised the attorneys of the said companies that the returns

for that year would be audited as a consolidated case.
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At the beginning of 1917 the Union Trust Co. owned 59,708 shares of the
stock of the Mellon National Bank out of a total of 60,(00 shares issued and
outstanding, and 9,817 shares of the stock of the Union Savings Bank out of
a total of 10,000 issued and outstanding, percentages of 99I,51338 and 98.17,
respectively. At the end of 1917 the holdings were 50,713 and ,807 shares,
respectively.
Under date of February 23, 1922, William A. Seifert, Esq., on behalf of
the corporations in question, mailed to the attention of L. E. Hunch, assistant
chief of consolidation section, a brief in which he questioned the right of the
Government to require a consolidation of the returns of these corporations
for the year 1917, stating as follows:
SThe revenue act of 1917 1 silent as to the consolidation of returns for either
income or excess-profts tax purposes.
" Regulation No. 41 purports to require consolidated returns where corporations as. affiliated.
"Article 77 of Regulations 41 provides as follows:
" 'ART. 77. When affiliated corporations must furnish Information as to intercorporate relations. For the purpose of the excess-profits tax every corrprat on
will describe in its return all its intercorporate relationsh ps with other corporations with which it is affiliated, and will furnish such information in relation
thereto as will enable the Commissioner of Internal Revenue to compute the
amount of the tax properly due from each corporation on the basis of an
equitable and lawful accounting.
"' For the purpose of this regulation two or more corporations will be deemed
to be affiliated (1) when one such corporation owns directly or controls
through closely affiliated interests or by nominee or nominees, all or substantially all of the stock of the other or others, or when substantially all the
stock of two or more corporations is owned by the same individual or partnership, and both or all of such corporations are engaged in the same or a closely
related business; or (2) when one such corporation (a) buys from or sells to
another products or services at prices above or below the current market, thus
effecting an artificial distribution of profits, or (b) In any way so arranges
its financial relationships with another corporation as to assign to it a disproportionate share of net income or Invested capital.'
"The department has held In the incident case that the Mellon National
Bank of Pittsburgh and the Union Savings Bank of Pittsburgh are affil ated
with the Union Trust Co. of Pittsburgh, notwithstanding the fact that the three
and
institutions are conducted us separate organizations, separately offered,
dealing at arm's length as though the Union Trust Co. did not own one share
of stock in either the national bank or the savings bank.
"We understand that the bureau relies upon the revenue aet' of 1921 in
support of its alleged right to require a consolidated return for profits tax
purposes for the year 1917. Section 1331 provides as follows:
"' SEc. 1331. (a) That Title II of the revenue act of 1917 shall be construed
to impose the taxes therein mentioned upon the basis of consolidated returns
of net income and invested capital in the case of domestic corporations and
domestic partnerships that were affiliated during the calendar year 1917.
"'(b) For the purpose of this section a corporation or partnership was
affiliated with one or more corporations or partnerships (1) when such corporation or partnership owned directly or controlled through closely aflil ated
interests or by a nominee or nominees all or substantially all of the stock of
the other or others, or (2) when substantially all the stock of two or more
corporations or the business of two or more partnerships was owned by the
same interests: Provided, That such corporations or partnerships were engaged
in the same or closely related business, or one corporation or partnership
bought from or sold to another corporation or partnership products or services
at prices above or below the current market, thus effecting an artificial distribution of profits, or one corporation or partnership in any way so arranged
its financial relationships with another corporation or partnership as to assign
to it a disproportionate share of net income or invested capital. For the purpose of this section public-service corporations which (1) were operated Independently, (2) were not physically connected or merged, and (3) did not
receive special permission to make a consolidated return shall not be construed
to have been affiliated; but a railroad or other public utility which was owned
SThe revenue act of 1921 was approved November 23, 1921, three months prior to date
of taxpayer's brief.
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by an industrial corporation and was operated as a plant facility or as an
integral ptrt of a group organization of affiliated corporations which were
requ.red to tile a consolidated return shall be construed to have been affiliated.
"'(o) The provisions of this section are declaratory of the provisions of
Title II of the revenue act of 1917.'
" It is admitted that retroactive taxation as to income tax lawn has been
approved by the Supreme Court of the United States; however, the Supreime
Court in the La Belle Iron Works case held that the excess profit tax was
a tax upon trade or business. The effect of the decision in this cant is to
make excess profits tax act a tax upon the privilege of doing business and not
a direct tax upon Income.
" Retroactive taxation in always objectionable, more particularly legislation
postponed for a Ilriod of four years beyond that in which the business was
actually transacted. The right of Congress to legislate as to business already
transacted is questioned.
"The consolidation of the returns of the three banks above referred to for
the year 1917 results in an additional assessment of approximately $83,l81.76.
This 1i in effect a confiscation of the companies' property and it is not fair
for the Government to make such legislation nor can the taxpayer submit
to such without the express authorization of the courts of last resort.
"It is respectfully submitted that the Commissioner of Internal Revenue
was without the legal right to require the consolidation of the returns for
the year 1917 for excess profits tax purposes."
Under date of August 12, 1922, W. A. Selfert, attorney for the taxpayers
wrote the unit (attention of L. E. Rusch) submitting a brief, sworn to by
the said Seifert, in support of his contention that the corporations under
consideration were not engaged in the same line of business during the year
1917, and therefore were not consolidated. The following is an excerpt from
the brief.
"Each of the corporations is engaged in a different line of business.
"The Union Savings Bank of Pittsburgh is located in the Frick Building
on the corner of Grant Street and Fifth Avenue, in the city of Pittsburgh,
Pa.; The Union Trust Co., of Pittsburgh, is located at 337 Fourth Avenue,
Pittsburgh, Pa.; While the Mellon National Bank, of Pittsburgh, is located
at the corner of Fifth Avenue and Smithfield Street, Pittsburgh, Pa.
"The charter of the Mellon National Bank of Pittsburgh was issued on the
-day of , 19-; under the laws of the United States it can en;lure
for 20 years.
" The charter of the Union Savings Bank of Pittsburgh was reissued by the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania on the day of -, 19--, and under
the law under which it was incorporated will endure for 20 years.
"The charter of the Union Trust Co. of Pittsburgh, unlike either of the two
other institutions, is perpetual.
"The Mellon National Bank of Pittsburgh is a bank of issue. The power
to issue circulatory notes is prohibited to the Union Trust Co. of Pittsburgh
and to the Union Savings Bank of Pittsburgh.
"The Mellon National Bank of Pittsburgh and the Union Savings Bank of
Pittburgh are authorized to do a banking, business in the manner and subject
to the restrictions in the statutes under which they are respectively incorporated. The Union Trust Co. of Pittsburgh is specifically forbidden to engage
in a banking business. Primarily, the capital stock of the Mellon National
Bank of Pittsburgh is invested in Government securities. There is no such
restriction on the power of either of the other two institutions. As a commercial banking institution, the capital stock of the Union Savings Bank of
Pittsburgh is invested in short-term obligations representing commercial transactions. On the other hand the capital stock of the Union Trust Co. of Pitts.
burgh is permanently invested. As previously stated. the main purpose to which
the capital stock of the Union Savings Bank of Pittsburgh is devoted is the
creation of new wealth, while as opposed to this, the main purpose of the
Union Trust Co. of Pittsburgh is conservation of wealth already created. The
capital of the Union Trust Co. of Pittsburgh is by law pledged as security for
its fallthful performance of the fiduciary obligations, obligations utterly foreign
to the corporate purpose of either the Union Savings Bank of Pittsburgh or the
Mellon National Bank of Pittsburgh.
"The sovereignties under which these corporations are formed-in the
case of the Mellon National Bank; the',Federal Governest, -and in the canes
of the other two institutions, the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania-recognising
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the distinction In fact between the enterprises in which they were to engage, emIntled &:ndemphasized that distinction in the law. The formalities relative to
the Incorlporation, advertisement of application, the requirements as to capital
the corporate Ipowers and the limitations therein are in each Instance distinct
and different.

SThe Mellon National Bank of Pittsburgh can not act in a fiduciary capacity.
The Union Ravlngs Bank of Pittsburgh may, under the act of June 17, 191)O
(P. L. 1032), by special application, obtain a permit to act in a fiduciary
c~pacity. No such application has ever been made by it and no such powers
are vested in it.

To act in a fiduciary capacity Is one of the main purposes

of the Union Trust Co., of Pittsburgh.
"The Mellon National Bank of Pittsburgh and the Union Savings Bank
of Pittsburgh are spectlccally prohibited to hold real estate other than that
necessary for their mbnking houses and that taken as security for debts.
They are commercial banks, the former, belng primarily a bank of Issue.
The Union Trust Co. of Pittsburgh, on the other hand, is not a commercial
bank and there is no limitation as to the amount of real estate which it nma,
hold.
" It will, therefore, he readily observed that the capital stock of these three
Institutions is devoted to entirely different purposes; their charters endure
for different periods and they can not be said to be in a 'single business
enterprise' nor can they be said to be engaged in 'the same line of business.' "
Mr. Risley, assistant chief of affiliations section, on August 18, 1922, ruled
that these corporations were not affiliated during the year 1917, and recommended that the case lh audited in the consolidated returns subdvlision.
It is disclosed in an examination of the case, that a field investigation was
made, in the report of which .the following appears:
"This consolidated group carries on all branches of the banking and trust
company business. In addition to its regular banking functions, the Mellon
National Bank conducts an investment department for the purchase and sale
of securities. The Union Trust 0o. conducts an extensive trust department
for the handling of trust estates; acts as registrars and trustees for corporatlons issuing securities, and purchases and sells issues of securities, as well as
carrying on a general banking business. The Union Savings Bank carries
on an extensive safe deposit business in addition to the banking business."
A saving of $91.472.37 was effected in ruling the companies nonaffilated for
the year 1917, shown as follows:
$495,655.07
Tax liability computed on consolidated oasis ..------..........--404,182.70
Tax paid computed on the basis of three separate entities- .----.
91,472.37
-.--..
--.----------Difference saved--------------The following shows the number of shares of stock of the Union Trust Co.
out of total issued and outstanding in 1917 of 15,000 shares, owned by members of the Mellon family:
Bhares
2.875
--------------------------Andrew W. Mellon------815
Richard B. Mellon (brother) --------------------------------4
James R. Mellon (brother)-----------------------------365
W. L. Mellon (son of James R.) -----.---------------------------1,000
Jennie K. Mellon (wife of Richard B.) -------------------------Total, or 33.88 per cent ----------.---------------------- 5,041
Under date of August 17, 1923, agreements were signed by the taxpayers
and C. R. Nash, as acting commissioner, that the determination and assessment of the taxes paid as mentioned above "shall be final and conclusive."
As a matter of information it is observed that the First National Bank and
the First Trust and Savings Bank of Chicago were ruled affiliated for the
year 1917.
Respectfully submitted.
OGE. G. Box,
Chief Auditor.
SENATE COMMITxTE
INVESTIGATING
THE BURvAU or INTRaNAL REVENUE.

Mr. MANSON. On May 14, 1925, a letter was addressed in my name
to Mr. Bright requesting information as to further cases handled
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by this production committee of the engineering division, which
letter I will read:
We understand that certain cases have been handled by the engineering
production committee, Mr. C. J. Rashleigh, chairman, without the consldera.
tion of the engineering section Involved. Will you kindly furnish us with a

list of all such cases involving "Amortization," " Obsolescence," " Loss of uneful value," " Valuation," and " Depletion," In which action was taken together
with the following:

1. Whether taxpayers' claim was allowed or disallowed.
2. If allowed, amount of allowance.
3. Date of final action by the committee.
4. Whether case was previously reported on by one of the unit's engineers.

5. Recommendation of engineers.

Will you also furnish us with either a duplicate copy or photostat copy of
engineers' reports on all cases involved?

NoTn.-It may be that some of these cases have already been requested of
the bureau, but owing to the fact that we do not know just which cases have

been acted upon by the committee, we are unable to state whether or not they
have been requested. This question can be determined as soon as we are In
possession of the list above referred to, when we will be glad to check same
and eliminate all those cases which have already been asked for.

Mr. MANSON. I would like to know whether the information requested is being prepared.
Mr. NASH. I have asked Mr. Bright to give me a complete report
on that situation. I talked to Mr. Bright about it the other day, and
he personally had no recollection of having authorized such a committee to function.
The CHAIRMAN. So that you probably will not have that information in time to file to-morrow, but you expect to file it later?
Mr. NASH. I am to see Mr. Bright this afternoon. He may have it
prepared by to-morrow.
Mr. CHAIRMAN. I would like to be furnished with an additional
copy of the memorandum on the Dollar case so that we can refer it
to the intelligence unit for investigation.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.

Mr. MANSON. I have not one with me, but I think I have one in my
office, and if I have not, I will have one made for you.
Mr. NASH. You asked me the other day if we had any regular procedure on the application of section 220 in the bureau, and I have
brought here two memoranda and a copy of a letter which deal with
that subject.
The first memorandum bears date of January 22, 1923, is addressed to Mr. Chatterton and is signed by Mr. Blair, commissioner,
giving some instructions as to the audit of cases where section 220 is
involved.
Then there is a memorandum dated February 2, 1923, addressed
to Mr. Kimbrell, Mr. Clute, Mr. Fay, and Mr. Alexander, heads of
audit divisions.
Mr. Moss. That is signed also by the commissioner?
Mr. NASH. That is signed deputy commissioner, transmitting the
commissioner's instructions.
Then there is a form letter, which the auditor is supposed to send
to the taxpayer, asking for information on the return, wherever
he suspects there should be action taken under section 220.
I offer these for the record, if you want to have them incorporated.
-Mr. MANSON. I would like to have them.
i -"''
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Senator JoNvs of New Mexico. I think it would be a good idea to
insert, just following that, the amount of money which has been collected as tax under section 220.
The CHAIMAN. Mr. Gregg has promised a statement in that connection.
Mr. GREco. I have two section 220 cases here.

The memoranda and the letter referred to are as follows:
JANUARY 22, 1923.

Memorandum for Mr. Chatterton:
In order to insure the prompt and uniform determination by the bureau of
the liability of corporations for the penalty imposed by section 220 of the
revenue act of 1918 and the revenue act of 1921 you will in the future, n ,the
place of the existing practice with reference to the determination of the
liability for the penalty Imposed by these sections, be guided by the following;
Immediately upon the examination of the income-tax returns filed by a
corporation for any of the years from 1918 to 1922, Inclusive, the official examining the return shall determine from the data contained in the return and
the schedules attached thereto whether there is any reasonable probability of
a liability of the corporation to the penalty imposed by section 220 of the
revenue act of 1918 or the revenue act of 1921. If there is any indication from
tb return or the schedules attached that the corporation may be liable to such
penalty the questionnaire form now being prepared shall be sent to the corporation for immediate execution by it and submission of all data necessary to determine whether the penalty provided by section 220 should be imposed.
SUpon receipt of this information from the corporation the case shall be referred to the Solicitor of Internal Revenue for his opinion upon the facts and
evidence presented as to the liability of the corporation for the penalty Imposed by section 220. The opinion of the solicitor, which shall be rendered
promptly, shall be transmitted to the commissioner for his consideration and
determination.
This change in the method of handling cases under the provisions ot section 220 is to be effective immediately.
D. H. BLAIR,

Commissioner.

FEBRA ;Y

2, 1923.

Mr. KIMBRELL: In order to insure the prompt and uniform determination by
the bureau of the liability of corporations for the penalty imposed by section
220, you will follow the practice next outlined:
Immediately upon the examination of the income-tax returns filed by a
corporation for any of the years from 1918 to 1922, inclusive, the official
examining the return shall determine from the data contained in the return
and the schedules attached thereto whether there is any reasonable probability
of a liability of the corporation to the penalty imposed by section 220 of the
revenue act of 1918 or the revenue act of 1921. If there is any indication
from this return or the schedules attached that the corporation may be liable
to such penalty the questionnaire form now being prepared shall be sent to
the corporation for immediate execution by it and submission of all data
necessary to determine whether the penalty provided by section 220 should
be imposed.
Upon receipt of this information from the corporation the case shall be
referred to the Solicitor of Internal Revenue for his opinion upon the facts
and evidence presented as to the liability of the corporation for the penalty
imposed by section 220. The opinion of the solicitor, which shall be rendered
promptly, shall be transmitted to the commissioner for his consideration and
determination.
For the time being, in order to insure uniformity in consideration of cases
which may come within the provisions of this memorandum, I desire that you
submit each one to me before the questionnaire is sent out.
Deputy Commissioner.
(Same memorandum sent to Mr. Clute, iMr. Fay, Mr. Alexander.)
92919-25--PT 18-22
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Sina: By virtue of the authority granted in section 220 of the revenue acts
of 1918 and 1921, it is requested that you submit at the earliest practicable
date the following information:
1. Date and place of incorporation.
2. Nature of business.
3. Balance sheets at the beginning and ending of the taxable years 1918,

1019, 1920, 1921, and 1922, if not already furnished to the bureau.

(a) Book value of no par value stock at date of issue.
(b) Are the assets shown on your books at cost; if not, explain in detail,
4. Analysis of surplus account for the above taxable years, If not already

furnished to the bureau.
5. Number of stockholders at close of each of the above years.
6. Is your corporation a holding company?
You are requested to advise as to the amount of the undistributed earnings

of the above periods, which the corporation considers necessary to Ibe withheld

from distribution, in the interest of the reasonable requirements of the
business, and the reason for which such undistributed profits are withheld
from distribution.
Respectfully,
D. H. BLAIR,

Connaissioner.

Mr. NASH. Mr. Chairman, the committee requested the other day

some information as to the amount of money that had been refunded
by the Bureau of Internal Revenue and the amount that was re.
funded on the 25 per cent reduction order by Congress, together
with an estimate of the cost of making that refund. They also asked
for the amount that has been refunded as the result of court decisions.
The total estimated amount of money spent from the various
refunding appropriations for refunds made pursuant to Federal
court decisions and Attorney General's opinions is $148,278,828.
The total amount of money spent for refunding of taxes pursuant
to the act of Congress approved June 2, 1924, reducing the taxes 25
per cent, is $17,694,232.99.
The total amount of money spent for the refunding of all taxes
including those refunded as a result of court order and as a result of
the 25 per cent reduction in taxes, is $459,090,825.49.
That also includes interest, which runs to a very considerable item.
I notice that the interest is not segregated here.
The above figures cover the period beginning with the fiscal year
1921, or the first fiscal year definite annual appropriations were
granted to the bureau for refunding taxes, and ended with April
30, 1925, or the first eight months of the present fiscal year.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. What period did those refunds
cover?
Mr. NASH. The figures I have given cover the fiscal year 1921 down
to April 30, 1925. Before 1921, Congress did not make a definite
annual appropriation for refunding, but they refunded under indefinite appropriations.
The best estimate that can be made by the bureau of the cost of
refunding the 25 per cent reduction is $110,151.80. Of that it is estimated that $92,375 was spent in the offices of collectors of internal
revenue and about $17,775 was spent in the bureau.
The CHAIRMAN. No estimate was made as to the amount of refund
for items due to court decisions, was there?
Mr. NASH. Yes; $148,278,828.
The CHAIRMAN. No; I mean the cost of it.
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Mr. NAsH. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. That was just in the regular routine.
Mr. MANSON. Yes; going through the regular routine with the
other cases.
Mr. G iHo. Here is a statement prepared on March 15 1924-we
have not had one prepared since then-giving a list of the cases
where the question of section 220 was raised in the audit, and giving
the disposition and status as of that time as of those cases,
If the committee wants me to, I can read it. It probably is not
complete. I happen to know one case where that was considered
which is not on here; so I know it is not complete. No accurate
records have been kept of the section 220 cases.
The CHAIRMAN. You, then, have no information as to the amount
of tax collected under section 220?
Mr. GREc. No. I can give you a list of the ones that we liave
been able to find, where section 220 was raised, and what action was
taken on it.
The CHAIRMAN. I would like to have that in the record.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Yes; I think that ought to be read.
Mr. GREoG. Do you want me to read it?
The CHAIRMAN. Please.

Mr. GhEoG. The question was raised in the case of the Bermont
Oil Co. for the years 1918, 1919, and 1920.
As to the disposition of the case, it was returned to audit on
November 2, 1923. Section 220 not applied.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Section 220 not applied?
Mr. GE.Yes,
.
sir. Bronx Iron & Steel Co. The question was
raised for 1918, 1919, and 1920. Section 220 not applied.
Crescent Bed Co. (Ltd.), New Orleans, La. The question was
raised for the years 1918, 1919, and 1920. Section 220 applied for
all years involved. The case is now in the solicitor's office on appeal.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. You have not gotten your money
yet?
S Mr. GREo. No, sir. Dodge Bros. (Inc.), Detroit, Mich. The question was raised for 1918, 1919, 1920, and 1921. Section 220 applied
for 1918, 1919, and 1920. This was prepared as of March 15, 1924.
The case went to the solicitor's office, and it is indicated here that
it is in the solicitor's office on appeal. I know that the case has been
disposed of and section 220 was not applied.
Dodge Bros. Realty Co., Detroit, Mich. The same question was
raised there, and it is indicated as being in the solicitor's office for a
decision on appeal. Section 220 was not applied.
Hamtramck Heating & Plumbing Co. The question was raised
for 1918, 1919, and 1920 and 1921. Section 220 was not applied.
Kent Iron & Steel Corporation. The question was raised for 1918,
1919, and 1920. Section 220 was applied for 1918, but not for 1919
or 1920.
Senator JONEs of New Mexico. It was applied for the year 1918?
Mr. GREGG. Yes, sir.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Has the money been collected
Mr. GaEOG. I do not know what the status of it is. Has it, Mr.
Nash?
Mr. NASH. I do not think so.
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The Murlyn Corporation. The question was raised for 1918,
1919, and 1920. Section 220 was applied for 1)18 and 1919. The
case is marked " In the solicitor's office on appeal." . do not know
what action was taken on the appeal. I do not remember it, but I
do not think it has been acted on.
Rockaway Rolling Mill. The question was raised for 1918, 1919,
and 1920. Section 220 was applied for 1918; sent to audit March
11, 1924, for assessment, since no waivers were filed in the cake. 'rT

appeal in that case will be taken after the assessment is made.
Shermar Investing Corporation. Section 220 was applied for 1918
and 1919. It is in the solicitor's office on appeal.
Theodore Smith & Sons Co. ( Inc.). Returned to audit June 22,
1920. Section 220 was applied for all the years involved.
Senator JUNES of New Mexico. What became of that case? Have
you gotten the money in that case?
Mr. NASH. That would have to pass through the collector's office
to see whether or not the collections have actually been made. I assume from what Mr. Gregg has read that the assessments have been
made.

Mr. GREGo. Storz Beverage & Ice Co. Section 220 applied for all
the years involved, the question being raised for 1918, 1919, and
1920. The case is in the solicitor's office on appeal.
Talbot Commercial Co. The question was raised for 1918, 1919,
and 1920. Section 220 was applied for all years involved, and that
case is in the solicitor's office on appeal.
The CHAIMAw. When will those appeals he decided, Mr. Gregg?
Mr. Gazoo. I do not know, sir. It is quite possible that some of
them have been decided. I did not have an opportunity to check
them very carefully, because I did not get this reportSenator JONES of New Mexico. There are not many of them. Suppose you have them checked over and see whether any money has
been collected on any of them.
The CHAIRMAN. In view of the fact that the bureau is going to file
some statement with the committee later, they might file a statement
with respect to that inquiry of Senator Jones.
Mr. GaEGo. I have gone through the cases on appeal, where the
solicitor, on appeal, held that section 220 applied. I can read the
opinions in those cases, if the committee desires.
The CHAIRMAN. I would like to have them, because I think that
is important.
Mr. MANSON. Are those opinions published, Mr. Gregg?
Mr. GREo. I do not think so. I am very sure that they are not:
MAY 21, 1923.

Mr. COMMISSIONn :
This office has, at your request, given careful consideration to the committee's recommendations in re F. W. Bradley and the San Francisco Commercial Co.
Several questions were raied on the appeal, but none of these will be discussed at length except that dealing with the application of section 220 of
the revenue act of 1918. It may be remarked, however, in passing, that the
other questions have been considered and are concurred in.
The facts pertinent to the application of section 220 are as follows: Mr.
F. W. Bradley, of San Francisco, Calif., is and has been a mining engineer
since 1884. He was in the year 1915 an officer and employee of several min.
ing companies. In December of that year be cause t the San Francisco. Odmmerclal Co. to be Incorporated under the laws of the State of California. The
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articles of incorporation give to the organization authority to engage in a
very wide range of activities, including mining, public utilities, borrowing and
loaning of money, purchasing of real estate, etc. At the time of incorporation
the authorlzed capital stock was $100 ,000 divided into 100,000 shares of the
par value of $1. The artileH of incorporation recite that $5 were paid ill at
the time. The remainder of the assets consisted almost solely of various
mining securities which Mr. Bradley had received as a liquidating dividend on
the dissolution of the San Francisco Exploration Co. and which had by hli
been paid In to the Man Francisco Commercial Co. These securties had ian
estimated fair market value at the time of approximately $041,000.
Mr. Bradley states inn a affidavit that the purpose of formation of the corporation was to furnish an avenue of employment for his four sons when they
should become able to engage in business activities and to make proper provision for the maintenance of his wife and care and education of his children
during minority.
At the time of Incorporation there was issued one certificate for 50,995 shares
in the name of Mr. Bradley, one for 25,(00 shares in the name of his wife,
and four others of 0,000 shares each in the name of each of his four sons.
The other five shares were qualifying shares. These certificates were Immediately deposited in the Crocker National Bank of San Francisco under the
order of the corporation commissioner of the State of California in order
that he might satisfy himself of the value of the assets represented thereby.
The instruction given to the bank by Mr. Bradley states that the shares are
deposited in the bank to keep and preserve for the owners thereof and are not
to be released except upon demand of Mr. Bradley and the owner of the
certificate, jointly, or upon his death, upon the order of his executor and the
owner thereof jointly. It further provides that the instruction Is irrevocable.
The securities which were turned over to the Corporation were principally
nondividend paying. Soon after incorporation and during the succeeding years
the corporation proceeded to sell these nondividend-paying securities to Mr.
Bradley and to purchase from him dividend-paying securities. From these
and other securities which the corporation purchased it received income in
the years 1916, 1917, and 1918 of $100,032.80, $160,165.73, and $167,587.43, respectively, which sums were not distributed but were allowed to accumulate
In the surplus of the corporation. Under these circumstances the revenue
agent recommended that section 220 of the revenue act of 1918 should be applied and that the tax should be levied on Mr. Bradley accordingly, it being
considered that he was owner of all the shares of stock. The unit adopted
the revenue agent's recommendation and the case was carried to the committee on appeals and review, which reversed the decision finding that the
corporation was not formed or availed of for the purpose of avoiding surtax
and that the accumulations were not unreasonable for the needs of the
business.
Section 220 of the revenue act of 1918 provides:
"That if any corporation, however created or organized, is formed or
availed of for the purpose of preventing the imposition of the surtax upon
its stockholders or members through the medium of permitting its gains and
profits to accumulate Instead of being divided or distr buted, such corporation shall not be subject to the tax imposed by section 230. but the stockholders or members thereof shall be subject to taxation under this tilte in
the same manner as provided in subdivision (e) of section 218 in the case of
stockholders of a personal service corporation."
In this case, after the committee on appeals and review had acted on it, the
commissioner sent it to the solicitor for consideration before he accepted
the committee's conclusions, and this is the opinion that was written then:
"The statute also provides that the fact that any corporation is a mere
holding company or that the gains and profits are permitted to accumulate
beyond the reasonable needs of the business, shall be prima face evidence
of a purpose to escape the surtax.
"Two elements are essential to the application of section 220, (a) a purpose
to, escape the surtax, and (b) an unreasonable accumulation of gains and
profits. (Art. 352, regulations 45.) Prima fade evidence of the purpose to
escape the surtax exists where the company is a mere holding company or
where profits are allowed to accumulate beyond the reasonable needs of the
business.
" It can scarcely be said that this company s a mere holding company.
Aside from its dealings with Mr. Bradley. activities for the years 191 and
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1917 show consderable dealing In bonds and stocks, loans on collateral and
commercial paper, as well as loans on real estate. The corporation regularly
paid the capital stock tax for the years 1017 to 1022, inclusive.
" However, in the opinion of this office the corporation wat availed of for
the purpose of avoiding the imposition of the surtax through the median of
allowing its profits to accumulate beyond the reasonable needs <of the 1busl
ness. It is a closely held corporation, all the stock being held by Mr. Bradley
and his immediate family. At the outset it had assets which were admittedly
worth approximately $641,000, principally nondividend paying. It proceeded
at once to dispose of this nondividend-paying stock to Its principal stock.
holder, Mr. Bradley, and to buy from him stock in other mining companlej
which were paying large dividends. Itt income was, in round numbers, $10(0,00
in 1916 and $100,000 in 1017. No distribution in the form of a dividend
was made during these years. At the beginning of the year 1918 the corlwration, therefore, had assets valued at approximately $90,OM), $226,0(t
) of which
more to
represented earned surplus. In 1918 it proceeded to add $167,(W)
this surplus, though the files indicate that it engaged in less business activities
in that year than in any previous year of its existence. It is claimed that this
accumulation was not unreasonable, considering the purpose of the organiza.
tion to engage in mining ventures which require large sums of money. The
fact is, however, that other than comparatively small dealings in securities
and loans the corporation did not engage in any business ventures, mining
or otherwise, during the years 1916, 1917, 1918, and so far as the record
howss has not done so up to the present time. Surely it seems that the
accumulations made were not reasonably necessary for the business done. In
the opinion of this office the facts establish a prima face case under the
statute.
" In addition to this the explanations of certain facts by the taxpayer are
not very satisfactory. . It is claimed that the corporation was formed to
take over any mining ventures which might be offered and to furnish emr
ployment for the sons when they become able to assume business responsibilities. The facts are that the corporation engaged in no mining venture
at least up to the year 1919 and so far as the record shows has never engaged
in any since that time. Furthermore, in 1915, the oldest of the four sons
was only 11 years of age, and the statement is made in the file that he was
just entering the university in 1922 or 1923. The prospect of his or his
younger brothers entering into business were therefore very remote in 1915,
to say the least. Furthermore, the statement that the corporation was formed
for the maintenance of the wife and children is not very satisfactory when
it is realized that not a dollar of the surplus of the corporation was dis.
tribute to the stockholders until the year 1920."
And that distribution in 1920 was made long after the revenue agent had
recomm dled section 220.
" Another explanation given as to why the corporation did not pay dividends
in 1918 is that Mr. Bradley had pledged his shares of stock as collateral
to .the Crocker National Bank for a loan of $500,000, and the bank imposed
as condition of the loan that the corporation should not declare dividends
in that year. The evidence in the file does not disclose as to what time of
the year the loan was made or when the condition was released. So far as
this office can find there is no statement by the bank in the file or any copy
of the loan agreement, if there was such.
" For the foregoing reasons this office concludes that this is a proper case
for the application of section 220.
"The entire sum should not, however, be taxed to Mr. Bradley individually.
The facts seem to establish a valid gift of 25.000 shares of San Francisco
Commercial Co. stock to Mrs. Bradley and 6,000 shares to each of the four
sons. They were owners of the stock and the fact that the certificates were
for the time being in the custody of the bank does not alter the ownership
of the stock. Any income earned by such stock is taxable therefore to the
owners of the stock. The husband has no interest in his wife's separate
property (see. 157, Civil Code of California) or any control over his children's
property (see. 202, Civil Code)."

Senator JONES of New Mexico. What is the date of that?
Mr. GRE . May 21, 1923.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. What has become of the case
since then?
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Mr. GuEOo. I do not know, sir. I can have it looked up.

Senator JONEs of New Mexico. Yes; I wish you would.
Mr. GREGO. I do not think there is any other delay possible in

*

this case. I feel sure that that tax must have been collected, because
he had his appeal, rehearing, and everything else.
The CHAIRMAN. Is that the only opinion that has been written
by the solicitor on that subject?
Mr. GREOo. No, sir; there are some more that have been written
by him. I have one right here.
Mr. MANSON. Are any of them published?
S Mr. GREGG. I do not think so. Do you want me to read this or
just put it in the record?
Senator JONES of New Mexico. I would like to have you read it,
so that we can see the facts.
Mr. GREGG. All right, sir.
This is dated March 11, 1924, and it relates to the case of the Cres-

cent Bed Co. (Ltd.):
Mr. COMMISSIONER: This office has had under consideration the appeal of
the stockholders of the Crescent Bed Co. (Ltd.) from the proposed assessment
of additional taxes arising because the corporation had been availed of for
the purpose of permitting its gains and profits for the years 1918, 1919, and
1920, to accumulate beyond the reasonable needs of its business in violation
of section 220 of the revenue act of 1918.
The Crescent Bed Co. (Ltd.) was incorporated under the laws of the State
of Lou slana on November 2, 1900, with an authorized capital of $10,000, which
was increased on February 19, 1907, to $100,00). Its capital stock has always
been owned by Peter Jung, sr., and his two sons, Peter Jung, jr., and A. L.
Jung. No dividends have been paid by the corporation since the incidence of
the income tax law, and, so far as the evidence shows, none have ever been
paid. For the taxable years 1918, 1919, and 1920 the Increase in the earned
surplus of the corporation amounted to $83,312.15, $210,311.21, and $187,867.94,
respectively.
It has always been the policy of thh corporat on to make short loans and
investments in real estate and securities with the earned and paid-in surplus,
which was not required for the immediate needs of the bed bus ness. The acts
of the corporation in making these loans and investments were ultra vires, as
its charter stated that it is organized for the purpose of " manufacture and
sale of iron beds, iron castings, hardware specialties, and other articles."
At the close of 1918 the loans and investments of the corporation amounted
to approximately $125,000, the amount of such loans and investments at the
end of 1919 was approximately $312,600, and at the close of 1920 approximately
$565,000. The paid-in surplus of the corporation at the beginning of 1918
amounted to only $90,466.11, and at the end of 1920 to only $201,390.53, all of
which ihows that the greater part of the loans and investments consisted. of
earned surplus. The earned surplus at the end of 1917 amounted to approximately $416,800.
The existence of such a large surplus at the beginning of 1918 and the use
to which it was put would, in the opinion of this office, make the accumulations
of earnings and profits during the years 1918, 1919, and 1920 unreasonable
within the meaning of section 220 of the revenue act of 1918. Indeed, the fact
that the corporat pn was able to engage In these ultra vires pursuits with the
profits not needed in the bed business precludes any other conclusion. Evidence was submitted to show that it had always been the policy of the corporation to utilize its spare earnings and profits In making loans and Investments. This fact, however, can not prevent the application of sect on 220.
It may be true that the acts of the corporation in accumulating its profits
and earnings and retaining them, when not needed in the business, were not
illegal until the statute made them so. However, one of the sources of the
Government's revenue has been the corporate earnings received by stockholders. The statute was enacted not only to prevent the drying up of this
source, but to compel all corporate earnings, rightfully belonging to stock-
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holders, to bear their fair burden of taxation. When a corporation retains
profits that it could prudently and, legitimately distribute to its stockholder
the provisions of section 220 have been violated. The facts in this case show
that he corraton
crrt
ould have prudently and legitimately paid dvidends.
It was also contended by the taxpayers that the corporation was used
to accumulate a family fortune and provide a living for its members, and
that there was no Intent to escape the surtaxes. This argument loses its
force when it Is considered that the corporation was a close family corporation.
An unreasonable accumulation of earnings and profits by such a close corpo.
ration as the Crescent Bed Co. In Itaelf proves a violation of the section.
This is especially true in view of its provisions making an unreasonable
accumulation of profits prima face evidence of a purpose to escape the
surtax. The intent to escape the surtaxes must be ascertained from the acts
and conduct of the taxpayers, and not from the hidden recesses of their
minds. No dividends having been declared by the corporation during the
best business years of its existence, and the large earnings for those years
having been added to a large surplus, not needed nor used in the business,
it is apparent that the corporation was "availed of for the purpose of preventing the imposition of the surtax upon its stockholder " In violation
of section 220.
It is therefore recommended that the appeal be denied and that the taxes
be assessed as proposed.

That is signed by Nelson T. Hartson, solicitor.

Senator JONES of New Mexico. That is addressed to whom?
Mr. GREGo. To the commissioner.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Was the other opinion addressed
to the commissioner, too?
Mr. GiHEO. Yes, sir.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Have you the decision of the

conm issioner in those cases?
SMr. GKr:(o. He followed the opinion in both cares as written by

the solicitor. At least, I know that he did on the other one, and
his approval of these recommendations was pretty much a pro
form matter. He can not go into them himself.
Mr. NASH. He followed this opinion, Senator Jones, because the
assessments of the amounts was made against Peter Jung and A. L.
Jung in the same month that the opinion was written in March,
1924.,
Mr. NASH. Not without checking it in the collector's office. The
The CHAIRMAN. Do you know whether they ever collected it?
assessments were sent to New Orleans in March, 1924, and I assume
that they were collected.
The CHAIRMAN. What was the amount of the assessment?
Mr. NASH (reading):
Peter Jung, Jr., for 1018, $4,196.77.
Peter Jung, ar., for 1918, $12,720.95.
A. L. Jung, for 1918, $3,554.92.

Peter Jung, Jr., for 1919. $12,708.55, and tor 1920, $16,090.27.

Peter Jung, 8r., for 1919, $44,22&10, and for 1920, $57,111.24.
A. L. Jung, for 1919, $7,531.29, and for 1920, $9,305.52.

The CHAIRMAN. So that had this policy in this case been followed
out quite generally through the bureau, the taxes might have been
considerable I
SMr. GREOm. You do not have many cases like these cases. I am
not sure that the decision in the last case is correct. I think it is
in the first case, but I am not sure it is in the last one.
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Senator JONES of New Mexico. I am inclined to iust reverse that
border, because, in the last case, where they were holding this money,
and were investing it ultra vires-Mr. GREoa. Of course, all they had to do was to amend the
charter.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. All they had to do was to amend
the charter and fix it up.
Mr. GRaWo. In the last case, though, they were just continuing
the old policy of accumulating the profits.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Yes.
Mr. GREGG. Using their earnings in this investment business.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. 1 think that does raise a question.
Mr. GREGo. I think that makes it very doubtful.
Senator JON E of New Mexico. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Have you anything further that you want to
put in now, Mr. Nash?
Mr. NASH. Not anything further to-day, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Gregg?
Mr. GREGO. No, sir. Is the committee meeting to-morrow, Sena-

tor?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.

I would like to ask Mr. Manson if he is

going to take up any of these questions dealing with the question
of control of affiliated companies, whether on the theory of actual
or legal control. That question has been involved very much in
the matter of affiliations.
Mr. MANSON. Up to the present time I have not had an opportunity to study that question with the care that should be devoted
to it. It is a very complicated question, and one that, in my judgment, requires considerable study to form an intelligently opinion.
The CHAIRMAN. Personally, I was not so much concerned about

the opinion, Mr. Manson, but I would like to have something presented, if you can do so, to show how it works, and then, if we could
determine how it works, we could probably form an opinion, in colliboration with you later on.
IMr. GREGG. I think you can probably get that out of the board
of tax appeals decisions. They have handed down several decisions
on affiliation, giving the specific cases where they have applied it.
The CHAIRMAN. In those cases, have they sustained the bureau?
Mr. GREGG. They reversed the bureau, taking the position that
control means actual control.
The CHAIRMAN. And not legal control?
Mr. GREGG. Not legal control.
The CHAIRMAN. In that event, it seems to me that Congress ought
to change the statute.
Mr. GREGG. Of course, Congress has chged the statute.
The CHAIRMAN. In 1924?

Mr. GREGG. They knock out control entirely.
The CHAIRMAN. What is it now ?
Mr. GREGO. Straight ownership. It is made definite in the statute,
85 per cent. It is a kind of a fool-proof rule now.
The CHAIRMAN. So the real effect of this whole matter now will
be to deal with unclosed cases?
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Mr. GREGG. Under the old acts; yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. If it is agreeable, then, we will adjourn until
10 o'clock to-morrow.
Senator JONEs of New Mexico. You say that the present statute
practically makes the situation foolproof. That may be true as far
as administration under it is concerned, but, after all, is not that
open to evasion through the putting of the title of the shares of
stock into the names of dummies?
Mr. GREoo. You see, the taxpayer does not have to evade it. Since
the 1921 act it has meen made optional with him, even if it were
affiliated, as to whether it would file a consolidated return. He does
not have to if he does not want to. He has the option of filing a
consolidated return or a separate return. There was not very much
reason for the consolidated returns after the repeal of the excess
profits act. The real reason for it has gone. The only thing is
that if they have two affiliated corporations, and one has lost money,
they can file a consolidated return, which permits them to Charge
the losses of that company against the income of the other. But it
is not particularly important there.
Mr. MANSON. It is only where they do business over a series of
years with losses?
Mr. G mRE. Yes.
Senator JONES of. New Mexico. I think that is very important.
We hear of the organization of a new newspaper to enable one concern to continue to do business at a loss for a series of years, and I
am not so certain that'it is advisable to let the taxpayer have an
option.
The CHAIRMAN. I think the option that the law gives in many of
these cases is very stupid, because the taxpayer uses the option to suit
his own purposes, as to whether lie makes a gain in his tax by it.
G.GE.
Of course, we have a provision to take care of any
Mr. G
artificial shifting of profits.
Senator JONEr, of New Mexico. I have contended, as a matter of
fairness all around, that as long as we have this disparity of taxation
on a business, whether it is done as an individual or a partnership or
a corporation, that there the taxpayer ought to be given an option
to-make a return in either form. That, of course, was suggested
largely to direct attention to the disparity, but it seems to me that to
leave some option to the taxpayers solely for the purpose of enabling
them to get an advantage may not be advisable.
Mr. MANSON. Here is the situation. Suppose you have two corporations, and you have the conditions under which you can affiliate.
You have practically the same conditions under which those two
corporations could be affiliated into oneSenator JONES of New Mexico. Yes.
Mr. MANSON. Except in certain States. For instance, the laws
of certain States may prohibit the holding of property by a corporation, unless that corporation is incorporated under the laws of that
State. That is about the only case where you would have a situation where you could not affiliate and where you could not consolidate.
Do I make myself clear there?
Senator JONEs of New Mexico. Oh, yes; that is quite clear.
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Mr. MANSON. Under any other situation, if you had a series of
losses, or, in other words, if you had a business that was doing business at a continued loss, and you wanted to continue that business
and you could not affiliate under the tax law, of course you could
just dissolve that corporation and have the other corporation take
its business over because the percentage of stock required by the
statute to be held in common is so high-85 per (cent--that the

minority interests do not amount to very much.
Senator JONEs of New Mexico. Since we have repealed the excessprofits tax, why not require them all to make consolidated returns?
Mr. MANBON, That is, all corporations, where the 85 per cent-Senator JONES of New Mexico. Yes.
Mr. GRnFA. You will have the same effect as you have now. The
consolidated returns section can not now operate other than to the
advantage of the taxpayer.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. That seems so to me. Why have
such a section, except to deal with past transactions?
Mr. GREc
4 . It seems to me it is perfectly fair, if a corporation
is operating a subsidiary at a loss, owning 100 per cent of its stock,
to allow it to offset the loss.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. The taxpayer is allowed by the
statute to make consolidated returns; so what is the use of having
this transaction reviewed any more on that question?
The CHAIRMAN. There is one feature of that, Senator, that oc-

curs to me, and that is if a taxpayer does not file a consolidated return, there is no way for the bureau to know that there are any
affiliated companies. I mean that that information is in the possession of the taxpayer, and if he does not disclose the fact that he
has affiliated companies or subsidiaries, there is no way for the
bureau as I see it to know that.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. No; if he does not want the bureau
to know what affiliated companies he has, he does not make a consolidated return.
The CHAIRMAN. NO.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Would it not be advisable to re-

quire him to make a consolidated return?
The CHAIRMAN. From my point, I would rather see the whole
consolidated question abolished, and have none of them make consolidated returns.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Well, one or the other, it seems
to me.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes; I think it should be one or the other, because now the bureau can not tell in one case if the taxpayer does
not want him to know. The taxpayer only wants him to know if it
is to his financial advantage. le will let them know if it is in his
favor; but even taking your angle, Senator, and require consolidated returns, then the bureau will not know whether he has filed a
consolidated return. If he evades doing it, or if 1 e just forgets, the
bureau has no information whereby they can determine what the
affiliated companies are. In other words, if the consolidated section
was abolished, these companies that are running subsidiaries at a
loss would just combine, and they would then have only one report
to deal with. It seems to me that the simple way is to abolish the
whole question of consolidated returns.
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Mr. GRwao. There are some companies whose business affairs are
so intermingled that it is practically impossible to segregate their
accounts and make a separate return.
The CHAIRMAN. Then, require them to combine under one corporation. The taxpayer now makes a consolidated return if it is to his
advantage.
Mr. Gnioo. Yes.
The CHnarMAN. And it is always, since the repeal of the excess
profits tax, to his advantage to make a consolidated return.
Mr. MANSON. He can make it one way or the other.
Mr. GOaxo. It is always to his advantage-it can not Ie other.
wise--since the repeal of the excess profits tax; so the only thing
that would keep him from making a consolidated return is that it
would be of no advantage to him to make it, and it might cause additional work in the preparation of the return. For that reason, he
would not make it, and that is the only reason.
The CHAIRMAN. I would like to ask Mr. Manson, before I forget
it, whether you have something to tell us about this British tax that
Mr. Gregg drew to our attention some time ago? You were going
to present a case whereby, in effect, the American Government was
pav nr the income tax of its citizens who had paid an income tax
in Great Britain.
Mr. MANSON. Yes; I can present that situation to-morrow.
The CHAIRMAN. I wish you would please do it.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. I think this question of international taxation ought to be gone into at some time, but I assume that
that can be done by an examination of the law u-p i the subject.
The CHAIRMAN. I thought it would be well to get an example of
just how it works, to show what the practical application of it is.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Yes.
Mr. GREOO. It seems to me that that situation should be acted upon

by Congress.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. SomethiLg should be done about it.
Mr. GREmO. It is very unsatisfactory.
Senator JoN:s of New Mexico. That must be so.
The CHAIRMAN. I thought if we could get one example of how it
worked, plus a study of the law, it would be advantageous.
Mr. MANSON. In that Edison case it seems to me that the principal
point there is the fact that the disparity arises out of the difference
between the basis upon which the tax is paid in England and the
basis upon which it is paid here. In other words, the taxpayer is
permitted to deduct or to take credit for taxes here that he has not
actually paid over there. For that reason he takes his credit upon
an accrual basis. In case he had a royalty contract he takes his
credit upon an accrual basis. In other words, as his royalties accrue
while over there, he pays his tax.
Mr. GREaG. After he has had his credit?
Mr. MANsoN. After he has had his credit.
Mr. GREGG. Of course, we safeguard that very carefully.
Mr. MANsoN. In the course of years it would seem to me that the
thing straightens itself out.
Mr. GRIGb. Yes.
SMr. MANSON. It is only a matter of reaching over from one year
into the next.
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The thing that impressed me with the situation boils

down to this, that in the case of an American deriving income from a

sourcee within Great Britain, which is taxed by the British Government, in effect the American Government pays his tax to Great
Britain.
The CHAIRMAN. Because le deducts it. from his income tax here

Mr. (GR;E . Because he deducts the tax he pays to Great Britain
from the taxes that he pays to this country.
Mr. MANssN. If the British rate is higher than our rate, he would
deduct more than he would pay us here.
Mr. (Guri . That was under the old act. We have corrected that
in the 1924 act. Under the old acts that was true. He might be
taxed at a 30 Ier cent rate in Great Britain and at a 20 per cent rate
here. and under the old acts lie would get credit for the full tax paid,
with the result that we would not only get no tax on his British income. but would apply that part of his tax on his American income.
The CHAIRMAN. Before I forget it, I would like to ask Mr. Nash
what effect on the simplification of the bureau's work would it have
if you had one form of return, say, for the calendar year, without
the fiscal year? It occurs to me that there is delay in getting statisties and information as a result of the two methods of filing returns,
one on the fiscal-year basis and one on the calendar-year basis.
Mr. NAsH. There is a delay in statistics on account of the returns
being filed and accepted on the fiscal-year basis. I do not know that
it would help any in our administrative problem, whether they
come in on the calendar year or the fiscal year basis. The problem
of auditing is not any more intricate because of the fact that tile re-

I

turn is on a fiscal-year basis, except in those years in which there

was a change of tax law within the year, and that is over with now.
IThe CHAIRMAN. Have you any idea of the percentage of those that
come in on the fiscal-year basis as compared with those that come in
on the calendar-year basis?
Mr. NAsH. The law now permits either a corporation or an individual to file on a fiscal-year basis, but there are very few individuals
filing on a fiscal-year basis.
Thle tCHA'nMaN. Most of them file on the calendar-year basis?
Mr. NAsH. Most of them file on tile calendar-year basis. As I recall it, there are something over 300,000 corporations. I do not know
just the percentage of those that file on a fiscal-year basis, but I
should imagine it would not be one-fifth of them.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. It seems to me that we should
remedy the situation in that way, requiring the calendar-year basis
for the returns, or the statistics could be made up on the calendaryear basis, taking the actual returns filed within the calendar year.
Mr. NAsu. We have directed that that be done for the calendar
year 1924; so that the statistics for all returns that were filed in 1924
would be available for the Finance Committee and the Ways and
Means Committee next fall.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. That is splendid.
The CHAIRMAN. What injury would there be, if any, to the taxpayr, if the law required them to file a return on the calendar-year

basis?
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Mr. NAsH. It would upset their accounting system. A great many
corporations keel) their accounts on the fiscal-year basis, and usually
date it from the month in which they began their organization.
The CHAIRMAN. You say that is about one-fifth of the corpora.
tions?
Mr. NASH. That is just a guess.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes. I wonder if that one-fifth would be materially harmed by making it mandatory to file their returns on a
calendar basis?
Mr. GREGG. I think you will find that it would, Senator.
Mr. MANsON. It changes the time of taking the inventory.
Mr. O fttm. Yes; they would have to completely change their accounting system. A corporation has to make its return on the same
basis that it keeps its books, on account of the inventory at the close
of the year, and to put them on a calendar-year basis would require
a change in the entire system of accounting.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Take concerns that are using cotton. I think the cotton year ends along in October-maybe in September-I forget just the time, but it is fixed in the trade with respect to thb crop, and so is the sugar industry.
Mr. NAsH. That is also true of grain. Most of the flour mills
and elevator companies take their inventory in June or July. That
is when the elevators are empty and the bins are low and before
the new crop of grain comes in. Out in the Northwest practically
"vl_ elevator company and flour mill will file a fiscal-vear return
for June or July.
The CHAIRMAN. If agreeable we will adjourn here until 10 o'clock
to-morrow morning.
(Whereupon, at 1.30 o'clock p. m., the committee adjourned until
to-morrow, Friday, May 29, 1925, at 10 o'clock a. m.)

INVESTIGATION OF THE BUREAU OF INTERNAL REVENUE
FRIDAY, MAY 29, 1925

UNITED STATES SENATE,
SELECT COMMITTEE TO INVESTIGATE THE
BUREAU OF INTERNAL REVENUE

Washington, /). C.
The committee met at 10 o'clock a. m., pursuant to adjournment of
yesterday.
Present: Senators Couxens (presiding), Watson, Ernst, Jones of
New Mexico, and King.
Present also: Mr. L. C. Manson, counsel for the committee.
Present on behalf of Bureau of Internal Revenue: Hon. McKenzie Moss, Assistant Secretary of the Treasury; Mr. C. R. Nash,
assistant to the Commissioner of Internal Revenue; and Mr. A. W.
Gregg, Solicitor, Bureau of Internal Revenue.
Mr. MANSON. I have here a matter of the compromise of a fraud
penalty and the subsequent refund of tax in the case of the J. H.
SHillman & Sons (parent company), Hillman Transportation Co.

(subsidiary), Pilgrim Coal Co. (subsidiary), Unity Supply Co.

(subsidiary), and Isabella Supply Co. (subsidiary).
SWe have been compelled to make a very rapid survey of this case
on account of the lack of time. The fact of the matter is that it
did not come to our attention until yesterday morning, but we shall
attempt to develop the following points:
First. That the taxpayer has been properly assessed a fraud
penalty amounting to $1,888,828.29, but that this penalty has been
compromised at the very low figure of $100,000, although the assets
of the taxpayer were very large.
Second. That the formal offer of compromise was preceded by an
informal offer in compromise tentatively approved by the commissioner which acted as instructions for the penal division. This
procedure, as far as we can determine, is unique in the history of
the department.
Third. That the informal offer in compromise and the formal
one following it were both illegal with respect to the statutes existing at that time.
Fourth. That since the offer in compromise was accepted a letter
of overassessment has been approved by the Income Tax Unit
amounting to $487,310.83 in favor of the taxpayer, relief having
been granted under section 210, revenue act of 1917 (special assessment).
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Fifth. That in addition to the above overassessment letter, which
was for the year 1917, an overassessment of about $800,000 for 1918
is contemplated in favor of the taxpayer.
The CHAIRMAN. Tile settlement in compromise did not settle the
whole case, then ?
Mr. MANsoN. No; it was unique in that respect. In the first place,
as I will point out, the statute in existence at the time prohibited
compromise if the case was tainted with fraud.
In this case, the fraud penalty alone was compromised before th4
tax had been determined; that is, a final determination; and, as
I will point out, the settlement specifically exempted and reserved
to the taxpayer the right to prosecute his objections to the tax.
I do not think there is a precedent for that practice in the department. I think it is the uniform
otfractie
the department to
refuse to compromise a fraud penalty, unless the whole litter is
compromised.
In 1917 the income and excess-profit tax return of J. H. Hillman
Co. was subjected to a field audit which was concluded about August,
1918. On November 16, 1921, revised A-2 letter was sent to the
taxpayer, in which an additional tax for 1917 was found amount
ing to $1,172,093.10 and also a 100 per cent penalty for fraud amounting to $1,880,838.18. Tti amount was assessed.
The fraud feature of this case is best set out in Exhibit B attached,
which is a letter dated March 25, 1921, from the Solicitor of In.
ternal Revenue to Acting Deputy Commissioner Matson. We shall
quote briefly from this exhibit in order to set forth the nature of the
fraud in thls case:
Bonus to employees, $130,305: In the original return this amount was
claimed as a deduction for bonuses paid to officers and employees. Investigation disclosed that this item was taken up on the books in 1918 instead of
1917, and that .$3030- was actually paid to employees on February 28, 1918
but no part of the total sum claimed as a deduction was paid in 1917. There
is no evidence presented which shows that any Iart of this item was made
available in the year under consideration.
Taxpayer claims that $100,000 of this item was Intended as a bonus to
the three principal officers of the corporation.
There can he only one interpretation to put on the above transaction, and
that is that the deduction claimed in the original return which was not
paid or even entered on the books during the year was false and fraudulent
for the sole and specific purpose of diminishing tax liability.
Depreciation of stocks, $671,377.04: During 1917 the corporation, seeking
control of certain companies engaged in business similar to its own, bought
stock in the United Coal Corporation, paying therefor an amount considerably
above its par value. At the close of 1917 this stock was Inventoried in block
A under cost of goods sold and the excess of the price paid above par was

written off and consequently claimed as a deduction.

While the charter of taxpayer gives it the right to buy and sell securities,

there is a complete absence of evidence that prior to this year taxpayer ever
dealt in stocks and securities as a business (and this year only buying and
no sales are shown). Revenue agent reports that this company can not show
any buying and selling of securities either for customers or itself. This one
isolated deal in securities, in which no sale follows, clearly does not class
taxpayer as a merchant of securities but brings it specifically under paragraph

459, regulations 33, and therefore the deduction claimed as a shrinkage in the
inventory value of these stocks is not only not allowable but has all the ear
marks of fraud when there is no evidence indicating the belief that this tar
payer considered itself a dealer in securities within the purview of Treasury
Decision 2609, dated December 19, 1917.

.'

Inflation of invested capital, $1,573,941: The revenue agent states that the
president, vice president, and treasurer " loaned" the company as of December
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81, 1916, stocks, the aggregate value of which amounted to the above figure.
Instead of the books of the taxpayer showing this amount as a liability, it
was added to surplus, According to the vice president, the three individual
owners intend to either have this stock returned them or have capital stock
issued in payment of it. At the time of the investigation in August, 1918,
neither of the above had been done.
The agent is emphatic in his statement that the above transaction wha .a
false and fraudulent method of increasing invested capital for the purpose of
S evading excess profits tax, and believes that such manipulation would justify
assertion of the 100 per cent penalty. It appears that the agent has ascribed
the correct motive to taxpayer in inflating its invested capital.

The CHAIRMAN. What is the solicitor's name

Mr. MANHON. This is signed by Carl A. Mapes.
Senator KINx. Mr. Manson, is there anything to indicate that the
price paid, which the solicitor states was above par, was more than
the stock was worth in the market, and is there anything to indicate
that there was a shrinkage in the market value of the stock between

the date of the purchase and the date of the return of the taxpayer?
Mr. MANSON. There is nothing here to show that. The point involved here is this--Senator KINO..One other question, and perhaps you Can answer

them both at once: Does the record show that they tried to buy out
a competitor's business?
Mr. MANsON. Yes; that is what they were trying to do, and offered
a high price, but the point is this, that it is only a dealer in securities--Senator KIN<I. Yes; I know the statute, but for my own satisfaction, I was trying to get the correct perspective of the situation.
Mr. MANSON. It is only a dealer in securities who can take a shrink-

age in value in his inventory.
Senator KINo. I was just trying to see whether there was more

immorality in that transaction than was indicated by the discussion.
Mr. MANSON. The recommendation of the solicitor is:
The revenue agent in his report states: " It would appear that the tactics
used were to keep the tax down to a minimum by either fair or foul means."
Thorough examination of the file leads to
concurrence with the finding of
the agent. This corporation has flagrantly attenlmted to reduce its tax
liability by methods which would appear difficult to explain. It is, therefore, recommended that the 100 per cent penalty for filing a false and fraudulent return for 1917 be assessed.
In substantiation of the above statement we append to our report Exhibit
C, which is a letter from the solicitor to Deputy Commissioner Batson,
dated October 18, 1921. This exhibit shows that a reconsideration of the assessment of a 100 per cent penalty for fraud for the year 1917 was made.
It confirms, however, the first finding, excepting a few unimportant details.
As already stated, an A-2 letter was sent to the taxpayer, dated November
17, 1921, and the additional tax and fraud penalty was shortly thereafter
assessed.
The taxpayer then filed a claim for abatement. This claim for abatement
was rejected In a very carefully prepared memorandum to Mr. Batson, signed
by D. II. Blair, commissioner, and dated March 8, 1922. In this memorandum
(ommissloner Blair sustains the ruling of the solicitor for fraud.
Up to this point in the case the handling of the matter by the bureau seems
byond criticism. The taxpayer had been represented by Attorney Burling,
whose letters and claims seemed also to have been strictly ethical. As near
as we can determine, it was at about this time that Mr. Wayne Johnson,
former solicitor, took active charge of the case for the taxpayer.
On March 16, 1922, the taxpayer addressed a letter to the Commissioner
of Internal Revenue, making a definite offer in compromise as to the fraud
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penalty. As this offer was not made on the regular form, and as it refkra
to a formal offer to be made on the approval of this letter, we will refer
to this offer of the taxpayer as an informal offer. This informal offer is
tentatively approved by Commissioner Blair under date of March 17, 1922.
(Bee Exhibit E, attached.) As it is the invariable custom of the bureau to
first fix the tax liability before entertaing an offer in compromise, we
quote in fall the following statement contained in the informal offer, which
is directly contradictory to this established custom:
"It is understood in making this offer that all questions of tax liability
shall remain open, to be decided by the Income Tax Unit at the same time
it disposes of questions which have not heretofore been settled by the bureau,
and upon which no hearings have been held. Specifically, this paragraph has
reference to the question of the right of this taxpayer to inventory its securities for the purpose of ascertaining the true net income subject to tax.
The questions upon which the Income Tax Unit have held no hearings are:
Consolidation, invested capital, depletion, and perhaps other questions of
lesser Importance.
"The officer of the taxpayer are present in Washlngton to-day and are
prepared to enter into a final adjustment of this matter with you, the formal
offer to be made as quickly as you have decided upon the acceptability of this
offer, and the other formalities connected with it to be carril out with the
greatest expedition."
That is signed by J. H. Hllman & Sons Co., by J. I. Hillman, Jr., president,
on which the following notation appears March 17, 1921 (22), signed I). H.
*
Blair, commissioner.
On June 4, 1924, the unit having apparently fixed a new tax liability for
the taxpayer, considerably over .$400,000 less than the amount assessed, the
solicitor advised Deputy Commissioner Bright that It was now possible to
abate this amount of tax inasmuch as section 3225 of the Revised Statutes had
been repealed by section 1015 of the revenue act of 1924, signed by the Prealdent on the preceding day. (See Exhibit F attached.)

Senator KINo. Were they holding up that in order to get some

legislation that would help that condition, where they wanted to
save $400,000?
Mr. MANSON. It just happened the day after the act was approved.
Senator KING. But that act did not, ipso fact, compel that reduction, did it?
Mr. MANSON. Oh, no.

Senatdr KINO. It required a settlement upon the basis of the
statute.
Mr. MANSON, Here is the solicitor's letter (Exhibit F), dated June
4, 1924.
Senator KING. You say that is Mr. Bright's statement?

Mr. MANsoN. No; that is the solicitor's letter, signed by Mr.

Hartson.
Senator KING. Oh, yes.

Mr. MANSON. That shows that at the time the compromise of the

fraud was made the act under which such a compromise was pro-

hibited was still in force.
Mr. Garoo. Oh, Mr. Manson, that is a conclusion which I differ
with.
Mr. MANsoN. This taxpayer makes an offer. That offer is accepted by the commissioner. Subsequent to the making of that
offer, and subsequent to its acceptance, which I maintain closed the

deal, then an offer was made on the proper form on a prescribed
piece of printed paper, and it was accepted on the proper form;
but the real gist of the transaction-the real transaction, the transaction of agreeing to the compromise of this fraud penalty of
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$1,800,(X) for $100,000, took place before the repeal of the statute
which forbade such a compromise, and I maintain that the subse-

quent action was a mere confirmation of what had already been done
at a time when the statute prohibited its being done. It was a confirmation after the revenue act of 1924 repealed section 3225 of the
Revised Statutes.
Senator KINL. They made the compromise in effect and received

$100,000, or at least agreed to receive it, before the repeal of this
statute?
fMr. MANSON. It was not long before. It was the day before.
Senator KINo. When the $100,000 was paid?
Mr. MANMON. When the agreement was approved by the commiesioner.

Senator KIN'.

And when was the $100,000 paid?

Mr. MANSON. I do not know that that is set out here.

I assume

that it was deposited with the formal offer. That is the usual
practice.

Senator KINO. Why was it that the case was so delayed, from
1917 or 1918, when that return was made, down to-Mr. MANSON. It was the 1917 tax.
Senator KING. Yes.
Mr. MANHON. The return

would be made in 1918.
Senator KINo. In 1918, and that fraud assessment was levied
against them in what year; the fraud was discovered, and the assessment made, in what year?
Mr. MANSON. The A-2 letter is dated November 16, 1921.
Senator KING. Then the matter hung fire until just the day before;
do I understand you to say that this statute was repealed in the
1924 act?
Mr. MANSON. This is dated 1921, March 17, but it was actually
1922, as I note in parenthesis. They made a mistake in doing that.
The A-2 letter is November, 1921. The compromise was accepted in
March, 1922.
Senator KING. But the whole transaction was not completed, as I

understand you now, until 1924, the day afterMr. MANSON. Oh, no; subsequently, after this fraud was compromised, then they abated part of the tax. That was in 1924.
The CHAIRMAN. When the fraud was abated, do I understand that

that was two years or a year and a half prior to the settlement of
the case in 1924?
Mr. MANSON. It was about two years.
Senator KING. Then they deducted from the assessment-not the

fraud assessment but the tax assessment--approximately $400,000?
Mr. MANSON. Something over $400,000.

At the present time there is a certificate of overassessment, amounting to over $480,000, in the solicitor's office, pending approval, same
having been audited and reviewed in the Income Tax Unit.
Senator KINo. You say "at the present time."

When do you

mean?
Mr. MANso . At the present time-right now.
Senator KING. Right now?
Mr. MANsoN. Yes.

Although this certificate of overassessment has not yet beep approved, it is evident that the taxpayer is fully informed concerning
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it. In this connection see Exhibit G, which appears to be an agreement signed by the taxpayer, stating that he agrees to the tax as
determined in overassessment certificate No. 281607 in the amount of
$487,810.23, as determined at the rate of 37.005 per cent, determined
under the provisions of section 210 of the revenue act of 1917.
Mr. GREG. May I ask, just before you get to that point, has the
case gone through the solicitor's office?
Mr. MANSON. The tax liability has not; that is, the certificate of
overassessment has not been approved as yet by the solicitor's office.
It is now in the solicitor's office.
Senator KING. Let me inquire right there, has no part of the tax

of 1917 been paid, except the fraud assessment of $100,000? Is all
of that still unpaid?
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Up to the present time, there has
been no statement made that the $100,000 has been paid.
Senator KING. No; that is true. There is no statement that that
has been paid.
Mr. MANsoN. I have not cited you to the particular document
here, but I have read this report, and I know that this record shows
that the $100,000 has been paid.
We submit Exhibit H, which is a memorandum for Mr. Charest, assistant

solicitor, from the penal division. This memorandum advises the " most care
ful consideration " of the right of the taxpayer to relief under section 210, and
also advises the careful consideration of the comparatives used in recomputing
the tax liability.
From the above history we can find nothing to criticize In this case up to
March 17, 1922, which was the date on which the commissioner approved tie

informal offer in compromise. Up to this time the case appears to have been
carefully handled, the fraud features sustained on the three most important
points and even the taxpayer's attorney appeared to have been governed by
proper ethical considerations.
Our information is that Mr. Wayne Johnson took charge of the case about
this time. We entirely disagree with the propriety of this tentative approval
by the commissioner of the taxpayer's informal offer in compromise. We do
not wish to have this statement construed as reflecting upon the intention of

Commissioner Blair, but we do think, at least, some improper advice must
have been given him at this time, which is not in the file. Our objections to
the approval of such offer In compromise are as follows:
First The tentative approval of a definite offer in compromise signed by the

commissioner acted from all practical standpoints as instructions to the solid-

tor to compromise the case for $100,000.

It is my understanding that in the regular course of events, the
investigation of offers of compromise and the investigation of these
cases is made in the solicitor's office, and a recommendation goes
from the solicitor's office to the commissioner.
The CHaraMAN. Is that correct, Mr. Gregg; is that the usual
practice
Mr. GREOG. That is correct.
Mr. MANsoN. That is the usual practice. As I understand it, the
commissioner acts upon the solicitor's recommendation.
In this instance, the tentative offer was accepted before the matter
was referred to the solicitor's office, and we take the position that,
for all practical purposes, that was tantamount to a definite instruction to the solicitor's office as to how to proceed.
Second. It contains a clause which allows the compromise of the fraud
penalty before the question of tax liability is determined. We have been
definitely informed that this is the only case in which such a procedure has
been allowed.
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Third. It provides for a refund of taxes at i time when such refund was
contrary to section 3225 of the Revised Statutes.
In other words, the reservation of the right there to have these taxes abated
under conditions which were not permitted under that section, for the reason
that the transaction was tainted with fraud, is another feature of the settlenent itself which is contrary, at least to the spirit of the statute, if not the
express language of it.
On May 26, 1022, this informal offer in compromise was followed by the
aweptance of a formal offer in compromise, which included the exact provisions
provided In the informal offer. Thi was also approved. We believe that the
acceptance of this formal offer in compromise was illegal, because it contains
the provision allowing for the refund of taxes of an additional assessment of
taxes in which the element of fraud exists. It would appear to us that no
offer of the Government has the right to enter into any form of agreement
which contains provisions contrary to law. We again point out that w.th the
multitude of papers requiring the signature of the commissioner, we do not
wish to lay stress upon his personal action, but rather on the system which
permits of his receiving bad advice.
It appears from the exhibits in this case that on June 4, 1924, one day after
the revenue act of 1024 was signed by the President, which repealed section
3225 of the Revised Statutes, the solicitor approved the abatement of over
$40,000)O due from this taxpayer. It is evident from the exhibits, therefore,
that the computation of this deduction in tax had already been made, at least
in a form which permitted of a very close approximate of the exact amount.

In other words, at the time the formal offer of compromise was
accepted, it was apparent that the bureau knew that when they took
$100,000 in compromise of that fraud penalty they were going to
pay this man $400,000.
Your engineers do not ngree with the bureau in the principle in allowing the
taxpayer relief in securing this overassessment by the use of sect on 210 of the
revenue act of 1917. This section provides the right of special assessment only
in case the Secretary of the Treasury is unable satisfactorily to determine the
invested capital of the taxpayer. The wording of this secton is entirely different from that of sections 327 and 328 of the revenue act of 1918, which give
the right of special assessment in cases of abnormal conditions affecting the
capital or income of the corporation. This case is beng determined under the
revenue act of 1917, and the invested capital of the taxpayer could be, and in
fact was, determined by the unit, and we see nothing in the act of 1917 that
would permit of the special assessment on the basis that the taxpayer would
undergo a hardship on account of abnormal conditions.

That right was not granted to the taxpayer until 1918.
Yet In this case the taxpayer has been given relief under section 210. We
believe there is nothing retroactive in sections 327 and 328 of the revenue act
of 1918.
We have information that the 1918 taxes of this taxpayer have been recomputed and. that an overassessment letter amounting to about $800,000 is
on its way to the solicitor. We also understand that the auditors have instructions how to audit this case and that the files contain a protest from the
auditor who audited same. We are making this statement on our own responsibility, although we have had it from two sources. In any event we
think that the case for 1917 Is sufficiently clear evidence, of the improper
handling of this case.
It might also be mentioned that there is a solicitor's or appeals and review
ruling in this case providing that taxpayer is not a dealer in securities In
1917; and another ruling providing that taxpayer is a dealer In securities
in 1918. We believe this second ruling should be reviewed. They are both
unpublished. If this second ruling was published there should be a considerable number of taxpayers getting relief by inventorying stocks at the
end of each year.

I say "stocks"; I mean securities.
Senator KING. Everybody would be a dealer that had a few

stocks.
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Mr. MANSON. Pretty near.
We are at a loas to account for the action of the bureau in this case from
March 16, 1922, to date. It appears that special procedure has twen set up,
which in our opinion is illegal.

distinct pontiu

It would appeal. that even though three

of fraud were found, this very taxpayer, guilty of these fraud.

lent acts, has been granted special consideration and special astwssment under

section 210, which we contend was itot applicable. The only conclusion we
can co me to, to account for the above, Is that undue influence was unie :;ome.
wherealong the line in handling this case.

The CHAIRMAN. I would like to ask Mr. Carson if it is true that
he got the impression from some of the staff down there that this
case was so rotten that a former employee by the name of Cla'ude
Kitchen resigned, after protesting to the commissioner albmt it
Mr. MANHON. Mills Kitchen.
The CIiAiMAN. Mills Kitchen?
Mr. MANHON. Mills Kitchen, tle son of Claude Kitchen.
'The CmAIKTMAN. Is that correct, Mr. Carson, nhat this iS tihe case
that Mr. Kitchen resigned because tof its rottlentness?
Mr. CAnoN. The informaItion we got, and we could not confirm

it by letter, was that Mills Kitchen had fought this case constantly
while he was in the office there.

We found his name on there tro-

testing against the handling of that fraud penalty, in the way it was
being handled, and that the word was passed around the office
that Mr. Johnson was coming into the case. He took that informa.
tion in to the commissioner, and shortly thereafter Wayne Johnson
come into the case, and Mr. Kitchen resigned in protest, or hle resigned as a protest against the way in which the case was handled.
I do not know whether I should say it for the record or not. hut
my experience has been that every place I have gone into in the
unit there is the highest respect and commendation of Mr. Kitchen's
ability and integrity all the way through.
Mr. GREwo. I would like to have in the record the information on
which Mr. Carson's conclusions are based.
The CHAIRMAN. You would like to have what?
Mr. GREWo. I would like to have in the record the information on
which Mr. Carson's conclusions are based.
Senator KINo. About the integrity of Mr. Kitchen?
'Mr. GREoo. No; about Mr. Kitchen resigning as a protest against
the settlement of this case.
Mr. Moss. As I understand Mr. Carson's statement, he was unable
to get a confirmation of it.
The CHAIRMAN. I do not think that is pertinent, to involve statements of other people down there. It'is not necessary to do that.
Mr. 'CARON. The only way that I think you can confirm it, if at
all, would be to subpoena Mr. Kitchen, if he is still in town, and I
think I can get the names of two others who are still in the employ
there. I will give them to the chairman later. You might be able
to subpoena them and let them testify.
Mr. GaREo. Let me say just a few words about the case. I know
nothing about this particular case, but I wish to say a few words on

the general matter of assessing the fraud penalty.
The 1917 act levied a fraud penalty of a hundred per cent of the
tax-not of the deficiency, but of the entire tax. It was a carry
over from section 3176 of the Revised Statutes, which had been en-
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acted about the Civil War days, and had never been changed. It
was not intended to apply to income taxes, because they were not
in existence then. The penalty was so high that the department
very early took a very liberal attitude in compromising them. We
thought we had authority to compromise them, and I still think we
have.
Senator ,JoN0N of New Mexico. Under what statute
Mr. GarGoo The provisions of section 3229 of the Revised Statutes.
The CHAIaRAN. And what date was that statute passed 9
Mr. Gtoo. Which one ?
The CHAIRMAN. The one that you have just referred to.
Mr. iRE(o. Section 3229

The

CHAIRMAN. Yes.

Mr. (1REW.
I think it was about C
the same time that 3176 was
passed.
The (HAtMMAN. i unierntmUd that you exercise your authority
under one statute, and yu liberalized it inder another statute,
passed about the same time.
Mr. Ga(mr.
It seems to me, on its face, that a penalty of a hundred
per cent of the entire tax is too high. As soor as it was calledSenator JONEH of New Mexico. Is not that i matter for the discretion of Congress?
Mr. GREGO. Yes, sir. As soon as it was called to the attention of
Congress, it was modified materially. It was reduced to 50 per cent
of the deficiency.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes; but in the meantime you took the law into
your own hands, and compromised it, because you did not agree with
the act of Congress.
Mr. GREOO. We did not have to do that. Congress had given us
the power to compromise it. I am not defending my action or the
action of anybody else in the department. That policy was adopted
about 1918 or 1919.
Senator KINo. Do you think, Mr. Gregg, that when that statute
was liberalized, the penalty was intended to be retroactive ?
Mr. GREGO. No, sir; it was not, by its terms, made retroactive.
Senator KING. And yet they made it retroactive here.
Mr. GREGG. No, sir. Under our authority to compromise, we compromised the penalty in this case, and in 90 per cent of the fraud
cases--

Mr. MANoN. It is my judgment-I have not section 3225 before
me-but it is my judgment that your authority to compromise
under the compromise statute was limited by section 3225, until the
act of 1924 went into effect.
Mr. GREG,.
I was coming to section 3225.
Afr. MANSON. And section 3225 deprived you of the right to comrnpromise where there was fraud in the case.
Mr. G i(w. I was coming to section 3225.
Senator ERNST. You said that this. policy was adopted at what

time and by whom?
ir.GREGC
. About 1918 or 1919. Mr. Arthur Balentyne was solicitor at the time, and Mr. Roper, as I remember it, was commissioner.
A very liberal attitude was taken toward the compromising of these
frud penalties, whi(c everyone considered to be excessive.
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Senator JoNEz of New Mexico. I want to express my opinion
here, and that is that I do not think that anyone should be very
punctilious when it comes to a case of fraud. If it is fraud, I think It
should be punished not only with respect to making them pay a large

penalty but I think perhaps it should go furt ?r than that.
Mr. GREGG. Where we feel that the evidence justifies it we bring
criminal action; we prosecute criminally.
SSenator JONE of New Mexico. Well, either it is fraud or it is not,
it seems to me, and if you conclude that it is a case of fraud, and
that is established, I do not see why anyone should be tender-hearttd
in a case of that kind.
The CHAIRMAN. I do not see under what authority they had a right
to be tender-hearted, and to say that they thought the act of Congress
was too strict and should be liberalized.
Mr. GRnen. Congress, in the same act, had given ts authority to
compromise taxes in certain instances. The Attorney General has
ruled that that applies to penalties--that they can be compromisd.
I will answer your point on section 3225 that way, that the Attorney
General has ruled that under the old act we could compromise penaolties, and, as I say, we adopted this policy away back in 1919. In the
enactment of the next revenue act we called the attention of Con.
gress to the fraud penalty, and they reduced the penalty from 100
per cent of the entire tax to 50 per cent of the deficiency.
Senator KINo. As i minimum or a maximum?
Mr. GREGG. That is the penalty, and we still have authority to
compromise it.
Mr. MANSON. It would appear that if the commissioner has the

power to compromise penalties, and if he exercises that discretion in
such a way as to compromise a penalty of $1,880,000 for $100,000, it
does not make very much difference what sort of a penalty Congress
imposes. In other words, the determination of Congress that the
penalty should be 50 per cent or 100 per cent does not seem to have
any effect when the penalty that is actually imposed as the result
of the compromise is about 5 per cent.
Mr. GREGG. The question of whether anyone in the department
should have authority to compromise a tax or penalty is one that
should be determined by Congress. I can see many reasons why
Congress might want to consider the repeal of that statute giving
anyone authority to compromise. There is nothing that gives so
much trouble as these compromise cases; there is nothing in which
the discretion of the department is so great. This policy of compromising the fraud penalty at less than 100 per cent of the tax
was adopted back in 1918 and 1919, and was consistently followed
in reference to the 1917 penalties. We are doing it to-day. If Congress wants to stop us, of course it can be done by legislative act;
but we are compromising fraud penalties to-day, under the 1917 act
for amounts much less than the penalty imposes of 100 per cent o
the tax.
I do not think the compromise of that penalty for $100,000 was
at all unusual, in view of those circumstances. I am sure that I can
dig up other cases where the same thing was done, or where the
amount accepted in compromise bore a smaller relation to the amount
of the penalty than in this case, and I can find some where it has
been done in the last month.
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The CHAIRMAN. Is not ifluence sometimes brought to bear to

get those compromises?
Mr. ;GEOG. No, sir; I have never seen any evidence of it.
The CHAIRMAN. The charge in this case was that there was considerable influence used.
Mr. (lEtwo. Yes, sir; but if I may point out, that was a conclusion,
and there were no facts to support it.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, it is pretty difficult to get private conversations as a matter of evidence, is it not? I mean that it is difficult,
when a man goes into an office, and, through influence, fixes things
up, to get that as a matter of evidence.
ifMr. (GRhno. Yes, sir; but do you think the charge should be made
if there is no evidence to supmrt it?
The CnAIMMlAN. Well it is a matter of inference, and of course
the records can be so manipulated as to enable anyone to, draw any
inference he pleases from them.
Senator KINO;. ThleWecord doe'! show that an attorney who was
entirely ethical conducted those negotiations up to 1921 or 1922, at

which time a man who had been in the department for a long time,
in a responsible position, who had left the department, and who
the record shows was doing considerable business with the department, is employed, and his activity seems to have centered around
the efforts to secure a compromise of that tax--a very successful
effort, too.
Mr. GREGG. Is there anything unethical in an attempt to compromise a penalty, when it was known by everybody that the policy
of the department was to compromise these penalties for amounts
much less than the actual penalty imposed?
The CHAIRMAN. Was it the policy of the department, Mr. Gregg,
to compromise the penalties before the amount of the tax was fixed?
Mr. GREGo. Not usually. I do not know why it was done in this
case.

The CHAIRMAN. Is it the policy of the department, when the
amount of the tax has been computed, but not officially acted upon,
and it is known that it is proposed to refund $400,000, to compromise
a penalty for $100,000, before that has been fixed?
Mr. GREGo. I see no objection in the world to that. The reduction of the tax automatically would reduce the penalty. In other
words, the penalty is based upon the tax. If you reduce the tax,
that, in itself, reduces the penalty, the statutory penalty. If the
understatement due to the fraud was less than it was first supposed
that it was, that certainly is no reason for increasing the penalty.
It seems to me a very good reason for decreasing it; but the point
I wanted to bring out in this case is this: I see nothing irregular
in it, and if Congress does not approve our compromising those
penalties for much less than the amount of the penalty, by legislative action it can stop it immediately. It is being done every day,
and it is being done in the solicitor's office to-day.
The CHAIRMAN. You said a while ago that everybody knew that
those penalties were being compromised. Was everybody informed
by rulings or publications, or how did everybody know it?
Mr. GREc. I do not know how they knew it, but everyone seems
to have.
92919-25--vr 18----23
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Senator JONas of New Mexico. Did you have any regulation on
the subject?
Mr. Ga'RFG. Yes sir. I can read them if the committee desires.
It does not say what amount will be accepted in compromise. It
just says what the taxpayer is to do; he has to submit his offer on
such and such a form in a compromise case.
Now, with reference to section 3225. That is another section of
the Revised Statutes which had no application to income taxes. I
would like to read that to the committee. It is on page 266 of regulations 62, section 3225 of the Revised Statutes.
Senator KINo. Before you read that, may I ask whether it should
not be construed with another section of the statute passed before,
which authorizes the penalizing up to 100 per cent in excess of the
fraud?
Mr. GIE,;. No, sir. Let me read the section there. I think that
will clteJ it up:
When a

secoindl asewHsment Is made in

ca

of any list, Ntatlet

ntl,

or

return,

which, In the opinion of the collector or deputy collector, was false or fraudulent, or contained any understatement or undervaluation--

Just think of that language--- any understatement or undervaluation "* * *

such assessment shall not be remitted, nor shall taxes collected

under such assessment be refunded, or paid back, or recovered by any suit,

unless It is proved that such list, statement, or return was not willfully false
or fraudulent and did not contain any willful understatement or undervaluation.

Immediately when that section was called to the attention of Congress they repealed it-not only repealed it, but they repealed it retroactively and explicitly stated in the 1924 act that the repeal of that
section was retroactive. That certainly shows what Congress thought
of it. They thought is had no application to income taxes.
Senator KINm. Mr. Gregg, do you think that is putting that fairly;
that it had no application to income taxes?
Mr. GRE. ' hat it should not have.
Senator KING. Did they not think it was safer, rather than to
modify it, to repeal that section and enact another in its place?
Mr. GIREO. That section was not followed by the department for
years. I do not think anybody in the department knew that it was
in the Revised Statutes for years. By its terms I do not think it
applies to an income-tax case, because it says if the collector or
deputy collector determines that the return was false or fraudulent.
In our procedure the collector or deputy collector has nothing to do
with the determination of fraud.
Mr. MANSON. Is not the same true of the section which authorized
you to compromise at all? In other words, both the one which authorizes you to compromise and the section which limited the right
to compromise were passed long before the income tax law was even

contemplated?
Mr. GRaEO. I do not think that section limits the rights to compromise. The Attorney General has iuled that we can compromise
penalties under the old act. As I say, section 3225-and I am stating facts; I am not defending-was not followed for years. I do not
think anybody in the department knew it was in the Revised Statutes.
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The CHAIMIAN. Was the compromise statute followed in all of
those years?
Mr. (ilam. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. What was the number of the compromise statute?
Mr. CRimon. Three thousand two hundred and twventy-ne. When
this section 3225 was adopted and put into operation it produced
some very harsh situations, and the Treasury Department recommended to Congress that it be repealed immediately. I handled it
for the Treasury Iepartment up here, and I know that everyone
agreed heartily with our re. ommendation that it should be repealed.
I do not think, by its terms, it has any application to this case. No
collector r deputy collector makes a determination of fraud any
more. That is done by the revenue agent; it, was done in this case
by the revenue agent, who recommended the assessing of the fraud
penalty, aln that is an entirely different matter.
That is a penal
statute and has to be strictly construted.
Senator KING#. Ptarslol the interruption, Mr. Gregg, bt frequently
a statute may contain dual provisions, and the execution of the
statute may devolve upon A. The statute may be modified, a part
of it continued in force, but the execution of it transferred to another agency or department of the Government, which we will call B.
Obviously that statute would not be repealed in toto, because of the
transference of the duties and responsibilities which A performed
to some other agency of the Government. So I do not quite agree
with you.
Mr. G(ico. This is a penal statute. It says that if the deputy
collector or the collector determines the fraud. 'Well, the deputy
collector or the collector made no such determination in this case.
It was determined by the revenue agent and then by the solicitor.
Senator EiNST. 1 furthermore, Senator, I do not think the case
that you have imagined is the case here.
Mr. GREcG. I do not think so, either.
The CHAIRMAN. Who executes section 3229, and who determines
the compromise according to that section?
Mr. GREOo. That specifically says the soli itor. with the approval
of the commissioner, may compromise, and that is the way it is done.
The CAIRnMAN. Was there a Commissioner of Internal Revenue
when that section was passed?
Mr. GRwu. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. But there was no income tax ?
Mr. GREoo. No, sir. The income tax laws have been passed since
then.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes; but there were none at the time that that
was passed?
Mr. ( Mw. I do not think so. The department, as I say, never
followed section 3225 until about 1922 or 1923. Then, when we
started to employ it, it worked so harshly that we recommended to
Congress that it be repealed, and that it be repealed retroactively.
I do not see a thing that is peculiar in this 'ase. I see nothing
strange in Mr. Johnson attempting to compromise the penalty. It
was in accordance with the policy of the bureau. In accordan e
with the policy of the bureau it was accepted, and if the committee
desires I can dig up other cases of the same sort.
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The (HAIRMAN. Were they accepted before the tax was determined ?
Mr. (;hEwi.
I <do not know, but I do not see that that is an ir-.
portant point.
The ( HAtiMAN. Well, if the penalty has a relation to the taxand it must be 100 per cent of the tax-how can you determine the
penalty before vou determine the tax?
Mr. IGREG. Well, the penalty was determined on the basis of an
excessive tax, a tax which the department has since held was
excessive.

The CHAIRMAN. But you had not held at that time that it was
(x(.cessi ve.
NMr. (tUE.
No. sir.
T111 ('CHAIrMAN. It s"tnlls to utI that yoil ire simply plttig
tlhe
heart before tlthe hlor~.
,Mr. G itE<;o. It ldob's not svenm so to nit. The MInalty was (omllpromised before the tax was determined; that is true; but I see nothing
wrong about that.
Senator KING. But does not the new law under which you operate
and which you say is retroactive provide that where a compromise
is effected it shall be 50 per cent of the tax which has been pr,.ven to
be erroneous or--Mr. GREGo. No, sir.
Senator KINr,
(continuing). Excessive?
Mr. G REGG. No. sir. That is not retroactive. The provisions of
the 1918, 1921, and 1924 acts are not retroactive on the matter of the
penalty. They impose a penalty of 50 per cent of the amount of the
deficiency for 1918 and subsequent years but do not affect 1917.
Our power of compromise still exists. We are to-day compromising
cases where the penalty is only 50 per cent of the deficiency.
Senator KING. For'1917 what law are you now operating under
in compromising these fraud cases?
Mr. GREGG. The law in reference to 1917 remains the same, except
that section 3225 is repealed. The 100 per cent penalty is repealed
but the compromise section is the same.
The CHAIRMAN. You said you had compromised a case where the
penalty assessment was only 50 per cent of the deficiency?
Mr. GREGa.
Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. On what grounds did you compromise a fraud

case where the penalty was only 50 per cent of the deficiency ?
Mr. GREoo. We look to the degree of fraud. It sounds strange to

say "degrees of fraud," but in income-tax cases there are.
Senator JONEs of New Mexico. What is the efficacy, then, in Congress fixing the amount of the penalty?
Mr. GREGO. I should say myself that Congress should consider
very carefully whether it should settle the amount of the penalty
and then take away from the department the power to compromise
that,
Senator JONES of New Mexico. What force and effect do you give
to that provision of the statute fixing the amount of the penalty?
Mr. GREGG. Well, that is the maximum amount. Very often we
compromise it at the present time.
The CHAIRMAN. You do not have to compromise, do you?
Mr. GREGG. No, sir; it is entirely discretionary.
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the responsibility of
The CHAnrMAN. Then why do you asumei
compromising, when, by your own statement, you think Congress
ought to fix it and take away the power of compromise ?
Mr. G(netsi. It has always been done. The penalty has been compromised ever since we have had an income tax.
The CrHAIMAN. There is nothing mandatory about your compromising now, is there

Mr. (litE(n . 'That is perfectly true, but Congress gives us the
power, and because we dislike to assume the responsibility is no
reason why we should refuse to exercise this power which Congress
gave

11,,

Senator Eitxs'r. i) VOlt not think that in most cases where vou
have exercised that power, it has been the estuititble alnd jilst thing
to do?
Mr.I. Gtnm('u. Ye, 4r; I do,
Mr. NAMII. I have
i llil it a l cs about three Vyeals ago. where
ltrgO tax iandl fraild pi Iltlis
were sse0ssIe against a i111111anl11
rtring concern in the Middle West. The fraud was also prosecuted in
the courts. The judge sentenced the president of the concern to two
years in Leavenworth, Yrlnd fined the president, the treasurer, the

secretary, and one other officer of the concern $10,000 each, which is
the maximum fine that coulY
be imposed upon them. They paid all
of the additional taxes that had been disclosed, and in that case, I
think, the judge and the United States attorney and the collector
all recommended that the fraud penalties be compromised. I think
they were compromised, and the compromise was accepted, but the
initial action started in the district in which the case had occurred.
Mr. GREGO. I will give you another case of the same sort.
Mr. NASH. Pardon me a minute. And one of the reasons that was
iven for considering the compromise was that this was ia oing
business, and that the fraud case had put it on the ragged edge, but
if the penalties could be relieved to some extent, it would give them a
chance to recuperate and continue as a potential taxpayer. 1 know
that case was discussed at some length in the bureau. I heard some
of the discussions and; as I have said before, I think the fraud
penalty was compromised in that case. I also believe that the department did the right thing in compromising it.
Mr. GRECi. Take the case of the Crucible Steel Co. We alleged
fraud there. Indictments were brought against the officials of the
company whom we deemed responsible for the fraud. We did everything we could to punish them. After the time that the fraud was
committed the corporation had come into the control of different
people. The people who had committed the fraud were with the
corporation before these people came in. These later people came in
and said:
The jlenalty applies to us, that Is true, i;?iause the corporation is a continu-

ing one, but you are penalizing Innocent people, as these new officeholders had
nothing to do witth the old company.

Senator JONES of New Mexico. Did they not know that the company was liable for the penalty when they assumed control?
Mr. GiEGO. I do not think so. I think'the fact of the penalty was
disclosed after they assumed control. We compromised that case.
Mr. MANSON. In that case, the officers were prosecuted. What was
the outcome of the prosecution ?
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Mr. Gnrao. They were cleared. We brought action against them.
Senator KINO. (f course, it would :e a dangerous thing to lay it
down as a rule in cases of the transfer of property after a fraud
order has been made, to relieve the corporation of the payment of
taxes imposed because of the fraud, as new parties, not participating in the fraud, have stepped into their shoes. That would be a
very dangerous rule to announce.
Mr. GREOG. That would be, and we have never announced any such
rule. But it has been done.
The chairman brought out a minute ago the fact that we did not
have to exercise this power of compromise. Well, it is a power that
exists under the law. It is a power that everyone dislikes to exercise,
because it involves the assuming of too great a responsibility for
anyone to care to shoulder; but that is no reason W-vhy we should not
go ah
what Congres s told us to door
do
thorized us to do.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. I have not seen any evideIces of
timidity about your exercising authority under this statute.
Mr. GREoo. Well, I do not mind telling you that it worries me.
The CHAIRMAN. If you did not exercise it, they could go to court
for relief.
Mr. GREoo. You can not force a compromise in court.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes; but I mean they could go to court if you do
not compromise it.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. When we see in the Fleishmann
Yeast Co. case, where, on the face of things, at least, there was a tax
due of nearly $3,000,000 and it was compromised for $75,000, I do
not ',ee any evidence of timidity there when the department comes
in and undertakes to justify it; and when I see, as in this case, where
a penalty is assessed, if it amounted to anything at all, of over a
million dollars, and then you compromise it for a hundred thousand
dollars, I do not think there is any evidence of timidity there.
The CHAIRMAN. That is just where political influence comes in,

Senator. There is not any question about it. It is difficult to get
conversations on the record, and in the Fleishmann case there was
not any question about political influence.. There is no question
in my mind about political influence in this particular case, and that
is just the kind of thing that causes distrust in Government, and that
is the reason why the power to compromise should be taken away

from the bureau.
Mr. GREG. I do not see any evidence of influence in this case.
The CHAIRMAN. Of course, there are none so blind as those who
will not see.
And when they get a reversal of the usual procedure and get a
compromise before the tax is determined, which you state is unusual,
and which you admit is unusual, but yet say there is nothing unusual
about this case.
Mr. Grco. No, sir; I see no objection to compromising the penalty
before the tax is determined. I do not see how that jeopardizes
the interests of the Government. It seems to me that this case was
compromised as hundreds of other cases were compromised.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. Then, may I ask you whether
there is any basis or factors considered when the question of a compromise of fraud cases comes up for consideration? What is the
basis of compromise. What is the basis of the degree of the fraud?
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Mr. GRmE . That is, as I say, a matter of judgment in each case.
Senator JONES of New Me.i:c What kind of judgment? The
judgment is based upon what?
Mr. (IRnEoo. Principally upon the degree of fraud and the ability
of the taxpayer to pay. It really cmes down to what we think lie
should pay as a fraud penalty.
The CHAIRMAN. In most cases the solicitor recommends it to the
commissioner, but in this case the commissioner took the action
first, and yet there is nothing unusual about the case
Mr. GnECur
. Quite likely the solicitor was present at the conference that the commissioner had. There is no doubt about that.
Senator JoNxs of New Mexico. What evidence s there that that
is so 's

The CnHAmtI NC.There is nothing in the evidence of it.
Mr. NAsu. I will saiv this, that I have never known of a confcrence in
tax ('lae being held in Mr. Blair's office that either
Mr. Bright or the solicitor or some expert on taxes was not present.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Have we any evidence that there
was such a conference held in Mr. Blair's office'
Senator ERaHT. But there is not any evidence to the contrary in
this case, Mr. Manson has been giving us the facts in this case,
and he has said that he has had but little time to examine them, and
we do not not know whether that was the case or not, and have
we any right to assume that it was not done?
Senator JONES of New Mexico. May I state that the solicitor just
told us that he assumed it was done; I have inquired the reason why.
He was making the assumption.
Senator ERNST. Because that is the regular practice in the department, and he would have the right to make that assumption.
Mr. GREGO. I think Mr. Nash answered that. There have been
plenty of compromise cases where the hearings have been held in
the commissioner's office, and the amount there tentatively agreed
upon. I have done the same thing myself. .1 have held conferences
on compromise cases, and have tentatively agreed to an amount,
and have advised the taxpayer that if he submitted an offer of that
amount, I would recommend its acceptance. I did that not a week
ago. I was trying to think of some case where the conference was
held in the commissioLers office and the amount tentatively agreed
on, and then the case sent back to the solicitor for his preparation
of the formal papers of acceptance. I think that was done in some
of the cases which have been taken up here before the committee. I
remember that in the Slim Jim Oil Co. case a conference was held
in the commissioner's office.
Mr. MANSON. In all of the cases that have come to my attention,
the matter was taken up by the solicitor, and a recommendation
made to the commissioner, before there was any action by the commissioner. The commissioner then acted upon it.
Mr. GREGG. That was his formal act; yes.
Mr. MANSON. The commissioner then acted upon the solicitor's
recommendation, and after he had signified tentatively what he
would do, then the formal offer of compromise would be made and
accepted.
Mr. GaR.G. You will unquestionably find in this case that a recommendation was made by the solicitor that this offer in compromise
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be accepted, and its subsequent approval by the commissioner. That
is done in all cases.
Mr. MAN ON. Yes; but the first step in this case was the acceptance of the tentative offer, and the recommendation of the solicitor
followed that.
Mr. GRiEOi. That is not unusual in any sense.
Senator JoNs of New Mexico. Why should there have been a
recommendation by the solicitor following that?
Mr. MANSON. Our contention in this matter is that after the commissioner has accepted the tentative offer in writing, as he did in
this case, that all subsequent acts are mere formalities, which have
no force and effect whatever.
Mr. (neu:o. T hat is not unusual. It is the commissioner who acts
in the i)remises.

H1e can follow tihe solicitor if he wiants to, but he

does not have to if hle dos not want to. In the Slimn .J l Oi( (mus
thle con()lissioner IIheld i conference, at, h1t of), course, the solicitor
was present. and they agreed tentatively on an itamount.
Senator KIsN. As 1 understand this case, it seems to me that the

procedure was peculiar. anid was very unfortunate and was not for
the best interests of the Government. I think it was peculiar in that
they accepted the offer of compromise before they had determined
the amount of the tax they should legally have paid, and which
should have been legally assessed. •I can not understand how they
could have properly accepted an offer of compromise for fraud when
they had not determined what would be the valid and proper tax.
So I concur absolutely with Mr. Manson in this. I do not quite
agree, however, with our chairman and Senator Jones in their
view-and that is not very material, because my opinion does not
determine this question-that there should be no discretion in determining fraud case, or, rather, in assessing a penalty for fraud.
If you will take, for instance, all of the penal statutes you will
find that there is a discretion lodged in the courts.
The CHAIRMAN. Oh, ves; but, Senator, I think where it is done
in secret it is entirely different from what it is when it is done in
the open. I have no objection to settling the cases in the open, but
I do object to their being settled behind closed doors.
Senator KrIN. Let me finish what I have to say on that.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes; Senator.
Senator KINO. I think there has to be a discretion lodged somewhere in the penal statutes. It is pretty hard to try a man and
say that "this act is more fraudulent than the other." They are
both fraudulent, and yet the law does recognize different degrees of
perfidy, wrongfulness, or criminality. I have been a judge, and when
I sentenced a man for wrongdoing, I inquired into his motives and
the circumstances attending the alleged violation of the law, and I
tried to pronounce a sentence that would be commensurate with the
inherent wickedness and wilfulness and criminality of the act. You
have to grade them, and, of course, you may make a mistake, and
our judges, in pronouncing sentences, make many mistakes. Some
sentences are absolutely irreconcilible with the facts of the case; and
yet we have to lodge somewhere the discretion, legitimate discretion. However, I think where a compromise is made in a fraud
case, it should be done only after the most searching investigation,
and it ought to be done, as the chairman says, in the open.
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These things when they are done secretly and behind closed doors

are provocative of distrust in government and distrust in our tax

system, and I think there should le more care than the record thus
far shows in the settlement of these fraud cases.
I think the department has Ieen a little too lenient to persons
who have committed frauds in the settlement of these fraud cases,
and vet I would not want to pronounce a general judgment. How.
ever, I do think that the department has been too lenient and too
generous to those who have flagrantly and wilfully, as the evidence
shows in many of these cases, apparently set about deliberately to
cheat the Government.
The point I wanted to bring out was that the only
Mr. GmCrat.
thing unusual in the handling of this case was the fact that the fraud
pena ty was compromisedl before the tux was finally determined,
uant, as I said be fore. I do not see anything g in that to prejudiice the
interests of the (Governilmeit. Th'e acceptancee of tihe ctmIipromnise
as have said,
was in accordance with the established practice, und, UI
I see nothing unusual in it.
Senator ,JoNES of New Mexico. I would like to add that I am very

much impressed with the latter statement of the solicitor, that as
long as you have this unlimited right to compromise fraud cases and
are not required to have any basis for the compromise it depends
upon the sweet will, the discretion, the tender-heartedness, or some
other factor of the individual in the department dealing with it. I
do not think it makes any difference whether it occurs before you
assess the tax or afterwards, or when it occurs. If you are going
to compromise it without any definite factors entering into the compromise, I do not see that it is material whether it is done before or
after the tax is fixed, as long as you are going to settle it for a certain amount, anyhow.
Mr. GREGG. I think that is perfectly true, Senator.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. But I think it shows a weak spot
in the law somewhere which will enable such things to be done lawfully that appear from the record of the hearings here to have been
done on the subject of compromise.
Mr. GREGG. On the general subject I have said that I think it deserves the very careful consideration of Congress. It is something
that the department worries about.
Senator JONEs of New Mexico. I understand, and I want to refer
to a remark that Senator King has just made for the record. I
realize the force of what he has said, but he, in his statement, emphasizes the fact that extenuating circumstances were take , into
consideration. We do not find anything in the records showing any
extenuating circumstances in these compromise cases. No one can
go to the records and find out why they were compromised for the
amounts which were fixed. I think that is quite a different situation from the case presented by Senator king. I know that judges
do often suspend sentences because of extenuating circumstances,
and so forth; but here, apparently, these things are done without
the disclosure of any extenuating circumstances. Nothing appears
in the record to indicate the extenuating circumstances.
Mr. GREcIG. Well, I am not sure of that. I imagine that the
record shows all the facts with reference to the case.
)2919----

-PT 18--24
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Mr. MANsoN. The only extended discussion, in which the merits
of it are discussed is contained in the recommendation of the solicitor that the penalties be imposed, and the material parts of that
recommendation were read by me to the committee. If I have over- ,
looked anything in there, of course, I want to stand corrected, but
I read such portions of the solicitor's opinion as appear to me to be
pertinent.
The CHAIRMAN. Even if there are extenuating circumstances, there

is no evidence taken to substantiate it. Nobody is placed under oath
to give evidence as to the existence of extenuating circumstances,
and there is nothing in the record to show that anybody who examined it can find what the extenuating circumstances were.
Mr. MANSON. I will say this, that there is nothing in the record to
indicate why the penalty was made $100,000 instead of $10,000 or
$1,000,000. The amount involved in the penalty was $1,880,000-nearly $2,(XX),000.

The settlement that was made was for approxi-

mately 6 per cent of that amount. There is nothing in the record
to indicate why it was not 4 per cent or 10 per cent or 20 per cent
or 50 per cent.
Mr. GREsG. Could you give any reason yourself?
Mr. MANSON. Not from that record, I could not.
Mr. GREmG. But could you, if you had handled that case, say why
you selected 6 per cent or 10 per cent ?
Mr. MANSON. I will say that I never heard a judge pronounce
sentence in a criminal case in which he did not state his reasons for
doing it.
Mr. GiRno. That is possibly true; but does he state why he gives
a man five years or seven years or six years instead of any other
number of years?
Mr. MANSON. I do not recall a single instance in which the judge
did not state the reasons for fixing the sentence at the time that he
did fix it.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. And I do not recall that a judge
ever suspended sentence or failed to impose the penalty absolutely,
unless he did state some extenuating circumstances.
Mr. GaEGo. I want to emphasize again to the committee what I
have said before, that the same thing that was done in that case is
being done daily in the department. We have our very able men on
penal cases, and we compromise penalties almost daily.
Senator JocES of New Mexico. In that case, should not the taxpayer have the right to select the individual who shall pass upon his
compromise? In other words, is it right to have hard-boiled men
in there and tender-hearted men in there and deal with one taxpayer one way and with another taxpayer another way ?
Mr. GREto. I do not think we do. they all go through the division. One man reviews every compromise that comes out of there.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Then why do you refer to the fact
that you have some hard-boiled men there?
Mr. MANSON. Mr. Cannon is the head of the penal division of the
solicitor's office, and I do not think he is either tender hearted or
hard boiled.
I believe he is a man that would be competent to sit on a criminal
bench anywhere, and it is apparent from the record in this case that
Mr. Cannon had no opportunity to use any discretion because of
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the fact that the amount of the settlement had been fixed before it
reached him.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. It seems to me that that is wholly
immaterial, whether a man happens to get his case heard by Mr.
Cannon or by Mr. Blair. I think, from what I know of Mr. Blair,
if I wanted to compromise a case, I would be perfectly willing to
have him pass on it, just the same as this man Cannon, whom I
do not know, but, apparently, there is something wrong with the
whole system there, when, without giving any definite reason therefor, and, as Mr. Gregg just said a moment ago, where he could not
give a reason why these cases were compromised for a given amount,
hlese cases are compromised; but it is a confession that, to a very
material extent, it depends upon whether the man that passes; upon
it is tender-hearted or hard-boiled.
The CHAIRMAN. Oh yes; it rests on more than that.

I think it

rests on the influence back of it. It rests upon the influence of the
attorney, his acq'utintance and things that come from behind, that
are not apparent in the record. They enter into the decision of
those compromise cases more than the tender-heartedness or the
hard-boiledness, or anything else there.
Senator JONEs of New Mexico. Apparently, if you have a representative there who has the ability or the faculty of appealing to
the tynder-heartedness of the person who is considering the case,
you get one sort of a compromise, but if you have a blunt plain advocate, presenting, in a cold way, the facts of the case, and the circumstances, you get a different result, depending upon the effect
that you can make on the man that is dealing with the case.
Mr. GarFm. Do not court dec;ions-Senator ERNST. Senator, do you think that statement is justified
by the evidence?
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. I certainly do, by what Mr. Gregg
stated a while ago, that there is no basis at all, that it depends upon
how you happen to feel about it at the time you settle the case.
Mr. GREcm. Is not the ability of the lawyer handling a case a
factor in any case
Senator JONES of New Mexico. I think so.
Mr. GREG. We can not iron out that matter.
I will say, in answer to the chairman's question, with reference
to influence, that I have been in the bureau for five years, and have
been very closely connected with it, and I have never seen anything
of that sort.
The CHAIRMAN. Oh, well, the records show it.
Mr. GREOn.
Well, I have never seen it.
The CHAIRMAN. Take, for instance, the case of this man Rusch.
The investigation of him covers dozens and dozens of sheets, which
I have not been able to complete reading as yet, concerning his
hearings before your Intellirence Unit and your committee on enrollment and disbarment. There is affidavit after affidavit in there.
That record shows influence and instructions and the "good soldier
attitude " toward specific cases.
The fact of the matter is that this investigation has been closed
too soon to get the best results as to the methods existing in the
bureau. I do not charge that Mr. Blair or Mr. Nash know about
these things, but Mr. Nash now knows things have come up before
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this committee that were never known to him before.

I contend

that if the records that we have gotten out of the bureau up to date

had been presented to this committee before this time, they would
have known much more about conditions than they now know.
Mr. Mss. Mr. Chairman, thle wrongdoing, whatever it was, in the
case under discussion, however, refers to Mr. Blair and no1one else,
and yonu now.say that you do not charge Mr. Blair-Thle C(IAIuMAx. With knowing all of the conditions. I was not
speaking with reference to this particular case; I say now that I
do not think he knows all of these things that are going on down
there. nor do I think that he knows all of the influences that come
into the handling of oil and gas cases in the oil and gas section. I
do not think it is hunmnly posible for any commissioner to khow
all of those things. but I (1o contend that it is the responsibility of
the commissioner to see that those things do not exist, and he has
not done his duty.
Mr. (GEuvo. Th1e statement of the chairman with reference to these
cases was made with specific reference to compromisee cases.

Let us see just what happens to a fraud compromise. There are
probably six mIen. at least, who consider the coe at one time or
allother.
Senator JoxEs of New Mexico. What is the purpose of having
-ix men do such a thing?
Senator Ens'r. I would like to get the process, if you will permit
him to state it.
Senator JONEs of New Mexico. That is what I am getting at
myself.
Mr. (;GrEGt. The man in the penal division who handles a case,
actively handles it, reviews it. rThe head of the penal division reviews it, and so does the solicitor in examiining the case. He generally has one or two reviews of it.
Senator JONEs of New Mexico. What do they review?
Mr. (nte(Y:. You meen in a compromise case?
Senator JONES of New 'Mexico. Yes.

Mr. (G:htE. To see if our judgment is in accordance with the
judgment of the man who is making the recommendation. Let me
go ahead. That case then goes to the conmnis, oner and lie considers
it. I think Mr. Nash has adopted the ldoicy lately of calling either
mie o

C'aptain Rogers over on every compromise case that cones)

there before lihe signs it. What possibility is there of influence all
along that line?
MAN. You do not need ay influence all the way down
, T1e CHIr
the line, because there is only one that has the authority.
Mr. (;Ghxwl. O)ne man has the final say, but you can not possibly
avoid that.
The (CArnrOs. Oh, no; I never said that you could avoid that,
except by act of Congress.
Mr. (tiusco. Coming to your point. Senator Jones, when I said I
could not give reasons-Mr. MANSONc. This compromise case did not take that roate.
Mr. G(m(;o. It began with the recommendation of the man in tihe
penal division; it went to the head of the penal division and tlien
to the solicitor, and then to the commission.
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Mr. MANSON. Yes; but that WHs all done after the compromise
had been accepted.
Mr. (4xiREo. Well, if there was anything peculiar in it those men
certainly would have brought it out.

Senator Ensr. Will you continue your answer to Senator Jones,

Mr. (iregg'?
Mr. (Giue(;(. I wanted to bring out this point: I think you drew the
wrong conclusion from my statement that I could not give the
reasons for this amount of a com)ilroomise. If an offer in compromise,
say, of $100,000 of a penalty of $500,000 comes through, I can not

say why we set it at $100,000 instead of $110,000 or instead of
$90,000, lbut I can say wy we set it ait $100,000 instead of the full
penalty of $5((00,000.

I have the evidence before me to enable ime to

pass on that, just as the judge has the evidence ibfore him in pronouneing a criminal sentence. If Congress. does not want us to do
it, that, of course, is another question; but the point I amn trying to
bring out is that we are doing -the best we can with what Congress
has told us to do.
Senator Kirt (. Does each one of those six men through which these
applications for compromise pass make an independent investiga-

tion ?
Mr. Gitrc:.

Yes.

Senator Ki ;. Or do they not, more in a pro form wiay, take the
papers that (come to them ?
Mr. GREO(t,. The extent ol their investigation, of course, is de-

termined by t he importance of the case.
Senator kiNt;. Do they have hearings?
Mr. GRE(I. The head of the penal division probably sits in on a
hearing with the attorney who actively handles it.
Senator KIXN,. They (o not sit (en bane, the five or six of them?
Mr. (Jil o.No; that is impossible.
Senator KrNo. I just wondered whether they did.
Senator ENSTr. You do not mean to say that in making these
settlements you just gulies at the amount, but that you do take all
the facts into consideration and then arrive at the tip re which you

consider to be correct and fair?
Mr. GREGa. Yes, sir. I can not say why, as Mr. Manson pointed
out, it was 0 per cent in this case. I can not say why it was six
instead of five or seven; but I can say, after I pass on a compromise
case, why it was 6 instead of 50.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. Let us come back to what you said
a moment ago, that there were a half dozen reviewers here that these
cases would pass through.
Do I understand that the first man who reviews it makes a memorandum, setting out the facts as to why lie believes it should be conmpromised at all, and why it should be the araount which he recommends?
Mr, Gn(lxiE.

The man who actively handles it does; yes, sir.

The

man who handles the case holds the hearings. He makes a written
recommendation, giving all of his reasons for his recommendations.
It goes through the head of the penal division, who probably sits
in. at the hearing.. It then goes to the solicitor and then to the commissioner.
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Senator KINO. Who is the man that first holds the hearings that
you have just referred to?
Mr. (htuwo. Well, there are about 15 men in the penal division.
(Exhibits submitted by Mr. Manson in case of J. HI. Hillmian &
Sons Co. are as follows:)
EXIIerT A
.- ZNATE COMMITTEE INVESTIOATINO BUr.AU OF INTERNAL, RlEVENUE,

INCOME TAX UNIT.

allc128, /925.
To: Mr. L. C. Manson, General Counsel, Senate Committee Investigating
Bureau of Internal Revenue.
Office Memorandum No. 19.
Taxpayer: J. It. Hlllmn & Solas (parent company), Hllmani
Transportation
Co. (subsidiary), P grim Coal Co. (subsidiary), Unity Supply Co. (:'ubsidiary). and Isabella Supply Co. (subsidiary).
Subject : (Compromlse of fraud penalty and subsequent refund of taxes.
SYNOPSIS OF CASE

We have been compelled to make a very rapid survey of thls case on account
of the lack of time, but we shall attempt to develop the following points:
First, that the taxpayer lhas been properly assessed a fraud penalty amounting to $1,888,828,29, but that this penalty has been compromised at the very
low figure of $100,)0. although the assets of the taxpayer were very large.
Second, that the formal offer of compromise was preceded by an informal offer
In compromise tentatively approved by the commissioner which acted as Instru' t ons for the penal division, This procedure, as far as we can determine,
is unique in the history of the department. Third, that the informal offer in
compromise and the formal one following it were both illegal with respect to
the statutes existing at that time. Fourth, that since the offer In compromise
was accepted a letter of overassessment has been approved by the Income Tax
Unit amounting to $487,310.83 In favor of the taxpayer, relief having been
granted under section 210, revenue act of 1917 (special assessment). Fifth,
that in addlt'on to the above overassessment letter, which was for the year
1917, an overassessment of about $800,000 for 1918 is contemplate l in favor
of the taxpayer.
HISTORY OF CARS

In 1917 the Income and excess-profit tax return of J. HI. Hllimn Co, was
subjected to a field audit, which was concluded abobt August, 1918. On Novem.
her 16, 1921, revised A-2 letter was sent to the taxpayer, in which an additional
tax for 1917 was found, amounting to $1,172,093.10, and also a 100 per cent
penalty for fraud amounting to $1.880,888.18. This amount was assessed.
The fraud feature of this case In best set out In Exhibit BI, attached, which
sl a letter dated March 25, 1921, from the Solicitor of Internal Revenue to
Acting Deputy Commissioner Matson. We shall quote briefly from this exhibit
in order to set forth the nature of the fraud in this case:
"Bonus to employees, $180,05,-In thi
original return tlls amount was
claimed as a deduction for bonuses paid to officers and employees. Investigation
disclosed that this item was taken up on the books in 1918 instead of 1917, and
that $30,305 was actually paid to employees on February 28, 1918, but no part
of the total sum claimed as a deduction was paid in 1917. There is no evidence
presented which shows that any part of this Item was made available in the
year under consideration.
" Taxpayer claims that $100.000 of this item was " Intended" as a bonus to
the three principal officers of the corporation.
" There can be only one interpretation to put on the above transaction, and
that Is that the deduction claimed in the original return, wlhch was not paid or
even entered on the books during the year, was false and fraudulent for the
sole and specific purpose of diminishing tax liability.
"Depreciation of stocks, $671 877.64.-Dar'ng 1917 the corporation, seeking
control of certain companies engaged in business similar to its own, bought
stock in the United Coal Corporation, paying therefor an amount considerably
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above Its par value. At the close of 1917 this stock was inventoried in block A
under " Cost of goods sold," and the excess of the price paid above par was
written off and consequently claimed as a deduction.
" While the charter of taxpayer gives it hle right to buy nnd sell securities,
there is a complete absence of evidence that prior to this year taxpayer ever
dealt in stocks and securities U a buinHess (and this year only buying and
no sales are shown). Revenue agent reports that this company can not show
any buying and selling of securities either for customers or itself. This one
isolated deal in securities, in which no sale follows, clearly does not class
taxpayer as a merchant of secuy ties but brings it specifically under paragraph
459, regulations 33, and therefore the dedu tion claimed as a shrinkage in
the inventory value of these stocks is not only not allowable but has all the
earmarks of fraud when there is no evidence indicating the belief that this
taxpayer considered itself "a dealer in securities" within the purview of
Treasury Decision 2009, dated December 19, 1917.
"Inflation of invested capital, $1,578,941.-The revenue agents state that the
president, vice president, and treasurer 'loaned' the company as of December 31, 1917, stocks the aggregate value of which amounted to the above
figure. Instead of the books of the taxpayer showing this amount as a liability, it was added to surplus. Acvordlt.g to the vice president, the three individual owners intend to either have this stock returned them or have capl.
tal stock issued in payment of it. At the time of the invecNstgation in August,
1918, neither of the above had been done.
"The agent is emphatic in his statement that the above transaction was a
false and fraudulent method of increasing invested capital for the purpose of
evading excess-profits tax, and believes that such manipulation would justify
assertion of the 100 per cent penalty. It appears that the agent has ascribed
the correct motive to taxpayer in inflating its invested capital."
ICEIIOMMENDA'FoN

The revenue agent in his report states "it would appear that the tactics
used were to keep the tax down to a minimum, by either fair or foul means."
Thorough examination of the file leads to a concurrence with the fluding of
the agent. This corporat on has flagrantly attempted to reduce its tax liability
by methods which would appear difficult to explain. It is therefore recommended that the 100 per cent penalty for tiling a false and fraudulent return
for 1917 be assessed.
In nubstantiatlon of the above statement, we append to our report Exhibit
(, which is a ltler from the solicitor to Deputy Commissioner latson dated
This exhibit shows that a reconsideration of the aLssesOctober 18, 9121.
ment of a 100 iper cent penalty for fraud for the year 1917 was made. It
however, the first finding excepting a few unimportant details.
tonflrm.ns
As already stated, an A-2 letter was sent to the taxpayer dated November
17, 1921, and the additional tax and fraud penalty were shortly thereafter
asenscd.
The taxpayer then filed a claim for abatement. This claim for abatement was
rejected in a very carefully prepared memorandum to Mr. Batson signed by
U. Ii. Blair, commissioner, and dated March 8, 19122. In this memorandum
Commissioner Blair sustains the ruling of the solfctor for fraud.
Up to this point in the case the handling of th! matter by tie bureau seems
beyond criticism. The taxpayer had been represented by Attorney Burling,
whose letters and claims seemed also to have been strictly ethical. As near as
we can determine, it was at about this time that Mr. Wayne Johnsop, former
solicitor, took active charge of the case for the taxpayer.
On March 10, 1922, the taxpayer addressed a letter to the Commissioner
of Internal revenue, making a definite offer in compromise as to the fraud
penalty. As this offer was not made on the regular form, and as it refers to a
formal offer to be made on the approval of rhis letter, we will refer to this
offer of the taxpayer as an informal offer. This informal offer is tentatively
approved by Commissioner Blair under date of March 17, 1922. (See Exhiblt
E attached.) As it is the invariable custom of the bureau to first fix the tax
liability before entertaining an offer in compromise, we quote in full the following statement contained in the informal offer, which is directly contradictory
to this established custom:
" It is understood in making this offer that all questions of tax liability
shall remain open, to be decided by the Income Tax Unit at the same time
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It dismises of questionsi
which have not heretofore been settled by the bureau
and utlpon which no lihearings have been held.
peclldcally, this paragraph has
reference to 1he question of the right of this taxpayer to inventiory its Mecurlittles
for there purpose of ascertainiing tihe tlue net iticome subject to tax. Tlhe illqes
fltfs ulipon which the Income Tax Unit have held Inohearings are consolida.
tion, vested
vted
ca,
depletion, ati(llprhaps
other questions of lesser illmortallf'e.
" The ofticers of the taxpayer are present in Washington to-day
lId ire
prepared to enter Into a final adjustment of this mutter with you, tlht formal
offer to Ibe mnadet as quickly as you have decided u11pon the acceptlbilllity of
this offer, a11rld the other fornalittls (oinellctlt
with it to be carried out with
the greatest exlltlotio."
ResptK'tfully yours,
.1. Hi. HILLMAN & SONH ().,
By J. H. IIHI.LLMAN, jr., l'rnid'nt.
The foregoing tentative offer Is alproved.
P. II. BLAIR, Commf/minIMr.
MARCI 17, 1921 (22).
On Jume 4, 1924, the unit having aplmrently fixte
it n iew tax liability for
the taxpayer, collsidherally over $.(M),(40 less than tlilt
aolnllt Iassesedt, the
solicitor advise
)Dputy('olmmissioner Bright tiha it was now lssbIlo to
tbate this itIlounllt of tux iatinllsUh Ms sUt'tlon 3225. of the Htvvls4l1 Statites
hliiKeen relMtaledl by section 1015 of the revenue tu't of 1924, signed by the
President on the preceding day. (See Exhibit F attached.)
At thepresent tilime there is ia certificate of overassenNssnleit allmounlting to
over $484,(H) in the solicitor's office pending approval, slame having hbt(n
iudited and1 reviewed in the tIcorne Tax Unit.
Although this certlticate( of iover'ssessmieint has not yet ieenll approved, it
is evidently that the t(lxpayer is fully Informedt concerning it.
In this collInectloil4 ee Exhibit (1Gltt ached, which tipiwrs to be ia
agllrem('ient signed by
the taxpayer stating that he agrees to the tax as deterutied nII overissessruent certlfitite No. 281607 in the amount of $487,310.23, iasdetermined at a
rate of 37.(tK5 Iper cent, deternnlletl under the provisions of smHtinl 210 of
of 1917.
the revenue o't

We also append Exhibit II, which is a mnemorandum for Mr. Churest, assistanut solicitor, from the penal division. Thin memorandum Idvises the
i"m:st careful consideration" of the right of the taxpayer to relief under
section 210, and also advises the careful consideration of the comparatives
used in recominilting the tax liability.
DIHMCtNHION OF (CAHK
From the above history wei can flnd nothing to criticize ill this case up to

March 17, 1922, which was the date on which the commit.ssioier apilroved the
informal offer iii compromise, Up to this time the 'ase lppers to have been
carefully handled, the fraud features sustained oni the three most important
points, and even the taxpayer's attorney apllared to have been governed by
prolwr ethical considerations.
Our information is that Mr, Wayne Johnson took (Icarge of the case about
this time. We entirely dJsagree with the propriety of this tentative approval
by the commissioner of the taxpayer's informal offer in compromise.
We
do not wish to have this statement construed as reflecting upon the intention
of Commissioner Blair, but we do think at least some improper advice must
have been given him at this time, which is not i the file. Our objections to
the approval of M'uch offer in compromise are as follows:
First, the tentative approval of a definite offer in compromise signed by
thie commltssioellr acted from fall practical standpoints as instructions to the
solicitor to compromise the case forl$100,(00.
Se ond, it contains a clause
whvlich allows the compromise of the fraud penalty before the question of tax
ability is determined. We have been definitely informed that this is the
ian13 case in which such a procedure has leen allowed. Third, it provides for

a refund of taxes at a time when such refund was contrary to section 3225

of the revised statutes.
On May 26, 1922, this Informal offer in compromise was followed by the
acceptance of a formal offer in compromise, which included the exact pro.vinouns provided in the informal offer. This was also approved. We believe
that the acceptance of this formal offer in con promise was illegal, because
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tan additional
would appear

of the Government has the right to enter into any forn
tio tIs tliht no otttr
of agreemenllit which contains proviltonus contrary to law. We again point out

that withthe multitude of papersrequiring the signature of the comminssioer,
we do not wish to lay stress upon his personal action hut rather on the system
wItich permits of his receiving had advice.
It appears from the exhibits attached that on June 4, 1924, one day after
the revenue nat of 1924 wis signed by the President, which repealed section
3225 of the revised statutes, the solicitor approved the ablattement of over
$4(N,(Hni due fron this taxpayer. It is evident from tie exhhits, therefore,
that the omputation of this deduction in tax had already bteen made, at least
i1: a form which permitted of a very close approximate of the exact amount.
Your ngineers do 1not agree with the bureau In the principle in allowing
the taxpayer relief in secuirling this overiassessment by the use of section 210
of tihe revenue act of 1917. T'its setlon provides tie right of special assess
mienit only In case the Secretary of the Treasury Iv unable satisfactorlly to
determitine tihe lnvested caapltal of the taxpayer. The wording of this nscetion In entirely different from that of Hections 327 and 328 of the revenue
mct of 1918, which give the right of special tnssessHinelt in cases of abnorinal
conditions al'teting the capital or Income of the catorporation.

ThiS cfase is

behig deternimted under tiltrevenue act of 1917, and the investul capital of
the taxpayer could be, and In fact was, determined by the unit, and we see
nothing in the act of 1917 that would permit of tihe special assessment on the
basis that the taxpayer would undergo a hardship on account of abnormal
condition.
Yet in this case tlhe taxpayer has been given relief under section
210. We believe there is nothing retroactive in sections 327 and 328 of the
revenue act of 191J.
We have information that the 11118 taxes of this taxpayer haie been recomIpted, and that an overassesminent letter amounting to about .s800,MH*W
Is on Its
way to the solicitor. We also understauid that the auditors have instructionH
how to audit this case and that the files contain a protest. from the auditor
who audited iame. We are making thin statement on our own respousibillity,
although we have had it front two sources. In any event we think that the
case for 1917 is suffleently clear evidence of the Improper handling of this case.
' It might. also e mentioned that there is a solicitor's or appeals and review
ruling in this case providing that taxpayer Is not a dealer in securities in 1917,
atnd another ruling providing that taxpayer s at dealer in securities in 1918.
We believe this second ruling should be reviewed. They are both unpullshbed.
If tils second ruling was published, there should be a cotmsiderable number
of taxpayers getting relief by inventorying stocks at tile end of each year.
CONCLUSION

We are at a loss to account for the action of the bureau in this case from
March 16, 1922, to date. It appears that special procedure has been set up
which, in our opinion, is illegal. It would appear that even though three
distinct points of fraud were found, this very taxpayer, guilty of those fraudulent ncts, has been granted spe-al consideration and siMecial assessment under
section 210, which we contend was net applicable. The only conclusion that
we can come to taccounit
o
for the above is that undue influence was used
somewhere along the line in handling this case.
Respectfully submitted.
L. H. PARKER, Chief Engineer,
ExnInBIT B
IN

RE J. II. IIILLMAN & SONS, PARENT COMPANY; HILLMAN TKANlPORTATION CO.,
SUBSIDIARY; PILGRIM COAL CO., BUBBIDIARY; UNITE
SUPPLY CO., SUtBIDIARY;
ISABELLA SUPPLY CO., SUBSIDIARY

MAncH 25, 1921.
Acting Deputy Commissioner MATSON
(Attention of Mr. Alexander, head special audit division):
By your memorandum of March 8, 11121, there was transmitted file in the
case of above-named taxpayers with request for advice as to assertion of
the 100 per cent penalty for filing a false and fraudulent return for 1917.
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Taxpayer is a corporation organized under the lawm of Penosylvaula in
1913 to take over the business of the partnership of J. II. lillman & Slt
o,
which was entirely owned by J. II. llliman, jr., Ernest
illllman, rnd A, I.
Sheets, and who are now the president, treasurer, and vice president, respectively, of the corporation. The business of the company is the buying,
selling, and dealing in coal, coke, pig Iron, and other materials used in the
smelting or manufacture of metals axid metallic products.
For 1917 the parent company, without permission from the Commnlssionor of
Internal Revenue, filed a coI solidated return and included thereIn the operatons of the following companies: llsonsmer Coke Co., lecela Coal & ('oke (o.,
lIllman-Neff Coke Co., United-Connellsvllle Coke Co., Luzerne Coal & Coke
I'rasiprtatlon Co.
Co., Bell Vernon Coal Co., Pilgrim Coal Co., Hillmaan
It aplpearH that this consolidation for tax puriosets found no authority under
th6
i e nt of regulations, and revenue agent accordingly groueltl tilt five conupanls Nshowrn at the outset of this memorandum and investigated the tax
liability of such consolidation for 1917. This investigation dilselosed an thiltional tax liability for 1917 of $1A3,(M)IM.S). which was based on the following:
Bonus to employees, $130,305, - In the original return this amount wan claimed
as a deduction for t nnmtes paid to officers and employees. investigation disclosed tnat this item waN taken up on the books inl 1918 instead of 1917, and
that $30,305 was actually paid to employees on February 28, 1918, but no part
of the total sum claimed as a deduction was paid in 1917. There Is no evidence
presented which shows that any part of this item was made available in the
year under consideration.
Taxpayer claims that $100,000 of this item was "intended" as a bonus to
the three principal officers of the corporation.
There can be only one Interpretation to put on t ,' above trHtranaction and that
Is that the deduction claimed in the original return which wtas not paid, or,
even entered on the books during the year, was false and fraudulent for the
sale and specific purpose of diminishing tax liability.
Depreciation of stocks, $671,377.6/.-During 1917 the corporation, seeking
control of certain companies engaged in business similar to its own, bought
Stock in the United Coal Corporation, paying therefore an amount considerably
above its par value. At the close of 1917 this stock was inventoried in block A
under "Coqst of goods sold" and the excess of the price jaid above par was
written off and consequently claimed as a deduction.
While the charter of taxpayer gives it the right to buy and sell securities,
there is a complete absence of evidence that prior to this year taxpayer ever
dealt in stocks and securities as a business (and this year only buying and no
sales are shown). Revenue agent reports that this company can not show any
buying and selling of securltles cither for cuitomirs or itself. This one isolated deal in securities, in which no sale follows, clearly does not class taxpayer as a merchant of securities, but brings it speiflcaily under paragraph 459,
regulations 33, and therefore the deduction claimed as a shrinkage in the Inventory value of these stocks is not only not allowable but has all the earmarks
of fraud when there is no evidence Indicating the belief that this taxpayer considered itself "a dealer In securlties " within the purview of T:easury Decision
2600, dated December 19, 1917.
Unexplained expenses, $14,325.---Taxpayer claimed that this a mount was paid
to secure good car service. As he refused to divulge to whom this amount was
paid and intimated that such payment was in the nature of bribes, the revenue
agent disallowed same. This item does not necessarily Indicate fraud, but it
is believed that it was properly disallowed.
.-- Revenue agent's report
Commitssttin received but unreported, $6,821.,M.
does not clearly explain tese commissions. nor is there explanation by taxpayer
of the nonlnelusion of this item in its original return.
Inflation of invested capital, $1,57.3,9/.--The revenue agents state that the
president, vice president, and treasurer " loaned " the company as of December
31, 1916, stocks the aggregate value of which amounted to the above figure.
Instead of the books of the taxpayer showing this amount as a liability, it was
added to the surplus. According to the vice president, the three individual
owners intend to either have this stock returned to them or have capital stock
issued in payment of it. At the time of the investigation in August, 1918,
neither of the above had been done.
The agent is emphatic in his statement that the above transaction was a false
and fraudulent method of increasing invested capital for the purpose of evading
excess-profits tax and believes that such manipulation would justify assertion
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of the 100 pr cent penalty. ItIpp~ro that the agent has ascribed the correct
motive to taxpayer tn intiating its invested capital.
Contracts and agreements, $386,tWt.05.-Tls amount representS contracts,
agreement etc., vyquired with stock and is treated by the office audit as an
amount i d for good will. All of the above contracts, agreements, etc., la
included iy taxpayer in his computation of Invented capital. Particular attention is directed to the fact that $320,000 of these contracts and agreements were
reported by the corporation on the balance sheet submitted with Its origuial
1917 returns a accounts receivable.
RECOM MENDATION

Thel revenue agent in his report states " It would appear that the tactics used
were to keep thU tax down to a minimum by either fair or foul means."
Thorough examination of the tile leads to ia concurrence with the finding of the
sliflagrantly attemptedl to reduce its tax liability by
agent. This corporation
rnettods which would appear diltlcult to explain. It is therefore recommended
that the 100 per cent penalty for tiling a false and fraudulent return for 1917
te Hassessd.
Your' entire file is being returned without contemplation of criminal pro
seedings,
CAnL A. MAPS,
Solicitor of Jnternal Revenue.
EXIIBIIT C
IN RE J. . . HILLMAN & HONS, P'ARENT COMPANY; IIT.LMAN TRANSPORTATION c.,
MUBSIDIAKY; PIIAHIM COAL CO., HUBSDtIARY; UNITY HUPPIY CO. SUHNIDhlARY
ISAiILA SUPPLY C.(O, SUBRIDIY.IY

OcTOHmR 18, 1121.
Deputy Commissioner BAT'rON
(Attention Mr . . Alexander, head Nspecal audit division.)
Reosiderati&n of assessment of the 100 per cent penalty for flung a false
an4 fraudulent return for 1917.-Under date of March 25, 1921, the solicitor
forwarded a memorandunt to the Income Tax lUnit and recommended the
assessment of additional taxes and the 100 i. r ce.t penalty for filing a false
and fraudulent income and excess-proflts tax return tor t1917.
Upon taxpayer's retouest for a bill of particulars setting forth the items on
which fraud was predicated, he was furnished with satie and a hearing
granted before Mr, Angevine, assistant solicitor in charge of the penal division,
on May 27, 1921.
Representing taxpayer.-J. II. HIllman, president of J. II. Hlllman & Sons
Co.; A. B. Sheets, vice president and treasurer of J . 11. illman & Sons Co.;
Messrs. Covington and Burling, attorneys at law, Washington, D. C.; Messrs.
Watson and Smith, attorney at law, Pittsburgh; Ernest Crowther, of Crowther
& Shepard, certified public accountants, Pittsburgh ; . II. rIoyd, of the Federal
Tax Service Corporation, Washington, D. C.
government, -Fred It. Angevine and Mills Kitchin, of the
Representing the
solicitor's office; W. 11. Rnbinson, Income Tax Unit.
'The different items on which fraud was predicated were each made the
subject of a separate brief by taxpayer's counsel, and will be treated here in
that order.
$80,305 bontu to em ployees.--Taxpayer, at the hearing and in his brief, contends that this entire amount represents an ituerned expense for the year
1917. The corporate records do not substantiate this contention. Tho only
record made of this transaction waIs a resolution by the board of directors
meeting on December 22, 1917, which authorized the payment of a bonus
at
to the employees of the company in an amount not to exceed a total of $30,305.
This amount was not charged to operating expense. however, during 1917. bat
was charged off and distributed on February 28, 1918. A portion of this bonus
was paid in stock of a subsidiary but retained by the company in trust for
the payee until January 1, 1920, with the following proviso: "If you remain
continuously in the employ of the company during the intervening period and
render services satisfactory to the company." Thus, it appears that that portion of the bonus paid the employees in stock remained in the custody and
control of the taxpayer until January 1, 1920, and then title would not pass
unless the payee had (1) remained continuously in the employ of the company.
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and (2) hail rendered N;ltilsfactory ser'viles. It then follows that the stork
portion
of the bonus (liid lt constituteta expense chlargeable to o'ratlonl for
10117 Iut merely attached a contllgentlllliability to the company, which wvas
clothed with the arbit reary lpwer of wiping out its liability at or before the
enl of t he " itervening" perimt if tilt employee'
services were either disconltinuedll
or IunllatiNsfactory.
$100,000 bonus to offleers,-This item, which is urged by the taxpayer its a
deducNtiblO
i' eIK't'
for 1917, represents additional compenJnation for extraiordi
iiri'y services to tlhe corporation performed in 1917 Ity three officers who own'ti
over 80 1er cent of the entire stock. The allow,'n (i,
of this deduction is uirged(
because (1) tihe lalloullt is moderate when the value to
~th
corporation of thlt'se
otticers' service' a'eionsidhired. (2) Thte Iolinas wis not a subterfuge foor til
payiaent of dividends.
(3) It (the bonum) was "actually lpprove
bly the
directors " in 1917, and wits actuallyy credited to loinus aicoiunt ii thie year
1917."
The firmt two coneitltins are admitted. The third contention, it iadIlitted, dols 1not justify (lith dedultiion for the following reasons: (a) There
wits o I'resolltioin passHd tby the board of dirtetors durng 11917 authorizing
the payellnt of $10M),00 to ofttters of the corporation Hlthoigh ui iantry wasl
madeas of D)ece'mber 31, 1917, charging undivided profits with thlm amiloulit.
T'ils wIt l i ookkeephig tralnsitioln, pure and Mliinle, antid Nilbjetl
to aulHitlhfl(1on it thte will of tih. directors.
No iletial or legal lilaility accrned thereby.
(b) The charge to undivided prollts was crlited to lhonuIs nlcounllt Dl'cebli'lll
:1, 1917, and the latter account 1not 'cliarged with the $1(00,tl until DItcenither 31, 1918, when this amount wits credited to ani imade livalhlthle to (lt
three officers of thle corporation, andi up util
Mar'h 13, 1120, titleast, lone of
tilth othfllcers illeged to have received $33,333.33 of this honus had not returned
this ittlnount in llts individual return. (See letter of A. H. Sheets to the toiillissioner dated March 13, 1920.)
Notwithstinding the above, which is admitted by the taxpayer, it is vigorosli3 contended that (I) at the time of the resolutions of the hioard of dlrectors on Decembier 22, 1917, luthorizlgs
a iotilnus for the employees of lii
Ilmount not to exceed $30.30(15. It was also informally "iagret
" land
i"author.
lzed " lIy the directors that the three officers were entitled to added comiIlensatlonl of the aggregate amount of $10(XKi)0; (2) that a formal resolution
t'fftNting such llagreement was deferred jnldling the ailpprovitl of such actioll
Iby the minority stockholders; (3) that such approval was not obtained uiintl
the summer of 1918.
Admitting the foregoing contentions of taxpayer aH utbsolutely accurate, tlhe
conclusion ii then hiescalitbIle that for 1917 (1) the $100),(0) wat not ian
acvrued liability of colllectibl character, but iacreature of Ibootkkeeping ind
subject to revoatiton cby the same authority which caused its entry; (2; nol
part of this bonlius being available or' even credited to the account of either
of the three officers, it was nothing mlore than a contingency of remote
realization.
Rtcomnntindation.---Only that portion of the $130,305 boutis as was actually
distributed to the employees in cash should be allowed as an expense for
1917; and the original recommendations of this otffhl is amended accordingly.
DeIprelictiti of stock, $650,3 776/i.--This amount represents the difference
between the purchase price of United Coal (lC. stock in 1917 and the market
value at the lose of thi taxable year. The stock was not sold but inventoritd
at the end of the year and the loss written off.
A voluminous amount of data was submitted by taxpayer to substantiate
his claim as ai dealer r r merchant of securities within the purview of T, 1).
2600.
Subsequent to the hearing taxtyer was invited to submit additional
evidence supporting his qualillfatlon as a dealer in securities. Al examination of gross Income for 1017 iand piurIchses anud sales of securities ia
presented lay taximayer for both 1916 and 1917 revealed the following:
1917 yros i'huome
----- ---- ----$12, 522,655. 2.s
-----Coal ile.---------------------------------8, 110, 719.34
Commission o pig-ro sales.--..--------------..
.
..--....----------------557, 00
__.-25, t(0. 00
Profit oni sale of West Pennsylviala Coke Co. stock ..
Commission on sale of coal la-nd.-..-.---.....--.....-.
8, 400.00
,--....- 9, 4(G. 86
Profit on side of real estate --..--------...--...------Coke sales--..-------,---------------

Totajl--,-----

_--.--.-----

-

----------------

20,67, 792. 50
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The foregoing anlyS (of thet orporition' gross4 iivine for thin Yea1r 131(1l.1te's thut ))ritm or1 Iomliitlil
rteeived froim 4te Juhiohfi5' and sut- of SIM'ttF[
tit's ('(liStititei hI)
l iluost, iiegliglet percentage idf Its aggregate gross inenwe.
(9)6 purchann anld na/ent Of certn.-'
corporation claimed to have
jiurviiis&'d $2A1195,8111 in xer-urlties for this year: $1.573,941 Of thiS 1411t01111t ITT'p
restents tiie vititit (f secuIritie's loaned tei tihe compainily Iii 11)18 its of 1)eceinher
,41, 1910, fly tilte three officers of the company who ownevd ove'r 84) per cent of
thv catjptili Stock. This antoitit Wam s4) Iound Ii all attempt. to increase the
I~tlsleltitil
for tile taxiti'ie year 117, Thtese' securities woreIt litter returned b,V the vorpooration to Its owners. Thef~ balance of Its jiurcitases ($321,920)
uad flef4 of *457,5241 remitt sli
not at dollar's galin or loss t4' the l'4int114111
)tilt represents mainly flit' reo4rgaii'/i h,
mierger, oir ittolll)41
control (of
voiiialiile ieii iling Ini 4huh and14(iiWe to r itivestnit. 'lile co'tintess
oif this
oiiicltl1silii
14 mlltfliiit tl d by tile fllicl that1 114* iiiee
'ate Nits re'jiuie rtil'iIh profits
or

iinisstiiil

rc('4iv'd, oin

ilest,

titsactius,

1917 purvhanv ond nidc/es of nenli..
idwas true f the 116(dealing
ti seetiritfex is also trile for 1917 with oie exccpthon. wheni fit xpayer sold '250)
siiiires (if West Pennmsylvanila Coke (Co, :414
ik for $2 )it shilte I ifitiol
d
ltgit
so'v4'ni years iiofore Ift $144) per suit Pt'. Aiitlysis o('if
Is iltilogtd jimi'ili'M~e oif
.tI,iil,26t) itid snfes of $2,2010,979.8.1 ro'multo'.I in --wit the( 4exeiifll abov t*
Iiitt'(--vitilit adu'lir fif gin or loss too the l'('IliJtiny. Nor wits any gain or loss
reflected Ink its ret umi other thIlln thei oine trtnsll-linl icut ii 'leu above 11t14d
111v' tit'llaititii
(if Vujlted Coa Co11
i.'s stuck written downVtt 44itirket vailute Ini Its
cioxitig lInvenltory.
10'e toncotdafhn.

ilttt'4

fly

F-jromn Ill(

nluitt' it IS V01ll('it14l4i1

I hat til' eVideiteeP siuii stiiisidliirles.

to xpiyer represents tiet'('4'ergmlzittili aiid mterger'

%0hi0hIt4I)tiillotlrlled for' sougiht 44)(xiii i'tl
ftir iilr)4i5P ofI illvl'tllt('t.
Thie
flicts: suluynlttvd, therefore, lilt il4)t liriuig tils titllyelrt! witintiltli purview of
tilft, it oif T. 1). 2W9)1 which permts, lte illveutoi'ryillg of si'critit's. And
slice it JIlts not qlail lted axs a dealer (or nlereilalt of Ntcvlis,. as it desz'er 4),
merchant Is deltned ILy T. 1). 20(f9, It ('ill not clim an~y alvitiages tinder T.XV.
2609. 'T'e (il'(ationt, titerefore, ofI$650),377.A" taken ats it 14)5 Itn Its closiug
iitvent4'ry for 11 Is deteid.
the abovew Item front the
-msinof
Unreported cormfnnmionn of $3,2.2
11)17 rettifl Is 4'xpiinlltI113 taxpayer its folows: rrhe eomnllfy obtained nnt
opitioni out a tnivt of coalI ld ait a price (if $130 pier D(cre. It, then porornored
Co., nd thi
was Hold to v
thll o'glillililtioii of the Lifncolni Gas 4'il
lalttert (iutlpfily tit $175 Iii lue.
The)I 4ilfler 'll('e iitWeeut the( ntreltase and
SIles price, wats the ftiii)IA' eiii of $346,821M32. It Is vigorously contended that

mni

the'f'~l~ililftli

or' this side it'Wis

ch'ntiilgeltitl11101

ta ~tay&r's agreeing to

tsike 24) jxr ent of thet stovk mid1(144 (48 fluyer) pro rata, share of the bond
of' 4 ie( viI~iP1' (xifli3.
Tflimt under tis
flgrenent tiilyjnyr fiurcllastd at par
$1,4))of 5 lwri ('(lit iiuiuttl: thit these' hud were wo;rthi 'olisiderl'tiy lens;
410111 Pitt: thll P (tilt not ('t'115d4'F tiast tiitr#' was. inj fact, any e-ommImStofl miuif
o)h t~ll t Ill ,It(t loti, 1)1 con
illt
ih idrd t'e 4'flt( trotisiictioil it promlotlont wiiereby
Ill Nil'tr
jpaid $1-1,8950 Ili cilsi 11111mi tojioli onfl('011 iw for securities.
T1het ei'Mamilili4 officer tri'ated 4tie bovorgI'lag its twoi separate and1( lli~tfltt
trittisitetions wilereiy Ian Nmiyer ( 1) Itit
ne
llt prof1 titof$341.821,32 oa the coal
h,-md opjt louis 111t4(2) Ow
il'i Iiv(t
Ilistowhks
n
:11141 1101111" of till' voiehiemkipolulliY.
Ii'i'oni
'ldaif).- -The~ t'vidt'll'l' siufillit tell byv 411lNpiliyv ill'it-Itfiit il il
of
Its(f111 tiltth Iiil
(th le clft-ifIuid otjiiin ('lild not hafve 1been'I effec'(ted
of11
unless tit(, vendlotr (Smi il 1'igrevid too ibuy it (l'ltliil
percentige' i)' 4the' st14k:4 ianid
biildS of ther vlidoe' ('ollifti y Is, toiiiig
i3
ilt till' 5Ui(' (if th
hut'(f4ion anid tilt
1iliti
sev~of si ovks:111(
m id lids wort
(W
iiih t he Ceoii m eat pallrts of at single
triistiitori. It Is, therefore concluded 41113tlie tiible
jtrfitlt nii1i.ii4 from tis
ti ismctlou t%i1 th
in'(hfl'rellce be' (tenth itt'5111tt $148,95 plus tin' iurt'inse
oii tilletuii-ianql0 option 11 tile
ff11)
market vnaiit' otf the stoetks and biondts
of)1f
hevendep l'lillmlly isst'd to the venldor c4'rpoitiiu. TIt' (originalt t'econiJlelllil1timi) oif this office rt'shiectui.r, this ItemIl L4 tittre&fttr oninited Ii accordltnc('

ut'v

withI tilt' atbove'.

A moimts, paid fro nisr/eord pwrn4oinm, $1 325.-l'he lvlleilce miitte(d at
tile hearing and1( ili tax;iiyer's hrk'f s4ets (li the ilatimeN of Intdi'idtlts id the
ilil tlt
t'ith rccvl'lh of tis item. It further shows thait til- f'xfwnditlire
wU" Iiinessitry t'Xivnl'ili
11 (itautiri, iliil
itviiig ('oat *4o11 iby thet company.
Reeomcnut in.
Illthe light of thle above. tbli item Is hldk to hitre been
ft lltcessiury lustipss*5 l'Xpe'11.
fl(
dediftiiile ats suchl In conlpulting net Income.
The oldnl
rel'E'ntnenilit
respectitig this, Item Is therefore, revoked atnd

til( educ'llltIin of' $14,325 allowed.
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Inflation of invteted capital, $48,697.23.---This Item represents an increase
in Invested capital which was the difference between $1,573,941 of stock owned
by three officers of the company and $1,084,243.77 In line 8, Schedule C, Form
1103. The foregoing item of $1,573,941 was entered on the company's books as
of December 31, 1010, as paid in surplus.
The contentions of taxpayer respecting the above are as follows: That
during 1916 and 1917, J . H. illman, Jr., II. B. Sheets, and Ernest Iillman,
who owned over 80 per cent of the stock of taxpayer, were also the owners
of shares of stock having a value of $1,573,941; that the interest of the partnership became intermingled with that of the corporation and the ownership
status of the stock was uncertain and confused during the spring of 1918
when the income and excess-profits tax return was being prepared for 1917;
that advice of its attorney was sought as to the treatment of these shares in
Its return for 1017 and its legal effect therein; that the attorney, after con.
sideration of the facts, advised that the transaction could be construed one
of three ways, to wit: (a) As a purchase of the shares by the corporation
directly from the former owners; (b) as a loan of the shares to the corporation
by the three individuals; (c) as a payment of the shares overt tothe corporalion at a total valuation of $1,573,41 on the understanding that the corporation
would subsequently issue Its own shares in payment therefore. The attorney
then advised that the third Interpretation above was the one taxpayer should
follow; and in accordance therewith entries were made on the books as of
December 31, 1916, by which.$1,573,941 was added to paid-in surplus.
It is further very vigorously contended that of the three constructions to
which these shares were susceptible, the company employed the one which resulted in a tax greater than would have resulted had either of the rejected
constructions been followed.
Difcussion.-The taxpayer erroneously takes the position that (1) in making up its return for 1917, these shares were necessarily included l i ts return:
and (2) that in so including them they were accorded the treatment which resuited In the most favorable result to the Government. The individuals who
owned these shares were separate and distinct entities from the cororportion.
No record ever appeared on the books of the corporation before or during the
taxable year Intimating the slightest vestige of ownership in these shares by
the corporation; and why In 1918 the corporation felt the necessity of lnclu ding these shares of stock which belonged to three of its individual stockholders
in its balance sheets, is difficult to understand. And the belief that the corporation never intended to own these shares is confirmed by its subsequent action
in " returning" them to the owners.
Disposition of the first contention obviates the necessity for discussion of the
second contention, which amounts to no more than a comparison of the results
of three erroneous and unnecessary constructions of stock which the corporation never had any right, title, or ltterest in.
Fraud.-Thorough examination of all the evidence submitted by taxpayer
respecting the items on which the fraud penalty was predicated Ims not convinced this office that it should recede from its recomm endation of March 25.
1921. Taxpayer's claim for abatement of the fraud penalty is, theretor,.
rejected.
Your tile is being returned.
Solicitor of lntcril IRceur.

ExomrflT I)
MARCH 8. 1922.
Memorandum for Mr. Batson in re J. 1H. IillInan & Sons Co.
The 1917 income and excess profits tax return of J. H. Hlllman & Sons Co.
was subjected to a tield audit which was concluded about August 15, 1918.

On or about May 2, 1921, the taxpayer received an A-2 letter assessing ad-

ditional taxes for the years 1913, 1914, 1915, 1916, and 1517, and a 100 per
cent penalty in the amount of $1,900,709.19 for the year 1917, making a total
of additional taxes and penalty due of $3,104,886.88.
Upon receipt of the A-2 letter the taxpayer appeared by counsel and after
a hearing, a second A-2 letter was sent to the taxpayer, dated November 16,
1921, In which the additional tax for 1917 wal reduced $1,172,093.10 and the
100 per cent penalty (based upon the total tax found to be legally due) to
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$1,880,838.18, making a total additional tax for the years 1913 to 1917, inclusive, with penalty for 1917 amounting to $3,053,125.07. This amount has
been assessed. The taxpayer has paid $210,299.72 of it and has protested the
balance and filed a claim for abatement thereof.
The charge of fraud in connection with the 1017 return is predicated upon
the three following grounds:
(1) Deduction claimed by the taxpayer on account of a bonus paid to the
president, vice president, and treasurer by the taxpayer.
(2) Deduction claimed on write down of inventory of securities.
(3) Taxpayer's Inclusion in invested capital of securities purchased by
officer of the taxpayer for the benefit of the taxpayer and afterwards delivered to the taxpayer denominated "Contributed capital" on the return.
$100,)00

HONUB

TO OFFIC'EIS

The facts with regard to the bonuses paid to J. HI. Hillman, Jr., president
of the company, A. B. Sheets, vice president of the company, and Ernest
Hillinmn, treasurer of the company, are as follows:
The bonus amounted to $100,0n# and was dividel equally among the three
individuals; that is, $33,333.33 to each. The salaries of these otiicials were
$12,000 a year each. The facts regarding the payment of this bonus were
not set forth on the return or on any paler accompanying it. There was no
resolution passed by the board of directors during the year 1017 authorizing
the payment of the bonus. An entry was made on the books of account of
the taxpayer as of December 31, 1917, charging undivided profits with the
bonus. The bonus account was not charged with the $10(,000 until December
31, 1918, when this amount was credited to and made available to the three
officers of the corporation. Up until March 13, 1920, at least one of the
officers alleged to have received $33,333.33 of this bonus had not returned this
amount in his individual return.
At the time of the resolution of the board of directors on December 22, 1917,
authorizing a bonus for the employees of an amount not to exceed $30,305,
it was also informally "agreed" and "authorized" by the directors that the
thiee officers were entitled tq added compensation of the aggregate amount
of $100,000. The formal resolution effecting such an agreement was deferred
pending the approval of such action by the majority of the stockholders. Such
approval was not obtained until the summer or fall of 1918.
INVENTORY

OF S$RURITIES

In the taxpayer's return for 1916 stocks and bo:ds were not included In
the inventories in determining the gross profits on sales. No claim was made
at the time the return for 1916 was prepared that the -taxpayer was a dealer
insecurities. Upon its return it states its business as dealing in " Coal, coke,
iron, and steel." It its 1917 return purchases and sales of securities were
reported under the caption of " merchandise " and were thus merged with its
regular purchases and sales of coal, coke, etc.
Its closing inventory for 1910 was reported as $5,875.37 (coal and coke
only), but its opening inventory for 1017 (as shown by its 1917 return) was
$2,438,630.21, and Its closing inventory on December 31, 1917, was $4,039,389.54,
which amount was obtained by deducting from the cost of securities carried
in the inventory, $650,377.64, which represented the amount of depreciation
in the value of the shares of the stock of the United Coal Corporation. This
stock was acquired by the taxpayer at a price of approximately $75 pershare.
The purchase was made In July, 1917. It was expected that the price of the
stock would go to even higher levels, but withln four weeks after the stock
had been purchased the President of the United States fixed the price of coal
at $2 per ton, whereas it had been selling in the open market at $5 and $6 a
ton, thereby causing a disastrous and precipitous slump in the price of coal
stocks. The price of the United Coal Corporation's stock on the Pittsburgh
Stock Exchange went down to $30 per share, at which price it continued until
after December 31, 1917.
The partnership of J. H. Hillman & Sons Co. wrote their letters on a letterhead showing the different divisions of their business. Under "Investment
department" were shown the words "Coal lands, coal mules, coal plants, ore
lands, stocks and bonds, coal and coke companies." This same letterhead
was used by J. H. Hlllman & Sons Co. after its incorporation until that supply
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issue Its ( wee shilci'es tat Iiflis'It' tIherefor.
lie mitwO
The Iattoniiey then advised that the third InterIu'e'otw-, tcIcovi wwt
nr
r1i* were 1ic1do
nce the" thaitt tit" tI xpll'vel stmlid follow, srati inl elc'1cceir
on the books isN of lDtevenuler 31, 1916. icy whluich A,1,573,!#1 I. vn aldel! to piellrl
surh uis.
Sl li th lst
stated
seeurIt
wi
witss
''he c'rst of le $1.573,941 of Ilosneel

iaia1lilit biy $168275. wvitlchl re'jcivsenett'c flpired'llttlena ire vai ae eof the seennities.
owseita smiall paIrt oaf till beaned se'e mit e,4 piorf to ()oeteiler,

The iezrtnersiltlr
1916.

In

fhtoi0er it

caquirps

ie portSen

of the colli

netc'l

ande'sriis,
ill Isa

u ber-go hiewhs .if
Ihs'emlIer tlhe iefi's e flehe (clkill3' 11ti11 115 oipl(CIalst0 ;() otiv
the stock of tihe Hecn Coal & Coke Co. aent of the 1'relted Coa t ('o'plreatioll lit
I)" the' Ieml'vi as+,
At Imt time they eiicnse'e iled
$09Ki
ia cost of ajipriitelv
It
whether
aml how It 4hoall lie carried. 'Phe' q(lI('i4d
shtouldl be frle'el
would not ihe better tee enlarge the iartnershiii opereatlosus, bust It wats lineally
should be turned over to the
dreldel thlt nill slire tersace! " lotned secturtes
corporation. Thet, corioratiton was not financlily able, Ilomwer, to ctarr'htise !l
of .1. 1-1. Ilifinfin. Jr.
a
tile sitris. 'he tshaars wvere tall purchased In the name
The rmtonrey terefor wias otllaineel from four different sources, A large part of
to Mr. Hillman by the corporatIon iipoi his personal note'. which
It was bied
forniml
bore iFterest. No eltries -were made on the hooks ait the time, tnd o110
'"
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Iagreemenlt was entered into. the reason being partly that the partnership desired
to keep the transaction secret until it should he able to acquire smch additional
stock as would give it the controlling interest in the Ilecla Coal & Coke Co.,
lartly Ileause they were very busy and partly because it was a cloie corpora.
tion atnd partly because they had not at that time clearly made up their minds
Ia to tthe extlt form the transaction ultimately would take.
All the loaned securities were shiartm of stock.
The dividends received upon the louned securities during the year 117 went
partly to the corporation and partly to the partnership, the exact amounts it-ng
$25.,850( to the corporation and $,192 to the partnership.
Apparently in the latter part of 191)7 ill thought i)f increasing the capital
stock of the company for the purpose of purchasing the securltiti' which had
ieeti ('otlltrib tli
to it was abalidoned (p. 210 of brief of January, 1922)
$.931,75) of the contributed securities were purehtmsed by the corporation for
11cash.The rest of the securities were returned to the individuals vho h ad <ontrbltrd thlent,
the amount thereof being $ST3I,11)1. The interest which Mr.
J, II. lillinan, Jr., owed to the corporation in respect of moneys wlch lihad lten
(dvan e'dl to lhhufor the purchase of the securities, and altin
tingiirtto $2P2,'39.20,
was (lltdutedl from the dividends whilh had ia('erned upon them during the year
117. 'Thi interest should have been included in tihe gross income of title corparatlon
for 1917 and would then have been sIjubjct to excess-proits tax. It
1
ast notft so included.

It Is uncertain just when the securitles were returned to the partnership. In
March, 1918, a Journal entry was made brgitgng the contributed securities on
the iboks of thel' corporation as ofDecemtenlr 31. 191.
The legend with respect
to tlt transaction s " to be paid for in stock of J,
.. H. & S. (Co. when issued."
Apliarently the securities were returned to the individuals by Journal entry
dated anulary 1, 1118, but made at a later date.
The net effect of inehdling tihe loned securities as invested capital was to
iinrrese the itnvted
capital of the corporation approximately $FK)0,000 and to
reduce the tax to the amount of tbtween $50r),()
and 4$6,(MM).
ARGUMENT

The fact tliat there was no formal action by the board of directors in 1917
with resIte't to the payment of this bonus and the further fact that the board
of director . did not feel free to credit thi bonus to the stockholders until tfter
they had had the conent of the majority of the stockholders, which consent
wa: not obtained until late in the year 1918, clearly indicates that the co mpiny
IH not (enlttetl to deduct the $1IM),0)
bonus paid in 1918 from the gross income'
for 1917. The company was not entitled to deduct this lonus from its gross
incoieiin its return for 1917.
With respect to the inventory of securities It 1i to be'notedtthathe
return
for 1917 wait mude urnert
the provisions of the revenue act of 1917 as constrt ,d by regulations 33. Article 148 of regulations 33 reads as follows:
" A icor'ltrattion po'ssessiing sect.rities s uch as stocks a11dlinds l
tual not allowably (ledu(t from grows hi(coine any amotiunlt claimed as aI loss on account' t of
thte sIhrinkage in value of such securities through lhuct nations of the market
ori otherwise : the only loss to be allowed in su111 ca( s is liat actually suffered
whin thit securities mature or are disposed of.
" In th (11e
ae
of ilanlks
otrotler corporations which are subject to super\vi'sili Iy ,Statel or F'etderlal authorities,
iand which, in oltdienece to the orders
of 'such supervisory officers, charge off its losses amounts represent lg
tlla
ailhegdi shrinkage in tthe value of property, real, personal. or mixed,
the
amnrn its so c(lharged off (do not coinstitute allowable deductions.
Deductible
loS.Se' ttre thllose o(1ly whilh iare determinell
upon the basis of a closed or comiphte trai!nstion.
(T. I). 2t)05, 2130, 2152.)
The foregoing aIpplies only to
)ownt'rsa11td Investors ald( not dealers in setrities, as to which see T. 1). 20!)."
The above article makes specitfi reference to T. 1). 2609, which wavts promulgated on D)e'embe(r 1 , 1917. and which read.t
as follows:
"(1)
For the purposes of income and excess-proflts tax returns, inventories
of nmer,'allndl(se. etc., and of securities will be subject to th, 1 following rules:
" A. Inventories of supplies, raw nmalterials, work int process of production,
aund unsold merehandolse llmut l . taken either (a) at (cost or (b) at cost or
market price, whichever is lower, provided that the method adopted must be
idcli'dtl
to in subsequent years, unless another be authorized by the Commissioner of Interitl
revenue.
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" B. A dealer in sec'urittlei who, in his books of account, regularly invttiorlte
unsold securities niIxhand either (o) at cost or (br) at cost or
iketprice,
whichever Is lower, mily, for purpose of Income land excess prolitn taxes, mak!
hiX return upon tihe ia sis ulpo which his alecounts are kept ; provided that a
description of the method employed shall be linlutdedl in or attached to lte
iel in'l,I ltt H 'hei sc
riit't
musto4 hl
e ln
l 'lll'llrt
t
by ti it'
llnl
lm thi
l d, I1nidt
i
(hl
.:atct otih'iS'4
i
in'he (dhirnT- i fio i i t suvilji ut years, unless t otitintI
er he
by thi
l
uius'.onier of Internial ltevcutie.
author
"4. <Gal at.or (S
HiiJuggl4iMiMosition
from
MIl or
o ' aissts Ite c sVItorhld
an above lSluri hrl - polluted a?sthe
differenciie 'etwren the intvet'litory vnlue
ind tihe prie or vln114 ti which sold
"(2) In till iotther
sI'onS hliventiories
March 1, 1913, as the case itmay bit."

1ordisllpose'l of.
must le titkent ait 'cost or it value tia of

()iJanuary 30, .1918, and before the taxpayer inIquesltio hiad iimadt, Its
return, the following T. I., to wit, 26401, was promulgate :
" T. ). 2(1), Issued itllder date of D iTeceibr 19, 1917, authorizes, dealers in
merchandise and dealers in sec1urtles to imake their Income-tax and excess-.
profits tax returns Iupon the basis of luventories taken '*at cost or at market

price, whilchiever Is lower.'
"The legality of this authorization having been qu.etioned, the matter was
referred to the Attorney General, who advises that their general principle at
issue is involved in cases pending in the Supreme Court of the United States
and that an early decision may ibereasonably expected. Pending this decision,
returns niade upon the basis of T. ). 2 604 will be tentatively accepted.
" If the ruling of the Attorney General should be adverse to the principle
enunciated in the Treasury decision referred to, dealers in merchandie or In
securities who shall have made returns oi the basis of inventories taken at a
value other than cost will be stequlred to make amended returns upon the
basis of inventories taken at cost. In making their return in the first instance for the taxable year 1917 dealers in merchandise or in securities will
be required to endorse upon or attach to such returns a statement Ipecifying
the basis upon which th Inventories were taken, whether at cost or market

price.
"For the purposes of T. D. 2609 and this decision, a dealer in securities is a
merchant of securities, whether an individual, partnership, or corporation,
with an established place of business and whose principal business is the purchase of securlties and their resale to customers: that is, one who, as a merchant, buys securities qnd sells them to customers with a view to the gains and
profits titt may be derived therefrom. Taxpayers who buy and sell or ho14
securities for investment tor speculation and not in the course of an established business, officers of corporations, or members of partnerships who in
their individual! capacities buy and sell securities are not 'dealers in securities' within the meaning and purpose of T. I). 2601 or this decision, and in
,
and the gain
all such latter cases inventories, if taken, must be taken at cost
ecurites are siL andi
ii
the
i
or loss will be determined and taken hnto a'iccount
the transaltt ils
closed."
is dfitlied. T11' siglitlcanlt !hlatigualit is
l't
In T1. I1t.2t5!) a denier in securit
" t -aler in secriti-s is a mereltmnt of setnrities * * * with ain ''taibof scticrl.
Ilthed place of bsinlless and whose principal busitiess is the purchell
unrities and their resale to customers; that is, one who, is a miorealit. buys

ties and sells them tot c-utoliers with a view to the gains and profs that
may le derived therefr!oml"

The taxpayer vwanot a dealer in securities within the meaning of the reglationl

I described under the revenue iat of 1917.

It

liuslt ie held, therefore,

that the taxpayer is not entitled to deduct from Its gross income the shrinkage
in the value of'the securities which it held.
The action taken by the taxpayer with respe t to the third item is far more
questionable than that taken by him with respect to items 1 and 2. Thie
parently never benefidcil in the corporation. It
title in the securities wa s
apparently was never the iteintioln of the actual owners of thle securlti"s to
contribute these wcurities to the capital of the corporation. The action of
the taxpayer with respect to the securities argues against such proluslition.
The securities which were not actually purchased by lthe corporation had
actually been turned back to the owners prior to the date that the return for
1917 was made up. The entries made by the corporation with respect to these
saerritles were unnecessary.
There is no material evidence before this office which was not before the
solicitor at the time he ruled that the return which was filed by the corporation
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for 1917 was false or fraudulent. The claim for the abatement of the 100 per
tentt , penalty should be rejected.
I). .IIBLAIR, CommiSntHiOM'r.
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hinf/tol , 1). '.
u
he .1. 1I. llnllni & .HIos 'Co., iled w tit you onl
Slt: The inltdersigiid.
in Iconnection with tthe matter of the
Felirutryl
24, 1922. t1 memoraundlu
aitd
V'ilortunit
penalties iss essed agahins. t itunder section 1W of the revenues
lnt of 1'17, amending section 3176, It, S., on its 1017 income and excess
prollts tax return. At that time the taxpayer had a number of extremely
ltsi'Hnrtnlt *aul tpr'ssing llsiniite.ss nmutters plendling which could not be d spose4tl of until the INMIi'iiaIils lissessed tlgalst it had bien acted upion by you.
lbeome of the most extreme urgeacy, and
Since thatt tine11 these tlultter.s have
this letter is to inake defllnite aid to enlarge the suggestions made inn he
of tihe satid lmeinoranldullm of February 24 concernliag tihe com
latter mIrt
l
promise of the penalties.
The
suggestion of coiprotuise contained tI the memorandum of February
24 was based upott thie proposition that the true Iasislof compromise should
el the admitted additioinl tax liability. Therefore, the taxpayer suggested
that 1i per citt of the amnountt which it had tentatively paid under the A-2
IOn that bass the offer of compromise would
letter should be accepluble.
allve iimoIuted Ito it little over $2i,tH). After (oonferenite inr further conthe amllount offered in comth
htthat
sidertilon ald consultation, it s tou
promise of the penalties should not Ie hbsed uIponi either the admitted tentative additional tax liability of the taxpayer or the full amount claimed by the

Bureau of Internal Revenue, but that a tat amount not based Ul)n either sum
would be more acceptable.
In view of the foregoitng, the following offer Is nmade:
J. II, lllhnan & Sons Co., a corporation organized and existing under the
liaws of i'ennlsylviania, hereby offers in compromise of all pin'alties assessed
against it oi its return for the year 1917 anl for all other Ipenaltie, civil
tnd enal, for usid year the sum of $100,000.
This taxpayer will at the same time that it Ipys the Bsaid snum of $100,000 in
cotmpronise of penalties also pay to the collector of internal revenue at Pittst250,(K)claimed to be due
on account of taxes
burgh, P'a.. the further sum of
by the Bureau of Internal Revenue, and heretofore a messed against t t for the
year 1917 but not admitted by this taxpayer: Provided, hpwioerr, That should
tle tinal determination of tax liability result in no additional taxes being due
from this tixpaiyer or that additional inxes i ann
ot
amount less than $250 ( X
sihll! lie f l
front this
tditotxpllt.ver, ltiwt the 'ctunriAssloner of Intlcrna
hiclnulet will refu'tP to this tlxpaelt r the ;HtIli ti iof $2;'i10,H) in full or any
pitrt thereof nio found
li
h dOtitupon osuclh fliil dct.l
tint ion,
It i1 furlher itdtirstod ltht
should tihe Co
'
it'llll
si4Oier of Intertil Revenue,
pitlion
st li fial dlreternination of tax liability, ftli that an nlmount in exces!4 or
$25t0,44) l due from this taxpayer, then and in that event such amount in
excess of t250i),NI w!ll Ibe protptly pid blhytlits taxljiiyr.
This offer Is made without iadissiol
ol the part of .J. 11,. llman & Sons Co.
of any delinquency of any kind whatsoever and without prejudice in any
manner to its rights In the premises.
It is understood li making this offer that all qjuestlons taf tax liabllity vhall
reitllin op4J1n, to he decided by the Itiotni Taix Unit ait Ith same time it disposes of questionn which have not heretofore been settled by the bureau, and
iilon which no hearings have been held. Speelfleally this paragraph has reference to the question of the right of this taxpayer to inventory its securities for
tie purpose of ascertaining tthe trlu net incoine subject to tax. The questions
upion which the Incone Tax Unit have held no hearings are: Consolidation,

invested capital. depletion, and perhaps other questions of lesser importance.
The ofleers of the taxpayer are present in Washington to-day and are prepared to enter into a final adjustment of thIs matter with you, the formal offer
to be made as quickly as you hav

decided upon the acceptabllity of this offer,
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tion 210) of the revenue act of 1917; nor will it lt any future date attempt to
tlt, (-titlon for reopenitng, or in iny other manner.
reopelln lhe case by appeal,
J. Ii. HILLMAN & HONS Co.,
Ity T'vos. WAT.v

N,

ExImiTi It
II. liillman &A Sos
Mentioniadum for Mr. hardestt , usistanii soltoitt, ,i in r
(Io)., Pittsburgh, Pa.
'The albov(e case was transmitted to tihl pienal division lbvy
your miemiormndum
1125, as follow:
4ofMarch 9I,
" lease note the memorandum of Mr. Itnggles, otfthis division, with respect
to the attlahed file an1d let mr have yitor advice in the premises.'
of Mr. Itiggles, to which you refer, suggested tlut lith (lse,
Thlimemtoranui ldu
lie referred to this division for consideration of the compromisettlhteiimetit effected il this case on May 2, 1922, with particular referencei to the qtuesti
whether or not the taxpayer's right to a reftiund at this int' iasi(teen iurred lby
settl elltmeint.
l
the ai. ove-ntiitlonied compronllse
'rlh record of Usse'siismets ad piaylments for the year 1917 Is as follows:
asxMssnllent against J. II. illnmin & Sionls Co. ald aullilOrignall
$707, 713. 21
-------------..-----..
ated companies ----.---------------..-.-- - 1,172,093. 18
-----.-...
--- ,.
---.
Additional assessment .---..--....
.......- . 1, 879, 800. 47
Total assessed tax liability -..-----....--..
1, 880, 828, 21
--....-------..---....
Fraud Iwnalty - ....-- -35
1, 373, 05.
.............
Payment t <on lccount of tax liability..--...-.-H0
10, (0).
---------------. .--..
In settlement of fraud penaltles------...
On March 14, 192-4, the taxpayer lantd affiliated companies filed a claim for refund of the amount paid on account of tax liability-$1,373,659.85.
It is now proposed to grant the taxpayer relief under section 210 of the revenue act of 1917, and the correct tax liability computed under sectlou 210 has
been reported by the special assessment sect ni to be $1,392,490.24. The differellc between this figure and the total assessed tax liability, exclusive of the
fraud penalties, Is the sum of $487,310.83, which is the figure contained In the
proposed certillcate of (oerassessmnent now under consideration.
It is noted that a ruling by the solicitor, dated August 27. 1923, held the
of securities within
taxpayer not to INHentitled to le clrasstled ias aiterchant
thi meaning of T. I). 264) for the year 1117: because of the invested capital
situation resulting from tils ruling section 210) was invoked on beIhalf of the
taixpyer. Although the year 1918 is not before the solicitor for rvivw iat
or, hlitcd itcolher
this timlie, it Im lXartiotent to note that an opinion by the solit
16I, 1123, held the tixpyiier to b' 'lHassed as a dealer in secl'iit h's within til
to lth hl-no'th of illlvntlltriV
illtiilng or 1'. 1). 21,llt for 1918, mntd Ithis cititld
v
large (cEirtiftliet o overlOss for thait year, which plreltunlably will result in
assessnitllt for 19.18.
it nmay lie that certain of the securlthis were not purpermalne
investment.
cihased Hs itdealer, but rather as a I
for the purpose of iiresent hm tle
isntined
e
The foregoing facts halve bon mt'
Turning , ihowevter, to it'e pai'rtlcilar qtislustion which
lmtijor issues in ile clits.
wait referred to this division, viz, the ,efet of the coilpromllitie settleliient of
May 20, 1922, on the proposed certificate of overasstssment for 1017, your
random of this division dated June 4, 1924,
attention s Ilnvited to lie me
which coiclhuded as follows': "'There 1s. th'ertfore, now no legal obj)jectlon to
tax which the blureU determines was inabatig ally part of the als(Nsslet
properly assessed." This conclltsion was based on the exact language of the
accepted compromise offer, which lihiteil tihe tffer sHeltlfinlly to the fraud
pemnlty, leaving for future determlnation all questions with resl's't to correct
tax liability. The memlorandum of June 4. 11Y24, also called attention to tlh'
fact that section 1015 of the revenue act of 192-1 repealed section 3:225 of ihe
for tlie bureau to reconsider questions
Ievtis'dI Statutes, thus making it possible
of tax liability which had leen forteclosed by section 3225. T'lie record dotes
not contain any information which would vause the solicitor to reverse the
position taken in the memorandum of June 4., 1924.
i astl prinelconusll,
lratios
u
undr
Since the tertificate of ovirasses.nsiim'
Imlly uplin tlie rellef provisions o4f ectslion 21i0 of' til revenue ictof 117, and
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lm
upIn ti, applitcHlity
ltnce it (doe not upplar that the solicitor has pussed
of th(t provisolns of said sectioli to uch nt' cai as this or upon the comnparativtvfs
which have been used hi recomputing tax liability for 1917, under thit section,
( hO1 h ' lt'iv',
Ipartilen rly
usider
t1i i In
n
my
opinion
at
l Oius t areful ('nt
it .is
to

points.

two

thuw

1

i

The cn ir't flh

re turned ht\ew\llhb.

tsaitant

olil' r.

Senator EiN'. Nr. (regg, I asked yu a day (r so ago amltof tihe
nuilihetr of cases which had )beensubmitted by the departnleit to

I told you I was curious to know how many cases
IHave you any
statement on that?
this contnittee.

this committee had received from the department.
Mr. G(hKta.

I have not the figures; no, sir.

Senator ENST. Could you get them for me?
I think we have kept a record of every case.
Mr. (htyrE.
Senator ERNST. If you do not have them now, I would like you to
furnish that statement and put it in the record.
Mr. MANSON. I wish to say that we have been able to report on a
very small percentage of the cases that we have called for. For
instance, we are taking photostats out of the department of in the
neighborhood of 400 cases for examination. Then, of course, there
are a very large number of cases we desire merely for statistical
information and called for tite returns for the purpose of taking off
statistics I information.

Senator ERNST. Mr. Nash, will you get imt that statement
Mr. NAHsn. I think we can probably secure some record of the
number of cases that have been furnished the committee, Senator.
Senator ERNST. That is what I want. If that is not ready by the
time our sessions end, I would like to have you file it, so that it may
be auade a part of the record.
Mr. NASi. I will submit a statement.
Senator WATnrsN Mr. Chairman. are we going on with anything
further? I want to leave at 6 o'clock, anid I nim t get through witl
this hearing as soon as I can.
Thle

CHAiiMAN.

We

I!vye

S 11e

other

lilitters

for )prs(hiitilti(l

to-(lva: hut if yot would like to get to the executive
h<.
4do
we c
-Senator Wv.ATSIN, I wolli like to do4that very l+h

nd of it first,
itf we(':

n.

The CAIIIMANx. I thin k we will excuse the officials of the hireal,
then.
as I
:s Iool
to ge't nw aiV
vriI'
Vti ios
IIi
n
Senator WVI'i to
iie'(t sAll
Ii ust
canl, becaul se I have :! 111nlilth r o)f Cl4~lacLf n' tntsfit l hit

which will keep i busy until I leave at fl o'clo'k.
The CiiAIuAN. lHow long wil' you take after we tare through
with the executive ilme'tiln,

Mr.

il
nson ?

ilandic(ate(l yesterday thit tn'won(li
Mr. 'MANSON. TIhe c'irniitr
provision of
like to have some discussion of the mutter of the (it()lrol

the affiliation itatlute. As I stattcd yesterday, I have not had( the
opportunity to make a study of that provision, the study that must
'ce
be made before I can arrive at any d(iefinite conclusion with referee

to it, but I can state the (lqustions that appear to airise out of it.
It is t very important matter, and a matter thilit should he conlcomi
sidered. It i n a lmattller that I expect to subilmit a report to tie

mittee (ion,
present.

but that is the only additional matter t at I

lhae t
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AN. Have you the Edison British case .
T'he ('nAtt
I Itlave not had an opportunity to look into that.
IANSn.
MrI. lNt
Seaitorl ,JoNrs of New Mexico. I imagine that after these formal
Of Iw thailt We will
O(odiscilss.
illit
Snllatol' WATSN. That iS tril.
S011ntor hxONES Oif New Mexico. Anl perhaps nl e recomnuendlla-

theii Will he illily q(itestilolln
li
I t,
V
henrilgs ti' ih.(

ttheill.

tills; rie ardiiil

refer, as I take
( )nithe sltbjct to which youll1
it, there is nothing in the blreau that would aid us in that conN.
LiSenator W lm's

nect ion
s.
Mr MANN.nS

In other words, I have no criticism whatever of the
The bureau has adhered to a
bureaulls policy ill that connection.
definite policy, I think, in most cases at least. The Board of Tax
Appeals, however, hais puitIt conStruction Ipon the law which I
believe Congress should consider.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. We c'Irn consider that tit any time.
WaIH Illy julgllment in deferringg the consideraIMr. MANSON. 'I'lt
tion of the miitter, niself.
The (CIIAuIMAN. I think we will be ready for you addressing a
representative of the bureau], in about 10 or 15 minutes. I do not
think it ought to take very much longer than that.
evx'lrtive se'ssiOn allnd the
('lie (COilllliitt'ee tl'nillOi Wltt intota
reprelsentititives of the bll'rea withdrew from tile hearing rooni.)
('The proceedings were then reulltied, witl representatives of the
ltsenlt, as follows:)
bureau prell
Tle ('uAiM AN. I think Senlator Jones might state to Mr. Nash
his proposal to tlhe colunji tee and the conclusions of the conumittee
on it.

Senator ,JoxEs of New Mexico. I have just brought ;1p before
the conlliittt'e illexecutive' session the case of the discharge of
of Internal Rcevienue.
Ennilelcr llriggs front the Ilureaili
WVhen these lhenrings were begun, it was distinctly understood, and
Illy recollections is tllat it tlwas distinctly stated in the record, that
taliz ldfor giving infolrmain vuiil'yce If thit' biteau'i sl hl he ,t'
'. thi
uitll

Nr.
N.

olilllliitft

.

ifl'Hint is tt'.

ti e Hsep)alllldiig
Jf
Sil i
ic'ilvlli't'm
I . l ih 1li' il
tt
ti t' service (of Ilhe bureatll hlv. lotibeel
Mr. rifgs flfOlll
and Illy illresWIh it t(ook l(e,
,
to IJ lil il
('ltii
(' ectioll
, ltiWo'V'i', thI l1s.at 'c
t( Iel mitv.l
', is sil pj(,'t
ion is, which
1 it great binhg up I iseaj)iltion
1111i
11ts
with this committee
S'ltlfl
ti1 (t
1114 l'

of his dhi'llhrge ihas
the eet
advised tat
fr'ilI the' service. I 1111am
t iedoors of the Ireilllui to the cornbeen such as to prlac'l ixlly close
miiltv(%,

I have thought that this nritlter ought to ie rev'iewted, and the
coniiiiiiltee has ticidled tliat it will hear anythin olltlie subject
lthe
delpa mient llary hlv:iV tio present tO-iior'iow
tha ally miltlber of
which timellC Mir. lBriggs will also be iniviited to appeal'
iioinllg, liat
llly have to ln:ilcke.
statemelllnt which i',he
and make a'
in this connetltion I should like a full statelimenit of who has been

s'l'pahrated flrom the service in tile depairtnlnt ly reason of the cluain
that it was letcessarlv 1o spilate flbeln iM 0rt'. to clrtail the exd of tie lepal:tlllint. whalt gt'll ns f I,(ole hliave1 J'('11 tdislj),,is
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charged!, what changes in salary have taken ilace, and especially
hlw Iil1h 1'vedticil there Ihrs been made illtilt1
O fitil ititimiling
111e ('i0tllld 4 (blie
eipiltPtIIfg section of lJ
1dw l''kIli
IN(o. A1nz
ve
I Illwet
lde t-erti' rit
tecord1 of Mr. IBriggs,
4
dNl:s
Xe w Mexico. Yes; we liso iati (ie
o
seiVhite i recorIl of Mr. Briggs.'i
MNi'. MAINSA)N. That iS teclitillv
called ite peri'smonnel recoAi.
Senallitor J',e1.<s of New Mexico. Welt, w Iltever it is called, we
cSelnut

(

Seit 01'

would like to have that compllll)te.
Th'e ('I
1aI\M.\N. I think it might he well to bring ithe lperso'l'.M4il
re'i'd of Ilhe otlit,' eilngineers here for comparative pllrpwo's, ifthe
(coinlxiittee agrees with tie oil that.
ll'. NA IL. Seialtol', (10 VOll 1ellxn throulghOult ll of the Cen.il4 i'ili
Section, Or just file englineers ill the Inoliliitlls division
heIre iMr'.
Briggs worked ?
The ('nI.A.RMAN.

The latter will be sufficienit, so filler
as I

iam1 on-

cei'lned(l: at least, that grollup) that Mr. Blair sent to mie the other day

and which I went over with you and Mr. ('lregg.
ilr. NA sI. Thalit was tlit,
efficiency record (ofall of the engilineers in
the enlginet'l'ing di\isioll.
Mr'. MANsoN. Those were Mr. Greeidge's ratillngs of the engineers.
The ('il.1Ma.\,x I lnderstand( that; biut those were intellnilged

between the lonliietals and I he oil and lgas section.
Mr. N.~.il. e'ts; that covers timber, oil andl gas coal, nonitietails,
and appri'aistal.
The CII.\I
I.MaN. I think we oullght to have the personnel record of
that sam e group.
Mr. NA.sr.
Very well.

The ('CuIMANN. ieca'ise in goiilg over thse efficiency ratings I
made somlle conlenlliits, as you will rei'
tembert
, about one man hein~g
100 per cent aitd somebody else being 1)00 per celit, antd you yourself
agreed that itwas not sound.
ir,,.
NAsu. Tl'hat is true.

Thel (N'Al.IM.AN. I think we ought to hive (Ile isersonnel records of
those men. WVe nmy not need t'Ihem, b)lit
VYol ougltt to bring tieil up
here'l
:alViow, be,'ca t'11wle ml
need them.
Mr. Ntk\s, li reply to Senator Joles's statement, I wnt i say
that wtliei
criittitite
othis
first, begal its sestsiolls, sollle allditor )Iwas
testifying before the coliunlittee and exlwessed the fear that if lit'
testified he might he r'mlloved. I was asked ait that t.ilme whether if
this anit
testified Ihe would be (disciplined im any way and I said

empnl)laticallv no. I have personally attempted in every way to
adhere to that police. So far as I personally know, no man has
been dlisciPtlined or hurt in any way for 1anytv
infioirmat iotn that lie
has furnish d this conuniittee or for iany contact that he might al
ve
had with this coinniittee. I have advised everybody that has t(uestioned mtie on it to be perfectly open and frankly

with the coniiittee

antd with the staff of the commnnittte.
Senatorl' Joxi) s of New Mexico. I think, i t order to 'get a picture
of the lwhlolh situation, we ought to 'over the whole engineering
division, because. in tile case of a milan like Mr. Br'iggs, if I am correctly infornimed, while ou might wantrit, to have made sole change
inlth is partiillair division, you might bave found sin' place for
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him in the engineering division, and 1 should like to know which

of the engineers in the engi"ve~ring division have been separated
fiora 1m Sel'V ice,

ind how mIluch the saving has beet in

ach branch

or in each section of the engineering division.
''he C(I, 4 ;tuMAN. I think we als( ou,ht to have statements made
by Mr. :1
iggs and his associates, that they may appear in the record.
'those appear in the personnel record, do they not, those statements
made by his superior?

Mr. NAsN.

I do not recall what tatenents you refer to.
I mean the statement ta to the kind of an employee he has been. I understand the superior officer of an engineer
makes a certain comment upon th, work of his subordinates.
Mr. NASII. They make an efficiency report every si months, and
last November was the first time that that has been i effect in the
bureau. That efficiency rating is in the Fles.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes; but does not the personnel record show
statements as to what the superior officer thinks of his subordinates?
I understand that, for instance, when you are considering pronoThe CQHiAIRMAN.

tion----

Mr.NAHII. Oh, that istrue.
The CIAIrMxAN. Or removals or demotions, the practice is to
place a memorandum in the record showing what the superior officer
thinks of this particular official.
Mr. NAHsI.
That is so.
The lCHAIMAN. That is what 1 mean we ought to have down here,
because I believe that some influence, unknown to Mr. Nash or Mr.
Blair, was exercised to get Briggs removed, as the whole policy of
having removed him seems so absurd, in view of the work that Mr.
Brigg ; dtid to help the committee. In other words, no matter how
earnest your desire may be to have cut expenses or to reorganize
your bureau, I can not conceive of a man of Briggs's experience and
long standing in the service, with his good efficiency rating, being
removed at this particular time, when he was still helping the committee.
Senator JONI,,of New Mexico. If we do not

tve

in the record,

I would like to have information obtained anitd put into the record
as to the status of the work of tehe engineering division, :s to the
necessity for closing up those cases that have been pending for so
many years, and why it was necessary to have separated anybody
from the service in tie engTineering section, with all of that work

there.
Senator KI (. In view of the accumulation there.
Senator JONEs of New Mexico. In view of the accumulation of
work and the importance of the work which wis pending, and why
it was necessary to curtail the work in this particular branch of the
bureau.
Senator KiN,. Does Mr. Greenidge still have the same power as
he did when we began these hearings?
Mr. NASIX. Mr. (ireenidge is still the head of the engieering division.

Senator KING. Will the bureau be ready to-morrow with these
re- ords(?
92919-26-

r 18

- 25
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Mix NASH. I -- l h e g la1d to gt fill 0he Icods that, 1have been
Aislkra for t hat I raft1, Itild bringir t heml here to-rllortowm 1ll'll.1
Seul
( '1~t~AN.

'11w0

l

iave

s'tti

this I Inrrintri

ttfler'1iiii

ally itlh)1IIli11tIiIl for the ctiiifiitlee
I lorse anld Mule C(', matter?

MX Nmsn. I asHked Mr. Rogers, whlo is in r. (6;iregg's o
ati
ndliv,
Whlo i., flulniflir with t he cas, toi prepare at stat ernenit onl Chlat. Sela.t
toi.. I caile a ay very hur-riedly this orinIl anl I frot ti ask
abou(mt, it befor I lef.
It, hald not, r ached lly, desk when I left, this
xorninq'
The ('ulIRAIl4 N. Will YOU bring"that With yo101 to-niorrow '(
AlMr. N4 s, If it is available, I AvxIl be glal to do it.
'[lie (HIAIIRM AN. haVe yOU anything else to take u nLOW, Mr.
MaUsonI?
rll. MIANSON.

No, I have not.
I-lts, the lbureaui atny statement to make?

CHt'(IAIRIMAN.

AI.. I wvish to present at statement from tlte committ ee (n
erollt ent and disbarment in reply to thle question that the Smlitator

askedj the otter ily.
e11W
CiRa~uMAN. We xolt I be gla(i to have that.
r. NASi (weadingr)
Ilareply to your

aenatiraidtiin of May 26, 1925, requestIng certain Inform.ll

tio fr ise o the special investigatilg collultfe of tihe' Seuatt' lappoilated to
investigate flit!
liureaiu of liitliaiii Ititllt%, I tllllit IIe hilltf'iag

(I') Three copies of Department Circular No. 231)(1923:), containing ilw',j
anti regulation; governing, tlieret'ogiiit '
' ut(
orNeVYs, agents, an1d41
other
jwrsois representing claim ants adl ot hers before tili, Tre stiri
r
)yeplniftinEnt.
Stou wvill
fi Ilad
iii gnarap'aipias 1. 2, andt 5fan outline iII'
er
ll' pcedle tof tilt 'tnahttee oni eiar-ohliarn anld disinarien~t of Liar 'vrewasry inliaax'e-stigathilg th~e
(-till ract i r idt rospiisildlity of pv'isoniS applyinig for adiiilssioii to pactice.
'ie counaltilee has no fliad, litits disposal witi which!I to carry on hideporiadnt
ixaVeStlguItitais ; hut aItIIt'sth services of' the Spe-cial Jiil-iigeiiee (Iull(of the
Iucrita of I nterni Itevauo lintile- effort to make t liorouptl anid fair ixavetilget in, ofCanyiapplianflt rgtu dlqi whose qiiqlifivitins Ilitw oitlmiltltee Is nor
ettirely satisfied. Ill tiiase's where the ii
vihitioii iin liven r'ejecrttl
and the
alcicalit requess
lo ieWiuel
'451011)
i
oia i aa' hit'fatre the n isatalit fee, lie is glvi
:1
iIjI
01411 iI't
7

l'iai
pr inis
lie fXti

ixli
jii'i 11
'

i if c

i

(lie

tai
the

eeifvor ;iti

n

s:

ti) pnt

i'e.

i ic iti)wet 145 ilie comamiit tee Ilt invest 141 Igll4
w a! gtt I atri hiiai
tlithe urf of tax\
per
t s who talivn
e lie
l iaaitt d
Itopa- lite,a iiny
4,

in pnarwajihas
o
I; atnd 7. Fonusa I citaiphi to I a ye drawv) lil by it,
ntttiriaiy for tilie commit tee, on information furnished by thate Special bItleLI
genre UnzitI as well its by persons, 1itit) tMe (; ovt 'l'iiviait tfilihii3' anjd ial at
large iiuiaiber ii' cases s
roa' nintlii
eal'
art' based l sportss tf' auditors
arid
:to giBsi
i
areaul (of 1ol l Revenlue. 'iTh ('I llwiiitls't lOI, ta S ta inuI
slrtcrv,

r'cwl'ivell
riargtr' direct from employees

(of the

Bureal for I aifernal

Revenllu Itild, ;-P far as',
the regulations of the coinittee are coaveraied, thre,
Is rao,
prohi fnag
ttiaf nlst suh at procedure aitthe Ipresali Iliyne.
'Plan questit
ol' owinatia'auliiii shalll hS11111be
tras:nltlrd to the committee by employees4 (If tir
1tirio
ofIi' ixteri.t
IW'vemau 34Aa matter which Is ;eglil ted iy the lIurenti.
The committee tries to make a careful and Impartial nvvli
i
gatlon oif aill
t'largt's; preferreal againj-I practit ioners anti to t'xpedif v as naili 21s iaslljie
tilit' trial oh such cases.
ni'r
are at tle presen-lt time 63 Iiiniiliii jnffIzag
before lihe vonajallftee. and ivaeriigs atre beiog bld on two djibys, enl(-h wee('k lit
tricdi' to disposetif all cases tas riaphdly ax4 possible. This is done i;a order NOlht
bodi thin taxpayer and
ie( Governeint may suffer uts iHtIe as3 possible lat tll'
baa vials oir jtrctitlioiitrs ew'aged in iiuestinahh' irittitt-t
At tll' satan 1311'

tin cororinlttet' ftc'td
Itto Iith of greait inaportanve

thiat all practit loners should

l
hiave
i ft I aid idijiarthil hearing antI that lit no c'ast'

shuld their nianes

tof

Ielklit 'zitib li atkia a;ita; xci'jt owijust illalie grlahiths awdt after at fair laid
impirli i! lit'iri g.
(2) Tlha total umltr of )Lrsoiis who have been admitted t practi mcebefore
the TeIaslry I)eplrtelnelt by the coniinittee onl enrollment aind disbarment to
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,1J,88H7 The number of applications which have been disapproved by the c'omis 2 . In addition to the above, there were ulho enrolled H8,t1h p'ucti
milt' t
hpartrtT'rtmeaury
Jtoii.l.4
lihe division of bookkeep g and warrttlnt of hli,
itenit prior to the oirguitzatloio of the cotuIltee ti enrollintit 1lldiltlHui' meit
on March 1, 11)21. The committee hsit disbarred from practice 18 HwrsoIns and
ihas
hslspceudtd 37 practitioners for varying periods of time. These sentiitencle
of (lishlrmenti and HuslpensioU are publthhed in the Internal Revenue Ilulletin,
jiitl the publicity to which the offending practitioner is tlhuts ubtjectetd has
'proved atmost alutury Influence in dllscouraging unethical practices. T'lth comunittc lhas also given 2.- repriniands in cases of minor importance and has
dismissed 5:3c('it's after d(ue investigation of the facts.
(3 The coinimlltee has li'en trying for some time to assemble the evidence
on whib'h o Hbaite
Its case against the flrm of Ernst & Ernst, of Cloeveland, Ohio.
The following cases in which they have been charged with malpractice have
been iinvstigatted and landings of facts have been written up preparatory to
filing charges: Ernst & Ernst, Cleveland, Ohio; Reams, Jones & Blankenship,
itoiioke, Va.; (':isolidated Iron & Steel Manufacturing Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
'There are Nsevtral olitr tlx c('ases i c(olllectioln with which the albove-nained

jccotint

lihL(Ve bh'en charged with
Iivs

unethical practices.

These are now in

process of audit or Investigaton and( will he incorporated in the charges to be
lled against this firm in the event that Ainal disposition of the cases pending
shall Justify uc(h action.
You will recall that In that case of Ernst & Ernst they handled their own
case personally.
The co'manitftee also hats evidence showing soiciltation of income-tax business
by this i!rmu,
1andunder date of May 22, 1925, the committee received data
clearly indlicaiaing that Ernst & Ernst are soliciting business ny circularizing
taxpayers. This charge will also be made a part of the cane now being prepared iagnlnst this firmt of practitioners. There hasi heen no diJspoition on tlhe
part of the collnltittee to delay the trial of this case. On the contrary, various
ltmembters of he onlilnlttee have repeatedly urged that the committee counsel
exlndite the nssetihling of necessary evidence; and it is believed that such
evidence will shortly be in hand, so that the Government can make an effective
presentation of its (case when the mater comes up for hearing before the cmnmittee. With reference to the Osborne matter, which will be included in
t'air,es now hcing plrepared aIainst Seidian & Seldman, this Incident was
unoflicially discovered by an agent of the Detroit office and reported to the
committee on enrollment and disbarment. In order to secure the information
offilnily an examination of the taxpayer's records was authorized for the year
In qiestlion and a report should he receeed within a very short time.

'lui1t

issigned by S M.
. Jacobs, chairmi

ail isIutHiient.
'th ('IIArn

n committee on enrollment

,
How long 1,Ns
H..
that, Erl; & Ernst case been p)cnd-

igl before tIhe ('(c

ittee; do vyo

IfTnw?

Setator KINs . Or does anybody know?
Mr. NAsi. This (does not state'. It states that the committee has
bleenl trying
'y
for some time to
o tsie
ss
e the evidence on which to base
a1case against Ernst & Ernst.

The CuHI RMN. So the case no doubt hias been there for some time,

then?
Mr. NAst. This statement thai the committee also lhas evidence
showing the solicitation of income-tax business hv this firm. and
iuner date of Maiv 22 they say the conlimittee received i(dlition;l

evidence in this case.
The

('l\iiMAXN.

in tihe case of L . Et.
RIich, was that nuatter before

the colliiiittee on enrollirent ind distartnent. Mr. Manson ?
Mr. MANSON. It wen't to thle committee on enrollment a:nd d(isbarment. What nat ion do those' paper. f-show lhat they took ?
Mr. NAs1. We lhave no record on that case. ThIe rluestionl calme upti
at thiat tiitie as to whether we hlild authority to call for the testimony
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of the co';nmittee on enrollment and disbarment in that case, and you
expressed a doubt,
d a doubid.
Mr. MANSOlN. I was tlh onI1'thlt expressed
Mr. NASu. I subsequently furnished the committee with a full file
of the--

Mr. MANSON. We have the intelligence agent's report on it.
Thle CInIAIKMA. Yes; but we have not the action of the committee
on enrollment and disbarment.
Mr. MNSON. No; we have no transcript of the hearing.
The CuAtaMAN. And neither have we the evidence, the affidavits
and statements contained in the papers that weie prepared in the
intelligence unit, and which I assume the committee on enrollment
and disbarment had. I can not possibly conceive how that man
Rusch can continue to practice before the bureau.
Mr. NASh. I might say that the intelligence unit investigated that
case for the committee on enrollment and disbarment, and I presume
their original report is with the committee. I furnished this committee with a duplicate of that report.
The CHAIRMAN. From reading that over I can not understand how
they continue to permit him to practice, because the intelligence unit
severely criticized him, and the affidavits and evidence contained in
the papers there show a most reprehensible conduct, it seems to me,
and yet lie still continues to practice there. I bring this up because
the same situation is shown with respect to Ernst & Ernst; and if
there is no check against these men, they keep on doing these things.
It takes a long time to get a case through this committee, and then
when it is passed on there is so much judicial consideration given to
the matter before the committee reaches any decision, and the man
continues to practice.

Senator KxIN I think Mr. Nash might ask the committee on
enrollment and disbarment to hand to him for the committee a brief
'reference to that Rusch case and its present status.
Mr. NASH. I will be glad to, Senator. Here are three copies of the
regulations 230 that accompany this report.
(Thel regulations referred to are as follows:)
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TREASURY

DEPARTMENT,

OFFICE OF TIE SECRETARY,

Walihinyton, August 15, 192.13
The statutes regulating the recognition of attorneys and agents and their
practice before the Treasury Department appear at the end of these regulations.
Purs.uant to statutory provisions, the following rules and regulations are
prescribed :
1. Practice.--Any individual taxpayer or member of a firm or officer or
authorized regular employee of a corporation may appear for himself or such
firm or corporation solely upon adequate Identification to the Treasury offlctals. Where, however, the attorney or agent appears before the department
representing a taxpayer, he must be enrolled, and, to he enrolled, must satisfy
the requirements of the statute. The statute requires that applicants for
1
Effective August 15, 1923. Thlt circular supersedes Treasury Department Circular
No. 230, dated February 15, 1920, and Its several supplements.
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enrollment must "show that they are of good character and in good repute,
* *
jossep8ed of the necessary qulliflcations to enable them to render *
such
asHtmt
anid
to
advise
comliplent
otherwise
awld
i'rvice,
valuable
d.latilliant
In order
(Act of July 7, 184.)
lainanos In the presentation of their casme."
strier to protect the taxpayer's inter,'sts and to expedite practice before the
department, applicants should clearly establish their right to enrollment by
a sound
s howing flint they assess (1) a good character and reputation; (2)
pdication; and (3) a familiarity with the laws and regulations covering itxes
or other subjects which they will present to the department. Practice before
Ithe Treasury Department is not restricted to duly licensed attorneys at law
aniid e'rtited public accountanats; but an agent who is not an attorney ,or utccounttanft, and attorneys andi accountants licensed itn States where, in the
opinion of the coinnittee on enrollment and disbarment, the liclnse rtlulrements tare not adeiiuate, must show satisfactory educational qualifications
alI evidence of anability to understand tax questions or such other matter.
as will be presented to the Treasury by the applicants. An applicaut's chauracter and reputation cnu only be established by inquiry among those who
have had the opportunity of Iknowing the applicant in the community ii which
he Hits lived. A bad reputation as to Integrity or ally previous conduct ox
aplliant which is unethical, as v!ewed by the standards ot the American
IBur A.ss(ciation or the American Institute of Accountants, or such conduct
as wolld be considered unfair in commercial transaeltions, will be regardedl
as autlfclent: to justify the reJectiont of the application. References as to the
applicant's character should be given, and in addition the applicant should
furnish th namns of those with whoin he has come in contact in Lis busines.i
and of whhomi inquiry may be made. The committee on enroimnent and disbarment will endeavor to ascertain all tatts deemed necessary by it to pass Ion
any applicjnt without expense or undue inconvenience to dh' applicant, but
the committee many require, where it i not satisfied with the ili'Le ntat:on received, that the applicant appear in person before the committee or Its duly
authorized representative.

2. Applications for enrollment.- Applicants for enrollment pursuant to these
regulations shall submit to the Secretary of the Treasury an application, in
duplicate, properly executed on Form 23 attached hereto. Applications in any
other form will not be considered, and all statements contained hin the application
:just be verilled by the applicant. The application must be accomnpanied l.y an aiidavit regarding contingent fees, in compliance with the
order of the Secretary of the Treasury dated March 21, 1923, as amended
April, 7 1923. The applicant must also take the oath of allegiance and to
support the Constitution of the United States as required by section 3478,
Revised Statutes. A person who can not take the oath of allegiance and to
stiisHirt the Const ittion of lh"e 'niled States c in not hei eitrolled. MAcenliers
of the tMr of a court of record will apply f'r critollnient us at oorneys;; ill
othe'fr ~ill npiply for enrollmnt as agents. Applicants will be notified of
thei- approval or disapproval of thicir applications. All applications for enrillment must he indivilluil, and individuals who practice as partiers should apply
for enrollment as individuals and not in the partnership name. An individual
Who htcs been enrolled Imay, however, represent claimants id othet,' I etl
ore the
Treasury Department in the mnime of a partnership of which he is a ntenlw'r
or vili which he is otherwise regularly connected. Except as hereinafter
provided in paragraph 3, a corporation can not be enrolled and attorneys or
agents will not be permitted to practice before the Tr, asury Department for
account of a corporation which represents claimants ai.- others in tihe prosec'ution of business before the Treasury Department. Persons applying for enrollmtent who propose to act for stich a corporation in the prosecution of claims
and other business before the Treasury Department will be subject to rejection, and enrolled attorneys or ag'enlts whio act for a corporation in represPlitig climants

and others iii thle prose'ution of

'liims and other Ibusinoss

will he subject to suspension from practice as to such claims or business.
3. Customhousw broklcr.-The act of June 10), 1910, (,< Sat.. 464., T. D.
:S07S9), provides in part th:t Ipersons, copartinerships. associations, jointstock associations. aid corporations may Is' licensed as customhouse brokers
by the collector or chief officer of customs at anlly port of entry or delivery to
transact buses-s as such cuistumnhouase broker in thli collect ion district in
which such lic'rense is issued . ('usth niloisc brokers sto licensed require no
further eornlment under ties regulations for lthe tr'ans,-ctin of
business
within their respective collection districts, ibut for (lie representnlatiomi of
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authorized to administer an oath for general purposes upon 10 days' written
notice If the deposition Is to be taken within the District of Columbia and
upon 20 days' written notice if It is to be taken elsewhere. When a depositlon is taken upon written interrogatories, any cros-examination shall be
egion written Interrogatories. Copies of such written interrogatories shall be
served with the notice, and copies of any written cross-interrogatories shall
be mailed to the opposing party or lis counsel at least five days before the
time of taking the deposition.
The committee shall, promptly after the conclusion of the hearing, or, if
the respondent does not appear In person for the hearing, promptly after the
date set therefor, submit to the Secretary of the Treasury a copy of the
notice of hearing, the complaint, answer (if any), the record of the hearing
(If any), and any written findings of fact by a majority of the committee,
together with a recommendation either that the charges be dismissed or that
the respondent be reprimanded, suspended for a given period of time or disbarred. The findings and recommendation shall be signed by all members
of the committee agreeing thereto. Members of the committee dissenting
therefrom shall submit statements of their reasons therefor. If any members
of the committee were not present at the hearing, the fact shall be stated.
Upon the suspension or disbarment of an attorney or agent, notice thereof
shall be given by the committee to the heads of all bureaus, offices, and di.
visions of the Treasury Department and to the other brrinches of the Government, and, unless duly reinstated, such person shall not thereafter be recognised as an attorney or agent in any claim or other matter before the Treasury
Department or any office thereof.
7. Causes for reaction, suspeano, or disbarment.-In general, any conduct
which would preclude an applicant from enrollment will be sufficient to Justify
his suspension or disbarment. Specially, the following matters, among others,
will be considered grounds for suspension or disbarment:
(a) Violation of the statutes or rules governing practice before the Tressury Department.
(b) Conduct contrary to the canons of ethics as adopted by the American
Bar Association, or the rules of professional conduct approved by the American
Institute of Accountants, or their equivalent.
(c) False or misleading statements or promises made by the attorney or
agent to a taxpayer or misrepresentation to the Treasury Department
(4) Solicitation of business by the attorney or agent This includes letters,
circulars, and interviews not warranted by previous association; printed matter
appearing on the letterheads or cards of the attorney or agent indicating
previous connection with the Treasury Department or enrollment as attorney
or agent; or representation of acquaintance with Treasury officials or em*
ployees. It includes also the use by attorneys and agents of any titles which
might. imply official status or connection with the Government, such as " Fed
eral tax expert" or " Federal tax consultant" It is not considered a violation
of this regulation for Treasury employees, on severing their connection with
the department, to send out announcement cards, briefly stating their former.
offielal status and announcing their new association, provided the cards are
addressed only to personal or business acquaintances, and provided further
that such cards are distributed only at the time of severance of the official con.
section with the Government. These cards are regarded by the committee not
as advertising but as the customary announcement cards issued for the express
purpose of identifying the sender with his new association or business.
(e) Negligence in furnishing evidence required in matters pending before
the Treasury Department, and the use of any means whereby the final settlement of the matter is unjustifiably delayed.
(f) The employment by an enrolled attorney or agent as correspondent or
subagent In any matter pending before the Treasury Department, or the acceptance by such enrolled attorney or agent of employment as correspondent
or subagent of or from any person who has been denied enrollment or who
has been suspended or disbarred from practice. It is in violation of the regulations for an enrolled attorney or agent to assist in any way or be assisted
by an attorney or agent who has been denied enrollment or has been suspended or disbarred.
(g) Any other matter which, in the opinion of the committee on enrollment
and disbarment, Is unfair to the taxpayer or to the Treasury Department or
iaterferes unduly-with the orderly disposition of matters pending before the
department.
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8, Contingent fee.-(a) While contingent fees may be proper in some cases
before the department, they are not generally looked upon with favor and
may be made the ground of suspension or disbarment. Both their reason.
ableness In view of the services rendered and all the attendant circumstances
are a proper subject of inquiry by the department. The Commissioner of
Internal Revenue or the head of any other Treasury bureau or division of
the Secretary's office may, at any stage of a pending proceeding, require an
attorney or agent to make full disclosure as to what inducements, if any, wen?
held out by him to procure his employment and whether the business is belng
handled on a contingent basis, and, if so, the arrangement regarding compensation. The Treasury Department will also make such independent in
quiry in regard to the circumstances connected with the employment of at
torneys or agents on a contingent basis as It deems advisable.
(b) All attorneys and agents and others practicing wbfore the Treasury 1.
apartment or any of its bureaus or offlo.e are required to file with the chief
clerk of the Treasury departmentt an affidavit, in duplicate, stating whether
or not the business in which the attorney or agent appears before the department is being handled on a contingent basis, and if so, on what baiMsI lnd
under what arrangements regarding compensation.
Specific information,
giving the names and dezrlptions of cases handled on a contingent basis,
must be filed covering aill such cases pending before the Treasury Department;
and, whenever an additional case is taken on the basis of a contingent interest or fee, a further affidavit regarding such case must be filed with the department, provided, however, that any attorney or agent not practicing before
the department on a contingent basis may file with the chief clerk of the
Treasury Department, in lieu of these specific affidavits, a general affidavit, in
duplicate, stating that he is not handling any business before the Treasury
Department on a contingent basis and that he will not'handle any business
before the Treasury Department on a contingent basis without first giving
specific notice to the department and filing an affidavit, in duplicate, as above
required. Every such affidavit must state the Treasury offices before which
the attorney or agent proposes to practice.
(c) The chief clerk of the Treasury Department will retain in his confidential files the originals and duplicates or copies of all such affidavits regarding contingent fees for use of the committee on enrollment and disbarment and
of heads of bureaus and divisions. While discouraging contingent fees and
requiring their disclosure, the Treasury does not bar such fees in practice
before the Treasury Department; nor is the information which is submitted
in connection with such cases used to prejudice the fair consideration of any
case, provided the attorney or agent is guilty of no unfair practice or violation of the Treasury's requirements.
(d) All attorneys and agents practicing before the Treasury Department,
who have filed specific or general affidavits regarding contingent fees, will be
furnished with cards showing that they have done so, and officers of the department will recognize only those presenting such cards, which will be accepted in lieu of all cards previously issued to them as evidence of their authority to practice before the department. These cards are issued on condition
that prior to appearing before the department in any case handled on the basis
of a contingent interest or fee, the said case shall be reported to the department
as hereinbefore provided.
9. Conttuttion of committee.--The committee on enrollment and disbarment
shall consist of the chief clerk of the Treasury Department, ex officio, and five
other members appointed by the Secretary of the Treasury, of whom two shall
be detailed from the office of the Secretary, two from the office of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, and one from the Division of Customs The
Secretary shall designate the chairman and vice chairman from members detailed from his office. The committee shall make such rules for its own government as it considers advisable. Subject to these regulations, the committee
shall have jurisdiction over all matters relating to enrollment, suspension, or
disbarment of attorneys and agents practicing before the Treasury Department,
and shall submit its recommendations to the Secretary of the Treasury for
approval.
10, Authority to prosecute claims; detlver of checks, drafts, and warrants.-(a) A power of attorney from the principal in proper form may be required
of attorneys or agents by heads of bureaus, offices, and divisions, in any case.
In the prosecution of claims involving payments to be made by the United
States, proper powers of attorney shall always be filed before an attorney or
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agent is recognized. No power of attorney shall be recognized which Is filed
after settlement made by the accounting officers, even though the settlement
certificate may not yet have issued, unless such power of attorney recites that
the principal is fully cognizant of such settlement and of the balance found
due.
(b) In all cases originally filed in the Treasury Department and audited and
allowed by the accountlng officers, payable from apprprriations thereafter
to be made by Congress, the drafts, warrants, or checks Issued for the proreed of sUCh claims sh Ill be made to the ordet of the claimant, and may
be delivered to the attorney or agent legally authorized to prosecute the same,
ujsmihis tillng iu the department, after the allowance of the claim, the ascertahinent of the amount due,.and its snubmilslon to Congress for en appro
priation, written authority executed in proper legal form for delivery of such
draft, warrant, or check. The authority so filed shall describe the claim by
the number of certtifcate of settlement, the amount allowed, the title of appropriation from which to be paid, the date when subultted to CongrsHs, and
the number of the executive document in which it is contained. Drafts, warrants, or checks issued for the proceeds of other like cases audited and allowed
by the accounting officers but which are to be paid from appropriations available at the time of allowance shall also be made to the order of the claimant
and may be delivered to the attorney or agent filing written authority, executed in proper legal form, to receive them. The Secretary of the Treasury
reserves the right, however, in any case to send any draft, warrant, or check
to the claimant direct. (See also paragraph 11 hereof.)
(c) Drafts, warrants, or checks issued in payment of amounts allowed
by Congress in favor of corporations and individuals and appropriated for
in private or special acts, and for the payment of all oiler claims presented
directly to Congress and prosecuted before its committees, shall be made to
the order of claimants and delivered to them in person or mailed to their
actual post-office addresses.
(d) Drafts, warrants, or checks issued in payment of judgments rendered by
the Court of Claims, United States courts, or other courts shall be made-to
the order of the Judgment creditor and delivered to or sent in care of the attorney certified by the court to be the attorney of record upon his filing in the department written authority, executed in proper legal form, after the date of the
rendition of the judgment, for such disposition of such draft, warrant, or check.
(e) When Judgments of the Court of Claims, United States courts, or other
courts are paid by the United States, a notice of such payment, giving number,
class, and date of the draft, warrant or check, and amount paid, will be sent by
the Treasury Department to the clerk of the court in which the judgment was
entered in order that payment may be entered on the docket of the court.
11. Substitution of attorneys or agents and revocation of authority.--(a)
Substitution of attorneys or agents may be effected only on the written consent
of the attorney or agent of record, his principal, and the attorney or agent
whom it is desired to substitute, and in all cases only rith the assent of the
head of the bureau, office, or division concerned; provided " at where the power
of attorney under which an attorney or agent of record is acting expressly confers the power of substitution, such attorney or agent, if in good standing before the department, may, by a duly executed instrument, substitute another in
his stead, such other, however, to be recognized as the attorney or agent only
with the assent of the head of the bureau, office, or division concerned.
(b) If a firm dissolve, or those associated as attorneys or agents by virtue of
a power of attorney contest the right of either to receive a draft, warrant, or
check, the principal only shall thereafter be recognized, unless the members or
survivors of s'rch firm, or the associates in such power of attorney, file a proper
agreement showing which of such members, survivors, or associates may continue to prosecute the matter and may receive a draft, warrant, or check; and
in no case shall a fnal settlement of the matter or action toward the transmission of a draft, warrant, or check to the principal be delayed more than 60
days by reason of the failure to file such agreement.
(c) The revocation by a principal or his legal representatives of authority
to prosecute a matter will not be effective, so far as the Treasury Department
is concerned, without the assent of the head of the bureau, office, or division
before which the matter is pending. Where a matter has been suspended
pending the furnishing of evidence for which a call has been made on an
attorney or agent, failure to take action thereon within three months from
92919-25--PT 18--26
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the date of suspension may be deemed by the administrative officer before
whom the case is pending cause for revocation of the authority of such attorney
or agent withQut further notice to him.
(d) In the settlement of claims of officers, soldiers, sallors, and marines,
or their representatives, and all other like claims for pay and allowances
within the jurisdiction of the General Accounting Office, the draft, warrant, or
check for the full amount found due shall be delivered to the payee in person
or sent to his hona fide post'office address (residence or place of business) in
accordance with the provisions of the act of June 6, lM)00 (31 Stat. 637).
12. Acknowledgment of affdavit.-A declaration, affidavit, or any paper
r*Muiring execution .r acknowledgment in connection with any claim, application for reaudit, or other matter before the"Treasury Department, must te
executed or acknowledged before an officer duly authorized to administer oaths
for general purposes who is not interested in the prosecution of the claim or
other matter to which the said declaration, affidavit, or paper pertains.
13. Application and effective date of circular.-This circular supersede the
regulations promulgated by Treasury Department Circular No. 230, of Feblu.
ary 15, 1921, as heretofore amended and supplemented, relating to the recognition of attorneys, agents, and others. The regulations contained in this
crcualr shall apply to attorneys, agents, and other representing claimants
and others before the Treasury Department in the city of Washington or
elsewhere. with the exception as to customhouse brokers, as set forth in para.
graph 3, and shall be effective from and after the 15th day of August, 1923
This circular shall apply to all unsettled matters then pending in this department. or which may hereafter be presented or referred to the department or
offices thereof for adjudication, and shall be applicable to all those now
enrolled to practice before the Treasury Department as attorney or agent,
provided that nothing herein contained shall be construed to a-rogate any
rules or orders of the General Accounting Office relating to the fees of attorneys, agents, or others, or to require those now enrolled to apply again to be
enrolled.
14. Circularmay be withdrawn or amended.-The Secretary of the Treasury
may withdraw or apend at any time or from time to time all or any of the
foregoing rules and regulations, with or without previous notice, and may
make such special orders as he may deem proper in any case.
A. W. MELLON,

Secretary of the Treasvry.
STATUTES

The following statutes relate to the recognition of attorneys, agents, and
other persons representing claimants and others before the Treasury Department and offices thereof:
"That the Secretary of the Treasury may prescribe rules and regulations
governing the recognition of agents, attorneys, or other persons representing
claimants before his department, and may require of such persons, agents, and
attorneys, before being recognized as representatives of claimants, that they
shall show that they are of good character and in good repute, possessed of the
necessary qualifications to enable them to render such claimants valuable
service, and otherwise competent to advise and assist 0uch claimants in the
presentation of their cases. And such Secretary may, after due notice and
opportunity for hearing, suspend and disbar from further practice before his
department any such person, agent, or attorney shown to be incompetent
disreputable, or who refuses to comply with the said rules and regulations, or
who shall with intent to defraud, in any manner willfully and knowingly
deceive, mislead, or threaten any claimant or prospective claimant, by word,
circular, letter, or by advertisement." (Act of July 7, 1884, 23 Stat. 258.)
" Whoever, being an officer of the United States, or a person holding any
place of trust or profit, or discharging any official function under or in connection with any executive department of the Government of the United
States, or under the Senate or House of Representatives of the United States,
shall act as an agent or attorney for prosecuting any claim against the United
States, or in any manner or by any means otherwise than In discharge of his
proper official duties shall aid or assist in the prosecution or support of any
such claim, or receive any gratuity, or any share of or interest in any claim
from any claimant against the United States, with intent to aid or assist, or
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in consideration of having aided or assisted, In the prosecution of such claim,
shall be fined not more than five thousand dollars, or imprisoned not more
than one year, or both." (Act of March 4, 1909, sec. 109, 35 Btat. 1107.)
"It shall not be lawful for any person appointed after the first day of
June, one thousand eight hundred and seventy-two, as an officer, clerk, or
eniploy6 In any of the departments, to act as counsel, attorney, or agent for
prosviutinlg any claim against the United States which was pending in either
of sid( departments while he was such officer, clerk, or employ*, nor in any
manner nor by any moans to ald in the prosecution of any such claim, within
two years next after he shall have ceaHwl to be such officer, clerk, or employ."
(Sec. 190, Revised Statutes.)
" That it shall be unlawful for any person who, as a conlissioned officer of
the Army, or officer or employee of the United States, has at any time since
April 6, 1917, heen employed in any bureau of the Government and in such
employment been engaged on behalf of the United States in procuring or
assisting to procure supplies fir the Military Estalblihment, or who has been
engaged in the settlement or adjustment of contracts or agreements for the
procurement of supplies for the Military Establishment, within two years next
after his discharge or other expiration from the service of the Government,
to solicit employment In the presentation or to aid or assist for compensation
In the prosecution of claims against the United States arising out of any
contracts or agreements for the procurement of supplies for said bureau,
which were pending or entered Into while the said officer or employee was
assoelatel therewith. A violation of this provision of this chapter shall be
punished by a fine of not more than $10,000 or imprisonment for not more than
one year, or both." (Act of July 11, 1919, 41 Stat. 131.)
"That section five hundred and fifty-Yight of the Code of Law for the,
District of Columbia, relating to noterles public, be amended by adding at the
end of said section the following: ' Provided, That the appointment of any
person as such notary public, or the acceptance of his commission as such, or
the performance of the duties thereunder, shall not disqualify or prevent
such person from representing clients before any of the departments of the
United States Government in the Distilet of Columbia or elsewhere, provided
such person so appointed as a notary public who appears to practice or represent clients before any such department is not otherwise engaged in Government employ, and shall be admitted by t1he heads of such departments to practice therein in accordance with the rules and regulations prescribed for other
persons or attorneys who are admitted to practice therein: And provided
further, That no notary public shall be authorized to take acknowledgments,
administer oaths, certify papers, or perform any official acts In connection
with matters In which he is employed ar counsel, attorney, or agent, or in
which he may be in any way interested before any of the departments aforesaid.'
(Act of June 29, 1906, 34 Stat. 622. Held by 26 Opinions of Attorney
General, 236, to apply to all notaries who may practice before the departments.)
"The head of each department is authorized to prescribe regulations, not
inconsistent with law, for the government cf his department, the conduct of
its officers and clerks, the distribution and performance of its business, and
the custody, use, and preservation of the records, papers, and property appertaining to it." (Sec. 161, Revised Statutes.)
APPLICATION FOR ADMISSION TO PRACTICE lFORtE THE TREASURY DEPARTMENT

The honorable the SECRETARY OF THE TBRASURY.

Sin:-t XI,. «I- «l>
.. .
811L
- --- -lb--... W-- ---- n>-- ------------------- -- -residing at.--------------.
with my office at -__.
.
hereby apply for admission to practice as----..-.

----W* -------

--

W<

U.---------

-----

------_,(Attorney or agent) t
to.represent others before the Treasury Department, and -ubmit the following
information for the purpose of determining my ehgibility and fitness for such
practice, in compliance with Treasury regulations as set forth in Department
Circular No. 230, revised August 15, 1923:
1. (a) Are you a citizen of the United States?-------(b) Natural
born? --------(c) Naturalized?---------(d) Where and when naturalized?-.......-----------------------------..
(e) Date of birth? ...--..Members -fthe bar of a ccurt of record will apply a attorneys; all other a a aents,
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(b) If so, of whut court?
Attach a recent (ertllfcate, under seal, to

2. (a) Are you a member of the bar? --------..-

-.....-..---

.- (e)

tha effect from mild court.
3. (a) Are you engaged in busiress?--..----...

(b) If so, under what

(c) If not, by whom are you emname?..-------------.-....-- ---.
ployed? .....-..........................-..
(d) Is your business or the business
of your employer a sole proprietorship?..--..... a pmrtership....
a corpotatilol
......--(e) What is the nature of your buslnesH? ....
4, (r) Are you familiar with the laws, rules, and regulations of the Treasury Iepartment?...
.
(b) What class of case do you expect to handle before the Treasury De-

partm ent? . ........... .....

.-..... . ..

. .. --..... .. ... .. ...

.......-.---..-.

(c) Where and when did you receive your preliminary education, and of
what did it consist?---..------------..

----..
-..........-...-

-.....-...

(d) Where and when did you receive your profelonul or technical educalion, and in what llines?-.-------,-------.

--------

...-------....--......--..

(e) Where and when did you receive your practical business experience, In
what lines and with whom?-----..
.
.......-----.--.
-------......
(f)

Where and when did you receive your professionals or technical experl-

ence? -

-

------

-..........
-

.......---

(g) What are your particular qualifications rendering you competent to advise and assist claimants in presentation of their cases before the Treasury
Department? ---------------------------------------------.
(A) Submit the names and addresses of three business references.---

-.

5. (a) Have you ever been rejected, suspended, or disbarred from appearing
as attorney or agent or in any other representative capacity before any branch
of the Federal Government, or of any State government, or of any municipality,
or any court?--------- (b) If so, state details of such rejection, suspension, or
disbarment
..-------------------------.---6. Are you under Indictment or have you ever been convicted of any felony?.
7. (a) Have you ever been an officer or employee of the United States?
-.------. ----.() If so, state the office or employment, with dates of
appointment to and separation from the service......
.
.......----...
8 (a) Have you read and noted Treasury Department Circular No. 230, dated
August 15, 1923?-- ..-.. (b) If so, have you read and noted particularly
paragraphs 7 and 8 thereof?.---------..----. ..- ....-.-..9. Have you filed an affidavit, in duplicate, with reference to contingent fees,
in compliance with the order of the Secretary of the Treasury, dated March 21,
-------.---------.
1923, as amended April 7, 1923? --------- -

-- -

- -

--

- -

- -

- -

--

--

--

- -

- -

10. (a) Have you made previous application to be recognized as attorney or
agent before the Treasury Department?-------..-(b) If so, state details of
such previous application and why you are now making another application-...
I, -------- ------.------do solemnly swear (or affirm) that the
statements contained in the foregoing application are true and correct; that I
will support and defend the Constitution of the United States against all enemies, foreign and domestic; that I will bear true faith and allegiance to the
same; that I take this obligation freely without any mental reservation or pur* Nom.-This oath may be taken before any justice of the rpeacee notary public, or other
person who it legally authorized to administer an oath In the State, Territory, or District
where the application is executed. The seal of the officer administering the oath must be
afmxed; or it he has no sea, hi. official character must be duly certified under aesl.
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potte of evasion; and that, if authorized to represent others before the Treasury
Department, I will at all times conduct myself strictly in compliance with the
laws and relations governing practice before the department. So help me
God.
- _ -.- ,.
(N alrrt !) I .. . . ... .-. ....
^... ............
(AddresH )... .
Sulbscrlnle

. ..

and sworn to before mc this

.. day of ......

(Hignature of officer) ..
(Official title)

.

... ..

...

-.

--

..............

102.

......

.

-

lImpress sal here.j
I N IM)R*EM ENT

WASIINGTON,

192 ..

...

for enrollment to be recognized as
...
The attached appllcation of ..,.
represent others before the Tretasury Department has been exam......... -to
lacd, and after conseiMeration it is recoimnended that the appl.cation be ...
---------------------

----

,.

(hainnan.
Chairman.

Committee on Enrollment and Disbarment, Treasury Department.
Approved by the Secretary.
)
(See Schedule No. ....
SPECIMEN AFFrDAVIT TO BE FILED IN COMPLIANCE WITH ORDaR OF THE SECRETARY

OF TII

TRlEASURY, DATED MARCH 21, 1923, AS AMENDED A'PIL 7, 1923

I, John Doe, being duly sworn, depose and say that I am an attorney (or
(city)---. -. ----.agent) with offices at (street) --------------(State)---------------That I have made application (and am duly authorized)' to practice before
the Treasury Department as an attorney (or agent) in accordance with the
provisions of Treasury Department Circular No. 230, revised August 15, 1923.
That, with the exception of the following-named cases,' I am not handling
any business before the Treasury Department on a contingent basis, and will
not handle any business before the Treasury Department on a contingent basis,
without first giving specific notice to "he said department and filing an affidavit,
in duplicate, as required by order of the Secretary of the Treasury dated
March 21, 1923, as amended April 7, 1923:
Name of tux. Office before which Description f case and
payer

case is pending

Richard Roe.. Income Tax Unit.

year

mount

FeAarrangement
Fee ainvolverrange
t

Claim for refund, 1918. Retainer: $1,000 and 15 per cent of
amount refunded.

of

$30,000

That none of the business handled by me before the said department was
obtained by any solicitation on my part in violation of paragraph 7 of Treasury Department Circular No. 230, revised August 15, 1923.
JOHn DOE
day of --------- , 192-.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this -------Name--....----.......-------------,
Notary Pube.
SIf applicant has not been admitted to practice before the Treasury Department; strike out the words
Enclosed in parentheses.
SIf no cases are being handled on a contingent basis, strike out preceding words in this sentence
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LAWS AND REGULATIONS GOVENING THE RECOGNITION OF ATTORNrCY, AGENTS,
BEFORE TIE
AND OTHER PERBON8 ItEPRESENTINO CLAIMANTS AND OTIHERt
TREASURY DEPARTMENT AND OrFFICt

THEREOF

(First supplement to Department Circular No. 230, dated August 15, 1923)
TREASURY I)EPAIRTMENT,

OFFICE OFr Tu SWErrARY,
Washington. January 4, 19?,.
The regulations governing the recognition of attorneys, agents, and other
persons representing claimants and others before the Treasury Department and
offices thereof are hereby amended and supplemented, effective January 1, 1924,
as tollow.4:
1. The committee on enrollment and disbarment shall consist of six members
ppoIlnted by the Secretary of the Treasury, of whom two shall ie detalls
from the office of the Secretary, three from the office of the Commissioner of
Internal Revenue, and one from the Division of Customs. 1The Secretary shall
designate the chairman and vice chairman from members detailed from his
office. The Secretary shall also del gnate a secretary of the committee.
2. The duties assigned to the chief clerk of the Treasury Department by
paragraphs 4 and 8 of Department Circular No. 230, dated August 15, 1923,
shall be performed iy the committee on enrollment and disbarment or by its
secretary under the direction of the committee.
Any provision in Department Circular No. 230, dated August 15, 1923, in
conflict with the foregoing is hereby amended accordingly.
A. W. MLLoN,
Secretary of the Treasury.
LAW8 AND REGULATIONS GOVERNING THE RECOGNITION OF ATTORNEY$, AGENTS,
AND OTHER PERSONs REPRESENTING CLAIMANTS AND OTHERh BEFORE THE
TRASURYY DEPARTMENT AND OFFICcB THEREOF

(Second supplement to Department Circular No. 230, dated August 15, 1923)
TRsAauBYY DEPARTMENT,
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY,

Washington, February 15, 1924.
Treasury Department Circular No. 230, dated August 15, 1923, as supplemented January 4, 1924, is hereby amended by striking out paragraph 5 and
subparagraph (b) of paragraph 7 of said circular and inserting in lieu
thereof a new paragraph and subparagraph to read as follows:
5. Former connection with the Treasury Department or personal knoicledge
of matter in controversy.-(a) No attorney or agent shall be permitted to
appear before the Treasury Department in connection with any matter to
which such attorney or agent gave personal consideration or as to the facts
of which he had actual personal knowledge while in the service of the Treasury
Department, and likewise no such attorney or agent shall aid or assist another in any such matter, and no attorney or agent shall receive assistance
from one formerly in the service of the Treasury Department and having
such personal knowledge.
(b) No former officer, clerk, or employee of the Treasury Department shall
act as attorney or agent in any matter or controversy pending In such department during his employment therein within two years after he has ceased
to be such officer, clerk, or employee without first having obtained the consent
thereto of the Secretary of the Treasury or his duly authorized representative; and no enrolled attorney or agent shall, without first having obtained
the consent of the Secretary of the Treasury or his duly authorized representative, employ or retain any such former officer, clerk, or employee directly or
indirectly in any such matter or controversy, within such two-year period.
Such consent may only be granted when it appears (1) that such employment is not prohibited by law or by the regulations of the Treasury Department: (2) that the matter or controversy, t handle which such consent is
sought, was not pending in the particular office or division (departmental or
field) in which the applicant was formerly employed. Applications for consent should be directed to the secretary of the committee on enrollment and
disbarment, stating the former connection of the employee and the matter
or controversy in which the applicant desires to appear. The applicant shall
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thereupon be promptly advised as to his right to appear in the particular
matter or controversy, and a copy of such advice shall be filed In the record
of the case.
(c) Subparagraph (b) shall not affect existing contracts of employment,
entered into prior to the date of this supplement to Circular No. 230, to
uatmit. ...- y HIwtcllc matter or 'ontroversy now pending.

for rejection, suspn, on, or dibarmnnt-7. (luuse
(b) Conduct contrary to the canIIns of ethic' as adopted by the Amerclan
Bar Ansoclation.
A. W, MtION,
K rretary of the Treacury.
ITRCOGNITION OF ATTORNEY, AurYTa,
LAWH ANID
I.IUI.OUATIONS GOVEjtNING Trt
AND OTHER PIERSON4 REPlRESNTING CI.AIMANTA
AND
)OTHIES BKIEF
THE
TrIAASURy DEPARTMENT AND OFFICES TH'iREOF

(Third supplement to Department Circular No. 230, dated August 15, 1923)
TREASURY DKPARTM NT,
OFFICE OF TIHE HB RITARY,

WashinAton, Apri J,
. 1924.
Paragraph 7 of Treasury Department Circular No. 230, dated August 15,
1923, as amended by the second supplement to said circular, dated February
15, 1924, is hereby further amended by str.king out the words "or enrollment
as attorney or agent," in the fourth line of subparagraph (d), and inserting
in lieu thereof the following: "but an enrolled attorney or agent may use on
his letterheads or cards the words 'enrolled to practice before the Treasury
Department,' or words of similar import," and by adding a new subparagraph
(h), so that the paragraph will read as follows:
"7. Causes for rejection, suspension, or disbarmnt.-In general, any conduct which would preclude an applicant from enrollment will be sufficient
to justify his suspension or disbarment. Specifically, the following matters,
among others, will be considered grounds for suspension or disbarment:
"(a) Violation of the statutes or rules governing practice before the Treasury Department.
"(b) Conduct contrary to the canons of ethics as adopted by the American
Bar Association.
"(c) False or misleading statements or promises made by the attorney or
agent to a taxpayer or misrepresentation to the Treasury Department.
"(d) Solicitation of business by the attorney or agent. This includes letters,
circulars, and interviews not warranted by previous association; printed matter
appearing on the letterheads or cards of the attorney or agent Indicating
previous connection with the Treasury Department (but an enrolled attorney
or agent may use on his letterheads or cards the words "enrolled to practice
before the Treasury Department," or words of similar import); or representation of acquaintance with Treasury officials or employees. It includes also
the use by attorneys and agents of any titles which might imply official status
or connection with the Government, such as "Federal tax expert" or "Federal tax consultant." It is not considered a violation of this regulation for
Treasury employees, on severing their connection with the Department, to
send out announcement cards, briefly stating their former official status and
announcing their new association, provided thb cards are addressed only to
personal or business acquaintances, and provided further that such cards
are distributed only at the t me of severance of the official connection with
the Government. These cards are regarded by the committee not as advertising but as the customary announcement cards issued fos the express purpose
of identifying the sender with his new association or business.
"(e) Negligence in furnishing evidence required in matters pending before
the Treasury Department, and in the use of any means whereby the final
settlement of the matter is unjustifiably delayed.
"(f) The employment by an enrolled attorney or agent as correspondent
or subagent in any matter pending before the Treasury Department, or the
acceptance by such enrolled attorney or agent of employment as correspondent
or subagent of or from any person who has been denied enrollment or who has
It is in violation of the regulabeen suspended or disbarred from practice
tions for an enrolled attorney or agent to assist in any way or be assisted by
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un attorney or agent who has been denied enrollment or has been suspended
or disbared.
"(g) Any other matter which, In the opinion of the committee of enroll.

ment and disbarment, is unfair to the taxpayer or to the Treasury Department or Interferem unduly with the orderly disposition of matters pending

before the department.
"(h) No former employee of the Bureau of Internal Revemue who violated
bis agreement to slay at least a year in the bureau Nhall be admitted to
practice until after two years from his severance of connection with the
bureau."

A. W. MrI.-,N,
N, eretary of the Trnasursy.

Mr. NAsH. Senator King asked me something about Ihe personnel
of the intelligence unit.
There are 92 intelligence agents. Some of them are in Washington and the rest of them are distributed quite generally around
the country. Of course, their function is to investigate fraud cases
and cases involving our own personnel. One of their incidental
functions is to make investigations for the committee on enrollment
and disbarment. That is a very minor part of their work.
Senator KING. How many are usually employed in Washington?
Mr. NasH. I think we probably have ten or a dozen in Washington; that is, we have some men at large here. We may have a big
case break in some section of the country where we do not have a
man, and we will send a man directly out of Washington on that
case.
Mr. MANSON. Do you use those men for the preparation of the
kind of cases as illustrated by these recent indictments? I have
seen in the papers recently several indictments of employees.
Mr. Nasn. Yes; in cases of collusion between employees and tax
experts on the outside. All of such cases are worked up by these
men.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you use them in fraud cases like that discussed
this morning--the Hillhan cas--and in ascertaining the degree of
fraud?
Mr. NASH. The agent might be used to make a field examination
in a case of that kind and bring in the facts, and he might make a
recommendation on it. He might sit in the conference where the
case was being considered. I think that was brought out in the
Atlantic, Gulf& West Indies cases, where the two agents who had
made the examination in New York were brought to Washington
and took part in the conference where the ultimate settlement was
arrived at.
Mr. MANSON. In the Kerr Steamship Co. case, where the owners
of the company sold out and tried to get out of the country with the
money, if I remember rightly, the agents were used.
Mr. NASH. .Yes. Many of our intelligence agents are expert
income-tax men, who have worked up through the Income Tax
Unit. I might also say that probably half of their efforts are devoted to prohibition cases. Practically all of the big prohibition
cases are worked up by the intelligence agents.
Mr. MANSON. You mean the intelligence agents of your service?
Mr. NASH. Yes. You see, they are the intelligence agents of the
Bureau of Internal Revenue, and the Prohibition Unit is a section of
the Bureau of Internal Revenue.
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Senator KINO. Would they be subject to the jurisdiction and control and direction of the Prohibition Unit?
Mr. NAsH. No, indeed. They are subject to the direct control of
the commissioner.
The CHAIRMAN. Have you anything else to put in this morning,
Mr. Nash?
Mr. NAsH. Mr. Manson asks us for our record under section 826
of the 1918 act, and I have found this-I do not know that it is all
of the record, but it is at least a part of it. It is as much as I could
find. It is a card record; the alphabetical arrangement is complete
from A to Z.
Mr. MANSON. How many cards are there, Mr. Nash?

Mr. NASH. I should guess around 200.
Mr. MANHON. It is not your judgment that those 200 cases represent all of the cases in which paid-in surplus was allowed under
the 1918 act and subsequent acts, is it?
Mr. NAsI. It is not my judgment that this is a complete record.
The CHAIRMAN. 1That is all you have, anyway?
Mr. NASH. That is all I could find, Senator. I did find an order
dated October 18, 1919, signed by George Newton, head of the audit
and administration division, and approved by Mr. Callan, assistant
to the commissioner, which reads as follows:
HEAD OF TECHNICAL DIVISION.
HEAD OF AUDIT SUBDIVISION.

RETURN CONTROL SECTION.
Section 326 (a) (2) provides:
" That the commissioner shall keep a record of all cases in which tangible
property is included in invested capital at a value in excess of the stock or
CHIEF OF

shares issued therefor, containing the name and address of each taxpayer,
the business in which engaged, the amount of invested capital and net income shown by the return, the value of the tangible property at the time
paid in, the par value of the stock or shares specifically issued therefor, and
the amount included under this paragraph as paid-in surplus."
In order that this record required by law may be maintained, in the audit
of any return coming under this classification the attached form must be
prepared and immediately sent to the head of the division or subdivision.
The head of the division or subdivision will immediately send the form to
the chief of the return control section who will file the same in the manner
designated.

In view of the fact that this information may be called for by either the
Senate or House of Representatives, it is absolutely essential that every such
case be recorded.

That is signed by Newton, head audit and administration division.

As I explained the other day, these cases were handled for a long
time in the old special assignment section. About two years ago,
that section was abolished, and the work which they were doing
was distributed to the regular audit divisions.
There seems to have been a tendency, years ago, in organizing
the Income Tax Unit, that every time a peculiar sort of case would
come up they would organize raspecial section to handle that kind
of case. The income-tax organization of a few years ago was composed of many sections, each handling a peculiar kind of case. Our
job for the last two or three years has been to break down all of
these old sections and try to get a machine that would function in
all cases, with big divisions instead of little sections.
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This section, as I stated, was abolished about two years ago, in
accordance with our program, and the work that that section did
was distributed into our three big auditing divisions. As I understand it, the records that were kept up to that time became lost in
the shuffle, and this is all I have been able to find. After the abolishment of this section I find that no records were kept, and this order
evidently was lost sight of, until some of these cases came up Iefore the committee last fall. It was called to my attention that it
was necessary to keep such a record under the old law, and since
that time we have kept a current record of all such cases.
Senator KING. Mr. Nash, is it not a fact-and this is not germane
to what we have been discussing--that there are many cases in which
the records show that in the consideration of invested capital as of
March 1, 1913, for the purpose of depletion or for the purpose of
depreciation, where the invested capital consisted solely of patents,
or of something intangible, some intangible property, they have
allowed and are still allowing depreciation?
Mr. GREGG. It is done.
Senator KINo. Can that be justified, Mr. Gregg?
Mr. GREGo. It is absolutely required, I think, by the statute. You
do not differ with that, do you, Mr. Manson?
Mr. MANSON. That depends upon whether it refers to tangible or
intangible assets.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator King is speaking of intangible assets.
Senator KING. Intangibles-a mere patent or some other intangible asset. I do not see how you can allow depreciation under those
circumstances.
Mr. MANSON. I think the statute absolutely requires the allowance
of depreciation on the cost or the 1913 value of a patent. I do not
see how, under the statute, you can avoid it. As to other intangibles
I have a great deal of doubt about the legality of the allowance of
depreciation.
Mr. GREGG. Your question also is whether there is any exhaustion
or depreciation?
Mr. MANSON. Yes.

Mr. GREGG. But where there clearly is, in the case of a patent, I
do not think we have anything to do under the statute but allow it.
Mr. MANSON. I have not presented the question yet, but I do intend to present a report on the matter of what might be considered
the depreciation of good will. The whole subject appeared to be
rather involved. In other words, what is considered depreciation
in one case, or what is handled as depreciation in one case, appears
to be handled as the loss of useful value in another case or as obsolescence in Atill a third case. The line of demarkation does not
appear to be clear in the application of the principle to specific
cases. We have a whole lot of information on that subject, but I
have not as yet assembled it into form for presentation.
Senator KINo. You are going to present that, Mr. Manson, are
you?
Mr. MANSON. Yes.

Senator KINo. Then I will not ask you to incumber the record
with it now.
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The CHAIRMAN. If you have an opportunity to-morrow, Mr. Manson, I wish you would take up this question of actual or legal control
on affiliation. I think that is important, even if we do not get anywhere with it except to present the problem to the committee, so that
we may think about it until we meet again, because, as I understand
it. the Board of Tax Appeals is reversing the acts of the bureau

right along on these cases. Is not that right, Mr. Gregg?
Mr. GREGG. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. I not being a lawyer, it may appear presumptuIus for me to say so, but it seems to me that the Board of Tax

Appeals has been taking a very absurd position.
Mr. MANSON. I think I can state all 1 know on that in a very few
minutes. It will only take me about five minutes.
One of the elements to be considered in the determination of
affiliations of corporations is the matter of the control of the stock.
The bureau has taken the position that the control intended by
Congress in that act was a legal control, an enforceable control, such
control as arises out of the ownership of stock, such control as arises
out of the power of assignment, and such control as arises out of a
proxy.
The Board of Tax Appeals has taken the position that the control
intended by Congress includes what you might call moral control.
In other words, a control of this character:
A has a majority of the stock of a manufacturing company. B
owns a minority. B is an officer of the company. He is employed
by the company, but A at any time could vote B out of his job with
the company.
A comes in and claims that he has control of a hundred per cent
of the stock, because he can fire B if B does not vote his stock as A
desires him to vote it.
My objection to that theory is that it leaves it entirely up to the
taxpayer to determine whether or not he controls it, and the bureau
has absolutely no check on it whatever.
For instance, if A does not desire to be affiliated, he comes in and
takes the position that there is a big minority interest which he does
not control. He says, "I can not control B's vote, even though B
has a job here; I can not control how he will vote his stock." If, on
the other hand, A desires to be affiliated and desires to show that he
controls that stock, he comes in and represents that because B's job
is dependent upon him he controls that stock.
I do not believe that Congress ever anticipated any such control
as that where the question of control must necessarily be determined
by examining a man's mental operations rather than by an examination of tangible facts.
The CHAIRMAN. I understand that that question of option, though,

has been corrected in the 1924 act.
Mr. MANSON. Oh, yes; the matter of the option has been corrected
under the 1924 law. I believe, however, that the effect of the ruling
of the Board of Tax Appeals, so far as undetermined cases in the
bureau are concerned, is going to mean a tremendous loss of money
to the Government. I think there are going to be many cases following these recent rulings where taxpayers are going to take advantage
of these rulings.
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Senator KIxa. May you not, Mr. Gregg, appeal from that?
Mr. GRzE.
Yes, sir; we may.
Senator KINr.
And is not the department going to appeal?
Mr. GeGoo. I do not know. It has not been finally determined. I
shall not recommend it.
Mr. MtAsoN. I do not know as I have stated the situation plainly
on that angle of it.
Mr. (G'u'L.YeC; you stated it very plainly. Your targuinent was
not a legal argument, though.
The CHATH AN. Mr. Gregg said that he was not going to reoimmend an appeal. On what theory?
Mr. GREC. Because I think the board is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you think that it is right for a man to come in
here and say that he controls a vote morally ?
Mr. GRFa. Yes; if he can prove it. I do not think that is a proper
rule, but I think that is a rule that Congress laid down.
Senator KINc. Do you think Congress had in mind a moral control?
Mr. G(zEo. I do not think Congress thought one way or the other
about it, but I think that the language that they adopted means that.
Senator Kixo. I do not think, on a question of votiLg, for instance,
a court would construe that because A worked for me and I might,
and possibly would, assert some authority over his vote, it was contemplated that in some contingency he should be exonerated from voting a proper wayMr. GREGG. I do not think the board has ever passed on such a case
as Mr. Manson has raised.
Mr. MANSON. No; I used that as an illustration of the principle. I
do not mean to say that that is a specific case.
Mr. GunEr.
I do not think they have gone quite that far.
Mr. MANSON. But I can see where the rulings which they have
made, and which I do intend to discuss in a very carefully prepared
report on that subject, involve that principle.
Another illustration is a case where a father controls the majority
interest in a corporation and his son controls a minority. It is possible for him to come in and say, "I can not control my son's vote,"
if he does not desire that corporation to be affiliated; but if he desires
it to be affiliated, he comes in and says, " Why, I control my son's
vote."
The CHAIRMAN. It applies to a wife.
Mr. MANSON. Oh, yes; it applies to any imaginable number.
Senator Kywo. We have passed a law now that the wife is not a
part of the husband. A woman may be married to an Englishman,
but she is still an American citizen, if in her domicile she does not
follow her husband.
The CHAIRMAN. I would like to ask Mr. Gregg what there is in the
statute that makes him follow the conclusion that it was the intent of
Congress to have actual control rather than legal control ?
Mr. GREGG. Because it says " control," and when it says " control"
it means "control," whether legally enforcible or not. When you
read into it that it is legally enforcible control, you are restricting the
language of the act.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. I recall an instance of that character-it was the case of an oil company--that came to me once.
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They wanted to get a lease, which could only be given on the theory
that they had been running an independent concern It appeared
that this man had sold all of his stock to the Standard Ol Co.,
but he said that as long as he was president of that company he
proposed to run it to suit himself, and that he was holding an i.dependent company. In that case it would appear bard to define
control, except by a blind rule of legal control.
Mr. Gl(tEtm. Well, the rule of atual control is a very difficult rule
to apply.
Senator JONES, of New Mexico. I think ;o.

Mr. (G;uE(s;. It is very difficult.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Yes.
Mr. (;Gao. And we recommended to Congress that control test
should be taken entirely out of the statute, which was done in the
1924 act.
Senator KING. I think before you decide as to whether you are
going to appeal or not, you ought to have a very serious conference
with the officials of the bureau.
Mr. GREGo. It has been most carefully considered by about a hundred people, I should say, by now.
The CHAIRMAN. What was your intention, Senator Jones, when
you voted for that?
Senator JONES of New Mexico. I remember that that was discussed. As to the expression, " actual control," nobody went into

an investigation of its ramifications to see where it would land-

but accepting it on the face, that if there is actual control, it would
not seem to be necessary to draw any distinction between that and
legal control. If there was actual control, as to how it should be
administered, was never really carefully thought out, I am sure.
Mr. MANSON. I think the fact is that if the act referred to a contract, it would necessarily construe it to mean a legal and enforceable
contract.
Senator KINa. I move that we adjourn until 10 o'clock to-morrow
morning, Mr. Chairman.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. You might have various situations
to deal with there.
Mr. MANSON. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. We will adjourn here until 10 o'clock to-morrow
morning.
(Whereupon, at 1.30 o'clock p. m., the committee adjourned until
to-morrow, Saturday, May 30, 1925, at 10 o'clock a. m.)

INVESTIGATION OF THE BUREAU OF INTERNAL REVENUE
SATURDAY, MAY 30, 1925
UNITED STATES SENATE,
SPECIAL COMMITTEE TO INVESTIGATE THE

BUREAU OF INTERNAL REVENUE

Washington, b. C.
The committee met at 10 o'clock a. m., pursuant to adjournment
of yesterday.
I resent: Senators Couzens (presiding), Ernst, Jones of New Mexico and King.

Present also: Mr. L. C. Manson, counsel for the committee, and
Mr. L. H. Parker, chief engineer for the committee.
Present on behalf of Bureau of Internal Revenue: Mr. C. R. Nash,
assistant to the Commissioner of Internal Revenue; Mr. James C.
Rogers, Assistant Solicitor, Bureau of Internal Revenue; and Mr.
C, B. Allen, assistant deputy commissioner, Income Tax Unit,
Bureau of Internal Revenue.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Nash, you wish to make a report on some of
the matters that the committee asked you to tell us about ?
Mr. NASII. This is a memorandum concerning the additional taxes

assessed against Guyton & Harrin ton Mule Co., dissolved, the Stockyards Horse & Mule Co., dissolved, John D. Ouyton, William R.
Harrington, and Herman N. Beers, and the subsequent reduction of
the assessment.
In February, 1923, summary assessments for the year 1917 of additional taxes and penalties were made against these taxpayers as
follows:
... -....
Guyton & Harrington Mule Co ...
....
Stockyards Horse & Mule Co .. ._.._

-John D. Guyton..

..------

William R. Harrington ..-------.---Herman M. Beers -----------...--

...
,.....

-- 11,936,623.87

...-----.-..---------.
.. ---------------.

$4,700, 30.99
$..7
100. 861.41

-----

2.582,759.98
727,445 45

Agents had been investigating these taxpayers' liability for 1917
for a long period of time. The taxpayers rendered them no assistSance and presented only fragmentary records, claiming that practi-

cally all their records were lost or destroyed. The agents proceeded
as directed in section 3176 of the Revised Statutes and made up the
returns from the best evidence obtainable, which evidence was
gleanei from the fragmentary records presented to them and a number of enormous bank deposits. John D. Guyton was the president
of the Guyton & Harrington Mule Co., and enormous deposits were
entered in his name which were not reflected in the fragmentary
records whidh had been presented to the agents. The conclusion was
reached by the agents that these large deposits were gross income to
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the corporation and had been diverted by Mr. Guyton into his own
account. They concluded that these deposits should bo entered up
as gross income to the corporation and should be considered as dis.
tributions in the nature of dividends to Mr. (;uytou. in addition to
this income it also appeared on the first investigation that Mr. Guyton, Mr. Harrington, and Mr. Beers had attempted to set up as gifts
to their families certain stock which was later entitled to large
liquidating dividends, and that the income from such dividends was
income to the individuals rather than to the members of the families
to whom they had attempted to give the stock.
This accounting for the original summary assessment in February,
1923, is general in character. In the absence of the Income fax
Unit files which contain the full details and are now in part before
the Senate investigating committee it would seem that this general
statement of how th original assessment was arrived at is probably
all that is necessary for the purposes of this memorandum.
I will say that I did not know until I received this memorandum
that the committee had the files in this case.
The CHAIRMAN. I want to say that I did not know we had them,
either.
Mr. MANSON. What is the case?
Mr. NASH. Guyton & Harrington Mule Co., the Stockyards Horse
& Mule Co., John D. Guyton, William R. Harrington, and Herman

M. Beers.
Mr. MANsoN. I did not know that we had them.
The CHAIRMAN. Who called for them, do you know
Mr. MANSON. I do not know that.
The CHAIRMAN. Does Mr. Parker know?
Mr. PARKE. I do not recall.
The CHAIRMAN. They were called for possibly, at the suggestion
of Senator Reed of Missouri, because I remember his speaking to
me about the case before the Finance Committee last February.
You may finish your statement, Mr. Nash.
Mr. NAsH. These summary assessments and equity suits which
were brought against the dissolved corporations forced these taxpayers to eventually produce all records, the majority of which they
ad claimed, when the agents were investigating the case, had been
lost or destroyed. After the books were presented to the Government the taxpayers then presented voluminous evidence on the many
points in issue and were given about a week's hearing in the solicitor's office, at which they convinced the Government's representatives
who sat in the hearing that the summary assessments were entirely
too large, and as a result of the evidence then presented, together
with their books, it was concluded deliberately by the Government
representatives who conducted the hearing that certificates of overassessment for the year 1917 should issue as follows:
Guyton & Harrington Mule Co-....--..------.--.-----.
The Stockyards Horse & Mule Co --------------------------John D. Guyton----...-----------..
--.-------------William R. Harrington------------..------.--------Herman M. Beers ---..------------------------.-----

$4,790,019.07
100,801.41
11,384,070.13
- 2, 52, 759.98
- 879,396.40

Each item going to make up the reduction was given careful consideration and a memorandum was then prepared showing how
each item should be treated. The original of this memorandum is
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with the unit files to which the Senate investigating committee
has full access.
Even though the Government's representatives concluded, after
the hearing, that these certificates of overassessment should issue
nevertheless, rather than make a mistake, the bureau sent one of
its representatives to Great Britain to check over, in the war office
of the British Government, amounts that had been paid to these
various taxpayers for horses and mules, etc., aggregating millions.
The bureau s representative, after several months' work in London,
rendered his report which was checked carefully against the findings
of the conferees at the hearing in the solicitor's office, and it was then
found that the returns as filed were not far from wrong and that
the assessments summarily made should be reduced. It was after
this investigation in London that the commissioner approved the
reduction of the large assessments and sent out the certificates of
overassessminent.
The attitude and misrepresentations concerning the loss and destruction of the books on the part of the taxpayer were the real
cause of the agents proceeding as they did to make up returns from
the best evidence obtainable which resulted in the large amounts involved in the summary assessment.
The CHAIRMAN. You have no intimation, then, as to the actual.

amount of taxes paid ?
Mr. Nasa. According to this memorandum, the additional assessments were practically all abated. There was very little difference
between the certificates of overassessment and the amount of the
original assessment.
The CHAIRMAN. Is the case closed?
Mr. MANSON. It is a 1917 case and I assume that the statute of
limitations has run on it.
The CHAI AN. Mr. Manson, I assume that you will go over those
files-Mr. MANSON. Oh, yes.
The CUIAIJIU.AN. That have not already been returned?

Mr. MANSON. Yes; if we have the files. I did not know that we
had the files. I remember one conversation in which Senator Reed
of Missouri was talking about a horse and mule company or a mule
company, but he did not give the names at that time. That is why
nothing was done about it then. He did not say who it was.
The CHAIRMAN. I think he did to me, but I did not take note of it,
as a matter of fact.
Mr. MANSON. At the time that we had the conversation he did

not give the name and this letter just came to my attention a few
days ago.
Mr. NASH. Of course, the committee has asked for a great many
cases for statistical purposes, and it may be that this is among those.
Mr. MANsox. I do not know.
Mr. NASH. Mr. Box has called for a great many cases that may not
have come to your attention at all.
Mr. MANSON. Yes.

The CHAIRMAN. I suppose all of those cases that we have asked
for for statistical purposes will be included in the list of cases that
Senator Ernst has asked for.
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Mr. NAsn. I do not know, Senator, whether any segregation wls
made of the cases that were sent for statistical purposes and the
cases that were sent for other reasons. I do not believe any record
has been kept of those photostats of the 1924 corporation returns
that have come up to the committee.
Mr. MAXn
-. 1923.
Mr. NASH. Or the 1923 returns that have come up to the covimittee.
Mr. MANsoN. We have a record of all of the cases that we have
called for and of the use that we made of them.
Mr. NASH. I did ask Mr. Bright's office to keep a record of the
files that were turned over to the committee, in order to check them
back as they were turned back, so that we could keep control of the
files. That is the only record, so far as T know, that was kept.
The CHAIMAN . Have you received the 1924 returns yet, Mr.
Manson ?
Mr. MANSON. No; not yet. The chairman will recall that at about
the time those returns were asked for, the commission wrote a letter
to the chairman explaining why they could not be furnished until
about the 1st of June, or soon thereafter.
The CHIAIRMAN. You have something else that you want to put
in the record, Mr. Nash?
Mr. NASH. I want to say that these 1924 returns for individuals,
which were asked for, have been coming in during the month of
May, and they are now going through our proving section. They
have been recorded, and will be made available for statistical purposes immediately after that work is completed.
The chairman asked the other (lay for a statement as to the position of the bureau on certain cases that have been called to our attention by this investigating committee.
Mr. Gregg and I went over the list of cases that have been presented to this committee and prepared this statement showing the
position of the bureau on such of these cases as are being reinvestigated or reopened.
George Bros., being reinvestigated for years not closed.
William Boyce Thompson, being reinvestigated for all years front
1917 to date.
Witherbee, Sherman Co., being reinvestigated for years not closed.
The Los Angeles Shipbuilding Co. cases is being held until we get
data from the collector at Los Ai, eles as to the collection of this
tax.
Houston Coal & Coke Co., being revalued for years not closed.
The J. I. Case Threshing Machine Co. and the 'United States Steel
Co. cases are still in the solicitor's office. The solicitor is now going
into the whole subject of amortization, and has informed the committee that he will report to them as soon as they come to a definite
conclusion on that subject.
The United Verde Extension Co. case is in the solicitor's office,
where they are going into it to see if we can reopen this case. It is
a case in which there has been a 1312 contract and we have to show
fraud or gross error before we can reopen it.
There are eight cases on amortization on land: The Todd Shipyards Corporation, Todd Drydock Construction Co., Trojan Powder
Co., J. 1. Williams Co., Guantanamo Sugar Co., Federal Ship-
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building Co., South Porto Rico Sugar Co., and the Pacific Coast
Shipbuilding Co. The solicitor's office is going into the question
of amortization on land and will make a report to the committee on
the subject.
The cases of the Union Sulphur Co., Freeport Sulphur Co., and
the Texas Gulf Sulphur Co. are being reinvestigated for the years
reported to the committee and subsequent years.
In the case of the Standifer Construction Co. the 60-day letter is
out and i is on its way to the board of tax appeals. In the case of
the United States Graphite Co. the commissioner has signed an order
to reinvestigate this case for all years involved.
The Climax Fire Brick Co. case is being reinvestigated for unclosed years.
'IThe Penn Sand & Gravel Co. is being reworked on the basis, I
believe, of the field engineer's report, and in which the ruling of Mr.
Shepherd has been reversed.
The case of the Houston Colleries Co. is being reinvestigated for
Iunclosed years.
On the Dill & Collins Co. case.we are checking up in the Income
Tax Unit. That is a case in which the engineers and auditors differed on the rates of depreciation, and to date I have not had any
report from the Income Tax Unit on it.
In the case of the Westinghouse Air Brake Co. the commissioner
has ordered that case to be reworked. That is the one in which
amortization was granted on the basis of the rent that might have
been collected had all of the houses been occupied.
T'lw Anne 0. Haight, Perlman Rim Co., Standard Parts Co., and
the Western Spring & Axle Co. cases are all cases in which the
transfer of stock of one party was not reported by the other parties
involved in the same transaction, and I have referred those cases to
the intelligence unit for an investigation, because there is a possibility of fraud in them.
Senator KInxi. And at the same time you have asked them to try

to ascertain whether there are other stockholders in the same.situaMr. NASn. lThe intelligence unit will investigate everything that is
involved in these cases when they go into them.
The cases of the Foster Oil Co. and seven others-the Shell Co.
the Inion Oil Co., the California Petroleum Co., Mascot Oil Co., the
Union 'Natural Gas Co., Kennedy & Springer Co., and E. F. Connelly--have been referred to the oil section for an explanation, and
I have received no reply as yet.
The case of Louis J. Kauffmann, of New York, has also been
referred to the intelligence unit for investigation, as there seems to
be a possibility of fraud in that case.
The Skelly Oil Co. case is being reinvestigated.
The Kerr Turbine Co. and the remaining cases that were reported during the last few days here, the Watab Pulp & Paper Co.,
Robert Dollar, General Motors, estate of Charles Warren Fairbanks,
thle Mellon National Bank, Union Trust Co., and the Union Savings
Bank, have all been referred to the Income Tax Unit for explanation, and as yet nothing has been received. on them. I will submit
S
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a written report on each of them as soon as I get replies from the
unit.
Senator KINO. In view of what I conceive to be the unsatisfactory
condition in the minerals division, particularly with respect to certain mines, and certain oil and gas cases, have you limited your request to an examination or a consideration of only those cases to
which your attention has been challenged by our counsel?
Mr. NASH. No, sir. We are constantly going into other conditions. I am now reporting to the comnitte te disposition of
such cases as have been reported to this committee, and which Mr.
Gregg and I felt, after going over the files, ought to be looked into
further.
Senator KINa. It is apparent from the nature of the work to be
performed by this committee and by counsel that it was impossible
for them to examine all of the cases in the minerals division, but so
many cases have been brought to the attention of the committee that
it would seem to me that the heads of the Income Tax Unit could.
with very great propriety, ask for closer work upon the part of
that part of the bureau and a reexamination of many of these oil
and gas cases.
Mr. NASH. We are placing on Monday morning, in the review
section of the engineerng division, one of the best lawyers that we
have in the solicitor's office on engineering cases to assist in the
review of such cases as come to that division. It would be physically impossible for him to go into all of them.
The CIAIRMAN. In your statement of cases, Mr. Nash, you mentioned the George Bros. case. That is one of the cases that I
think were handled by Mr. Rusch within 12 days from the time
that he left the bureau.
Mr. NASH. I think that is one of the cases that was mentioned in
the disbarment proceedings against Mr. Rusch. As I recall it, the
case was transferred from the corporation audit division to the consolidated audit division. There was some question at that time as
to why that case should have been transferred. After going into the
case we found that the reason it was transferred for consideration
in the consolidated division was that there was a corporation and a
partnership, and, under some provision of either the law or the
regulations, it was possible, under certain conditions, to affiliate
a corporation and a partnership. I am also told that at that time
if a case did get into the consolidated division, whether it was a
consolidated case or not, they went ahead and completed the audit.
It seems that the corporation division at that time was behind in
its work, and there were not so many cases pending in the consolidated division. It was thought, therefore, in order to expedite the
settlement of cases, that once they were referred to the consolidated
section, they would finish the cases in that section.
Th technical question involved in that case, as I recall it, was the
allowance of excessive salaries to certain members of the corporalion, and that question is now being gone into.
The CHAIRMAN. When you make your report to the committee,
will you include your observations as to Mr. Rusch's dealing with
this case within 12 days from the time he left the bureau, please?
Mr. NASH. Yes, indeed.
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Mr. MANHON. While we are waiting for Senator Jones, there is a
matter that I would like to make a statement in regard to.
The question has been frequently raised as to whether the cases
which have been presented to the committee were not exceptional
case's, freak cases. There were some instances in which such cases
have been presented, because they were exceptional and freak cases.
In other words, the very criticism of them was predicated on the
fact that special favors had been allowed to this particular taxpayer,
or that a special procedure had been followed to the advantage of a
particular taxpayer, which was not generally followed. In such
instances, the criticism was specifically directed to that point; special
attention was called to it.
There were other classes of cases in which that was not true; but
going back to the beginning of our proceedings, the first class of
cases that we began to deal with were amortization cases. We offered
a great number of amortization cases. We have now reviewed all
of the amortization work in the bureau, in large cases. We started
from the top, and from the standpoint of amount involve d, and
went down the list, and the cases which have been presented to the
committee are typical of the conditions with respect to the handling
of amortization.
I have had one engineer working constantly on amortization
cases, even though but few have been recently presented to the conmmittee, and although he has worked on them right up to dnte, for
the purpose of determining whether the cases which were not pre.-ent d to the committee were properly determined, or whether they
were determined in accordance with the solicitor's ruling, or whether
they were not. A summary report dealing with all of those cases, by
name and the amount involved, together with a brief statement of
how they were handled, will be submitted to the committee. In
other words, if I had attempted to present all of the amortization
cases to the committee, I could have devoted this whole investigation
to amortization and have done nothing else.
Now, with reference to copper mines-The CHAIRMAN. Just before you go into that, Mr. Manson, in
making your report to the committee, I would like, if you can, from
the records that you have, tell us to what extent this seven hundred
millions of amortization has affected taxes?
Mr. MANSON. We will do that.
The CHAIRMAN. Because we all realize that a mere statement of
an allowance of $7000,,000 for amortization does not mean that
that much taxes were lost to the Government.
Mr. MANsON. We will do that as near as we can.
Coming now to mines, after the most searching investigation of
the mines section, that is, the metals section, under the administration of Mr. Grimes, we were unable-Senator KING. Now under his administration, you mean?
Mr. MANSON. Yes; now under his administration-we were unable to find anything in his work, or the work done under his direction, which could be criticized.
We presented the copper situation to the committee. There was
nothing isolated or peculiar about that, because we presented the
data in 70 cases. It was presented at one time and in one report,
but it covered specifically and in detail 70 cases.
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As to the nonmetals, we were unable to find anything to criticize
in the work of the nonmetals section of the bureau. We found an
abundance of cases to criticize where the nonmetals section had been
overruled by special conferees, and I think, as the result of the disclosures before this committee, the special conferee system was
abol shed.
I will call attention to a few of the cases: The Climax Fire Brick
Co., Penn Sand & Gravel Co., the United States Graphite Co.,
Border Island Co., New Jersey Calcite Co., and the three sulphur
cases. The three sulphur cases which we criticized were not handled
under the administration of Mr. Briggs, who was the chief of the
nonmetals section at the time our investigation of that section was
made. Those cases, were handled under the administration of Mr.
Griggs, who was the chief of this section before Mr. Briggs, and
who is the assist ant chief of the engineering division.
The CHAIRMAN. That means that hle is Mr. Greenidge's righthand man?
Mr. MANSON. Yes. He also acted as special conferee in some of
these cases which we have criticized.
So that, as far as the administration of the nonmetals sect ion under
Mr. Briggs's administration was concerned, which was the administration we were investigating, we found nothing to criticize. We
found a great deal to criticize where hehad been overruled by special
conferees, particularly Mr. Griggs and Mr. Shepherd.
I am informed that Mr. Shepherd was removed from the service,
and I am informed that Mrr.(Griggs is still the assistant chief of the
nonmetals section, although the work of one does not seel to he
markedly different from that of the other.
The timber section was investigated thoroughly. We found nothing to criticize in the work of the timber section. We found, however, that, particularly with reference to depreciation, while the
timber section was required to determine depreciation rates the auditors were not required to abide by the determination of the timber
section, and some ridiculous results followed from that.
I want to state here generally now that where cases were isolated
cases and criticized for the reason that special consideration hadi
been given to them we called attention to that fact in connection
with the case. Other cases were criticized because we believed them
to be typical.
At the time that we presented amortization, for instance, we were
unable to say that those cases were typical. We know now that
they were, because we have gone ahead with that work right up to
the present time for the purpose of determining that fact, although
we have nof brought anything before the committee. It was deemed
unnecessary, because it is being incorporated in a report to be made
to the committee.
The CHAIRMAN. Have 'you any further statement to make this
morning, Mr. Manson ?
Mr. MANSON. No, sir; that is all I care to add.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Jones, Mr. Briggs is hcre now. Do you
care to interrogate him?
Senator JONEs of New Mexico. I would like to ask Mr. Nash if
he has any information at hand to tell us about this reduction in
I
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force in the Bureau of Internal Revenue; first, what was tht necessity for any reduction in the force?
Mr. NASI. Senator Jones, if I might I would like to read just
t
of he President tothe Government
an extract from he ddres
business organization in January of this year.
Senator EmNST. Mr. Nash, we want you to make your statement
in your own way.

Mlr. NAS . Trfi President coniiented specifically on the personnel
situation in Washington. A portion of his address reads as follows:
At our meeting last June I called your attention to the necessity of reducing
the Government pay roll. The matter of personnel should le kept constantly
In nind. It is the heaviest single item of our exjendltures. * * * We can
not look to a reduction In pay to effect a reduction in the Government pay roll.
What we are looking for is a reduction in the number of employees. Let me
remind you that the Government pay roll for 1124 reached the Htaggerin,
totil of $1,000,
00K). *
* * Thi staggering total should cause concernnot only to us but to every thinking citizen. * * * We have superfluous
employees. It Is an unpleasant and difficult task to -sparat( people from the
Federal service. Bu tit can e done. It will be done. I advise Federal
administrators to plan to operate with a smaller personnel than is now
employed.

I attended that meeting, and it was umy impression that the President meant what he said.
I have charge of the appropriations and tlh finances for the
operation of the Bureau of Internal Revenue. One of my duties is
to appear before the Budget Bureau and before the Appropriation
Committees of (Congress, to exllain appropriation estinmalte s well
as to furnislh inormtiox
mittees.

l concerning1ur
) exl'e'.iitulres to these com-

Our aplpropriations have been reduced consistently for the last
three years. In 1924 our administrative appropriations were
$34,249,000.
Senator KrIo. You mean that that is for the entire Bureau of
Internal Revenue, the taxation end of it?
MIr. NAlS. *Jiist for the taix end of the bureau, not including
prohibition.

In 19i25 our appropriation was $33,381,00.
In 1926--that is, for the fiscal year beginning July 1-our appropriation has been cut to $31,750,000. We have also been limited to
not more than $10,750,000 for personnel cost in the District of
Columbia.
On March 10, 1925, I addressed this memorandum to Deputy
Commissioner Bright, with reference to his allotments for the fiscal
year beginning July 1, and a similar memorandum went to each of
the other deputy commissioners.
This memorandum is dated
March 10, 1925, over my signature, addressed to Deputy Commissioner Bright:
"The allotments which will be granted to you to meet the needs of the field
forces under your supervision (internal revenue agents' divisions) and the
Income Tax Unit of the bureau for the fiscal year 1926 begiunlng July 1 next
from administrative appropriations which have been granted to the bureau
for that fiscal year are show in the following statement:
Field organization: Appropriation "Collecting the internal revenue, 1926,"

$31,750,M).

Allotment No. 21: Salaries of permanent employees, internal revenue agents'
divisions, $7,325,000.
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Allotment No. 22: Salaries of temporary employees, Internal revenue agents'
divisions, $20,00).
Allotment No. 23: Traveling expense of internal revenue agents' divisions,
$800,000.
Allotment No. 24: MimNellaneous expenses of Internal revenue agents'
divisions (exclusive of purchases made by Bureau of Supply), $110,000.
Unit organization: Thirty-six salaries, bureau (Income Tax Unit), $8,056,820; 74 salaries, bureau (Income Tax Unit), $785,500.
The administrative appropriations which have been granted by the session
of Congress recently closed to the bureau to meet its neetu during the coming
fiscal year, exclusive of the amount appropriated for the enforcement of the
narcotic and national prohibition acts, have been reduced $1,6( 0,606 under
the amounts appropriated for the current fiscal year. As a result of this
large reduction which has been made on our appropriations and In order to
comply with a restrictive clause which has been inserted in the appropriation
"Collecting the Internal Revenue" to the effect that not more than $10,750,000
shall be expended under this appropriation title for personal services in the
District of Columbia during the coming iscal year It will be nece.mary for
you to have the bureau and field organizations under your supervision within
the limits of the allotments outlined herein on July 1 n. xt and that they be
kept within such limlts during the ensuing tfscal year.

After Mr. Bright received this memorandum, he came to my office
and said that he wanted to discuss some plans of reorganization in

order to cut down the size of his organization, so that they could
operate within their next year's allotments. We discussed a reorganization of the staff division of the Income Tax Unit, which had
to do with the keeping of the personnel records, appointment files,
etc., and we have worked out a plan by which the functions of that
division will be eliminated by about 50i per cent.
Senator ERNSTr. By about how much?
Mr. NASH. About 50 iper cent.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. What particular unit is that?

Mr. NASH. This is in the Income Tax Unit. As I say, we have
worked out plans for reorganization of what we call the staff division.
We also discussed the organization of the engineering division,
and I asked Mr. Bright to formulate some definite plan and bring
it to me in writing.
On April 18, 1925, Mr. Bright brought this plan to my office. It
deals with the engineering division and it says that the following
suggestions are su emitted for consideration in connection with contemplated changes in the engineering division:
There are attached two lIheets. One shows the entire personnel of the
division as of April 15, 1925, the name of each employee, the salary received,
the date entered the division, and the group to which assigned. The other
shows what the division would be if the suggested changes are made.
The change suggested in the personnel attached to the head office is not to
replace Miss J. Gehrman, comptometer operator, who I have been informed
will resign, effective June 1, 1925. If Miss Gehrman does not resign, it is
suggested that Miss Prendergast, comptometer operator, be transferred out
of the division. This change Is suggested, because the amount of work for
which comptometer operators are needed is decreasing. The work of the two
girls mentioned has been satisfactory.
The change suggested in the production committee, that of reducing the
permanent personnel from 've to two, is a temporary one. The work of the
committee is important and has been well done, but is now less than heretofore
because of the large number of small cases which are acted upon in the
records division by engineers who are periodically assigned to such work.

Mr. MANSON. What was that-the production committee?
Mr. NASH. Yes; that paragraph dealt with the production com-

mittee.

I
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Mr. Hanson was reassigned t tile nionmetial's section to-day.

,omnilntng the present coal, metals, andi nonitatals sections into one), to be
suggestion for consider
nminllig WtI'411, is the almost inlportua
tree sections is .43 at present. The
tion. The combilnd personnel of ti tl
personnel of the suggested section would he 41, und this may bh reduced to
The sug40 b.) plcitng oine from this secltio n n the production committee.
gested combination of the present three sections is of such importance that
known u1 tih

a discussion of it in writing would be lengthy, and is therefore deferred for
conference.
otil nd gaHs section.
lt'hire is no change saggestetd hl tl
change suggested t thi time is the clitina3
In thti tilber stion the only
lon of the positii of assisttant hilef oif section, ltherety adding one engineer

to valuation work.
In the appraisal section
The suggested

chlunggs

no chialtge is suggested at this tine.
would result in theipay roll bhing redued approxi-

mnitely $18.0MM).
About 1,IH) to l,500 slquair totl of spllle' llow occupied by th
also lte alnd. available for other uses.

divlisto
this

could

came before 1me the operating
At the time that this nenmorandt
allotment of the Income Tax Ulnit in the bureau for this fiscal year
was overdrawn to the extent of $32,395.01; that is, it was necessary
for us to effect a reduction equivalent to that amount before June 30
in order not to overdraw our appropriation.
After Mr. Bright brought this memorandum to me I studied it
carefully and discussed it with the commissioner. As far as it pertained to the creation of a mining section, combining coal, metals,
and nonmetals, I thought it was an inadvisable thing to do at this
time. I do believe that ultimately we should have such a section in
our engineinnerig division, It is a logical way to divide our work.
My suggestion at the time this was discussed was that if we
created a mining section I thought it might be advisable to place
Mr. Grimes at the head of it, and to put Mr. Davis, who is now at
the head of the coal section, as the assistant to Mr. Grimes, heading
this mining division,
The commissioner at the time agreed with me that it would be
better to make this reorganization in two bites rather than in one,
and it was then agreed to combine the metals and the nonmetals into
one section and to put Mr. Grimes at the head of that section.
We called Mr. Grimes in and talked it over with him. I asked
Mr. Grimes if lie could function as the head of the combined section so that we could eliminate the administrative cost of one section.
There were 10 men in the nonmetals section and 13 men, I believe,
in the metals section. The new section would have about 23 men.
Mr. Grimes informed the commissioner and myself that he could
operate as head of that section without any difficulty, and that it
would not entail any additional administrative cost.
The commissioner then signed the order bringing about that consolidation.
Senator KIo. I thought the consolidation was for the purpose
of reducing cost, and yet you say that Mr. Grimes said that it would
not add any additional cost.
Mr. NASH. Mr. Grimes stated that he could take over the work of
the nonmetals section into the metals section.
Senator KINO. Oh, yes.
Mr. NASH. Without any additional cost to the metals section.
That eliminated the administrative cost of the nonmetals section.
- 92919--25--Pr

18--27
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Did that mean.

hlien.

he elimination of some indi-

vidlials?
Mr. NA.sii. It eliminated Mr. Briggs and Mr. llriggs's secretary, I
believe,: and, its 1 have stated, at thlt time the iotIiltient for the
Income Tax I nit wits overdrawn to the extent of about $32,000. It
Wias necessary for ius to get that overdraft

t of the way before the

30th of June.
Senator KINO. Then, the consolidation of those two sections- the
metals and the noniiietals-miierely
ieant the elimiination of Mr.

Briggs and his secretary ?
Mr. NAsu. It meant the eliiination of the administrative cost

of the nonmetals section, without respect to individuals.
Senator KiNO. But the way it has worked out it only eliminated
Mr. Briggs and his secretary; is that right ?
Mr. NASH. That, would be tleiadmnllistrative cost there; yes sir.
This chart shows the relative position of the work in the engineering division with respect to these years between July, 1923,

and April 30, 1924. 1 had the chart prepared at that time to show
what the condition of the work would be in the engineering division.
From this chart it is apparent how th<l work for 1917, 1918, 1919,
and 1920 has dectra;ised from the wide margin down to the very narnow margin at the bottom of the chart.
The CHAIUtMAN. What division is that where it has increased?

Mr. NATH. Those lar tle
tenewer yeaVrs. In 1921 and 1922 the c'es
are ('1coing in.

The cases on hand in this nonmetals section, which

we abolished, lhas been decreased as follows:
On May 1,192, we had thirty -two 1917 cases; on May 1, 1925. we
had ten. That is just one-third of what we hadl a year ago.
Of the 1918 cases, a year ago we had 47, and on May 1 of this year
we had 10. That is almost one-fifth of what we had about a year

ago.
Of the 191) cases, atyear ago we lad 330, and oin May I of this year

we had 29.
The ClAIMAN. You left out 1918.
Mr. NAsH. No; in 1918 we had 47, and came down to 10.
'Thle CIIAIMA.N. Oh,I see.
Mr. NAS1u. In 1920 we had 558, and that nlil er has been re-

duced to 88.
Senator KINO. You mean that those are cases still unsettled?
Mr. NASH. Those are cases still unsettled, but I just want to bring
out that that is the number of pending cases in the division as of
May 1, this year, as compared with May 1 a year ago.
Mr. MANsoN. That indicates that
r. Briggs did a pretty good
not?
it
does
work,
up
the
job of cleaning
Mr. NAsh. And it indicates that there was not sufficient work:
that is, it indicates, to my mind at least, that there not not sufficient
work in that division to justify the placing of another valuation
engineer in the, organization. The work on hand was rapidly
diminishing, and we were also confronted with an overdraft in our
appropriation which had to le overcome.
The CHAIRMAN. You have not stated the number of cases for the
subsequent years.
Mr. NAsH. There were 78 cases for he year 1921-that is, as far
as this chart shows-a year ago, and 117 for 1921 this year. The
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total Ihere is shown as 1,(145 cases pending as of NMay 1, 1924, und 214
cases pending as of May 1. 1925. That is about onel-fourth te nI1mher of' vases pending this yeIar a' compared with the number a year
ago.
Mr. Briggs has been settling those cases, as I umlndrSenator KNlii.
it.
str.<l
Mr. NAsii. M. lBrinzgs was the head of the section through which
these ('ases were

)ptaHInm.

Senator KINSO. Yes. The expedition with which they were settled
would depend largely on the manner in which he performed his
work, would it not ?
Mr. NAsI. It would, to my notion, depend more on the engineers
who were handling thel eases, or just as much as it would on Mr.
Brigg.s.
Senator KINO. Well, the head of the division has something to do
with it.
Mr. NA.sn. Certainly; it is his job to see that the engineers immediately beneath him are working.
Senator KlNs, And he is the one who passes upon the result of
their work.
Mr. N.%sn. I am not reflecting--Senator KIN,. No: pardon me. He passes upon the result of their
work, does lie not .
Mr. NAHs. I think he reviews it.
That is what he is for, is it not f
Senator KNt(.
Mr. NASIrl.That certainly is.
Senator KiNs;. lHe is familiar with that work, is he nvot, as rtwimu
so or more so than anybold else in the nonmetals section ?
Mr. N.Asu. He should be.
Senator Kix;. Then, he would know the method by which those
cases should be settled?
IMr.NAsu. That is true.
Senator K1iQ . Then, why should you remove a man who was there
and whose work was so effectual there because of the celerity with
which those cases were disposed of, when you still had this large
number of cases undisposed of--a man who knew the ropes and the
technique of the organization and the rules to be applied for the
settlement of those cases?
Mr. NAsi.
I think Mr. Grimes is a better man than Mr. Briggs.
and Mr. Grimes can do everything that Mr. Briggs could do. Mr.
Grimes told the commissioner and me that he could do it without
much additional effort on his part or without interfering with important work of his division. It thereby enabled us to eliminate one
administrative officer, who, I think, came under what the President
termed "superfluous employees."
Senator KINO. Why did you not eliminate some from the metals
section rather than from the nonmetals section, with which this consolidation was effected?
IMr. NASU. I just want to point out. Senator, that it is necessary
for us to make further eliminations.

Senator KITN. I agree with you.
Mr. NASH. We have not stopped.
Senator KNb. I think you have entirely too many in the Income
Tax Unit.
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AMr. N.AIs.
lThere has been separated from the h1ureau of Intcrnal
lRevlenue in W'ashingtor
since Janulary 1 of this year :34 employees,

Mr. M.ANSsN. Did Mr. Grimes ever indicate--

Senator KI,.
Mr. NASL,.

iJust let him finish that.

T' e aggregate salaries

for those eN1plo)yees

was

$63:18)0.
The CfIAInRIAN. Per year?

Mr. NAsn. Yes. sir; the annual rate.
Included in that list
l
are seven engineers, the salaries of the eg0i.
neers involving an aggregate of $34,000. Mr. Briggs and Mr. Shepherd are included in that list. That slows the separations from the
bureau between January and May 15.
Senator KY.oN Just tLe income tax alone?
Mr. NASH. No; the Bureau of Internai Revenue. There is 110
segregation as to the Income Tax Unit.
Senator KING. Have you any idea what that is?
Ir. NASu. The largest part of this-I presume 80 or 90 per cent-would be in the Income Tax Unit.
Mr. MANsoN. Did Mr. Grimes ever indicate to you that lie desired Mr. Briggs as his subordinate in the consolidated section?
Mr. NASH. I do not recall that such a question was put up to Mr.
Grimes, or thutt Mr. Grimes conented on it.
Mr. MANSON. I will state that Mr. Grimes told one of the engineers for the committee that he would have been delighted to have
had Mr. Briggs brought over to his force in the consolidated section.
Mr. NASH. I do not doubt that. I do not question it. Mr.
Grimes might have been delighted. The problem which confronted
me, and which confronted the commissioner, was to get rid of this
overdraft. We eliminated what we thought were two surplus eimr ployees in the engineering division, Mr. Briggs and Mr. Shepherd,
and thereby saved $10,000.
Mr. MANSON. You still have a man by the name of Seward, who
is employed in the consolidated section, and who was on nonmetals
work, have you not?
Mr. NASH. I believe there is a Mr. Seward in that section. I have
talked to Mr. Grimes about Mr. Seward. Mr. Briggs criticized the
reviewing officer in the engineering section, I believe it was, because
lie had raised Mr. Seward's rating over the rating that Mr. Briggs
had given him.
I had Mr. Seward's rating investigated by a member of the intelligence unit. That officer recommended that Mr. Seward's rating
be reduced. I think Mr. Briggs had rated Mr. Seward around 78
or 79. The reviewing officer had rated him about 90, and the intelligence officer recommended that it be reduced to about 84.
I discussed this Seward situation with Mr. Grimes, and I told Mr.
Grimes, when lie was taking over this section, that if Seward was
of no value to him, I wanted to know it, and we would drop him as
quickly as we would any other man who was not producing.
Mr. Grimes will make up an efficiency rating for Mr. Seward as of
May 15, and if Mr. Grimes's estimate of Mr. Seward is such that
he should not be continued in the service, lie will not be continued in
the service.
Mr. MANSON. I have examined this personnel record of Mr. Briggs
which you have produced this morning, and it appears from this
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personnel record that this Ilmuan Seward was employed in the inon-

metals section at a salary of $1,800 a year. It appears from tll
statement siredl
byi MIr. Iriggs and all of thle engineers employed
in his section that Sew. r d was a loafer; that lie would not work;
that he had no prodlctionl; and that lhe was absent from Ilis desk
1
Most of the
time. Nir'. Briggs took that fuct into
)consideration
and
gave h im a low rating. Seward p rotested. Mr. Griggzs. the assistant chief engineer, lrii; ed his rat ingl. Tie ellec't was to (cimIlorlize
Mr. hri'ggs's section' , whose exc(ilent record Ihas ,bet laitid before

the connlittee by Mr. Nash.
As a result of that sit ilt ion, and in order 1lItSt your engineers
might hnow whether ia mani who hia nloI iprodit'lion wias to Ib ratted
over t ietii, tlhe signed a \written statement. One thing in that statenent wais that thP work of that section had beeln upon a uniformly'n
so0und1
foundation, except where affected by outside interference.
Mr. Greenidge called in every engineer who signed that statement
and questioned each one of t hem with particular reference to that
latter statement, that the work was 1upon it soind foundation except

where alected by outside interference. Those men adhered to their
position. They all stated that they signed this statement volnn arily.
The matter went up to Mr. Allen, the assistant to the deputy
comliissioler, and Mr. Allen has a iiemorandmi
on Mr. Briggsts
efficiency record here, which I will read.

Senator E s'r. How does that affect the question that
consi during herOe now?
Senator KIMN. I think it is very material.

vwe are

Mr. M.ANSON. It affects it in this way: It is claimed here-and
there is an attempt to show-that this iman was removed in order

to save expense. The efficiency of his section has been demonst rated
by the figures lproduIced by Mi'r. Nash. No criticism has been made
of his work by either the bureau or by the agents of the committee.
We fould it to be uniformly sound.
The agents of tih committee
are of the same opinion, and, as far as I am concerned, I have reiterated the very statement here that is made in this llmemorandumli
that the work o that section hlas Ibeen uniformly sound, except

where affected by outside interference.
1 lave no criticism of the consolidation of that section, in putting
the work under Mr. (Grimes, who is an excellent man, but I do say
that as long as you are holding a man who. according to a statemient signed by every engineer ill the section, is a loafer , it is minii-

fest that Mr. Briggs was not sutmnarlv rem

loved from the service

for tle sole reason that it would save expense.

Senator EInNsr. ir. Manson might show that might not have
happened, but that wculd not show that Mr. Briggs under the circumlstances which have been outlined here, sold
not have been
dropped.
JMr. MAsso.x. The situation is this:
Mr. Briggs was getting ',5,200
a year. I understand that on tlhe
reorganization he would have been satisfied with a subordinate position. There is no criticism of his work nor of the production of his

section.
Senator Erxsw. Nobody is making tlat point.
up a straw man and knocking hinm down.

You are putting
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Mr. MANS)O. This record showsSenator EaNST. Nobody is complaining of the character of his
work, and personally I would like you to confine yourself to the
issue; but if you want this in, I have no objection to it.
AMr. MANXON. ''his record shows conclusively that Briggs was
removed because of the circulation and signing of a statement that
the work of his section was on a sound foundation except where
affected by outside interference. I was about to read this memoran.
(1du1
of Mr. Alien for the purpose of verifying the statement that I
have just mIade.
Senator KINr.
By the way, did Mr. (reenidge attempt to intimiidate or punish those meicn
Mr. MANsON. There is no indication of that, but he called in each
one of them and took their statement before a stenographer, with
particular reference as to who prepared this statement, who had
circulated the statement, and the foundation for the statement that
the work was on a sound foundation except where it was affected by
outside interference.
Senator KI xo. I think if the bureau wanted to reduce expense it
could have gotten rid of Mr. Greenidge with very great advantage
to the service.

Mr. MANsoN. And they would have saved $7,500.
The ('IuuIRMAx. More than that. It would have saved a good
many millions.
Air. MANSON. This is Mr. Allen's memorandum:
It aplpars from the information given by engineers questioned by Mr. Green.
idge, head of the enginet-ring division, that a memorandum of April 15, 1925,
addressed to Mr. J. II. Briggs, chief of nonmetals section, and signed by eight
engineers of the nonmetals section, was circulated in that section by Mr. lriggs
himself.

Mr. N.AsI. Mr. Manson, at that point may I ask you to read the
memorandum that was circulated?
Mr. MANSON. Yes.

Mr. NASH. I think if Mr. Allen's comment goes into the record the
imeiporanidun ought to go in.

,lr. MANSON. Yes; I will be glad to do that.
The CHAIRMAN. I think that is proper.
AMr. MANSON. This is headed "Engineering Division, Income Tax
i'nit," and is dated April 15, 1925:
MeAnorandlum for Mr. J. II. Briggs, chief inomietals valuation section.

We, thi undersiglmd enginleters of tht nonmetals valuation section, have read
your nimeorandum dated April 14, 19)25, and attached statements, addressed to
tit deputy (onuInissioner.

Senator KING. Was this addressed to Briggs or Griggs?
Mr. MlANsoN. This is addressed to Briggs. [Reading:]
We indorse the statement made therein to the effect that t it would appear
that a section chief should be consulted as an act of common courtesy, If not
as a sound business policy, by a reviewing officer before changing his rating
marks." This would appear to be axiomatic.

This refers back to Mr. Briggs's memorandum protesting against
increasing the rating of this man Seward. [Reading:]
Referring to the memorandum of Engineer Seward-

Senator Jox, s of New Mexico. Just let me ask you this. Mr. Manson: Tell me about that system of ratings there. It seems that
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this controversy relates to the question of ratings. How is that
done ?
that in the first instance--Mr. MANMON. I understand
The CUmaI1 AN. Just a minute, Senator. I would get a better

picture of it if he reads Mr. Briggs's memorandum of April 14,
which started the controversy. I think that will indicate how it is
done.

Mr. MANSON. All right.
'The (CHA'ImIAN. lThat will bring it out in ( chronological order.
Senator EtM'Ir. Yes; that will be better.
Mr. MANSON. All right. This is headed " Engineering division,
Income Tax 'nit," and is dated April 14, 11925:
Memorandum for Mr. J. 0. Bright. Deputy Comnmssioner (through Mr. S. M.
Greenidge,,head engineering division) :
Reference is made to myv conversation with you on April 10, 1925, in the
matter of the rating of Engineer John Seward. You will recall that at that
time I stated that Seward was rated much higher than the marks that I
gave him should indicate. I further stated that the rating given him was
unfair to the other men it the section and would have a had effect upon the
morale.
The morning of April 11, 1925, 1 was called to the office of Mr, . I. Allen
and shown the rating sheet of Seward. Corrections by check mark in red Ilk
had been made thereon and the sheet lad been signed lIy Mr. C. (. Griggs as
reviewhg officer. Upon my remarking that I had not been consulted ln this
mutter, I was advised that it was not ntctssary that I should bhe consulted.
However, it would appear that a sect'ionl chief should he consulted as an nwt
of common courtesy, if not as a sound business Iolhcy, ly a reviewing officer
Hbfore (hanging his rating marks. I would hesitate to contend for the iosition that I take, did I not feel that I have the support of my engineers.
I will first state how the lmsition of subse'tion chief happened to l1tcreated.
At the time that the subject of relassilfcation was iupand reasons were being
advanced for salaries to which engineers should le entitled, the nonmetals section had two eng liners with salaries of $4,S(MH)
which was $840 higher than
the next highest salary. It was tlbught that reclassilication might endanger
those salaries and as aipossible aid to sving t hem it was decided to create two
positions designated as subsection chieff , to which Messrs. Seward and Shontz,
the $4,8(0 mlen, were appointed, salary, not merit, controlling. lu this connecotin reference may be made to Engineers Burdick. Cook, Madison. Nevius. and
Hanson, the last named now with the production committee. I may add that
I attempted to make the lpsition of subsection chief a position of merit by
appointing Engineer Boalllh (recently resigned) to the firt vacancy in that
position where lie did valuable work in reviewing and consultation with
engineers assigned to him.
Engineiers Cook. Madison, and Nevius were assigned to Seward. Engineer
Cook has stated that so for as lie knows. Sewnrd never reviewed his work.
merely signing his name: that he considered the reference of his work to
Seward as nothing more than a joke.
Engineer Madison states that. reference of his work to Seward ihealways
considered ais purely perfunctory. So far as he knows, Seward merely signed
his name without reviewing. Seward never consulted him.
Engineer Nevius hlas on several occasions objected to referring his work to
Seward, stating as a reason that he objected to his work being reviewed by
one who did not know more than be did, and with whom it would be useless
to consult.
Mr. Seward has never consulted about the work of the engineers assigned
to him and in no other way has he given me assistance in connection with their
work.
The position of subsection chief has been abolished and two engineers have
been appointed to review the work. Attached hereto are carbon copies of
memoranda relating to the changes. No doubt the discontinuance of the
position of subsection chief brought out the memorandum of Mr. Seward,
dated April 11, 1925, addressed to 'the head, staff division. Copy of this
memorandum and my memorandum forwarding same are attached.
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Iitenoratlun of Mr. (tirtinidgi, lhol,

'nigil'rling

division, dated August .,1I921, andl copy of my reply dated Augusmt 11, 1924-the part referring to Enginteer Seward-fromt which it will appear thUt E'li.
niter Setwnrd did not rate high at that time.
Whenl
the 'tngilnt9rhilg division wias stiltioned lit Twentieth and C Stres
to
1 pon rem'vall
and Nevius had desks near Suward.
NW.. Einoeers %Cook
dtlesks itt thle 4iO1lpS'it( ople
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transferred.

That is signed by J. 11. Bri-gs,' chief, nonmetals valuation section.

Senator liN ;s.i would like to add right here what has appeared
in many instances before various committees, that when this reclassification act was passed, in many departments of the Government
some men had their salaries increased, new positions were created,
or they were transferred at an advance, so as not to bring them into
a higher classification, and I think great wrongs have been done to
the Government by reason of that fact, and it appears to have been
done here.

Mr. NAsu. Senator, I want to say that the Commissioner of Internal Revenue and I did not approve any such practice in thie organization as was carried out in this case. It never came to our
attention until this case was brought lup. I do not understand why
Mr. Briggs lid not bring it to the attention of somebody outside of
his division before April of this year, when this action took place
last July.
Thle (tJr.\lrMAN. Was Mr. Greenidge responsible for this thing
that you did not know about?
Mr. NAsH. I presume hle had knowledge of it. It was within
his division.
Senator hJox.:s of New Mexico. Was lie not the one to have brought
it upI
Mr. N.,sir. Well. lie shmold have done it. I hold no brief for
IMr. Greenidge.
Mr. BI(;us. May 1 make a statement here?
a moment, until we oget through with this
first.

Thle ('CiiA.MAN. iJus

MIr. M.xsox. (Coing to this memorandum signed by these engineers. I will start again at tle !beginnamgo of that, in order to have
it straight iii the record. It is headed "Engineering division , Income Tax Unit," and it is dated April 15, 1925:
We, the undersigned engineers of the notnietils valuation section, have
rcad your nietaraindlun dated April 15, ,1925, andl attached statements, addr'tssed to t le deputy commissioner.
We indorse the statement mad there thrttto te effect that " It would appear
that 1a section chief' should lbeconsulted ais a1n act of conllnon courtesy, if not

as a sound Iasihess policy, by a reviewing officer before changing hisN rating
marks." This would apHpear to be axiomatie.
Iteferrilg to the
elmoranl'idumn of IEnlgineer Seward. dated April 11,

11125,

addressed to "I ead, Staff Division," we will state that in our opinion you
have been uniformly fair and impartial in your treatment of your engineers,
always courteous andl rendy to cooperate in the work.
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For days anid weeks aidntimonths It,hi1as bien very noticeable that Mr.
It appeared that
Seward absented himself from his desk much of the tein.
It ~ as a 'oit1o1ti renork. " How idoe.4 Seward
lit was d(oitiz vory little worli.
get by?" ITader theit vciroumstame it is dittffit to see lhow Mr. ewird
a low rating. 'To give him tany other than a
t~
could ie given any other lt
itr tionmetials section

low rating wotld he unfir to the other ctlgiiteers of
tidl

to (iovermillltet

workers il gellterai

fltel, wold

--- i

be pjla'cing t premlUml

Iupon idlellnss.
We, who hiVlt

i'vt sNle SN
Ill'
t

llsidilera
lllle tite

Ili(

lliolln
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ls section , assure

you thtI sinceyo's took 'harge us chef' of section the work its a whole has
i
mFlity lkn it hmd lioet prohei'i more nit lary
sound iil ofi'a ntmch higher
v!ously. Nearly every exception to this stateenitit 'in he triteed to outside
interference.
At the present tin- n coit inilion of hesitatloii and uncertainty exists in which
we in ito wiay hold yoel responsible. Iowevt'er, soi'i step should he iluken to
change this

condition

n order that you

iandyour engineers nay continue to

iimintini the high standard of fllticly which we have bullt up together.
Frank II. Madison; II. L. Parris (excepting paragraph 5, as not con' versant with conditions at thas tinm) :; ,. A. Ilurdick; W. L.
Scanlon (as to first four paragraphs; not conversant with No.
:3); I. J. Itorlk; .1. Nelson Nevius; W. Lorrin Cook; W. W.
HIlnson, former member of sect ion (not conversant with plragriaph 4).

As I have stateAd. in reference to Ihis Itll'ineoriiandii(
t. each of these
calledd in by Mr. G(reenidge alnd lqustioned in regard.
to th e last paragra ph paruiiiularly.
Senator KrN\. Aibot otisidE interference ?
Mr. MAS
NMs.
Yes.
I will now radl Mr. Allen's
teuiWorandUl.ll.
(engineerswas

Senator KtN. Walho is Allen?
MIr. M.xsxO. Mr. Alien is assistant deputy coimnuissioner.
assistant to 41r. Bright.
T''le (I~r.ltuv.N. He is present, is he not?
Mr. NAsI. Mr. Alien is present.

le

is

Mr. MANSON (reading):
it appears front, the information given ly enghitcrs questioned by Mr. Greenidge, head of the engineering division, that a momioranduin of April 15, 1925,
addressed to Mr. J. II. Briggs, chief of nonmetals section, and sigintd by eight
ienigiiirs of the non ettals section, was circulated in that section by Mr. Briggs
containing
himself. 'This action of Mr. Briggs in circula lng a memor'andui
serious criticisms of his superlors Is grossly improper. If the memorandum had
consisted of the third and fourth paragraphs only, which contained an indorsement of his administration of the section and of his adverse comment on John
Seward, hii actin
action
ar, i ht e
rdoned, but the second, fifth, and sixth paragraphs contained very serious criticism of his predecessor, who is now the assistant head of the engineering division, and general criticism of others not
specltleally pointed out, but indicated as those responsible for thle policies of
the division. Such criticism might he made by Mr. Briggs direct to thet individuals criticized or even llunder certain circumistllances to the deputy comunnis-

sioner, but the bringing of this criticism to the attention of his subordinates in
his section and securing their endorsement of it can not be justified in any
way.
It is not of any moment, in this case, whether Mr. Seward is or is not an
efficient engineer. Thle phase of the matter which is important is Mr. Briggs's
attitude toward those in charge of hlls work. It is clearly indicated that lie is
of the opinion that his decisions should not be questioned and that his recommendations, ratings, etc., should be approved without review. Tlis lack of respect for Ills superiors and entire unwillingness to accept their decisions must
detract from his uselfulness aud this attitude communicated to his subordinates
must have the same effect upon them.
It is a serious question whether Mr. Briggs is qualified to hold a supervisory
position, it view of the manner in which lie
h
as taken hills subordinates into his
9291--25---T 1----28
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contlfdence aind fonmeted dissatlsfietion Iamonag them. lie would only lhe Justifled in Pecurlng the Indorsement of his subordinates if he were personally
under attack, which was not the case. A supervisory offliil should aim at all
tintms to foster a loyal aind cooperal ve spirit In subordinate employees, and
thils will cer rlatly not he iaeompllshed by dimplayling to subordinates for their
approval a luck of respect for the higher officials and their policies.

That is signed by C. B. Allen, assistant deputy comlnissioner.
T'lha is dated April 21, 1925, and on April 22, 1925, appears the
following. This is ia memorandum from Mr. J. G. Bright, deputy
conmnissioner, to the commissioner.

Senator KIN(. It looks to me as though Mr. Allen shows a lamentable lack of appreciation of proper discipline, and he condones the
irregularities and bad conduct of Seward.
Mr. MANSON. Even the department itself acknowledges that Briggs
was right.
Senator KIN . It looks to me as though Briggs was being punished
because lie was faithful and did not bow and cringe to Allen and
some of his superiors because he was independent and faithful.
Mr. MANSON. He did the very thing that the department itself has
criticized other men for doing-for not protesting.
Mr. Briggs is here, and I am informed that about a year ago lie
saw how his cases were being overturned on an unsound foundation,
and he went to Mr. Allen, the same assistant to the deputy comnissioner, and took the matter up with him, and Mr. Allen told him
that in the Government service men did not get very far by protesting, and that the proper thing for him to do was to see that his
record was straight, so that he could not be held responsible for
anything that went wrong.
The CHAIRrAN. Senator Jones, would you like to hear Mr. Briggs

now?
Mr. NASH. Senator, I want to state something at this point with
reference to Seward. I have been looking for Seward's file here, but
I do not find it. The intelligence officer, Mr. Paul, reported, as I
recall it, that there was considerable bad feeling between Mr. Briggs
and Mr. Seward. and he did not believe that Mr. Briggs could fairly
rate Mr. Seward, due to his intense feeling. It was his suggestion
that Seward be continued for a time under Mr. Grimes until we
could get Mr. Grimes's judgment in the matter.
I want to say again before this committee that if Mr. Grimes substantiates in any way the charges that Mr. Briggs has made against
Mr. Seward, Mr. Seward will be dropped. We could not drop Mr.
Seward on the rating that Mr. Briggs gave him. I can not understand how Mr. Briggs rated Seward 78 if he is as bad as this file
indicates. He certainly ought not to have a rating of 78 if that is
the situation, I think 82 is the rating for an average employee; and
if Seward is guilty of the things set forth in this file, he is not anywhere near an average employee.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Mr. Nash, do you not think that
Mr. Briggs was quite right in getting the support of the other men
in his unit on a matter of this sort, when he knew it was controverted by those above him?
Mr. NASH. I am not criticizing Mr. Briggs for anything that is
in this file.
Senator JONEs of New Mexico. Well, it seems that Mr. Allen did
so very strongly.
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Mr. NAsu. I. would like to also point out that this reorganization
which was under consideration antedated this memorandum that
is in this file.
All of this controversy, you mean ?
ANsT.
Senator E
Mr. NAsr. Yes, sir.
Senator JoxES of New Mexico. When was it actually decided that
Mr. Briggs should Ibe dropped from the rolls?
The finally approval of the commissioner is dated April
Mr. NAsI
22, but this reorganization that we are discussing, the condition of
the allotments, etc., was taken up fist on March 10, 1925, 'and continued from that point. I might say that it was the subject of a
great deal of discussion during the month of April, when the comnittee was not holding hearings. During that period I was taking
up not only with Mr. Bright, but with the other administrative
officers in the bureau, the problem of getting within our appropriation for thisf'iscal year.
Senator KINo. Let me ask you one question right there:
Wherever you have effected reorganizations--and I do not complain about them; I think you ought to have more of themi-but
v.here you do reorganize an(d consolidate two or more sections, and
you place at the head of the one section, is it not the aim to keep all
of those men in the service, rather than to bring in some persons into
the consolidated section whose records are not as good as Mr. Briggs's
record has been and place them in a subordinate position in the
consolidated sect ion ?

Mr. N.Asn. Senator, when we abolish a specific p
o sition we eliminate the man who occupies that position. If the Secretary or commissioner would decide to-morrow to abolish my position, I would
not look for them to find a berth for me in some subordinate position and to eliminate somebody else.
Mr. MANSON. Are you not automatically eliminating then, some
of your more experienced men at the same time that you are presenting to this committee the difficulty of keeping good men in the
service?
Mr. NASH. I do not believe I have stated before this committee
that it was difficult at this time for us to get engineers for nonmetals
work. I have stated before this committee that during the war years
1919, 1920, and 1921 it wac difficult for us to get technical men to
build up our organization. I have not complained of our organization as it stands to-day with respect to engineers. We do need
lawyers. It is difficult for us to get lawyers. I have made the statement that we do not have enough lawyers. We need a hundred more
lawyers, if we could get them. 1 do not think we have hired any
engineers for nearly a year, and we do not contemplate employing
any more engineers.
Mr. MANsoX. The statement was made to me by Mr. (Ireenidge
that it took him at least six months to break a new engineer in, and
that a man did not reach his maximum efficiency as an engineer in
any capacity in the Income Tax Unit until lie had been there for a
couple of years.
Mr. NAsu. That may be.
Mr. MANsoN. By your system of automatically dropping from the
service the head of a section, when the section is abolished or consolidated with another section, does not that automatically eliminate
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fronl the service the men that you yourself have determined are the

best men you have when youth put them into administrative positions?
Senator EaNs'r. If the committee wants to continue that controversy I do not object to it, but it seems to me that we are getting a
little off of the 1 tuestion that has brought us here in reference to Mr.
Briggs, You are now finding fault with the system followed in the
department.
1 int not concerned with Mr. Briggs its tln individual.
Mr. NAss.
The problem is it came before me was tihet'elimination of an administrative office and the combining of two sections in the organization.
his combination could be administered by one head of a d ivision,
and who c('uld handle the problems
by a man who was com1tent

(liht would come before him in this consolidation, just as well as he
did in tlhe small section that lie hiad in tlie first place. T he Government's interests are not jeopalrdized.

Th

e

cases will go through as

well as, if not better than, before. It will cut the administrative
cost and there will be a saving to the (Government.
IMr.
MAxsON. Then it is a mere coincidence that this all happened
on the (day following Mr. Allen's memorandum in reference to Mr.
Briggs?
lThat is n1ot a fair statement.
Senator ERNS,
Mr. N.\A%. I knew nothing at that time of this controversy over

M.r. Seward's rating.
Senator K st:. iMay I ask you a q<uetion. Mr.

ash?

What is

the fact as to whether Mr. Greenidge, with others who re sllerior
(t MrA. Briggs. have beten to you some time before this memlltorandum
recollllnnllming the dthoppingl of Mr. Briggs with a view to having

M.r. Briggs removed?
Mr. NAsI. Mr. Greenidge has never discussed with ume in any
way, shape, or form the dropping of Mr. Bri,,s. I did not discuss
this reorganiization with Mr. (Greenidge. My disctusion was Mr.
Bright.
Bright been to you with reference
Well,
Senator K1 .s We.
to the dropping of Mr. Briggs before this thing happened?
Mr. NAsui. Nothing excej)t that in our discussion on this reorganization it was mentioned that Brirs was in tihe administrative

position that could be eliminated.
The CnnrM.ax. I would like to ask if there is anything in the
record before you, Mr. Manson, from Mr. Greenidge concerning Mr.
Blriggs.
Nothing. exept a stenogralphi report of the conIMr.MANss,,.
(Grcenidgc had with these several eniw,,rs with
Mr.
that
ferences

respect to this memorandum m.
The Cin.mAlm.%N. What conclusion did Mr. Greenidge reach after
interviewing all of these engineers?

Mr. MANSIxN. In a memorandum dated April 16, t1925. to Mr.
Bright, deputy commissioner. 3Mr. Greenidge says:
There is iittchtld

inoemorandiun

I'riggs, chief noallnetls Valnultionll

(dated April 1,

1925. tdldress<el i

Mr. .1. II.

l
by the Fodlil ig K
id
Signed
ctionst1i1.

ngi-

ul'rnel'rs ill tilt natnill tails st'tioni: Frank II. Maldison, II. I. ltrrish. (. A.
It. J. Borlek, .I. Nelson Nevius, W. Lorrain Co(ok. and
dick. W. L. Salan,
W. WV. Hanson.
There is also attached nieoraindn dated April 15. 1:125., addrc.sed to youl
and signed by Mr. Briggs, chief of the nolnmetals valih11ion section.
ceach ciiniller who signed thte mtienoranilmdIn to my office
I have to-day called
T''lere is uttachl'd a ('copy of the
1and asked hin questtionl. coi()eriugllll it.
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d the iiswers thereio us Itaken by two steuog-

'I'iThat is signed SM.N. (Giveni''ti,
Ilead enri neeri'n
'ThIe ('lalMN.
lle 11i1
no comment himselff?
Mr.. M.A
.
e made no comment himself.

division.

Sel ator Jox4
Ns of New Mexico. You statedI, Mr. Nash, that On
April 21, 1 believe. tie order was signed by the commtiissioner.

Mr. NA.s. I believe that was Ihe date red hiy Mr. Manson.
do not, recall definitely, Senator.

I

Senator JONE:s of 'New Mexico. How soon thereafter was Mr.

Briggs droqppMl from tihe rolls
IMr. .
He was given Iis accrned annual leave from that date.
is.
It Irougt t lie date of separation up) to somei time around the 1st
or 2d of May.
Mr. PArmKE. The 2d of May.
Senator JONE S of New Mexico. ]as Mr. lBriggs's secretary been
renioved also ?
Mr. NASH. She is out of that division. I do not know whether
she has been dropped or reassigned to other work. We are in need
of stenographers. Stenographers leave us very rapidly, and we
have a big turnover in that class of employees. It is possible that
shie may have o'een assigned to stenographic work somewhere else
in the bureau.
Senator .losNs of New Mexico. What other changes have been
made in the engineering division by reason of your reduction of
force ?
Mr. Nxs.s. We have the resignation of Mr. Woody anti Mr.
Crockett. Mr. Woody received $3,800( and Mr. Crockett received
$4,600. Mr. I)eButts received $3,800.
Senator JONxES of New Mexico. You mean they resigned ?
Mr. N.sni. They either resigned or were dropped. The records do
not show which, but they were separated from the service; also Leo
Perrin, $3,800; T. R. Rothrock, $3,800; Edwin Bolick, $4,200-Senator JONES of New Mexico. When were they separated ?
Mr. NASH. These separations occurred since about the 15th of
January. They are separations by resignations or otherwise, and no
replacements have been made. they aggregate $34,000. That is a
cut in the engineering section, which, in proportion to the size of
that section is as great a cut as has been made in the other divisions
of the bureau. I think there are about 125 engineers, and 8 of them
have been eliminated in the last four months. Mr. Allen tells me
that we have just received another resignation, that of Mr. Corning,
in the coal section. This place will not be filled.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Then, if you have those resignations in that considerable number, would you not have made up this
$30,000 deficiency ?
MrH.NASH. It Would not, Senator. We still have some deficiency
to make up.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. To make up in what division, now ?
Mr. NASH. In the income tax division.
Senator JONEs of New Mexico. In the income tax division ?
Mr. NASH.' Yes, sir.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. The whole division?
Mr. NASH. Yes, sir; the whole division.
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Senator JOJNS of New Mexico. And you have made up how much
of that in this engineering division ?
Ir. NANII. We have made 'uI)$34,000 since January.
Senator .JONE of New Mexico. And you still have a deficit'
Mr. NAsNI. We still have a deficiency to make up; yes, sir.
Senator JONES of NOw Mexico. Of how much
Mr. NASI. Our total deficiency on both the field and the bureau
end of it is now $69,000. The figures that 1 quoted before were just
for the bureau end. At the time we lad the $34,000 deficiency in the
bureau we also had a $46,000 deficiency in the field. There has been a
little switching in those allotments. We have been transferring a
great many auditors from the bureau to the field, and that changes
the overdraft from one allotment to the other.
The CHArntMAN. May I ask, Mr. Nash, if it has been the policy of
the bureau at any time to reduce the heads of the divisions by demotion, or to remove them, in line with the policy that you have just
stated?
Mr. NASH. So far as I know, Senator, our policy is to eliminate the
lman whose job is abolished, and not to demote him. We have always
felt that if you reduce a man in the ranks, he is not as good an officer.
lie is not as good a man in the subordinate.position when he is
demoted and kept among his former associates.
The CHAIRMAN. I entirely concur with that. I asked if there are
exceptions to that rule.
Mr. NASH. Not that I know of, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. I know from our own experience that no organization is sound or can continue to be sound where men are demoted.
It simply takes the heart out of a man and he does not do effective
work.

Mr. NAsH. That has been our experience, and it has been our
policy, when we have to make changes, not to demote a man and
keep him in the organization.
I would like to say with reference to Mr. Briggs's case that the
Civil Service Commission wrote us and asked if we had any objection to his being put on the reemployment register. We replied that
Mr. Briggs's record with the bureau was good and that we had no
objection to his reemployment in any other department.
The CHAIRMAN. Would you consider it a demotion to go from a
deputy commissionership to a revenue agent in charge?
Mr. NASH. It might be a demotion in ran'T. It would not necessarily be so in salary.
The CHAIRMAN. He would not be in the same environment,
would he? .
Mr. NASH. No, sir; he would not be in the same environment,
because a man in the position of a revenue agent in charge would be
located outside of Washington, apart from the bureau organization.
He might be in San Francisco or Tacoma or two or three thousand
miles away.
Mr. MANsowN. And he has a lot of individual responsibility, too?
Mr. NASH. Yes; he is on his own responsibility. I have often considered that very thing myself. I sometimes think I would like to
get out of Washington, to be in San Francisco or Honolulu.
The CHAIRMAN. After going through these hearings, I do not display any surprise at that statement at all.
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Senator JONESH of New Mexico. Mr. Nash, do you know what work
Mr. Briggs was engaged on at the time of his separation?
AL. NAsH.

I do not.

Senator ,JoN.es of New Mexico. It appears that you have a few
a11ses pending in that division for the year 1917.
Mr. NAHII. Yes, sir.

Senator JoN,:s of New Mexico. That is eight years. What are
those cases that are pending for 1917?
Mr. NASI. I do not know what cases they are, Senator, but I think
I am safe in saying that I do not think that any of them would

have received the personal consideration of Mr. Briggs. They would
be assigned to engineers within his division. When the engineers
close their cases they would come up to Mr. Briggs for review and
approval. The same cases will now go to Mr. Grimes for review
and approval and will receive just as good technical consideration
and will be acted on just as expeditiously as if Mr. Briggs was there.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. In that connection, do you not
think it was reasonable to assume that Mr. Briggs was familiar with
those cases, and it would take Mr. Grimes a considerable length of
time to become familiar with them?
Mr. NAIAs. I do not think that there are any such involved cases
pending in that section that Mr. Grimes could not familiarize himself with them as much as is necessary within a very short period
of time.
Senator JoNEI of New Mexico. Is it not reasonable to suppose
that any cases which have been pending six or eight years, the
head of the unit would necessarily be familiar with them, and that
he had gone over them from time to time?
Mr. NASH. I do not think the head of the division would be as
familiar with the details of the cases as the immediate engineer who
was handling them, and that is where the time would be lost. If
the valuation engineer who had a case immediately under his direction was removed, then somebody else would have to study again
all of the details of his pending cases.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. What is this chief of the unit supposed to do there?
Mr. NASH. He is an administrative officer. He is an administrative officer. He assigns the work to the engineers under his direction. He takes part in conferences and reviews the work of the engineers after they have completed their jobs and written up their
reports.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Is it not reasonable to suppose,
then, that he had reviewed these old cases at one time or another?
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Jones, may I suggest that Mr. Briggs is
here, and, for my part, I would like to know just what he knows
about the condition of the work in the bureau and the cases therein.
I have gathered the impression from these hearings that the chief
of the section does not come in contact with the cases to any great
extent, if at all, prior to the completion of the work of his subordinates.
Mr. NASH. That is my impression.
The CHAIRMAN. And if that is so, the head of the section would
not necessarily know the detail of the cases still in the section.

Mr. MANSON. He does assign the work, though.
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Mr. NAsn. Yes.
The C('uiuMAx.
I mean that he does not know anything about
the work on them until they are brought lup
) to the ]heid of the section. At leat, that is my understanding of it, blit, as I say, Mr.
Briggs is Ilere. aln we can let him tell uis.
Senator Jox'Ns of New Mexico. In view of what appears ii tihe
record that these cases have been traveling around from one section
of the bureau to another, front the commissioner to the officer or
employee dealing with the details, covering a period of six or eight
years, I think everybody who has been connected with that work
ought to be familiar with them. That is mty assumption, and I
assmlie that the bead of this unit would have known something about
the age of these cases and the reason why they had grown so gray
in the bureau there, so that he would necessarily be more or less
familiar with the details of each one of these old cases. I had
assumed that situation, and if I am wrong about it, I would like to
know.
Mr. NAsu. Senator. I think Mr. Briggs probably has a knowledge
of these old cases. At the same time, I think the engineers working
immediately under Mr. Briggs have a better detailed knowledge of
these cases than Mr. Briggs has. They are in the position to have it.
That is not any criticism of Mr. Briggs. To keep in touch with the
detail of tlh;se cases was not his work.
Senator JoxE of New Mexico. I understand that the chief of the
section has to review them.
Mr. NAsiu. After Ihe valuation engineer has completed his work.
Senatur .JONES of New Mexico. Yes; but is it not reasonable to
suppose ti that ere has been work on valuation rind reviews in these
cases for eight years? If not, why should you, under any circumstances, permit anybody in that unit to separate himself from the
service
Mr. NAs. 1 do not know what is holding back these ten 1917
cases in the nonmetals section. They probably have had exaninations anwl reexaminations and one conference after another.
Sen ate. JONES of New Mexico. Yes.
Mr, NASH. They are cases in which the taxpayer and the valuation
section have not yet come to an agreement. They tire probably cases
that are under waiver. There may be cases there that were reopened
on claims.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. And in the removal of Mr. Briggs,
was that situation entered into or investigated, or was there any inquiry made about it?
Mr. NASH. Senator, it is one of the elements that were considered,
and it is one of the elements we discussed with Mr. Grimes when he
was called up to the commissioner's office. Mr. Grimes assured both
the commissioner and myself that he knew of no reason why he could
not take over the administrative work that Mr. Briggs formerly had
and conduct that work efficiently in connection with the work that
lie had in his own section.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Now, on that point, was Mr.
(Grimes a busy busy man before this thing happened?
Mr. NASH. I think our chart will show, Senator, that the work
is gradually falling off in this section. It is in better shape in the
metals section-and I think the engineers present will bear me out
in that-than it is in other sections of the engineering division now.
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of New Mexico. But you are not simply trying to re-

tain a relationship of work. Are you not trying to finish up the work?
Mr. NASII. We certainly are.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. And as long PS there is any Utfinished work, why should there be any letting up in the work
the :)pairation of Mr. Briggs is going
Mr. NAsuL. I (do not lwbeii'
to retard the finishing u1p of these case.; one bit. That is my belief.
Senator JoNES of New Mexico. Well, of course, if you believe that,

that is the end of it. If you can dispense with a man and have the
work go on just the smell, that wouid either indicate that the man
who takes oer 1Mr. Briggs's job did not have much to do before he

took it over or else Mr. Briggs was not doing mu1ch when he (quit.
Mr. NASI. It lltmeans, Se'ILnator, that the wr'k in ,oth of these seeions is gradually being reduced, and, has got to the point where one
section could handle that part of the job that remained to be com-

pleted. Of the two men that were at the head of those sections, I
think that Mr. (irimes was the better man to be retained.

Senator JONES of New Mexico. Do you not think it would have
been better to have absolutely closed out the years 1917, 1918, and
1919 in that division and to have made the work more current than

it is? I can not for the life of me appreciate the policy which would
want to let any case hang in the department for eight years.
Mr. NAHs. Senator, there is nobody in the bureau that wants a
case to hang for eight years.

There is nothing here to show that

these 10 cases are not cases t uat have been reopened within the last

year or two on claims. They may have been reopened by the filing

of a claim for a refund by the taxpayer. No prson in the department wants to take any administrative move tliat is going to delay
the settlement of a case. I do not think any administrative move
has been taken in this instance that is going to delay the settlement
of any old case.
HAnIAN. I would like to state this for the record: I'o I
The Cn

understand that the statement that so nany cases remain in any
particular unit, whether for 1917, 1918, or 1919, does not mean that

they have been in the bureau constantly on the same question for
that period of timni ?
Mr. NASH. Not at all, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. It may mean that the case was closed at one time,
and the taxpayer ,putin a claim, and then it was sent back to the unit

because of that claim.
Mr. NAsN. That is very true. We receive claims to-day at the rate
of 20,000 a month.
The CHAIRMAN. Then I ask you, Mr. Nash, if you have any infor-

mation as to the division between the claims that have recently been
opened and the ones that have been unsettled there for a great
period of time?

Mr. NASH. Not at all; no. The figures I have show the number
of cases involved and the years, without any segregation of the
claims as between the cases that have not been closedThe CHAIRMAN. Well, in justice to the bureau there should be a
segregation, because I think the testimony that has been given here
would leave the impression with Congress that when the statement
is made that there are a great many 1917, 1918, or 1919 cases in the
bureau, that these cases have been in the bureau constantly from
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on. I have had that impression up to this morning, and I

thik .., is a perfectly logical impression to have gained. Now, it
seems that it is not a 1917 case if the taxpayer did not make a claim
until 1921.
Mr. NASH. Senator, I believe there are conditions to-day-and
Captain Rogers can bear me out if I am wrong-under which a
claim can be filed reopening 1917.
The CHAIRMAN. Oh, yes; I am not complaining about that. I am
saying that when you make the statement that there are these cases
there it is an injustice to the bureau, because it gives the public
and Congress the impression that these cases have been pending in
the bureau for all this length of time. I got such an impression
and it has only been cleared up this morning by this discussion that
we have been having, that these cases have not, been pending continuously since this period for all of this length of time. I think it
is a grave injustice to the bureau for you to make the statement
that these cases are 1917 cases, 1918 cases, and so on, when, as a

matter of fact, they may have only been pending in the bureau a
few months or for a year.
Mr. NAsE.
1 wish to submit this chart for the record.
(The chart referred to faces this page.)
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Briggs is here

and I believe he ought to be permitted to make any statement that
he cares to.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Briggs will come

up here where we can hear

him and be sworn, please.
TESTIMONY OF MR. JOHN H. BRIGGS, FORMER CHIEF NONMETALS
SECTION, BUREAU OF INTERNAL REVENUE
Mr. BRIu;s. In the first place, I wish to make a statement in regard to my hostility to Mr. Seward.
No such thing existed. My men will bear me out in that, that
I have no personal hostility.
In the next place, the question raised was why I did not report
this to the people higher up, in regard to Mr. Seward's inefficiency.
If you will permit me, I will read a memorandum, dated August
8, 1924, from Mr. Greenidge to me in regard to the two most inefficient or the least efficient men in my section, and my reply:
Memorandum to M. Briggs, chief nonmetals section.
you are directed to furnish me in writing before noon, August 13, the
names of the two least efflc.ent men In your section and the reasons why
these men are the least efficient in your section.

I did not wait until the 13th. I replied on August 11, 1924. This
has a notation on here, "Copy of part relating to Engineer Seward."
Memorandum for Mr .S..
Greenidge, head engineering division.
Reference Is made to your memorandum, dated August 8, 1924, requesting
the names of the two least efficient men in this section and the reasons why
these men are the least efficient in the section.
In reply, you are advised that Messrs. John 8/eward and-

I leave out the other man's name ir. this, because it only had reference to Sewardare the two least efficient men in this section, the reasons for this opinion

being as stated below:

Mr. Seward is capable of good work and the greater part of the work
turned out by him is entirely satisfactory. However, the amount of work
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turned out by him falls far short of what it should be. There is only one
explanation for this, vlz, the use of a sl;::i:g expressito--" locating on the job."
Mr. Seward is away from his desk a great deal, sometimes for a considerable length of time. At. times he is away for a short period, I ut at frequent
Intervals. Mr. Seward receives a great many more telephone calls thou any
other mnn in the section, ln(d in he majority of cases he is not at his desk
and the party calling is advised to leave number or call again.
ils time report on cases is excessive and the explanation often given has
been, " Very difficult case."
The facet of his absenting himself from his desk is often remarked by other
men in the section. It has a demoralizing
effect. Thl;: can readily be understood when (consideratton is given to the fact that he is the highest-paid man

in te section.
Tie remark has been dropped more than a few times in connection with
work that needed to be gotten out without delay, " Let Seward do it; he has
plenty of time and besides he is getting the salary."
It was at your request that Mr. Seward was advised several months ago to
keep at his desk and get to work.

Those are remarks dropped by men in the section.
The CHAIRMAN. These are the methods which were in effect before
the reorganization plan was considered?
Mr. BRIGs. August, 1924; yes, sir.
I might add also, which I did not put in there, that Mr. Greenidge
had made the remark, when we were at Twentieth and C Streets,
that any time that Mr. Seward was absent and he wanted to locate
him, he could go outside and look in his automobile, and he would
find him out there smoking cigarettes.
1 am perfect willing to leave it to my men, most of whom are
here, in regard to my attitude to Mr. Seward and their attitude to
Mr. Seward, too.
In regard to the turnover of the work in 1917 and 1918 and 1919,
in connection with those cases, Mr. Nash has stated that the same
are in hand now. I think, for instance, we have ten 1917 cases
now. Those 10 could be gotten out of the way, and perhaps in
three months from now there would be 10 more there. They keep
going around i' a circle. Sometimes we have a chance at them.
Sometimes, we went at them four or five years ago, and they went
over to audit and were audited, and they were protested, and they
came back to us. They kept going around in a circle. Sometimes
we will find that there are 30 or 40 different operations in the same
case. Sometimes they travel back and forth between the taxpayer
and the man handling the case; there will be 10 or 15 or 20 letters
passing, trying to get information and trying to get somewhere.
In regard to the question of whether there are any important
cases on hand at the present time in the section I would say that
we did have one very important case. There were several others
which were very important, but we had one which, if I may be
allowed to give the history of itSenator EnNST. We do not want to go into any cases now. We
are looking into your matter now, and I think we ought to confine
ourselves to that. I would like very much to get away as soon as
I can.
The CHAIRMAN. I would like to know the name of that case.
Mr. BuoRGs. Harbison & Walker Refractories Co.
The CHAIRMAN. Is that a case that has been before this committee?
Mr. MANSON. No. Complaint was made in regard to it, but we
found that the case was not closed .
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The CHAIRMAN. Will you tell us why it is not closed, because, as
I understand it, that is a case where there is considerable influence
back of it.
Mr. Bamits. There is enough involved in that case, if it is handled
properly, to defray the expenses of the engineering section for several years-the whole engineering section, in that or: case.
The CHAIRMAN. The amount involved is not the question. The
question is whether the Government is justly entitled to it. It is
not a question of covering the expenses of the engineering division.
Mr. BIRIGG. No; the only question-The CHAIRMAN. Just conhne yourself to such statement as vill
interest the committee. What is the point involved in the lase
which has delayed it to such an extent?
Mr. BRiucs. Impossible to get datk out of the taxpayer of a satisfactory nature; always giving irrelevant information when he gives
any; giving excuses for not giving it, even in the case of field trips.
Senator JoNEs of New Mexico. I would like to ask Mr. Briggs to

tell us some of the detail and the history of that case.
Mr. BarIos. Well, my first recollection of that case was about
three years ago.
The representative-I think he is the vice president of the company, an engineer-came in on that case and presented what they
considered the value of their property. They did not give us any
facts. The coal section had a part of the case, and the nonmetals
section had a part of the case. While the oil and gas section was
represented, I understand there was nothing of an oil and gas
nature n it.

They were allowed an amount between nineteen and twenty million dollars, if I remember correctly, covering all of their physical

assets, coal, canister and clay.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. That was the valuation of the
mr. YIos. That was the valuation of the property.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. And it was being valued for the
purpose of depreciation or depletion ?
Mr. Bmous. Both; yes, sir. They asked of the coal section something over a million dollars for their coal assets. The coal section,
if I remember correctly, cut them down to between two and three
hundred thousand dollars. The nonmetals section added that to the
value of the nonmetal assets and, as I have been informed, increased
the tonnage of clay and ganister, so that at the rate of 10 cents a tor.
it gave them the value that they were asking for.
That covered the physical assets, both fee and leasehold.
Some time after that a letter came in from the taxpayer saying
that he wanted a large value for his leaseholds-sometbing like
eight or nine million dollars. A reply was made that the amount
that was allowed previously covered the leaseholds.
He came in for a conference. I was at that conference, and I had
some knowledge of what had been done previously, although I had
not been on the case previously. I advised the taxpayer that the
value of the leaseholds was covered in the valuation that had been
made and that I so stated, and I said, " Your engineer will recollect
that." The engineer admitted it.
SThen he said, "' I can not get that additional value involved in
that way, I want that additional value for good will."
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I said, " The engineering section has nothing to do with the value
of good will. That is an auditing matter."
Then the auditing section was called in, and they did not give any
tralle for good will.
The next I heard of the case it was appealed to the board of appeals and review, asking for a valuation of eight or nine million
dollars for good will.
I was called up by the man in the board of appeals and review-Mr. MAN SON. When you say "the board of appeals and review,"
yOil mean th1e colmllittee on appeals antd review?
Mr. hUKtm;s. Yes, sir; the old committee on appeals and review.
I was called up by the man who had the case in the committee on
appeals and review, saying that there would e a conference on that
case at a certain time. ant tliat they desired miy presence. I replied that all of the engineering questions had been settled; there
was nothing involved in them, as far as I knew. He said, "No;
it is a matter of good will." I said, "'That does not concern us."
lie said, "Well, we want you there."
I went iup in the morning and put in the forenoon there. The
\ice president of the company was there, a mining engineer and
.everal tax experts, and they talked a great deal at random, a great
deal along the line that the Vnited States Steel Co., when it was
formed, brought together a great many organizations, and talked
about the potential possibilities of an organization of that kind, and
That their compalany had been composed of several companies, and
was brought together, and there were the same possibilities there
that there were in thle.case of the United States Steel Co.
They were finally advised that they could not get good will. Then
they said they wanted-Senator ErNST. Is this what you want to hear, Senator?
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Yes.
Mr. lh ;(.s. Then thev said if they could not get good will they
xNanrted tlh case sent back to the nonlmetals section, to get that additional value in their physical assets, covering the coal, canister,
macWhinery, plant. etc.
T'he'n I called Engineer oalich to come up for tle afternoon session. lit was 1up there with me at the afternoon session, and we
argued against sending the case back, and said that they had been
allowed just what they had asked for and we cold not see any
reason whyv it should be sent back. But they insisted on it, and
finally'*the board of appeals and review told them they could send
it back to us for review.
At that time I advised them that if that case was sent back, we
should want data upon which to base the valuation, that their case
had been closed without any substantiating data, but simply upon
the value that they placed tlere, and that if ne found they were entitled to more we would give them more and if they were entitled td
less we would 'ct them down.
That was a year ago in September, if I remember correctly.
The CnA: RMAN. Just proceed. That is near enough.
Mr. Bltu;s. Yes. sir; I think it was about a year ago in September.
We have never been able to get any information from them at all.
It is an important case, and knowing that they were on the New
York Exchange and had been on the Pittsburgh Exchange, I sug-
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gested that the library be visited for an examination. I had three
men working on it, off and on, for ttwo o three months. One man
visited the Library of Congress and got valuable data. He found
statements that they had submitted to the exchanges. I had another
man go down to the library of the Interior Department, and another
man looking up statistics.
Finally a brief was drawn up, which covers nearly 00 pages, and
I think seven different points of view were taken up on which to base
a valuation. The highest valuation that I understand that could possbly be given them for everything was a little less than $11,000,000.
and the lowest value on another basis was $6,000.000.
We asked them at various times for information, but they did not
give it to us. They made excuses. They said their engineer was in
Europe, and we set a date for the final submitting of the information.
The rerresentatives of the company finally called up the deputy
commissioner's office from Pittsburgh asking for an extension of
time. The deputy commissioner asked me about it, and I told him
that we should give him an extension of time, that it would not make
any difference whether he gave them a month or a year, they would
not get any better results.
The CHAIRMAN. How much tax was involved ?

Mr. BmRQos. I figure, covering the high tax years, that there is.
probably, giving the proper valuation, at least $2,00(0000 in taxes
more than what they had wben taxed, which is involved in the <ase.
The CHAIRMAN. Then, the delays, or the extensions, rather, of
time would materially affect the case, would they not?
Mr. Barrio. I would think so.
Mr. NASH. Mr. Briggs, at this point I would like to know who is

responsible for these continuations or the extensions of time?
Mr. Bitims. On the last extension of time I was requested by the
deputy commissioner to write a very emphatic letter, stating that
they would have to submit their data not later than the 1st of May.
and if it was not in by that time, the cae would be closed.
The CHAIRMAN. The 1st of May of what year?
Mr. Bin uo This year.
Mr. NARH. As I understand it, you made a valuation of albout
$11,000,000 in this case several years ago?
Mr. Bmaos. No; the valuation of several years ago was between
nineteen and twenty million dollars.
Mr. NAsn. Then it went on to the committee on appeals and re-

view?
Mr. Barmos. Yes.
Mr. NASH. What brought it back to you again?
Mr. BRIsno(. The committee on appeals and review allowed them
to send it back to us to get an additional valuation.
Mr. NAsH. Allowed who to send it back?

Mr. BarIns. Allowed the taxpayer to send it back.
back on the taxpayer's request.

They sent it

Mr. NASH. And you started over on it again ?

Mr. Barnes. Yes.
Mr. NASH. In September of 1923?
Mr. Baries. Yes.
Mr. NASH. And it has been pending in your unit since 1923?
Mr. BaroIs. It has.
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Mr. NAI. Who has been granting all of the extensions since September, 1923?

Mr. BTmoo. The extensions have been granted-of course I bave
written the letters; they have been signed by me, but they have invariably objected to the head of the division in regard to giving the
extensions, and the final extension which was given was ordered by
Mr. Bright and signed by Mr. Bright.

Mr. NARs. That is, this last one, but were you directed at any time
between September, 1923, and the time that you brought this to the
attention of Mr. Bright to grant these extensions to these people?

Mr. BmuoCs. Yes, sir.
Mr. NASH. By whom?
Mr. BRIMos. By Greenidge.
Mr. NASH. By Mr. Greehidge?
Mr. BRIGOs. Yes, sir.
Mr. NASH. Every time?
Mr. BRiaos. I am satisfied that we never would have given them
any further extension until they went in and asked Mr. Greenidge
and he said so.
Mr. NASH. How much time would be involved in a case such as
this if you went right through with it?
Mr. BxIoos. It would depend very largely uponMr. NASH. I want to know, in a specific case of this kind, how
long it would take.
Mr. MANSON. You say the case has been pending since September,

1923; that is two years ago. Was it not September, 1924? The
engineer has just told me that that is so.
The CHAIRMAN. Previously he said a year ago last September, and
then he said last September.
Mr. NAsI. I am following Mr. Briggs's statement. What I am
trying to do is to determine who was responsible for the various
extensions of time since this case has been pending in Mr. Briggs's
section since 1923.
The CHAIRMAN. He said Mr. Greenidge was responsible for it.

Mr. NASH. He said he was responsible for some of the exceptions,
as I understood him.
Mr. BRm2.s. I have not granted any extensions, in this case, and I
was ready to close up that case at any time as soon as we could get
the data together.
Mr. NASH. Did you recommend that any extensions be made in
this case?
Mr. BinoGs. I did not.
Mr. NASH. Did you object to any extensions being made?

Mr. Bamoos. I did.
Mr. NASH. To whom?
Mr. BRoos. I objected to the extensions being given to Mr. Greenidge, and I objected to the extensions being given to Mr. Bright.
Mr. NASH. You have just stated that you said to Mr. Bright that
you had no objection to the extension being given.
Mr. BnRo(s. I said it would not make any difference whether an

extension was given for a month or two, that they would not get any
more out of it.
Mr. NAsH. If that was your conclusion, what was there to stop you
from closing up the case
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Mr. Bitions. Simply because Mr. Bright told me to write a very
strong letter, giving them until the 1st of May in which to submit the
information, and if it was not in by that time to close the case up.
1Mr.
NASH. But I understood you to say you had the case a year
and a half before you came to Mr. Bright with it.
Mr. Bmitis. Do vou remember, Mr. Parrish. when the case came
down from the board of appeals to us?
Mr. PARItsH. September, 1924.
Mr. BIucas4. September, 1924.
Mr. X.sn. You said that you had the case first about three years
ago.

Mr. Birlm;s. Yes.
Mr. NAsH. How long was it pending before the committee on
appeals and review?

Mr. hliiHms. It nmst have been there several months, because they
wrote them two or three times, as I understand it, telling them that
they could not have any longer time.
'T'he CAulM. . At this point I would like to state that when you
grant these taxpayers these extensions, I think it is a more serious
granting than most people believe. It involves in the aggregate millions of dollars of interest lost to the Government. vet these extensions seen to be granted, according to the testimony of Mr. Briggs,
on the oral statement of the head of a division, such as Mr. Greenid e.
Mr. NASH. Senator, the granting of this extension was for the purpose of obtaining additional information, and, as Mr. Briggs has
stated here, he has waited for the taxpayer to furnish the information, and the taxpayer is delaying the case. That is one of the most
serious problems that we have to deal with in these old cases. We
have been trying from time to time to get the auditors, the engineers,
and the heads of divisions to stop granting additional time to the
taxpayers to brinz in additional information. Every time they hold
one of these conferences, and the taxpayer is not Nitisfed with the
conclusion, he asks for further delay, so that he can supl)ly some
additional information to gain his point.
1
Tle CHAIRMA.
And during all of that time the Government is
losing millions of dollars in interest.
Mr. NAsa. From what Mr. Briggs has stated in this case, I can not
sec: why it should have lung fire in his section for three years, except
the tine that it has been before the committee.
The ('.HATMAN. Do you not think that there should be somebody
really responsible for these extensions, so that every auditor and
every engineer at his sweet will will not be in a position to grant
taxpayers extensions, involving a loss to the Government of millions
of dollars' interest? Do yo'u not think that is rather more or less of
an administrative matter?
Mr. NAsu. The auditor. are instructed-and they are under rigid
instructions-not to grant extensions.
The CHAIRMAN. Oh. but they do grant them, and you know it.

Mr. NAsI. Our supervision has not been as good in the past as it
is right now. I think we are getting better control of the situation.
What I am trying to determine is who was responsible for the repeated extensions in this particular case.
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Senator JoNEst of New Mexico. It seems to me that it is perfectly

clear from what Mr. Briggs has said that the committee on appeals
and review were responsible here, because Mr. Briggs told that committee that there was no use to send it back to the engineering divi-

sion; that they had gone over it all that they cared to; but it was
sent back not withstandi ng that, with directions for Mr. Briggs's
section to review the case without any additional testimony, and it
appears that instead of being furnished any of the testimony by the
taxpayer they went. around digging in the library and other places
and trying to get up some information, and on hunting that upl they
found that the previous estimate of value had been too great. Still
the taxpayer furnishes no information whatever. I think the difficulty is in listening to a taxpayer who will not do his part and do it
promptly.

Mr. N.u l. I know of nothing in our procedure, Senator, that
would have prevented Mr. Briggs from closing that case out as soon

as lie was satisfied with the situation.
Senator JONES. But the con.mittee on appeals and review told

him not to do it.
Mr. Nisr. Well, the committee on appeals and review had not
been in existence for nearly a year.
Mr. MANSON. It seels 1to ne that this case was closed, but now,
on the taxpayer's initiative, they are trying to get a higher value,

taking the position that the tax was not finally determined.

Mr.

Briggs discovered that the value they fixed is too high. Therefore
it is to tle interest of the Government that a revaluation may be
made, but i, revaluation can not be made on this information that is
procl'ured from the taxpayer. That seems to be the status of the
case.

Mr. Na.sil. When Mr. Briggs was head of this section, if he could
Inot \ve obtained tihe f ll in formation fromthe taxpayer le should
have sent an engineer out to get it.

I IMr. IJItU.s. There is one man going out on that case, and I venture
to say that, he will have a fine sumlner vacation, lie will be told

what a lovely man lie is. because that is the palaver that that taxpayer has given from start to finish.

Mr. NASH. 1 just want to say that if that is the way that engineer

will conduct the investigation, he is not a good engineer.
Mr. l;Thuis. There is hardly a man in the Government service

that is a better man than the engineer going out on that case.
The CHAIRMAN. Who is he ?

Mr. BitaGs. Mr. Parrish, sitting over there.
Mr. NASIX. I see no reason why this case can not be just as effec-

tively closed by Mr. Grimes.
Mr. Bmlr;us. I will tell you what tlhe auditor who went out on the

field trip in this case did. IHe came back, case uncomlAeted, that
the taxpayer would not give him the information so that he could

close it. Tihe taxpayer would not give him what he asked for. The
taxpayer said, "It is none of your business, and we have that stuff
in there uncompleted."

They are now sending out another man, an

entirely different man, to go and audit it.
The CHAIRMAN. In a side conversation with the Senator here it
was suggested that the bureau ought to soak that taxpayer and make
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him come to court. I do not see why, when a taxpayer deliberately
delays the case, the bureau should not go the limit and make them
settle it.
Mr. NASH. There are statutes that will compel a taxpayer to disclose all of his records and any information pertaining to his tax
return. There are lawyers in the solicitor's office for the purpose
of enforcing those statutes, and I see no reason why any taxpayer can
defy us for a year and a half and not furnish anything that we need.
Senator JONES of New Mexico. Something has been going on in
this case since 1917, apparently?
The CHAIRMAN. That is where the favoritism comes in. For
instance, take the Sinclair case. The chronological order of proceedings in the Sinclair Oil case is one of the most disgraceful
things that I have ever seen, and yet it has been consented to for
years and years by the bureau. Now, where are all of your statutes, and where are all of your lawyers in the solicitor's office, if
they consent to these delays for years and years, which are costing
the Government millions of dollars; where is the supervision; where
is the system; where is the organization; where is the boss? I
think it is outrageous. This case that Mr. Briggs it; talking about is
typical of lots of others.
It is not sufficient for Congress to say that the responsibility is on
a subordinate. Congress (does not know Briggs. There is nothing
in the statute that places responsibility anywhere except upon the
commissioner. You can not come here and say that this condition
is due to Briggs or to the committee of appeals and review, or that
this condition is due to the taxpayer. The condition is solely and
wholly up to the Commissioner of Internal Revenue.
Senator JONEH. It appears from the testimony in this case that
Mr. Briggs has been censured for making a protest about the action
of his superiors in these matters, and from this memorandum of Mr.
Allen's, I think, which was read into the record just a moment ago,
he is conmplainring about that very thing. So it seems to me that
that puts the responsibility for such things on the head of the
bureau, when you will not permit your subordinates to come along
the line with protests, when you reprimand them for doing that sort
of thing and they to try to say, " We have lawyers, we have auditors,
and we have other men in here to do these things," that will not do,
because we find that the protests are not honored, and I do not think
the blame can be shifted to the employees under those circumstances.
The CHAIRMAN. The evidence in these hearings up to date has
indicated to me absolute incompetence on the part of the commissioner. There is not any leadership; there are not terminal facilities. I never heard of any investigation of an organization anywhere that I found so little leadership and so much lack of ability
to do a job as has been shown in this investigation of the Bureau of
Internal Revenue.
Mr. Bmnoos. I would like to state, if I may, in regard to the last
letter that was sent to the taxpayer as to furnishing information.
That was a letter that was written under the direction of the deputy
commissioner to me over the phone, that I write a very strong letter
that he could have until the 1st of May to furnish the information,
but that that would be final. That letter would have gone out under
my signature, but to make it a little bit more emphatic, the letter
was drawn up, covering about three pages, and it was made very
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emphatic. so emphatic that I thought there would be no objection to
signing it, and I had it made out for the commissioner's signature.
IHe signed it and it was sent out that way, and it told the taxpayer
very emphatically
s
senator JoNiS of New Mexico. And still they paid no attention
to it.

Mr. BRio(s. And still they paid no attention to it.
Just after 1 left the office-I have not mentioned this because I am
on the outside-I was told that they came in in force in the same
way, without any information.
The CHAnIMAN. What is the influence back of the delay in this
case?

You have intimated to some of our investigators that there

is some influence back of this case.
Mr. BRIous. Well, they are big, powerful concerns, and big,
powerful concerns seemingly get away with a good deal of that.
I will say that there has been an unusual statement made. I do not
place any credit in the man who stated it; he never stated it to me,

but I know he has stated it to others, because I have heard it repeated. He has come in and said, "Mr. Mellon and I are directors
in several companies together; we are great friends. Any time I
come to Washington, or almost any time I come, I go over and call
on Mr. Mellon for a half an hour or so. He often asked about you
boys. and I tell him ' You are a damned fine set of boys.'

He says,

*I am very glad to hear it.' " That has a great effect on some of the
men that he talks to.
Senator ENST. I think this is a fine time to adjourn.
Mr. Banrtis. I do not pay any attention to that kind of stuff myself. In fact, I never had it given to me. I did state that if it were
given to me-I would probably have been reprimanded for doing

it-I would have asked him, "What is your next best story? "
The CHAurnMAN. We are about to close these hearings. but I would
like to ask just one question, and I am not trying to foreclose any
other questions that the other Senators may want to ask.
Mr. Briggs has been here during all of this discussion. He has
heard thle history of the bureau's management so far as the combination of these two sections is concerned.

He has heard the neces-

sity for cutting down the expenditures. He has heard the amount of
deficit. He has heard about the discussions that took place between
Mr. Nash and the commissioner, and Mr. Grimes and Mr. Nash and
the commissioner, and lie knows the general procedure.

In view of

his having heard all of this, I would like to know what he thinks
about the conclusions reached by the bureau and what else it could
have done. I say that because the committee wants to be fair.
You have heard both sides of it, Mr. Briggs, as we have heard it.

Mr. BmRoos. Yes.

The CHaIe MAN. What are your conclusions about it?

Mr. Bitmos. In regard to my discharge ?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.

Mr. BmuOs. I have not had any doubt at all but that I was discharged on account of this investigation, and I want to say that the
men who worked for me have the same feeling, too, that I was discharged on account of this investigation.
If I might be able to make a little statement-it will not take very
long. but will give you the history of my connection as chief of the
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section-A would like to do so. It will only tak eme a v'ry few
minutes.
In October. 19123, 1 was appointed chief of this section to succeed
Mr. Griggs. Before being appointed Mr. Greenitge called Ie to his
office.and asked Iw if 1 were appointed chief whom wou ld I appoint
as my assistant chief. I told him that I had not given the matter
any thought, and he remarked, " You would not think of appointing
Seward, would you "
N." IN"
said, " I would not." " Well, what
about Keenan ? ' I said. " Well, Keenan has done very good work:
he has done good work in tle f Il. I think, from what I have seen
of it." " Well," ie said, " I would like to do something for .lack.
Would you have any objection to appointing Iimn your assistant? "

1 said," No; 1 don't thilk I would.

I feev I 1rfectly willing.'

No as aitresult of tihut I appointed him mly Issistaiit.
I think it WUas almost t4l( he following diy after I was ;tappointvd(

chief of tlhe section that, Mr. (1Greenidge caine to im and said hewanted to borrow Keenan for about a month.
That was before he
really got stalled as assistant to me. lie said they were going It
take over the appraisal--sometimes called the appraisal, sometimes
called the amortization, section--and ihe wanted to send Mr. Keenan
over there to straighten it out. " Well," i said, " when will lhe be
back? " IHe said, " He will be back in a month." " Well," I said.
" wherever the Government needs a man most, I can't put in any
objection."
I think it was the next day that Mr. Griggs said. " Wlihom are you
going to appoint assistant chief? " I said, " Keenan is my assistant
chief." " Why," he said, " he won't be back." I said, " Greenidge
tells me that he is coming back in a month." He said, "L1 will not
be back."
So I spoke to Mr. Greenidge, and Mr. Greenidge apparently did
not like the fact that Mr. Griggs had told me that. He said, " Everybody seems to know a damned sight more about it than 1 do."
Some time about the 1st of September the appraisal section was
made a subsection of my section, and Mr. Keenan was returned to
me as my assistant chief. There was nothing said in regard to what
returning him.
his duties should be at all in the Imemorandul
As soon as we got organized one of hlie men from tle amortization
section came up and was starting to ask me siiome question.

Mr.

Keenan was out of the room. It seems that lhe was going to look
after that kind of work iinmediately, and Mr. Keenan saw him speaking to me. and ie left the room and went down to Mr Greenidge and
made complaint that I was talking to some of his men.
The C('uitAR\N. Mr. Bri(ggs, just what hlas that to (do with ylour
connection with the coum)ilitte' ?
e pi ice t hat ihas existed agliillst
. I want to show
IMrI. lii(c
lil' from llt ie ery begiinig.
Thit ('IAI .AN. Tliat is not the point. You made tie stiateliient
awhile ago tflhat Voll W'ere Illismissel bealised of voull' connection with
this (collllnittee, and you said you were going ailheadlt tell us of '.our
connection with this connlittee.
Mr. Blnwms. Yes.

ow. lease go ton and do so.
o.
The ('ICAIul~mAN
Mr. Bmlwos. I want to show that there was an attitude of preijuiice,
and that is the reason 1 am stating this.
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I want to state that for seven months this appraisal work was work
to which my name had to be signed. It was under me, I was supposed to be responsible for it. During that seven months I never was
allowed to sign my name to it. Not only that; but I was told that I
could nt look at the cases there or any of the papers.
Senator EIINST. How long ago was this?

Mr. Blnius. From December, 1923, to July, 1924, when the appraisal section was separated from the nonmetals section and, in fact,
when the separation took place the first notice I got of it was from
my secretary.
Mr. MANSON. Do you mean to say that for that period of time you
were responsible for this work and were not permitted to examine it?
Mr. Bumu:;. I suppose so. I suppose I wa's responsible, as chief of
section, and my naim haid to be signed to all of the papers, but f was
riot allowed to exfmiflinel
tilfm, and not. even allowedit sign ily name.
Mr, MANSON. D id somebody else sign your name?

Mr. Bmc. Mr. Keenan signed them.
The CIAII1AmN. Who refused you permission to examine your

own cases?

Mr. Bmo. Well, I was going into a discussion of that by showing just what happened between Mr. Keenan, Mr. Greenidge, and
myself.
Mr. MANsoN. Mr. Greenidge is the one that directed you to leave
that entirely to Keenan; is not that so?
Mr. Bmnoos. Practically; yes, sir.
Mr. R.ooG:s. And whenever you attempted to look into it, Keenan
complained to Greenidge, and Greenidge reprimanded you; is not
that true?
Mr. MANSON. Did you ever make any complaint to anybody above
Greenidge about not being permitted to examine these cases?
Mr. BIIGGS. I spoke to Mr. Allen about it.
Mr. MANSON. What did Mr. Alien say?

Mr. BRnios. Mr. Allen said that I was responsible, but he said the
best way out of it was to keep still and leave things run along as
smoothly as possible, and I held that course from that time on. At
the time I took that matter up I made this memorandum in which I
made a protest, and Greenidge replied to me in the Penn Sand &
Gravel Co. and the Climax Fire Brick cases.
The CHAIRMAN. In other words, you were told to be a good
soldier?
Mr. BroIGs. I was told to be a good soldier, and from that time on
I was, because, if you will remember in my testimony, we had up
the United States Graphite Co. case, and in that case Mr. Burdick
said that lie had made a written protest to me against Mr. Shepherd's
ruling, and I advised him to go ahead and sign it, and if Mr.
Shepherd signed it that he was not responsible; that we were told
not to criticize our superiors.
The CHAIMAN. Tell us about your connection with this commit-

tee. You stated tht you were discharged because of your relation
with this committee. Now, just what has been your relation to the
committee?
Mr. Bmus. My relation to the committee is that I was called on
to furnish them certain cases and testify before the committee, and
as a result of that there has-been a very hostile attitude toward me.
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The CIIAIRMAN. But that was not on account of your coining down
here and testifying; it was not on account of your connection with
this committee, was it?
Mr. Banmas. The Senate committee'
The (C'.%:I.AN. Yes; we are talking about this committee right here.
Mr. Bmwus. Well, that was after I was asked to furnish data.
The CHAnIMAN.. Who asked you to furnish data, and what was it?
Mr. Bmutos. Mr. Parker. Oh, first, I was told on my return from
a field trip last September that a man by the name of Parker was
here, an engineer acting for the Senate investigating committee, and
I waE to give him any information that lie would ask for.
The C(IIAiiMAN. Who told you that?

Mr. BIu;asH.

Thie

Mr. Greenidge.

CHA1IlMAN, YrS.

Mr. Bhuts. But they made remarks afterwards which indicated
that they wanted me to be very careful what I did furnish.
When did they say that, and what were their
L.
The CADrn.tr
remarks?
Mr. BuImos. Well, I went to Mr. Griggs and asked him the name
of the Calcite case in New Jersey which we had sent to the board of
appeals and review, and he asked me what I wanted it for. I said,
"To send to the committee investigating it." He says, "Hell, you
know those fellows are here just simply to raise the devil with us,
and if we are not careful a lot of us will lose our positions." I went

to see Greenidge first, but he opened the door and went into
(ireenidge's room to see whether he wanted that case sent up.
(Ireenidge was not there. He said, "I can't send that down." I
sal, " They have asked for that kind of a case." 1 said, " That is as
good a case as any."
Mr. Greenidge also met me in the hallway one day, laughing as
he went out-apparently he started to laugh as he saw me coming.
"Well," I said, " you are happy." He said, "If you will come to
my office, I will let you read something that will make you laugh like
a horse. If you don't, I miss my guess." So I went up there, and
he showed me a note reading that Mr. Parker had made an application with the Civil Service Commission for a position as valuation
engineer.
Mr. MANSON. When was that application made?
Mr. BaRios. Mr. Parker's application?
Mr. MANsON. Yes. It was not since he has been connected with
this committee?
Mr. Butws. Oh, no.
The ChIAIuMA.

When was it made?

Mr. Bmtios. I do not know when Mr. Parker made his application.
Mr. PARKER, Three or four years ago.
The CHAIrMAN. What was the joke about that?
Mr. Brioms. Well. he just simply said "Ain't it ridiculous that
they send a man here to investigate us that has made an application
like that in here? Why," he says, " thought when this investigation was started they would have some big man like Winchell "; and
lie mentioned one or two other men. He says "It is absolute nonsense to give him any information."
A very small trick which they played, which showed their hands,
was sending Miss Pearoe out of Mr. Greenidge's office down to my
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t.cretary and whisper in her ear that she should watch and see who
went in to talk to these investigating engineers, and report to the
head office every afternoon at half past 4 o'clock who went in there.
Now, apparently, it was given to her with j view that--well, it
was given apparently as if it was intended that she should not let
me know. but I think it was intended that she should let me know,
and see if they could not frighten me about giving this information,
lMcause she told me about it, and I said " ou just tell them every
afternoon at half past 4 that you were too busy to watch out for
that."
Th''le CHAIRMAN. Just tell what information you gave this comfmit ,.

Mr. lBtirms. Mr. Parker
showing i list of cases ill
revecTrSet by the bomrd of
t , he
tl wvrk,
jusi cxanc
I picked upi six little cawwe

'

asked me to give him a memorandunI,
wich my wIork in the section had beetappeals
(ndreview.
I can't rembhe
special conferee, or another matter, and
and gave them to him. I think most of

those vases have co'ime up) here.

Then. later on, lie asked me for some other cases, and I gave them
to him. In fact, I made a memorandum to Mr. Greenidge, a typewritten imemoranduml every day at half past 4, showing what was
riven your committee.
The CHAIRMAN. Is that a matter of record in the bureau?
Mr. BmoRs. It should be a matter of record; yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. So that you did not give anything to this committee surreptitiously or under the hat; you just openly told us
what you thought was wrong, and notified them to that effect?
Mr. Brtms. I think that is so. I think Mr. Parker will bear me
out that I have been very fearless in giving him information; that I
have not done it as a sneak or a horse thief, or anything of that sort.
Mr. MANSON. In all instances, did you notify Mr. Greenidge of the
information that you gave to the engineers?
Mr. Btmos. Maybe some engineer came in and wanted to discuss
some general principle-not a particular case-and wanted to ask
what the law was in regard to that. For instance, I remember
having one or two discussions where the engineer came in and wanted
to know about paid-in surplus, and under what circumstances it
could be gotten, and I explained to him the circumstances.
The CHAIRMAN. Of course, that was not information from the
bureau at all, but it was a matter of record.
Mr. Btmos. It was something that there was a great deal of discussion about.
Mr. MANsON. He wanted to get your views on the subject.
Mr. PARKER. Mr. Briggs had auditing experience as well as engineering experience in the bureau, and we asked him general questions not relating to particular cases.
Mr. BRImos. I came into the engineering section from the audit section. I came in at the request of Mr. Hamilton, who was at the head
of the metals section. They needed some one in the audit for valuation purposes and for depletion purposes, and Mr. Hamilton found
that the work that I was doing there was valuable, and after lie had
found it was valuable, and after he found out that I had had 16
years' experience in mining, he said, "We want you in this section;
you can easily get a rating as a valuation engineer, and I will make
a request for you."
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He said, " You write Mr. Winchell and get a statement from him."
The C~(AInRAcN. To get back to what we started on, you made the
statement that you were dismissed because of information that you
had given to this committee. Do you still adhere tothat statement,
in view of what Mr. Nash has stated?
Mr. Bmuts. Well, I can say that, intview of the way that I was
dismissed, I can not have any other feeling in the matter when the
notice was stuck on my desk, I think on the 23d--I couldn't say for
sure, hut I think on the 23d of April, was it?
Mr. MANsON. Yes.

Mr. Iltiums. The 23(1 of April.

which I ope lnedt and which

said

|lYour services, 1 1111 Sorry to sity, are no longer Ineded, altd youQ
amout, it
rI(''ied
( utulai leave." a certain sa1
ill be given yvtr
emrVd to meI t belabisolutel absurld.
Mr. MANSI(N. Was it cOst mairy to give i 0-day not ice wheel a
mlllan wa\s

'(1(re

d11(
oaterth

f1tor (c'ullse

ot sa , but 1 know that--is that, right, Mr.
Mr. Itut.;:s. I can uI
Nash?
Mr. NAsh. We usually give e:iplgyees their accrued annual leave,
but in some cases 1 believe the Secretary has the power to give the
full 30 days' leave to an employee who is leaving the service. That
is done in exceptional or meritorious cases.
Mr. BIrloos. It is done practically in all cases. My wife got that
when she resigned after being three years in the service.
Mr. NAii. There are some cases in which no leave is given.
The C.HAxMAN.. I think the committee is about through with the
hearings. This is the last day that we can hold a hearing, according
to the terms of the resolution, unless we sit to-morrow. .I think we
had better adjourn.
Mr. NASH. Senator, I would like to make this statement:
Mr. Briggs has stated that lie believes he was separated from the
service because of his contact with the committee. I have said this
before, and I want to repeat it, lie was not separated from the serving
for that reason, nor has any other employee been disciplined in any
way for contact with this committee. Mr. Grimes, I think, has beet
closer to this committee than Mr. Briggs has, yet Mr. Grimes hap
been promoted. Mr. Davis, who has also furnished information t*
this committee, has not been molested in any way. Our instructions
to those men were to cooperated -iih this committee, and I am glad
that they have done so.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Briggs has certified to that, so far as Greenidge is concerned.
Mr. BamRs. I think all of the engineers who have worked under
me over there, if you will ask them, will tell you that they have the
same feeling, that it has been their feeling, and it has had a demoralizin g effect upon them, too. Mr. Grimes stated that I could easily
have been demoted and retained there as an engineer under him, that
he would have been glad to have me.
Senator ERNST. Mr. Chairman, I move we adjourn.
The CHAIRMAN. I hear no objection. The committee is adjourned
subject to the call of the Chair.
(Whereupon, at 12.50 o'clock p. m., the committee adjourned subject to the call of the Chair.)

